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A DIFFERENT PARADIGM
HOW WE GOT THERE
WHERE WE ARE
WHERE WE NEED TO GO1
Ronald E. Stewart2
Abstract--A review of the history of the USDA Forest Service timber sales program suggests five
phases in land management philosophy culminating in a period of expanding gridlock. This indicates the
events zoning of the landscape for single- or
for a new paradigm for manage
and duplication of more natural processes. This
natwrwzs and that mphasues
paradigm shift has significant implications for sitviculturalresearch.

INTRODUCTION
I believe that the practice of silvicutture is at a major
crossroads. We can take one path that continues to
put us in a defensive posture, desperately hanging on
to the past and protecting turf. But, as someone has
said, "the definition of folly is to continue to do the same
thing the same way and expect different results.'"
Therefore, I believe that a different path that leads to
new options and a fresh approach is the only choice.

To understand where we need to go, we must first
know where we are and how we got there. I also
believe that a look at the history of the forces shaping
the USDA Forest Service timber sales program tells us
much about our present circumstances. While the
forces and trends that I will be discussing may not have
impacted Southern forestry to the same extent as in the
West, I assure you that the wave of change is coming
your way. I say this with some confidence because
these forces and trends are driven by national laws and
regulations and by the values of a growing urban
population. For example, in California today, about 95
percent of the population is considered urban; in only a
few years, 80 percent or more of the nation's
population will be urban. Think of the potential
consequences to forest land management policy and
practice as Congress and state legislatures increasingly
reflect this shift in political power.
I want to stress that the views and opinions expressed
are my own and do not reflect USDA Forest Service
policy. Rather, they represent my observations after
serving as a scientist, research administrator, and
Regional Forester in the western United States for

more than 20 years. I also have liberally used an article
by Lynton Caldwell, Charles Wilkinson, and Margaret
Shannon in the Journal of Forestry (Caldwell, et al.
1994) for additional background information. Further, I
have used a graph of the USDA Forest Service timber
sales program bemeen 1905 and 1994 to identify key
phases in forest management philosophy (Figure 1).
Let's begin by looking at some highlights of how we got
to where we are today.

HOW WE GOT THERE
Phases in Forest Service Land
Management Philosophy
Custodial management (1905-1940).
Gifford Pinchot's famous 1905 letter set out the basic
philosophy for national forest management. He said,
'You will see to it that the water, wood, and forage
of these reserves are conserved and wisely used
for the benefit of the home builder first of all, upon
whom depends the best permanent use of lands
and resources alike...where conflicting interests
must be reconciledthe question will always be
decided from the standpoint of the greatest good
of the greatest number in the long run."

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silviculturrtl Research Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3, 1994.

'Associate Deputy Chief for Research, USDA Forest Service,Washington, D.C.

National Forest System Timber Sales
1905-1994
Billion Board Feet

Custodial

Strategic Reserve

Max. Production

Zoning

Gridlock

Figure I-Phases in USDA, Forest Service, National Forest timber sales from 1905 to 1994.
This simple, straight forward policy has largely
influenced national forest management up to the
present time.
This early period was characterized by a generally low
level of timber extraction from the national foresb. A
low national population in relation to the resource base
resulted in a situation where demand could be largely
met from private lands. Development of the sustained
ield philosophy occurred during this period. The
concept may have originated with a forest industry
consultant in the 1930's with the idea that it would only
be applied to federal forest lands. This suggests that it
was designed to limit supply from federal lands and
thereby keep timber prices up. Contrast this with
timber industry's concerns today about federal timber
supplies.
National forests viewed as a strategic resewe
(1940-1960).
The nation turned to the national forests to meet
strategic Wodd War II needs. This provided high
quality spruce for aircraft, lumber for building milfiary
facilities, and control of raw material costs. Colonel
F.G.Sherrill of the Army Corps of Engineers said, "it
took three trees to equip and maintain one soldier""
[quoted in Galdwell, et al. 1994.1
After the war, the economy expanded and the
single-family house became an American prerogative.
Demand for soWood from the national forests

increased, with strong Congressional support, to fuel
the economy and to provide low-cost housing.
Returning war veterans started families, leading to the
"Baby Boom."
The public amude of the time is reflected in a letter of
May 18, 1954, from Clair Engle, loname California
Congressman and Chair of the House Committee on
Interior and Insular Affairs, to B.H. Payne, Director of
Timber Management for the Pacific Southwest Region
of the USDA Forest Service:
"In my recent trip through the district 1 still
encountered widespread complaint among the
operators that adequate timber was not being
made available...It seems to me that the answer to
these complainb is for the Forest Service to
annualty offer for sale the allowable sustained
yield cut...It seems to me to be compietely
unjustified to perrnk milts to close down while
national forest timber is roMing and fatling down."
Maximize ~ o m m o d i t yproduction within a
multiple-use context (1960-1970).
Public acceptance of the Forest Services's multiple-use
philosophy was codified with passage of the
Mu(tipleUselSustainedYield Act in 1960 and the
Wilderness Act in 1964. But during the period, the
F o r s t Senrice seemed to move toward a policy to
maximize producGvity on suitable timber lands and

adoption of even-aged management using clearcutting
as the predominant management s9tem.

cniticism. We are critical of our own performance
and policies. We should be..."

With the dawning of the Environmental Age came
passage of the Endangered Species Act, National
Environmental Policy Act, Freedom of InformationAct,
Clean Water A&, Clean Air Act, and formation of the
Environmental Protedon Agency during the late
1960" and early 1990's. This signalled a major shift in
public thinking about industrial development and
naturaf resources. The economy had grown, most
people were rela~velywell-off, with a roof over their
heads, clothes on their back, and food in their
stomachs. In fact, individual incomes rose more during
the 1960's than at any other time before or since
(Caldwelli, et al. 1994). This fostered a condition where
the nation began to think about other issueh;. In 1965,
Peter Drueker predicted the emergence of a new
power center in American politics dominated by urban
youth, in which 'koneconomic issues may well become
the core of political belief and action and focus upon
quality of life, rather than the division of the economic
products" (quoted in Caldvvell, et al. 1994).

Chief C l i ouhtined a muttiple-use planning process and
called for development of an efficient system of
coordinated data collection, identifying resource
management possibilities and afternatives at the local
level and at specific locations so that they could be
aggregated at Forest, Regionat, and National levels.
This was a forerunner of the forest planning process
that emerged out of the Forest and Rangeland
Renewable Resources PIanning Act of 1974 (RPA)
and the National Forest Management Act of 1976
(NFMA). He further said, "Such a system should also
recognize changes in direction caused by changing
needs of people, multiple-use planning or new
concepts of environmental qualrty. Our systems must
readily accept decisions for change."

This changing public and political view would lead to a
speech by Forest Service Chief Ed Cliff in 1970
entitled, 'Challenge for Change." He said,
"The Forest Service is in an era of change never
before experienced during its existence. For
years, our leadership was accepted in the field of
conservation. We wore the white hat of the hero
saving forests from devastation. In our earlier
years the Forest Service developed the
multipleuse philosophy. We initiated the
Wilderness movement. We were the principal
advocate and leader in the philosophy and
establishment of sustained yieid. Today the
reaction is different."
"Programs and policies that were established
without public reaction a decade ago are
suddenly the subject of numerous law suits and
appeals. Instead of maintaining the role of leader
in vvilderness philosophy and establishment we
now are frequentfy portrayed as destroyers or
enemies of wilderness. Our efforts to maintain
mueple-use on certain controversial areas has
earned us the reputation of single-use sellouts to
commercial interests.
"Conservationistgroups feel that our allowable cut
is too high, and our cuttjng methods too harsh for
the environment. Timber interesb generally
believe we are too conservative in establishing the
allowable cut and our requiremenb for cutting
operations are too restrictive."

'TTh bombardment from organizations, private
citizens, and industry is not our only source of

The 1960's ended with growing disenchantment with
government and large institutions in general. The "If
you can't trust your banker, who can you trust' slogan
of the 1950's gave way to "Don't trust anyone over 30"
by the late 1960's. Forestry got caught up in the
growing environmental movement and the public
dissatisfaction with government. A committee of
universtty experts convened by Senator Metcalf of
Montana and chaired by Dean Bolle of the University of
Montana examined Forest Service practices on the
Bitterroot National Forest and concluded, "Multiple use
management, in fact, does not exist as the governing
principle on the Bitterroot National Forest...Quality
timber management and harvest practices are missing."
Released in 1970, the Bolle report was quickly followed
by challenges to forest practices on the Monongahela
National Forest in 1975 and in hearings conducted by
Senator Frank Church on the practice of clearcutting.
The ink was hardly dry on the Forest and Rangeland
Renewable Resources Planning Act of 1974 when
Congress amended it by the National Forest
Management Act of 1976.
Zoning for multiple-use to minimize land use
conflicts (1970-1986).
"The NFMA substantially constrained where and under
what conditions timber harvesting could take place on
national forests. It inserted environmental protection
requirements into the legislative mandate for national
forests and began the shift in management away from
the previous emphasis on economic development and
community stability" (Caldwell, et al. 1994). In my view,
it also accelerated implementation of a strategy for
multipleuse management.
My training as a forester in the early 1960's told me that
the way to practice mul.tipleuse management was to
segregate the uses over the landscape because many
uses were conflicting and incompatible, I actively
spoke against what had been termed the "succotash

syndrome," that is, the sttern@tc pra&e more than
one use on the same acre. The ideg of zoning us@, or
to separate them in time and space, to avoid conltic-t
~ 1 3 1 8apparsntqr in~~titut&,naibrsd
by the Forat Service
&rough its forest and land managment planning
proc-.
Wowww, I
that this appoach only w o r b if the h u m or uses are
visual&-bad and location sensitive, and the demands
on the rgssurm are retw* Isw to moderarte; i.e., the
land base is a h to support the range of uses.
Today, the issues, such as spotted owts, marbled
murrelets, red-cockaded woodpeckers, and ancient
forests, transcendvisual quai@ and are less location
sensitive. Further, they crow watershsd, forest, and
even trad'ib'onal politic& and ownemhip boundaries. At
the same time, the demands of a growing population
on a shrinking natural rmources land base are beyond
the capabitity of a zoning land management strategy to
address.
The forest planning process uttimatety lead to a strategy
of zoning of the land for individud or dominant uses.
This strategy also included continuation of the policy to
maximize timber production on the capable, available,
and suitable (CAS) land base. This was thought to be
appropirjae @rice other nafura! resource values had
been dealt with in other land use classifications. And,
through application of intensive silvicukural practices on
the remaining CAS lands, it was thought that we could
maintain near historic levels of timber harvest.
However, this required levels of invmment that were
never funded and relied on the very practices most
disliked by the public, such as dearcutting, use of
herbicides, monocultures, etc. We inadvertently
identified an industrialzone in the middle of a nice
suburban neighborhood.
Public attention now almost exclusiveiy focuses on the
CAS land activities, especially even-aged management.
As a result, the portion of the national forests in active
timber management is continualty decreasing. In other
words, we are fighting over a small part of the land
base and are potential@ignoring what is occurring on
the majority of the federal forest lands where we are
accumulating a legacy of declining forest health and
increasing threat of catastrophic fire.

management In many national forwts in the Wmt
today only 10- to 25- prcent of the land is under active
forwt management. For example, in the Pacific
Southwd Region of the Forest Service, only about 3
mgon acres of the 20 maon acres of national for=& in
CaMarnh are included in the timber land base,
This has alrro inabverten* rssulted in the sstablisttment
of Mdlife refugeg (essentially zoofogical gardens) and
other k o l a t d habitatrs and single or dominant-use
zones across the landscape. We now have created an
issue of habitat fragmentation. Because of the often
isolated and scagered nature of these areas, we now
find that we must designate a new land classification,
migration corridors, to assure gene exchange and
dispersal of individuals betvveen areas of suitable
habitat.
In my personal view, this approach has resulted in loss
of agency credibiiity with all parties: (1) With
environmentatis& due to the Forest Service's continued
emphasis on clearcutting and maximization of timber
production on the CAS lands at the expense of other
multipleuse values and (2) With timber industry and
local governments due to the Forest Service's inability
to meet either historic harvest levels or even the lower
ievdr; implied in the forest plans.

VVHERE WE NEEC) TO GO
Changes in policy toward the role of the national forests
in meeting the nation's need for wood in the 1950's
were generated by public pressure. Similarly, the
current changes have been generated by a new public
view of the role of the national forests.
We continue to repair rips in a worn out fabric.
Continued fine tuning and adjusting of a basically
flawed, out-of-step approach will no longer work.
Continuation in the current direction will resutt in:
Expandedzoning for individual uses.
Inability to manage forests with a resultant build
up of forest fuels, continuingforest health
proMems, and large stand-destroying fires.

W H E E WE ARE

Loss of forest industry capacity needed to
accomplish forest management goals.

Expanding Gridlock (1986-Present)

Continued economic decline in timber-dependent
communities.

We now seem to be in a period of pcrtentialty expanding
gridlock. As indicated, public attention is now focused
mostly on that portion of the federal lands under active
management The general strategy to limit practices
that the public d~ not generally support is to reduce
further the amount of land upon which they are
practiced by moving land from the CAS base to
non-timber land dassificatione. Thig has resulted in a
significant erosion of the land base under

Continued gridlock.
Continued loss of agency productivity and
credib i l i .
Increased litigation and frustration,

ContinuaBon of the old paradigm resub in more
restrictive solutions to environmental problems and
failure to satisfy anyone. Its time for a paradigm shift or
else!

THE NEW PARADIGM
Objectives of a New Paradigm
In my view, we need a new paradigm for management
of the nation" federal forest lands. This new paradigm
should accomplish the following six objectives:
1.

Implement the ecosptem management
policy of the Chief of the USDA Forest
Service.

2.

Generally mimic pre-European
settlement patterns of disturbance.
(At a minimum, prsEuropean
disturbance patterns should be the
benchmark for management.)

3.

Harmonize uses across the landscape
rather than zone for them.

4.

Provide habftat for all species across the
landscape.

5.

Avoid fragmentation of habitat and do
not create barriers to migration-in so far
as possible, the whole forest should be a
migration corridor.

6.

Provide for forest heatth and fuels
management. Manage as much of the
landscape as possible, excluding only
those areas that should be managed
differently for legal or biological reasons.

What Does A New Paradigm Mean for
Silvicultural Research?
This shift in management emphasis requires some
shifts in how we organize to do research and in
research priorities. For example, in the Forest Service,
we tend to organize our research program around
Research Work Units and problems. In the future, we
may need to organize around ecosystems. This
paradigm also requires the development of
ecosystem-specffic conceptual models to guide the
research and to assure that when ail is done, the
pieces add up to the whole. In fact, such models could
become the organizing principle for focusing
interdisciplinary research and research conducted by
dRerent organizations and individuals on the same
ecosystems.
This new paradigm places a premium on the
understanding of natural patterns of forest dynamics at
both the local and landscape scales. Stucfy of forest

cSynamics includes such factors as size, distribution,
and causes of openings; stand disturbance patterns;
and a renewed interest in stand structure. Intuitive@,it
seems reasonable that if we understand and mimic the
effects of these natural disturbance processes and
patterns through appropriate silvicuttural practices, we
can have heafthy ecosystems, vuildlife, visual quaflty,
and other forest values while providing wood to meet
the nation" needds-.we titeralfy can have our cake and
eat it too. Other important areas of research where
siMcuRurists can make a difference are ecosystem
restoration, management of riparian ecosystems, and
quanmng uncertainty and risk.
We also will have to provide the manager with good
decision support systems and other analybcal tools.
Anthough the focus will be on broad landscapes, we will
need to provide information on the special needs of
specieds with restricted ranges, restricted mobility, and
specialized habitats, such as seeps. Finally, we will
need to develop more efficient monitoring strategies
and techniques, including appropriate measures of
ecosystem sustainability. Some of our most important
future contributions may arise from the results of
carefully monitored operational land management
activities and from well-designed landscape level
experimental studies, both as part of an adaptive
management strategy. This is not a new concept, but a
return to GifTord Pinchot's principle, "we learn to
practice."
The South still has the time to make an orderly
transition to a new paradigm in forest management and
the supporting silvicuttural research. We all tend to
change only when change is forced upon us; but, to
wait for forced change will bring chaos and will delay
the development of the forest practices and technology
needed to implement change. While making the shift
now may be difficutt, I believe that this can be done if
we are willing to be leaders rather than managers-a
manager gets things done right while a leader gets the
right things done.
Along the path of change, we will need to revisit the
perceived constraints of the old paradigm, such as
species shifts, expected growth and yield reductions,
increased costs, more roads, and steady-state
technology, that we generally accept. Some of these,
such as species shifts may not be important in the near
future, while others, such as increased costs and
construction of more roads, may not be necessary if we
start with the premise that we will find ways to reduce
costs and the density of roads through modified
practices or new technology.
The people in this room, both land managers and
scientists, have the responsibility to have the
information and technology ready when the wave that
is crossing the nation from the West hits. I believe that
you are up to the task.
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ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT: A NEW BEGINNING1
Nelsan S, Lofltus, Jr. and Philip S. Aune2

The keynote speaker, Ron Stewart (1995), set the
stage for the opening session of the conference by
revieLving paradigm shifts evolving from the
compeMon, conflicts, and often tensions beween
protecting forest ecosystems and using them. His
paper takes us through the 20th century and into the
21st century as we continue to vvitness a heightened
concern for the long-term sustainability of forest lands,
not just the products removed. This evoking approach
to land stewardship is currentfy referred to as
"ecosystem management'. Within this context, we
have been asked to consider the questions: (1) Why
ecosystem management is important to American
silviculture? and, (2) What is the role of research in
implementing ecosystem management into sikicukure?
Actually, we think that the emphasis should be on
silviculture and have rephrasedthe questions to
examine its role in ecosystem management. Our
questions are:
1. What exacdy does "ecosystem management""
mean? And, what do we mean by a new
beginning?
2. What is the role of science? And, What are
the opportunities for silvicultural research?
3. And, final&, What do we need to do to
redeem our responsibilib'es?

WHAT" EXACTLY DOES ""EOSVSTEM
MANAGEMENTWMEANUND, WHAT DO
WE MEAN BY A NEW BEGINNING?
First, What Exactly Does 'Ecosptem Management'
Mean? Textbooks tell us that an ecosysIem is a
commune of ot-ganisms and its environment that
functions as an integrated unit. Ponds, rivers, r o ~ n g

logs, mountains, and the planet earth are ecosystems.
So are forest trees, forest stands, foresb, and forested
landscapes. We also know that ecosystems occur at
many different scales, from micro sites to the
biosphere. That they are constantfy changing in
species composition, structure, and function over time.
And, that ecosptems generally do not have natural
boundaries, but grade into a matrix of larger
ecosystems.
Webster's dictionary defines management as the act or
ae of handling or directing something with a degree of
skill. Thus, to the silvicukurist, '~cosystem
management"' could be defined as: the use of science,
skill and care in handling forest vegetation and its
environmenb. As silvicuRurists have always been
concerned with the management of forest ecosystems,
but usually for specific purposes such as: producing,
restoring, or sustaining certain ecological conditions;
desired resource uses and products; vital
environmenlal services; and aesthetic, cuttural, or
spiritual values.
What Do We Mean By A New Beginning? Or, do we
realty mean renewed responsibilities for silvicutturists as
we adapt an ecosptem approach to managing our
forests. This question can be answered by referring to
some of our traditional textbooks and reviewing some
of the major societal changes that have a affected our
work. The follovving quotes and historicaltrends may
be generally known, but it b useful to revisit them. First,
lets compare what we interpret as the purpose of
silvicukure as expressed by Gifford Pinchot vvith more
recent writers such as Havvley and Smith; and Daniel,
Helms and Baker. In his book
(19471, Pinehot tells us that:

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silvicultural Research Conference, Aubum, AL, Nov. 1-3,1994.
'Research Staff Assistant, Forest Management Research, USDA Forest Sewice, Washington, DG; and Prqram Manager, Pacific
Southwest Station, Redding, CA.

"'One of our first j o b was to go and find out about
what we named the sihrica of our trees, by which
we meant their behavior as they grew in the forest.
We need& to know their rate of g r a m in height
and diameter; the amount of w o d or lumber
produced by a tree or an acre; the coming of seed
years; the tobrance of young seedlings for shade
and sunlight; and all of the other f a d , n w w a r y
but then unknown, about the reproduction and
grovuth of dozens and dozens of important forest
trees.
(emphab added)."
Clearly our early management focus and research
agenda centered around the production of wood crops.
This role served us and society well. However the
winds of change were gaining momentum as
expressed by Hawley and Smith in the 6th edition of
The Practice of Sifviculture (1954) where they state that
the purpose of rpiMculture is:
"...the production and maintenance of such a
forest as will best fulfill the objectives of the owner
and yield him the highest return in a given time.
Returns from silviculture are generally thought of in
terms of wood production, although it is not
uncommon far owners of for-& to have diverse
objectives, which do not necessarily include
growing wood."
Hawley and Smith also suggested the idea of
sustaining productivity, conserving biodiversity, and
maintaining forest health by writing that:
"It must be understood that good silviculture and,
in a larger sense, forestry itseff require
single-minded acceptance of a long-range
viewpoint that recognizes the necessity of building
up and maintaining a permanent forest. This
involves operating in such a way that productivity
of the site is not impaired and the health of the
forest and its safety from destruction are
preserved."
Finally, in the 2nd edition of Principles of Silviculture.
(1979), Danid, Helms, and Baker continue to describe
this evolution of thought about the changing role of
sikricufture with their observation that:
"In the last three decades, considerable changes
have occurred in the evolution of the forestry
on. These are primarity due to changes in
society, of which forestry is an integral part.
Foresters and society as a whole have entered a
new era of general concern for conservation,
which means "wise use," of our natural resources.
In addition, society is right@expecting its forests to
produce more that just wood products. Sustained
and efgicient wood production is still the prime
objective in forestry, but this must be achieved

simukneously vvSth increase outputs of
high-quality water, vvildlge, recreation, and
aesthetice;, and without environmental
degradation.'*
WEth these t e ~ b o o kreferences in mind, lets now take
another brief took at some of the social changm
by Stewart (1995) that have effected natural
r w u r c e management policies and our SiMcuhural
research priorilia over the last 40 to 50 years.
Until the latter part of the 1WVs, the primary focus of
forwt management in the United States was on
improving yields of timber outpu-ts to meet society's
needs. We practiced "goo$ forestry to produce fast
growing, heatthy stands of commercially valuable trees.
Forest managers were concerned with the rapid
estaMishment of regeneration, maintaining fully stocked
stands, hawesting schedules, and improvement
activitiesto increase yields. Our research was focused
on developing technology to manage, protect and
utiliie the timber resource. We considered other
values, such as wildliife or water quality, but frequentfy
only to the degree that they did not conflict with timber
production objectives. We were asked to provide the
technology to maximize timber production and we did
an oobtandinip job.
It is an understatement to say that times have changed.
The environmental movements of the 60's and 70's
together with the passage of the National Forest
Management Act in 1976 signaled our growing
awareness of human impacts on the environment and
the importance of managing forests for purposes
beyond timber production and other commodity
outputs. A report by the National Academy of
Science's National Research Council (1990) called this
change a "New environmental paradigm." Public
interest in the environment had reached the point
where a larger, more diverse population was taking an
active role in planning the management, use and
protection of "their" forest resources.
And, in the early 90L, ecosystem management evolved
as public concern about the environment, together with
the new thinking by scientisb and resource managers,
led to a new philosophy about how we manage forest
- that
I W
resources. This philosophy says
we ~ manage
forest lands to sustain their full array of values and uses
for current and future generations. But this calls for
changes in the traditional ways of managing resources.
It is an attitude, an approach, and a philosophy about
how we carry out sustainable forest management.
This ecosystem management philosophy includes hnro
elements of particular interest to this conference. First,
it implies a specific goal of sustainability. And, second,
it legitimatizes our understanding of siJviculture, that is,
"...the production and maintenance of such a forest as
All best fulfill the objectives of the owner ...'Xibicufture

has always had a landscape objective, but the focus on
timber production in the 50's and 60's as the primary
land management objective interruptedthe broader
landscape perspective. Maximizingtimber production
was the unrfying concept of the past, but we now have
a larger unltjfing concept, that is, managing forest
vegeta~onto sustain forest produ
forest health for people. Our working circle is larger4
includes tradition sihriculture research of the past and
more.

WHY IS SCIENCE IMPORTANT? AND,
WHAT ARE THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR
SILVICULTUFIAL RESEARCH?
What Is The Role Of Science? At a Congressional
hearing in Washington, DC, last February, Forest
Service Chief Jack Ward Thomas said the following
about t h e role of science in resource management:
"The underpinningof good resource management
by the Forest Service has been and will be
science. Through science, we can describe
options for addressing management problems and
provide assessments of their consequences. But
science simply will not and can not give society
"the answer." Science is ~ n t ay tool-in the end, at!
managerial decisions are moral, not technical."
Deveiopingthis technical underpinningfor ecosystem
managementwill require not only sound science, but
the right science-knowledge and understandingof
how major ecosystems function, how they can support
human use, and how policies and management
decisions affect resource use, environmental impacts,
and recovery.
To support ecosystem management, scientific
understandingof how ecosystems work is absolutely
essential. To take an ecological approach to
management of the Nation's forest resources requires
knowledge of ecological structure, function, processes,
multiple-stress responses, and potential for recovery, at
multiple scales in space and time. Understandingthe
way that large systems function over long periods of
time is critical to sustainable management of forest
ecosystems. Contributing to this knowledge base is the
challenge to silvicultural research as we enter the 21st
century.
What Are The Opportunities For Silvicultural
Research? Silvicuttural research has a long record of
providing scientific information and guidelines for
maintaining and sustaining productive forests for the
citizens of the United States and beyond. Our research
programs have emphasized the production aspects of
forest management to meet the demands for forest
products by an ever expanding society. In addition to
this role, research has also quietly pioneered some of
the modern ecological framework for solving the

complex problems facing forest managers today. Basic
and applied sikicultural research has resulted in a
better understandingof the ecological, physiological,
and genetic factors that control the development of
individual trees, stands, and forests, and associated
ecosystems on a variety of tandscapes from temperate
and tropical forests to arid lands.
However, the comptem of ecosystem management
challenges all of us to change the way we approach
and carry out our sihricultural tasks. A recent
discussion of this change relative to the practice of
silviculture, is provided in an article by O'Hare,
Seymour, Tesch and Guldin entitled, "Silviculture and
Our Changing Profession" (1994). For this discussion,
we will refer to a number of recurrent science issues
that represent opportunities for silvicultural research.
They are:
Ecology at Multiple Scales: There is a
well-known discrepancy between the typically small
plot, usually less than an acre, generally utilized in
forestry research and the larger geographic scales
at which ecosystems are expected to be managed.
Mhough small-scale studies provide a basis for
understandingsome of the functions of larger
ecosystems, there is a ciieai weed for appiied
silvicultural research at watershed and larger
landscape scales such as the Ouachita National
Forest ecosystem project.
Multiple Species Science: A great deal is
known about the silvics of single species, but very
little about the interactions between species,
groups of species, and the site or habitat that
supports them. Silvicultural research can provide a
much better understanding of what determines site
(habitat) quality, how it is created, maintained,
restored and destroyed, the timing and effects of
natural variability, and how it is altered by human
disturbance.
Benchmarks of Ecosystem Condition: There is
a shortage of methods for comparing degraded
ecosystems with fully functioning ecosystems.
These "benchmarks" include fully functional
reference sites, measurable indicators of
ecosystem condition, and measures of progress
by which ecosystem management can be
evaluated and modified. Development of these
indicators and measures offer considerable
opportunity for sikicultural research. We have an
opportunitly here to expand the use of our
Research Natural Areas, Long-term Ecological
Reserves, experimental forests and other research
areas.
Ecological Restoration Technology

Development: There has been very little interest
in restoration research to date, probably because

there has been vesy We funding for thirs a
and a limited mat;ket for the techrrols~.B& thk
silruation is changing, for exam@e,in the Sou&
vvith the increasing interwt in rwtoratian of the
longleaf @nsecosptem.
Monitoring and Evaluation: Ecologi~al
monitoring is an indispensaMe part of ecosptlem
management yet we lack accepted protocols and
data applicable to monitoring large-scale projea.
The long-term nature of much of our sificukraf
research, especially studies of cutting method,
soil produwity, grovvth and yield, and genetic
improvement, provide us with an opportunity to
make a significant contribution to the solution of
this problem.
Quantifying Uncertainty and Assessing Risk:
Silviculturat research can make a major
contribution to ecosystem management by helping
to explain causeeffect relationships. We have the
expertise and long-term research experience to
develop ecological risk assessment models and
data bases for assessing the key ecological
consequences of various siMcukural options.
Modeling: The iimbtions of our current modeling
capability in support of ecosystem management
are again related to scale and species. In
silviculture for example, most of our modeling has
addressed the growth and yield of commercial
species in even-aged forest stands. Many of our
current models of growth and stand development
could be linked and extended to watershed and
other larger landscapes. We have the expertise
and experience to develop simulation models to
predict changes in ecosystem function and
productivity relative to changes in land use or
changes in silvicukural approach. Particular effort
should be dedicated to the development of
decision support systems. We also have the
capability to develop conceptual models to guide
and coordinate our research activities.
Human Dimensions of Natural Resource Use:
As we consider the management of natural
resources it is clear that the needs of people
dictate the use and the misuse of our forest
ecosystems. Efforts to understand the role of
people in natural resource management have
been minimal, yet most controversies and
shortages ultimately arise from human actnnty.
You know better than anyone else the importance
of private landowners in managing the South's
forest ecosystems. Perhaps si~culturistsshould
take a proactive role in working with social
scientists to better understand the human-natural
resource interacGons.

AdlapHvs Managresmsnt: AcfapWc) management
provides one af the k t , if not the b ~ t ,
opportunity for silvicukural rmearch to contdbute to
the im@emenhaonof ecosystem management. it
k appropriats beau= our understancling of
ecosptems is not, and may never be, compiete.
Since ecosystem management must conlinuafw
rely on We "krs ~ i e n available,
~e
adaptive
management gives us an opportunity to rapidly
incorporate neM, sikricuBural knoMedge into action.
I%
also gives us reason to monitor rerisub and
evaluate outcomes of our guidelines and
prescriMons. Adaptive management is a relatively
s&aightfonnrard concept, but its application require
a sciencebased undewtanding of
causeand-effect relationships in both the
biological and social systems.

We think that you will generally agree that these
research activities are fundamental to advancing the
concept and application of ecosystem management.
These activiies are the 'WHAT' of sihricultural research
in support of the ecosystem approach. The primaty
hurdle that we and other research disciplines face are a
broad range of questions about the "HOW?" in
answering the "HOW we will now address the third
major q u a ~ o npresented at the beginning of this
paper:

WHAT DO WE NEED TO DO TO REDEEM
OUR RESPONSIBILITIES?
Redeeming our respons~~ilfties
in establishing a role for
silviculture in implementing ecosystem management
should not be a difficult struggle! As scientists, you
have spent your entire professional lives redeeming
your responsibilities for conducting sound research.
However, the focus is changing and so should the way
we plan and conduct our research. We are suggesting
a thorough reassessment of the way you conduct
sihiicutture research by systematical& addressing the
following questions:
o How do you organize for and attack complex
ecosystem research questions?

o How do you identify the pieces and which
ones can you work on?
o How do you M an enormous number of
pieces together in a useful and efficient
manner with the tasks and work force
available?
o How do you incorporate individual pieces of
information from a range of sources and
disciplines into a comprehensive research
program to better understand ecosystems?

0

o

How do you adequately pian for and meet
analytical and decision making needs across
ia range of landscapes, numerous jurisdictions
and ownerships, ame framers, and levels of
detail that sa~sPyindiidual interesb?
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THE ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT AND ITS IMPACTS
ON SILVICULTURE'

lNTRODtlCT1ON
The Endangered Species Act has been termed the
most powerful environmental legislation in the history of
the United States. lt has also been called the "pit bull of
environmentat law". Few communities have been
forced to deal with its provisions more often than the
forestry community. The impact of efforts to protect
and, ultimately, recover threatened plant and animal
species has been fett across the nation by a broad
spectrum of citizens and groups, but the natural link
between forest management and habitat puts forestry
and silviculture squarely in the sights of the
Endangered Species Act. Horror stories abound, with
tales of wasteful government spending, infringement on
private property rights , "polltically correct" but
scientifically unsound court decisions, abandoned or
radically altered development plans, and costly rulings
that seem to favor animal and plant welfare over that of
humans. Proponents argue that most of these stories
are simply over-reactions and hyperbole, or that harsh
actions may be warranted and even necessary to
preserve the heatth of the planet. The truth, as usual,
probably lies somewhere between these extremes. Is
the act abused or misused3 Probably so, in many
instances. Do egregious transgressions occur
deliberately? Again, probably so. Does a sensible
middle ground exist which affords necessary
protections for the environment on the limited species
scale as well as a larger ecosystem scale while allowing
society to use its natural resources for its own ends?
That remains to be seen, with many on both sides of
the issue holding out for the whole loaf or none, much
like the debates over gun control and the First
Amendment right to free speech.

A RATIONALE FOR AN ENDANGERED
SPECIES ACT
Do we need an Endangered Species Act? I contend
that we do and, borrouving on a philosophy proposed

'Paper presented at the Eighth BiennkI Southern SiRrieultural R

by Steve Carey of the University of Mobile at a 1992
AIabama Wildlife Federation Endangered Species
Symposium, here's why I feel that way. I can think of
three good reasons for a protective act for species of
plants and animals in danger of extinction. Some,
possibly many, species have potentially valuable roles
to play in our lives by contributingto our knowledge of
medicines or other helpful chemicals or natural
processes. The Pacific yew, whose bark contains a
substance dubbed taxol, with apparently potent
cancer fighting properties, comes to mind immediately.
The Eastern indigo snake, a protected species, is
immune to the venom of all species of Msrth American
snakes. The prospect of adding that protection to our
medicine chest is appealing and would be severely
diminished if the indigo slips into the oblivion of
extinction. We can't retroactively recover them, only
God can make a species out of whole cloth.
On a less selfish note, some species function as
"keystone" species, upon which whole ecosystems
hinge. One that comes to mind here in the Southeast
is the gopher tortoise. This terrestrial turtle, closely akin
to the desert tortoise, is indigenous to the deep sandy
ridges of the South, where it excavates long sloping
burrows to provide it protection from its enemies and to
escape the rigors of torrid summer days and chilly
winters. The burrows, often 30 feet long and 8 to 9 feet
deep, remain at a fairly constant and moderate
temperature throughout the year and attract a
community of commensal animals dependent on its
existence. The Eastern indigo snake, the diamondback
rattiesnake, the dusky gopher frog, and a group of
some 80 or so species are dependent on or use
gopher tortoise burrow as a vital component in their
environment. The loss of the gopher tortoise and,
subsequently, its burrow would likely mean the loss of
that entire community.

rch Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3, 1994.
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The third reason 1 think we must have an endanger&
species set is the weakest one, the one least supported
by science, yet the one perhaps best understood by the
generaf public. Me, as a society, have indicated
through our chosen representatives, that we do not
wish to fie the cause of the 10s
of plant and animal
species, The species most often identified With this
intitnsic s e t of values are sometimes only haft-joking&
characterized as "charismatic megafauna". They
include g ~ ! bears,
y
bald eagles, California condors,
whoo@ngcranss, and Florida panthers. They do not
include t o p knot snails, Furbish lousewoits, fat
pocketbook mussels, and others. There k little
likeiihood that these animals are potential suppliers of
gallbladders or other organs to be exploited for the
medicinal beneflt of the human race. By and large,
they have I ' i e e~ologicalimportance anymore. There
are simply too few of them. If the last Florida panther
passed away tomorrow, there would be no explosion of
the prey populations they depend on. The ecosystem
they functjon in is no longer affected significantfy by
their absence or presence. On the other hand, we
have recognized the fact that we donY want to live in a
world without grizzlies, bald eagles, black footed ferrets,
and others and are willing to make sacrifices so that we
won? have to.

CURRENT STATUS AND COSTS
Given that reasoning, where's the rub? Well, species
are not being de-listed as fast as they are being added,
and the list is growing at an unprecedentedrate. As of
July 1, 1994 there were 895 species native to the
United States on the threatened and endangered list.
There are currently, as of August 11, 1994, 3,941
species proposed for listing. The Clinton
administration has expressed a willingness to consider
extending protectionto non-listed candidate species.
Only a handful of species have been removed from the
list since 1970 and most of those because of erroneous
listings. In July of 1994,471 plants and 424 animals
were listed under the provisions of the act. Thirty
percent of those animals are invertebrates. The
candidate list in August proposed 2,044 additional
plants and 1,897 animals, over '70 percent of which are
invertebrates (Gordon and Streeter, 1994). Not many
"charismatic megafauna" in the group. A consequence
of that is the fact that many of the proposed species are
not only unfamiliar to the general public, but are poorly
known to all but a select group of scientists, who often
do not know very much about life histories, critical
habitats, ranges, and ultimately, popurations. The
protecGon afforded to subspecies and populations,
often poorly distinguishable, as we4 as distinct species,
only complicates the political, economic. and biological
debates that surround each listing.
The act is not infrequen* invoked in an attempt to
'"onkey wrench" proposed activities by opponents of
those projects. This is as true of silvicuftural activities
as it is of highway or hydroelectric projects. The cosb

of saving a; species are estimated in recovery plans, but
are frequently vvildly exceeded. For instance the
sstimated cost of recovery for the Florida scrub jay was
exceeded by an estimated 33,340 psrcent in the first
three years (Gordon and Streeter, 1994).
Many costs are not even caiculated, much less made
public prior to listing and critical habitat designation. In
a directed stuw exercise with Steve Meyers, an Auburn
Univerw graduate student, this summer, we
calculated the value of the timber on public lands taken
off the market in perpeturty as a resun of the redcockaded woodpecker recovery effort. The recovery
target for the red-cockadedwoodpecker is 15 distinct
geographical populations of at least 250 breeding pairs
each. It is generally assumed that virtually all of those
populations will be recovered on public lands, primarily
U.S. Forest Service and Department of Defense lands.
Current policy is to protect the immediate colony site for
each group of birds, each containing only one breeding
pair, as well as a potential replacement colony site
shouid the active one be destroyed by natural or other
causes. Using the set of assumptions listed in Table 1,
we arrived at what we considered some fairly
astounding figures. Based on those assumptions,
which are not unrealistic and conservative in every
instance, timber foregone for just those fiMQ practices
(protecting the cluster site and providing a protected
replacement stand), for just one species, would be
valued at somewhere beween $241,875,000 and
$360,000,000! Drawing on a statement attributed to
the late lliinois Senator Everett Dirksen, "A few million
here and a few million there, and, before you know it,
you're talking about real money."

SILVICULTURAL IMPACTS
Now, how does this impact specifically on the practice
of silvicutture? The profession has often viewed the
Endangered Species Act as antagonistic to its own
interests. There are any number of instances where
conflict can and does occur. Almost every siivicuttural
practice is fraught with the possibility of violating the
Endangered Species Act. Harvests, particularly
clearcuts, frequently draw the ire of preservationistsand
like-minded activists and certainly give the impression
that they are inimical to any nearby endangered species
and its habitat. Harvesting is at the very heart of
controversies over the spotted owl and the redcockaded woodpecker, both strongly associated with
mature foresb. Both are afforded protection through
protection of their habitat. Extended rotatjon lengths,
admittedly on different temporal and spatial scales, and
severely restricted harvests in relatively large blocks of
critical habitat are parts of the recovery plans for both
species. For red-cockaded woodpeckers in the south,
elaborate schemes have been developed to provide
foraging and nesting habitat for the birds on public and
private lands white still allowing production of some
reduced timber supply and associated income. On
public lands, basal areas are assiduously monitored

-

TaMe ?. List of hurnptions and Calculations RCW
opportunfty costs for protecting c a m sites and
replacement stands

-

Recovery targets 15 populations of 250 breeding
pairs1each.
Number of protected clusters and repjacement stan& 3,756a
Average protected cluster size 10 acres
Average acreage in replacement stands 10 acress
Acres protected in cluster sites and replacement stands
75,000
Target basal area in protected sit&stands
60 -90 */Acre
Average tree size and form class 16 inches DBH,
3 logs, FC 80'
Average tree volume 150 board feet (Doyle)
Trees per acres at BA 60, BA 70, BA 80 & BA 90
43, 50, 57,64
Average volume protected per group6
129 MBF (Doyle) @ BA 60 to
192 MBF (Doge) @ BA 90
Timber Stumpage Values7
50 % Pine Poled50 % Savvtimber
$500.00fMBF (Doyle)
Average timber value foregone per group
- $64,500 @ BA 60 $96,000 @ BA 90

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

'Minimal number some sites would be protectedto
assure 250 minimum, others would be "single bird
groups", also afforded protection.
*Minimal (250 X 1S), see previous note.
3An absolute minimum.
4Conservative,particulariy if species is longleaf.
5Basedon average DBH of 16".
"luster site and replacement stand.
'Representative stumpage prices from Timber Mart
South over past three years.

-

and timber harvested accordingly to provide forest
conditions that favor the woodpeckers. Noncommercial hardvvood midstory removal is commonly
practiced in colony or cluster sites and prescribed
burns are tailored to fit the bird's habiat preferences.
As previously mentioned, some stands are retained to
provide present and future nesting habitat, others are
regenerated using a variety of means but with a
preference for modified shekewood systems which
retain some residual seed trees through the Fie of the
next generation, despite evidence that that practice can
retard grovvth and yield.
Hawesting, even intermediate cuts, in and immediately
adjacent to red hills salamander habitat poses a
different kind of threat to that species. Even if
excessive erosion and soil disturbance is avoided, the
potential for windthrow andlor subsequent drfing of the
site threatens habitat suitability for the moist soil loving

satamander, fnternaGonal Papet Company, owner sf a
large portion of the limited range of the salamander in
Mabama, has recently compteted a habitat
consenration plan which will allow management to
proceed on some marginal salamander h a w t ,
rersulting in limited permitted "indental take"s
while providing complete protection in the prime h a m t
areas (McGllncey, et a!, 19993). This approach is open
to all affected landowners, but becomes proMematic for
those with small landholdings, with rttfe opportunity to
offer lands in mitig;alion. Statevvide HCP's for redcockaded woodpeckers, intended to offer Wanket relief
to private landowners whose objectiv8s are
compromised by the prssence of the woodpeckers, are
currently being devdoped in Alabama, Georgia, and
South Carolina.

pdw

Aquatic species protected by the act typically impact on
sihricutturd activities only where operations change
water quality. Strict adherence to existing BMP's and
herbicide and pesticide labels typically can relieve forest
managers of most concerns about Section S '"taking"
violations in regard to those species. Sedimentation,
excessive woody debris, elevated water temperature,
and chemical run-off are the most commonly cited
concerns by Fish & Wildlife Service biologists when
dealing with forest managen and mussels, fish and
other aquatic species.
Piants, of course, make up a large number of the
species protected by the Endangered Species Act.
They are obviously potentially effected by herbicides,
but also by harvests, fire, and other site and soil
disturbance. Activities which change hydrology andlor
sunlight levels are more likely to cause significant harm
to plants than actual mechanical damage. For
instance, some species require deep shade and moist
soils, while others respond well to release. Pitcher
plants often respond positively to clearcutting, when
removal of the overstory admits not only sunlight, but
causes a rise in the water table. Bog communities are
also dependent on fire to control competing woody
vegetation and languish in its absence. Fire lines which
alter the hydrology of these sites even marginally can
be fatal to the pitcher plants, however. Protection of
endangered and threatened plants is mandatory on
puMic lands. On private lands, a "take" is triggered only
when a state law, such as a trespass law or a state
endangered species statute, is violated (Quarles,
Macleod, and lundquist, 1991). EPA is in the process
of developing county vvide range m a w for endangered
specia for herbicide applicators on private lands.
In the case of the Louisiana Black Bear, anticipa~nga
decision to list the sub-species, forest industry and
other interested parties began to study the bear" habits
and habitat. When the bear was eventually listed, a
special Section 4 (d) exemption was granted to exclude
most forestry pracaces from prohibited habitat
modiftcations. Research had indicated that managed

Forw-ts, paficufarly the earty succ-ional stag=
follovving regeneraeon haw-&, were criticat
componenb in the beats habitat Bottomland
harfPNood conversion to farmland or plinshs gosed the
greatest threat among forest practices and is rstrieted,
Gopher tortokes and, by assodation, the
accompangng sufie of asociated species, are n;lluraltEy
adapted to the grasy open pine savannas and sun!&
f o r s t floors maintained by frequent fire and selective
harvests or ottter disturbancm. Most rgsearch into toe
animals' biological needs and choices atso indicatethat
they adapt very we!! to young pine pfantations prior to
complete crown closure. The herbaceous forage close
to the ground and the abundance of sunny open spots
for nest incubation suit their habitat needs perfectly,
patticula* if longleaf pine is the speciss chosen for
planting. Its open growth form delays crown closure for
several years and its tolerance of fire allow use of that
tool to control woody brush, detrimental to the quarity of
gopher habeat.
No doubt, the habitat needs of many other protected
species can be integrated into sound and ongoing
silvicuRural oprations. Others, like the red hill
salamander, offer little oppofiunity to accommodate
both forestry operations and habgat protecaion. The
continued tisting and proposal for lisling of poorly
known and understood species poses other problems
for managers; as scientists, foresters, environmentalisb

and o&en struggle over the tis8ng p r o e m and the
identiticaeon of reat habibt needs. Todays cMcal
kaM8t may be discarded totomorrow as research
broadens undersbnding, but the trend has been to
prdec-t more %an irts nec-ay as a preeaurtion, and to
add ;fo, not Qke avvay, restriGtionson land use. I'tl
dose M h a quote fmm theologian and nwelist C.S.
, 'W Wranhtiw, a Wranny aercised far the
good of its victjms may be the most oppressive. It may
be Iseeer to rve under robber barons than under
omnigobnt moral busybodies.'"
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SMALL MAMMAL AND AVIAN COMMUNITIES ON CHEMICALLYPREPARED SITES IN THE GEORGIA SANDHILLS'
Jeffrey 3, Brooks, Jane L, Rodrigus, Matcia A Cone, Kari "V; Milkr,
B a n R. Chapman, and A. Sydney Johnson2
Abstract-The effects of 3 forestry herbicide site preparationtreatments (hexazinone, picloram +
Mciopyr, and imazapyr) on small mammal and avian communities were compared at pre-treatment, and 1,
2, and 3 years post-treatment. Few differences in small mammal capture rates occurred among
treatments. Capture rates declined immediately following site preparation, but returned to pre-treatment
levels by 18 months post-treatment. The greatest winter avian abundance occurred at 3 years posttreatment; however, no differences in winter avian abundance were observed among treatment~.In year
3 post-treatment, summer birds favoring forest edge + scrub habitats were higher on hexazinone-treated

populations ( ~ u & e rand Shugatt 1978; Geier and Best
11380; M a d a u r and M a d m u r 1961; Meyers and
Johnson 1978). The s&eM@ of van'ous herbicides
may have varying effecb on h a m t conditionsfor some
wildwe specieas. The objective of t
hisstudy was to
compare the abundance and composition of small
mammal and avian populations among 3 herbicide
treatments.

STUDY AREA AND METHODS
The study area was a 157-hectare tract located in the
sandhillsphysiographic region of Macion County,
Georgia. After a timber harvest in 1989, residual
harahrvoocts remained on appro~mately30 percent of
the area, A thorough descripaon of the study area and
smatl mammal mmpling me*ods can be found in
Brooks (9
I
992)and Rodn'gue( I 9994),
A randomked comflete block d d g n wa@mbMished
with 3 replica~onsof 3 treatments, Treatment plots
ranged in size from 15-20 h
consisted of hexdnone (~ronone~)-lS.3
kgs. a.i.lha,
picloram + 2,4-0 (Tordon 101'")-2.7 kgs. a,e./ha +
triclopyr (Earfon 4")-16.9
kgs, a.e.ka, and imazapyr
(ArsenafTM)--4.
1 kg%, a.e.lha. The hexsinone
treatment was broadcmt in May 1990; then in August
1990, the other 2 treatmen& were broadcast sprayed in

WWe

snaptraps. Trapping dates in
were pretreatment
and at Iand 3 years poet-treatment, while August and
Februarytrap dates were at 1,2, and 3 years posttreahent,
Winter bird surveys were conducted during December,
January, and February at 2 and 3 years post-treatment.
One transect was established near the center of each
treatment plot with obsenration points flagged at 50-m
intenrats along the transect. The ohewer recorded all
birds seen or heard vvithin a 25-m radius of the
observation point for a period of 5 minutes. In addition,
at 2 and 3 years post-treatment, all woody stems within
the 25-m radius circle ware recorded by height and
diameter at breast height (D8W). Ai sunrep were
conducted during the morning on days with little wind
(< "1kkph)and no rain.
In May, June, and Juty, at 2 and 3 years posttreatment, sunreyls were conducted from a central
obsewation point within the treatment plot, All birds
seen or heard \Mithin a 100-m radius of the ofoservation
point were recorded.

ANALYSIS
A tvvo-way anams of vadance (ANOVA) was used ta
determine dgnificant differenceei in small mammal
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Avian species divers@ (H", during Mnter and summer,
did not differ bemeen years or among treatments
although summer bird communities had higher diversity
values a s well as a greater abundance than winter bird
communi-ties (Table 4). Tramer (1968) and McComb
and Rumsey (1983) reported simitar findings. Meyers
and Johnson (1978) demonstrated that density and
species diversity are highty correlated in breeding bird
communities.
Table 4-Bird species diversrty at 2 and 3 years
folloMng chemical site preparation, Marion County,
Georgia (Within a row, means with the same letter are
not significantiy different (P > 0.05))
Index'

Irnaza~vr

Treatment
Picl + Tric

Hexazinone

diverse sites should support a greater abundance and
diversity of avian species. Therefore, the number of
hardwoods remaining after harvest may be more critical
to avian habitat selection than the herbicide used.
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Winter 1991-92
H'
J"
n

1.4A
0.9AB
1.7

12.4
0.9A
4.0

0.5A
1.OB
1.3

Winter 1992-93
H'

1.OA

0.8A

1.4A
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Summer 1992
H'

Summer 1993
H'
n

2.7A
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' H' = Shannon-Wiener Diversity; J' = Shannon

Evenness; n = mean number of species per treatment
plot

CONCLUSIONS AND MANAGEMENT
IMPLICATIONS
All treatments initially reduced small mammal
abundance though population recovery was apparent
18 months post-treatment. With the exception of
oldfield mice (February 1992), no treatment effects
were observed. Small mammal capture rates were
correlated with vegetative characteristics (Brooks
1992), but the variabifity Mthin treatments and
u n a s s a e d microsite conditions may have contributed
to the inabilrty to demonstrate a treatment difference.
The choice of site preparation method may influence
small mammal populations by altering vegetation
composition and structure; however, these effects likely
decrease over time.
The signiftcance of residual harwoods to songbird use
has been demonstrated in other studies. Structurally
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SILVICULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS IN LIGHT OF POPULATION
TRENDS FOR NEOTROPICAL MIGRATORY BIRDS WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO THE KISATCHIE NATIONAL FOREST, LOUISIANA1
Bernard R. Parresol, Margaret S. Devall and Robed X. Bar#
cry Mrctrr (NTMB). The Wmtchkt N a t h l Forest (WF) of north and &rat

Louisiana has 1? 8

with no change, 33 with nonsignificant increases, 12 with
, and 10 with Isigniftcant dscreases. There m a
-gable for the

INTRODUCTION
Recently, evaluations of breeding bird population data
have indicated that populations of neotropical migratory
birds (NTMB) have undergone declines in many areas
of North America (Robbins and others 1986). The
combined e f f e a of forest fragmentation on the
breeding grounds, tropical deforestation in wintering
areas, and other habitat changes have been suggested
as primary factors responsible for these declines (Barry
and others, in vm).The USDA Forest Service is a
lead agency in the National Fish and Wildlife
Foundation's Neotropical Migratory Bird Conservation
Program, because the National Forest System includes
the largest amount of breeding habitat for forestdwelling neotropical migrants in the country. The
Kkatchie National Forest (KNF) of Louisiana includes
approximately 600,000 acres, and provides breeding
habitat for numerous NTMB.

anafyzed 53 years of spring-migration data for migrants
in eastern Massachusettsand concluded that overall
population trends are negative. However, mature forest
species are not undergoing declines in all land
management units. During 1982-83 Wilcove (1988)
repeated breeding-bird censuses that had been
conducted in 1947-48 and found that neotropical
migrant populations of the Great Smoky Mountains did
not show any significant changw.

POPUUTION TENDS

The KNF of north and central Louisiana (figure 1) has
118 species of NTMB in 9 orders. An analysis by the
linear route-regression method of Geissler and Noon
(1981) of breeding bird survey (BBS) data' for 19661989 of these 118 species in Louisiana show 11
species with no change, 33 with nonsignificant
increases, 12 with significant increases, 32 with
nonsignificant decreases, and 10 with significant
decreases. Significance was judged with an az0.10.
There was insufficientinformation to classify 20
species. The 22 species showing significant changes
are listed in table 1, along with their level of abundance.
Note that 2/3 of the species showing a significant
increase are already common while only It3 are listed
as uncommon or rare, but 40 percent of those species
showing a significant decrease are uncommon or rare,
and need increased management attention. For those
interested, detailed information on the BBS and other
monitoring programs can be found in Robbins and
others (1986) and Butcher and others (1993).

Annual breeding-bird surveys seem to indicate that
population declines are vvidespread (Robbins and
others 1989). For example, Hitt and Hagan (1991)

Hunter and others (1993) list 46 species of NTMB in
need of increased consewation attention in the

Sikricultural practices can directiy influence the
distribution and abundance of NTMB. Timber
harvesting radically changes bird habitat and
consequentqr bird communities (Dickson and others
1993). Clearcutting often causes a nearfy complete
change of bird species, while partial removal of the
forest overstory may result in a decrease, increase, or
lime change in relative abundance (Webb and others
1977; Crawford and others 1981; Thompson and
others 1992).
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Cerulean warbler
Dendroies cerulsa
American Redsbfl
Sefophaga diciIfa
Prothonotaty warbler
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Worm-eating warbler
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Figure 1-hocata.n of ~ i ranger
x
disMcb of the Kisatchie
National F o r ~ t RDzRanger
.
District. Parish names
are given in small type.
Southeast based on the Partners in Flight species
priorilization scheme. Of t h s e 46 species, 28 occur
on the KNF and are lis-ted in fable 2, along with their
seasonal stabs. About 213 of the species in need of
increased conservation aaention (table 2) are not
declining, however, all suffer from one or more of the
foi~Mng
3 problems (Hunter and othen 1993): (I)
limited distribudon and a high degree of threat during
breeding andfor non-breeding seasons, (2) Wespread
signs of recent or long-term decline, andlor (3) use of
ha6ab within the Southeas;t Region that are wential
for consewata.onof the fufl variation inherentMhin the
species.
TWOs p e c i in
~ table 2 occur as aceidentab, but one,
Bachnaanbwarbler, Vemivora bachmanji, may be
extinct, A number of sgecim, 25 wrcent, are
transients. Sewral speeie?slisted in &Me 2 are wfthy
of men%onbecause their range~depopulation Irends
over the pedod 1966-89 were signHcanMy nega;tjve.
Tke eastern Wngbird, Tyrannw l"yr~nnus,
cerulean
warbier, Dendroica e@mI~?,a,
prothonoby vdarblsr,
Pratonotafia citreer, and orchard oriole, i~rl8146sspurs'us,
are generally known to be common summer r d d e n b
in Louisiana and Ulroughout their range. Not only have
popuiaQantrends for Utese passerines declined over
their entjre range during this period, but declnm have
been apparent for Lauisiana as wefil.
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Order

Louisiana population
Seasonal
. .

Passeriformes (continued)
Canada wrMer
WiIsonia canadensis
T
Painted bunting
Passerina cids
SR
Orchard oriole
Ict@msspurius
1
Sf?
" Key to symbols: r =significant increase, 1=significant
decrease, +=nonsignicant increase, - =nonsignificant
decrease, o-no net change.
Key to symbols: A=accidental, SR=summer resident,
T..transient.

One problem is an outright loss of habitat. Groups of
species dire* impacted by habitat loss through
fragmentation include those vvilh large home ranges,
specific microhabjtat requirements, and poor dispersal
abilities. However, most neotropical migrant declines
are assodated with quaMaWe changes in the remaining
habitat through "edge effects (Faaborg and others
1993). As landscapes become fragmented there is an
increase in the amount of edge relative to interior area.
Along edges there is an increase in biotic interactions,
such as predation, brood parasitjsm, and competition.
Edge effects may extend 600 m into the forest though
some studies suggest 50 to I 0 0 m as a threshold.
Most NTMB utilize smalt territories ( ~ ha)
2 but may
disappear from fragments tens or hundreds of times
larger than their territory sue due to edge effects.

increased along the continuum of regeneration stands
3 to 30 years after cutting but decreased in mature
stands. Three of the species from table 2, yellow-billed
cuckoo, Coccyzus americanus, Acadian flycatcher,
Empidonax virescens, and Louisiana waterthrush,
Seiurus motacilla, occurred only in stands 30 years or
more after cutting, but the wood thrush was found in
regenerationstands as soon as 10 years after cutting.

Under uneven-aged management, high densities of
forest-interior birds are favored due to improvedvertical
diversity of the forest canopy, which provides a greater
variety of foraging situations; however, species diversity
is reduced due to reduced horizontal diversity (Temple
and others 1979). Horizontal diversity of forest
vegetation can be improved, with a resultant increase in
species diversity, through crown and selection thinning,
which stimulates understory growth (Wood and Niles
1978).

Even-aged management is not without benefit to at
least some species. For instance, American redstarts,
Setophaga ruticilla, respond favorably to disturbed
habitats (Titterington and others 1979; Webb and
others 1977), and species that prefer open, mature
pine stands would benefit. Seed tree and shelterwood
cuts may not be favorable for most forest-interior bird
species; however, these changes will be beneficial for a
different set of community dominants and provide
better foraging opportunities for species such as
raptors (Noon and others 1979). Thompson and
others (1992), however, found some of the forestinterior species to be more abundant in sapling or
pole-sawtimber stands that had previously been
clearcut than in stands with no recent harvest. Those
authors hypothesized that species such as the
Kentucky warbler, Oporomis fornosus, and wormeating warbler, Helmitheros vermivorus, were keying
on the high density of the woody stems present, even
though the overstory was not mature.

Prescribed fire is a common tool of management that is
used for a variety of purposes, including site
preparation, fuel reduction, and hardwood control
primarily in pine types. In some forest types, e.g.
longleaf pine, P. palustris, fire is essential to the
phenology of forest development. The influence of a
fuel-reduction fire on the structure of vegetation is
generally short lived and can dramatically improve the
vigor and quality of fire-adapted species, especially
those in the understory. This should benefit NTMB with
an affinity for early successional habitats, such as the
prairie warbler, Dendroica discolor, and indigo bunting,
Passerina cyanea. Johnson and Landers (1982)
found that densities of breeding birds were higher in
burned than unburned slash pine, P. elliottii, flatwoods
in Georgia, and Bock and Bock (1983) found that
populations of breeding birds either increased or
remained the same following prescribed burning in
ponderosa pine, P. ponderosa, stands in Colorado.

The abundance, number, and diversity of species were
found to be highest in interior-edge habitats on the
border of clearcuts (Strelke and Dickson 1980), which
indicates that some amount of clearcutting benefits at
least some birds. Though this may be true on a
landscape level, the same may not hold true at the
stand level. If there is a large tract of relatively
contiguous forest behind a particular edge, these
benefits may be realized; however, with habitat
fragmentation comes many problems.

The maintenance of streamside management zones
(SMZ) on lands under timber harvest provides travel
corridors and possibly limited habitat for some species
associated with mature forests (Dickson and Huntley
1985). In addtion, nesting and foraging sites are
provided, and habitat diversity and edge are created
when these forest buffers are left during timber harvest.
Gates and Giffen (1991) found that NTMB tend to
concentrate at forest-stream ecotones, much as many
species do at forest-field edges. Therefore, these linear
habitat patches are important to NTMB in areas under
intensive timber management. Though the effect of

edge areas m;3y b benefidal to some degree, s w c i a
nmgng near % w e csdgee~may ~akob aubje&& to
unusutsl amounb of prcsdaaon ~~ltdV~jrr
n w t par-sf~f.
Thus, by kaMng SMZ &at are too ma, rvkieh
increas~
Uls chance of nmaa;k n g dmtroyed or
para-ed
or which are &e on& h a b t pakhw
remaining in an &en*@ dearcut, an lf360k~icaIgnli or
trap is creatsd Mpotentialb dsstrous r m u k lor
breeding NTNIB,
The a b v e reMw is a bdef highlight af dkriieuktrral
effeca. WItk knovvledge of a) s p d s s requiremenler,
and b) efFects of eiiGcukure on avifaurna, managem can
choose which species Iro favor. n r e e exelfent
referencesa& can assist managem are Finch and
Stangel (4 993), Wagan and Johnston (12192), and
Hamel (1992).

SUGGESTED FOREST MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES
It is encouragingthat populations of some MTMB are,
stable or increasing in some pa* of Louidana.
However, in general, populations of NIMB h w e been
declining in much of Norlh America, so some changes
ent practices are suggezslled that

M a u g h many NTMB inhag&stands dominated by
Hnw, on& 22 percent sf' the KMF is eampaseb of
harwoad and mksd prin&hardvvood for=&, which are?
Nae most stdkMe hraMa& for the majam of NTMB of
concern, ft k asbMous %at management of thb po&on
of Vle form&Mtl have tke most e.Ft@c%
on NTMB.
Aequgdsn af harriviaodfar@& or an increase In the
percenb~iigeof RarWood andlor rnked fafa& would
hnefit Utese NTME3, Il,is encouraging ta know th& in
tD.oe!and management plan ;For %s KNF (USCIA FS
1985) there is a sbted desire to increase hardvvood
acreage by 74 percent (see page lit-15 and 8-17). The
raarthcrn supgod this goal and encourage expansion of
it in the ne& management plan.

Traditirsnalty, forest management in the UnBed States
has favored species that prefer the forest edges rather
than species Bat prefer the forest interior. The
warblen, thrushes, and vireos (46 of the NTMB on the
KNF) are usually forest-interior species. Reversing the
current trend by managing to decrease the amount of
forest edges would increase the amount of suitable
habitats for these NTMB and would reduce the risk sf
creating a situation in which these birds might fall into
the ecological sink. Finally, for the nexl 1 O-year forest
plan, we suggest the KNF move away from the use of
ha&&atgeneraiisb as managesrnent indicators (figure 2)

MANAGEMENT INDICATOR SEGIES IBV MONKORING UNIT" (ForestType and Age)
AGE OF TREES (Years)
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Figure 2--Management indicator species by foret ttype and stand age. Redrawn form Final Land and Resource
Management Plan: Kisatchie National Forest (U.S. Deparlment of Agriculture, Forest Sewice 1985).

and integrde a landscap perspedve into their
management Nanning (is,ecosptewr management)
for consewadon of neobo@c&migrant tiandbirds and
other nongame speciw.

ESEAKH

AND rturForannla\TroNMEEDS

M o u g h the $s~bu%on
of NTMB throughout the State
b general& knswn, *ere ere large g a p in the dab.
For instance, daiZ,a on the occurrence of d
t"TMB species
for Utis paper were available for only thrc;, of the six
forst dislricb (Hamibn and Lester 198r Hamikon
and Vurkunas 19987;Tucker 198% To obtain a beger
knorMfiedge of the distribution of NTMB on the f o r ~ t ,
survey routs should be esbblishedfor both breeding
and Mntering birds on each distdd, stramed by hamat
@pewSo too, there are knovvfedge gaps in the ecology
of many species. Barry and others (in p r w ) did
detailed sped= abtracts for 13 NTMB, and point to
specim where basic biological information is lac~ng,
such 8s many of the raptors, warblers and vireos.

CONCLUSION
Twenw-two of the I18 NTMB speciesl that utilize the
KNF show significant changes in abundance, and 28
specic3s iisted by Hunter and others (4993) as needing
increased consewation attention occur there.
Previous studiw have demonstrated the benefits of
vadous forcjiit management practa'cwto NTMB. Evenaged management benefRs some bird species, while
uneven-aged management favors many forest-interior
species. Prescribed fire benefil; NTMB that inhabit
early successional habrtats. The maintenance of
adequate SMZ on the forest is important to NTMB.
AIthough there are several causes for the decline of
NTMB, changes in forest management practices on the
KNF can be helpful to many of these species. The
proposed increase in hardvvood and\or mixed forests
should beneM a number of NTMB. We also suggest
managingto decrease the amount of forest edge, not
using habitat generalisb as management indicators,
and landscape Ievd management. More suweys and
studies to obtain biological and ecological data would
be benefical. It appars that the KNF may be a major
staging area for many of the continent's eastern NTMB,
so management and research on this forest could have
a large effect on their future.
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ENDNOTE
' D m from Louisiana breeding-Wrd survey routes;
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Sam Drosge).
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SlLViCULTUML OPTIONS FOR RECOVERING THE ENDANGERED
SMOOTH CONEFLOWER: PRELIMINARY RESULTS1
Carten M. Emnuel, Thomas A, Waldrop,
Joan L, Walker and David W. Van Lea?

INTRODUCTION
Smooth coneflower (Echinacsa lasvigata (Boynton
and Beadle) Blake) was listed as an endangered
species in November 1992. This plant is a rhizomatous
perennial herb with extant popuiacdons in Georgia,
South Carolina, North Carolina, and Virginia (Murdock
1992). Plan& occur singly or in clumps and emerge
from a basal rosette with one to eight or more leaves.
Leaves are ggsbrous, yellow-green in coior, and have
parallel venation. The inflorescence appears in May
through July and is purple to pink or white in color. The
infructescence is brown and the awn of the pale is
incurved. Seeds are prismatic achenes which mature
in September or October. The only known mechanism
of seed dispensal is gravity.
During 1990,21 populations were known to e h t in the
Southeast. Fourteen of these populations were
declining in number, one was increasing, and six were
considered to be stable (Gaddy 1991). These
populations had a total of approAmately 6,000 plants
but only 800 were flowering.
Smooth coneflower populations at one time were
reported to number as high as 59, covering 24 counties
in eight states (Murdock, 1992). Their decline is
thought to have several causes: collection for
horticultural and medicinal purposes, competition from
woody plants, absence of natural disturbance, industn'al
and residential development, and right-of-way
maintenancewith herbicidm.
Littfe is known about the habitat characteristies and
regeneration rsquiremenb of smooth coneflower.
Much of the cunent information about the pfant in
South Carolina is based on ohentations which are

'Paper p

presented in a status report (Gaddy 1991) to the U.S.
Fish and WildlEfe Service. Gaddy's observations can be
summarized as follows: the plant usually occurs on
magnesium- and calcium-rich soils, it may require
repeated disturbance and rime competition, bare soil
may be required for seeds to germinate, and seed
viability and mechanisms of pollination are unknown.
Gaddy (1991) found smooth coneflowers most often
on sites with abundant insolation, such as road cuts,
open woods on exposed south-facing slopes, and
young clearcuts where sunlight reached the forest floor.
He also found colonies in densely-vegetated sites with
closed canopies. However, plants in these habitats
appear to be declining in vigor and number. For these
reasons, it is thought that the species may benefit from
removing trees and other competing vegetation to
increase light avaiiabilrty. Also, removing all or a portion
of the forest floor may stimulate grovvth and
reproduction.
The limited knowfedge of the life history of this plant
suggests that it is either a fire-associate (occurring
under habitat conditions similar to burned areas) or a
fire-dependent plant (requiring some mechanism that
can be provided only by fire). Natural fires and grazing
are a part of the land-use history over the range of
smooth coneflower and many associated herbs require
periodic disturbance (Murdock 1992). Before federal
listing, fire was used to sustain tvvo colonies on the
Andrew Pickens Ranger Distn'ct, Sumter National
Forst. One colony, in a young clearcut showed a
large increase in numbers of plants and Rowers after a
vvinter burn. The second colony, which is in an open
mature harwood-pine stand, w s also vvinler burned.
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The number of plants increased in this stand but few
flowered. In this case, the fire may have stimulated
growth without providing enough sunlight to promote
flowerina.
The objective of this paper is to introduce a new study
of smooth coneflower habitat. The first phase of the
study was to search for previously unmapped colonies
of smooth coneflower in Oconee County, SC and to
describe habitat conditions. The second phase was to
examine flowering, fruiting, and recruitment after
several silvicuttural treatments designed to improve
smooth coneflower habitat. This paper describes
preliminary resutts of both phases.

The first phase of this study was to search for
previously unmapped smooth coneflower colonies in
Oconee County, SC and to describe habiat conditions
where they occurred. The search was concentrated, at
first, on ridgetops and south-facing slopes where the
plant was thought to be most common. However, the
search was expanded to include a wide range of
aspects and slope positions. Searches were
conducted during May and June of 1993, when plants
were flowering. Additional searches continue on an
irregular basis. The follovving dab were collected at
each colony sile: slope position, &ope gradient, aspect,
composi~onof competing plants, terrain shape index
(McNab 19891, distance from the nearest canopy
opening, number of coneflower rosettes and flowers,
and the size of the area occupied by smooth
coneflowem. Mhough not a component of this paper,
these data will be used to define common habiat
agributes and to produce GIS maps of sites with those
attributes for additional searches.
The second phase of Une study began with selecGon of
colonies for the study of habitat manipulation. Twentyone colonies were chosen from among those found
during the searches described above. Each chosen
colony was on Federal- or state-owned land, under a
forest canopy, and considered unlikely to persist
without some form of disturbance. Seven treatments
were assigned to these colonies in a completely
random design
- and replicated three times. Treatments
included:
1. removal of understory trees,
2. removal of understory trees and vvirrter prescribed
burning,
3. remawf of undemtary trees, raking the for=% flcror,
and clipping compeb"ngvegetadon,
4, removal of all trees,
5. removal of afl t r e and
~ vvinter pracAbed burning,
6. removal of all Zreers, ra3tjng the forest flosr, and
clipping competing vegetation, and
7.no treatment (control).
TWOlevei8 of txee removd vvjII alfw a cornpaflson d
smooth canefiowr response ta dgering levek of light

in southern Appalachian hardwood stands, most
shading comes from understory trees. Removal of the
understory may provide adequate light while allowing
overstory trees to remain for aesthetic, wildlife, or timber
objectives. Removal of overstory trees eliminates all
overhead shading but may increase basal sprouting of
trees that will compete with coneflowers. Both felling
treatments were conducted in January and February,
1994. Understory trees (2 feet tall through suppressed
and intermediate crown classes) were cut from all plots
(except controls). All other trees were cut from hatf of
those plots. Directional felling was conducted by
research crews to ensure coneflower protection.
After felling, each plot was randomly assigned one of
three treatments designed to disturb the forest floor:
prescribed burning, raking, or no disturbance. Six plots
were burned in February 1994 using the stripheadfire
technique. A winter burn was selected for this study
because of the success of previous fires conducted by
the Andrew Pickens Ranger District. Annual summer
burning is the most successful regime for eliminating
hardwood competition (Waldrop and others 1992);
however, summer burns might interfere with seedling
establishment because seed production occurs
throughout summer. All burns were cool (flames less
of the leaf
than 3 feet tall) and conslrrned only- a portion
.
litter layer.
The raked plots were cleared of all leaf t i e r in February
1994 using leaf bfovvers. Efforts were made to remove
the entire I layer, leaving the F and W layers intact.
Competing vegetation within 3 feet of each plant was
clipped during the first week of April, May, and June,
19994. This raking and clipping treatment was designed
as a comparison to prescribed burning to determine if
smooth coneflowers require fire or simpty the
conditions created 1Sy fire. Branches and tops created
by tree felling were removed from raked sites to
simulate burned condaons.
Measurements of coneflowerswere conducted in
September 1993, before treatment, and again in
September 1994. Data included: numbens of
coneflower clumps and rosettes, number of leaves per
roseate, length and wialth of the largest leaf per rosette,
length of the inflorescencestalk (peduncle), number of
leaves per peduncle, and percent cover by trees, vines,
shrubs, and herbs. Soil samples were colected from
each plot far nutrient analpls. Of these data, on& the
number of rosees and fiswesing pfanls are presented

here.

ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Status Suwey
The survey of s&es,conducted durlng the spn'ng of
1993, showed a substan~atincrease in the number of
smooth caneIfower plank, in Oconee Goun"cy,SG, over

that reporled in the 1990 status report (Gaddy 1991).
Our survey found 3,253 #an& as compared to only
382 plan& in 1990 (TaMe I), Flowering plants
numbered 506 in 1993, but on& 123 in Ig90, Thhese
increases are &ought to be due to survey tachnique
rather than true increases in paant numbers. Our
suwey was conducted over a tvvo-montlh psriod vviUl a
six- to eight-person c r w . The previous survey was
limited to one person and a shorter time period.
Table I-Status of smooth coneflowens in Oconee
County, SC in 1990 (Gad* 1991) and 1993

5
3,253
506

Number of colonies
6
Number of plants
382
Number of flowerinn plants 123

Colony sites were found most often in mixed-species
stands. Forty-eight percent of the colonies were in the
hardwood-pine type and 34 percent were in the pine
hardvvood type (Table 2). An additional 17 percent of
the colonies were in pure hardwood stands. Only one
colony was in a pure pine stand; this colony was on the
edge of a young planted loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.)
stand.
Table 2--Selected characteristi= of smooth coneflower
sites found in Oconee County, SC in 1993
Characteristic

Percent of all colonies

Forest cover type
Hardwood
Hardwood-pine
Pine-hardwood
Pine
Aspect
Southeast
South
Southwest
West
Slope position
Ridgetop (75-100 percent)
50-75 percent
25-50 percent
Bottom (0-25 percent)

48
34
1
6
39
42
13
25
45
24
6

The obsewaeon that smooth coneflowers require high
levels of sunlight (Gaddy 19991) appears to be
supported by the limited range of aspects on which the
plant occurred. The majority of the colonies had a
southwestern (42 percent) or southern (39 percent)
exposure (Table 2). A few sites had western (13
percent) or southeastern (6 percent) exposures. No
plants were found on sites with eastern or northern
exposures.

Smooth coneflower coioniw were not limited to
ridgetop and drier sites, Only 25 percent sf the
colonies were found on ridgetops, while 69 percent
were at middope (Tabfe 2). This re%ultmay suggest
tlh& smooth coneflotrvsm prefer fertile, wel&drained soits
or they do not compete well on harsh, exposed 8jfw.
S
i
x percent of smooth coneflowffr coilonifts were found
on slope bttoms, but most of these 9itw included the
heavily disturbed bogam areas of roadcuts.

Response to Habitat Manipulation Treatments
The total number of smooth coneflower plan& in study
plots after one graMng season was similar to the
number counted prior to treatment (TaMe 3).
Apparenw, the paant is not adversely affected by
4sturbance. Increass in plant numbers were
observed in treatment plots d h the two heaviest levels
of disturbance, i.e., understory removal + raking and
total tree removal + raking. Complete canopy removal
did not provide additional benefits over removal of the
understory alone. Moreover, prescribed burning did
not affect plant numbers. These treatments may show
increased plant numbers in 1995. Smooth coneflower
seeds do not drop until late autumn or winter, therefore,
any response of seedling establishment to treatments
cannot be observed until 1995.
Table 3-Total number of plants by treatment and year
Treatment
Control
Remove understory
Remove understory and burn
Remove understory and rake
Remove all trees
Remove all trees and burn
Remove all trees and rake

1993

1994

124
91
65
121
230

126
89
74
167
191
78
238

77
184

Reductions of plant numbers were observed only in
plots where all trees were removed and the forest floor
had no other disturbance (Table 3). This response
may be the result of shading or physical barriers from
the large amounts of woody debris created by this
treatment In other treatment plots, small branches
were either consumed by fires or removed by hand.
The total number of flowering plants remained small in
all study plots except where all trees were cut and the
forest floor was raked (Table 4). In these plots, only
four plants flowered in 1993 prior to treatment but 42
plan& flowered in 1994. Greater responses may be
provided by removing more of the forest floor than did
the treatments used in this study.

CONCLUSIONS
Study resutts are preliminary and conclusions stated
above may change after data analysis is complete. Our
survey found more smooth coneflower colonies and

Table 4-Total number of flowering plants by treahent
and year
Treatment
Control
Remove understory
Remove ttnde~atoryand burn
Remove understory and rake
Remove 2311 trees
Remove all trees and burn
Remove all trees and rake

1993

1994

4
1
5
3
3
6
4

5

5
3
10

5
11
42

plants in Oconee County, SC, than a previous survey.
However, these increases probably resutt from
intensive searching techniques and are not true
population increases. Plants were found more
frequently on middle to upper slope positions than on
the ridgetops where we expected to find them. Smooth
coneflowers were not adversely affected by disturbance
and appeared to have benefitted by removing the l i e r
layer by raking. The differing levels of light, provided by
canopy removal treatments, did not affect plant
numbers. Flowering responses were minimal the first
year after treatment, but the greatest increases
occurred where the litter layer was removed. This
study will be followed for several years to allow data
collection on longer-term responses to treatments.
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GIS AS A DESIGN TOOL FOR BIOLOGICAL STUDIES1
Rase M. Sumem!l and F, Thomas Lioyd2

INTRODUCTION
The Southeastem Forest Experiment Station rscentfy
initiated two studits funded by the Department of
Energy at the Savannah River Site (SRS). One study
was a biological study that used historical image data to
select suitable study sites;the second study involved
developing hktorical image data for the SRS. This
report on the appfication and development of the
historical image data presents the methods we used to
create precise, high-quality, objective, historical images
for multidisciplinacy research at the SRS. Our
references to the biological study are used to
demonstrate one applicdon of the historical image
data.
The biological study is designed to investigate
ecological devetopment within old-field sites
(Thompson and Uoyd 1995). The old fields function as
a baseline state for studies of successional change.
The selection of old-field sites reduces the influence of
historical landcover in order to d a m the succ
role of other variables such as soils and landforms. In
the planning phase of the biological study, referred to
as the "Old-Field Projectt in the remainder of this
paper, we used GIs to select study sites. In a later
phase, we will use the historical image data to refine the
selection process,
in the second study, referred to as the "Historical
Orthophoto Project", hisZorical photographs provide
detailed information on the location of old-field sites.
Photographs contain distortion which k eliminated
when they are transformed into orthophotos. A digital
orthophoto is a digital image that has the properties of
an orthographic projection (USDI 1Q92). An an
orthographic projsction, the orthophotos wilt be
pfanimetrically correct, so that memurements of
location, area, distance and direction are reasonably

' Paper

accurate. Digital orthophotos have the high-information
content of a photograph as well as the usefulness of a
map.
Data in digital format can be input into a Geographic
Information System (GIs) where it can be combined
with other data describing the same geographic area.
GIs is sometimes defined as a decision support system
invohring the integration of spatially referenced data in a
problem solving environment (Cowen 1990). Because
a GIs can spatially reference data and integrate one
type of data with another, it serves as a bridge between
the sciences (Cowen 1990) and has greatly enhanced
interdisciplinary research.
Integration among spatial data is made possible
through georeferencing. Georeferencingtransforms
the x,y coordinates of spatial data into real-world
coordinates in a standardized reference system. To
incorporate the Old-Field Project and the Historical
Orthophoto Project into the GIs at the SRS, both sets
of data were georeferenced to the Universal Transverse
Mercator (UTM) reference system based on the North
American Datum (NAD) 27.
Georeferencingwas accomplished through Global
Positioning Systems (GPS). Using GPS technology,
we can derive the coordinate position for a selected
point on the surface of the earth in terms of a
standardized reference system. GPS =%mates a
position based on several ground-to-satelrite distance
determinations. Distances are determined by precisely
calculating the time required for a satellite transmission
traveling at the speed of light to be received by a GPS
unit on the ground. We used GPS receivers to
georeferencethe historical orthophoto data, and the
sampling grid for the Old-Field Project.
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STUDY A
The Savannah River Site (SRS), a nuclear weapons
facility recently converted by the Department of Energy
(DOE) into a National EnvironmentalResearch Park, is
the site of the Wistoricaf Orthophoto Project. The 300square-mile SRS, located in the Upper Coastal Plain
Province of South Carolina, is adjacent to the
Savannah River which marks the, state" southw~tern
boundary d h Georgia.
Land use and land cover on the SRS has changed
consideraMy since its purchase by the Atomic Energy
Commission in 1950. At the time of purchase, the SRS
was a rural farming communw (Figure 1) when the
DOE orchestratedthe removal of about 6,000
structures including tvvo small towns, and the relocation
of the area's residents (Brooks and Crass 1991).
Today, pine plantations and harwood forests cover
the landscape (Figure 2). The agricultural fields were
planted to pine in the early 1950's in an effort to reduce
soil erosion. Currenay, about 90 percent of the SRS is
forested, and is managed by the USDA Forest Service
(Jones and others 1981). The Savannah River Forest
Station has developed a GIs using ~rcllnfo'software,
to help manage this land.

Figure 2-Infrared aerial photograph taken in January
1992 by the USDA Forest Service showing the
extensive pine forest on approximately the same land
area in Figure I.
Figure 3 is a forest stand planted to pines in the early
1950's and selected by the GIs as a potential study site
for the Old-Field Project. About one-half the area of
this forest stand qualifies as old-field sites, which
underscores the need to use the historic aerial
photographyto refine the site selection process. Areas
which were not fields may have contained a lot of
residual vegetation or new woody plant invasion, which
would confound the analysis planned for the Old-Field
Project. The grid was created in the GIs and replicated
in the field. The sampling grid shown on the map
illustrates how the old-field information could be used to
either reduce the amount of field work by restricting
sampling to old-field sites or to stratify the data for
analysis based on historic landcover.

Figure I-Black and white aerial photograph taken in
May 1951 by the Soil Conservation Service at a scale
of 1:20,000 is an example of remote sensing source
data used in the Historic Orthophoto Project, The light
areas are agricultural fields.

"he use of trade or firm names in this publication is for
reader infomtion and does not imply endorsement by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture of any prduct or service.

The old-fieid locations in Figure 3 were mapped using a
simple rubber-sheeting rectification process. In the
following sections, we describe the more rigorous and
accurate method of rectification used in the Historical
Orthophoto Project and efforts to collect coordinate
data on ground control points for the project.

DEVELOPMENT OF DIGITAL
ORTHOPHOTOS
Digital orthophotos can be generated through a twostage process: in the first step, the source photography
is scanned to produce a digital image; and in the
second step, a soft-copy photogrammetricworkstation
transforms the digital image into a digital orthophoto.
This transition involves operations that georeference

Figure 3-GIs map of a forest stand at the Savannah
River Forest Station. The lighter areas of the map
show the location of old-field sites, the darker areas
probably show pastures, hardwood inclusions, and
cutover areas in 1951, and the points indicate the
sampling grid for the Old-Field Project.
the image and remove geometric distortion. Figure 4
illustrates the difference between a distorted aerial
photograph (4a) and an orthophotograph (4b). In the
following discussion, we describe the source data, the
scanned image, and the photogrammetricsoftware
designed to correct these spatial data problems.
The source data for the Historicai Orthophoto Project is
a set of 251 Mack and white aerial photographs
(including stereo overlap). Aerial photographs record
the intensity of electromagnetic energy reflected from
the ground (Jensen 1986). The degree of energy
reflected from an object, as manifested in its tone or
color, provide valuable information about the physical
properties of that object. Differences in tone or color
on a paper photograph are converted during scanning
into rows and columns of numerical brightness values
to produce a digital image that can be processed by a
computer.
To capture the full informadon content of the
photographs, film diaposiltives were scanned at a
density of 25 microns, which equals 1,000 dots per

Figure 4-Classic example of an aerial photograph
before and after orthorecMcation. The picture on the
left is of an unrectified photograph containing distortion.
The picture on the right is an orthophotograph
containing the geometric propefties of a map. From
Remote Sensina and lmaae Interpretation, by Thomas
M. Lillesand and Ralph W. Kiefer, copyright 1987.
Reprinted by permission of John Wiley and Sons, Inc.
inch (dpi). Because the photographs were nine inches
square, the scanning produced an image composed of
an array of 9,000 x 9,000 cells (pixels). Therefore,
each image contained 81,000,000 pixels, and each
image file was appro>timateQ81 megabytes in size.
This photo series has a nominal scale of 1:20,000 (i.e.,
one inch on the photo is equal to 508 meters on the
ground). Because each inch on the photo was
sampled at 1,000 dpi, the ground distance between
samples is approximately 0.5 meters. The half-meter
spatial resolution of our digital imagery is shown in
Figure 5. The photos were scanned to 156 levels of
gray at a cost of $38 per photo including calibration
checks and duplicate copies.
Because the camera captures a remote perspective
view, the attitude of the airplane changes from moment
to moment (tilt), and the topography varies, aerial
photography contains geometric distortion (Liflesand
and Kiefer 1987). Studies by Bolstad (1991) indicate

Figure 5-Photograph of a scanned image showing 0.5 meter pixel resolution. The object in the center is a building.
that tilt produces an average error in point positioning
from 4 to 77 meters.
Several techniques are available to correct these
distortions. Each technique requires the determination
of ground coordinate positions for points located on the
imagery, known as ground control points. Once these
points on the photograph are associatedwith some
geographic coordinate system, an image can be
transformed either through a rubber-sheeting
recafication process or through differential rectification.
Differential rectification is more accurate than rubbersheeting rectification because it corrects distortion
sptematicaIQ. The resulting orthophotograph has the
combined advanbges of photographic detail and
planimetric accuracy (Thrower and Jensen 1976).
Other achrantages include the need for fewer ground
control points, improved accuracy with the 2 dimension
in its calcula~ons,and continuity between adjacent
photographs.
Orthophotos can now be produced on a digital
softcopy photogrammetricworkstaaon such as the
Imagine O r t h o ~ M
marketed by the ERDAS

Corporation3. In this package, image orientation is
determinedthrough triangulation, which establishes the
mathematical relationships between the individual
images in a block of photos and the ground (ERDAS
1990). The geometry of the sensor, the orientation of
the imaging plane of each photograph, and the
relationshipto ground coordinates in a specified map
projection are taken into consideration. Inputs to the
triangulation process are GPS ground control points,
camera parameters, and image tie points. Tie points
are points in the overlap areas of the photographs that
tie a photo to its neighboring photos. When the
triangulation solution is computed, the images can be
orthoreetihed with the additional input of Digital
Elevation Model (DEM) data describing the topography.
For this project, we used fourteen 7.5 minute, level 2,
DEM's in standard USGS format. This
orthorectification process corrects the image by
removingthe effects of distortion from all sources.
For the Historic Orthophoto Project, we used
OrthoMAX s o w r e on a SUN3Sparc 10 workstation.
In addition to performing orthorectification, this software
package can produce DEM data from stereo pairs, and
can also perform threedimensional viewing and

mensuration. OrthoMAX works with satellite data as
well as photography.

GROUND CONTROL
Survey-grade GPS technology enabled us to achieve
an accuracy of better than 0.25 meters for our ground
control points, which kr lests than one-haff the ground
rcssolution of an image pixel. We coUeeted data vvith
S survey receivers and
for data processing.
The GPS data were collected in a static survey mode.
The four field receivers were stationed at separate
locations and collected data synchronously for one
hour. Our field crews generally completed four onehour sessions per day. Between sessions, the
equipment was either left on a station or moved to
other ground control or geodetic control stations.
The geodetic control stations are monumented points,
installed by NOAA as part of the National Geodetic
Control Network. The Latitudetlongitude coordinates
for these points have been precisely measured and
serve to link our ground control stations to a
standardized reference system. With survey-grade
GPS, collecting Base Station data or performing
differential correction is unnecessary.
Ground control stations are photo-identifiable points of
known coordinates that can be used to georeference
images. For these points, we selected locations such
as the intersection of two roads, the intersection of a
road and a railroad, the intersection of a road and a
hedgerow, or the center of a bridge. One of our
greatest challenges was identifying points stable
enough to be found on both the 1951 photos and on
the landscape today. GPS data were collected during
the winter 1993-1994 on 86 ground control stations
and 7 geodetic control stations. Approximately 10
percent of these points will be reserved to test the
positional accuracy of the final product.
When this GPS data is processed with Trimvec Plus
software, vector relationships are computed between
the survey stations. Figure 6 is a computer printout of
our GPS network for the northeast quadrant of the
SRS. In this figure, the points represent the GPS
stations and the lines represent the computed vectors.
For this set of data, we had four geodetic control
stations, one station positioned in each of the four
corners.
To test the integrity of the data, we ran a loop closure
process in the software. In this process, a traverse is
run between two known geodetic control stations,
similar to a traditional boundary survey. The error of
closure on this traverse reflects the quality of the data.
Several network vectors have been highlighted in
Figure 6 to illustrate a traverse. This traverse
encompasses a total of nine points and covers a

GROUND

CONTRC3L

Figure 6-Ground control network for the north-east
quadrant of the Savannah River Site. Numerical values
give the error of closure on a traverse running down the
right side of the map.
distance of about 20 miles. The error of closure was
two millimeters in the horizontal dimension and one
millimeter in the vertical dimension. After the data is
reviewed with loop closures, a network adjustment is
performed to derive coordinate locations and errors for
the ground control points.

CONCLUSIONS
To date, we have collected and processedthe ground
control data, scanned the photographs, and are
currently engaged in the orthorectification of images.
Global Positioning Systems, Geographical Information
Systems and Remote Sensing technology have been
instrumental in helping us develop this historical image
data. The GPS data is very precise, the scanned data
is quite detailed, and the process of triangulation should
identify any problems with ground control points. A
quality orthophoto data layer will make it possible to
obtain accurate information about the location and
boundaries of old-field sites. Biological data collected
on these old-field sites can be evaluated independent
of historical influences. Ultimately, the development of
this historical orthophoto data may contribute to a more
complete understanding of the historical influences and
ecological processes that shape our landscape.
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PREDICTIVE VALUE OF AN ECOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION
SYSTEM AS A MANAGEMENT TOOL FOR
LANDSCAPE-SCALE DECISION-MAKING'
N. Jane Thompson and F. Thomas Lloyd2

,dl not exhibit dl

INTRODUCTION
Forest management is performed in a spatial context,
yet very l i i e spatial data is available in the form of a
predictive tool. A previously developed Ecological
Classification System (ECS) for the upper Coastal Plain
found that certain late-successionalvegetation exhibits
spatially-dependent patterns (Jones et al. 1984).
These patterns are delimited by the ECS model using
soil map data to describe land units called ecoclasses.
However, these ECS models are only a first step in
developing a useful forest management tool. To reach
full development, these
types of models must be independentlyvalidated and
employed in future research as a context in which to
understand and predict responses to management
across ecoclasses.
To test the predictive value of Jones' ECS of the upper
Coastal Plain, we used the old-field plantations on the
Savannah River Site (SRS). Approximately 40 percent
of the land purchased from the local residents for use
by the Atomic Energy Commission in 1951 consisted of
agricultural fields (Swingle 1977). These abandoned
fields were among the earliest sites planted by the
USDA Forest Service in a massive effort to rapidly
control erosion. Today thousands of acres of these
old-field stands remain and we used them to examine
the relationship betvveen 40-year-old succ
vegetation and the predicted ecoclass vegetation.
This study is a second step in meeting the long-term
goal of producing a spatial templet to which
management prescriptions and guidelines could be
linked. The primary objective is to test the null

hypothesis of no differences in the composition of
woody plant propagule frequencies among four upland
ecoclasses delineatedfrom soil maps.

METHODS
Site Selection
Stand selection was based on four criteria. First stands
were dominated by one or more of the four upland
ECS ecoclasses defined by Jones (1989). The four
upland ecoclasses are defined by indicator plants and
depth of sandy epipedon (Table 1). Ecoclasses have
been generated in a GIs model from digitized soil
survey data. The primary soil attribute (depth of sandy
epipedon) was used to group soil series into
ecoclasses. The resulting ecoclass polygons were
overlaid with stand map polygons to iden* suitable
study sites. Second, selected stands were planted
between 1951 and 1954 with either loblolly or longleaf
pine. Third, stands were free of thinning activity during
the last five years in order to minimize short-term
vegetative responsesto increased solar radiation in the
understory. And fourth, selected stands were
predominantlyabandoned agricultural fields as verified
by aerial photos taken in 1951.

Measurements
Sample plot locations were establishedfor each stand
using a grid of plot centers generated by GIS and
overlaid on the stand map polygons. Not all grid points
will be used in future analysis because stand
boundaries are not based precisek on historical oldfields. Digital orthophotography from 1951 will be used
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Table I.Indidor planb and wil charactadsiticsfor the four upland eeoda-ssa of the upper Coastal Plain deaned t>y
Jones (4 989)ECS mod&

Submesic

SubxeITic

Whits Oak (QuereusalbekPost Oak (Q. st8II~lta)
Typic and Aquic Paleudub (sandy e p i a o n < 20 inch@)
Stackjack Oak (a,ntabIandi~h!) Beerbrv (Vaccinium
staminium)
ATBnic Paleudub (sari* epipedon 20 40 inchw)
Bfuejack Oak [Q. incana) Dwarf Post Oak (42.rnarg&r@ga)
Gromrenic Pdeudub (sandy epipedon 40 80 inch@

-

-

Xeric

to eliminde those grid points that do not fall within oldfield boundaiiw (Sumera! and Ltoyd, this proceeding).
This preliminarytest uses all grid poinb because the
hy study has not been
of future anatysis should be
improved by the screening process that the
orthophotographs wil provide.
The Global Positioning Syetem (GPS) tied the ground
plot centens into the GIS grid. The Cfierion 4000' laser
suwey equipment was used to survey plot centers
startjng from the GPS tie-point, The GIs-implemented
model categoriirsd each georeferenced plot center into
one of the four ECS units.
At each plot center, a circular IllOmh-acre (11.8 ft.

radius) area was established, and all hardvvood species
greater than 4.5 feet tall were counted. The diameters
of the developing hardwood component taller than 4.5
feet were also recorded in one af five dbh classes: e l
in,, 1-2 in., 2-3 in., 3-45 in., and 34.5 in. In a
11500th-acre plot (5.3 ft. radius) nested within the
Ill00th-acre plot trees less than 4.5 feet tail were
counted by species in one of two height classes; those
-1 than Ifoot 'tall and those greater than a 1foot tall,
but less than 4.5 feet. Total basal area was estimated
for the pine and harMood component separate& using
a variable radius, probability- proportional-ta-size
sampling procedure.

Data Analysis
The information sstiwrated from plot data consis& of
per acre propagule frequencies for a#woody
understory piants. Community composition w2~g
measured as the mumadate mean propagule
frequency. This mukvariate mean Is easily visuaked
when only tvvo species are analgczed as a point on an xy
graph. Comparing more than tvvo species requireir
visuabing this mean as a point in n-dimensional space,

this pubrmfm is for reader
endormment by the U.S.
Depattment ttf Agriculture af any product or
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-

where n equals the number of speciss evaluated. This
sbgsac
becomes the paiAse dis&nces
beween these muttivan'ate means associated with each
ecoclass.

ESULTS AND t)lSGtfSS)ON
A total of 1,040 plots was sampled M h 316,345,319,
and 150 plots in the mesic, submesic, subxeric, and
respective&. Plots on xeric sites are
xeric ecoci-es,
few in number because few olbfieid sites existed in an
ecociaw inherently unsuitablefor agriculture, All
hardvvood species present by abundance and ecoclass
are summa&ed in Table 2. This information was the
source of propagule frequencies used in our analysis.
We began the species grouping process by testing the
non-oak communiliw. Because Jones' model did not
idenltify these non-oaks as the source of indicator
plants, we did not expect trends in compositjonal
diflerences to occur. However, trends in compositional
differences did appear (Table 3). The pattern showed
that compositional differences increased as ecoclass
pain became further apart on the moisture gradient.
Propagule frequency data in TaMe 2 suggests that
sassafras could be the reason for these trends because
it both dorninatmthe other species in magnaude of
propagufe counb and is positively related to
ecoclasses, By maMng the same compubtions with
samfras removed, we saw the paaern of
compositional dEaerences disappear (Table 3). We
specula@that asarras was not idenfified as an
indicator plant in the original ECS modding rwearch
for a number of reasons. These reasons could include:
being absent in Iatesu
dmilar in abundance a
communitiw, or being
onaf communities, that it was not considered a
good indicator plant. Therefore, v&h the exception of
this minor difference, our anaEysrs suppoa the ECS
model predidons.

TaMe 2. Propagule frequencies per acre by species and eeoclass as estimated from ear!y-

Species

Mesic

Turkey Oak
Bluejack Oak
Blackjack Oak
rf Post Oak
Post Oak
Southern Red Oak
Laurel Oak
Water Oak
Sand Hickory
Mockernut Hickory
Dogwood
PeMmmon
American Holly
Sweet Gum
Black Gum
Plum
Elm
Red Maple
Saaafrae

0
3
1
115
39
316
2646
755
48
44
164
191
16
92
31
10
20
502
12023

Stems Per Acre
Submesic
Subxeric
4
59
13
172
115
283
332
930
94
74
15
188
26
193
67
22
3
170
1495

80
313
18
513
83
172
1048
1034
237
153
33
215
39
116
186
5
3
295
1790

Xeric
311
563
52
283
3
0
360
836
33
12
18
314
0
0
43
0
0
168
2248

Table 3. Compositional diierences quantified with a muttivariate measure of distance between
ecociass means for non-oak hardwoods with and without sassafras
Ecoclass

Mesic

Ecoclass
Submesic

Subxeric

-non-oak hardwoodsMesic
Submesic
Subxeric
Xeric
-non-oak hardwoods excluding sassafrasMesic
Submesic
Subxeric
Xeric

Xeric

Tablie 4. Compodonal dflerences quanmed with a muWari&e measure of distance beween
ecoclass means for indicator oaks predicted by Jon@ (1989) model
Ecoctass
Mesic
Submetsic
Subxeric
Xeric

Mesic

-

*C*

Ecocfass
Submesic
22.2

***

.Iz*

M

***

We decided to complete this preliminary analysis by
examining the indicator oaks identified by Jones
( I9889). Table 4 show the mean campositional
d#erences for the indicator oak group (TaMe 19)).The
difference in mean compoMon betvveen pairs of
ecoclames as they move further apart on the moisture
gradient is clearly increasing, All differences in Table 4,
except the dflerence between mesic and submesic,
are greater than the average difference (29.8 trees per
acre) in the bottom part of Table 3, where no trends in
differences are detected

CION@LPJS1ONS
The observed abundance of indicator oaks in these
earty successional communities matched the predicted
composition across the four upland ecoclasses. The
presence and abundance of the suite of non-oak
harclvvood species did not show significant composition
differences across ecoclasses, with the exception of
sassafras. These preliminary results validate Jones'
ECS model as a predictivetool. These results also
indire* show that existing soil maps are sufficiently
accurate to delimit ecoclasses that capture
compodonal dflerences in the indicator plants.

Subxeric

102.6
86.6

***

*

Xeric
133.0
122.4
84.0
n*
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LANDSCAPE ECOSYSTEM CLASSlFlCATlON OF SUCCESSIONAL
FOREST COMMUNlTlES IN THE SOUTHERN APPALACHIANS'
Robert E. Carter, Jr, and Victor B. Shelburna2

INTRODUCTION
The purpose of Landscape Ecosystem Classification
(LEC) is to integratevegetation, mils, and landform in
order to identify ecologicalty equivalent site units in
terms of type, strudure, and produMIty of vegetation.
The methods were initiated by Barnes and others
(1982) in Michigan and later applied in South Carolina
by Jones (1991). The LEC approach is hierarchical
with major environmentalfactors taken into account by
the recognition of physiographic provinces, regions,
and subregions based on climate, topography, soils,
and geology. W i i n a given region, ecologically
equivalent site units can be recognized on the basis of
the interrelationship between vegetation and soils,
between vegetation and landform, and between
landform and soils.
In the absence of disturbance, the distribution of
individual species in competition with their associates is
more a function of environmentalconditions and less a
function of the amount of disturbance. Therefore,
Phase I of LEC invotves the idenwcation of site units
within a region with steady state or near steady state
vegetation. The discriminating landform and soil
variables are also identified. In Phase 11, the
successional communities for each site unit identified in
Phase I are described. Phase Ill consist of mapping
site units, and Phase 1V invotves management
interpretations for each site unit (Jones and Lloyd
1993).

METHODS

meters. Rainfall averages 203 centimeters per year (U.
S. Weather Bureau 1896-1958), and precipitation
exceeds evapotranspiration.
Six site units and their discriminating soil and landform
variables were identified and described in Phase 1
(Gattis 1992). The site units were delineatedthrough
ordination and cluster analysis. The site units in the
high elevations (above 1219 meters) were mesic,
intermdate, and xeric. A similar pattern was found in
the mid elevations (792-1219 meters). The
discriminating landform variables were elevation and
landform index (McNab 1989) and the soil variable was
solum thickness (Gattis 1992). A discriminant funMon
(SAS Institute 1985) was developedfor each site unit
based on soil and landform variabtes for the purpose of
identifying site units throughout the region.

Phase I1 of LEC
Phase IIof LEC was completed in 1994 (Carter 1994).
Forest stands representing major successional
conditions were sampled across the range of site
conditions from mesic to xeric. The solum thickness,
landform index, elevation, and vegetaljon were sampled
in each plot. The sample plots were then classified into
their appropriate site unit using refined discriminant
functions from Phase I. The Phase I discriminant
functions were refined to increase precision by the
inclusion of diagnostic vegetation. Once plots were
classified into their site units through discriminant
functions, cluster analysis was used to assign them to
sera1 communities.

Phase I of LEC
The study area is in the High Rainfall Bett of the
Southern Appalachians located on the Highlands
Ranger District of the Nantahda National Forest in
North Carolina. The area is composed mostty of high
grade metamorphic rocks (McKniB 196?), and the
elevation ranges from approximately 700 to 1525

RESULTS
Mid Elevations
Within the early successional communities of the mid
elevations, there were a number of vegetational trends.
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the darninant Qvemtorl,

on

a5f &e units, Sscond in ovemtory dominance w m
Mack locust Carotina &erW w m a common
miatow sped- throughoLft akhough its canstancy
dwrea~ed
on xeric &a,Wh&epine and red maple
be855 and @aplinmwere common in a!l mid eteva~on
SRW but were never dominant (6arttsr 19994).
nal alcommunitr"sawere termed a
yellow-poplar Mack locust-flowering dogwood type on
mesic sites, a yellow- poplar-northern red oak-black
locust type on intermediatesites, and a white pinemixed oak-Mack locust on the xeric sites (Carter 1994).
There were some distinctive differences in the eariy
successional communities. Flowering dogwood and
cherry birch trees along with false hellebore were found
only on mesic and intermediate sites. In contrast, galax
was found only on intermediate and xeric sites. Pignut
hickory trees, American chestnut saplings, and sedge
species were common only on intermediate sites while
Christmas fern was diagnostic for mesic sites. Scarlet
oak trees were common only within the xeric site unit
(Table 1). The presence or absence of these species
can be used as indicators for the first seral
communities.
Table "1Mtribuaaion of selected dliiagnodc species h
the mid ellevwon early succec;sionaicommunities, The
arabic numbers 1 and 2 indicatetree and sapling size
ciasses, respectively,
Mesic

Intermediate

Xeric

Christmas fern
Floweting d o p o d 1 Flowering
domod3
Cherry birch 1
Gherrf birch 1
Northern red oak 1
Northern
red oak 1
C a t ~ b y "trillium
s
Catabyg trillium
False hellebore
Fake hellebore
Amreri~an
chestnut 2
Sedge
Chmtnut oak 1 Chatnut oak 1
Souwood 5
Souwood
Galax
Galax
Lowbush
Mueberry
White oak 1
Scartet oak 1
Mountain laurei
anal communib"eswere termed a
white oak-blackgum-black locust type on n d c &B
and a northern red oak-white oak-hucklebrrj, on
intermediatesites, The xeric eommunitiles were a
chestnut oak-soumod-yetfow-poplar type followed by

a scarlet oak-sourwood white pine type (Carter 1994).
The middle successional communities retained some
early successional species such as black locust and
yel!6w-padar t r e w h d Carolina &kerb4saplings, but
they were less common. Flowering dogwood was still
present on mesic and intermediate sites. Christmas
fern remained prevalent on mesic sites with Catesby's
trillium the dominant herbaceous species. Species
such as Solomon" %sealwere absent from the xeri~
sit- but prment on Ihe mesic and intermediatesites.
Within the intermediate sites, sedge s p e i w were s%il
common wjUl nomern red oak the dontinant tree.
S o u m o d w a prevalent on the intermediate and xeric
sites but ahent from the mesic &es. Diagnos8c
sped= for xeric
induded tovvbush Mueberry and
p k h pine (Table 2).
Table 2-DisMbution of selected diagnos8e species in
the mid elevaaon middle succalonal communitler;.
The arabic numben Iand 2 indicatetree and sapling
sbe cia==, rmpectiveb
Mesic

Intermediate

Cherry birch 5
Christmsads fern
Fafse hellebore
Flowering dowood 1 Flowering
d0~801
d
Solomon's seal
Solomon's seal
Sedge
Ghmtnut oak 1
Souwocf 1
White oak 1
Galax

Xeric

Chestnut oak I
Souwoad 1
WKge oak I

Galax
Lowbush
Mueberw
Scarlet oak 1
Mountain laurel

The steady state vegetation was called a northern red
oak-eastern hemlock-birch type on mesic sites, a mixed
oak-hickory-huckleberrytype on intermediate sites, and
a scarlet oakahestnut oak-hucMeberry type on xeric
sites (GaW 1992). The @tea* state cammunitia
nal sped-. Flowefing
dagvvood was uncommon as a tree ar sapling in all site
ttnit-s, and cherry birch was found only in the mesic site
unit, Carolina sikerbell saplings were lest3 prmlent on
intermediatesites and absent on xsrlc sites. However,
it remained on mesic sRe_s. Herbaceous sped- such
as false hellebore, Gat=tryta trillium, and sedge species
were uncommon, On mmic sites, diagnoa~c
vegeta8on induded eastern hemlock and rosebay
rhododendron vvith Christmasfern prevalent in the
undestory. Common intermediate vegebaon included
northern red oak,chestnut oak, and pignut hickow

trees. Splseiers diagnos~con xeric sites were lowbush
blueberry, mountain laurel, and galax (Carter 1994 and
Table 3).
TaMe >Dewbution of sslsctsd diagnostic specks in
the mid elevation steady state communitiei3. The arabic
numttsfs 1 and 2 indicate tree and sapling size elasses,
rape&*
Mesic

Intermediate

Xeric

Eastern hemlock 1
Rosebay rhododendron 2
Christmas fern
Northern
Northern
Northern
red oak 1
red oak 1
red oak 1
Pignut hickory 1
Chestnut oak 1 Chestnut
oak 1
Sourwood 1
Sourwood 1
Lowbush
blueberry
Mountain
laurel
Galax
Scarlet oak 1

HSgh Elevations
There were several early successional species
common in all high elevation site units. Tree species
such as black locust and Mack cherry were common
throughout atthough their constancy and importance
values were lower on xeric sites. Red maple was
present as a tree and sapling in all site units at all
successional stages. White oak and pignut hickory
saplings were common on all sites along with Catesby's
trillium, blackberry, and greenbrier. The site units
tended to have many herbaceous species in common
(Carter 1994).

The earliest serd communities were termed a Mack
locust-pin cherry-black cherry type on mesic sites, a
Mack cherry-black locust-pignut hickory on
intermediate sit-, and a white oak-scariet oaksassafras on xeric sites (Carter 1994). A number of
diagnostic species were found in the eartiest seral
communities. Pin cherry trees were present on the
mesic site unit along with Carolina sitverbell saplings
and lndian cucumber-root and wood-anemone.
Species common only in the mesic and intermediate
sites were cherry birch trees and saplings, striped
maple saplinp, and New York fern. The intermediate
and xeric sites shared common species in scarlet oak
and white oak trees, American chestnut saplings, and
azalea species. Xeric sites were unique in having
sassafras trees and a mountain laurel midstory (TaMe
4)'

Talble 4-DWbirtion of seieded diagnos@cspecies in
communities. The
the high etevation early s
umbers 1 and 2
and sapling size
Mesic

Intermediate

Pin cherry 1
Carolina sikrerbell2
lndian cucumber-root
Wood-anemone
Cherry birch 1
Cherry birch 1
Striped maple 2
Striped maple 2
N w York fern
New York fern
Scarlet oak 1
White oak 1
American
chestnut 2
Azalea

Xeric

Scarlet oak 1
White oak 1
American
chestnut 2
Azalea
Sassafras 1
Mountain
laurel

The middle seral communities were a northern red oakred rnaiptg-chwtnut oak type on mesic sites, a northern
red oak-white oak-chestnut type on intermediate sites,
and a mixed oak-heath type on xeric sites (Carter
1994). The middle seral communities still contained
Mack locust, but its dominance had decreased. Black
cherry trees were absent from the mesic and xeric sites
but still present in the intermediate sites. lndian
cucumber-root had a high constancy on mesic sites
and was found with wood-anemone, eastern hemlock,
and rosebay rhododendron. Scarlet oak and white oak
were present on the intermediate and xeric sites. False
Solomon's seal and five-finger were diagnostic on
intermediate sites (Table 5).
The steady state vegetation was a northern red oakeastern hemlock-witch hazel type on mesic sites, a
northern red oak-white oak-hickory type on
intermediate sites, and a scarlet oak-white oak-heath
type on xeric sites (Gattis 1992). The steady state
vegetation lacked common successional species such
as black locust, On mesic sites, northern red oak and
eastern hemlock were dominant trees with witch-hazel
and rosebay rhododendron common shrubs. lndian
cucumber-root and New York fern were common
herbaceous species. The intermediate sites were a
mixture of northern red oak, white oak, and pignut
hickory trees with American chestnut saplings and
azalea shrubs. The herbaceouslayer was dominated
by false Solomon's seal. On xeric sites, white oak and
northern red oak were a h y s present and had high
importancevalues. American chestnut and mountain
laurel were common midstory species with huckleberry
in the undemtory. Xeric herbaceous vegetation was
sparse (Carter 1994 and Table 6).

TaMe 5-Disiribution of selected diagnostic species in
communities.
the high elevation middle suc
The arabic nu
and 2
ee and sapling
size classes, r
Mesic

intermediate

Xeric

Eastern hemlock 1
Rosebay rhododendron 2
Indian cucumber-root
Wood-anemone
N w York fern
New York fern
Black cherry 1
False Solomon's
seal
Fke-finger
Pignut hickory 1
White oak 1
White oak 1
Scatlet oak 1
Scarlet oak 1
Azalea 2
Huckleberry
Mountain

flowering do~lwoodand white pine, these species were
uncommon in the high devations. In contrast, pin
cherry was found only in the high elevations, and Mack
cherry vvas prevalent on many high elevation sites but
less common in the mid elevations. In the midstory,
witch-hael and striped maple were common on
moister high elevation sites but rare in the mid
elevations. In the high elevations, white oak was
excluded from the mesic sites while eastern hemlock
was found only on these sites. Midstory species less
common in the high elevations but common in the mid
elevations were flowering dogvvood and blackgum.
Tree species abundant in the mid elevations but lacking
in the high elevations were souwood and pitch pine.
See Carter (1994) for more detailed descriptions.
In general, the species that dominated the steady state
vegetation were present in the early seral stages
although they were not dominant. The exception was
eastern hemlock. It did not appear until the middle
seral community but was dominant in mesic steady
state vegetation in the high and mid elevations.

IMPLICATIONS
Table 6-Distribution of selected diagnostic species in
the high elevation steady state communifjm. The
arabic numbers 1 and 2 indicate tree and sapling size
classes, respectively
Mesic

Intermediate

Eastern hemlock 1
Rosebay rhododendron 2
Witch-hazel 2
Indian cucumber-root
New York fern
New York fern
Northern
Northern
red oak 1
red oak 1
False Solomon's
seal
Pignut hickory 1
White oak 1
Azalea 2
American
chestnut 2

Xeric

The identificationof LEC site units and the description
of the vegetation, soils, and landform could provide a
basis for ecological management in the High Rainfall
Belt. Once the area has been mapped, species and
management techniques can be matched to the
appropriate site unit. Also, LEC has potential to
improve site productivity predictions and the
management of noncommodity resources such as rare
and endangered species.
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Appenbi~-Commonand scienmc namesLCommon name

Scientific name and authority

Acsr pensykanicum L.
Acer d r u m L.
Anemone quinquefolia L.
Betufa k ~ f L.
a
Cafex spp. L.
Gawa glabra (MiUer)
Castanea dentata (Marshalt)
Borkhausen
Flowering dogvvood Cornus florda L.
Gaia
Gaiax aphylla L.
MucWeberry
Gaylussacia ursina (M.A.
Curtis) Torrey and Gray
Halesia carolina L.
Caroline silverbell
Witch-hazd
Hamamelis virginiana L.
KaImia latifolia L.
Mountain laurel
Yetlow-poplar
Liriodendron tulipifera L.
Indian cucumber-root Medeoia virginiana L.
Blackgum
w s s a syhtica Marshall
Souwood
Oxydendmm arboreurn de
Candolle
Pinus W d a Miller
Pitch pine
Pinus strobus L.
White pine
Solomon's seal
Potygonatum bifforum (Willd.)
Pursh
Christmas fern
Polystiehumacrostlchoides
(Michaux) Schott.
Fivefinger
Potentilla canadensis L.
Prunus pensylvenica Linne
Pin cherry
Prunus serotina Ehrhart
Black cherry
Quercus alba L.
White oak
Scarlet oak
Quercus coccinea
Muenchhausen
Chestnut oak
Quercus prinus L.
Northern red oak
Quercus rubra L.
Rosebay
Rhododendronmaximum L
rhododendron
Azalea
Rhododendron spp. L.
Robinia pseudoacacia L.
Black locust
Rubus spp. L.
Blackberry
Sassafras
Sassafras albidum (Nuttall)
Nees.
False Solomon's seal Smilacina racemosa (L.)
Desfontaines
Greenbrier
Smilax rotundiPoii8 L.
New York fern
Themteris noveboracensis
(L.) NieuMand
Catesbfs trillium
Trillium catssbai Eltiott
Eastern hemlock
Tsuga canadensis (L.) Carriere
Lowbush blueberry
Vaccinium vacilans Torrey
False hellebore
Veratm pawifionrm Michaux
Striped mapiie
Red maple
Wood-anemone
Cherry blreh
Sedge
Pignut hickory
American chestnut

"nomenclature follow Radford and others 1968

DEFINING OLD GRO

H: IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGEMENTq

David L. White and F. Thomas Lloyd2
Abri7tract-This paper describes the USDA Forest SeNice Eastern oldsrayvth definition prowt. Major

growth forests is critical to their restwatian and/or maintenance.

INTRODUCTION

OLD-GROWTH DEFINITIONS

USDA Forest Service (USFS), with the help of
scientists from The Nature Conservancy (TNC), Forest
Service Research and other organizations, is
developing old-growth definitions for 35 forest types
within the Eastern United States (U.S.). Old-growth
forests were officially recognized as a resource by the
USFS in 1988 and shortly thereafter, the Eastern OldGrowth Definition Project began. Initially, an old-growth
task group drafted a generic definition that stated: "Oldgrowth forests are ecosystems distinguished by old
trees and related structural attributes. Old growth
encompasses the later stages of stand development
that typically differ from earlier stages in a variety of
characteristi~swhich may include tree size,
accumulations of large dead woody material, number of
canopy layers, species composition, and ecosystem
function." The primary objective of the project was to
describe current knowledge about broad forest types
and identify gaps in that knowledge.

The framework used by the old-growth task group to
develop the initial list of Eastern old-growth forest types
included the foliovving parameters: 1) a l natural
ecosystems that contain trees in any density; 2)
ecosystems with any combination of disturbance
regimes, including ecosystems that contain short-lived
tree species that regenerate after catastrophic
disturbance; and 3) the forests, woodlands and
savannahs within USFS Southern and Eastern regions
and TNC's Eastern, Midwestern, and Southeastern
regions. Item two represents a deviation from the
perception of old growth as steady-state, self
perpetuating, climax communities. Thirty-five old-growth
forest types have been identified for the Eastern U.S.,
and approximately 24 of these have ranges that include
the Southeastern U.S. Of these 24, 14 are terrestrial
types and 10 are palustrine types (Table 1). These oldgrowth types represent broad forest types. For
example, types 21 and 25 occur across most of the
physiographic regions of the Eastern U.S. and include
the intermediate to dry site oak-hickory and oak-pine
communrty types, respectively.

Much of the land in the Eastern U.S. has been
dramatically affected by humans, especially since the
arrival of Europeans. Therefore, defining old growth in
the Eastern U.S. requires a somewhat different
approach than that used in parts of the U.S. where
large areas of old growth exist. The definitions will vary
in quantity and quality, largely because the amount of
available literature and the number of existing oldgrowth sites vary with forest type. Nevertheless, when
complete, the definitions will be useful to land
managers whose objectives include either restoring or
maintaining old-growth forests or incorporating certain
old-growth characteristis into the management of
forests with muftiple objectives. Our paper describes
the USFS Eastern Old-Growth Definition Project and
the major elements of the old-growth definitions. We
use informationfrom the dry and dry-mesic oak-pine
old-growth type to illustrate the definition process and
the management implications.

Each old-growth definition will contain the following
major elements: 1) an introduction, 2) a description of
the forest type group, 3) a table of old-growth attributes,
4) a narrative of old-growth conditions, 5) a description
of forest dynamics and ecosystem function, and 6) a list
of representative old-growth stands.

Description of Forest Type Group
The description of the forest type group includes links
or crosswalks with SAF cover types and other
~Iassifrcation
systems as well as a description of
disturbance regimes, vegetation composition and
distribution of the forest type. To be useful to
managers, definitions must link the old-growth types to
existing classification systems. Because few old-growth
oak-pine stands exist in the Piedmont, a variety of

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern Sikricultural Research Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3, 1994.
'Ecologist and Project Leader, respectively, USDA Forest Service, Southeastern Forest Experiment Station, Clemson, SC.

Table 1-Eastem old-gro*
U.S.

type8 of the Souiheastern

Old-Grovvth Forest Type
Name

#

Terrestrial Forests
Northern hardwoodforesb
Conifer-norlhernhardrJoodforests
Mixed mesophyljc and western mesophytic
forests
Coastal Plain upland mesic hardwood forests
Dry-mesic oak forests
Dry and xeric oak forests, woodlands, and
savannahs
Xeric pine and pine-oak forests and woodlands
Dry and dry-mesic oak-pine forests
Upland longleaf and S.Florida dash pine
Seasonally wet oak-hardwood woodlands
Montane and allied spruce and spruce-fir
forests
Sand pine forests and woodlands
Rocky, thin-soiled excessively-drained cedar
woodlands
Barrier ldand mixed forests & woodlands
Palustrine Forests
Hardwood wetland forest
Hardwood freshwater tidal swamps
River floodplain hardwood forests
Cypress tupelo swamp forests
Tropical and subtropical wetland forests and
woodlands
Mangrove swamps
Eastern riverfront forests
Southern wet pine forests, woodlands and
savannahs
Atlantic white cedar forests
Bay for-

sitdegetation studies were examined to best assess
where the old-growth oak-pine would probably
develop. Several studies eliminated stands that
contained pine species ( Farrel and Ware 199, Kasmer
and others 1984, Keever 1973, Jones 1988), while
others included pine species in their attempts to define
siteJvegetation rsiationships(Go1den1979, Oosting
1942, Peet and Christensen 1980, Schafale and
Weakley 1990). 80th types of studies provided
information relevant to the characteristi- andlor
distribution of old-growth oak-pine forests.

Peet (unpuMished data'")compiled a table of
synonymous communities for the NC Piedmont from
various sources including Oosting (19421, Peet and
Christensen (19801, Schafale and WeaWey (1990) and
others. This table and the original studies allowed us to
infer which idenlified oak-dominated communities
occu@& sites where the dry and dry-mssic oak-pine
type woutd probabty occur, given sumdent canopy
andlor forest floor d~turbance(e.g. fire, wind and ice
storms, insects). Table 2 shows approximately
equivafent community types from three different
classification systems that occupy the types of sites
where old-growth oak-pine occurs.
Predictive ecosystem classification systems are
sspecialb valuable tools for planning and management
because the variables, soil and landform characteristicr;
in some cases, can often be incorporated in a
geographical information system (GIs). National
Forests and other organizatjons are developing various
forms of these systems. Jones (1988) sampled oldgrowth hardwood stands in the SC Piedmont and
developed a predictive landscape ecosystem
classification (LEC) system integrating landform, soil
and late successional vegetation. While Jones' system
predicts the late successional vegetation type from soil
and l a n ~ o r m
variables, it is impofiant to acknowledge
that multiple ecological outcomes are possible on a
given site unit. Different forest types will develop for
each combination of soil, landform and disturbance
regime. Based on descriptions of Jones' site units,
literature information and our sampling, the dry and drymesic oak-pine type would probably develop on xeric,
sub-xeric and intermediate site units (Table 3). A more
intense disturbance would probably be required for
pine to become established on the intermediate site
unit because conditions are more favorable for
hardwoods.

Old-Growth Attributes
The table of old-growth attributes includes density,
basal area, number of 4 in. size ciasses, age and
diameter of codominant and dominant trees,
abundance of snags and coarse woody debris (CWD),
and size and distribution of canopy gaps. Studies
describing age, snags, CWD, size and distribution of
canopy gaps and other descriptions of disturbance are
lacking for many old-growth types (Table 4). The John
de la Howe (JDLH) tract is the only stand with a
complete set of attribute data. A portion of these data is
shown in Table 5 to illustrate the kind of information
presented in an old-growth aftribute table.

Forest Dynamics and Ecosystem Function
The section on forest dynamics and ecosystem
function describes ecological processes during the oldgrowth stage, preseaement disturbance regimes,

' F h of Dr. Robert K Peet, University of NC, Chapel Hill, NC.

Table 2. Portion of community synonymy table shovving communiiies that correspond to the sites where the dry and drymesic oak-pine type may occur.
Community Synonymy for North Carolina Piedmont
Oosting 1942
Schafafe and Weakrey 1990
Peet and Chhtensen 1980
White oak-black oakred oak (in pait)

Dry-mesic oak hickory

Dry Oligotrophic

White oak

Dry oak-hickory

Dry Eutrophic

White oak-post oak

Basic oak-hickory

Dry Mesotrophic

- Ciayey phase

- Sandy phase

Table 3. Late successional communrty types, soil, and landform characteristicsfrom the SC Piedmont LEC (Jones 1988)
corresponding)to site units supporting old-growth type 25.
Site Unit and
Community Type

Distinguishing Soil
Characteristics

Landform Description

Xeric: Post oak-black oakand lowbush blueberry'

heavy clay subsurface
horizon 12 in. from
surface or bedrock
within 24-36 in.

Exposed ridge flats
upper slopes of any
aspect

Subxeric: White oakscarlet oak-deerberg

clay or sandy clay subsurface horizons at
12-24 in.
or:

ridge flats, upper slopes
of any aspect or midslope with a S. aspect
southerly aspect

heavy clay horizons within
12in. of surface or
bedrock within 24-36 in.

less exposed mid slopes
with N. or E, aspects

sandy clay loam or clay
loam at 12-24 in.

mid slopes with N. or E.
aspects or mid- to lower
slopes with S. aspects

Intermediate: White oaknorthern red oakj-false
solomon's seal4

' Vaccinium vacillans Torrey.
Vaccinium stamineum L.
Quercus rubrs L.
Smilacins racemosa (L.) Desf.

Table 4. Locations of oidgrowth oak-pine stands sho\nring the availabiQty of attribute dab.
Region and Site
Piedmont
John de la Howe (SC)
Duke Forest [NC)

Density

+4

+

BA

4 inch1

+

+5

c

Age2

DBH2

CWD

Gaps

+

+

+

+

Southern Appalachians
Scarlet Oak N.A.(NC)
GSNP (TN)
Gulf Coastal Plain
Kisatchie MF (LA)
Ouachita Mountains
Roaring Branch RNA (AR)
Lake Winona RNA (AR)
Hot Springs NP (AR)

'

Refers to number of 4 in. size classes.
'Age and diameter of large trees (dominants and codominants).
Ongoing studies.
Data available.
Data not available.

'

successional trends and other aspects important to
managing for a given type. Given the relative scarcity of
old-growth in the East, using a variety of information
from the past and present helps in formulating
definitions of Eastern old-growth types. Examples from
the dry and dry-mesic oak-pine type are used to
illustrate how this varied information can be used to
characterize old growth.
First, the historical distribution of oak and pine species
and their response to disturbance are discussed. Then,
perceptions of the presettlement composition in the
Southeastern Piedmont are presented. Finally,
mortality-related disturbance patterns in an old-growth
oak-pine stand in the SC Piedmont are reviewed.
Historical Development of the Oak-Pine Type.
To gain a more complete understandingof the
prevalence of oak-pine types in the Eastern U.S., a
review of the relative importance of these tws species
groups on a broad time scale is useful. Upon the arrival
of humans to Eastern North America 12,000 years ago
(Delcourt and Delcourt 1987)' plant taxa were migrating
northward in latitude and upwards in elevation in
response to global warming that began after the height
of Wisconsin glaciation (18000 b.p.). Global warming
reached its m d m u m approximatety 6000-7000 b.p.,
followed by a gradual cooling period. Approximately
8000 b.p., oaks exhibited a slight decline in
paleodominance in the Southeastern U.S. while
southern pine dominance increased (Delcourt and
Delcourt 1987). The apparent shift in relative

dominance of upland oaks and southern pines during
the mid-holocene interval (5000 b.p.) is believed to be
the result of increased fire frequency associated with
hunting practices of Native Americans. Although
climatic warming, more frequent fire, and growing
populations and activities of Native Americans may
have affected oaks and pines differently, both species
were probably in association for thousands of years.
Buckner (1989) described the pine-hardwood type as
a "mid-seral stage that is ephemeral on a given site and
is maintained in a changing landscape mosaic where
scattered disturbances reinitiate succession in a
stochastic manner."
While the role of fire and other disturbances in
maintaining pines is well established, their effects on
oak species are less clear because many have been
viewed historically as relatively stable "climax" species. It
is now generally accepted that oaks require
disturbance for successful establishment as canopy
dominants. Fire is regarded as an important
disturbance agent for establishing upland oaks in
eastern deciduous forests (Abrams 1992, Christensen
1981, Van Lear and Watt 1993). Fire reduces
competition from fire intolerant species and increases
the accumulation of oak advance regeneration. Van
Lear and Watt (1993) also suggest that understory fires
may provide more favorable conditions for germination
and seedling establishment. If sufficient oak advanced
regeneration is present, canopy disturbanceswill
promote further oak development and eventual
dominance. Since oaks are more shade-tolerant than

"f"M Portion of ot&graM a b & e hMe for o l d g r a m sak--pine sbnbs from
tfie Jstsrr de la Hawe tr9c;t: in Sou* Carolina
QuanWaMe
Ambut@

Value
Rangeg

Mean

Shortleaf pine3
LoHoIty pine
Wktite oak
Xkkory species
Po& oak
Soutf-tem red oak
Yelaw pogtar

89-205
79-189
82-207
142-207
101-216
94-1$34

144
117
149
179
144
124
160

1549
2-16

33
8

Snags 4 in, dbh
Snags 2 20 in, dbh

64-"190

Mass (tons %re'')
Number of canopy layers
Percent canopy in gaps
Mean gap size (acres)'

' For shnding dead, CWD and percent canopy in gaps, range
represenb the range of means from areas showing different
degrees of mortal'ty.

* Codominant and dominant trees.
ScienMic names given in order shown above:/? echinata Miller, P.taeda L.,
Quemtls aha L., C a w spp (C. tomentosa (Poiret) Nuttall, 6,ovata (Miller)
K. Koch, C. glabra (Miller) Sweet.), Q. stellata Wang,, Q. coccinea Muenctqh.,
Q. faleafa Michaux., and Lidodendron tulipifera L.
4 Canopy gaps 2 1 acre in size. Gaps exceeding
1 acre were variable sized patches of extenwe pine mortar'@
accounting for 58 percent of the total gap area.
asociated pine species, they generally require smaller
canopy disturbances.

pine type require disturbance to maintain their
dominance.

Post-semement logging and fire probablgt increased the
oak component beyond its prsettlement distdbudon in
parts sf Nortfr America, even though use offire by
Native Americans prior to toeettfement afso favored oak
e?stablishmrsn-t.

Presettienrent Forests of the Piedmont.
The composition of Southeastern Piedmont form&
prior to European setrtfement has been characte&ed
(Brender 1W4, Nelson 1957, Peet and Christensen
1987, Plummer "1975, Skwn and others "180, Skeen
and others 1993) but no clear agreement exists. While
most viw pine speclets as minor components of the
'"originat"" far- Neison (1957), citing a number of
sources from the 1BOWS, describes the original formt
of the GA Piedmont as ranging from pure pine to pure
har&oods. The aak-hickow types were more
abundant in the "red lands"(35-40 percent of the GA
Piedmont), while shortleaf pine and post, white and red
oaks occupied the '"ray sandy landsw"(5 percent of the

This historied infarmagon provides hnro imporbnt
pain%: 1) oaks and pines have been componenb of
the eastern deciduous forwt for thousands of years
and shifts in thdr relative abundance have been retatrsd
to climate changes and to fire used by aboriginal
people in the past 10,000 years, and 2) the oak and
pine species that dominate the dry and dry-mesic oak-
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Figure I-Map of mortality pattens on the JDLH tract in the SG Piedmont.
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Figure 3-Coarse woody debris ( tons acrs') by mortality class for the JDLH tract.

CWD mass and snag density in low to medium
mortal@ areas; of the JDLW correspondedto the
ranges reported for oldgrovuth foresa previously cited.
These dmilaritjes are temporary because pine mortal@
will probabljr increase on these &es in the near future.
When most pines in the stand have succumbed l o
southern pine beetle (SPB), iiaeleaf disease or other
pathogens, oaks and other hdtrdhhtsods will assume
dominance. W h o u t forest floor disturbance, such as
that caused by fire, pine species will become minor
components sf this stand in the future.

IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGEMENT
We have described and, in some cases, used specific
examples of the types of information contained in oldgrowth definitions. The historical distribution of a forest
type or historical composition of a region where specific
old-growth types occur, identifies what the potential oldgrowth types would be for a given site. A greater
understanding of historical disturbance regimes as well
as species response to varying levels of disturbance
should clarii management options for creating and
maintaining certain old-growth types on the landscape.
Generally, some old-growth definitions will reinforce
acceptance of the importance of a wide range of types,
scales and intensities of disturbance required to
maintain certain forest types. Early concepts of oldgrowth forests were based on the steady-state,
equilibrium view of forest dynamics. While some forest
types may approximate steady-state dynamics, many
types may not. A number of papers have presented
alternative views of forest succession for specific types
or described forest dynamics in a way that includes a
wider range of disturbances as an integral component
(Christensen 1988, Denslow 1985, Egler 1954,
Glitzenstein and others 1986, Harper 1977, Oliver
1981, Pickett and White 1985, Platt and Schwartz
1990, Sprugel 1991, Spurr and Barnes 1973).
Conceding the relative "untidiness" of forested
ecosystems is critical to their wise management.
Canopy and forest floor disturbance is required to
regenerate or maintain the dry and dry-mesic oak-pine
type (25). Natural disturbances, such as insect related
mortalrty, wind and storm damage, and fire may interact
to provide conditions necessary for pine and oak
establishment. The spatial and temporal variation of
disturbance over broad landscapes may cause the loss
of pine in some oak-pine patches which wilt then
become oak-mixed hardwoods. Other non-pine
patches occurring on similar sites may be subjected to
a combination of disturbances that support pine
establishment. The ephemera! nature of the oak-pine
type illustrates the concept of the shifting landscape
mosaic. Muttiple ecological outcomes are possible for
comparable sites. Acknovvledging the importance of
these concepts is crucial for developing long-term
management strategies for large areas, especially when
the land manager has multiple resource objectives.

if maintaining some old oak-pine foresb is an slqjective,
the role of insec-ts and other pathogens that affect the
composition and struGture of old grovvth (Haack and
Byler 1993) and the interaction between old growth and
surrounding stands are imporlant. For example, in the
Piedmont, SPB and liltleleaf disease are the most
serious pests affecting conifers (Sdanger and others
1986). Shoitfeaf pine, has the widest range of the
southern pines and grows on a v~rietyof soils and is
most suscep~bleto littleleaf or to iittleleaf-SPB
interactions. Risk multiplies on sites that are severely
eroded and contain a high percentage of heavy plastic
clays. Therefore, these sites should be avoided when
managing for the dry and dry-mesic oak-pine type if
maxim~ing
the longevw of the pine component is the
objective.
The impact from SPB is less in mixed pine-hardwood
stands than in pure pine stands because pine
continuity is interrupted by hardwoods (Belanger and
others 1986, Showalter and Turchin 1993). If
maintaining old-growth oak-pine on landscapes mixed
with more intensively managed stands is the objective,
managing for pinehardwood mixtures rather than pine
monocuttures may minimize the risk and extent of
insect and other disease outbreaks. When managing
for o/d-gr~Wkoak-pine, susceptibil~
to SPB and other
pathogens will increase as the pines reach old age.
While pine mortalrty is to be avoided from the
perspective of fiber and timber production, it is integral
to the vegetation dynamics in some old-growth forests.
The management challenge is to allow natural
disturbance to occur in old-growth forests, while
minimizing losses in surrounding stands. Separating
intensively managed stands (high pine component,
disease risk dependent on stand conditions) from oldgrowth oak-pine stands (moderate pine component,
moderate to high disease risk) with pure hardwood
stands or with mixed pine-hardwood stands may
reduce diseasecaused losses.
To protect old growth core areas from fragmentation
and to produce a sustained yield of functionally
dynamic old growth forests in the Interior Highlands,
Guldin (1991) suggested surrounding old growth core
areas with buffer stands managed under "big-tree"
uneven-aged dhricultural systems. This could be
accomplished through structural control-BDql
methodology with targets derived from existing oldgrowth stands (Guldin 1991). Application of silvicuttural
techniques (fire, timber extraction etc.) to the buffer
stands would continue until the live tree composition
and structure was similar to that of the target oldgrowth stand. After this point, significant time would
elapse before these buffer stands would be considered
old growth.

'Basal arm-maximum diameterq factor method.

Retaining Ofdl4rovvth Characteristics in
Managed Stands
What old-growth attributw are dssirak in stands
managed for muttiple vdues? Generafb, large Wng and
dead trees (large for Me), various h a m & and
conditions they support, and retawsly continuous for@
canopies are vafusd in old-grom f o r m for spiritud
inspiration, ae8thetir=Es,witdlife ha
Snags and downed CWD serve muttipte and important
ecosystem functions (Van Lear 1994, Van Lear and
Waldrop 1995). What cutting practices would maintain
some of these desirabie characteristics and
simultaneously aUow for the s~onomicalharvest of
commercial species?
Information is lacking on even- and uneven-aged
management techniques for retaining ol6growth
characteristics. Modified shettgwood methods may be
compatible with this goal since this method allows
indefinite retention of older trees and more frequent tire
(Pell, personal communication). Research on unevenaged management and natural regeneration of
shortleaf and toMolly has been conducted (Baker and
others [In press]) but less is known about uneven-aged
management for mixed pine-hardwood stands
(Waldrop 1991). One approach might involve group
selection harvest of oaks and pines, leaving snags and
"snag candidates" in and around openings. Opening
size could vary but should be large enough to support
pine regeneration. If pine regeneration is insufficient
following logging disturbance of the forest floor,
prescribed fire could be used, though burning group
openings k logistically challenging. Patchy forest floor
disturbance combined with a variable light regime within
a given opening, as well as among dierent sized
openings, would enhance regeneration of pines, oaks
and other hardwoods. Regardless of the silvicukural
system, if maintaining some old-growth characteristics
is the goal, techniques that focus on retaining these
characteristics are needed.

SUMMARY
Defining Eastern old growth is a complex, evolling
process using limited information. Completed
definitions will describe the composition and structure
of live and dead components, site types and associated
disturbance regimes. Definitions will also help ident#y
old-growth and potential old-grovvth sites and
contribute to restoration and management strategies.
Few old-growth types function as steady-state climax
communities. Gwen the stochastic nature of
disturbance, some old-growth types should be viewed
as ephemeral patches on the landscape. Some old
growth, such as the oak-pine type, will require
management to endure on the landscape.
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COARSE WOODY DEBRIS CONSIDERATIONS
IN SOUTHERN SILVICULTURE'
David H. tlan Isar and Thomas A, Wtldropz
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INTRODUCTION
Standing dead trees (snags), fallen trees, and
decomposing large roots are components of coarse
woody debris (CWD) which exert ecological influences
on a site for decades or even centuries (Franklin and
Waring 1980). CWD functions as seed germination
sites, reservoirs of moisture during droughts, sites of
nutrient exchange for plant uptake, and as critical
habitat components for forest organisms. During later
stages of decomposition, it promotes favorable soil
structure (Harmon and others 1986, Maser and others
1988). Dead root systems have been neglected as a
component of CWD. However, decomposing roots
contribute to the heterogeneity of the soil, provide
increased infiltration and percolation of soil water,
enhance gas dflusion throughout the rooting zone,
and provide habitat for soil-Welling organisms (Lutz
and Chandler 1955).
Loadings of CWD are dynamic, i.e., constantly
changing in response to inputs from tree breakage and
mortality and losses from decomposition and fire. The
*namic nature of CWD is reflected in gradual or
episodic changes in mass, density, and volume of
standing dead and fallen trees.
Coarse woo* debris, in this paper, refers to any dead
standing or fallen tree stem (or dead root) at least 7.6
cm in diameter. This minimum diameter was arbitrarily
chosen, primarib because it correspondedto a
measured size-class in a number of cited studies in the

South. For obvious reasons, the dynami~sof root
biomass of dead trees have received l i e study,
l i e information exists in southern forestl-y l&er&ure
regarding levels of CWD found in "natural" or managed
forest ecosystems. This paper I ) summarizes our
current understandingof CWD dynamics in southern
forests, 2) models CWD loading on xeric and mesic
sites, and 3) identifies gaps in our knowledge of CWD.

INPUTS OF COARSE WOODY DEBRIS
The flow of above-ground CWD within terrestrial
ecosystems is summariied in diagrammatic form
as adapted from Harmon and others (1986).
(Figure I),
Within terrestrial ecosystems, mortality and breakage of
living trees add CWD, while decay and fire remove or
transform CWD (Harmon and others 1986, Maser and
others 1988). The balance between inputs and losses
of CWD within the forest ecosystem represents the
standing crop, or loading, of CWD.
Inputs of CWD occur when living trees are killed by fire,
wind, lightning, insects, disease, ice storms,
cornpeaon, or by man. Disturbances may kill
scattered individual trees, groups of trees, entire
stands, or even devastate entire landscapes and are
now vvidely recognked as a natural part of the ecology
of the southern forest (Christensen "191, Share and

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern Sikricuftural Research Conferem, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3,1994.
2B~wenProfessor, Departme& of Forest Resources, Glemson Unke-4 aand R w a r c h Forester, USDA For& Senrice, Southeastern
Forest Expriment Station, Clemson, SG.

CWD

Figure 1. Flow diagram of the dynamics of CWD in terrestrial ecosystems.
others 1992, Skeen and others 1993). Major
disturbances contribute large quantities of CWD, which
are added to pre-disturbance CWD already
accumulated in the stand. For this reason, loadings of
CWD are often highest soon after major forest
disturbances.

Gradual Inputs of CWD by Gap-Phase
Dynamics
CWD inputs in southern forests from gradual gap
phase dynamics, i.e., the occasional death of individual
trees or groups of trees within the forest, are not well
documented. Large canopy gaps can contribute
substantial quantities of CWD. For example, Smith
(1991) estimated that canopy gaps created in pitch
pine stands by pine beeties in the Southern
Appalachians contained 35.6 t/ha of CWD. Loadings
from insect damage in more productiveforest types
could be much higher.
Some information on snag densities (numbersfarea)
and recruitment rates is available from the wildlife
riterature. Generalizationsfrom published research
include: 1) snags are most common in hardvvood
stands and least common in pure pine stands (Hartow
and Guynn 1983, McComb and others 1986b, Sabin
1991), 2) snags are more frequent in lowlands and
riparian zones than on upland sites, and 3) unmanaged
private land and national forests generalty have higher
densities of snags than lands managed intensively for
wood production (McComb and others 1986a, 1986b).

The length of time that snags remain standing varies
with species and size, akhough most snags fall within a
decade or less in Southern forests (Dickenson and
others 1983, McComb and Rumsey 1983, Sabin
1991). However, occasional American chestnut snags
are still standing in Southern Appalachian forests 70
years after the chestnut blight. White pine and white
oaks are generally longer standing than snags of other
pine and oak species (Hassinger and Payne 1988).
Large diameter snags stand longer than smaller ones
(Bull 1983, Raphael and Morrison 1987).
Snag densities in the relatively young forests of the
South vary widely. In the Appalachian deciduous
forest, Carey ( I983) found snag densities ranging from
11 to 55 snagslha. Sabin (1991) reported an overall
snag density of 28.1 snagsfha in relatively young (20 to
60+ yrs) forest types in the Piedmont and noted that
snags were being lost at an average rate of 0.52
snagaaljrr. Relatively few areas and
acreage in
the Southeast support over-mature or old-growth
forests where snag recruitment rates and densities are
unknown. Such information is needed to serve as
baseline data against which forests managed more
intensively could be compared.

Major Episodic Disturbances Which Create
Heavy Loading of CWD
In contrast to gapphase disturbances where natural
succession proceeds at a relatively gradual rate, largescale natural disturbancm, such as catastrophic
vvildfires and hurricanes, are episodic in nature and may

kill trees over large forest are=, kb a resutt of these
natural dsturbances and timber harvesting by man, few
forest ecoswtems in the Southeastern United Statsucceed to a vegetaae etimgx conddon or even
develop undisturbedfor a9 long as a century.
Forest fires affect the loading of CWD by
simultaneousty addjng CWD by killing live trees and
reducing CVVD by consuming dead trees. Fire regimes
in the South range from those where fire reoccurs
infrequently (on the order of several decades to
perhaps a century or more) and fuel loading is heavy to
those where fire occurs on almost an annual basis and
fuels are light Sand pine and table mountain pine
regenerate after cabstrophic stand-reflacement fires
which function to open serotinous cones, WII hardwood
understory competition, and prepare seedbeds (Outcatt
and Balmer 1983, Della-Bianca 1990), as well as
contribute a large pulse of CWD. At the other extreme,
the longleaf pine-wiregrassecosystem tymes a regime
of frequent fire, which prevents the buildup of fuels to
levels where high rates of fireinduced tree mortality
would be expected. Boyer (1979) reported an annual
mortality of only Itreelha in mature longleaf pine
stands throughout the longleaf region,
Stand-replacementfires which kill all above-ground
biomass obviousfy make heavy contributions to CWD.
The author knows of no studies in the South where
CWD inpub have been @timated follovving standreplacementfires. However, estimates of aboveground living biomass are availaMe for some forest
types and site conditions and provide a rough
approximation, when corrected for small branch and
foliage components, of potential CWD inputs. About
70-80s of the above-ground biomass of these forest
types is above the minimum size class of CWD. For
loblolly pine, the most studied of the southern pines,
aboveground biomass ranges from about 100 t/ha in
thinned 41-year-old plantations on poor sites (Van Lear
and others 1983) to approximateb 156 tlha for
unthinned 16-year-old plantations on good sites (Wells
and Jorgensen 1975). Above-ground biomass of
mixed hardwood stands averaged 178 and 175 tlha at
Coweeta Hydrologic Laboratory and Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, respectively (Mann and others
1988), similar to the 164 tlha estimate from forest
survey data for fully stocked stands of mature
hardwoods in the Southeast (Phiflips and Shefield
1984).
Hurricanes, tornadoes, and other strong winds are
common in the southeastern United States and
strongiy influence CWD dynamics. These strong winds
create in a matter of hours loadings of CWD that would
never be achieved during centuries of gapphase
on (Hook and others 1991). For
example, Myers and others (1993) measured loadings,
after limged sakage, of almost 90 tfha of downed
woody material and 16 t/ha of snags in mature, uneven

aged pine e n d s Wo years after Hurricane Hugo.
Strong winds either snap stems of welkanchored
species or uproot shalfow-rooted species. AIthough
catastrophic winds (probaMy category V force winds)
will destroy any stand, such winds normally occur over
only a rdativsly small portion of the area affected by
most hurricanes.
Forest damage from hurricanes and tornados has
increased in recent decades due to the regroMh of
mature forests follovving the extensive harvest of oldgrowth forests that occurred beWeen 1885-1930
(Hooper and McAdie 1993). In addition to stand age,
site (Croker 1958, Foster 1988), community type
(Duever and McCoilum 1993, Shark and others
1993), species (Touliatos and Roth 1971, Hook and
others 1991, Gresham and others 1991, Shark and
others 1993) and tree morphology (Gratkowski 1956,
Nix and Ruckelshaus 1990) markedly influence the
damage (and CWD loadings) to forests by strong
winds.
Other environmental factors, e.g., insect and disease
outbreaks, ice storms, and mass movement of soils,
can dramatically increase loadings of CWD. Some
native insects, the Southern pine beetle for example,
periodically reach epidemic proportions and kill whole
stands of various pine species across large portions of
the landscape. Introduced insects like the gypsy moth
continue to expand their range southward and
devastate hardwood stands over extensive areas.
Certain diseases, for example, fusiform rust, have
become more prevalent in recent decades. Ice storms
periodicallywreak havoc on forests in some portions of
the South, e.g., in the Sandhills region.
The quantity of CWD contributedto sites by all these
factors is a function of the proportion of the stand killed
(and consumed in the case of fire) by these agents and
the proportion of the trees above the minimum CWD
size class. Contributions range from the mortality of
scattered individual trees killed in non-episodic events
to the mass deaths of trees on thousands of hectares
during major episodic events, during which the loading
of CWD across the landscape is increased
dramatically. Information on CWD inputs from all types
of catastrophic events is needed in order to fully
evaluate the environmental effects of these
disturbances.

LOSSES OF CWD
Within terrestrial ecosystems, CWD is lost through
decay and fire. Decay and combustion by fire are
similar processes in some respects, but also have
important differences. The relative imporlance of each
process vades by site--decay dominates on mesic sites,
while fire is more important on xeric sites (unless firesuppression effort;s are effective). Mhough its natural
role as a major ecological factor has often been
overiooked by scologisb and land managers, fire has

been a dominant faGasr &aging the &uctrrre and
compos%onof southern forest ecosptems for
millennia.

Decay
Decay of CWD b initiated by an invdon of white,
brown, and soft rot fungi, causing a loss of den*
are known to be important"
inoculaiors of these deeay microbes (Abbott and
Crossley 1982). Toote (1965) described the
deterioration of unlopped hardvvood logging dash in
Mississippi and found that, for most of the species
studied, small branches had disintegrated after 6 yean
and only a small portion ( ~ 1 5 %of
) the large branches
and bole had not settled on the ground. Twigs and
small branches decayed most readily, foliowed by the
larger sapwood and finally the heartwood. Decay may
be retardedwhen the bark sloughs off earty, allowing
the surface of the sapwood to dry quickly and become
casehardened. Smith (1991) documented changes in
decomposer communities of pitch pine CWD during
decomposition. During early stages of decomposition,
bark beetles and blue-stain fungi dominated, afthough
neither had much effect on decomposition, i.e., wood
density was not markedly reduced. White rots, brown
rots, ants, and termites dominated later stages of
decomposition. As the wood structure is broken down,
fragmentation becomes a major mechanism of decay.
Fragmentation of CWD refers to a reduction of volume
via physical and biologicalforces during the decay
process (Harmon and others 1986, Maser and others
1988). Fragmentation is normally preceeded by a lag
period in which both density and mass of fresh CWD
decrease, but volume remains constant. Snags
fragment when portions of the standing dead tree or
the entire tree break and fall to the ground. Biological
fragmentation of snags and fallen logs is caused by
both plants and animals. Invertebrates utilize the dead
wood as a food source, creating galleries which serve
as avenues for microbial colonization and further
decay. Bears, birds, and other animals shred the
rotting wood while foraging for insects. Plants roots
grow into fallen trees after initial stages of decay have
been completed and further fragment the partially
decomposed materials. During the entire decay
process, the physical forces of water and gravrt),
relentlessly transport fragmented materials from snags
and fallen logs to the forest fioor, where they undergo
further decomposition and are uttimately converted to
or decay-resistant humus. The final products of
decay of CWD are fine woody debris, humus, and
(Maser and others 1979, Harmon and others 1986,
Spies and Cline 1988).

,,

,,

Although perhaps not as good an index of decay as
volume diminution, changes in wood dens@ have
frequently been used to measure initial stages of
physical decay. Following c1earcuttb"ngof a mixed
hardwood stand in the Southern Appalachians of North

Carolina, wood-den* dway coefficienb v a M vvid*,
ranging liom 0.18tyr for spsdw such as dowoad and
persimmon to 0.031jlr for decay-rastgtnt species like
Mack locust and American chestnut (Mattson and
athem 1987). L i e information is avdabae regarding
decay of pine CWD in the South. Barbr and Van Lsar
(1984) calculated a wad-density decay coefficient of
0.O"fSfjrr for large loblofty pine slash (eduding bark)
folDoMng clearcutting in the South Caroina Piedmont,
vvhk Sm& (1991) found a decay constant of 0.0481yr
for pitch pine CWD in the Southern Appalachian@.

In addition to spcies differences, other fadom affect
the rate of decay of CWD (Barber and Van Lear 1984,
Mamon sand others 1987). Aspect of the site Zs
important-CWD decays faster on north and
northeastern aspectr;, probably due to the generalb
greater availability of soil moisture. Relative position of
the fallen tree a f f e d decay rates-CWD in contact with
the ground decays faster than aerially suspended
CWD. Large woody debris decap slower than small
woody debris. In streams, saturated CWD decays at
extremely slow rates. Decomposi-tion rates in the
Southeast are generally higher than those reported for
other regions, presumably because temperature and
moisture conditions are more favorable for microbes
and inve&ebrafesinvoked in the decay procem.
The chemical nature of CWD changes during
decomposition. Workers in the Pacif"ic Northwest
(Sollins and others 1980, Graham and Cromack 1982)
and elsewhere have noted that the CR-4 ratio of CWD
decreases and the concentration of lignin increases as
decay progresses. Concentrations of nitrogen and
phosphorus increases in large logging slash following
harvest of loblolly pine (Barber and Van Lear 1984) and
in pitch pine CWD following pine beetle attack (Smith
1991). However, after initially being a sink for nutrienk,
CWD later becomes a source when fragmentation
dominates the decay process.
Long-term studies are underway which will better
document decay rates of CWD. However, more
information is needed concerning decay rates of
different species under dierent site conditions and
management regimes. What is the best method for
measuring decay? Sampling wood density in various
states of decay is 'irequenlly used, but the method
becoma biased during mid to late stages of decay
when only the most resistant pieces of wood remain,
Adjustment of decay chronosequencesfor past
fragmentation is neceasaq, but often difficuk, if mass
losses are to be estimated correctfy (Harmon, personel
communication')). When does decaying wood become
a source, rather than a sink for nutrients? What types
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dominated by upland oaks, and had a site index of 60
feet. The mesic site was north facing, dominated by
yellow-poflar, and had a site index of 100 feet.
Simulations began wlth mature stands, which were
immediately clearcut. No artificial regeneration or site
preparation was allowed. A sirnulaeon period of 200
years after dearcutting was used for each of 100
simulated 1/5acre plots, Details of model development
were given by (VValdrop and others 1986). Modeling
CWD dynamics with FORCAT and the limitations of
this approach were discussed in greater detail by
Waldrop (1995).
The patterns of CWD accumulation predicted by
FORCAT (Figure 2) for xeric and mesic sites (using a 6
percent decomposition rate for both sites)were similar
to the curve proposed by Spies and Cline (1988).
These pattern8 resembled a bell-shaped curve that
peaked during the first half of their respective periods
(100 years for simulated xeric and mesic sites, 450
years for measured Douglas-fir stands). Later, CWD in
each system gradually decreased until a point, late in
succession, where an equilibrium between inputs and
decomposition may have been reached.
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Figure 2.-Accumulation of coarse woody debris for
xeric and mesic sites as predicted by FORCAT (6
percent decomposition rate for both sites).
CWD accumulation on both simulated sites remained
low for 30 to 40 years as trees grew to the minimum
size for CWD (10 em), even though there was
significant mortality during this period. Between years
30 and 75 there was a rapid increase in CWD for both
simulated sites. FORCAT predicted decreases in stand
basal area during this period as crown closure occurred
and a few large trees began to die. On the xeric site,
for example, predicted stand basal area decreased
from 84 ft2 at year 50 to 69 ft2 at year 100.
The period of rapid CWD accumulation on the xeric site
lasted until the stand was about 70 years old, when
CWD was 13.6 tonslac. CWD continued to

accumulate, but at a slower rate, to a mAmum of 14.4
tonslac at year 91. For the remainder of the 200-year
simulation period, decomposition slightly exceeded
inputs and CVVD loads gradual@decreased.
Tree grovvlh on the simulated mesic site exceeded that
on the xeric site, producing a more rapid rate of CWD
accumulation. On this site, CVVD accumulated rapidly
from years 30 through 75, reaching a total of 22.0
tondac. Maximum CVVD loading during the simulation
period was 22.9 tondac in year 89. Bemeen years 90
and 200, CWD loading decreased much more rapidly
than on the xeric site. Species on the mesic site were
longer lived than those on the xeric site and the trees
continued to grow. Mortality was higher on the xeric
site during this period due to moisture stress.
Therefore, CWD inputs were less on the mesic site
than the xeric site.
An important component of CWD dynamics in
managed stands is logging debris. This debris provides
regenerating stands with a structure that can be
important habitat for small mammals (Evans and others
1991, Loeb 1994) as well as a source of nutrients
(Mattson and others 1987). Logging slash was added
to model projections of CWD inputs immediately after
simulated clearcutting. Total GWD loading at that time
was assumed to equal the biomass of crowns from
harvestedtrees.
The estimated CWD load immediately after clearcutting
was 21.8 tons/ac on the xeric site and 30.7 tonslac on
the mesic site (Figure 3). On both sites, these levels
were higher than at any other time during the 200-year
simulation period. Logging debris decomposes rapidly
in clearcuts but it provides some CWD during a period
when there is l i e input. FORCAT simulations showed
that decomposition exceeded inputs through year 32.
At that time CWD totaled 7.5 tonslac on the xeric site
and 8.1 tonslac on the mesic site (assuming a uniform
decomposition rate of 6 percent). By year 32, all
logging slash had decomposed, and thereafter, these
curves were identicalto those without logging slash.

Years

Figure 3.-Dynamics of coarse woody debris after
clearcutting xeric and mesic sites predicted by
FORCAT (using a 6 percent decomposition rate for
both sites).

An assumption used untif now is that decomposition
rates were uniform across site types. The work of
Abbott and Crossley (1982) indicates that
decomposition rates are higher on moist sites. By
assuming a decompoaon rate of 8 percent on the
mesic site and 6 percent on the xeric site, the difference
in simulated CWD loads between sites was greatly
reduced (Figure 4). Even though CWD loading was
much higher on the mesic site in year 1, it decomposed
to a smaller amount than the xeric site by year 32 (5.5
vs. 7.5 tondac). By year 75, CWD was again greater
on the mesic site. Beyond that point, however, the
lines converged. Duringthe kd 50 ymm of the
0nth.tworJm
ritn wrar

combination of moisture, temperature, soil fertility,
species, size, and any number of other factors.

CONCLUSIONS
The ecological importance of CWD is only recently
being appreciated by foresters and other land
managers in the South. Based on the documented
importance sf CWE) in the Pacific Northwest and other
areas, as well as on the informalion presented at this
workshop, it would be prudent for land managers in the
Southeast to recognize CWD as an important structural
and functional component of forest ecosystems, rather
than as a hindrancewhich must be removed-even if at
a high cost.
Simulation results show general trends of CWD
accumulation over seral stages for two southeastern
forest ecosystems. This study shows the importance of
leaving CWD after harvesting and it emphasizes that
differences in decomposition rates, possibly due to
differences in site productivity, can significantly affect
CWD loading. Due to a number of limitations,
however, model projections should not be considered
accurate predictions of CWD loading at any given age.
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Figure 4.-FORCAT projections of coarse woody debria
loads by site type and decomposition rate.
This comparison illustrates the observation of Abbott
and Crossley (1982) that differences in decomposition
rates between sites can be more important than
differences in sizes of CWD. Even though the mesic
site producedfar more CWD biomass than the xeric
site, the relatively small dierence in decomposition
rates (8 vs. 6 percent) produced similar CWD loading
throughout the 200-year simulation.
Muller and Liu (1991) suggested that CWD loading
was a function of regional temperature patterns. Their
measurements on dry sites correlated well with
published estimates from warm temperate zone
deciduous forests. Likewise, their CWD
measurements on moist sites correlated well with
published estimates from cool forests. Muller and Liu
(1991) observed higher CWD loads on cool (moist)
sites than on warm (dry) sites,suggesting that
decomposition rates were not higher on moist sites or
that higher productivity on moist sites compensated for
higher decomposition rates. Broad-scale relationships,
such as this, are oversimplified because CWD
decomposition on any given site is controlled by a

A major limitation of this study was the lack of
information on inputs and decomposi~onrates for
different tree species, sizes of CWD, and types of sites.
Other knowledge gaps were discussed by Van Lear
(1995) including the relationship of CWD inputs to
natural and anthropogenic disturbance. Some of this
missing information could be supplied by additional
research and a broader modeling effort. For example,
CWD dynamics after natural disturbances such as
tornados or ice storms could be predicted by gap
models if the return frequency of those disturbances
was known. Also, CWD inputs from management
activities such as thinnings or selection harvests could
be predicted. This effort would allow managers to use
model projections to help determine how to alter the
level or timing of their activities to better meet their goals
for CWD.
Managing for CWD will certainly not be a primary
objective on all forest lands in the South. The South is
obviousfy an important timber producer for the nation
and the world, and many of the South's forests will be
managed primarily for timber. However, managers
should be aware of the important functions of CWD
and use this information as they strive to achieve the
balance between commodity production and
environmental values across the landscape.
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RESPONSE OF LOBLOLLY PINE PLANTATIONS TO WOODY
AND HERBACEOUS CONTROL-EIGHTH-YEAR RESULTS
OF THE REGION-WIDE STUDY THE COMPROJECT1

-

B. R. Zutter, J. H. Miller, S. M. Zedaker, M. B. Edwards, and R. k Newbold2
s control fdlovving site
at 13 Wtiions, differed by pine response variabte and h
preparatiwr,
Traatments affected average pine heigMthe same at both kwJ ha
+ herb control) > herb corrtrd only

were additive at the low ha

levei, and more than additive at the high hardwood level.

INTIFaODUCTION
Over the past 20 years a wealth of research has been
published summarizing the impact of woody and
herbaceous competition on the growth of southern
pines, principally loblolly pine, Pinus taeda L. With the
exception of work done by Clason (1978,1984), Bacon
and Zedaker (1987), and Hay~voodand Tiarks ( I 990),
individual studies have generally focused on the effects
of controlling herbaceous (e.g. Nelson et al. 1981,
Creighton et al. 1987, Lauer et al. 1993) or woody (e.g.
Langdon and Trousdell1974, De Wit and Terry 1982,
Glover et al. 1991) vegetation alone, or controlling both
components (e.g. Swindell et al. 1988, Shiver et al.
1990). As a result, our understanding of how woody
and herbaceous control may interact to influence
response of loblolly pine is limited.
In the early 1980's the Competition Omission
Monitoring Project (COMP or COMProject) was
developed, in part, to compare the relative effects of
herbaceous control, woody control and their interaction
on the response of planted loMolly pine across a wide
range of sites throughout the Southeast. One feature
of this region-wide study is that a uniform study design
and protocol have been used at each study location.
This uniformity makes consolidation of data and
comparison of results across study locations more
reasonable compared to attempting a similar effort
across studies established by independent research
workers.

Results from the COMProject have been reported
previously following the first and second (Miller et al.
1987), third (Zutter 1988), fourth (Zutter 1990) and fifth
(Zutter 1990, Miller et al. 1991) growing seasons. A
summary of vegetation dynamics, focusing on
prevalence of herbaceous and woody specieslgenera
across the study locations, through eight seasons has
been reported by Miller et al. (1995b). In addition, a
tabular summary of data by location through age eight
will soon be published (Miller et al. 1995~).The
present paper summarizes effects of herbaceous
control, woody control, and their interaction on the
response of loblolly pine eight growing seasons since
study establishment. A companion paper in these
proceedings projects yields and economic outcomes
using the age eight data (Miller et al. 1995a).

STUDY AFEAS
Study locations were distributed across several
physiographic provinces from Louisiana to Virginia. In
general, most sites were previously occupied by loblolly
pine or loblollylshortleaf pine (Pinus echinata L.)hardwood stands, harvested in late 1982 or early 1983,
chopped and burned in the spring or summer of 1983,
and planted in early 1984. Site-specific information
may be found in Miller et al. (1991).
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lissessment and Analysis
Study Design and Plot Layout
In general, a randomired complete block d d g n was
used to esbt>l"sh four blocks of four plots at each
location. Treatment plots were vpicatly 0.25 ac in size
(4 04 ft x 404 ftf with interior pine measurement plots of
apgro~matefy0.09 ac (63 fi x 63 it). At most study
sites, planting iocations were mbblkhed on a 9 ft x 9 ft
spacing, with two 1-0 loblo& pine seedlings handplanted I-ft apart at each planting location. Sesdings
were thinnsd, with selsetion made at random, to one
seedling at each ganting location after one grovving
season. DouMe-plantingw w used to help ensure
adequate initial planting survival and minimire
of
variability in stocking on long-term results. Addition&
details and slight departures from the above noted
procedures for specific sit= can be found in Miller et at.
(1991).

Application of Treatments
Four treatments were randomly assigned to plots within
each Mock:
1)

No control. No treahent of competing
herbaceous or woody vegetation following site
preparation except for treatment of
infestations of vines and injection of large
residual hardwoods missed in site
preparation. Vines were treated with directed
foliar sprays of gtyphosate (Roundup) or
triclopyr (Garion) in water or wick applications
of triclopyr. Triclopyr was used for injection at
the few locations where large residuals
needed to be removed.
Woody control. Hardwoods and shrubs were
treated with herbicides during the first five
growing seasons. Treatment usually involved
directed foliar sprays of glyphosate in water
andtor basal wipes or sprays of triclopyr in
diesel fuel.

Folovving dgkt grsvving seasons (yearn), tot91 height
and diameter at breast height (dbh) were measured on
each pine measurement plot (49
per plot). A volume index
computed for each measured tree ars follow:
dbh*dbhe(tobJhdght)B, where both dbh and total
are in feet. Mean total height and dbh, density in
c, basal aredac, and volume indexlac w w
computed for each tmatment plot for use in statistical
anatyses.
Eighth-year pine data were analyzed by first placing
each of the 13 study locations into one of two groups
based on the level of arborcbscent hardwood basal
arealac at age eight on the herbaceous control only
treatment Basal arealac for the "low hardwood" group
averaged 3.5 @tat (n-5, range= 2.1-5.4 ftac) and the
"high hardwood" group averaged 17.3 f t a c (n=8,
range= 13.2-22.7 ft2fac). Mean site index (base age
25) was approximately 65 ft for both groups (Miller et at.
1995b).
A separate analysis was done for each of the two
hardwood levels (groups). The anatysis of variance for
each hardwood level included tests of the main effects
of wtsdgl tresawent ((wao* e;oatrol+total controi)l;l)
versus ((no control + herb control)R), herbaceous
treatment ((herb control + total control)Q versus ((no
control + woody control)R), and the interaction of
woody and herbaceous treatment. When the
interaction was statistically significant, Tukey's HSD test
was used to separate the individual treatment means.
Ali statistical tests were made at p-0.05. For the sake
of clarity, references to effects of woody treatment or
herbaceous treatment will refer to tests of main effects,
whereas references to no control, woody control only,
herbaceous control only or total control will refer to the
four treatments within the study design.

RESULTS
DensityResponse

Henbsceous control. Herbicides were
applied one or more times during each of the
first four grovving seasons to control
herbaceous plants. Treatment typically
involved application of sulfometuron (Oust) at
2-5 oz ailac in the spring of each year prior to
emergence of herbaceous plants followed in
the summer by direded foliar sprays of
glyphosate to regrom. Ail vines and semiwoody plants such as blackberry (Rubus
spp.) were included in the herbaceous
component.
Total control. Hardwoods, shrubs and
herbaceous vegetation were treated using a
combination of treatmen& above to control all
competing vegetation.

After eight years, pine stocking averaged across
locations was very good, exceeding 90 percent for all
treatments. Neither woody nor herbaceous treatment
had significant effects across low or high hardwood
levels. Under low hardvvood levels density averaged
517,506,513, and 517 treefac and under high
hardwood levels density averaged 505,486,491, and
505 treeslac for no control, woody eontrol only,
herbaceous control on&, and total control, respec~vely.

Height Response
Mean pine height through eight years was p o w &
affected by woody and herbaceous treatment at both
low and high hardvvood levels (Table 1). Rankings in
response among treatments followed the same pattern
under both levels of harwood: total control > herb
control only > woody control only > no control (Table

Table ?-Mean pine height and dbh, basal arealsacre, and volume indexiacre after five and eight groving seasons, gain
over no control aRer eight growing seasons, and growth from age five to eight by vegetation control treatment and
hardvvood (hdvvd) lev&,
Vegetation
control

Height
Low
hdwd

Dbh

High
hdwd
(feet)

Low
hdwd

Basal area
High
hdwd

Low
hdvvd

(inches)

High
hdwd

(elacre)

Volume index
Low
hdwd

High
hdvvd

(fplacre)

Age 8
None
Woody
Herb

23.8
26.1
29.9

22.6 d
24.7 c
27.1 b

4.16
4.65
5.27

3.62 d
4.56 b
4.27 c

51.1
62. I
80.4

38.0 c
56.5 b
53.5 b

548
723
1056

399 c
627 b
689 b

Total

31.4

32.1 a

5.61

5.87 a

91.O

95.7 a

1245

1343a

2.3
6.1
7.6

2.1
4.5
9.5

0.48
1.11
1.45

0.94
0.65
2.25

11.0
29.3
39.9

18.5
15.5
57.7

175
508
697

228
290
944

12.1
13.6
17.0
17.8

11.2
12.5
15.5
18.5

1.88
2.22
3.06
3.32

1.49
2.03
2.40
3.61

11.1
14.9
28.0
33.3

7.7
12.7
18.6
38.1

66
96
221
275

45
78
146
323

-

Gain over no control Aae 8
Woody
Herb
Total
Aae 5
None
Woody
Herb
Total

Growth - Aae 5 to 8
None
Woody
Herb

11.6
12.6
12.9

11.5 c
12.2 b
11.6 c

2.28
2.43
2.21

2.13
2.52
1.87

40.0
47.2
52.3

30.3 d
43.8 b
34.8 c

482
627
834

353 c
549 b
543 b

Total

13.5

13.6 a

2.29

2.26

57.7

57.6 a

970

1020 a

" Statistical analyses performed on age eight response and growth from age five to eight only.

Separate analyses were
conducted at low and high hardwood levels (All tests of significance at p0.05). Main effects of woody treatment and
herbaceous treatment were significant in each instance at both low and high hardwood. The woody x herbaceous
treatment interaction (W x H) was not significant at low hardwood level in any instance, but was significant at high
hardwood for all but dbh growth from age five to eight. Where W x H was significant, means are separated using
Tukey's HSC) test(p0.05).

1). However, under high hardwood the interaction
between woody and herbaceous treatment was
significant due to combined effects of herbaceous and
woody treatments being more than addive.
Controlling both woody and herbaceous components
(totat control) yidded a gain in height of 9.5 ft
compared to 6.6 ft when gains from mtrolting woody
vegetation only (2.1 R) and herbacwus vegetation only
(4.5 ft) are summed. In comparison, under low
hardvvood, gains from woody and herbaceous control
were ad&tive, 7.6 R with total control versus 8.4 R when

gains from woody control only and herb control only are
summed.
Ranking among treatments for mean pine height did
not diier between ages five and eight at either level of
hardwood (Table 1). Woody and herbaceous
treatment each had a significant effect on height growth
from age five to eight at both low and high hardwood,
with a significant interaction between woody and
herbaceoustreatment noted only at high hardwood.
At low hardvvood, grovvth followed the pattern noted at
age eight for total height: total control > herb control

only > wooby control only > no control, whife at high
harwood: to@ control > woo* control only > herb
control only = no controt (Table 1).

Dbh Respont;e
Levels of arborescent hardwood had a decidedly
different influence on the effects of trements on pine
dbh compared to height As noted for height, effects of
woo* treatment and herbaceous treatment were
e for both low and high hardwood
levels, with the interaction between woody and
herbaceous treatment being significant only with high
hardvvood. However, whle rankings among the
treatments for dbh at low hardwood levels followed that
noted for height total control > herb control onty >
woody contrd only > no control; at high levds of
harwood the ranking of response to herb control only
and woody control only was reversed (Table 1). The
gain from control of both woody and herbaceous
vegetation (total control) was more than a d d i e where
hardvvood levels were high: 2.25 in. from total control
versus a sum of 1.59 in. from woody control only (0.94
in.) and herb control only (0.65 in.); and additive where
hardwood levels were low (1.45 in. versus 1.60 in.
(0.49 + 1.11)).
Ranking in edfeetis on pine dbh through age @J@!was
identical for both levels of hardwoods, following the
pattern noted for dbh at age eight for low hardwood.
Dbh growth from age five to age eight at both low and
high hardwood levels was greatest for woody control
only. Dbh growth at high hardwood was over 0.6 in.
greater with woody control only compared to herb
control only, resulting in the reversal in the ranking of
response for those two treatments from age five to age
eight.

Basal Area and Volume Index Response
Trends in effects of treatments and hardwood level on
basal aredac and volume indexlac roughly paralleled
those noted for dbh (Table 1). Effects of woody and
herbaceous treatment each had a significant positive
effect at both hardwood levels, with the interaction of
woody and herbaccbous treatment being significant only
at high hardwood, Rankings among treatments at low
hardwood were the same as those noted for mean
height and dbh: total control > herb control only >
woody control only > no control. At the high hardwood
level, ranking of response was similar, except response
from woody control only and herb control only did not
diier (Table I), hence the significant woody and
herbaceous treatment interaction.
Average gains over no control in basal arealac and
volume indexlac from woody control only were greater
at high compared to low harwood levek (18.5 versus
11.O @lac, 228 versus 175 *lac), white gains from
herb control only were greater at low compared to high
hardwood lev& (29.3 versus 15.5 @lac, 508 versus
290 Vlac). Gains over no control from controlling both

woo* and herbaceous vegebaon (lohi control) were
additive for low hardwood (39.9 versus 40.3 Wac, 697
versus 683 @/ac) and more than addi~vefor high
harwood (57.7 versus 34.0 @lac, 944 versus 518
*lac). kpressed on a percent basis, volume gains
over no control on the low and high hardvvood levels
averaged 127% and 336% greater with total control;
32% and 57% greater with woody control only; and
92% and 73% with herb control only, respectIveb.

DISCUSSION
The more than additive effect when woody and
herbaceous treatments are combined on sites where
hardwood levels are high is not too surprising.
HarMoods may usurp from the pines some of the
additionat resources made available as a result of
controlling only herbaceous plants, with a much larger
uptake at high hardwood levels. In addion, this
increased acquisition of resources by hardwoods
allows them to attain a larger size and have a greater
long-term effect on pines than if herbaceous plants had
not been controlled. Average hardwood basal arealac
was 5 ff/ac greater (17.3 fflac versus 11.9 fflac) and
mean heights of those hardwoods 3.0 ft greater (14.8 ft
versus 11.8 ft) on herbaceous control only compared to
the no control treatment, The greater than additive
effect noted at high hardwood by combining woody
and herbaceous control is consistent with the idea that
control of one competitive component will increase the
response of other competitive component(s), and this
response will limit the resources available to the crop.
The change noted in the ranking between woody
control only and herbaceous control only treatments for
dbh, basal aredac, and volume indexlac from age five
to eight under high hardwood levels illustrates the
greater influence of herbaceous plants relative to
arborescent hardwoods during the first few years of
stand development, and an increase in the influence of
hardwoods as the stand closes. Based on growth from
age five to age eight, it appears likely that cumulative
basal arealac and volume indexlac response of pines
under woody control only should exceed that from herb
control only sometime in the next few years.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Grouping of COMProject locations by level of
arborescent har&oods, and analyses of treatment
means by these hardwood groups yielded the following
observations:
For all response variables, except density, the
control of both woody and herbaceous plants
resulted in responseswhich, compared to the sum
of responses of controlling each component
separately, were additive under low hardvvood
levels ( 4 fffac basal arealac at age eight) and
more than additive under high hardwood levels
(>I3 @lac).

2)

Rankin- among treatmenb for total pine h&ght
were identical at both low and high harctwood
levels at ages five and eight Rankin* were: total
control > herb contrd only > woody control only >
no cone01

3)

At age five, rankings among &eatmen@for dbh,
basal arealac, and volume indexlac at both low
and high hardwood levels were identical to those
for height.

4)

By age eight, rankings among woody control only
and herb control only treatments had changed at
high harcivvood levels for dbh, basal arealac, and
volume indexlac. Ranking for dbh was: woody
control only herb control only, and the ranking
for basal arealac and volume indedac:
woody control onty = herb control only.
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RESPONSE OF LOBLOLLY PINE TO COMPLETE WOODY
AND HERBACEOUS CONTROL: PROJECTED YIELDS AND
ECONOMIC OUTCOMES-THE COMPROJECT1
J.W. Milier, R,L=Busby, B.R. Zutter, S.IVI. Zedaker,
M.B. Edwards, and RA. iJewbold2

INTRODUCTION
Vegetatjon control treatments with herbicides are widely
used in Southeasternforests for establishing southern
pine plantations, but the rotational growth gains and
economic returns are stil unknown. Herbicide
treatments accelerate pine volume growth, producing
greater vslumm sooner, rmuMng in a stand age
advance. Earty volume advances equivalent to Ito 6
years have been documented for loblolly pine (Pinus
taeda L.) after control of woody and herbaceous
vegetation on sites across the Southeast (Bacon and
Zedaker 1987, Cain and Mann 1980, Colbert and
others 1990, Lauer and others 1993, Michael 1985,
Nelson and others 1981, Rheney and Pienaar 1992,
Zutter and others 1986). Significant growth increases
from herbaceous control (in combination with woody
control) have been reported from a network of sites
through age 9 (Lauer and others 1993). Growth
projections of these data indicate an average 3-year
advance in volume for a 25-year rotation. Total volume
growth gains from earty woody and herbaceous control
have been mainbined for up to IIyears, with
continued gains from herbaceous control in question
(Haywood and Tiarks 1990). In the longest term study
in the region, woody control responses up to age 27
have been sizable and highly dependent upon control
effectiveness (Glover and Zutter 1993). Indicationsare
that herbaceous control enhances earty groLvth (ages
"1)and that woo* control k more *namic,
depending on woody species and their relative

'Paper pr-nted

densities and growth rates (Clason 1978, Miller and
others 1991, Perry and others 1993).
The region-wide network of the COMP sites was
established to study the long-term influence of woody
and herbaceous competition on lolbtolly pine plantations
(Miller and others 1987, 1991). Growth responses
through age 8 for the 13 plantations are reported by
Zutter and others in these Proceedings. The nearabsolute conditions studied by COMP of complete
control of woody and herbaceous vegetation,
separately and in combination, permits examination of
some of the most intensive cultural situations for
growing loblolly pine. Since evidence is mounting that
significant amounts of growth can be lost by even small
amounts of either woody or herbaceous competition
(Perry and others 1993, Glover and Zutter 1993),
growth gains from complete vegetation control or
complete component contrsl should represent near
upper limits of pine growth (without fertilizer additions or
insect control). Economic returns from the large
investments required to achieve these complete control
conditions should define upper bounds of investmentreturn for vegetation management options, indicating
the more proMable atternatives. Until long-term data is
available, projections of yields and economic outcomes
must be relied upon for current decisions and forest
planning.
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Growth and Yield Prqjections
The four COMP treatmen& from an operdonal
pempcWe were: chopburn, woody plant control only
leaving herbacsous competitons, herbaceous plant
control only learving hardwood and shrub compeMors,
and woo* plus hert>aceouscontrot (VV+H control).
Specific treatment methods are diecussed by Zutter
and others in these Proceedins (1995), whife lev& of
control achieved were dacussed by Miller and othen
(1991).
Pine and hardwood responses by kcation and
treatment were projected with the North Carolina State
Universw Managed Pine Plantation Growth and Yield
Simulator, version 3.2 (Hafley and Smith 1991). The
inputs for the model were actual age8 pine and
hardwood basal areas, harclvvood type (excurrent,
decurrent, or mixed), stocking (pine trees per acre,
TPA), percent fusiform rust infection and hazard zone
(table 1). An advantage of this model is the internal
function for hardwood competition, although none
exists for herbaceous competition influences.
Merchandising criteria for wood output were specified
by the following diameters inside bark (d.i.b.) at the
small end: puipwood, 4 to 6 inches; chipn-saw, 6 to 8
inches; and sawiogs, greater than 8 inches.
Height-age curves were another model input. Heightage curves (base 25 years) for the chopburn treatment
were estimated for each location by equations from
Burkhart and others (1987) using age9 heights of the
tallest 300 TPA. An age translation of these height-age
curves was used to estimate heighb over time that
might be realized by the vegetatjon control treatments
(Lauer and others 1993). By substituting the age-9 tree
heights for the other treatments into the equation for
chop-burn and solving the equation for age, the age
advance could be determined for each treatment. This
age advance was added to the age variable in the
height-age curve for input into the simulator (footnote,
table 1). This conservative approach assumes that the
shape of the hdght-age curve does not change with
vegetation control treatments, but rather is simply
shifted, usually to the left as an advance. CompeMion
control actually tends to make the initial part of the
height-age curve more linear, while effects on later
stages still are unknown (Miller and others 1991).

Economic Outcome Projections
We caicuiated the economic outcome of the test
treatmen& on land expectation value (LEV) and net
present value (NPV). LEV (or bare land value) is the
present value of a#net cash flows (revenues minus
costs) from the management of a tract of land
calculated for an infinite time horizon. It is the
maximum amount one could pay for a tract of land,
manags it for timber by the prescrip'tions and costs
specified, and obtain the rate of return used to discount

the cash flows. LEV'Sare useful for comparing
management strategies with unequal rotation periods.
NPV is the present value of returns and costs over a
single rotation. Taxes were not considered in these
analyses.
Product prices were taken from nmber-Mart South.
Monthly prices were averaged for 12 Southeastern
States from November 1992 to October 1994. Product
prices rounded to the nearest dollar were: ( I ) pine
savvtjmber, $186Wlousand board feet (MBF) Scribner
scale; (2) pine chip-n-saw, $47lcord; (3) pine
pulpwood, $2llcord, and (4) hardwood pulpwood,
$1Olcord. For some States, regional average product
prices are consewative. A "higher-price" projection
used a 12-mon* average for the State with the highest
prices.
Published southwide averages (Belli and others 1993)
were used for costing chop-burn site preparation, at
$&Itacre, and planting at a 9-by-9-ft spacing (538
TPA), at $57lacre. Since complete control is not
achieved by normal operational herbicide applications
(Shiver and others 1990, 1991, Michael 1985), regional
averages far woo* rand herbaceous control could not
be used. Besides, control comparable to COMP
treatments would cost considerably more than
published averages. Cost for complete woody-plant
control was estimated at $1581acre to pay for a highrate, aerial application of herbicide and prescribed
burning for site preparation ($123/acre) plus a directed
spray application in year 2 to eliminate remaining
woody plants ($35la). The cost for complete
herbacsoui~plantcontrol was estimated at $200la for a
prescribed burn after harvest and three consecutive
years of high-rate aerial spray applications
($6O/acrefyr). Then the estimated cost of both woody
and herbaceous control, at $338/a, combined the costs
of both treatment regimes minus $2Olacre for improved
efficiency when both are applied. All prices and costs
were assumed to increase at the inflation rate.
Both LEV and NPV were calculated for real discount
rates from 3 to 7 percent. Economic outcome was
calculated for both a 25-year rotation without thinning
and an economic optimal rotation with two thinnings.
The economic optimal rotation age was determined as
the maximum LEV using 5-year intervals from 25 to 40
years. The two possiMe thinnings were made before
age 25 when pine basal area exceeded 100 */acre,
with thinning back to 70 elacre and a 30 percent
reduction of any hardwood basal area.
The relationship between yield and site index by
treatment was examined with linear regression.

RESULTS AND DISCUSStOnt
GroMlfh and Yield
The input variatdcw3 for the NCSU Simulator are
presented in table 1, grouped by hardvvood amounts
and Iisted by increasing site indices (hardvvood
groupings as djss=ussed by Zutrter and o&ers in these
Prsceeding\r). Thsse input vaaiaMw can be used to
determine yields for management scenarios not
explored here. Averages for these variaMes are shown
at the bottom of tsbte 3 (referred to later as the
"average COMP location"). Es8mated site indices at
age 25 (S),I
averaged 65 ft for the 13 sit= and ranged
from 50 to 88 ft. Compared to the chopburn treatment
the mean advance in the height-age cunres was 0.7
years for woody control, 1.6 years for herb control, and
2.9 years for W+H control (tabie 1).
The folloWng are the mean merchantable pine volumes
(efacre) and sawfimber volumes (MBFfacre, Scribner)
for the 13 sites projected for each treatment using a
25-year rotation without thinning, showing percent
increases over chopburn:
Sawtimber volume
Pine volume
Chopburn
3,652 2.2 Herb control 3,758 3% inc
Woody con&d 4,341 f 9% i n c r e w 3.6 63% inc
4.9 122% i n c r e w
W + H contrd 4,809 32% inc

The mean pine vsiume, yidds at 25 yeam are the
Esirny>tatindicators of prqjected biologicat outcome as
far as pines for these treatments. The much larger
gains in ~ M m b evolumsrs
r
compared ta total pine
volum~
result from additional stems crossing the
minimum size cutog for saMmber (8 inches d.i. b.,
small end). Larger trees were produced sooner, but
these trees have a iarger core of ,f juvenile wood that
may aRe& value.

Figure 1 show the linear re
pine volume (PV) in cordda
S,I for the four treatmenb.
R~'s,and root mean square errors (RMSE) are:
Chopburn
Woody control
Herb control
W + H control

PV = -40.5 + 1.4 St
PV = -44.9 + 1.6 SI
PV = -63.8 + 1.8 SI
PV = -38.4 + 1.6 SI

0.76
0.98
0.76
0.98

120
Woody
control

Herb
control

2.72
11.36
2.69

For the range of site indices examined, W+H control
had the greatest yields followed by woody control. By
adding herbaceous control to woody control (W+H
control) a constant 6.5 cord increase is suggested
screw, aU Sl's becrum of the cdmmon Jopclr. Tha
W d mtA
I
rit.k t c h
index of61.

Pine Volume (cords / acre)
chop
bum

8.86

H+W
control

Site Index
Figure I.-Relationship of site index (base 25 years) and projected pine volume yields at age 25
for the four COMP treatments across the 13 COMP locations.

TaMe 2.-Means, tstandard errom (SE), and range in projected yields for the f 3 COMP locations by produet categoril~ts
from tvvo thinninw and hawestg at four rotation lengths
itrinnh (yrf
and hameet.

Masst

SE

Low

Woody control
T I (10-15)
T2416-20)
H25
H30
H35
H40

0
0
5.2
8.9
12.5
16.0

0
0
1.21
1.63
2.06
2.43

0
0
0.4
1.9
3.4
5.0

Herb contror
T I (9-18)
T2(14-201
H25
H30
H35
H40

0
0
4.7
7.9
10.9
14.1

0
0
1.21
1.72
2.08
2.57

0
0

Woody + herb control
T I ( 8 12)
0
T2(13-17)
0
H25
7.3
H30
11.0
ti35
14.8
H40
18.2

0
0
1.29
1.72
2.08
2.45

High

Wan

SE

Low

High

Meam

SE

Low

Wan SE

High

Low

High

0
0
0

0
0
0
1.3
3.0
4.9
6.6

" T1 =first thinning; T2 =second thinning with the range of ages when thinnings occurred in parenthesis and
H =rotational harvests at 25, 30, 35, and 40 years.
Appomattox, VA, did not have a first or second thinning for this treatment and Tallassee, AL, did not have a
second thinning for this treatment. Zeroes for these omitted treatments are not included in the mean.

Table 3.-Optimal rotation age by treatment and discount rate (percent), showing the median
value (since rotation age was examined in 5-year intervals) and the range
Control
treatment

3

Discount rate
4 5 6

7

35
40
35
35

median
35 35 30
35 35 30
30 30 25
30 25 25

6

7

25-35
25-35
25-30
25-30

25-30
25-30
25-30
25-30

5

- - - - - - - - - - (year)---------

- - - (year) - - Chopburn
Woody W)
Herb (H)
W+H

Discount rate
3
4

25
25
25
25

30-40
30-40
30-40
30-40

range
25-40
25-40
25-40
25-35

25-35
25-35
25-35
25-30

The yields by treahent and product categoiy for
stands managed with two thinnings and rotation ages
of 25, 30, 35, and 40 years are summarized in table 2.
First thinnings (before age 25) were performed sooner
after W+H and woody control treatmentrr compared to
the other two. Thinnings increased savvtimber yields for
all treatmenrtrs at 25 years. Over robtion ages
mber yields were in the order of W+H
control > woody control > herb control > chopburn.

Economic Outcome
To illustrate the interadon between the present value
of revenues (dehed from selling the above predicted
yields) and present value of costs, figures 2 a and b
show these values projected for rotation ages up to 45
years using the "average" COMP location (see bottom
of table 1). This interaction of revenues and costs
resub in the NPV shown in figure 2 c, which is similar
to the LEV-outcome in figure 2 d. W i h this example,
woody control has the greatest value followed by chopburn. Herb and W+H control have similar but lower
value outcomes, with the optimal rotation age being 6
years earlier for W+H control.
It is evident that the peaks of ail four curves are fairly flat
with definable minor optimal peaks. This would indicate
that an optimal rotation age occurs within 1 to 2 yeart;
but the penatty for missing the optimal is not severe.
Figure 2 e shows the LEV when higher prices are used
(see methods), which indicates that LEV'S(as well as
NPV's) are extremely sensitive to prices. Price changes
can cause a different ordering of treatment profitability,
but optimal rotation ages did not change. Softwood
lumber prices are projected to increase over the next
50 years by about 1 percent per year (Haynes and
Adams 1992), which could increase the relative
profitability of the more intensive treatments.

Optimal rotation age ranged from 25 to 40 years for all
sites and treatments, and the optimal age decreased
with increasing discount rate (table 3). Linear
regression analysls shows that optimal age was not
correlatedto site index or hardwood abundance.
Median optimal age for the two har$wood groupings
only differed from the table 3 values for the 5 percent
discount rate and herb control, which was 30 years
with low hardwood and 25 years with high hardwood.
The LEV'Sfor each location and treatment are
presented in table 4, grouped by hardwood abundance
and listed by increasing site index. As discount rate
increased, the lower investment treatments were the
more proMaMe on an increasing number of sites.
Chopburn was the most proMabJe option at 2, 3, 5, 9,
and IIlocations as discount rate increasedfrom 3 to 7
percent. Woody control was the most profftable on 7,
6, 7, 4, and 2 sites with increasing discount rates. The
most intensive treatment of W+H control was the most
profitable on 4,4, and 1 locations for 3,4, and 5

g---)

woody control

fK"%

Rotation Age (years)

Figure 2.-The economic variables and outcomes for
modeling four COMP treatments for the "average"
COMP site (SI,,=65, see table Ifor stand
characteristics) by rotation age (includes two thinnings)
using a 5-percent real discount rate: a. present value
of revenues, b. present value of costs, c. net present
value, d. land expectation value, and e. land
expectation value with higher prices.

n values by discount rate (real)for
7aisle &-Land ex
each COMP location and treatment, dculated using a optimal
rotation age

IU3

497
487
520
439

270
240
251
210

136
118
118
100

54
45
44
28

W+H

1002
1031
970
920

539
542
497
428

297
279
233
182

149
126
100
81

61
41
31
15

Chopbum
woody
Herb
W+H

1767
1657
1771
1780

1050
965
1043
1011

QQ6

628
584

425
368
380
373

265
237
242
234

Hiah hardwood sit=
Appomattox, VA Chopburn
SJ~W
Woody
Herb
W+H

5
205
-433
115

-67
-237
82

-107
49
-209
-136

-131
-706
-195
-158

-145
-144
-186
-169

=

450
304
434

216
205
154
177

100
88
57
61

27
1
-5
-9

-23
-32
-47
-53

131
193
58
125

39
45
-12
8

-20
-22

-59
-64

W+H

298
484
137
433

-56
30

-86

Chop-bum
Woody
Herb
W+H

502
656
353
621

235
299
125
225

96
109
38
64

21
14
-17
-8

Chopbum
woody
Herb
W+H

807
BWi
748
989

415
453
358
476

207
218
142
189

87
81
36
44

13
-5
-17
-17

Chopbum

915
993
650
1108

483
519
277

259
262
130
266

130
10.1
51
83

48
20
-3
13

1408
2004
1678
2057

815
1170
984
1197

484
730
707

295
454
340
399

169
271
175
195

2389
2664
2220
2659

1456
1579
1296
1579

945
1000
859
964

625
646
587
615

429
430
403
414

Wmm, AR
SC62

,GA
SIorlSS

woo8y
Herb
W+H
Chopburn
woody

He&
Jena,LA
Sli.75

Arcadia, LA
SI-55

,AL
si=m

Atmote, AL
Sb59

Liverpool, LA

Slm63

Camp Hill, A 1
S1=65

Chop-burn
woody
Herb
W+H
Chopburn

EF
W+H

L i w , tVIS
Sb77

Chopbum
woody
Herb

W+H
binbridge, GA
Sl=88

Chopbum
woody

He&
W+H

903
965
1004

450

563

688

588

4%
-27
-34

55
-54

percent discount rates. Thus, woo* control was the
most proMaMe treatment on more sites when discount
rates were below 5 percent.

SUMMARY
Projections of earty stand data indicate that yidds can
be consisten* enhanced by intensive vegetation
control treatments, used during establishment, for &es
widely ranging in quarq, Yields were increased most
by controlling both woody and herbaceous competltlon.
On average, control of woody cornpewon increased
yields more than control of only herbaceous
competition. This may be partly because equations
relating herbaceous competition to yields are not part of
the NCSU projection model, while integral woody
equations subtract increasing yields with increasing
woody competition. Competition control increased
both total pine volume and sawtimber volume, but
increases were proportionally greater for sawtimber.
The profitability of investments in intensive vegetation
control depends on discount rate, site index, and
hardwood abundance, in addition to costs and prices.
Chopburn was the most profitable treatment when site
indices were low and discount rates were high. It also
appeared that chop-burn was the more profitable
option on low harwood sites compared to high
hardwood sites. In general, investments in woody
control were more prof&ble on more locations than
herbaceous control or W+H control. Investments in
woody control and W+H control became more
attractive on high hardwood sites at discount rates
below 5 percent and site indices above 60.
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HERBACEOUS WEEDS AFFECT SOIL EXPLOITATIVE
EFFICIENCY OF LOBLOLLY PINEf
Tarry R. Ctrason and Kenneth W. Farrish2

INTRODUCTION
A field fumigation study planted at 1,210 treedacre
(TPA) showed that age 6 loblolty pine, Pinus tseda L.,
diameter and height growth on treated plots exceeded
untreated plots by 0.9 inch and 4.5 feet (Hansbrough &
al., 1964). Since the fumigation treatment eliminated
weed and grasses during the first two growing season,
the early growth enhancement was attributedto
herbicidal rather than nemacidal activity. Data collected
between ages 6 and 30 were used to analyze the effect
of the early lgrowtk response on long-term planta~on
development. Plantation development was accelerated
by 3 years, with treated plot total wood yields at age 20
being 500 @/acre greater than the untreated plots
(Clason, 1989). In addition, significant volume growth
differences were detected among plots within
treatments. A preliminary soil survey revealed that
depth to the unaltered, unconsolidatedgeologic
material (C horizon) varied randomly within the study
area, ranging from 40 to 80 inches. Therefore, a study
was initiatedto determine whether herbaceous weeds
affect soil exploitative efficiency of loblolty pine.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The original growth and yield study was established in
1957 on an old field having a Wolfpen loamy sand soil
and a site index of 64 feet at age 25. Prior to planting,
the 4-acre study area was cleared of existing vegetation
and disked several times to eliminate encroaching
woody vegetation. Original experimental design
consisted of two nursery bed fumigation treatments and
three fieid fumigation treatments arranged faGtorially in
a Latin square with six r o w and six columns
(Hansbrough @ &,, 1964).
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The soil sorption zone exploitative efficiency of loblofly
pine was evaluated by factorially combining two root
system sorption zone depths and two levels of
herbaceousweed competition. Soil sorption zone
depths were grouped into shallow solum ( ~ 5 inches)
0
aod deep solum (>70 inches), and the weed
compeson levels were weed suppression and no
weed suppression. Root sorption zone-weed level
factorial treatmenh were designated as: I ) shallow
solum-weed suppression (SWS), 2) shallow solum-no
weed suppression (SNWS), 3) deep solum-weed
suppression (DWS), and 4) deep solum-no weed
suppression (DNWS). Each treatment was replicated
three times with individual treatment plot distribution
based on the preliminary soil survey.
A comprehensive soil analysis was conducted on each
treatment plot using a five-point cluster sampling
design. At each cluster point, soil cores were taken
from the sudace to the top of the C horizon. Soil
samples were collected from extracted cores as follows:
1) top 6 inches Ap horizon, 2) bottom 6 inches E
horizon, 3) top 6 inches B t l horizon, 4) bottom 6
inches Bt2 hoiion, and 5) 6 inches above the C
horizon. Soil sample physical characteristics were
ocularty estimated in the field, while N and P levels were
determined with standard laboratory procedures (Page
& &., 1982). Growth data collected for the previous
growth and yield study (Clason, 1989) were used to
evaluate impact of the factorial treatments on plantation
growth and on the groMh of 10 dominant trees per plot
from planting to age 20.

All data were analyzed using SAS general linear model
(SAS Insaute Inc., 1986) analysis of variance
procedures at a 0.05 level of probability. Plantation
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groMAk was analyzed using treatment plots as
experimenla! units and block X treatment interaction as
the expeiimentat error, while dominant tres growth was
anabed using individual trees as experimental units
and the tree X Mock X treatment interaction as the
experimental error. Individual mean differences were
tested using two sets of orthogonal comparisons. Set
1 compared gram impact of root sorption zone depth
on herbaceous weed competition levels: i) SWS and
DWS versus SNWS and DNWS, ii) SWS versus DWS,
and iii) SNWS versus DNWS. Set 2 compared growth
impact of herbaceous weed competition levels on root
sorption zone depth: i) SWS and SNWS versus DWS
and DNWS, w) SWS versus SNWS, and iii) DWS
versus DNWS.

RESULTS
Mean treatment solum depths were 49, 49, 74, and 77
inches for SWS, SNWS, DWS, and DNWS
treatments, respectively (Table 1). Ap, E, and Btl
horizon thickness did not differ among treatments,
averaging 5, 9, and 11 inches. Thickness of the Bt2
and Bt3 horizons did differ, with the deep solum Bt2
and Bt3 horizons being 8 and 17 inches thicker than
the shallow solum horizons. N and P concentrations
did not vary among treatments and were similar for
each horizon within treatment soiums (Table 1).

Pine Plantation Growth
Root Sorption Zone Depth Impact.
Herbaceous Weed Sup~ression.No growth
differences were detected between SWS and DWS
treatments at ages 6, 10, and 14 (Table 2). However,
plantation growth differed significantly by age 17, with
SWS pine mortality between ages 14 and 17
exceeding DWS mortality by 150 TPA. SWS periodic

growth for dbh, height basal area, and merchantable
volume averaged 0.4 inch, 3 feet, -10 @/acre, and 90
*/acre, while DWS mean periodic growth was 0.5
inch, 7 feet, 20 @/acre, and 640 @/acre. During the 3
year interval, SWS merchantable volume mean annual
increment (VNIAI) declined from 169 */acre at age 14
to 145 */acre at age 17. Age 20 merchantaMe volume
for the SWS treatment averaged 2,800 @/acre, which
was comparaMe to the ClWS volume at appro>dmately
age 15. Thus, the shallow solum planted at 1,200 TPA
without weed suppremion lengthened the production
cycle by 5 years.
No Herbaceous Weed Suppression. Plantation
growth diiered between SNWS and DNWS treatments
by age 6 (Table 2). Although treatment pine density
was similar, averaging 1180 TPA, DNWS dbh, height
basal area, and merchantablevolume growth exceeded
SNWS by 0.9 inch, 3 feet, 21 @/acre, and 150 ft!/acre.
At age 20, treatment pine density was still similar, but
VMAl diered significantfywith SNWS and DNWS
being 105 and 158 @/acre, respectively. SNWS
merchantablevolume at age 20 was 2,100 @/acre,
which was equivalent to the DNWS volume at age 14.
Therefore, the shallow solum without weed
suppression reduced early plantation growth and
lenathenecdthe groduc~sncycle for similar yields by 6
years.

Herbaceous W e d Impact
Shallow Solum. weed suppression significantfy
increased early pine growth (Table 2). By age 6, SWS
mean dbh, height, basal area, and merchantable
volume exceeded SNWS by 1.9 inches, 8 feet, 60
ft?/acre, and 510 */acre. Although SWS pine density
was 130 TPA less than SNWS at age 20, SWS
merchantable volume and VMAI exceeded SNWS by
700 @/acre and 35 @/acre, respectively. SNWS

Table 1. Treatment soil physical and chemical characteristics by horizon
Treatments

AD Horizon

E Horizon

SWS
DWS
SNWS
DNWS

5
5
6
5

9
11
7
9

SWS
DWS
SNWS
DNWS

935
831
794
990

299
222
269
330

SWS
DWS
SNWS
DNWS

140
108
158
83

18
22
18
22

Bt1 Horizon Bt2 Horizon
Depth (inches)
10
10
11
20
10
13
11
18
Nitrogen (mmg)
482
368
341
246
386
418
325
240
Phosphorus (mglkg)
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1

Bt3 Horizon
15
27
13
34
276
228
298
184
1
1
1
1

Table 2. Pianbtion grswth ambut- by treatment from age 6 to 20
Den*
SWS
DWS
SNWS
DNWS

1210
1200
1200
1160

1 040
1080
1090
1060

SWS
DWS
SNWS
DNWS

3.4
3.2
1.5
2.4

4.9
4.8
3.5
4.4

SWS
DWS
SNWS
DNWS

19
20
11
14

34
33
26
31

SWS
DWS
SNWS
DNWS

75
65
15
36

135
135
50
60

SWS
DWS
SNWS
DNWS

570
460
60
210

1,650
1,600
670
1,200

(TPA)

1020
1050
1050
1 020

800
980
970
960

690
800
820
870

5.8
5.9
4.7
5.6

6.5
6.7
5.4
6.2

46
49
44
47

49
52
47
50

150
185
115
165

160
195
130
182

dbh (inches)

5.4
5.4
4.2
5.0
Height (feet)

43
42
37
40
Basal Area (@/acre)

160
165
100
140

Merchantable Volume (@/acre)

treatment production cycle for 2,100@/acre was 7
years longer than the SWS treatment.
D e e Solum.
~
Treatment growth differentials on the
deep solum were less but still significant (Table 2).
Although treatment pine denstty was similar at ages 6,
10,14,17,and 20,treatment VMAl differed significantly
for all 5 ages. DWS VMAI exceeded the DNWS VMAl
31,and 8 @/acre for the respective ages.
by 42,40,25,
Without weed suppression the production cycle for
3,160@/acre on the deep solum was lengthened by 3
years.

Dominant Pine Growth
Root Sorption Zone Depth Impact.
Herbaceous Weed Suppression. Mean tree basal
area grovvth was similar for both suppression
treatments at age 6 (Tabie 3). By age 10,mean tree
basal area diered significantfy with the SWS basal
area being 0.043ft? less than the DWS basal area.
Basal area M A (BAMAI) for both treatments peaked at
age 10, averaging 0.017 and 0.021ft? for SWS and
DVVS, and each treatment maintained that BAMAI
through age 20. Age 20 mean dominant tree basal
area on the shallow solum was reduced by 0.080ft?.

No Herbaceous Weed Su~pression.SNWS and
DNWS treatment mean tree basal area differed at ages
6,10,14, 17,and 20 (Table 3). SNWS mean tree

2,300
2,560
1,300
2,200

2,460
3,200
1,700
2.670

2,800
3,360
2,100
3,160

BAMAI peaked at age 20,averaging 0.014@, while
DNWS BAMAI peaked at age 17,averaging 0.015 @.
Shallow solum age 20 mean tree basal area was 0.020
ft? less than the deep solum basal area.
Herbaceous Weed Impact
Shallow Solum. SWS dominant tree basal was
significantly larger at ail ages (Table 3). Tree basal area
growth between ages 14 and 17 averaged 0.048and
0.053ft? for the SWS and SNWS treatments,
respectively. This growth differential combined with
high mortal@ and a reduction in plantation periodic
volume growth during the same interval (Table 2)
suggests that intraspecific competition on the SWS
treatments had reached a critical level by age 14.
Mortality losses reduced SWS pine denstty from 1020
TPA at age 14 to 690 TPA at age 20. Subsequentfy,
SWS dominant tree basai area growth from age 17 to
20 exceeded SWS growth by 0.009ft?.

Deep Soium. DWS and DNWS treatment mean
dominant tree basal area differed at all ages (Table 3).
Mean tree basal for DWS was larger than DNWS
differing by 0.060,0.070,0.084,0.096,
and 0.120ft2 at
ages 6,10,14,17,
and 20. Since DWS periodic basal
area growth exceeded DNWS growth for all growth
intewats, no critical level of intraspecific competition
was indicated. Between age 17 and 20,however,
DWS treatment mortal@ was 90 TPA more than

Table 3. Dominant tree g r o w attributies by treatment from age 6 to 20

SWS
DWS
SNWS
DNWS

4.1
4.3
2.1
2.7

5.6
6.2
3.8
5.1

SWS
DWS
SNVVS
DNWS

24
21
13
16

38
37
29
32

SWS
DWS
SNWS
DNWS

0.090
0.102
0.024
0.042

0.170
0.210
0.080
0.140

DNWS and periodic plantationvolume growth was 330
@/acre less than DNWS (Table 2), suggesting the
DWS treatment was approaching a critical level at age
17.

DlSCUSSlON

dbh finches)
6.4
7.2
5.5
6.0
Height (feet)
48
50
41
45
Basal Area (f?)
0.224
0.280
0.168
0.196

7.1
8.1
6.4
6.8

7.9
8.8
7.2
7.4

51
54
45
50

54
57
51
54

0.272
0.351
0.221
0.255

0.340
0.420
0.280
0,300
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IMPORTANCE OF EARLY SEASON COMPETITION CONTROL IN
ESTABLISHING EASTERN COTTONWOOD (Populus deltoides)
PLANTATIONS~
Dr. Andrew W. Ezeli2
of comeing vegetation is
h-*grhng

ide trwtmnts ware applied
ry, 1992. Tr-ts
w e ewloated for both
on the results of the 1992 work, fnre rates of oxyfiurofen were applied to evaluate rate response
and time of applrcatiw.
Ovmfl, the resuits of fheiPe applicafions demonsitrate the importance of early season compet'dion control
for cott
plantation atablishment. Cottonwood survival and operational flexibility were both greatly
enhanced by the use of preemergent herbicii applications. Mechanical cultnration during the later part
of the growing season is still a useful management tool, but herbicii are a better choice for early
IC8a80n mpet'It'mccmol.

INTRODUCTION
Eastern cottonwood is a tree species capable of rapid
growth when planted on appropriate sites and given
sufficient cuttural treatment to ensure estaMishment
and early development This species is also extremely
sensitive to aJl forms of competition, and one of the
greatest threats to successful estauishment of
cottonwood plantations is the competition from
undesirablevegetation. The successful establishment
of eastern cottonwood plantations depends on a wide
variety of factors including sufficient site preparation,
critical attention to spacing, use of properly prepared
cuttings, and competition control. In addion to
competing for the resources of the site, undesirable
vegetation also increases the difficulty of early
cultivation by decreasing the operator's ability to see the
planted row. Historicalty, mechanical cultivation was
the only compeMion control used in cottonwood
plantations and while this form of cultivation is very
important for aeration and competition control, it can
result in serious injury andlor mortality to young
cottonwood sprouts. Any delays in mechanical
cu%vationwhich are caused by inclement weather and
unacceptable site conditions only resutt in greater
growth and development of competing vegetation and
concomitant increased growth loss and damage to the
eastern cottonwood.

-

This study actually involved two projects designed to
examine earfy season competition control. The first
project was a screening trial in which preemergent
products were evaluated for treatment efficacy and
damage to cottonwood sprouts.
The second project was an outgrowth of the screening
effort in which multiple rates of oxyffuorofen were tested
for rate response and overall efficacy. This project also
tested different application timings in an attempt to
increase flexibility for field operations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Sites
Study sites were made available by James River
Corporation at Fitler Managed Forests which would
provide both the planted cottonwood and comparable
study areas. Fitter Plantation is located in the
Mississippi River floodplain approximately 30 miles
north of Vicksburg, MS. Eastern cottonwood was
planted as cuttings on a 12 ft. x 12 ft. spacing with the
cutting located in the intersection of subsoil trenches.
AU sites were former eastern cottonwood plantations
which had been harvested and received identical
mechanical site preparation. Three sites were used in
the screening trials and two additional sites were used
in the oxyffuorfen project.

-
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Treatments;
In the scresning project, 36 &Efferent treatments
were applied. The p r o d u d
invoked and trement rates are found in Table 1.
TaMe 1. Produ* and Rates Used in Initial Screening
Trials.
A

Product

Rates Per Acre

Scepter
Pursuit
Stomp
Goal
Assure 11
Sinbar
Gallery
Lexone
Escort
Harmony
Express
Oust
Sudan
DPX-V9360-44

10,20,40 oz
4,8, 16 oz
1.67, 3.33,6.66 lbhs
80, 120,6.66 Ibs
2.5, 5.0 oz
2, 3'4 Ibs
0.67, 1.33 Ibs
0.5, 1.0, 1.5 Ibs
0.25, 0.33, 0.50 oz
0.67, 1.33 oz
0.67, 1.33 oz
0.75, 1.OO oz
0.5, 1.0 gal
0.5, 1.0,Z.O oz

In the oxyflurofen project five rates of Goal 1.6E were
applied at two separate times. The five rates of
oxyflurofen applied on per acre basis were as follows:
80 oz, 100 oz, 120 oz, 140 oz, and 160 oz. All five
rates were applied in conjunction with 32 oz. of
Gramoxone per acre with the Gramoxone being added
to control winter wheat and sunflowers which had been
planted in the area for wildlife habitat improvement. In
addition to the five rates applied with Gramoxone, one
application of Goal at 80 ozlacre was applied without
Gramoxone to test the efficacy of a combination of
Goal with Triton AG-98 added at 0.25% vh.
Oxyfluorfen is a herbicide which is typically applied
during the dormant season near the end of January or
the first part of February. One application in this study
was made to reflect the traditional timing and one
application was made in mid-December (December 14)
in order to test the possibility of increasing the flexibility
of application timing. All treatments were installed with
a 60, backpack sprayer which was equipped to utilize
2-liter bottles. Nplications ere made over-thetop of
the planted cottonwood cuttings and a 6 ft. wide band
was utilized for aU treatment applications. Two
replications of each treatment were installed at each
application time. An untreated control plot was marked
for evaluation in each study replication. The total
number of cottonwood stems invoked in the study
exceeded 800.

Evaluation
A/ plots were evaluated by ocular estimate, Plots were
evaluated for weed control at 30,60, 90, and 120 days

afier treatment (DAT), At each intenral, the psrcent
dear ground within the application treatment band
evaluated. In addition to the evaluation times previousty
mid-December plots were evaluated 150
trezrtment atthough we8d control from the
herbid& was not a requksite for this $tu@ at that timing
intenral.
In addilcion to evaluating the piots for weed control and
herbicide efficacy, the cottonwood c a n - were
m the study
checked for any herbicide damage i
. At the end of the first growing season, the
cottonwoodtrees were measured in early December to
determine the average height and sundval within the
different treatments.

RESULTS
The screening project yielded a large amount of useful
information. Some products proved to be very effective
in competition control, and while part of these
treatments resulted in damage to the cottonwoods,
others did not. Of all the treatmentis tested, the
apptications of Scepter, Oust, and Goal gave the best
results. It should be noted that Scepter is not currently
labelled for use in cottonwood management, and while
Oust is labelled for use in hardwoods, the rates in this
project were below labd recommenda.tions. Higher
rates of Oust have been noted to cause damage to
cottonwood, especially when applied for postemergence control. Goal 1.6E is labetledfor use in
cottonwood management, gave excellent competition
control, and caused no damage to cottonwoods. It
was, therefore, decided to further examine the use of
oxyflurofen. The results of that project are presented
according to time application.
The percent clear ground in the mid-December
treatment plots is found in Table 2. As can be seen
from the tabular presentation, all rates provided
excellent weed control. The 80 oz rate which was
applied Ahout the addition of Gramoxone worked as
well as those rates applied with Gramoxone with the
exception of winter wheat. Oxyftuorfen does not control
winter wheat, but this would not be a major obstacle in
establishing eastern cottonwood plantations as it is an
introducedspecies used for wildlife food plots. All
treatments provided excellent control of native
competing vegetation at the 30,60,90, and 120 DAT
evaluations. The notable decrease in percent dear
ground for the 80 oz rate without Gramoxone was due
almost entirety to winter wheat growttt and
development. By comparison, the control plot which
received no herbicide application had virtual& no clear
ground by 90 days after treatment. This would be a
typical situation facing an operator for mechanical
cumation in these types of plantations.
The percent clear ground for the January-February
plots is found in Table 3, Once again all treatments
provided excellent weed control at all evaluation times.

Table 4. Average First-Year Height and SuNivat.

Table 2. Percent Clear Ground in Mid-December
Treatment Plots.

Treatment
Treatment

80 oz (NO GR)
80 oz + Gr
100 oz + Gr
120 oz + Gr
140 oz+ Gr
160 oz + Gr
Control

Evaiuation Timing (DAT)
30
60
90
120
90
100
1000
100
100
100
80

(percent)
80
50"
100
100
100
90
100
100
100
100
100
100
10
50

50*
90
90
95
95
95
5

Winter wheat in plots
Table 3. Percent clear ground in January-February
treatment plots.
Treatment
30
80 oz (NO GR)
80 oz + Gr
100oz+ Gr
120 oz + Gr
140 oz + Gr
160 oz + Gr
Control

100

1QQ
100
100
400
100
70

Evaluation Timing (DAT)
60
90
120
(percent)
100
100
100
100
90
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
40
10

80
88
90
90
90
90
5

80 oz (NO GR)
80 oz + Gr
lOOoz+ Gr
120 oz + Gr
140oz+ Gr
160 or + Gr
Control

Average Tree Height Survival
(Feet)
1O.f

(%)
80

herbicide but were cultivated mechanically as all other
plots had a 40-50% reduction in survival. In essence, if
the entire plantation had achieved only 43% survival, it
is highty questionable as to whether or not it would
have been feasible to continue management of the
area. The average tree height is impressive for a one
year old tree as compared to most other species, but
this parameter is not intended to be a measure of the
success of the different rates of herbicidetreatment.
Many factors influence cottonwood height growth
including site quality, genetics, timing of cuftlvation, and
climatic variables. Height was measured in this study to
compare the effect of early weed control to areas
without similar competition control. It is notable that the
control plots had appreciably less height growth on the
trees which did survive.

DISCUSSION
Winter wheat was not present on this site and the
diierence is notable for the 80 oz without Gramoxone
application as compared to Table 2. At the 120 DAT
evaluation, competition control is beginningto break
down but all rates still demonstrated 80% clear ground
or higher (see Table 2). Cottonwood growth and
development was excellent in these plots, and
mechanical cuttivation could now begin with very F i e
risk of damage or mortafi to the cottonwood sprouts
due to cultivation efforts. As was observed in the midDecember application plots, the control plots had
virtually no clear ground by the 90 DAT evaluation.
Operationally, these plots would have been extremely
difficult to cuftlvate by the first of April, and if weather or
site conditions precluded cu%vationprior to that time,
serious losses in growth and survival would result.
Once again all treatments were evaluated for any
negative effects on the eastern cottonwood plantings,
and none were observed.
The average tree height and survival for all treatment
plots can be found in Table. 4. These are first-year
growth measurements, and while the differences in
height growth are not great, the differences in survival
are most notable. The control plots which received no

Overall, all oxyffurofen treatments provided excellent
weed control with no damage to the crop species.
Based on the results of this study, oxyffuorfen is an
excellent choice to use for preemergent weed control in
eastern cottonwood plantations. It is worth noting that
competition control through the use of herbicides is
only one component of successful cottonwood
plantation establishment and management.
Mechanical cultivation during the first years of the
plantation is still highly desirable for a number of
reasons, and the timing of cultural operations can have
a great impact on growth and development of the
cottonwoods. However, use of mechanical treatments
in the first 120 days following planting is very often
diifficuk to achieve due to weather and site conditions
and quite often results in damage andlor destruction of
the planted cuttings. For that reason compeMion
control *rough the use of herbicides is highly desirable
for plantation establishment. Survival and growth of the
crop trees were both enhanced by the use of
herbicides as compared to control plots in this study.
Generalty, the results of this study would have
application to most if not all eastern cottonwood
plantation establishment.
Both application times invoked in the oxyflurofen
project gave excellent results. It is important to

recognize that the mid-Dscembsr applicaiion
represstn-trsncwv technology for oxyfluotfen use in
cottonwood. This appiication timing may prove to be
very important for use in are= where weather and &te
condjtions often prohibitfieM opsrations in the early

residual control from the oxyffuorfen bscomes
diminished.

The resub of these projects provide eastern
cottonmod plantation managers vvith an oprtion vvith
which they a n avoid early mechanicat cumation. The
potential impad for this option on cottonwood
p r o d u ~ o nk significant. In the past, some planted
areas have suffered excessive mortalityfrom early
season competition and subsequent attemp& at
mechanical cuttivation. It is hoped that the results of
this study wilt enable cottonwood piantirtions to be
cbst;rHished in a more cost eflec(ive manner and that
the total productionwill be enhanced from this
improved estaMishment.

A COMPARISON OF HERBICIDE TANK MIXTURE FOR
SITE PREPARATION - EVALUATION OF TREATMENT EFFICIENCY
AND POSSIBLE ANTAGONISM'
Drs. Andrew W. Erell, Joe Volfmer, Patrick J. Minogue, and Bruce Zutte?

I AC mixed well with Carton 4,2,4-D (amine and ester) and 2,QDP. However, negative
responseswere noted in mirttures of Arsenal AC and Garlon 3A, Tordon K, and Banvel or Banvel7X).

INTRODUCTION
Control of competing vegetation is a major concern in
pine plantation establishment. The problem is typically
such that a major portion of the total establishment cost
is spent on control!ing residual stems or newly
colonized plants which invade recently harvested areas.
An essential feature of any vegetation management
strategy is cost-effectiveness. To meet that criieria
forest managers have incorporated the use of herbicide
tank mixtures to either lower east, increase spectrum of
control or both. Since the onset of tank mixture
application, the search for the optimum combination of
different chemicals has continued, quite often without
the benefit of extensive field research on which to base
decisions.
Since the introduction of imazapyr as a forest
management chemical, interest is tank mixtures
involving Arsenal Applicator Concentrate has been
high. Thousands of acres are now treated annually
with tank mixtures using imazapyr for both site
preparation and release. However, when chemicals
are mixed, there is always a possibility that the
combination could be less effective than application of
a single product due to antagonism between the two
products. It is therefore desirable to evaluate
combinations of dierent chemicals
diFferent rates
of the chemicals involved in the mixtures.

combined with Arsenal AC to evaluate any rate
response which might occur, either positive or negative.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A total of six separate projects were involved in the
completion of this study. Each project involved the
combination of various rates as a different herMcide(s)
with Arsenal AC. In each project, Arsenal AC was
applied as a comparison. A listing of tank mixture for
each project can be found in Tables 1-6. From all
projects, a total of 52 different treatments were applied
with three replications of each treatment installed.
Each replication consisted of a plot 30 ft X 50 ft with 10
tagged sample trees in each plot. Species
consideration for inclusion in the study included
availability of stems across the study areas, size of
stem, and potentialfor response to treatment. Based
on those criteria, sweetgum (Liquidambar stymcHua)
was chosen for evaluation in all projects.
Each treatment was applied with a COrpowered
backpack sprayer equipped with an extended pole
sprayer attachment. This equipment was employed to
simulate an aerial application.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

Prior to spraying, plot center lines were marked using
PVC pipe with flagging stretched beween the two
markers. This facilitated both the accurate applicatjora
of treatments and the location and subsequent
relocation of sample sterns.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate conabina@ons
of imarapyr with eight other registered forestry
herbicides. Different amounts of each product were

Following application, '10 sweetgum trees were located
and tagged with aluminum tags imprinted with an

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silvicukuml Research Conference, Aubum, AL, Nov. 1-3, 1994.
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identiitcation cods, The Iscation of each csampls,tree
was then mappsdfar afl pdob based on distance along
the center line from one PVC marker and psrpendicular
distance from the center line.

Table 1. Percent completsly dead stems by year of
observation for arsenal +Gadon 4 mixturw.
Treatment
h e n & AC G a h n 4

Aft &eatments were applied to &udy areas located on
the Noxubes WiSMe Refuge and M
Forest Study area location was
, MS, in the east centrat portion of the
state.

All treatment application was completed in September,
1991, and evaluated 45 days after treatment (DAT) for
percent brown-out Each sample tree was then
evaluated 1,2, and 3 years after treatment (YAT) for
response to treatment During the evaluation, each
sample treated was rated as one of nine possible
response codes. They included (1) completely dead,
(2) defoliation, (3) green cambium, (4) bud breaWtittfe
leaf expansion, (5) incomplete leaf expansion, (6) no
injury, (7) root collar sprouts, (8) root sucker sprouts,
and (9) no sprouting. A total of 1,560 sample trees
were tagged and evaluated one or more years. Of the
original sample trees, more than 99 percent were
relocated and evaluated all three years of the study.
analyzed to evaluate
The field data were ~;baisaicalty
trends of response. Based on inspection of percentage
responses in each response code, it was decided to
complete an ANOVA using the "completely dead"' data
as that was the overwhelming majority of responses in
the study.

Com@&eEyDead Stems
1 VAT 2YAT 3YAT
73.0
43.0
73'3
56.7
53.3
46.7
70.0
86.7

Percent90.0
90.0
W.7 66.7
93.3 93.3
73.3
73.7
76.7 80.0
70.0
66.7
80.0
82.8
86.7
89.7

Arsenal AC + 2,4-D (arnine and ester)
The most notable results from this project are as
follows (Table 2):
4
There was a significant increase (p=0.0001) in
mortality from 1 YAT to 2 YAT, but little
change from 2 YAT to 3 YAT.
4
There was no significant effect of adding 2.4D (amine or ester) to Arsenal AC.
4
There was no dgnificant &ffea@ncwbeween
the 2,4-D formulation when added to Arsenal
AC.
4
There was no significant effect of the rate sf
2,4-D added to Arsenal AC.
4
Overall, 3 YAT mortality ranged from 50.0% to
83.3% depending on treatment.

RESULTS
Results for the study will be discussed on an individual
project basis. Of particular interest in the conduct of
the study were additive or negative effects resulting
from different mixes. Data analysts indicated consistent
trends in some results across all projects. In addiion,
projects were analyzed individuallyto avoid confusion in
interpretation of the results. Review of the observations
indicated that the most meaningful comparisons could
be accomplished using the "completely dead stems"
information. All resutts and comparisons presented are
based on those observations.

Arsenal and Garlon 4 Mixes
The most notable results of this project are as follows
(Table 1):
4
There was a significant increase (p=0.0001) in
dead stems from 1YAT to 2 YAT, but no
change from 2 YAT to 3 YAT.
4
There was no significant effect in adding
Garlon 4 (32-128 oz) to Arsenal at 16 or 24
oz.
4
There was no significant effect from the rates
af Garlon 4 added to Arsenal AC.
4
Overall, 3 YAT mortality in this project ranged
from 66.7% to 93.3% depending on
treatment.

Table 2. Percent completely dead stems by year of
observation for Arsenal and 2,4-D mixtures.
Treatment
Arsenal 2,4-D 2,4-D
AC Amine Ester

Completely Dead Stems
1 YAT

2YAT

3 YAT

Arsenat AG + 2,8-DP Mixes
The most notaMe resub from this projed are as
foilom (Taus 3):
4
There was a significant increase (p=0.0001) in
@omIYAT to 2 VAT, but little
change from 2 VAT to 3 YAT.
4
There was no significant effect from adding
2,4-DP to Arsenal AC.
4
There wads no significant effect from the rate
of 2,4-DP added to Afsenai AC.
4
Wighwt overall mortality of all projet
treatmentrt.
Overd, 3 YAT mortality for this project ranged
from 83.3% to 100.0% depending on
treatment,

"Tabie 4. Percent complete& dead stems by year of
observation for Arsenai and Gadon 3A mixtures.
Treatment
Arsenal
Garlon
AC
3A

Camplet* Dead Stems

1VAT
56.7
90.0
43.3
33.3
46.7
70.0
36.7
46.7
56.7

+

Table 3. Percent com@ete&dead stems by year of
obsewation for Arsenal and 2,4-DP mixtures.
Treatment
Arsenal
AC
2,4-BP

2YAT

3YAT

Percent60.0
76.7
60.0
50.0
56.7
66.7
40.0
32.3
66.7

Completeb Dead Stems
1 YAT

2YAT

3YAT

Arsenal + Gatlon 3A Mixes
The most notable results from this project are as
follows (Table 4):
As compared to other projects there was no
significant change in mortality from 1 YAT to 2
YAT.
There was a significant (p=0.0174) negawe
effect from adding Garlon 3A (32-96 oz) to
Arsenal AC at 16 or 24 oz.
4
There was no significant effect from the rate
of Garlon 3A added to Arsenal.
I)
Atthough not statisticalty significant
(p=0.1223), the 24 oz rate of Arsenal rgsuked
in 14 percent greater mortality than 16 oz rate.
1)
Overall, 3 YAT mortatity ranged from 40.0% to
76.7% depending on treatment.

Arsenal + Tordon K Mixes
The most notable results from this study are as follows
(Table 5):
4
There was a significant (p=0.0012) increase in
mortality from 1 YAT to 2 YAT, but no change
from 2 YAT to 3 YAT.
0
There was a significant (p=0.0570) negative
effect from adding Tordon K to Arsenal.
4
There was no significant difference between
use of X-77 and Dash surfactants added to
24 oz Arsenal.
4
There was no significant effect from the rate
of Tordon K added to Arsenal.
4
Overall, 3 YAT mortality ranged from 56.7% to
86.7% depending on treatment.

+

Table 5. Percent completely dead stems by year of
observation for Arsenal and Tordon K mixtures.

+

Treatment
Arsenal
Tordon
AC
K

Completely Dead Stems
1 YAT

2YAT

3YAT

66.7
90.0
56.7
53.3
60.0
48.3
60.0

Percent82.1
86.2
73.3
56.7
76.7
62.1
80.0

82.1
86.7
71.4
56.17
76.7
62.1
80.0

Arsenal + Banvel and BanveD 720 Mixes
The most n o t a h r m u h from the study are as f o I o w
(TaMe 6):
4

4

a signwant (p=0.00122) i n c r e w in
om 1YAT to 2 YAT and IYAT to 3
YAT, but the change from 2 YAT to 3 Y M
was not significant
There w i l a~ significant negative e@e&from

4

4

+

effect from the rate of Banvsl herbicide added
to Arsenal,
There war^ n0 significant effect from the rate
of Banvei 720 added to Arsenal.
Overadl, 3 YAT moaliw ranged from 6.7% to
75.9% depending on treatment

Table 6. Percent completetgi dead stems by year of
observation for Arsenal and Banvel or Banvel720
mixtures.
Treatment
Arsenal
Banvel
AC Banvel 720

Completely Dead Stems
1 YAT 2YAT

3YAT

SUMMARY
Overall, the resub of this study reflect three major
items of interest, First, it is obdous that tank mixes
u W n g imaapyr are very efleGtive for competition
control in site preparationtreatment. The use of
sweetgum as a target species did not serve as the most
vigorous test of imazapyr efficacy, but it did afford an
excellent perspec=tiveof negative interactions. All
projects W i n the study consisten$ demonstrated that
imazapyr alone was very effective in controlling
sweetgum, and addition of companion products could
do M e to improve treatment efficacy.
Second, results from the various projects consistently
indicatedthat two years follovving application may be
the best time to evaluate treatment efficacy. Control
dgnificantly improved between the first and second
year after treatment evaluations. While imazapyr is
known to be a comparatively slower acting product, this
study confirms the potential problems associated with
early evaluations.
Third, some tank mixes resulted in negative interactions
and reduced treatment efficacy. The individual projects
indicatedthat imazapyr would mix and perform well with
Garlon 4,2,4-D formulations, and 2,4-DP. However,
the individual projects clearly demonstrated that Garlsn
3A, Tordon K, Banvel, or Banvel 720 caused a
negative interaction when mixed with imazapyr. While
not all these products demonstrated a response to rate
changes, the overall combinations resulted in reduced
efficacy.
Tank mixtures remain a highly desirable option for site
preparation treatment. For most effective resub, a
number of variables should be considered, and
certainly the combination of products to be applied
should be a positive interaction if optimal efficacy is to
be achieved.

While the "completely dead"" stems represented the
largest consistent obsentation at 3 YAT, other
categories were worth mentioning. The vast majonty of
stems in the study which were not dead were either
"incomplete leaf expansion" or "root collar sprouts".
This combination of three observations accounted for
more than 90% in all treatments except one - 16 oz
Arsenal AC + 16 oz Banvel720.

INFLUENCE OF HARDWOOD CONTROL ON LOBLOLLY PINE
Pinus taeda L.) SEEDLING AND HERBACEOUS SPECIES
DEVELOPMENT IN THE GEORGIA PIEDMONT'
Judith k Fitzgerald, Phillip WI. Dougherty, and FA. Boyd EdwardsZ
emrim the effe~tsof

. Pkntrtd pine s
mdbyye-ar3(11to8
o w time. Xawsver, fork
&mdweincrmd for all but the

plots. T b n u m b of ha

trmtmsnts except for the forbs in the mn-hertdcided plots. There was greater browse in the herbicide
over the except for the hardwoodstem in the herbiciied plots. Broomsedge increased on the site from
12 percent coverage to 30 percent coverrage in the heibicidd plots and from 12 to 25 and 21 percent for
the merbicided and control pkrtip, respectively.

INTRODUCTION
Herbicides can control herbaceous competition for
young planted pine. With the increased use of
herbicides, there has been concern over the lo= of
plant diversity as well as impacts on wildlife habitats.
Forest managers and small landowners today should
weigh not only the cost of herbicidesto improve timber
production, but also the effects they will have on the
plant species and resutting wildlife habitat. This study
was designed to investigate the effects that a range of
management regimes had on the vegetation of a young
planted pine stand.

METHODS
The study is located on the University of Georgia's
Daniel B. Warnell School of Forest Resources' B.F.
Grant Memorial Forest. Located outside Eatonton,
Georgia, an upland Piedmont site with a Dauidson Clay
Loam (clayey, kaolinitic, thermic, Rhodic Kandiudutt)
soil type was chosen. The site had been farmed in the
past resufting in highly eroded soils. A stand of natural
loblolly pine with an average age of 55 years and dbh of
15 inches with a history of thinnings and prescribed
burns was seiected. Basal area was reduced to
approximately 45 square feet in 1986 with the most
recent prescribed burn in March of 1990. In the fall
prior to study establishment, a randomized complete
block with five replications of 6 treatments was
established:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Seed tree - with herbicide
Seed tree - without herbicide
Clearcut - plant with Loblolly - with herbicide
Clearcut - plant with Loblolly - without herbicide
Clearcut - herbicided pine component
Clearcut - Control - no management

Each treatment plot was 0.4 acre, (0.16 ha) in size with
an interior measurement plot of 0.25 acre (0.10 ha).
This paper will focus on the planted pine plots versus
the control plots.
Loblolb pine 1-0 bareroot seedlings were hand-planted
by dibble on a 10 X 7 foot spacing (3m x 2m) or 622
trees per acre. Percent survival, height, ground line
diameter and damage estimate measurementswere
made in January 1992,1993 and 1994. DBH
measurements were added in 1994 because by then
many of the trees reached 4.5 feet in height.
On the herbicided plots 2 months after planting, a
spotgun was used to apply a 6 foot radius spot around
each pine of 5 oz. active ingredientfacreOust@.
Hardvvood stems were basal sprayed with a Solo
backpack sprayer and 5 percent by volume Garlon 4@
in a diesel carrier during June of 1992 and 1993 when
temperatures were below 85" F. On the control and
non-herbicidedplots, there was no further
management.

Paper presented at Eighth Biennial Southern Silvicuatura-alResearch Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov 1-3, 19%.
Specialist, Daniel 8. Warnelf Schod of Forest Resources, University of Georgia, Athens, GA; Research Scientist,
Southeastern Fwat Exparimanl Station, Research Trlangle Park, NC; Research Ecolagist, Southeastern Forest Experiment Station, Dry
Branch, GA.

To sunrey species compositionW i n the vestment
p1ol.s (Fitrfaeraidet.af. 1992), twenty-We Im2quadrab
per 0.25 acre plat were mtablished on random
coordinates, Species frequency and an ocular
a m a t e of prcent cover were rwordsd for trees,
shrub, vines, forb, and g
were tallied to determine whkh species were favored by
vvildlge, main& whitetailed deer (Odocoilsus
virginianus) and e a r n cottontail rabblt (Sykifagus
flolidanus), VsgeWon sucbleyhi were made in
September-October 1991 and again in SeptemberOctober 1993.

Table "1Planted LoMolly Pine Rwmtts'

Year

Average Xsighb
(centimeters)
Herbicided Plots
Nan-herbicidd Plots

Year

Average Height Growth
(centimeters)
Hsrbicided Plots Non-herbicided Plots

Year

Ground Line Diameter
(millmetem)
Herbicided Plots
Non-herbicided Plots

RESULTS AND OISCUSS1OPI
Pine
There was no dierence in the mean hsight of the
planted ioblolly pines bstween the herbicide treated
(35.16 cm) and the non-herbicided (35.49 cm) plots
(Table 1) after the first growing season. However, by
year 2, there was a significant difference in height
between the treatments (76.77 cm and 70.25) with the
greatest difference occurring in year 3 (118.67 and
108.52). Growth between year 1 and year 2 (41.8 and
34.8) and betvveen year 2 and 3 (41.5 and 37.9) was
significantly different between treatments (Table I),
however, within a treatment, the average growth rate
was constant for those two periods.
Groundline diameters of planted pines were
significantly larger in plots with compeMon control for
all three years (Table I). Average groundtine diameters
for both treatments more than doubled between year I
and year 2 from 5.80 cm to 14.94 crn on the herbicided
plots and 5.01 cm to 11.44 cm on the non-herbicided
plots.
Differences in @antedpine suwival were not significant
in the first year (86 percent versus 85 percent). By year
3, there was still no signjficant difference in survival
among the treatments (80 percent versus 79 percent).
Most of the mortaiity occurred in the first year. In the
herbicided plots mortaiw was likely due to volatilization
of herbicide (25 percent in 1992 and 65 percent in
1993 of dead pine), while in the non-herbicided plots
moitality was likely due to compemon.
In the first growing season, there was no treatment
difference for the percent of bromed pine seedlngs
(14 percent versus 15 percent). There was little
browing on planted pine in year 2 or 3.
Pip moth (RhyecioniaRustana) damage was
significanltly higher vvith compeMion control (24 percent
of planted pines) compared to plots Mhout competition
control (11 percent) in the first year (Table 1). This may
account for the similarity in heighb betvveen the
herbicided and the non-herlbicided plots in that year. In
year 2 there vvas a substantial increase in aip moth
infestation. The herbicided plob had a 67 percent

--

-

-

Year

Survival
(percent)
Non-herbicided Plots
Herbicided Plots

Year

Tipmoth Infestah'on
(percent)
Herbicided Plots
Non-herbicided Plots

'Means within a row followed by different letters are
significantly different at the (p < 0.05) level using the
Duncan's Mu&ple Range test. Standard errors in
parentheses.
infestationwhite the non-herbicided plot had 38
percent By year 3, these numbers dropped to 11
percent and 8 percent, respectively. Tip moth damage
has been shown to increase the risk for disease such
as fusiform rust (Cronartium qusrcuum)(McPherson
and Douce 1992). Of the 23 fusiform infeaed stems
found in 1993,17 had previous tip moth damage .

Plant Community
A total of 124 plant species were identified on a!! plots.
The number of individual hardvvood, forb, and grass
species decreased from year 1 to year 3; h o m e r
f o r k increased in the untreated plots (Figure 1). Some
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Figure 2- Number os stems per acre by vegetative type in herbicided, non-herbicided and control plots.
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Figure 3- Percent of stems by vegetative wpe browsed by wildlife in herbicided, non-herbicided and control plots,
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Figure 4- Height in centimeters of stems by vegetative type in herbicided, non-herbicided and control plots.
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Figure 5- Average percent coverage by vegetative type in herbicided, non-herbicided and control plots.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Planted pine in the herbicided plots responded to
release from hardwoo&. tjowever, there was an
increase in broomsedge in all plots that may have
reduced the g r o M of the pine. Perry &.a[. (1993)
found that broomsedge and sweetgum (Liquidmbar
stryacHtl8 L,) dscreased first year pine g r o w .
P f i ~ t eand
r Pennington (1978) repo~edan altekpathic
effect of broomsedge on pine seedlings, but Morris
et.al. (1993) showed no such effect. Brooks (1992)
found a Garlon 4(10 and Tordon lOlQ tank mix, as
opposed to two other herbicide treatments, rautted in
a higher component of broornsedge which may have
contributed in lowedng the number of f o r b on the site.
On similiar sites in the Piedmont, broomsedge may
increase follovving hardvvood removal, therefore,
herbaceous weed control, selective for grasses, may
prove advantageous. In high risk areas for tip moth
nt kbioUy pine seedlings
should be planted.
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SEPARATE EFFECTS OF BROADCAST BURNING AND
PYR TANK MIXTURES ON VEGETATION
DEVELOPMENT AFTER CLEARCUTTING'
Timothy B, Wadngton, Patrick 3. Minogue,
Dwight K. Lauer, and Andy WeEzellg

INTRODUC71ON
Site preparaaon v4rith combinations of herbicides and
broadcast burning have proven to be @*erne&
efiecWe?at csntro4ing waoI;JYvegebtion
competm
wiah planted southern pine (Minogue et af. 1991).
Imazapyr ( h e n a n , a broad-spectrum herbicide Vusth
some soiCresidud activity, is used extensively alone and
in mixture with other herbicides during site preparation
to control a variety of woody and herbaceous species
(Minogue et al. 1991). Broadcast burning is used in
site preparation to reduce fire hazard, improve planter
access, and control competing vegetation w a d e
1985).
Although considerable long-term research has been
conducted in the South on vegetation rgsponses to
understory burning in pine stands (Langdon 1981,
Waldrop et al. 1987), few studigs haw quanlified
responses to site preparation resuMng from
combinations of herbicides and fire. In addition, only a
limited understandingexis& of changes in the
abundance and species composition of plant
communitieis following herbicides (Zutter and Zedaker
1988, Wilkins et a!. 1993). Furthermore, specilicagons
for imaapyr treatments vargr considerabfy among
usem, and aey are based on a lim&edamount of
published information. Thersfsre, %e objeceve of Ulb
r ~ e a r c was
h to compare vegebaon r w p n s w among
treatmen& which vargr imazapyr rztte and mMurs vviUl

F~apsrp-dd

srt ttrs Eiglrlh Bisnrrfal S M b m SllvicuMuml R
, Auburn, BL;aMd Faresw S

other herbiddes, vvith and d h o u t a sukequetnt
broadcmt burn.

METHODS
At three ugand sites (Selma, AL; Poldock, LA; and
Newberry, SC), each of 8 herbicidetreatments were
aerially applied July-August 1991 to strigs 60 to 90 rn in
Mdth (Table 1). Herbicides plus 0.17 to 0.5 percent
non-ionic surfactant (X-77QD)were applied with water at
a spray volume of 140 Vha (15 gallondacre).
In September 1991, hatf of each of the Selma and
Newberry sites were broadcast burned. The experiment
is a randomized incomplete block with 3 replications
(sites) of the 16 treatmen& (2 burn levek x 8 herbicide
treatmen&) arranged in a split-plot design with burn
levd as the main plot and herbicide treatment as the
split plot.
In each treatment replication, 3 (Newberry) or 5 (Selma
and Pollock) 0.01-ha circular subplots were located
systematically. In August 1993, 2 growing seasons
afier treatment, roobtock densrty (#ha) of each of trem
and shrubs was determined. \N&hin each of 4
quadrants per subplot, cover (percent) was estimslled
visualfiy for each of grasses and blackberry (Rubus
spp.), and VIese valum were averaged by subplot. The
resukng subplot values for den* and cover were
averaged by treatment replication.

Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3,I-.

SwhlisFi, American Cyanamid Go., Warner Robins,
isslmtppl State UniversQ, MS.

TaMe 3-List of 8 herbicidePae&ments used in the
comparisons sf vegetation rBponse
Herbicide in tank mixture with imazapyr
-

tmazapyr
(ArsenapAC)
Rate'

Table 2-Paired t-test comparjsons of mean vegebtion
abundance on upfand sites in Nabama and South
Carolina 2 years after chemical site preparation with
and without a subsequent broadcast burn

-

VariaMe
Common name
(Trade name)
none
gtyphosate (~ccor$P)
Wopyr (GarlonaP
4)
@doram(TordonaP101 M)
none
glyphosate (Accor$P)
tridopyr (Garlone 4)
pictoram (TordonQP
101 M)

Rate
2.24 (64)
2.24 (64)
0.91 (192)
1.12 (32)
1.12 (32)
0.61 (128)

'Herbicide rates are expressed as kg a.i./ha (odacre).
Absence of burning at the Poliock, LA site precluded
testing the interaction of burn level x herbicide
treatment on vegetation responses. Therefore, the data
were separated by burning level, and each set was
subjected to anatysis of variance with testing of the
following orthogonal contrasb ( ~ ~ 0 . 0 5 ) :

I.
high vs. low imazapyr rate.
2. straight imazapyr vs. tank miAure.
3. glyphosate vs. triclopyr in mixture with imazapyr.
4. mean(glyphosate+triclopyr)vs. picloram in mixture.
To test the effects of burning as addive to those from
herbicides, a paired t-test was applied to mean
vegetation responses from adjacent burned and
unburned strips.

RESULTS
Second-year comparisons of burned vs. unburned
plots revealed increases in grass cover (50.0 vs. 38.1
percent, p=0.001) and shrub density (4510 vs. 1470
rootstockslha, p=0.003), with associated decreases in
2)
blackberry cover (7.9 vs. 11.5 percent, ~ ~ 0 . 0 7and
tree density (3250 vs. 5480/ha, p~0.004)(Table 2).
Of the 4 orthogonal contrasts tested, signfieant
(ps0,85) vegetation responses were detected only for
the comparison of straight-imazawr m. tank-mixture
treatments (TaMe 3). For both burned and unburned
plob, blackberry cover 2 years a8er tank-mixlure
treatments (4.6 and 8.6 percent, respectively) averaged
less (ps0.013) than values observed after straightimazapyr treatments (16.3 and 22.2 percent,
respectively). On burned p9ob, straight-imazapyr
treatments reduced @=0.038) grass csver (44.8
percent) relaltive to that observed from tank-mixtures
(52.9 percent). Regardless of burning level, density of
each of trees and shrub differed l*ttte(pr0.339)
betvveen straight-imazapyr and tank-mixture treatmenb.

Burned Unburned SD'

50.0
Grass Cover (PC%)
Blackberry cover (pct)
7.9
Shrub density (x 100ha) 45.1
Tree density (x 1001ha) 32.5

38.1 0.9
I1.5 6.9
14.7 31.6
54.8 23.5

pb
0.001
0.072
0.003
0.004

'Standard deviation of the difference between means.
'Significance level of the paired t-test (n=14).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Second-year resutts indicate that burning decreased
the abundance of blackberries and trees, while it
increased the abundance of grasses and shrubs.
Similar resub were observed 1year after treatment,
except that grass cover was decreased and exposure
of mineral soil was increased by burning (Minogue et al.
1994). Perhaps in the second year grass was able to
occupy the new growing space made available by the
fire. Langdon (1981) reported a 10-percent reduction
in density of sweetgum (Liquidambar styraciffira L.)
and blackgum (Nyssa sylvatica Marsh.) following a
single summer burn in a pine understory. He found
that summer burns must be repeated annually for I 0
years in order to reduce hardwood denstty by 80
percent or more.
Regardless of burning level, tank mixtures were more
effective than straight-imazapyr treatments at reducing
blackberry cover. Although imazapyr is a broadspectrum herbicide, certain genera of plants (e.g.,
Assculus, Rubus, and Ulmus), are known to tolerate it
(Minogue st al. 1991). Reduced abundance of
imazapyr-susceptiblespecies may release and promote
the development of imazapyr-tolerant species. Such
release responses may explain the observed
differences in blackberry cover between straightimazapyr and tank-mlxture treatments.
On burned plots, grass cover was less after
straight-imazapyr than after tank-mixture treatments. In
this treatment, greater exposure of mineral soil from
burning may have enhanced the soil-residual activity of
imazapyr on grass species.
Second-year results suggest that imazapyr treatments
will vary in their abirity to control competing vegetation,
depending on the grovvt'h form of target vegetation and
whether the treatment is followed by a broadcast burn.
Afthough these findings may imply specific treatment
recommendations, we feel additional research is
needed to confirm the vegetation responses observed
following the herbicide and fire combinations.
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PINE AND COMPETING VEGETATION RESPONSE TO
HERBACEOUS WEED CONTROL AND LEVELS OF
SHRUB CONTROL IN THE F
Dwight K. Lauer and Glenn R. GIovef
r five grePrving seasons were due to shrvb control. There -re no difleren-8 due to
duratiwt of shrub m t r d (first year ws annual), and no differem85 in pins response due to first year
Wnd with &rub contrd. Age 5 pine dbh and height averaged 3.8
is close to that obsenred
ively, for shrub m t r d treatments. This
for more intenwe vqetat'on control treatnreRts in other stud-.

Shrub vdurrie increase
year shrub control. Cm~eting
not control shrubs at time of stand establishment.

INTRODUCTION
Members of the Auburn Universw Sikicukural
Herbicide Cooperative installed this fiatwoods site
preparation study in 1988. The objective was to
quanttfy pine response to control of non-arborescent
woody (shrub) and herbaceousvegetation, the twa
major life-forms of competing vegetation in the
flatwoods region. The major shrubs present at this
location were gallberry, llex glabra [L.)A. Gray.,
waxmyrtle, Myrica cerifera L., palmetto, Serenoa
repens (Bartr.) Small., greenbrier, Smilax spp., ti-ti,
Cyrilla racemiflora L.,lyonia, Lyonia spp., blueberry,
Vaccinium spp., and huckleberry, Gaylussacia spp.
The major herbaceous vegetation species were
bluestems (Andropogon spp.), panic grasses, Panicum
spp., and brackenfern, Rerrbrium aguilinum (L.) Kuhn.
There are major differences in control methods for
these two life-forms. Shrubs are perennial and once
controlled may be slow to recolonize. However, shrubs
are sometimes difficutt to control and there is often
resprouting after one application of herbicide.
Mechanical site-prep methods do not typically provide
long-term control of shrub species, paFticularfy gallberry
(Shultr and Wilhite 1974). Herbaceousvegetation may
be easier to control than shrubs, but can recolonize a
site rapidly since many species rely on wind blown seed
or seed that can germinate at different times during the
grovving season. For this reason, annual application of
moderately persistent herbicides are often required to
maintain reasonaMe control of herbaceous vegetation
through each growing season.

In general, herbicides that control shrubs are not
selective. They must be applied before pines are
planted, applied in a directed spray once pines are
planted, or applied in the understory of pine stands past
the sapling stage to limit foliar uptake by the crop
speciers. The operationalfeasibilrty of these methods
differs. Directed applications are usually cost
prohibitive. Understory applications in older stands may
be efficacious, reduce the shrub component in the
following rotation, and be a remedial treatment in
existing stands, but the early growth gains due to
control at time of stand establishment are lost.
Herbaceous weed control herbicides are usually
applied over the top of pines in early spring because
pre-emergent, early post-emergent chemistry is used to
achieve selectivity. Herbaceousweed control is often
done in the spring of the first growing season since it
has been shown to provide the most gain in survival
and growth when trees are small (Lauer, Glover, and
Gjerstad 1993). Also, selective herbicides are more
cost effective on weeds that have not had a chance to
become established. The level of herbaceous
vegetation present during the first growing season can
be reduced by pre-plant applications of herbicide, but
this redudon is variable and poorly understood.
There is a large potential response to total control of
competing vegetation early in the rotation in this region
(Svvindd et al. 1988, Shiver et al. 1990). Competr'ng
vegetation can also reduce growth by 0.2 to 0.5
cdslawr when present at mid-rotation (Oppenheimer,
Shkrer, and Rheney 1989). This impliw that
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recolonization of vwetation may Bmit long term growth
potential.
This study considen, these operationd constrain@by
comparing dash pin
to lev& of control of
tvvo vegetativs life-fo
kefy operatiand
scenarios. Three lev& of nobarborescentwoo*
vegetation (shrub) control, consi;srting of no eontrot, first
year control only, and annual control for the first three
years, are comparedwith and without finst.year
herbaceous weed control.

METHODS
A recently hawat& dash pine plantation was dected
in Taylor Co., Florida, for study inMiation. The site
had some rddual pine and a gallbeny root mass after
harvest. Sits-preparation consisted of chop, burn, spot
rake, and bed before the end of April, 1988. Slash pine
was planted on a 5 k 1O' spacing during the 1988-89
planting season.
Vegetation control was done with applications of
triclopyr, glyphosate, and sutfometuron. The annual
and first year shrub control treatmen@received an initial
application of 5 Ib aefac triclopyr in water for a total
spray volume of 28 gaVac as a pre-plant broadcast
application on October l1, 1988. A folow-up directed
application of glyphosate was made in the spring of the
first year to further reduce the level of tolerant shrubs.
Dormant season basal sprays of triclopyr and diesel
and foliar sprays of triclopyr + glyphosate were used for
the next two seasons on the annual shrub control
treatments. First year herbaceous weed control (HWC)
was a broadcast application of 3 or ailac sutfometuron
applied in earty spring followed by directed applications
of glyphosate in June.
Competing vegetation was evaluated on 10 randomly
located compemon measurement plots (CMP) within
each pine measurement plot (PMP) in August or
September of the first and second growing seasons.
CMPs were 6 feet in length along the direction of the
bed. CMP widths (approx. 10 R) coincided with the
actual distance between beds. Overall CMP and bed
widths were recordedto the nearest 0.1 R. Average
crown height of each major shrub species on a CMP
was estimatedto the nearest 0.1 R Shrub cover and
herbaceous cover were ocularty estimated (Gnegy
1991) using cover classes (to the nearest I% for
covers less than 1% and greater than 99%, nearest 5%
for covers of 1% to 5% and 96% to 99%, and nearest
10% for covers beween 6 and 95%) for major species
groups separately for the bed and inter-bed portions of
the CMP. Percent cover was estimated for the three
most dominant species groups of shrubs and two most
dominant species groups of herbaceous vegetation on
a CMP. Cover was &mated for additional species if
they had 5% or more cover. If cover was estimated for

a species group on one portion of the CMP, then cover
was estimated on the other as wdf, even if it was zero.

TOMbare ground, exduding cover due to crop pines,
was adgio wtintatd. At the end of the second grovving
season, vsgetation cover calk were made for major
vegeW8 groupinw of total non-arborescent,
herbacwus, grasses, sedges, broadleaf, and bare
ground in addaon to estimates for specie§ groups,
This same technique was used in De~emberat the end
of the fifth growing season. The Decembgr evaluation
was done due to logistical considerations and may
underestimate species that are dormant during the
Mnter. Nonethdess, &mates of the shrub
component and dormant Muestem component
appeared to be reasonable. Estimates of panic
grasses, greenbrier, oaks (Quercus spp.), and
broadleaf herbs are probably under-estimateddue to
reduced leaf area at this time of year but these species
were minor components.
Percent cover and a volume index were calculated
using weighted averages because each CMP varied in
size, Percent cover was computed as percent cover x
CMP area summed across all ten CMPs in a PMP and
then divided by the total area of all ten CMPs. The
weighted volume index was computed for each shrub
species as the sum of volume index for a shrub species
on the sampled area divided by the acreage sampled.
A volume index far each species on each CMP was
computed as: (percent cover1100) x CMP area in sq ft x
mean height of shrub species in feet.
Pine height and diameter were measuredto the
nearest 0.5 R and 0.1 inch, respectively, for each pine
on the PMP. Disease, insect, and other damage was
assessed for each pine. Disease assessmen&
included fusiform rust evaluations. Lower stem sweep
and lean were also evaluated for each tree. Total
volume outside bark was calculated using a volume
equation developed for slash pine (Brister et at. 1980).
Analysis of variance was performed for both pine and
vegetation attributes. Specific preplanned
comparisons were performed as follows:
1.

Shrub control vs none: Comparison of treatments
with shrub control (both annual and first year) to
those without shrub control.
2. Shrub control duration: Comparison of annual
shrub control to first year shrub control.
3. HWC vs no HWC: Comparison of treatmentrs that
reched first year HWC to those that did not.
4. Overall interaction: Interaction of HWC treatments
with shrub control treatmenb. This overall
interaction was part-itionedinto the HWC x shrub
control and XWC x duration interactions.
5. HWC x shrub control: interaction of HWC wgh
shrub vs no shrub control treatments.
6. HWC x duration: Interaction of HWC with shrub
control duration.

8 ~ r s W ninterdon
t
inc_dcat@%atmain @Re& 08
M C and slrmb mn&&are not addhe and

cs3mmWn of iramdud &@amen&i
s required.
udng Tukey-vpe confidence
ich cont.rQ1s%Pie m&murn
(0.05 used here).

Pine
Csmd of s h a h , m e r Rat year or annual controf,
age 5 Mne basal area per acre,
lld;& on &aze &ern,and n u m h r of trew per acre d h any
sys%aptornof &#am ru&. S u d n g Predacre was not

the number of tareedacre i&h stem rust for the shrub
contrsi "Ireatmen@compared Is na shrub controt ("8%
ves 9%)'

hesage pine dbh and hdght were increased by HWC
alone and shrub control aione. However, HWC did not
prodde adcf&tisnal rmponsle when combined d h shrub
csntsoP. The &gn%cantHWC x shrub control
interac~oers
far age 5 pine DBH g"p=B.Clld37)and pine
hdgkt (p=0.0179)
indicate that awponses due to shrub
csntrs9 and herbaceous weed contrd are not add&ve,
Tukey-&pe confidence inlewals were used to campare
dbh and hdght treatment means in Figure "t Means
fallowed by the same lataer are not signmean% dfFe-rent
from each ather at %e 0.05 !eve1 of grobabiliw, HWC
alone "Increased average age 5 dbh forn "I6 to 2.3
inches. Shrub control, Mh or d h a u l MWC, increased
average dbk to 3.13 inch- (Figure: 4). Age 5 height
swpsnse followd a similar pagern M
P
l average
hsiighb of "li 14, and 18 FLr I"rir the check, WWG on&,
and shrub csntrol Mh sr Mkout HWC treatmen&,
rwpedvely (Figure 4).
1,

dd n s t differ Ifram respnse due to i i ~year
t shrub
aftributs. There was n s
conbal far any of
M e r e n a due ta WC:and n s dgngficant interacasn
MW-ra W e and shrub control for any of these
am$&- VaMs "If.

Major r a p n -

at %k /oc&an were due to shrub
GO~;$~QI,
B d arm werag& 31 and 815 eIac and
voIumrr:ayerag& 332 and "632 @lac far the bur shrub

.

Treatmen& Mpat increa~e
bf7e inddence of fusifarm rust.
peon in %at there were MCB

Vegetatian
VegetaGon eontroI treatmen& did not involve complete
vegeta~oncontrol. Therefare, yegetallion assessmen@
were conducted so the actual Oevel of control and levels
of residual vegetaaon caraid be characts&ed. The
objeeh;ve of these measuremen% was to evaluate
treatment 8Rcaey and ct-iaraetef~evegetaaort. There
are major tianga~onsin the resaluGon of measurement%
based on ocular -#mat= due to obrzwer bias.
However, 6rea"rmerat emcaegr, comga~sonof relaeve
overall vegeta~osrlevels among treatmen&, and

PsiPlae l4ummasy of&eaWent means and sta@s@eal
comparisons for per acre pine a8ribaates
Fusgorm

"I No SC", no M C b
2. M C
3, F i ~ymr
t SG
4. Fimt year SG + W C
5. h n u d SC
6- &nu& SC + HWC

635

592

52
B

Fus#orm

Lower
stern

Bassi
area
(e/ac)

32
73

3
5

% 0.7
19.4

97

2
0

28.4
29.8
33.2
31.9

566
577
671
577

123
"%63

SC vs no SG

43.736

8,003

SC duraoso
W C vs no W c
HWC x SC interahn
W C x gSG !is iao SC)

f8.324
8.326

0.076
0.672

0,"828
0,073

0,668

0,218

99,297

0.%4

0.274

0.602

0.373
0.424
0.248

0-603

0.656

0,458

0,424
0.668

0.28%
0.433
0.658

$6.243
0-353
0.167

W C x S@drrragon

9,979
0.322

'SC=shrub csn&oi. "C=herbaceous

I% %
2 09

weed eontroi.

% 28
8I
89

0
0

PrsbabilQ sf a greater F-value
0.031
0.007

8.5535

----- 1
<O.QO?

eO.OO"5

0.736

no shrub control and shrub controt treawents,
rspectiv*.

Age 5 dbh (in)
35

"

I

U

None

Firs! year
Level of shrub control

Annual

Age 5 herbaceous cover, shrub cover, and shrub
volume a4 differed due to shrub control (Table 2).
Herbaceous cover also diaered due to first year HVVG.
Age 5 herbaceous cover increased from 27% to 67%
due to shrub conUot, but also increasedfrom 49% to
58% due to first year HWC. Age 5 shrub cover and
shrub volume decreased with increasing level of shrub
control. Shrub cover averaged 63%, 2394, and 1296,
and shrub volume averaged 112,30, and 14 thousand
@lac for the no shrub control, first year shrub control,
and annual shrub control treatments, respective&.

DISCUSSION
Age 5 height (R)

None

First year
Level of shrub control

C] No herbaceous weed control

Annual

Herbaceous weed control

Figure I-Comparison of age 5 pine dbh and height by
treatment. Treatments followed by the same letter are
not significantly different from each other using Tukey's
studentized range test.
identificationof major species at a location are
possible.
General implications on stand management and
treatment efficacy are made from these assessments.
No attempt is made to examine diversity or detailed
successional pathways.
Age 2 herbaceous cover, shrub cover, and shrub
volume all differed due to shrub control, and shrub
cover diiered due to duration of shrub control (Table
2). Age 2 herbaceous cover differed only between the
no shrub control and shrub control treatments vvith
35% and 57% cover, respectively. Shrub cover differed
among all shrub control levels at age 2 with 43%, 20%,
and 13% shrub cover for no shrub control, first year
shrub control, and annual shrub control, respective&.
Shrub volume differed only due to shrub control with
shrub volumes averaging 43 and 5 thousand @lac for

Thii study presents the best and worse of situations for
pine growth. The check treatment is a worst-case
scenario in that the site was prepared early in the year
and shrubs allowed to recolonize over an entire
growing season. Pine response to a late bedding
treatment may have fared better. Antfthetically, shrub
control treatments present the best of situations.
Average age 5 height and dbh for shrub control
treatments were 17.7 ft and 3.0 inches, respectively.
By comparison, average age 5 height for spodosols for
a ae-prep treatment of chop, burn, bed, and complete
vegetation control was 16.5 ft (Shiver, Rheney, and
Oppenheimer 1990). A study in north Florida that
included a treatment of total vegetation control had a
slash pine response of 13.8 ft in height and 3.0 inches
dbh at age 4 (Colbert, Jokela, and Neary 1990).
Although there is no complete vegetation control
treatment in this study, age five pine response is close
to what has been achieved by total and intensive
veg-tion control treatments in these other studies.
There are several interestingtrends in vegetation
development. First, percent cover was comparable for
shrub control treatments between ages 2 and 5 with
20-25% cover for first year shrub control, and 12-13%
cover for annual shrub control. However, shrub volume
index increased between age 2 and 5 for these
treatments. This suggests that site occupancy (cover)
has not changed but height has continued to increase.
This was not the case for the no shrub control
treatments which had increases in both percent cover
and shrub volume index. This relatively large increase
in shrub volume index will likely impact future pine
growth.
The diierence in shrub volume index at age 5 behnteen
first year and annual shrub control treatments suggesa
that future pine growth may start diverging for these
treatmenb. However, the magnitude of this difference
is small compared to the amount of vegetation on the
no shrub control treatments, and may take a number of
years to detect.

Table 2-Summary of treatment means and statirsticd comparisons for vegetation attributes
Herbaceous
Age 2
Age 5
Treatment
1. No SC*, no HVVCb
2. WWC
3. First year SC
4. First year SC + HWC
5. Annual SC
6. Annuat SC + HWC
Statistical Com~arEsons
SC vs no SC
SC duration
HWC vs no HWC
HWC x SC interaction
HWC x (SC vs no SC)
HWC x SC duration

(

38
33
58
52
60
57

22
32
59
68
67
75

Aae 2

Shrubs
Aae 5

prcent cover
44
43
20
21
13
13

66
60
25
22
13
12

(

~0.001
0.272
0.113
0.888
0.899
0.643

<0.001
0.098
0.019
0.979
0.853
0.932

1

Shrub Volume
Aae 2
Asre 5
(thousandsft3fac)
46
107
41
117
5
32
7
29
5
14
4
14

Probabitity of a greater F-value
<0.001
<0.001
~0.001
0.012
0.004
0.666
0.927
0.285
0.490
0.951
0.759
0.638
0.846
0.539
0.41 1
0.806
0.689
0.653

1

<0.001
0.021
0.699
0.61 1
0.344
0.804

* SC=shrub control. HWC=herbaceous weed control.
Managers should be aware that lack of shrub control
favored slow pine growth and allowed shrubs to
increase in volume through early stand development.
This increased lev4 of shrub cornpewon may continue
to reduce future growth below that observed for shrub
control treatments.
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of Anipel and thiram on the
TaMe 1.germination of longleaf pine seeds
Treatment

Seedot 1 Seedlot 2 Seedlot 3 Average

Control
Anipd
Anipetlinrater 1:1
AnipeMNater 1:2
AnipeMNater 1:3
Anipemiram 1:l
AnipeVthiram 1:2
Anipefihiram 1:3
Thiram
25% Anipel +
clay
Anipel + clay

52
50
44
47
47
44
35
38
48
45
62

evaluation. Empty seeds were removed from the lot by
pentane flotation (Barnett 1971). Random samples
were drawn for treatments. Repellenttreatments were
applied, and seeds were air-dried overnight. Viability
after treatment was determined in the Alexandria
Forestry Center Seed Testing Laboratory by testing six
replications of 100-seed samples.
Prior to field tests, it would be logical to evaluate
candidate rodent repellents in caged animal tests.
However, the Alexandria Forestry Center no longer has
the facilities to conduct such tests, and field tests are
needed in any case. We therefore skipped the
intermediatestep and moved directly to field tests of
the effectiveness of the chemical. Two types of tests
were installed on the Palustris Experimental Forest in
central Louisiana.
Test 1 evaluated four seed treatments: (1) an untreated
control, (2) Anipel(90 mupound of seeds), (3) Anipel
plus clay (90 mL Anipel and 45 g clay per pound), and
(4) Anipel with thiram (45 mL each per pound). Test 2
evaluated three treatments: (1) an untreated control, (2)
thiram (90 mupound), and (3) thiram with Anipel(45
mL each per pound). Treatment plots consisted of
four, 18-inch circular spots (each sown with 100 seeds)
arranged around a central stake. Each of the plots was
randomly selected for a particular treatment and
marked with a flagging pin. Thirty replications,
separated by a least 50 feet, were estaMished on a
previously bush-hoggedsite. Plots were arranged in a
randomized Mock design. Seed germination and loss
were observed weekly for 6 weeks after sowing on
February 17, 1993, and on March 3, 1993.
Since the plot size in this study was small and subject
to overwhelming predation, we purposely evaluated the
plots frequently to determine germination and predation
patterns for the four treatments. If repellency was

i n d c d d , larger operational-scale studies were
planned. Germinaon was to be determined by
locating, marking, and counting new germinants on a
weekly basis. Seedling losses were measured by
counting the number of seedlings remaining on each
plot on a weekly basis. Losses due to predation of
germinated seeds, e.g., due to clipping by rabbi&, were
deducted from seed losses.

WSULTS AND DISCUSSION
The laboratory germination data on the test seed lot
confirmed the prsliminary evaluations on the effect of
Anipel on seed performance. Coating with Anipel had
no effect on seed germination, but the combination of
Anipel and thiram markedly reduced germination (Table
2). Campbell (1981a) also found that thiram alone
reduces laboratory germination, but he reported less
impact on germination in the field.
Table 2.-Laboratory germination of the longleaf pine
seedlot used in field tests
Replicate

Control

Anipel

Anipel
+clay

Anipel +
thiram

1
2
3
4
5
6
Average

68
68
58
46
48
66
59

58
64
68
58
58
66
62

62
70
56
70
44
68
62

34
40
40
36
38
36
37

Results from the field evaluations indicated that the
seeds were subjected to heavy predation. One week
after sowing, essentially all seeds in test 1 from the
control, Anipel, and AnipeVclay treatments were
missing from the plots (Table 3). Forty-six percent of
the seeds that were treated with thiram and Anipel
remained after 7 days. However, at 14 days after
sowing, no seeds remained on any of the treatments.
We had expected heavy seed losses due to the small
plot size, but not to the severe extent that was
experienced. This test showed that thiram was offering
considerable protection, but it seemed that
Anipel-tieated seeds performed no better than controls.
There was no thiram alone treatment in test I,
so there
was no opportunw to determine if there was any
synergistic beneM from the combination of thiram and
Anipel. Test 2 was installed to evaluate this
relationship.
Test 2 data confirmed those from test 1: predation was
great and no control seeds remained 7 days after
sowing (TaMe 3). The repellency of thiram was also
demonstrated again in that 53 percent of seeds
remained at 7 days. Seeds from the thiramlAnipe1

Tabie 3.-Percenbges of s e e d remaining and undamagedon each plot 7 and 14 days after sowing. Tests 1 and 2
were seeded 2117193 and 313193, respemety
Treatment
Control
Anipel
AnipeVcfay
ThiramlAnipst

Test 1
Germ. at 7 days, and 14 days
-percent2.7
0.2
0.4
45.5

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Treatment
Control
Thiram
ThiramlAnipel

Test 2
Germ. at 7 days and 14 days
-perce~t0.4
52.8
10.7

0.0
0.0
0.0

combination were subjected to greater losses than
those in the thiram alone trement, PresumaMy, the
cause was the lower concentration of thiram in the
combination treament This result further indicates that
Anipel has l i e potential as a repellent on southern pine
seeds.

Barne'tt, J.P.; Bergman, P.W.; Ferguson, W.L.; Ochs,
P.M.; Nash, R.G. 1980. The biologic and
economic assessment of endrin. USDA
Cooperative Impact Assessment Report, USDA
Technical Bulletin 1623. Washington, DC: United
States Department of Agriculture. 47 pp.

It is difficult to state with any certainity whether birds or
rodents were the primary predators in this study.
Seedcoat fragments that remained on plots suggested
that both birds and rodents were feeding on the
longleaf seeds.

Campbell, T.E. 1981a. Effects of endrin in repellent
seed coverings on caged rodents. Research
Paper SO-174. New Orleans, LA: USDA Forest
Service, Southern Forest Experiment Station. 4
PP.

The heavy predation on our small plots shows that field
plots alone can be used to evaluate potential repellents.
This result is important because few organhtations have
the capability to conduct caged animal tests with
field-collected rodents.

Campbell, T.E. 1981b. Growth and development of
loMolly and slash pines direct-seeded or planted
on a cutover site. Southern Journal of Applied
Forestry 5(3): 115-118.
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RELATION OF MECHANICAL SlTE PREPARATION
TO OAK ABUNDANCE, PlNE GROWTH, AND FUSIFORM RUST
INCIDENCE IN A SLASH PlNE PLANTATION1
Roger P. Belanger, Thomas Miller, Robert A. Schmidt, and James E. Allen2

that KG + Disk was t
pctrCBnf reductionin rootstock and a 74 percent redmt'ron in projected crown area. From the first through

on-site oaks.

INTRODUCTION
Surveys indicate that water oak (Quercus nigra L.),
laurel oak (Q. laurifolia Michx.), and bluejack oak (Q.
incana Bartr.) are common and widely distributed oak
species in the Atlantic Coastal Plain of Florida and
Georgia (Schmidt et a/. 1990). These oaks are ranked
(Dwinell 1974) as moderately to highly susceptible to
infection as alternate hosts to fu~iformrust, caused by
Cronartium qusrcuum (Bartr.) Miyabe ex Shirai f. sp.
fusifome. Where abundant, these oaks can contribute
significantly to the distribution and abundance of rust in
slash and loMolly pine plantations (Squillace et a/.
1978). In general, these oak species are most
abundant on moderately well to weil drained soil groups
and least abundant on poorly drained soil groups
(Schmidt st a/. 1990). Research has also shown rust
incidence is higher on well drained soil groups than on
poorly drained groups (Schmidt st al. 1988, 1990).
Soil classification systems can be used to determine
the relative risk of rust incidence on a regional or county
basis. However, the significant variation that exists in
rust incidence and oak abundance within and among
soil group reduces the ability to accurate& predict rust
hazard for individual plantations (Schmidt et a/. 1990).

Previous land use, method and intens@ of site
preparation and cuHLural treatments can influence oak
abundance, pine grovvth and fusiform rust incidence on
a site. Yet little research has been done to quantjfy rust
incidence in relation to oak abundance and pine grovvth
at the stand level. The objectives of this research were:
( I ) to determine the origin, abundance and
development of oaks following four methods of
mechanical site preparation, and (2) to examine
relations between on-site oaks, pine grovvth, and rust
incidence.

STUDY SlTE AND METHODS
The study site, estimated at 240 acres, is located in
Lowndes County (south-central) Georgia. Soils were
grouped as moderately to welt drained, contained large
numbers of host oaks, and were classified as high risk
for fusiform rust. Most mature plantations in the area
contained trees with abundant stem and branch galls.
Historically,the study site was first harvested,
mechanicafb site prepared, and planted with slash pine
(Pinus slliottii Engetm. var. elliotti) in 1967. High rust
incidence was a management consideration in deciding
to ciearcut the plantation in the spring of 19988.

at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silvkultural Research Con
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used for the disk treatments. The study area was
han&plrmted with stash pine seedlings in December
1988. Ssed was from a managed seed produetion
area located about 2 miles from the study site, The
inherent dsgrse of rust rAstance for the seedlings is
not know.

In Novembsr 1988, a sptit plot d d g n
accommodate four mrgUlods and intensities of
mechanical &e preparation.

k

-

KG no Dbk
KG + Disk

-

Low moder&e
Moderate - high
High

VokI tree hsight and the occurrence of stem or branch
galk were recorded for all pine seedlings on each
sample plot foilowing the third, fourth and Mth grodng
seasons. ANOW (SAS Institute, Inc. 1988) was used
to determine the degree of statistical dflerences among
site preparation treatmen@.

The Chop or KC; combination was randomty appged to
the whole plots; the D i k or no Dkk combnation was
randomly appfred to subplots m i n each whole plot.
The four treatmen-trswere repticatsd three times.
Average size of the treatment subplots wat3
approxjmat* 20 acrsll. Thi*-five ? JWOeacre circular
sample g o b were systematical& located within each
subplot. Each ample plot was permanen* marked to
insure reliable comparisons b e d on annual
measuremenb over the 5-year study period.

ESULTS
Prior to treatment, the study area contained an average
of 380 oak rootstocks per acre. Equatingthis to rust
hazard, regional surveys showed an average of about
250 oaks per acre on high risk sites compared to 40
oaks per acre on low risk &es (Schmidt et al. 1990).
Average crown area projected by these oaks was 4610
f f per acre. Oaks were well distributed throughout the
study area with over 55 percent of the sample plots
stocked with oak species within each of the three
replications. Water, laurel, and bluejack oak
represented 82 percent sf the initial oak sample
population.

Information and measurements recorded for oaks prior
to and after site preparation were species, number of
rootstocks, and the average crown diameter of
individual seedlings or sprout dumps within each
sample plot. Average crown diameter was used to
calculate projected crown area per plot. Oak
development was based on annual surveys for 4 years
follovving treatment.

First-year measuremen& showed that the KG + Disk
combination was the most effective treatment, reducing
the number of oak rootstocks by 79 percent (Figure 1).
Chopping alone was the least effective treatment with a
25 percent reduction in the number of rootstocks.

Site preparation treatments were applied in October November 1988. A tractor-drawn 11-ton chopper was
used for tkr,chop treatments; a 1-ton disk harrow was

1-

-

CHOP NO DISK

1

2

3

4

YEARS FOLLOWING TREATMENT

Figure 1-Number of oak rootstocks following four mechanical site preparation treatments in a high fusiform rust hazard
area

None of the treatments promoted a significant
progeraGon in the average numbr or distribution of
oaks, Fourth-year measurements show& that the KG
+ Disk plots still had the fwest oaks ( I30 roobtock
per acre) and the Chopped plots had the most (294
rootstocks per acre).

The projected crown area of susceptible oaks had
increased greatfy over time. In the second year
foiowing treatments the crown area increased 19
psrcent in the third year, 105 percent and in the fourlh
year, 11Igercent In the fourtR year, oaks were
sbfting to compete Hpines.

Post-treTltmeoPi~ S P U I conderdsdl
P I ~ ~
at age 3 yean
indicatedthat 90 percent of the oaks originated from
stump sprouts. The remaining 10 percent originated
from acorns, root sprouts, and stem (epicormic)
sprouts.

Total OPeigM and incidence of rust oon @anteddash pine
were measured after the third, foufih, and m h growing
seasons (Table I).
There were no sh~stical
differencsrs in height g r o w or rust incidence among
treatments. On an individual sampte plot basis there
were no sb~sGcalcorrelations betvveen pine growth or
rust incidence and the number or projeded crown area
of susceptiMe oaks. Trends did indicate, however, that
rust incidence was more closely related to seedling
height than to oak abundance. For three out of the
four treatments (Chop, KG, and KG + Disk), average
rust incidence increased concomitant with an increase
in pine height.

More telling in terms of compeMion and potenaal for
inoculum production, was the projected crown area.
Again, first-year measurements showed that the KG +
Disk combination was the most effective treatment,
reducing the projected crown area of oaks by 92
percent (Figure 2). Chopping alone was least effective,
but still reduced the projected crown area by 74
percent.

KG

CHOP

-

CHOP NO DISK

-

KO NO DISK

PRETREATMENT

1

+ DISK

+ DISK

2

3

4

YEARS FOLLOWING TREATMENT
Figure 2-Projected crown area of susceptcible oaks foltotwing four mechanical site preparation treatment%in a high
fusiform rust hazard area.

Table ?-TOM height and fusiform rust incidence of
planted slash pine folowing four mechanical site
preparation treatments in a high fusiform rust hazard
area.

KG + Disk

-

KG No Disk
Chop + Diak

4.8
4.4
4.4

7.0 8.2
6.5 7.7
6.7 8.1

12
10
7

27
22
18

28
24
20

potential on pine is enhanced as on-dte cultural
treatmen& increase the g r o h of pine. In conclusion,
the rust hazard (rust incidence on pine in the
surrounding plantations), the abundance of off-site rust
suwep.tib oaks and factors affecting pine gr0wtt.r (site
quaiity, cutturd treatments, genetic rpetections) must be
condderd to best determine potentiat fusiform rust
prrrMemsa end the &location of rustfor intensive managed pine plantations.

CONCLUSIONS
DISCUSSION
Results from this study provide added insights into the
relation betwen the abundance of on-site oaks, the
height growth of pine seedlings, and the incidence of
fusiform rust. First-year measurements showed that
the relative reductions in number and projected crown
area of host oaks were directly and signifrcantty related
to the intensity of mechanical site preparation
treatments. KG + Disk was the most intensive and
effective treatment in reducing oak competition,
whereas the low4ntensity Chop treatment was least
effective. None of the treatments promoted an excess
proliferation in the number or distribution of oak
sprouts. However, over the 4-year measurement
period significant increases in the total projected crown
area of host oaks were observed for all treatments. It is
unlikely that the small crown area of indMdual - or
collective - rootstocks offered much competition to pine
seedlings during the first and second growing seasons.
Oaks did become a major source of competition and
potential source of rust inoculum during the third and
fourth growing seasons.
Rust incidence was more closely related to pine
seedling height than to oak abundance. For three of
the four treatments, rust incidence increased as
average pine height increased. There was an inverse
relation between the total number or projected crown
area of host oaks and rust incidence of pines. The two
treatments that had high rust percentages (KG and KG
+ Disk) had low numbers of oaks, whereas less rust
occurred in treatment areas that had large numbers of
oaks (Chop and Chop + Disk). Although statistical
correlations between height growth, oak abundance,
and rust incidence are weak, these trends deserve
aBention since results are in close agreement with the
study reported by Schmidt et a/. (in press).

Resulb from this study and research reported by
Sehmid et a/. (in press) were from potentially high-rust
hazard areas. In both studies, rust incidence
associated vvith on-site conditions were likefy influenced
by the large number of 08-site oaks in nearby
drainages and adjacent plantations. 08-site oaks,
usually not practical or even possible to control, will
continue to be a potential source of rust inoculum for
n e w established pins plantaaions in the area. The
impedance of the off-site oaks for increased rust

1. The relative reduction in numbers and projected
crown areas of host oaks were directly and significan*
related to the inten* of mechanical site preparation
treatmen&.
2. Rust incidencefor planted slash pine was more
closely associated to seedling height than to the
abundance of on-site oaks.
3. Resutts are specific to plantations located in high-risk
rust areas.
4. Rust incidence on pine in the surrounding area (rust
hazard), the abundance of rust-susceptible, off-site
oaks and factors affecting pine growth must be
considered to best determine potential fusiform rust
problems and the allocation of rust-resistant material for
intensively managed pine plantations.
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A FOREST TENT CATERPILLAR OUTBREAK IN THE MISSISSIPPI
DELTA: HOST PREFERENCE AND GROWTH EFFECTS1
T,D, Lelninger and J.D. Solomon'
f w d tmt c
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IMTCSODUCTION
A forest tent caterpillar, Malacosoma dissth Hflbner,
infestation began in the D e b National Forest, near
Rolling Fork, MS in the spring of 1989. It became an
epidemic in 1990 and spread to surrounding areas in
the Mississippi Delta (MD), includingthe Delta
ExperimentalForest (DEF), near Stoneville, MS, where
the infestation was less intense than that on the DNF.
Solomon estimated that about 30,000 acres were
completely defoliated in the DNF in 1990 (Layton
1991). Following the 1991 growing season, in which
defoliation was lighter in some areas, but heavier in
others, the population collapsed. This is the first
recorded epidemic of the FTC in the MD.
The FTC is a well known hardwood defoliator in other
parts of the country where epidemics are either more or
less continuous (flooded tupelo stands in Louisiana and
Alabama) or cyclic and predictable (northern and
eastern states) with epidemics occurring at 6 to 16 year
intervals (Baker and Morris 1978, Ciesla and Drake
1969). Tree species infested in mixed deciduous
stands in south Louisiana include: sweetgum,
LiquidambarstyracHua L.; tupeio gum, Nyssa
aquatica L.; swamp blackgum, Nyssa sylvatica var.
biora (Walt.) Sarg.; Mack willow, Salix n i p Marsh;
water oak, Quercus nigra L.; willow oak, Quercus
phellos L.; cherrybark oak, Quercus falcata var.
pagodaefolia Ell.; swamp chestnut oak, Quercus
michauxiiNutt.; and pecan Carya spp. (Oliver 1964).
The effec& of inseet defoliation on tree heafth have
been reported for upland forests in the North and East
(Kulman 1971, Wargo I981), but are poorly
documented for species on bottomland sites in the
South. The DNF and DEF are bottomland hardwood

foresb subje& to seasonal flooding during winter and
spring. In studies by Crow and Wicks (1990) of upland
oaks and other species in an Appalachian formt of
West Virginia, mortaltty, after 1, 2, and 3 consecutive
years of dsfoliation, averaged 27, 37, and 33 percent,
respectively. Basal area of aspen in Minnsota was
reduced an average 58 percent in a three year period
including krvo years of heavy defolialtion and a year of
recovery (Duncan and Hodson 1958). In bottomland
gums in the South, heavy defoliation can cause
consideraue dieback and mortal@, and can cause
severe lo= of annual groMhi (USDA 1985). Heavy
defoliation to sugar maple orchards in the Northeast
can severely weaken trees and reduce the amount and
quality of sap (USDA 1985). Efforts to document the
effects of insect defoliation on tree health often utiliie
an analysis of annual growth rings (Swetnam g gJ.
1985, Swetnam and Lynch 1993).
Changes in climate may adversety affect tree health
and favor pest populations (Anderson 1990, Wagner
1990), and insect outbreaks may be provoked by
climatic events such as drought (Mattson and Waack
1987 a,b). Since there is no history of an FTC
epidemic in the MD the question arises, "did changes in
climate and/or other condiCionstrigger the epidemic"?
lt was not possible to answer that question with this
study, but it was possible to examine FTC host
preferencw, as well as crown recovery and growth
effects of southern bottomland oaks and associated
species folowing FTC defoliation in the MD.
Determiningthe role of climate change in FTC
outbreaks, even by simple correlation, would require
subsequent epidemics.

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silvicultural Research Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3,1994.
Troject Leader and Research Entomologist (retired), respt'vely, Soutkm Forest w r i m e n t Station, U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Forest Service, Stoneville, MS.

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
Crown Heakh
In June 4 990, .ah@percenbge of Itrw crowns defolaisd
matsd for 18 &e.eesof 8 s w s at
d e a d were: sweetgum; grgen
ash, Fr~xr'11~1.s
p s m s Mash.; watsr oak;
overcup oak, QU~PCUJ
brald~W&; MDow oak;n u W
oak, Quercus nmM"dPalmer; water hickory, Gary8
aquatjca (Michx. f.) N m ; and sugarbsrry, Ceftis
Iaebiigli3fa WBd. Samgle &ees were growing in
compartmenb 2,3,8 and 17 in the noithetn one third
of the DNF. The fdiowing June, on the BEF, percent
defoliation by F I C was estimated for 18 trees of the
same specierr, except for water oak of which 4 trees
were sampled. Trees were growing in compartmenb
69,70, 81, and 82 of the DEF. Differences in
defoliation between specia were determined by
performing a one-way analyd~iof variance test on the
arcsinetransformedpercent defoliation values. Crown
condition (volume of healthy crown as percent of total
crown volume) and sparsen- indices (amount of
foliage area as a percent of normal foliage area) were
&mated at the DNF in mid September 1990, early
October 1991, mid September 1992, and early October
1993; and were &mated at the DEF in mid
September 1991, early November 1992, and mid
October 1993, Crown condition and spawenw
indices were compared bemeen specim for each
separate year for the two forests by anairyzing arcsine
transformations of recorded percentages using o n e
way analysis of variance.

Tree Growth
Incrementscores were taken from each tree on the
DEF in May 1994, and from each tree on the DNF in
August 1994. Cores were taken earn at the DEF due
to an February 1994 ice storm which broke tops out of
most trees and introduced another variable. Growth
was measured using a dendrochronograph (Fred
Henson Co., Mission Viejo, Ca). Growth, as radial
growth, and basal area increment (BAI), prior to the
outbreak (1969 to 1988) was compared to groMh
during (1989 to 1991) and after (1992 to 1994) the
outbreak using anafysis of covariance, with average
annual preciprta'tion as the covariate. The covariate
was applied across the three treatment periods Mhout
regard to treatment, and vvas ap@iedm i n individuaf
treatment periods in an effort to detect interactions
betvveen growth and precipitaoionH i n individual
treatment periods. Measuring annual g r o M of
sweetgum (even when cores were stained) proved too
difficult because g r o w rings are diffuse porous.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Crown Defoliation
Average defoliation as estimated for each species at
the DNF in June 1990 was as follows: sweetgum, 100

psrcent green sssh, 98 percent h e r oak, 9 m r c s n t ;
Milow oak, 94 percent overcup oak, 92 percent; nuMali
oak, 88 preent; water hickory, 9 percent; and
sugarberry, wereend Percent dslalaGon for water
hickory and sugartrsrry are dtignficanltty Merent
(p0.05) from VIose of the other six sgesies, Average
deloliation zres estimatsd far each speciss at the DEF in
June "19131 were M fallow: overcup sak, 94 percent;
w8eQum, 91 p r e e n t nultal oak, 83 percent green
wh, 78 wrcent; willow oak, 76 percent; water Rickow,
O psrcsnt; and sugarbsrry, O percent Percent
defoliation for water hickory and sugarberry are
significantdy different (p=0.05) from those of the other
five spsciea. Clearty, water hickory and sugarberry are
not preferred by the FTG. Red mapre, Aesr PUbwm L.,
and boxsldsr, Aeer negundo L., (not pad of the study)
were prwent in the stands but were not fed upon by
the caterpillars.

Crown Recovery
Crown condition (Figure 1) values for DNF at the end
of the 1990 and 1991 growing seasons, the second
and third years of the epidemic, are similar to each
other and are similar to those of 1992 and 1993, the
years immediately follovving the epidemic. Sparsenes
index values follow this same paRern (Figure 2). These
findings indicate that crowns recoveredto a near
normal condition by the end of the groLving season
following severe defoliation. The fact that crown
condition and sparseness index of all species, including
the non-host species sugarberry and water hickory,
had fairly consistent values and rankings from "a90 to
1993 suggest that FTC feeding had little effect on
crown health. In light of these similarities, significant
means separations which were intended to detect
differences in recovery between species are not
particularly meaningful. However, means separations
do suggest that crown condition and sparseness index
for a given species are somewhat characteristic and
repe;&bblefrom year to year. Crown condition (Figure
3) data for the DEF indicate a rapid recovery of crown
health follovving the severe defoliation in spring 1991.
Crown condition and sparseness index (Figure 4) data
for 1992 and 1993 provide additional examples of the
range of normal crown health for these species.
Recovery of crowns by the end of each grovving
season is likely due to the fact that FTC feeding occurs
before leaves are fully expanded, a condition that would
leave trees with some energy reserves for refoliating
crowns. Additionally, the long grovving season
(average Autumn frost date is November 8) in the
Mississippi Delta allows trees time to develop crowns
and store energy for the next year in spite of severe
defoliation in spring.

MorCality
One water oak, two nuttall oaks, and one water hickory
died during the study on the DNF, but these deaths
appeared to be due to root or bole rot fungi and not

Figure 1- Average percent crown condition of eight species from 1990 to 1993 at the Delta National Forest, near Rolling
Fork, Ms. Means separations between species within years, as determined by Duncan's Multiple Range Tests, are
indicated by different iower case letters. Species codes are as follows: GA= green ash, NU= nuttall oak, OV= overcup
oak, SB= sugarberry, SG= sweetgum, WA= water oak, WH= water hickory, WI= willow oak.

Figure 2- Average percent sparseness index of eight species from 1990 to 1993 at the Delta National Forest, near
Rolling Fork, Ms. Means separations between species within years, as determined by Duncan's Multiple Range Tests,
are indicated by different lower case letters. Species codes are as follows: GA= green ash, NU= nuttall oak, OV=
overcup oak, SB= sugarberry, SG= sweetgum, WA= water oak, WH= water hickory, Wl= willow oak.

Figure 3- Average percent crown condition of eight species from 1991 to 1993 at the Delta Experimental Forest, near
S t o n d e , Ms. Means separations between species within years, as determined by Duncan's MuHtiple Range Tests, are
indicated by different lower case letters. Species codes are as follows: GA= green ash, NU= nuttaii oak,
oak, SB= sugarberry, SG= sweetgum, WA= water oak, WH= water hickory, Wl= willow oak.

Figure 4- Average percent sparseness index of eight species from 1991 to 1993 at the Delta Experimentd Foreat, near
Stonevile, Ms. Means separations between species within years, as determined by Duncan's Multiple Range Tests, are
indicated by dierent lower case letters. Species codes are as follows: GA= green ash, NU= nuttali oak, OV= overcup
oak, SB= sugarberry, SG= sweetgum, WA= water oak, WH= water hickory, WI= willow oak.

due to FTC feeding, One sugarberry died as a result of
the February 199.1 ice storm on the DEF.

Crovvth EHects
Average annud BAl and average annual ring vvidth of
nuttall oak were less (p-0.05) during the epidemic than
before and after the epidemic (Table 1) indicating a
temporary decline in grouvth due to FTC feeding.
Average annual BAI and average annual ring width of
willow oak and water oak were less ( ~ 0 . 0 5 during
)
the
epidemic than before the epidemic, and tended to
increase after the epidemic. Precipitation interacted
(p=O.Ol) with treatmenb for water oak BAI. Increased
growth of overcup oak during the post-epidemic period
compared to the previous periods is not consistent with
FTC feeding. Other biotic or environmental factors are
likely responsiblefor differences in grovvth across
treatmenb of the non-host species, sugarberry and
water hickory. None of the differences in growth
between treatments for any species of the DEF are
consistent with FTC feeding (Table 2); that is, a
decrease during the epidemic followed by an increase
after the epidemic. These results are consistent with
the initial assessment that the epidemic had a lesser
impact on host trees of the DEF. Precipitation
interacted ( ~ ~ 0 . 0with
2 ) treatments for overcup oak
BAI.

SUMMARY
This report documents the first known occurrence of a
forest tent caterpillar outbreak in the Missisippi B a a
beginning in 1989 and ending in 1991 as reeorded far
WOformted sites. There is no history of epidemic
qclingl in the MD as occurs in many parts of the
county. The qusstion arises; have conditions of
climate, stand structure or usage, seasona! Wooding, or
natural enemies changed to a degree that signals
future epidemic defoliation cycles'?
Sweetgum, green ash, water oak, overcup oak, nuttall
oak, and willow oak are fed upon readily. Sugarberry
and water hickory are not fed upon. Crowns of
preferred species at both sites recovered rapidly by the
end of the growing season from 100 percent, or near
100 percent, defolialjon in the spring, and showed no
apparent negative effects in post-epidemic years.
Rapid recovery may be due in part to a long growing
season in the Mississippi Delta. Three years of FTC
feeding (two years, light to moderate and one year,
heavy) at DNF resulted in slight reductions in the
growth of nuttail, willow, and water oaks followed by a
recovery after the epidemic. Two years of defoliation at
DEF did not result in apparent growth loss.

Growth, as average annual basal area increment and average annual ring width, during pre-epidemic, epidemic,
Table I.
and post-epidemic periods for Delta National Forest
Spp."
GA
NU
00
WI
SB
WH
AC

BAI !cm2)
Pre
39
47 Ab
41 B
36 A
25 B
20
A7 A

ED^
44
32 B
46 B
24 B
30 AB
17

Post
36
44 A
58 A
26 6
22 A
17

Pre
.32
.27 A
.29 B
.21 A
.20
.I5 A

34 R

I6 AR

17 A

Rina Width (cm)
E~i
.30
.I6 C
.27 B
.12 B
.21
.I2 B
71 R

Post
.29
.22 B
.34 A
.14 B
.22
.13AB
75 R

Species codes are as follows: GA= green ash, NU= nuttall oak, OV= overcup oak, SB= sugarberry, SG= sweetgum,
WA= water oak, WH= water hickory, WI= willow oak.
Separations of growth variable means by Duncan's multiple range tests for species are indicated by different uppercase letters (p=0.05).
T h e covariate, precipitation, was significant (p=0.01) across the three treatmenb.
a

Table 2. Growth, as average annual basal area increment and average annual ring width, during pre-epidemic, epidemic,
and post-epidemic priods for Dcatta ExperimentalForest

a Species codas are as follows: GA= green ash, NU= nuttall oak, OV= overcup oak, SB= sugarberry, SG= sweetgum,
WH= water hickory, WI= willow oak.
Separations of growth variable means by Duncan's multiple range tests for species are indicated by different uppercase letters ( ~ 0 . 0 5 ) .
" The covariate, precipitation, was significant (p-0.02) across the three treatments.
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USE OF LINDGREN TRAP DATA IN ANNUAL FOREST
MANAGEMENT PLANNING ON INDIVIDUAL FORESTS1
Donald J. bipseomb2

trends.

INTRODUCTION
Southern Pine Beetles (Dendroctonus hntalis
Zimmermann) are considered one of the most
destructive pest in southern pine forest (Belanger et at.
1982; Carter et al. 1991). A great deal of research has
studied the characteristics that predispose pine forest
or stands to Southern Pine Beetle (SPB) outbreaks
(Thatcher et al. 1981). This forest and stand
characteristics approach, provides a method of
focusing siivicuttral activities to reduce susceptibil~ty,
and perhaps reduce long range losses. Traditionally it
included an aerial surveillance technique (Billings and
Doggett 1980) which detects an outbreak after a build
up has occured. However systems based on these
characteristics do not provide a reliable means of
predictingwhen outbreaks will occur (Blanche et al.
1983; Hicks et al. 1980; Mason et al. 1985). Once a
build up has occurred and extensive mortalii is evident
in the forest, salvage and other direct treatments
require addional time to plan and execute a response.
Recent studies provide an addional technique that
gives some time to prepare for salvage operations
before build up has occurred and h e l p to focus
detection efforts in a way that may be very desirable for
use at the individual forest level.
The introduction and use of pheromone traps in the
south (Billings and Cameron 1984; Billings 1988)
provided a possible means to measure and predict
SPB population trends. Pheromone traps provide a
way to collect data on airborne SPB and their closefy
associated predator insects, such as Clerid beetles

(Thanasimus dubius F.), which use the same
pheromone attractanb to locate bark beetle prey. By
building information on the number of airborne SPB to
expect when conditions are endemic and by monitoring
the ratio of SPB to Clerid beetles, it is possible to
determine when build ups are occurring and thus when
an outbreak is likely to occur. When enough trap data
has been accumulated to identify patterns of normal
cycling between endemic and outbreak this technique
might give as much as a year to prepare for direct
control of outbreaks. When numbers of SPB trapped
are very low and comprise a very small portion of the
total trap count of SPB and Clerids combined, aerial
surveillance might be reduced or even eliminated for a
season.
At the present time there are a number of studies and
operational activities to trap and monitor SPB and
Clerid populations at the state and regiona! levels.
However, SPB outbreaks can occur in specific areas
smaller than those measured by this lev4 of monitoring.
In addition it takes time to collect, analyze, summarize,
and report information at a regional level. This time
may be very valuable if an outbreak is about to occur.
Therefore the trap technique may be very useful in
monitoring and managing SPB in smaller physiographic
areas or even at the individual forest level.
We used Lindgren Funnel Traps to monitor SPB and
clerid population trends on Hobcaw forest after
Hurricane Hugo. Hobcaw forest was damaged by wind

'Paper prewntsd at the Eighth Bienniat Southern Sikricuttural Research Conferem, Auburn, AL, Nov, 1-3, 1994.
2Forest Director, The Belle W. Baruch Forest Science Institute of Clemson University, P.O. Box 596, Georgetown, S.C.

and salt water (storm surge) from Hurricane Hugo in
September 1989 (Gardner et al. 1991; Gresham et al.
1991). L i e is known about the build up of SPB after
hurricanes, atthough there has been speculation that
such perturbation among the for& trees would
predispose a rapid build-up (Berry et a[. 1982; Carter et
a!. 1991). Furttrermore, f i e data is availaMe on the
appticagon of the trap technique at the individuat forzst
level, Hurricane Hugo provided an opportunrty to
document build-up and decline after such an event.
The pheromone t r a p provided a means to actualb
measure the numbers of airborne SPB and clerids.
This was also an opportunity to test applicability of trap
data to the sunreitlance and management of SPB on an
individual forest ownership.

METHODS
Beginning in the Spring of 1990 and continuing thru
1994, Lindgren funnel traps were baited with a
commercial pheromone lure (Phero Tech Inc., Delta,
BC, Canada) and rebaited biweekb at four different
locations on the Hobcaw forest located near
Georgetown, South Carolina. TWOpheromone traps
were placed in pine stands on the west side of the
forest where damage was primarily from the wind and
two traps were placed on the east side within one

kilometer of the forest-marsh interface where damage
was from wind plus salt water inundation of root
systems (Figure 1). In 1992 one of the traps on the
west side was not maintained and thus data from only
three traps was included for that year, The traps were
located approximatebtwo miles apart. They were
monitored for a period of six to eight weeks each
Spring [fram March to May), Insec& were collected
every 6 to 14 days and counts were made of SPB and
Clerid beetles.
SPB percent was calculatedfor each trap and for all
traps combined each year in the method described by
Billings (1988). SPB per trap per day and Clerids per
trap per day were also calculated each year. The overall
mean values for SPBttraptday and cleridsftraptday were
computed by dividing the total trap count for the
respective beetles by the total number of trap days in
the same year. The overall percent SPB and the overall
mean SPBltraptday for each year were then used in
conjunction with a dichotomous key called "Guide for
forecasting southern pine beetle infestation trends
based on early season pheromone trap data" which
was developed during a regional study using the same
technique (Billings 1988).

HOBCAW FO2EST
SHOWING 1998 SPB SP - s
AND SALT MATER KILL
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SPB SPOTS
SALTWATER
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Figure 1-Outtine of Hobcaw Forest showing loca-tionof the 1990 SPB spots and their spatial relation to the salt kill area.
133

Each fall from 1990 through I992 a set of row amude
color infa-red photois was taken of the entire f o r a t
The scale of t h w photos vvas agprogmateiy one inch
to 550 feet. The falll 1990 s9t w m registeredto a base
map to the forat in the UTM coorcIlnate system and
areas of the for& Wed by bark treeam were mapped.
In 1990 the area of the for& Wsd by the combined
acdlgpr of salt water inundation and bark h e # - w;;b
also mapped. Pine tree mor2alw in this latter area wats
the resutl of wft water, ipa; bee#=, or SPB , but it w a
impracticalto distinguish between these agentrs on the
photos so this large single area of approimately 1300
acres was not counted as SPB killed. Xowver, it may
have been a resewoir for numerous patches of dead
pine trees which were located throughout the
remaining area of the forest, and were infested by SPB
(figure 1). During the 1990 growing season the forest
was flown for aerial detection of SPB spots and
mapped spots were ground cheeked with salvage
control in mind.
The 1991 and 1992 photos were registered to a base
map with improved spatial information in the S.C. state
plane coordinate system. In 1991 a detection flight was
made in the same month that the photos were taken,
this allowed a second opportunit)l to compare mapped
spots found during direct aerial detection to those
identified and mapped from the color IR photos. The

"1Q2SPB spots were idenZified and mapped sof*
from the color 1R photos.
In 1993, fall Mot- were not taken due to mschankal
diaicuWm. However, the sbte of South Carofrna made
fights in the late winter and ear& spring of 1994 to take
high q u w photos of the entire sMe. Since these
photos were &ken after the 1993 gr=vvirrg se-r: w m
ended and Before the 1994 began they providedthe
opportun& to map spots from the 1993 grovving
=won. The spring 1994 NAAP photos were
regkterd to the base map of the forest in the S.C.
state plane coordinate syrstem and spots w r e deteGted
and mapped in a similar to the previous sets.

RESULTS
In the Spiing of 1990 the overall SPB percent in the
traps was greater than 98% and the overall mean
SPBltraplday was above 45 (figure 2). These hnro
values indicated the SPB population was building to
outbreak proportions with few predators to restrain
them as indicated by an overall cleridsltrapldayvalue of
0.81. By the end of the growing season 317 spots
were mapped outside the salt water kill area of the
forest (figure 1). However spot growUl was dow as
indicated by the fact that only 20 percent were spots of
more than 50 trees. The trap counts and dichotomous
key (Billings, 1988) accurately indicated a build up of
SPB on the forest.
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Figure 2-Graph shovving the average SPBttraplday and Cleridsltrapldaycaptured from 1990 thru 1993. Also shows the
ratio of SPB to Clerids expressed as a percent.
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Figure 3-Graph showing the number of SPB spots mapped in each size claw (by number of trees in ths ywt) for each
year corresponding to the trap data in figure 2.
One year later in the Spring of 1991trap counb
indicated the situation had completeb reversed. The
SPB overall percent trapped had droppad to just over
32 percent and the average SPBBrapIdayvalue w a
3.45 (figure 2) while clenidMraNdaywere more than
dfrubie at 7.31. f he key forecasted SPB infabaon
levels to be lowWAt Ptre end etf the "191 groMng
season only 16 sspob were mapped vviih one (0.05
percent) larger than 50 b e g (figure 3).

In the spring of 1992 the overall percent SPB &appd
rose abave 40 to 45,4, but the SPBRrap/day remained
low at 3.95 which stil predilstedthe infestation level to
be law. The ratio of SPBhaplday in "199 to
SPBitrapjhy in 5 991 was 1.15, another indica~onUlat
the infestation level would remain similar to the prerious
year (Billings 1988). At the end of the 1992 gravving
season 16 nevv spob were mapped from the photos.
H o m e r the 1992 spa& had spread a tittfe more than
the 1991 spa@a8 indicated by the fa& that 25 pereent
had more than 50 infested &ees.

In 1993 the percent SPB trapped was 45.27 (figure 2).
This value was very dose to that of the previous year.
The SPBhaplday count wa@also close to the same,
shovving a very small dedine. The ratio of these counts
wais onty 0.87. All indicationsfor 1993 were for SPB
infestations to remain low. At the end of the 1993
growing s e w n , on& 53 spob were mapped and
none were greater than 10 tree8 in size. A significant
decline in the outtarelak Ievei over Ihe preMous ares
years.
In the spring of 1994 the percent SPB lrapped dropwd
to 3'11 and the p
r day average to less man one
(0.U). These numben indicate the SPB are near the
bsttom of tRe expected popufa~oncycle. The
on of a SPB outbreak vvas very low and *ere
vvas ftlle need for sunreitfance 8ights.

CONCLUSIONS
"The pheromonet r a p provided a reiiaMe method of
prt?dicGngSPB build-up and afforded several months of

advance notice to prepare for salvage operations.
Figures 2 and 3 show a consistent relationship
and the number of spots
rowing season. This data
provided useful guide to ganning suweillance flights in
each of the past five growing seawns. For example,
data for the 1994 growing season suggmted there
We nssd far suwsiliance flighb, bcause the
percent SPB, the SPB&ap(day, and the ratio to the
preGous year were very low. This does not mean
suweittance flights can be eliminated a4 years because
they are tfaditionalty part of any salvage or control
program and needed to obtain spot locations and set
treatment priorities. However, the trap technique for
predicting SPB outbreak potential in a season might
resutt in reduced flights, or in some years, no flights at
all.
Regardlessof the survey methods, rapid response to
SPB infestations is still the best method for reducing
short-term losses. Neither Will survey methods replace
sound silvicultural practices. A sustained forest
management program is also needed to reduce the
longer term rkrk of outbreak.
Data in this study was insufficient to evaluate the
application of trap data to long-term trends in
SPBlclerid populations. This data represents, at best,
onty one cycle in the rise and fall of the SPB population
on the Hobcaw Forest. A number of such cycles would
be needed to detect patterns, even if all other pertinent
forest conditions (e.g. age class diitribution, densities,
and species mix) remained constant.
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RD PREDICTION WORTH?
WHAT'S RUST H
A BlOECONOMlC SIMULATION OF RESISTANT
SEEDLING ALLOCATION ACROSS THE SOUTH'
John M. Pya, John E. Wagner,
Thomas P. Hotmras and Fmdsrick W. Cubbage'

INTRODUCTION
Fusiform rust is generally recognized as the most
damaging disease of southern pines. Research has
identified families of loblolly and dash pine with
improved genetic resistance to the disease and industry
is producing resistant seedlings in increasing numbers.
However, the vaiue of planting rmistant seedlings
depends on the landowner's abilQ to place resistant
seedlings into areas at high risk of infection. Past
practices of surveying nearby stands for infection may
be becoming less effective as greater planting of
resistant seedlings across the landscape prevents
unambiguously attributing the absence of infectionto
low spore loadings. Also, high risk areas may not be
spatially constant over time (Lenhart et a/. 1994),
compounding the problem of predicting risk.
This study estimated the value of optimally targeting
resistant seedlings given the number of resistant
seedlings expected to be produced in the next several
decades. The study encompassed plantations of both
loblolly and dash across the South established
between the years 1970 and 2020. The analysis builds
on a broader benefitcost appraisal of fusiform rust
research recently conducted by the authors (report in
review).

METHODS
We drew on three principal sources of information to
simulate the influence of site hazard information on
regional plantation values:

1.
2.

3,

simulated impacts of rust on stand rotation
value.
empirical distributions of plantation conditions.
a questionnaire survey of resistant seedling
production and gains in resistance.

Stand simulations linked volume outputs from loblolly
and slash yield models (Xafley and Smith 1989;
Burgan, Bailey, and Brooks 1989) to custom routines
which merchandizedstems and selected the
economically optimal rotation age. Infectedstems were
utilized efficienw-cankered portions were pulped and
remaining wood used to its highest vaiue. Simulations
were run separately for each combination of species
(dash and loblolly), site quality (low, medium and high),
and early rust infection level (0,l O... 100). Stand value
was calculated as soil expectation value (SEV), defined
as the net present value (NPV) of a rotation plus the
NPV of all subsequent rotations, discounted back to
the original planting date. Constant 1992 product prices
and a 4 percent discount rate were assumed. Only
even-aged management was evaluated.
Data on Southwide plantation conditions were obtained
from the Southeastern and Southern Forest
Experiment Stations' Forest Inventory and Analysls
(FIA) surveys, based in hheville, NC and Starkvile, MS
respectively. Plot records for lobiolly and dash pine
plantations less than ten years old were summari+ed to
provide area distributions corresponding to the
conditions emproyed in the stand simulations. Plots
were confined to those sampled prior to 1987 to
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2Ecologist,USDA Forest Service, Southeastern Forest Expedment Station, Research Triangle Park, NC; Assistant Profe
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Figun
Data drawn from FIA plots surveyed Southwide between 1968 and 1986.
Estimates from the industry suwey indicated a
continuing shift of production toward resistant lines over
the survey period (Figure 3). Slash's share of resistant
seedlings is anticipated to become three-fold greater
nce gains half again greater
than loblolly's, with r
than those achieved in IoMoIly.
Aggregate plantation values under both allocation
scenarios varied by a factor of two over the period
studied due to variations in planting activity (Figure 4).
Aggregate values under the two scenarios were
identical in the 1970's when resistance improvements
were minimal but separated gradually until their relative
difference uNtim&w reached 1.3 percent of aggregate
piantation values.

future, as the proportion of resistant slash pine
seedlings increases, targeting will become less critical
for this species. For loblolly, greater Southwide acreage
and a lesser amount of resistant seedling production
will mean that loblolly will ultimately account for three
quarters of the total value of hazard information.

DISCUSSION
The value of being able to target resistant seedlings
optimally will vary over time as planting rates change
and the full effects of resistance technology unfold. In
the long run it is worth about nine million dollars a year.
Given its small value relative to total plantation values
timber prices should remain unaffected. Thus the
principal beneficiariesof hazard information will be
timber producers, especially those in high infection
areas.

The difference between the two scenarios is shown in
Figure 5 and representsthe absolute value of hazard
information. Such infoma~onis at present worth
between ten and twehre milion dollars annually, rising
from only three mMon in the late 1970s. The annual
value of hazard Snfomation will oscilate over the next
decade in response to change@in planting activw and
nce, but by 2005 will settle to about nine
million dollars.

The contrast valued here represents extremes,
comparing no information on hazard with perfect
information. The industry at present must operate
somewhere between these extremes. Knowing where
between these extremes would be useful for setting
foture research priorities, but quanmtive information on
region-wide predictive abilities is not available.

Hatard "rnformation was initialb most valuaMs for slash,
which saw eariier improvemenb in resistance. In the

Qualitative information indicates continuing sources of
uncertainty. Forest managers have available to them

Figure 3-industrgi-estimated production of fusiform rust-resistant loblolly and slash pine seedlings over time, expressed
as a percentage of each species' total seedling production (hatched areas), and percentage gains in resistance among
those re-t
seedlings (lines).

SEV in $million (1992)

Figure 4-Southwide plantation soil expecta~onvalues (SEV) for planting years 1970 to 2020. Solid line indicates
aggregate values when rust-resistant seedlings are allocated using perfect information on infection hazards. This largely
overlays the dashed line, which indicates aggregate values when resistant seedlings are allocated in the absence of such
information.

Figure 5.-=-Difference betvveen soil expectation value (SEV) of plantations under optimal versus uniform allocation of
seedlings, partitioned into contributions from slash (dark fill) and loblolly (light fill) plantations.
the results of many studies on risk factors, including
information on broad geographic areas at risk (Phelps
1977; Anderson et a/. 1986) and the effects of other
edaphic and managmentfactors (Powers and Rowan
1983; Froelich and Snow 1986; Borders and Bailey
1986). However, studies show considerablevariabilrty
in rust incidence on annual and inter-stand scales
(Schmidt et a/. 1986; Lenhart et al. 1994), suggesting
fundamental limitations to perfect knowledge in the face
of variations in such factors as weather and pathogen
genetics.
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ION IN THE GEORGIA PIEDMONT
TREE REGENE
FOLLOWING A TORNADO DISTURBANCE'
Timothy 6. Harrington, Andrew A. Bluhm, and Kirk D. Howell2

( ~ 0 . m and
) ~ heights of Pinus trreda L. or Quercos nigra L. and LA1 (P-0.52 and 0.54, respectively).

INTRODUCTION
Natural disturbances play an important role in the
structural development of forest communities, and an
undetstanding of their influence on tree regeneration is
essential to successful siivicutture.
A disturbance causes temporary decreases in plant
density and size that can release resources formerly
monopolized by pre-disturbance vegetation (Bormann
and Likens 1979). A disturbance also will alter the
number, size, and type of microsites capable sf being
colonized by plants. In deciduous forests of the
eastern US., wind is the primary agent of disturbance
(Canham and Loucks 1984, Henry and Swan 1974,
Lorimer 1977, Webb 1988), causing both small gaps
(Runkle 1982,1985) and large blowdowns (Bormann
and Likens 1979; Foster 1988; Peterson and Pickett
1990, 1991; Putz and Sharii 1991). Historically, the
natural disturbance regime of southern Appalachian
and northern Piedmont forests was dominated by the
formation of small canopy gaps from the death of one
to several trees (Runkle 1982, Runkle and Yetter
1987).
Although it is likely that wind has played an important
role in shaping the forests of the Georgia Piedmont,
little or no research information exists on tree
regeneration following a catastrophic wind disturbance,
such as a tornado. Such information has potential
application in the silviculture of mixed pine and
hardwood forests which often are composed of both
early- and late-successional species. The objective of
this research, therefore, was to idenbfy how various
levels of overstory damage from a tornado affect
relationships between resource availability and
regeneraQonperformance of tree seedlings.

METHODS
On November 22, 1992, a class IV tornado (I-V scale of
increasing intensw) created a linear path of destruction
up to 0.8 km wide in the central-Georgia Piedmont. In
summer 1993, 3 study sites (Eatonton, Round Oak,
and Stanfordville, GA) were selected according to the
following criteria:
The pre-disturbance forest stand was composed
of a lobiolly pine (Pinus taeda L.) overstory with an
understory of upland hardwoods.
Each stand was of natural origin following
abandonment of farmland during 1925-1935, and
has had little, if any, human disturbance since its
origin.
A range of overstory-damage levels was present at
each site.
Twenty microsites (6-8 per site), each having an
undisturbedforest floor, were selected visually to
represent various levels of overstory damage, ranging
from no damage to gaps 10-20 m in diameter. Seeds
of the following tree species common to the study sites
were collected near Athens, GA (approximately 60 to
90 miles north of the study sites) during fall 1993
(exception: white-oak seeds were purchased from
Jeane Seed, Inc., Quitman, LA):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

mockernut hickory (Carya tomentosa [Poir] Nutt.)
sweetgum (Liquidambar styraciftue L.)
yellow-poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera L.)
loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L.)
black cherry (Prunus serotina Ehrh.)
white oak (Quercus atba L.)
water oak (Quercus nigra L.)
northern red oak (Quercus rubra L.)

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silvicu~uralResearch Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3, 1994.
2AssistantProfessor and Graduate Research Assistants, respectively, Daniel B. Warnell Sctxtof of Forest R~essurces,University of
Georgia, Athens, GA.

These species were sele&A h a u s e they were the
the prs-disturbance a n &
use they are important
of the study &a,an
in mked fares& of
sources of timbsr and wildtife ha
the Piedmont,
At each of the 20 micrositgs, a cohort of 50 (hlckory
and oaks) or 100 me& (gweetgum, yeMow-po@ar,
loblolly pine, and Mack cherry) were sown December
1993 into an exdosure. Each exclosure, constructed
of wood lath and hardware cloth to prevent seed
predation and seedling herbivory from mammals and
birds, was of sumdent size (0.3-m height x 1-2-mvvidth
x 1.8-m length) to accommodate devdopment of 1year-old seedlings and to allow repetition of the
experiment in 1995. To standardize for variation in
depth of leaf i i e r among exclosures, current-year litter
was removed before -wing and a fixed weight of it
(600 glm2, dried previously in the laboratory) was
replaced immediately after sovving.
In 1994, the following indices of species performance
were measured: emergence (percent) in May, July, and
September, and height (cm) and basal diameter (mm)
of individual seedlings at the end of the growing season
(September).
As a measure of overstory-damage level, and hence,
light availabitity, leaf-area index (LA!,m2!eaf ;are&m2
ground area) at peak development (Juty) was
measured in 1994 with an MI-2000 plant canopy
analyzer (Li-Cor, Lincoln, NB) at the top surface of
each exclosure. Gravimetric soil-water content (SWC,
percent) at 15-cm depth was measured monthly from
March to September 1994 at each exclosure.
For each species, maximum emergence and mean
height and diameter were calculated per exclosure.
Relationship between availability of light and soil water
and performanceof individual species were identified
with correlation coefficienb (a=0.10).

Tatsls lxorrelation coefficients (0,sampie sizss (n),
and significance levels @) for relationships among
baf-area indm (Mi), soibwater content (SWG), and
sped- performancein microsites of vadous ovemtorydamage lev& folovving a tornado in the Georgia
Piedmont

Auguest SWC vs. July MI
Sweetgum emergence vs.
Sept. SWC
LoMolly pine height vs. July LA1
Water oak height vs. July Mi

0.50

20

0.03

0.40
-0.52
-0.54

20
13
11

0.08
0.07
0.09

respectively. Species with the largest seed weights
tended to have the larggst seedlings.
For species with values of emergence exceeding 2
percent (loblolly pine, sweetgum, and water oak),
performancewas correlated with resource availability
(TaMe 1). Emergence of sweetgum was positively
correlated ( ~ 0 . 4 0with
) September SWC, white heighb
of lobloily pine (I=-0.52) or water oak (r=-0.54) were
negatively correlated with LAI.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The tornado disturbance created understory microsites
with a wide range of resource availabilities. MI varied
from 0.6 to 5.7 rn2fm2because of variation in levels of
overstory damage. SWC was positively correlated with
MI, perhaps indicating that overstory damage
increased evapotranspiration. In support of this
hypothesis we observed that, at high levels of overstory
damage, cover of herbaceous and vine species
dominated the understory.

Leaf-area index (LAT) varied from 0.6 to 5.7 m2/m2,
indicabing that ahe exclosures represented micros&with a wide range of overstory-.damagelevels, and
therefore, light availatrilities. August soil-water content
(SWC) was positively correlated ( ~ 0 . 5 0rJith
)
MI
(Table 1).

Of the 8 seeded species, loblolly pine, sweetgum, and
water oak were those most likely to colonize the
undisturbed forest floor after the tornado disturbance.
Emergence of all other species was less than 2
percent. Performance of species with greater than 2
percent emergence was correlatedwith resource
availability. Emergence of sweetgum was positively
correlatedwith SWC, suggesting that its performance
was best in areas with low to moderate ievels of
overstory damage (high SWC). However, we observed
&at variation in sweetgum emergence increasedvdth
SWC, indicating that other factors were limiting the
species3eerformance at high SWC. Weights of loblolly
pine or water oak were negatively correlated with MI,
suggesting that their performancewas best at high
levels of overstory damage (low LAI).

Only 3 species had greater than 2 percent emergence:
loblolly pine (5 percent), sweetgum (3 percent), and
water oak (2 percent) (Table 2). Seedling height and
diameter varjed from 5 to 14 cm and from 1 to 3 mm,

By creating microsltes of various resource availabilities,
the tornado disturbance has provided opportunities for
regeneration of both early- and late-successional tree
specia. tt is difficuk to predict which seedlings, if any,

RESULTS
Soil-water content (SWC) varied from 8 to 34 percent
and diered little among the three sites. Because 1994
had an unusually wet summer, soil-water content
increased from May to July, and then remained
relative& constant through September.

Table 2-Average seed w&ght, emergence, height, diameter, and sampre size fn) of 8 tree sgecies seeded into
microsfies of various owrstory-damage levels foloMng a tornado in the Georgia Piedmont
Species
mockernut hickory
sweetgum
yellow-poplar
loblolly pine
black cherry
white oak
water oak
northern red oak

WsightlSeed
(61)

Emergence
(P&)

Height
(cm)

Diameter
fmm)

6.762
0.004
0.034
0.025
0,MO
7.075
1.052
6.537

0.9
3.4
I.O
5.0
1.1
0.7
2.3
1.2

5.2

I.8
1.2
1.8
1.1
1.0
2.2
1.4
2.9

8.9
7.6
14.2
11.4
13.4
10.9
13.2

n"

'For a given species, n is the number of exclosures with at least 1 seedling.
will reach the upper canopy, because! light will become
decreasingly available as the overstory recovers. Longterm responses of overstory and understory trees are
being studied to quanMy effects of the tornado
disturbance on structural diversity of these mixed pine
and hardwood stands.
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EFFECTS OF A SEVERE ICE STORM ON MATURE
LOBLOLLY PINE STANDS IN NORTH MISSISSIPPI'
Howard O, Walverrson and J a m s M. Culdln2

INTR019UCTION
When freeting rain or sleet accumulates as ice in the
crowns of trea, its weight causes phHcaI damage
ranging from minor branch loss to complete uprooting
of the tree. Secondary damage can occur when
wounds prodde entries for insects and disease, or
when heavy fuels contribute to the threat of fire.
In this paper, we quantafL the damage caused by a
major ice storm in north Mississippi, and we place this
information in an ecosystem conte~.Ice storms are
not frequent events in north Mississippi, and there are
no good quantitative evaluations of storm damage in
the area in the lgerature.
Long-time residents; tend to expect a 20- to 25-year
interval beween arignificant ice storms. Despite this
variability in local estimation of recurrence, a severe ice
storm did occur in February 1994. Weather conditions
prior to the storm were mild, W h midday temperatures
exceeding 20°C and l o w near 16°C. On February 8,
early warnings of an approaching ice storm were
issued. In Oxford, MS, at 5:00 a.m. on February 9, the
air temperature was 19°C. During the next hour the
temperature dropped to 6°C and then continusd to fall,
reaching 0°C by 6:00p.m. that evening. Precipitation
also began to fati at 6:00 p.m. that day. Freezing rain
fell for 24 hours and was followed by an additional 18
hours of fine mist or d k t e ; most of this precipfiaaon
accumulated as ice in tree crowns. Ground-level
temperatures during the precipita'tion hovered near the
freezing point. In all, the total precipitation w s

&mated to be between 7.5 and 12.5 cm, and ice
depo& 20 cm thick were commonty observed.
The storm was unusual in two respe
severe, and it covered an unusually I
damage extended from eastern Arkansas roughly 160
miles northeasterty through northern M
widest point, an area 100 miles wide extending from
Memphis, TN, southward to Greenville, MS, bore the
brunt of the storm.
Within thii area, the weight of this accumulated ice
resulted in extensive and severe damage to trees and
power lines. The ice storm caused an -timated $1.3
billion timber loss in Mississippi, a state with an annual
cut of approdmately $700 million. Nearly 750,000 utirity
customers lost power, some for as long as a month;
estimates of damage to utilities were about $500
million. This was the worst ice storm to slike
Mimimippi since 1951.
Storm-damaged sbnds indudedthree small
experimentaf watemheds on the Holly Springs National
Forest east of Oxford, MS, in Lafayette County (sec. 7
& 18, T. 8 S.,R. 2 W.). Vegetation on the watersheds
consisted largely of old-fieid Ioblolly pine (Pinus taeda
L.), some natural shortleaf pine (Pinus echinats Mil!.),
and a few hardwoods of various species. The
watemheds were scheduled for partial cutting
beatmen& in 1994 as part of a hydrology study; as

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern SilvicuRurat Research Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 13, 15394,
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Team Lwder,

rnent Station, Oxford MS
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such, in late 1993 a 100-percent inventory was
conducted in each of the watersheds by species, size,
and diameter class.
The treatments were deferred as a result of the ice
storm, However, the existence of the preharvmt
inventory inspired a similar inventory after the storm in
order to ass- the damage the storm caused,

storm tally (table 21,these resub are based primarily on
inferences made from the after-storm inventor), data.
These inferences were compared to the before-storm
inventory to detsct changes from the baseline
condition.
Tabde 2. Comparison of 1000 percent inventory, before
and after the storm

-Number of stems -

METHODS
Prestorm conditions and the cutting treatments that
had been prescribedfor each of the three watersheds
in the study are listed in table 1. The preharvest
inventor),followed normal National Forest timber sale
procedures, so volumes and all other variables are
expressed in English units. Data were gathered for the
following species and sizes: pine sawtimber by species
and d. b.h., hardwood sawtimber by species and d.b.h.,
small pine roundwood by d. b.h., and small hardwood
roundwood by d. b.h. For purposes of analysis, it was
assumed that all trees tallied before the storm were
undamaged. Tree diameters were measured with a
diameter tape.

All hardwood

Table 1. Prestorm conditions on the three watersheds

All merchantable trees

Condition and
Pine I Pine 2 Pine 3
unit of measure
Area, acres
3.56
3.36
2.59
Trees, number
617
599
366
Sawtimber, pine, MBFB
52
76
44
Sawtimber, hardwood, MBF
1.0
0.5
0
Roundwood, pine, CCFb
26
18
12
Roundwood, hardwood, CCF
2
4
0
Topwood, pine, CCF
6
6
3
Proposed treatment
seed control shettertree
wood
"MBF is thousands of board feet.
bCCFis hundreds of cubic feet of solid wood.

Because the three expeaimental watersheds were
small, the inventory from each was combined into one
large data set. Thus, analyses were based on 9.51
acres of inventory data. Damage was summarized for
pine and hardwood and for pulpwood and savvtimber.
In addition, changes in stand structure by ?-inch d. b. h.
classes were analyzed to more precisely assess
differences in the pattern of damage by size. Data
were summarized using spreadsheet software and
analyzed statistically using nonparametric analysis of
variance (SAS Institute 1990).

Shortleaf pine sawtimber
Loblolly pine savvlimber
Small pine roundwood

All pine
Sweetgum savvtimber
White oak sawtimber
Southern red oak sawtimber
Small hardwood roundwood

122
844
518

138
890
451

1484

1479

3
1
7
93

3
2
1I
82

104

98

1588

1577

FiESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After the storm, trees were measured in the same way
as before the storm. In addition, ice damage was
assessed by assigning each tree one of six damage
categories: (1) no damage, (2) loss of branches, (3)
bending in e x c m of 45", (4) bole breakage vvithin the
live crown, (5) bole breakage below the live crown, and
(6) uprooting. Each tree was marked with
biodegradable tape when measured to prevent either
double counting or omission of individual trees.
Poststorm sunreys were taken in late March and early
April 1994.
In scientific hindsight, the after-storm inventory could
stand alone by simply assuming that all trees tallied
were in good condition prior to the storm. The
advantage of the 100-percent before-storm tally was
primarily to assure that the after-storm tally accounted

The inventory before the storm compared reasonably
well with that taken after the storm (table 2). In the
beforestorm inventory, 1,588 trees were tallied, of
which 1,484 were pine and 104 hardwood. After the
storm, 1,577 trees were tallied, of which 1479 were
pine and 98 hardwood. The greatest differences were
in assigning trees to the small roundwood category.
Before the storm, 518 pines and 93 hardvvoodswere
tallied as small rounhood; after the storm, the small
round\rvoodtally included 451 pines and 82 hardwoods,
The after-storm tally resuited in more trees being
included in the saamber count, especially in the
loblolly pine sammber component, which increased
from 844 to 890 trees. This slight discrepancy is
explained by the more arduous effort required to
conduct the inventory after the storm; broken l i m b
and downed trees hindered access to and

for aft the trees present in the stand pdor to the storm.

measurement of some of the trees, The close

Since the after-storm tally closely agreed to the before

agreement beween tallies taken before and after the

storm suggesb that virtually no precision would have
been lost by using only the data taken after the storm.
Before the ice storm, stocking averaged 167 trees per
acre with a basal area of 143 ft2 per acre in trees 3.6
inches in d. b.h. and larger. Pines accounted for 155
trees per acre, with a basal area of 137 fl! per acre.
The diameter distibutions sf pines and harciwoods
before the storm (fig. I ) are typical of even-aged
stands. The bimodal pattern in the conifer component
seen here has been reported for other pine stands
found in the Interior Highlands (Guldin and others
199.4).

Stem break below LC
Stem break in LC

m
Branch breakage
rn
Bent stem

n
u

No damage

0.b.h. (inches)
Figure 2.- Distribution of damage classes across the
three watersheds after the storm. Stand structure
based on composite of all three watersheds. LC: live
crown.

m
Hardwood
rn
Conifer

32

D.b.h. (inches)
Figure 1.- Stand structure of pines and hardwoods
prior to the ice storm. Data based on composite of all
three watersheds.

The quadratic mean diameter (Dq) of trees damaged in
each category is a good indicator of the relationship
between damage and size (table 3). For all trees, the
ranking of the six damage classes by Dq indicates that
small trees tended to bend, break low on the stem,
become uprooted, or remain undamaged. Large trees
tended to have branch breakage or stem breakage in
the live crowns. We conclude that size confers some
resistance to mortal effects, though the relationship is
muddled by noting that the Dq of undamaged trees is
slightly less than the average Dq for all trees.

Damage by Species Groups
The ice storm damaged 85 percent of the trees in the
three watersheds, and most of these were severely
damaged. Only 25.3 trees per acre, or 16.6 ft2 of basal
area per acre, were undamaged. Uprooting or stem
breakage in or below the live crown affected 75.6
percent of the trees, or 80.3 percent of the basal area,
in the three watersheds.

Damage by Size Classes
An overview of damage classes indicates that trees in
the smaller diameter classes were more likely to escape
damage, and less likely to have stem breakage or
uprooting, than the larger diameter classes (fig. 2). For
example, in the %-inchctass, 39 percent of trees
suffered only minor damage (no damage, bending, or
branch breakage) whereas only 14 percent of the trees
in the 18-inch ctass had minor damage. Further, for
both pines and hardwoods, undamaged trees of
pulpwood size outnumbered undamaged trees of
savvtimber size (table 3). But some degree of damage
was the rule rather than the exception across ail
species and size classes, and the damage was more
likely to be major than minor.

Pines Versus Hardwoods.
Overall, only 12.1 percent of conifers escaped damage,
whereas 63.3 percent of hardwoods were undamaged
(table 3). From the 6- to 16-inch classes (the broadest
range of contiguous classes that include both pines
and hardwoods), pines show a consistently larger
percentage of damage than hardwoods (fig. 3), and
this pattern also characteriies other size classes where
both pines and hardwoods are present.
The most common form of damage to conifers was
stem breakage; 72 percent of all pines had broken
stems (table 3). Stem breakage in the live crown was
three times more prevalent than the second most
common damage class, stem breakage below the live
crown. Tree bending affected only 1.5 percent of the
pines; the storm was sufficiently severe that pine stems
were much more likely to break rather than simply
bend. The distribution of damage by d. b.h. classes
suggests that stem breakage below the live crown was
more likely to occur in the smaller size classes, whereas

Table 3. DisMbu~onof &em p r acre and basal area per acre by damage & a s - after the ice storm, efasssed by
species group and &e group in each damage cia=
Stern breakage
Wain
Below
be
ke

Tree

Branch

Pine pulpwood
Pine savvtimtser
All pines
Hardwood putwood
Hardwood savvtimber
All harwoods
All pulpwood
AIl savvtimber
All trees

2.31
0,110
2.41
0.10
0.00
0.10
2.41
0.10
2.52

Trees per acre
1.78
6.82
8.60
0.63
1.15
1.78
2.41
7.97
10.38

Pine pulpwood
Pine sawlrimber
All pines
Hardvvood pulpwood
Hardwood sawtimber
All hardwoods
All pulpwood
All sawlrimber
All trees

0.61
0.06
0.67
0.02
0.00
0.02
0.63
0.06
0-69

All pines
All hardwoods
All trees

Basal area, f f per acre
0.59
3.41
9.74
87.81
10.33
91.22
0.20
0.23
0.30
1.09
1.29
0.52
0.79
3.64
10.83
88.11
11.62
91-74

Quadratic mean diameter (inches)
7.13
14.84
14.02
6.00
11.52
9.58
7.09
14.32
13.98

10.94
11.10
10.98

Tree

10.71
8.33
10.66

11.32
8.29
11.26

12.89
10.79
12.77
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Stem h a k below LC
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Stem b m k in LC

m
Branch breakage
m
Wnf stem
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Figure 3.- Percentage of damage in hardvvoods vs.
pines by diameter class. The diameter classes shown
here contain a contiguous set of nonzero pine and
hardwood data.

I3.b.h. (inches)
Figure 4.- Distribution of damage across all diameter
es in the pine component of the three watersheds.
LC: live crown.

stem breakage in the We crown was more epically
larger size dasscrs {fig. 4).

16.7 f6 per acre. Dist~butionsby d.b.h. cfas did not
dRes significanw lor the Wo species (fig. 6).

In the hardwoods, the most prominent catego~grwas
"no damage" ((laHe 3). Like the pines, s m d
hardvvoocts were most likely to @cape damage. The
kind of damage that harokfioods most often suffered
was branch breakage, whiek afiected 29 mrcent sf the
sawtimber and 10 percent of the pulpvvood trees.
FBeen percent of the hardwood stems were broken,
with breakage in the h e crown roughty tvvice as
common as breakage below the live crown (fig. 5).
Stern breakage tended to occur in the smaller size
classes of h a r h o & . These data suggest that ice
bent many small hardvuoods to the point of stem
breakage; some stems broke, others remained bent,
and some probaMy returned to normal after the ice
melted. In large hardvvoods, whose stems were more
rdstant to bending, branch breakage was more
common.
l3.b.h. (inches)

and&
F m r e 8.- S a n d &uchrra for
pine sawtimber prior to the storm. Data based on
composite of all three watersheds.
Stem break below LC
a
Stern break In LC

m
Branch bntabge
m
Bent stem

El

No damage

D.b.h. (inches)
Figure 5.- Distribution of damage across all diameter
dasses in the hardwood component of the three
watersheds. LC: live crown.
Analysis of Dq trends by species group reinforces these
species differences (table 3). In both pines and
hardvvoods, the damage class vvith the largest Dq was
branch breakage. in the pine component, Wo damage
classes-stem breakage in the live crown and branch
breakage-had a Dq greater than the average.
Similarly, in the hardwood component, Wo damage
ctassa-undamaged trees and trees with branch
breakage-exceeded the overall Dq.
Loblolly Pine Versus Shortleaf Pine.
Before the storm, loMolly pine sa-vvtimber trees
outnumbered shortleaf pine sawtimber trees by roughly
seven to one in these watersheds. LoMolly accounted
for 100.4 f f ? per acre of basal area, and shortleaf for

After the storm, there was no significant difference in
the proportian of trees from each speeis in any
damage category, either in total or across the range of
d.b.h. classes. From this, one can conclude that
loMolly pine sawtimber and shortleaf pine sawtimber
e affected similarly by this storm. These effects
e primarity in the stem breakage category as
dkcussed above {figs. 7 and 8).

Stem break below LC
Stem break in LC

m
Banch bntakage
m
Bent stem

El

No demage

D.b.h. (inches)
Figure 7.- Distribution of damage classes in the loblolly
pine sawtimber component after the storm. Stand
structure based on composite of all three watersheds.
LC: live crown.
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INFERRING CANOPY DISTURBANCES FROM
DENDROECOLOGlAL DATA1
Gregory A. ReamsZ
Abd;tr&-The

use of tree rings to data the timing and e&ent of campy disturba
hurricam strikes. For red spruce a

analysis is present&. Results from the red

analysis idbta that n u m w s canopy

didurtwncw are more frequent and extensive than previausily imagirtitd.

INTRODUCTION
Over the last several decades there has been increased
awareness that natural and human-caused
disturbances of forests are more frequent and
extensive than previously envisioned. There are
numerous methods by which disturbances events can
be chronicled and these methods are by their very
nature dependent upon the type of disturbance being
investigated. Lorimer (1985) provides an excellent
discussion on reconstructing disturbances events using
nondestructive techniques such as fire scars, soil
mounds, canopy structure, diameter distribution, and
the use sf increment cores to establish age distributions
and growth increment patterns.

the stand is possible (Reams and Van Deusen 1993)However patterns of growth increment must be
evaluated carefully because climatic anomalies can
cause growth patternsthat are superficially similar to
release from competition (Lorimer 1985). Generally
droughts and their corresponding narrow rings do not
last more than 5 or 6 consecutive years in most of
eastern North American (Mclntyre and Schnur 1936,
Cook and Jacoby 1977, Lorimer 1985). Because
effects of climate on radial growth are usually much
shorter term than canopy disturbances it is offen
possible to eliminate climate as a probable cause for
synchronous increases in long-term radial growth.

With an increased emphasis for ecosystem
management the development of methods to estimate
the occurrence of canopy disturbances and resulting
stand development trends in natural forests will be
necessary. That natural and human caused canopy
disturbances are influential drivers of stand
development is a widely known principle to forest
managers and scientist. Because initiation of sustained
growth increase for a tree is usually the resutt of a
major stand disturbance that reduces among-tree
competition, dates of canopy disturbance can be
inferred when a large proportion of trees show a
synchronous increase in growth. Various types of ringwidth growth patterns can suggest different disturbance
histories for both individual trees and stands.

The use of radial growth in estimating past disturbance
histories is readily apparent to those familiar with growth
response data from thinning experiments (Harrington
and Karnig 1975, Barbour et al. 1992). It is recognized
that some tree species do not make ideal candidates
for reconstruction of canopy disturbance events
because suppressed trees of midtolerant and intolerant
species do not always respond to release (McGee
1981).

The purpose of this paper is to present recent
developments useful for inferring canopy disturbances
from grovvth increment patterns. Because lowfrequency (long-term) and inltjally abrupt increases in
radial growth are most often related to canopy
disturbances the potentialfor reconstructingimportant
disturbances over the fife of a stand or least a subset of

A key task in estimating occurrence of canopy
disturbances is in characte&ing and classifying ringwidth growth patterns. TWOmethods for identification
of canopy disturbances are presented. The first
application involves the use of baldcypress (Ta~odiffrn
distichurn (L.) Rich) tree-ring data and regression
diagnostics from a dendroclimatic mode! to idenMjr
canopy disturbances from hurricanes. The second
method presenb a parsimonious classification of ringvltidth grovvtk palterns using functional data anabis
and cluster analysis Wow this second method can be
used to date canopy disturbances is illustrated vvith red
spruce (laieeanrbsns Sarg.) tree-ring data.

-

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern Sihricultural Research Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 4-3, 1994.
2MathematicalStatistician, USDA Forest Sewice, Southern Forest Experiment Station, New Odeans, LA.
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METHODS
All studigs prmnted share the trait common to aM
dendrochrondogicd ijltudisa, that is, that every tr-ring
atd. Cram dating is the
ring in a beering series is
a o d & e d Mthe exad year of formation (Fritts
We bseause t r e a under similar
clima~cconMons show similar high-frequency (year to
year) gfovvtk paems (Douglas 1941). Rigorous cross
dating leads to increaeci confidence in the dating of
disturbance events.

Baldcypress and Red Spntce Data
Old-groMh bddcyprssstrees are s~atteredindividuaffy
and wCthin sma! stands throughout many river badns
and estuariss in the southeastern United Stat-. ARer
identifLing candid* oldgrovvth sites in southeastsrn
Louisiana from remot* sensed images, tree-ring data
were coileded using standard increment core sampling
techniques with a few minor modifications that greatly
increased the temporal depth of our tree cores.
Increment corec;were extracted from the base of each
tree at heightg between 2 and 4.5 feet above the
ground, dependng on the soundnesrs of the main
stem. In prior studies involving old-growth baldcypress,
researchen sampled above tho welkknown root
buttress (Stahis et al. 1988). Trees from our study sites
show little to nno bu
ng, but exhibited hea&ot (and
therefore hoilowness) that increased with sampDing
heights. The heartrot ig caused by the fungus,
Stereurn taxodi, and is prevalent in old-growth
baldcyprssa. The fungus gains entrance in the crown
and dody works downward, frequently destroying
heartvvood to the base of the tree wilhite and Tofiver
1990). By sampling as close to ground level as
possible instead of dbh it was often possible to add
hundreds of annual ring-widths.
The baldcyprsss tree-ring data represent 19 old-growth
trees ranging from 400 to 1280 years old. These trees
are scattered individuals and small stands located
within the Tangipahoa River basin in rsoutheastern
Louisiana. h n u a l increments of each tree core were
measuredto wfthin 0.002 mm and crossdated using
graphical and statistical procedures available in
DYNACblM (Van Oeusen 1990).
Red sprues bee rings from a number of dflerent
studies thraughout the range sf species were obtained.
High-elevaGonsamiples from N w Vork whiteface Mt.
and Lake hnold), Vermont (Mt MansRdd), and New
Hamwkire (tilM1 Washington) w r e originaI& used in
dudia by Johnson and Sccama (4983)and Johnson
st af. ("1988), Increment corehs used in aese &@dies
are fram darninant and codominant &errs m i i n Ule
canopy. The number sf &srs cores per &e range -from
37 to 78.

Dendroclirnatic Model and Regression
Diagnostics for Baldcypnrss
To evatuate the e>ristsnceof a hurricane signal in
baldcypr- ring-uvidth series the fotfoMng logic was
employed. Ring widths from 19 old-growth (>400 yr)
baldcypress were measured, crossdated and
sbndardized using the inverse-hypersine
transformation:

where r(i) b ring-width. A climatetree growth model
based on the standardized ring-widths was fit using
OLS analysts. A regression diagnostic that provides
information about influential data points and leverage
points was investigated. If the regression diagnostic
indicated that certain years had large residuals or
leverage points then investigate whether these years
were associated with known hurricane strikes.
Previous studies have shown that standardized ringwidths of baldcypress are positively correlated with
June PDSI (Palmer Drought Severity Index) and spring
precipbtion on a wide regional basis (Stahle and
Cleaveland 1992). Numerous OLS models using
month& average temperature, precipitation and PDSl
since 1895-1991 were fit to the standardized ring-width
data. Like previous studies, June PDSI was
con&Penify the single most infiuen6ai variable. The
regression model for coastal Louisiana is: Y= 0.003965
+ 0.06067 (June PDSI). Although the regression is
significant at the p=0.003 level, the model R2of 0.10 is
unimpressive. Reasons for the low R2will become
evident in the results and discussions section.
The regression diagnostic statistic COVRATIO was
evaluated for the above regression model. The
COVfaQcTlOstatistic is based on the ratio of the
covariance matrix with all the data, with the covariance
matrix that results when the ith observation (row) is
deleted (BeJsJey et al. 1980). Since the two matrices
d i e r only by the inclusion of the ith row in the sum of
squares and cross products, values of this ratio near
unity can be taken to indicatethat the two covariance
matrices are close, and the estimated coefficients are
insensitive to deletion of the observation. Values
furthest removed from unity indicate that they influence
the estimated coeficients and therefore warrant further
investigation.

Cluster and Functional Data Analysis for Red
Spruce
A second-degree orthogonal polynomial sf the form

where the f,(q) are the orthogonal polynomials in x of
Ihe rth degree, was fit to the last 41 years (1940-61) of
radial g r o w for the high-elevation red spruce tree

rings. The coeffidents w r e then us& as input to a
clustering atgolrithfn in a search for common groMh
paBerns at each eits.
Various & p a of r i n g - d m gram parwrns can
suggest d#er@nthbtoda for b&indMdual trand
stands (Lorimer 1985). Cluslering rouenes &at
em@sigespadepningy me%ods are paftricufaw useful
when charactsrization of Une dab is desired.
ParMioning methods construct k clusters, ~h k gken
by the user. Not aJi valua of k lead to "naturaE""
clusterings, so it is recommendedthat several vatu- of
k be selected; the k that retains a clustering which
appears to give rise to the most meaningful
interpretation should be used. N is also possibleto
choose k based on numerical criterion. hperience
indicates that k suggested by a numerical crit;erion and
that by ocular estimation are often the same (Reams
and Van Deusen 1993).
The clustering program, based on the algorithm PAM
(partitioning around medoids) searches for k
representative objects among the objects of the data
set. In the PAM algorithm, the representative objects
are medoids of the clusters (Kaufmann and
Rousseeuw 198'7). After finding a set of k
representative objects, the k clusters are constructed
by assigning each object of the data set to the nearest

represenlative objec2. To achieve "'good"' clustering,
the representa~veobjeclrs must be chosen so that they
are csn&tralty localed in the clusbrs they define. In &is
w y %eaverage dsbnce of the reprssentative object
to adl ottrem in the duster k minimked. For thEs reason,
such an owmd reprssenbtive object k called the
medoid of its cluster (Kaufmann and Rousseeuw
1SSO).
In Uris type of anabis it is impadant lo remember that
the bade ohenred response is a grovvth curve rather
than the original radial grovvfh data. Such an analysis is
common@referred to as functional data analysis (FDA)
in the stacris.fical literature (Ramsay and Dabell 1991)
and offers a more natural anafysis of grovvlh trend
information than would be provided by analyring the
actual yearly dab points.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Baldcypress
The COVRATIO residuals indicate that 1916, 1970 and
the late 1940s are influential data points (Figure 1). Alf
of these years followed known hurricane strikes (Figure
2). Other influential data points such as 1905 and the
mid-1950s appear to be associated with drought
(negative June PDSl values).

GOVRATIO RESIDUALS

Figure 1-COVRATIO reajduats &om the baldcypress dendroc1imat;ic model. Values furthest from unQ are data poink
that heavily influence =timated coefficients. Residuals for the year 1916, 4 970, and the late 1940s all coincide vvith
known hurricanes.

Humcane Paths Since

Figure 2-Paths of hurricanes in the vicinity of New Orleans since 1915.
From the COVRATIO regression diagnostic it appears
that the most influential data points are associated with
summer drought and hurricanes. Both phenomena
resutt in small annual rings, the possible mechanisms
for reduced ring widths associated with the drought
signal in baldcypress have been discussed by Stahle
and Cleaveland (1992). A possible mechanism for
small rings following a hurricane is the reduction in
foliage through lose of small and large branches.
Francis and Gillespie (1993) related maximum wind
gust speeds during Hurricane Hugo to tree damage.
They found that large trees were at greater risk than
smaller trees and that crown and bole damage began
at speeds of about 60 kmlh, and increased rapidly d h
gust speed to about 130 kmh. Persona! obsenrations
of baldcypress condition following Hurricane Andrew in
July-August of 1992 in southern Louisiana were similar
to findings by Francis and Gitlespie (1993) in that
largerlolder cypress lost individual large branches, while
smallerfyounger cypress are relatively undamaged.
Loope et al. (1994) also report that nearly all old-growth
baldcypress ( ~ 3 0 years)
0
from Corkscrew Swamp in
southwestern Florida have lost upper portions of stems
and major branches as a result of recent (Hurricane
Andrew, 1992) and past hurricanes.

Red Spruce
The majority of mountain sites are reprmmted by two
clusters (Figure 3). From Figure 3 it is clear that
between 29Oh (Mount Mansfield, medium elevation)
and 68% (Whiteface Mountain, medium elevation) of
the trees show a growth increase in the 1940s followed
by a growth decrease in the 1960s for all sites. Across
all mountains sites approximately 46% of the trees
show a large increase in growth in the 1940s followed
by a decrease in the 1960s (row 1, Figure 3). Another
45% of the trees are classified as showing a generally
decreasing rate of growth over the last 40 years (row 2,
Figure 3). Several sites (Figure 3, Whiteface Mountain
high and low, Mount Mansfield low) have a cluster of
trees that have generally increased growth over the last
40 years. A concave up growth pattern is evident for a
cluster of trees (32%) at the medium elevation on
Whiteface Mountain.
Dates of canopy disturbances can be inferred when a
large proportion (cluster) of trees show a synchronous
release from suppression or rapid growth over 1 or 2
decades (Lorimer 1985). Results from the cluster
analysis for high-elevation red spruce indicate that
approximately 46% of the trees show a large increase
in growth in the 1940s followed by a decrease starting
in about 1960 (row 1, Figure 3). Initiation of sustained

Figure 3-Medoids of clustem based on radiar growth paaerns (1940-14381) for high-etevatfion red spruce sntes. The
number in the upper right corner is the percentage of trees assigned to that cciusster.
grovvth increase are usually &e resun of a major stand
disturbance that reduces among tree compeliaion.
Studies of accelerated groMh follohngl release from
competii%onindicate &at, in general, the response is
quicker and more sslriking in shade-tolerant species
such as red spruce (Baker 1950). These results
indicate that a large canopy disturbance likely occurred
throughout the region in the late 1930s through the
"1400s.
The 1940s gram increase seen aroughout the
norlheast is coincident W h zlr number of documented
region-vtride disturbance even& mat occurred bebeen
the late W93s and 1950. In particular, the 1938
hurdcane slands as one of the great=$ single even& in
the meteoralogied hktary of Ule region. The dorm
caused Mdesgread f o r ~Mowdawn
t
&roughout Zl?e
interior of New England, a8ecGng 10 x "a6to 94 x 10'
acres over seven state45 (Reams and Van Deusen
"1993). Wind speeds atop Mount WashinGon gusted
to 162 mpk
a sustained speed of 436 mph. The
kurieane pawed equidistant betvtteen Mount Mansfield
and WhReface Mountain, In addltrion to h n d damage
and logging, a region-ade birch dieback epidemic and
beech bark disease removed signgearat harwoocd
cornpe%on in rnked spruce-.kzlr&sod stands, thus

g+ing greater occupancy of the M e to residua! trees.
Nash st al. (1951) estimated thavt 67% of the birch in
Maine had died, ~h about 15% of the remaining birch
in a dying condition. Damage in the Adirondacks of
New Vork was not as severe, where approximately 25%
of the whide birch died; however, mortality wa8 usually
greater on mountain slopes (Millers et al. 1989). Beech
bark disease cause significant mortafity throughout the
northeast (e,g. 24% in New Hampshire and 50% in
Maine) starting in the 1940s (Millers et al. 1989).

CONCLUSION
Canopy disturbance signab From hurricanes and other
natural disturbanew are recorded by indMduai t r w
dng-?vvcdtk vaiation and can b deteded by a number
af sfatisGca1 methods, R e g r e i o n diagnostjcs indicate
that the most influenhial data pain& eaeeting
baldcygrw dendroclimaec parameter estimation are
those yeam asociated Mh hurdcane strikes, Although
it agpean that the hurricane and drought signal in
baldcypra are nearlry idenecal &ere is one n0tabl.e
6rfFerence in &at there is a large increase in highfrequency variation associated \Nith hurheanes &at is
not p r ~ e nduing
t
drought pedods, Grown damage to
t h ~ old-grcaMk
e
c y p r m appears to be the most

like& mechankm by whkh p a d n g hurricanes are
recorded,
The idenmation of a r e g i o w A s increase in red
spruce trw g r a m in the saw lMhE4f)c
W8
t.l indicata
rbances such m hurricanehi and
disezlse are not an& frequent ,twen snore extsnIsive
than predouw imagind. h a resuk of majar sbnd
disturbancest and therefore rduetions in among-bee
cornpeaon, red spruce groVSft apgpears to have
increased during Vie 1940s for nearty 50% of a4 red
spruce trew &roughout N w England and New York.
That canopy diskrrbances are influential drkers of
current stand characfteristia and future sbnd
development is a widety known principre to formt
managers and scientia Because initiation of sushined
growth increase for a tree ir?i usuaib the result of a
major stand disturbance that reducsg among-trw
competition, dates of canopy disturbance can be
inferred when a large proportion of trees show a
synchronous increase in growth. Because various
types of ring-width grovvth patterns suggat different
disturbance histories for both indiddualtrees and
stands the two methods presented can be valuable
tools in assisting researchers and foresters in
chronicling the attainment of current and future stand
characteristics.
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H AND SURVIVAL PREDICTION FOR HARDWOODS
IN THE MINOR STREAM BOTTOMS OF MISSISSIPPI1
ScoM A, Perlrins, Ks&h It*Belili,

John 8.Hsrdges and JeH G.G, GoelzZ

IMTRO89UrCTlg)N
Boaomland hard"vvoodsare an impdant rsource to
the amber indugtry in the South, However, relaltiveb I'iPtle
@Earl:has been directed toward modelling the growth
and yield of such species. MakwhR sourcs of yield
informa~onregarding bottomlandform& have included
dlvicullurd andor management studies (e.g., Putnam
et al. 1960), as; well as continuous for-% inventory
recards maisatsined by some industies. More recent
informatiion in the form of vaiaMe densw geld t;abdw
(McGfure and Knight IQ84,Francs 3 988) is alss
avaitable. Final&, esGmats of grovvlh Rave been
produced for broad swcies groum frsm plots located
across the southern coastal gain (Roeder and Gardner
4 984, Mengel and Roise 1990). The on& example of
an individual tree model designed sgecmcally for
boaomland hardvvoods was produced by Kenney
(1983) rasing a very limited data set.

OMECTlVE
The sb~ectiiveol this rstudy was to develop a distance
independent indMdualtree grovvlth and yield model for
boeomtand harwoods in the minor stream bottoms; of
Missisippi. Targeted species, or sped= groups, were
svveelgum, Liquidambar styrac8ua L,, and the red oak
group (inctuding cherrybark oak, Querws pagoda
Raf., water oak, Q. nigre L., vvillow oak, Q. phsllos L.,
and shumard oak, Q. shumardi;i Buckl.).

METHODS

Data
"The plob for t h b study (a tobl of 150) were inshiled
from September 1981 to JuM 1982, The @okwere
placed in unefiistL1rbd, unmanaged, even-aged red
oak-swee?Cgumstan& found in minor atream bogoms
which had the fo'slloMng ehara&s&biia (Francs "1988):

"apr p r m n t d at l b Eighth Bbnnial Soulhernr SItvicuElrral R

(1)sweetgum and red oak species were to have
accounted for a minimum of 75 percent of the plot
basal area; (2)the required minimum basal area for
either the red oaks or sweetgum on the plot was 20
percent ; (3) minimum plot basal area of 60 square feet;
(4)minimum plot size of 0.1 acre (no maximum plot size
was established; however, each plot had to contain at
least 50 trea); and (5) minimum stand age was 20
yeam (no maximum age was established).
The follovving data were recorded for each tree in the
glob: species, dbh, crown clar;s, tree grade, damage
codes and magneti'c azimuth and distance from plot
center. During the remeasurement period, August
1992 to May 1993, 39 plots were eliminated due to
cutting or other disturbance. For each tree within the
remaining 111 plots, the original tree attributes were
remeasured and the following additional data were
recorded: mottafity, ingrowth trees (trees which became
23.5 inches dbh over the last 1Iyears), tree heights of
a random& selected subset of trees (10 oaks, 5
sweetgum, and 7 "othefs"), and age and height of
several dominant trees for each plot (to check site
index). For a more detailed description of the original
and remeasurement data see Franco (1988) and
Perkins ( I994).

Growth Prediction
Basal area growth for individualtrees was predicted
vvilth multiple linear regression, using weighted least
squares methodology to correct problems with the
heteroscedasacQ of residuals. Both individual and
combinatorial tree and stand variables were considered
for thme models, respectively.

rcR Gmlerenw, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3, 1994.
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m group: cherrybark oak (CB), water oak (WT),
vt4Iow oak (VIIL), shumard oak (SH), sweetgum (SG),
and the vvhite oak group WX),which coneted of
wh&eoak, Q. elbejl L.,and swamp c h ~ b u oak,
t Q,
michauxii Nu&. Because weighted regrwion vvas
used, i n d ~ e of
s fit vvsre caiculated rather than multjple
R2values. Index values ranged from 0.50% for water
oak, to 0.7380 for the white oak group,

Mortality Prediction

heteroscedastic r d d u d patterns. The occurrence of
mortal* by diameter class W~MPthen examined.
AfUlough other approaches were tried, the simple and
e f f e v e technique of apportioning m o W w by the
average percent across ai61 plots
mortalty vvithin each diameter cl
among spsciss using condition& probability and Bay="
Theorem.

Growth Prediction
Table 1 presents the coefficients for the basal area
growth prediction equations. One regression equation
was developed for each of the following species or

Momlity Prediction
on equation to predict expected overall
mortality for a time period of 11 years (the lensfh of the
remeasurement period in this study) was;

where,
MPA = mortalilty per acre (#trees)
TPA = trees per acre
AVDBH = average dbh of the stand
The index of fit for the regression was 0.5564.

Table l-Coefficients for the predidon of basal area growth by species, and the associated index of fit for each model.
Variableb
INT
AVBA
BAT
DBH
LDBH
IOAGE
OAGE
SI
RABASE
RBASE
TPA

CB
.06668

.04110

"Species codes:
CB = cherrybaa oak
SH = shumard oak
WL = vvillow oak
Variable coda:
INT=intercept
A V B A = b d area per acr&ees per acre
BAT=basai area per tree
DBH=initialtree dameter
LDBH=naturaf log of DBH

S~ecies"
WL
SH
,01958
-.00329

WH
,16701

SG = sweetgum
WH = white oak group
W = water oak
IOAGE=llinitiat age of stand
OAGE=initial age of the stand
SI=&e index
RABASE=BAT/AVBA
RBASE=BATbasal area per acre
IFIT= index of fit

SG
-.03835

(trees per acre) was distributed
by diameter dass urcing the percentageg shown in
Table 2. Thsss prcentagm were generated by
averaging acrom all No&, Spscies were grouped s
red oak (water, M o w , cherybark, and shumard),
sweetgum, other hardvvoods (commercial species other
than red oaks), or non-eommercia!. Finally, the
pawaning of moo-taliItyby sped- graup within a gken
diameter class w a accomglishedthrough the use of
the average ratios of mortality to occurrence shown in
TaMe 3. The only exception to the use of average
ratios was the red oak group. The average ratio used
for red oak changed by diameter dass as follow:
2.1 1:1 for the 4-7 inch classes; 1.39:1for the 8-11 inch
classes; and 1.08:1 for the 12 inch and greater classes.
Table 2-Average percent mortality attributed to each
diameter class, across aN plots.
Diameter Class
4

Thew ratios, when muftiplied by the percent
occurrence, produced the condi~ondprobakfty of
mortaw given that a tree falfs into a particular species
group. Bay-' Theorem was then used to @timate the
condional probability that trees of a given species
group would die, given a certain level of expected
mortality.

Example Mortaliw Calculation
Assuming that using equation 1 for a particular stand,
we car! expect a total of 100 trees per acre to die over a
set period of time. Also assume that the percent
occurrence by species group (from a tree list) were as
follows: 30% SG, 10% RO, 20% OH, and 40% OH.
Looking at a single diameter class, the 5-inch class, we
can expect 19.67% of the total mortality, or
approximately 20 trees out of the expected 100 to die
(from TaMe 2). To allocate these 20 trees by species
we then make use of the ratios in Table 3. Specifically,
for sweetgum, the calculation would be as follows:

37.70

Therefore, 25.68% of the 20 trees in the 5-inch class,
or approximately 5 trees, would be assigned to
sweetgum. This calculation would be repeated for
each species group that occurred in the class, and for
every diameter class, until the expected overall mortality
was assigned to the tree list.
Table 3. Ratios of mortality to occurrence by species,
within diameter class.
Diameter
Class

The results of this study represent the foundation for
future growth and yield work with bottomland
hardwoods. Well researched and documented growth
and yield systems are criical to the improvement of
bottomland hardwood management and decisionmaking. Further research efforts will be directed
toward expanding the range of sites and species mixes,
and extending the models to managed hardwood
stands.
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A SITE INDEX EQUATION FOR DIRECT-SEEDED
SLASH PINES IN LOUISIANA'
Cf. V, Cao, V. 6.Bafdwin, and R. E. Lcrkraf
m n t datg from 157

INTRODUCTION
Site index equations are used to sstimate the potential
of an area to produce timber and also used to projed
stand height over time. Site index curves an&r
equations have been publishedfor slash pine (Pinus
elfiottiivar. ellioftii Engelm.) natural stands (USDA
Forest Service 1929, Schumacher and Coile 1960,
Bennett 1970, Farrar 1973) and plantations (Bennett et
al. 1959, Coile and Schumacher 1964, Bailey et al.
1973, Baiiey et al. 1982, Border et al. 1984, Zarnoch
and Feduccia 1984, henhart et al. 1986).

Table 1. Dktribution of 157 plots by measurement age
No. of Plots

Measurement Ages

Lohrey ("187) constructed site index curves for directseeded slash pine stands, using an equation form
considered by McGee and Clutter (1967). The
objective of this study was to evaluate Lohrey's (1987)
equation and other site index models in order to
develop an appropriate equation to predid stand height
for direct-seeded slash pines.

DATA
Data were from 0.1-acre permanent plots established in
direct-seeded slash pine stands throughout Louisiana.
Available for this study were 157 plots with more than
one measurement each, ranging from ages 8 to 28
(Table 1). Precommercial thinning had been applied at
age 3 or 4 years to 62 of the 157 plots, but no plots
were thinned at older ages. More detail about this data
set can be found in Lohrey (1987). Table 2 shows the
distribution of 655 height-age observations by age and
site index. There were a totai of 498 grovvth periods.
In order to select an appropriate site index model for
this data set, the data were randomty separated into a
fit data set (77 glob) for estimation of regression
coemcienb and a vaiidab"ondata set (80 plots) for
evalualion of %e models in predicting stand height

MODELS CONSIDERED
TaMe 3 lists seven site index models that were included
in the analysis. All of these models are base-age
invariant, i.e. the base age can be changed without
reMting the equations. Some of these models
originated from height-age equations of the form W =
f(A). T h s e models were developed by Schumacher
(1939), Chapman-Richards (Chapman 1961 and
Richards 1959), Bailey and Clutter (1974), and Lohrey
(1987). The rest of the site index models, derived from
differen~alequab"ons, were those by Clutter and
Lenhart (1968),Amateis and Burkhart (1985), and a
new modd modified from Clutter and Lenhags (1968)
equation. The letter 8 included in the equation
numbers (e.g., eq. l a ) corresponds to the original
equations. Coefficients of the site index equations were
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TaMe 2. D~stribution
of height-age observations by age and &te index
Age (yearn)
from seed

~ 3 5

5

46-55

56-65

8-10
11-12
13-14
15-16
17-18
19-20
21-22
23-24
25-26
27-28

0
5
5
0
5
0
5
0
0
0

2
10
12
0
12
0
10
2
0
2

No. of otrservations
15
53
5
43
16
20
0
1
18
43
0
12
5
32
11
8
0
1
13
32

Total

20

50

83

245

66-75

276

TOM

67
28
35
30
28
25
2
17
20
2

2
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
0

139
89
88
33
106
38
54
38
21
49

252

5

655

0

Site index for each plot was interpolated from observed height values. If the last measurement of a
plot was at an age below 25 years, its site index was predicted from Lohrey's (1987) site
index equation.
Table 3. List of site index models included in the analysis
Modd

No.

Equation *

Schumacher (1939)

1a
lb

In (H) = bo+ b,/A
H, =H,exp{b,(l/A,-I/&))

Lohrey (1987)

2a
2b

In (H) = b, + b,/A + v A 2
H, =H,exp{bl(1/A,-1/&)+b2(l/~2-1/A12))

Chapman-Richards

3a H = b, [ I - exp (b,A)] b2
36 H2 = HI { [ l - exp (blA2)] 1 [ l - exp (b,A,)] ) b2

Bailey and Clutter (1974)

4a In (H) = bo+ b,Ab2 )
46 H, = exp { b, + [In (H,)

- b,] (AdA,)

Clutter and Lenhart (1968)

5a dy/dx = co+ c,y + c,x
5b H, = exp { b, + bJA, + [In (H,)

Amateis and Burkhart (1985)

6a dy/dx = b,y + b,y&
6b H, = exp { In (H,) (A,/&)

New model

a

where

b2

b2 )

- b, - bdA,]

exp [b, (I/&

7a dy/dx = c+ + c, y + t;exp (c;x)
76 H, = exp { b, + b, exp (b,bA,) +
[In (H,) - b, - b, exp (bdA,)I exp [b, (1

exp [b, (1/A2- l/Al)] )

- l/A1)])
- l[A,)l)

H = average height of the dominants and codominanb at age A,
Y = (HI,
x = 1/A,
H, = average height of the dominants and codominants at age A,.

obtained 'through formulation of height growth
equations (or difference equations), denoted by the
letter b in the equsltion number (e.g., eq. lb). Gao
(1993) reported superior essmation of coefficients, from
height grovah equaltions a compared to other
formulations.

13iEVEEBPMENT OF A NEW MODEL
The dfferen8af equation proposed by Clutter and
Lenhart ("168)has the form:

y = In (ti),
H = average height of the dominantg and
codominants in feet,
x = 1/A,
A = stand age from seed in years, and
e, = coeficienb.

where

4

g

I
f

The last term of equation (5a) can be modified as
follows:
dyldx = c, + c, y + c,exp (cg)

(7a)

Equation (7a) resulted in the following height growth
equation:
H2 = exp ( b, + b2 8x19 (b3/AZ)+ [ln (HI) b, b2exp
(7b)
(bdA,)l exp f b4 (1/A, 1/A,)] 1
where H, and A, are stand height and age, respectively,
at time i.

-

- -

MODEL EVALUATION
CoeRcients of U.le seven site index equa~tionswere
obtained &om consecuave height-age pairs from the fit
data set, Then the performances of thme models were
evafualsd udsing Ule validajon data set. AM possiMe
comMnaeona of projection lenglhs from 8,to A, from
&e valdation dab set were divided into three group:
3-5 years, (b) 6-"0yeas, and (c) 1I-"t
yeaarc;. Stand
heigM H2at age Pl, was predicted from height H, at age
A, using each of the seven s&e index models. The
height prediction abilitjes of the site index models were
evaluated based on the following three cniteria:

Fif index: similar to RZ.
FI = 1 - @ (H, - Hp,)*1 Z: (H, - 3H
),
M a n dfierence:
MD = C(H,-Hpi)l n
Mean sbsolutg diflerence:
MAD = C IH, - Hp,l l n
where H, and Hp, are the obsewed and predicted
height of the ith stand, respectively,,H
, is the average
stand height, and the summation sign ~ncludesi from 1
to n.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Parameter esemates for the site index models were
obtained from 243 growth periods of the frt data set
(Table 4). Table 5 s h o w evaluation statistics
computed for each model based on the validation data
set. AII models predicted height well for short-term
projection periods (3-5 years) but their performance
declined when the projection length increased (11-19
years).

Table 4. Parameter estimates for site index models for direct-seeded slash pine stands
Model
Schumacher ( I 939)
Lohrey (1987)
Chapman-Richards
Bailey and Clutter (1974)
Clutter and Lenhart (1968)
Amateis and Burkhart (1985)
New model

b,
-14.28512
-19.53314
-0.07174
5.28422
4.27504
-3.62265
4.58058

4
32.50328
1.85264
-0.63893
-22.34150
-0.02661
I.36852

b3

b4

7.49727
-26.44333

8.05336

TaMe 5. Evaluation statistics for the site index models for directProjection length
3-5 yrs (n=238)
Model

Fl

Schumacher (1939)
Lohrey (1987)
Chapman-Richards
Bailey and Clutter (1974)
Clutter and Lenhart (1968)
Amateis and Burkhart (1985)
New model

Projection l e n m
6-10 yrs (n=238)

MD MAD
(8)
tft)

95.87 0.19 1-84
9fS.80 -0.01 1.57
96.65 0.004 1.63
97.58 -0.39 1.44
97.78 -0.29 1.35
95.46
0.23 1.88
97.97 -0.34 1.30

Note: Fl = fit index; MD = mean difference; MAD = mean ab

Fl
(N)

MD
(8)

NlAO
(ft)

79.47
84.43
84.19
91.57
91.72
74.46
03.12

-0.18
-0.76
-0.81
-1.01
-0.99
-0.42
-0.81

3.75
3.16
3.19
2.33
2.31
3.99
2.12

ProjsGtion length
11-19 yrs (n=238)
FI
29.20
44.41
44.01
78.27
79.89
-19.45
80.94

MD
(ft)

MAD

2.30
1.68
1.77
-0.68
-0.24
3.46
-0.49

6.28
5.27
5.27
3.10
3.03
7.84
2.90

(ft)

merenee.

In general, anamorphic site index curves (Schumacher,
Lohrey, and Chapman-Richards) did not perform as
well as their polymorphic counterpa*. A notable
exception is Amateis and Burkhart's (1985) model,
which is polymorphic. This model provided extremely
poor height prediction for long-term projection periods.
On the other hand, the new polymorphic site index
model seemed to be most appropriate for this data set,
ranking first in terms of fit index and mean absolute
difference for all three projection lengths.

FINAL MODEL
Coefficients for the new model (equation 7b) were
again obtained from the combined data of all 157 plots.
Replacing H,, A,, H, and 4 of equation (7b) with S, I,
HI and A, respectively, the final site index equation for
direct-seeded slash pine stands is:

-

-

H = exp { 4.41 163 + 1.34011 e x . ( - 2 2 . ~ 3 3 0 ~+~[tn
) (s) 4.41163
1.3401 1 exp (-22.9-1
exp 18.01187 (1IA I@] )
(8)

-

Fit index = 97.98%; $, = 1.82 R; avg H = 45.48 ft; n =
498.
where H is average height in feet of the dominants and
codominants in the stand at age A, and S is site index
in feet at base age I. Site index curves generatedfrom
this equation were presented in Figure 1.
Equation (8) can be rearranged to predict site index
from obsewed stand height:
S = exp(4.41163 + 1.540
4.41163 1.34011 exp (-22.
141 1

-

+ [In (H) .MI87 (1/A
(9)

-

Age in years

F@uu 1. Site index curves (base age 25 years) kn
dirod~eededslash pine stands

SUMMARY
Seven base-age invariant site index models were
evaluated based on their ability to project stand height
for short-, medium-, and long-term projection periods.
A new site index model provided superior height
prediction compared to the rest of the models,
especially for long-term projection. Site index curves
were then constructedfrom this model for directseeded slash pine stands.
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AN INDEX OF COMPETITION BASED ON RELATlVE
CROWN POSITION AND SIZE1
Dwight E). OW~eat,Allan EmHabastran,
Edvdard R, IEJlucknsrp, and James 8,WI@adsws2

I n d i c that
~ eRe&e& quanw compeMon among
indMdual trees are du&s concepths, Comman densw
measuremenltssuch as basd area are useful for
&mating total sbnd gram but are usually not
eFTecIiive for waluating me grovvth rssponse of
indi\didualtrees to various treatmen& (Moore st. d.
1973 and Biging and Bobberlin 1992). The need to
evaluate f a c b n influencing individual tree groWh is
apecialk impomnt Mthe increasing interst of
cukuring indMdual "crop trees" "@&man and Ngand
"1991 ).

D, =. diameter at breast height (d.b.h.) of subjeCf
tree I
4 = d.b.h. of campe~ortree j
DISI, -- distance bettnteen subject tree I
and compeW,orj
N = number of cornpeaor@.

EXISTING INDICES
Holm= and Reed (1991) recognized 3 & p a of
cctmpeion indiem: (4) influence zone averlag indices,
(2) grovving space indices, and (3) siize raGo
indie-. Size raao indicgs, ds&ed from rela&@tree
size and i n t e h e distan~ecomparisons, are
computaIiionaltyths rsim@estform of compeasn
index. Several autPlons (Daniels "176, Banids st a!.
1986, Lorimer "198 Holntm and Reed "1991) using a
range of species, reported that size ratio i n d i c ~
performed as well or better than the more com@ex
influence zone awrliap and growing space i n d i c ~ .
The one index &at vltas mast consistent vvas the Hegyl'
(I
974) index.
t-fegvs odginal(1974) compeMon index ifor jack pine
(Pinus banksisne Lamb.) was calculated as Pollow:

where GI,

=. eomgeMon index s
fsubjed bee i

'Pa~r

Wegyri (974)
I adginally defined N to include all %re=
M h i n a "F-foot radius sf the subjed tree. Daniels and
Burkhart ("1975) modiFied the index incorporaLing a
diameter-distanm relaGonship to select competstors.
Danids (1976) found that higher correlations v\rith
diameter groMh were achieved when the index
included more cornpetstor trees (i.e. udng a tower basal
area factor). Using a basal area factor of 10, Daniels
("176) obtained a correl;3tion coef;ficient(r) sf -0.41 5
b e m e n the index and diameter groWh in managed
ioblolly pine @antation%.
The Hegg index asurn= that the relalive d.b.h. and
distance bemeen the subjed and cornpeaor tree
reflects their campeave interaction. However, the
degree of competr'ton among individuals at a given
stocking level depends on crown charaderisti~s(Perry
"1985). For example, tvvo trees could have the same
d. b.h. and be the same distance from the subject tree,
but have crowns that are very dRerent in their influence
on the subject tree. The crown of one tree may not
projed towards the subject tree at all, while the other
may ave&og the subjget tree. While the difference in
compemve influence is apparent, indica based solely
an d.6.h. and intertree distance would gke idenlr'cal
csmpeWon valuw, incctrpora~ngcrown charaetedsSm
in a c~mpe&onindex should strengthen h
performance, especialb when measuing the degree of

& at t k ElglMk Bknnial SsrrU-remSlWcutlural Rwarc'GhConference, Auburn, AL, Nav. 13, iM,

Ik TN;Rewareh Amistanl Profeswr 0%Forety, Amw latantalion, Grand
Ju
-dm@&

ShUon, 8tmrrValk M8.

compeMw relsme for a subject tree when only one of
two equal diameter trem is removed.
A po&ble measure of compemon that incorporates
crown chara&eris.lim b the Dire& Sunlight from the
Side (DSS) value used in a Point Sptem for XarCtVVood
Crown Classes deveEoped by Meadow et al.
(ianpuMisked)'. DSS preddw a nermsricaf raling
(ranging from 0-ts-10) of tke amount of sunlight from
the sides reaching)the upmr 50 gercent of a tree's
crow. An o w n grown tr&s vvould receive a DSS point
value of 10 (i.e. 100 wrcent of the upper half of the
crown k recMng direct sunlight from the side). If only
50 percent of the tree" crown is recsiving dired
sunlight from the side Ulen it would receive a DSS value
of 5. DSS requirw no dired measurement of
competing trees.

CROWN POSITION INDEX
The Wo crown characteristics %at may best describe a
tree's competitive status are crown position (both
horizontally and vertically) and crown site.
Foresters make thinning decisions parb'ally based on
these 2 factors as well as stem quaiity. A compeMon
index based on the measurement of these
criteria would incorporate tra~tjonal
judgement in the
evaluat;ion of tree competitjon.

The Grown Bsos%onIndex (CPI) evaluated in this study
incorporatesthese variables. It is calculated as follow:

where CI, = competition index of subject tree i
CPj = crown projection of competitor j measures in a
straight line towards subject tree I
MCR = mean crown radius of subject tree I
D, = distance between subject tree i and competitor j
HTi = total height of subject tree i
HT, = total height of competitor j
N .= number of competitors, as determined by a 10
BAF prism point taken 2 feet west of the crop
tree.

OBJECTiVE
The objective of this study was to evaluate CGPI as a
measure of compeMon for upland harctvvood crop
trew. Specgcally, the study compared CPI, the Hegg
index and DSS.

S., Wodgw, John D., Buikhardt, E.C. and
n preparation]. Numerkal R
Glasws of Sotlthern Ha
(unpublished mamcrwfipt).

STUDY AREA
The study was conducted on Ames Plantation, a
research unit of The Universtly of Tennessee
Agricukural Experiment Station, located in
southwestern Tennessee. Topography was genw
rolling (5 to 20 percent slopes), vvith soils that were well
drained (primarily of the Lexington and Smahdale
series). Thwe soils were welt suied to upland oaks
with an average site index (base age 50 years) of 75 to
85 feet (Flowers ISO).
The study stand was well stocked (average basal area
per acre of 120 square feet) and even-aged (41 years
old) with a small component of larger, older trees. The
primary overstory species were white oak (Quercus
alba L.), southern red oak (Q. falcata Michx.), scarlet
oak (Q. coccinea Muenchh.), black oak (Q. velutina),
black cherry (Prunus serotina Ehrh.), hickory (Carya
spp.), red maple (Acer wbmm L.) and black tupelo
(Nyssa sylvatica Marsh.).

METHODS
A randomized complete block design containing 5
Mocks each with 2 replicates was used in the study.
Each replicate contained 36 cells (35- by 35- feet) and
was surrounded by a 35-foot non-treated buffer zone.
Treatments were a control and a crop tree release.
The trees in each cell were evaiuated and where criteria
were met, a single crop tree was selected. The tree
that exhibited the greatest potential for attaining the
highest value at maturity was selected. Selection was
based primarily on stem quality, crown position, and
species, with white oak being the most desirable.
When possible black oak was selected as the crop tree
if no desirable white oak were available. Other
acceptable species included southern red oak, scarlet
oak and black cherry. Baseline data were taken in the
winter of 1992-1993. A summary of the crop tree data
is given in Table 1.
Table ?-Average d. b.h. (inches), total height (feet), and
number of crop trees selected in a 41-year-old upland
hardwood stand in southwest Tennessee.
Crop Tree
white oak
southern red oak

445
"11

Average

Average

9.9
9.9

65
64

Crop trees were released in March of 1993. Each crop
tree was released on at teast 3, and preferably 4, sides.
Any tree (except adjacent crop trees) that was
impeding the expansion of the crop tree's crown was
felled. Crop tree d.b.h. was remeasured in January
1994 and October 1994. DSS was also remeasured in
October 1994.

Crop tree criameter g r o w w m ~ u m to dr e f i e
competitive influence. Corrdation coeficienls (r) were
calculated between diameter g r o w and each measure
of compeMon. Both 1year and cumulative 2 year
diameter growtol were tested. For the mnbol
treatment, index vatu- (CP1 and WeM) were
calculated using the basdine da& (initial Cornpettition).
For the release treament, index va!um reprssent the
amount of comptition removed (i.e, initial cornpeaon competjtion removed = r d d u d competition).
Correlalions of diameter growth wiUl DSS for both
control and release treatments were made udng the
values measured in Oclobsr 1994. On& white oak and
southern red oak were tested aiiip small sample size
precluded testing other species.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Correlations of 1year grouvth in the control treatmenhs
with the Hegyi index (r = -0.484) and DSS (r = 0.479)
were significant for southern red oak (Table 2). For
white oak only DSS had a significant correlation with 1
year growth (r = 0.436). Correlations with 2 year
growth were signfficant for all measures of competjtion
for both white and southern red oak in control
treatments. Correlation coefficientsvvith 2 year white
oak diameter grovvth were r = -0.210, r = -0.242, and r
= 0.544 for CPI, Wegyi and DSS respectiveb.
Correlation coefficientis vvith 2 year southern red oak
diameter growbh were r = -0.454, r = -0.514, and r =
0.623 for CPI, Hegyi and DSS respectively. Negative rvalues for CPI and Hegyi indices indicate that as values
of competiion increased diameter growth decreased.
Positive r-values for DSS demonstrate that d.b.h.
growth increased with increasing side light.
Table 2-Correlation analysis of 1 and cumulative 2 year
diameter growth of crop trees in the control treatment
with the Crown Position lndex (CPI), the Hegyi index
and Direct Sunlight from the Side (DSS).
r-values
CompeMion
Measure
CPI
Hegyi lndex
DSS
* P c 0.05
" P 0.01

white oak
Year 1 Year2
-0.1 91 -0.210*
-0. "13
-0.242"
0.436"
0.544"

southern red oak
Year 1 Year2
-0.345
-0.484"
-0.484* -0.514*
0.479"
0.623"

These results are condstent vvitR the findings of
Xolmes and Reed ("(91). The correlation betvveen
d.b,h. and crown size appears to be strong enough to
allow d.b.h, alone to consistently refled competitve
status in even-aged stands. Crown projection may be
overemphaslted in CPI as it failed to saccsont for
signifi~anttymore vadation in d.b.h. growth than did the
Hegg index, More defrnave guidelines for measuring
crown projec%onshould improve, GP1. For example,

crown pojection in the lower portion of a comwGng
c r o w couM haw lesrp influence on a s u t z j d tres than
c r o m p r o j d o n s in the upper crow. S
c o m ~ @ o rbs ~ e on
d a height-distance rsldonship ae;
reported by Biging and Dabbertin (1992) might aka
imprwe CPI.
Mhough &=PIdid not perdorm beaer than the H e M
index it is d l apparent that c r o w characteristicsare
important when evatua8ng competition as
demon&ded by the corrddons betvv8en diameter
growth and DSS. DSS measures crown position ais
M e d N by above ground competition for light, a
recognked bidogicd factor influencing individualtree
growth. From a practical sandpoint DSS is more
efficient than either index since only 1 measurement of
the subject tree is needed versus arduous
measurement of several competing trees. Nso DSS
emulates a field formtets subjective assessmenhs more
closely than CPI. Foresters are trained to evaluate
competition in terms of relative crown position. DSS is
a quantltawe measure of a subject tree's position
relative to itxi immedide competitors.
None of the 3 measurm of competitionwere
dgn%can.tlycorrelatedwith diameter gro'owth of reteased
crop trees. A better evaluation wil be possible when
the crop trees have had more time to fully r-pond to
the release treatmenb.

CONCLUSIONS
All 3 measures of competition correlated significantly
with 2 year diameter growth for both white and
southern red oak. Relative crown position as
expressed by CPI did not provide a more effective
measure of competition than did relative d.b. h. as
expressed by the H e m index. However, some
measure of crown position, such as DSS, was shown
to be a better evaluation of competition than using
d.b.h. as a surrogate for actual crown characteristics.
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FACTORS AFFECTING CROWN DIMENSIONS IN
UNEVEN-AGED LOBLOLLY PINE STANDS'
Paul k Murphy and Michael G. SheRon'
abatriW=t<tgw

ane

w e insblrsd in ~lruthwnArlcansas and northern Louisbna to invatigate

INTRODUCTION
Since tree crowns support photosynthesis and
transpiration, their size is an important indicator of a
tree's ability to sufvive and grow. Collectlvefy,tree
crowns in a stand determine site occupancy and affect
the ability of subordinate vegetation to grow and
develop. Crown dimensions have many practical
applications, such as construction of competition
indices, components of growth and yield models, and
as linkages to biological process models. They have
been used in remote sensing applications and may
have a role in the use of geographical information
systems (GIS) for forgstry applications. A poten'tiai
recent application is the use of crown dimensions in
calculating fractal dimensions of tree crowns (Zeide
and Pfeifer 1991).
Crown width has been the dimension of most interest.
An early application was the use of crown width in
aerial photogrammetry. Minor (1951) reported on
stem-crown relations for the southern pines for use in
determining stand volumes from aerial photographs;
Baldwin (1982) is a more recent application. Concern
for developing measures of stocking that overcome the
shortcomings of basal area has ako prompted the
development of crown width models; some examples
are crown competition factor (Krajicek and others
1961), stocking equations (Gingrich 1967), and
application of crown competition factor to loMolly pine
(Pinus taeda L.) plantations (Strub and others 1975).
Francis (1986) studied the relationship of crown width
with respect to crown class and d. b.h. for several
bottomland hardwood species. Smith and others
(1992) anafyzed crown and basal area relationships of
open-grown southern pine species. Guldin (1987)
used crown area-d. b.h. relationships to ecologicalfy
derive structures in uneven-aged loblolb-shortleaf(P.
echinata Milt.) pine stands. In addition, Grano (1957)
obsewed that cone production in loblolly pine trees was
strongfy relatedto crown size.

Comprehensive studies of the relationships betvveen
crown dimensions and other stand, site, and tree
variaMes have been quite limited. MincWer and
Gingrich ( I 970) investigated crown width-d. b. h.
relationships in upland oak (Querws spp.) stands; they
found them to be similar to those for open-grown trees
and independent of site, crown class, and species. As
a part of linking an individual-tree lobtolfy plantation
growth model to a biological process model, BaldLvin
and others (1993) modeled crown radius as a function
of d.b.h., crown length, site index, suNiving trees per
acre, and number of trees planted, @usan indicator
variable for physiographic region. Larocque and
Marshall (1994) investigated the effects of spacings
and ages as well as tree variables on crown width and
length for red pine (Pinus resinoss Ait.).
Despite the utility of crown dimension relationships, the
lack of informationfor uneven-aged loblolly pine stands
is particularly acute. The only available data are from
Guldin (1987), and his equation was developed from
only 31 trees in one 40-acre stand in southern
Arkansas. We present data from a regional study of
uneven-aged lobiolly pine stands.

METHODS
Treatment Variables
Uneven-aged stand structures are typically defined in
terms of (1) basal area, (2) maximum diameter, and (3)
a quotient, termed "q." This quotient is the ratio of the
number of trees in a diameter class to the next larger
diameter class. For example, if there are 12 t r e s per
acre in the 12-inch class and 10 trees per acre in the
13-inch class, the q value would be 1.2. The quotient
is also affected by diameter class width: a q value of 1.2
for I-inch classes would become 1.44 for %-inch
classes. Several guides have been published on how
to use these three variables to describe stand structure
(Brender 1973, Moser 1976, Murphy and Farrar 1982).
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area, maximum dameter, and sits
q u a t i on grovvth and development of uneven-aged
loblolly pine stands are being invwtigatsd in our study.
Although "'q" i;FJ one of the prineipai variablm used to
define uneven-aged stand structure, experience has
shown it to be the leaat a m e n a b to management, at
least initially, Therefore, the other variables were
selected in this fimt efFort and q w s fixed, A q of !.2
was used for this study; Reynolds (1959,1969) and
Reynolds and others (1984) have observed and used
this value in several decades of uneven-aged
management of lobrlol&-shortteaf pine stands.
For treatments, we chose target basal areas of 40,60,
and 80 ft2 per acre in trees larger than 3.5 inches
d. b.h.; target maximum diameters of 12, 16, and 20
inches d.b.h.; and site index ranges of less than 81, 81
to 90, and 91 feet and above (loblollfr pine base age
50). Basal areas are kept lower than in even-aged
stands to favor the development of pine reproduction.
Reynolds (1959) recommended cutting when stand
basal area reaches 75 f? per acre to allow pine
regeneration to develop. Uneven-aged lobfolly pine
stands, therefore, should probably not be much above
this level at any time during a cutting cycle. A slightly
higher basal area (80 ft?) was chosen to investigate its
long-term effects on loblolly pine growth and
regeneration. The lowest basal area treatment level of
40 ft2 probably represents the lower acceptable density
limit for management. Lower densities approach
understocked conditions for uneven-aged stands, and
growth is being lost without any concomitant gain in
regeneration.
Maximum d.b.h. is somewhat akin to rotation age in
even-aged stands. Selection of a larger maximum
d. b.h. represents a longer term investment than a
smaller mdmum d.b.h. A residual maximum d.b.h. of
20 inches probably represents an upper limit for both
economic and product-size goals. A 12-inch maximum
d. b.h. represents a lower limit for an adequate seed
source. The site index classes of this study adequately
capture the range of site quality that is encountered in
the West Gutf Coastal Plain. Each treatment
combinationwas replicated three times, and there are
81 plots in all.

than one plot instatled in them. All 81 study plots are
on the Coastal Plain in southern Arkansgs and
norttrern Louisiana (fig. 1). Plots were
resjdual b a d area and maximum d. b.h, b.e&ment as
randomly as possible.

Figure ?-Locations of the 81 plots of the regional
uneven-aged loblolly pine study. Multiple plots occur at
locations.
Square 1.6-acre gross plots included an interior square
0.5-acre net plot. Before harvest, all loblolly pine trees
greater than 3.5 inches d.b.h. were inventoried by
1-inch d. b.h. classes separately for the 0.5-acre net plot
and 1.1-acre isolation strip. Plots were then marked for
harvest to attain their assigned residual structure as
defined by residual basal area, maximum d. b. h., and a
"q" of 1.2 for 1-inch d. b.h. classes. Any shortleaf pines
occurring in the plots were cut. All hardwoods with a
groundline diameter of 1 inch or larger were injected
with herbicide prior to harvest, if possible, but no later
than the first growing season after treatment. Plot
installation and harvest occurred over a 3-year period
beginning in the fall of 1983. All cutting was completed
during the early part of the dormant season of each
year, and about one-third of the plots were established
each year.

The stands representeda gamut of cond&tions: some
already exhibited a reverse J-shaped stand structure,

After harvesting, all residual loblolly pine trees larger
than 3.5 inches d.b.h. on the net plot were numbered,
mapped, and measured. D.b.h. was measured to the
nearest 0.1 inch using a tape. A d.b.h, mark was
painted on each tree to ensure consistency in
subsequent measurements. b t a l height and height to
the crown base were measured to the nearest foot on a
sample of 20 percent of the tress in each "Iinch d.b.h.
elass. Five to ? 0 height-sample trees suitable for site
index calculation were selected for age determination
by increment coring, Candidate trees had to show no
evidence of past suppresion as indicated by ring

while others had a mound-shaped structure more

M&hs and gr~vvthpatter~sto be used for site indctx

FieEd Instaltation and Measurements
Candidate stands for plot installation had to have at
least 70 percent of the basal area in IoblolFy pine; no
evidence of cutting vvithin the last 10 years; no evidence
of catastrophic loss from insea, disease, weather, or
fire; and a site index that did not vary more than 10 feet
over the plot area. Stands that exhibited a reverse
J-shaped stand structure were preferred if available.

@pica[of even-aged stands. Most stands had more

comp&ed with the

computation. Site index
function by Farrar (1973).

The plots were rememured after 5 yearn of growth.
The same measurements, excelpt tree age, were taken
on both surviving trees and ingrowth trees. In a d a n ,
crown vlricrtfis were measured on alt height
measurement &em. Measuremenbwere taken at the
maximum and minimum crown widttrs to the nearest
foot. Measuremenbwere usually at right angles to one
another.

Data Summary end Analysis
This analysis was confined to remeasurement data for
two reasons: (1) c r o m widths were not measured
during plot installation, and (2) the trees needed a few
years to respond to the treatmenb. The following
variables were calculated and expanded to a per-acre
basis when appropriate for trees 3.5 inches in d.b.h.
and larger at remeasurement: (1) basal area per acre,
(2) maximum diameter, (3) site index (loMolly pine, base
age 50 years), (4) quadratic mean diameter, and (5)
basal area per acre in trees equal to and larger than the
subject tree (includes the subject tree). The tree
variables d.b.h. and total height were also used in the
analysis.
Means and ranges for the data are presented in table
1. The maximum basal area was about 120 ft2 per
acre. This density was from a treatment with a
maximum d.b.h. of 12 inches and a residual basal area
of 80 ft2 per acre after cutting. Even though the
residual basal area was high, the relatively young trees
that remained after treatment grew very rapidly.
Table 1-Descriptive statistics for tree, stand, and site
variables from a regional, uneven-aged loblolly pine
study
Variablea

Mean Minimum Maximum

Crown width (feet)
Crown length (feet)
D.b.h. (inches)
Total height (feet)
Basal area larger
(ft2 per acre)
Quadratic mean d.b.h.
(inches)
Stand basal area
(f? per acre)
Site index (feet at 50 years)

18
28
10.5
66
49.0
10.4

moddng apmat=h kt high& &a&&. 19n initid wt of
pl.omising variablw was chosen, and a prdminary
conducted. Rtjaaidual alplob
were atso used to detect anomalouh~obsenrations and
to test mod4 adequaq. W a n w u s variables were
dminated, and reduced modets were fitted by ordinary
f he method of seemingly unrdatd
AS Institute 1988) was used to account
for any corrhted errors beween the crown width and
c r o w length equations, and least squares withi the
Gentisman-Givsns omogonal transformation (SAS
Insaute 1990) was uWed to mitigate the effect8 of
ill-con-neb
data because tree dametern and tree
heighb were highly correfated. However, neither of
these two atternate methods was better than the
ordinary least squares estimation; therefore, the
ordinary least squares estimates were accepted.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The final variables selected to predict crown width were
d.b.h. and total height; for crown length, the square
root of d.b.h., total height, and site index were used.
The parameter estimates and associated standard
erron are given in table 2. The root mean square
errors were 2.8 and 5.5 feet, and the R-squares were
0.86 and 0.72 for crown width and crown length,
respectively.
Table 2-Parameter estimates and standard errors for
linear regressions of crown width and crown length for
loblolly pine trees in uneven-aged stands.
Dependent
variable

Independent
variabie

Crown
width (ft)

Intercept
D.b. h, (in)
Total height (ft)

Crown
length (ft)

Intercept
Square root of
d.b.h. (in)
Total height (ft)
Site index (ft)

Parameter
estimate

Standard
error

75.9
83

Tree variables (crown diameter, crown length, d. b.h.,
and height) are based on 2,340 sample trees; stand
and site variables (basal area larger, quadratic mean
d.b.h., stand basal area, and site index) are based on
data from 81 0.5-acre plots. Air values were measured
5 years after basal area and maximum d,b,h,
treatments were imposed.
a

Crown width and length were p l o w with indep-endent
variaMerr to detect possible retationships and determine

The negative coefficient for total height in the crown
width equation may seem surprising, but earlier studies
(Briegleb 1952, lhressalo 1950, Smith and Bailey 1964)
have also shown this relationship. More recentty,
Larocque and Marshall (1994) had the same results in
a study of stand development of red pine pfanta-tions in

Ontario, Canada. Additional evidence for the negawe
effects of height on crown features exist in the biomass

The negative effect of site index on crown length was
also surprising. There is no corroboration in the
literature, because nobody has apparentfy looked at
this relationship. Though significant, the effects of site
index are rela~velysmall. A "I-foot increase in site
index results in only a 0.4-foot decrease in crown
length.

prediction equations for loblolly pine trees from evenaged stands of Nelson and Switzer (1975) and Baldwin
(1987). Both studies show a negative coefficient for
the height variable in equations prediceng crown
biomas. The negative effects of height on crown
features mean that, for a given diameter, a shorter tree
will have a larger and heavier crown than a taller tree.
Explanation of this relationship requires some degree sf
speculation and is more easily visualized in even-aged
than in uneven-aged stands. This relationship may
reflect the fact that height is affected less by lateral
compeWion than is d.b.h. and apparently crown width.
That is why height rather than d.b.h. is used as an
index of site quaii. in addition, tree height may be a
better indicator than d.b.h. of tree age in uneven-aged
stands.

Figure 2 shows predicted crown widths for different
d.b.h. ranges and height classes. It also compares our
results with those for another uneven-aged pine stand
(Guldin 1987) and for open-grown loblolly pine trees
(Smith and others 1992). As expected, the equations
from our study and Guldin's are below the one for
open-grown trees. However, crown diameters from
Guldin's equation are only about 2 feet lower that those
for open-grown trees, and values from our study are 2
to 5 feet lower than those of open-grown trees. The
predictions from our study also fall below Guldin's, with
comparable values only for the upper diameters.

Several explanations can be proposed for the lack of
substantial effects of stand-level variables on crown
diameter and length: (1) d.b.h. and height have
collectively accounted for most of the explainable
variation, (2) basal area and maximum d.b.h.
treatments had been imposed for only 5 years, and
more time may be needed to detect a response, (3)
pine basal area was reduced to some degree in even
the highest treatment (80 f f per acre), and (4)
hardwood-competition control was imposed on all
treatments. Since pretreatment conditions were not
measured, their effects could not be investigated,

Figure 3 shows estimates for crown length by different
d.b.h. ranges and height classes for a given site index
of 83 feet, the average for the data set. Although
height has a small but perceptible effect, most of the
change in crown length is attributable to d. b.h. A 40foot increase in height results in an increase in crown
length of only 1.5 feet.
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Figure 3-Calculated values for crown length for loblolly pine trees from uneven-aged stands.
The crown width and crown length equations
developed here have a wide range of potential
applications. A major finding was that tree
characteristics alone were generally adequate for
modeling crown width, and only tree variables plus site
index were needed for crown length. A practical
consequence is that use of the equations will be
simpler, because only tree d.b.h., tree height, and site
index are needed.
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A WEIGHTED LEAST SQUARES DIAMETER MOMENT
RECOVERY SYSTEM FOR CUT OVER SITE PREPARED
LOBLOLLY PINE PLANTATIONS'
Thomas O. Matney and Keith L. Bellis

obtained by writ@ to the authors.

INTRODUCTION
Loblolty pine (Pinus taeda L.) is the backbone of
southern forest produa industries. In order to
estimate future wood supplies, these industries must
have reliable grovvUh and yield predictom for their new
generation of IoMolty pine stands planted on cutover
siteprepared land, In response to this need,
cooperative arrangements between univefsWes and
forest products industries have been formed to
generate g r o w and yield data bases for these newgeneration plantations. This paper describes the
thinned stand, growth and yield simulator produced by
a caoperative of seven forest produa industrim and
Mississippi State Univemily, Department of Forestry, in
the Mississippi Agricukural and Forestry hperiment
Station that was atablished in 1982 to develop a data
base for thinned loblol~
pine stands in the Mid Gulf
South.*
Conceptually, the simulator presented is a combination
of a threeparameter Wiebull diameter breast height
(dbh.) disltribution recovery system (Matney and
Sullivan 1982; Matney, Suillvan, and Ledbetter 1986)
and a recently developed weighted constrained least
squares dbh moment recovery sptem. Prior to the
first thinning, diameter distributions are approximated
by recovering the parameters of a threeparameter
Wiebuli probability distribution so that the distribution's
expected arithmetic and quadratic mean dbhs are
equal to predicted. At the first thinning, a tree list" to
represent the stand is randomty generatedfrom the
Wiebull distribution. Aeer generation of the tree list,
any specified thinning Is applied to the list, and
weighted constrained least squares procedures are

employed to allocate mortal@and diameter gr0wtt.l to
the slemenb of the tree list. The mortal@ allocation
least squares procedure specifia an allocation fundon
that minimize the w&ghted sum of squared
differencesi between tree list elements before and after
mo-ty, subject to constrain@on the adjusted tree liit
that (1) the total number of trees per unit area
represented in the tree list equals the predicted total
number of trees per unit area surviving to time t, = t,+
At, and (2) the arithmetic and quadratic mean dbhs
(first- and second-order dbh moments) equal predicted
for those trees at time ti, that wilt sunrive to time t,.
Similarly, the least squares diameter growth recovery
procedure generates a tree diameter growth allocation
funt=lion by minimiring the weighted sum of squares
differences between tree list dbh elements at timgs t,
and t, subject to the constrain@that the adjusted tree
list have afithmetic- and quadratic-mean dbhs equal to
their t, projectedvalues.
In both least-squares models, a weighing function is
used to control the magnitude of the gr~wthlmorta~ty
allocation assigned to each tree list element Elements
of a fist with higher weights relative to other tiit
elements receive rela@ve&smaller adjustment. Also, by
controlling the shape of the weighing function, the
shape of the allocation function is determined, and thus
mortality and growth allocation functions can be
obtained approximating a desired shape.
Because thinning from M o w tend to remove potential
mortar@ trees, the least squares mortal@ model is
easity modifted lor performing thinning from below.

Taper presented at the Eighth Biennid Southern Sihricutturaf Research Conference,Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3, 1994.
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Tabte 2prc?r plot mea-surremmOBiby
age and site index (base age 25). The numbers in this
table difler in btaifrom those in Table 1 k a u s e onkg
the site index M a r e thinning is indud&.
Age
€5
5-10
10-15
15-20
20-25
25-30
30
All

Ziite index (feet)
4
28
10
13
3
2
0
f30

7
72
61

22
20
12
10
204

1
29
70
30
28
13
4
175

0
22
16
14
11
2
0
65

12
151
157
79
62
29
14
504

Several g r o M and yield moddens have found that a
three-parameterVV~ebuldistribution parameter
recovery system supported on diameter moments or
diameter order statistics (percentiles), provide very
close approximationsto observed distributions in pine
plantations (Matney, Sullivan, and Ledbetter 1986;
Matney and Sullivan 1982; Zarnoch et 81. 1990). The
procedure is computationaly efficient and easy to
implement because precise and accurate equations to
predict diameter percentiles or diameter momenb can
be quick& developed from a growth and yield data
base.
If D-, U, and 11E denote respectively, the
predicted(kn0wn) minimum, arithmetic mean, and
quadratic mean dbhs of a stand, and if a, b, and c,
denote respectively, the location, scale, and shape
parameters of a three-parameter Wiebull distribution for
representingthe stand's dbh distribution, U, and @)'
can be equated to their Wiebuli distribution expected
values; and the resuMng two nonlinear equations
generated solved for parameten b and c when
parameter a is known. The two nonlinear equations
generated are:

where T, is the gamma function value of 1 + Wc.
f o solve the two nonlinear caquations for the
b and c given that the parameter a is known, Equation 1

The value of parameter c m.tisqng Equation 4, can be
found using a bisectjon or secant fked point iteradon
(Conte and deBoor 1972; Burden, Faires, and
Reynolds 1980). After a value is found for parameter
c, it can be substituted for parameter c in Equation 3
to find parameter b.
Kotmogorov"~
goodnw of fit test (Conover 1971)
showed that for parameter a, values chosen between
0.250- and 0.920- allowed no &;scrimination
b b e e n the distributions of the test statistics. This
occurred k a u s e the high correlation between the a
parameter and the b and c parameters compensated
for a parameter values within the range of 0.250,
and 0.920- Small values for the a parameter
produced better tree number estimates in the smal
diameter classes while tending to overestimate tree
numbers in the larger diameter classes. Large values
for the a parameter provided better tree number
estimates for the larger diameter classes while
undererutimating)the tree numbers in the smaller
diameter classes. Consequently, to define a particular
value, the Kolmogorov test statistics were calculated
condib'onally on the data above the sevenw-fifth
diameter percentile to refine tree number estimates in
the larger diameter classes. The value of the a
parameter having the lowest average Kolmogorov test
statistic was 0.650- . It should be noted that no
significant differences with the Kolmogorovtest were
observed at the .05 level.

MORTALIW/THINNED TREE
ALLOCATION MODEL
Once the simulator generates a tree list from a Wiebull
distribution or a tree list is specified as input, any trees
removed by thinning from below and any trees dying
before the end of the next projection period must be
removed from the list. A logical way to characterize the
process of thinning from below is to require that the
after thinning tree list have numbers of trees per unit
area, and arithmetic , and quadratic mean dbhs equal
to predicted or known values. Likewise, to characterize
the process of mortality between two time periods it is
Sogical to require the initialtree list be adjusted to have
numben; of trees per unit area, and arithmetic mean,
and quadratic mean dbhs equal to their predicted after
mortality values.

is first solved for parameter b to yield that

Next Equation 3 is substituted for b in Equation 2, to
produce a nonhnear equation solvaMe for parameter c
when a b known:

A convenient and controllable way of removing
(allocating) thinned(mortal*tytrees to the tree list
slemenb and to impose any required logical
resMGtions on the adjusted is to use a weighted
constrained least squares model that minimizes the
weighted sum of squared dEfference between list
number slsmenai before thinfmortalrty and after
thinlmortalrty numbers per unit area, The logical

con@b&nkIrn~sd
on the soiuSjon being that the
af &emp@runit arm, and
ean dbhs equal their
Gon&d of the magniaslde of
acatibns to each list

demsnh e x e r b d by adgning wdghb to Vle list
demenb b e d on thsir sira or relative ~ a o innthe
Be&. Mathernddb far b t h thinned and mo&afw tree
docation, the iemt q u a r w mod&, udng Cagrangian
muttigiers fVVhittfe 1971), can be exprmed a8:

where

n f the number of trgshp in the tise iist before martam
alIacation;
d,is the diameter at b r e d hsight (dbh) of the ith tree;
s, is the number of trem per unit area reprwentd by
the ittr tm hfore thinnin6;r,momfa
S, is the number oftreea per unit area represent& by
the ith trse after ad~ustmentfor thinningfmortalw;
gned to the ith kt element;
TS, is the total number of trees per unit area after-thin
after morbtity ,
is the aritSlmMc-mean dbh of all trees after
thinninglmo&flty;
-q is the
quadra~c-mean
dbh of all trees after
thinnindmortalia; and
A, 4 and y are ~ a ~ r a n ~multipliers
ian
to be determined
by the constraints that:

I

The constant Lagrangian muDtiptiersA, 6, and y are
determind from Equdon 6 by imposing) each of the
rsquired constrain@on the equation. This resub in the
follovving simultaneous system of three linear equations
that can be easily for A, 6,and y using stalndard linear
equation solution procedures.

+

[gdiW;1)

a

a. numbers of trees per unit area equal to projected,
i=ri

Si ,

TS, =

b. arithmetic mean stand dbh equal to predicted,

5si4 5

Sidi
= i=]i
. , a n d

a=i"l

gi

='st

i- I

c. quadratic mean dbh equal to predicted,

5

Si42

9(4

=

~

-

si

--

i.1_

='s,

i-l

The S, values tfiat minimire Equauan 5 are found by
faking the partid de&a&e of the equation M h resy>eet
to S, , equating it to 0,and soEving the rautting
equa~onfor S, . That is:

1

= TS, -

TS,

where

TS,

i-1

11

Cd;W;'

+

i -n

=

si is the number of trees per unit area present

i-1

before thinninglmortality.
The amount of adjustment given to a tree list element is
controlled by its assigned weight, W,. List elements
assigned large wdghts relativeto other list elements
receive relativeiy small adjustment of

I

+

Mi

+

yY4'

wi

Thus, for both thinned and mortalq tree allocations,
the assigned vveights should decrease with increasing
dbh so propo~onallymare adjustment vvill occur in the
smaller diameter dassss then in the larger diameter
cfassles,
In order to determine a suilable weighing function, we

asurned Vte general form

where p is a parameter to be chosen so that the
average value of the Kolmogorov goodness of fit test
staWc is minimizd for aM
dsbibutions in the data bate , On this parameter
seiection cri.t.eria, the p valuee of 2.3 and 3.9,
respectiv*, were found to be the Wt for thinned and
mortalitytree aibcation. No significant differences
behiveen the prd@ted and ohewed aiter-ii'rin/rr\ort;iI'Q
dbh distributions by either Chkquare or the
Kolmogorov goodness of fit test were found at the .05
level.

T E E LIST DIAMETER GROVVTW MODEL
After removing thinned and mortai'ty trees from a tree
list, the diameter elements of the tree list must be
grown to the end of the projection period. The

where
D, is the estimated future dbh of the ith tree list
element;
b is the predicted future arithmetic-mean stand dbh;
72 is the predicted future quadratic-mean stand dbh;
and
A and 6 are Lagrangian muttiplier constants to be
determined so that the estimated list has

prsdiGtabiilityof m r e aggregate stand arithme.ltic and
quadratic mean dbhr for bath thinnsd and unthinnsd
stands make these quantities subbas for charaderlzing
the hrkrre trse kt. Hence, g h n prsdided or k n o m
krture arithmetic b and quadratic P mean dbhs,
growth must be allocated to the initial tres list so that
the resuttlng list has arithmetic and quadratic mean
dbhs equd ts 1T and Ti, respem*.
One vvay of deriving the required grovvth aflocaaon
krndon is to minimke the weighted sum of squared
diffsrencss btween present and future ht dbh's
subject to the constraints that the arithmetic and
quadratic mean dbh. of the future list equal I3 and a,
respeme6y. Again, using Lagrangian muttiplisns, thig
model can be mathem;zrtical@expressed as:

To solve for the Lagrangian muttipliers, the two
constrainas are imposed on Equation 8 to produce the
following two nonlinear equations solvable for A and b

Es(
i-1

W.d. - A
&+Wi

=

(rsp

(94

a. arithmetic-mean stand dbh equal to predicted,
imn

Sill, = (Ts,~, and
i.1

b. quadratic-mean stand dbh equal to predicted,

Since the regression of future diameter on initial
diameter for short projection intervals (10 or less years)
usually b well approximated by a straight-line model, a
logical choice for the weight W, is 1. W i W, = 1,
eauation 8 becomes

where the intercept a is
The D , satisfying the least squares model are
determined by taking the partiat derivative of Equation
7 with respect to Di setting the result equal to 0 and
sohring for Di

di] + 2ASi
thus,

+

& + l

,and

the slope b is

2&Spi = 0, and
Newton's iteration for sohring systems of nonlinear
equaons (Burden, Faires, and Reynolds 1981) can be
used to solve Equations 9a and 9b for A and b.
Ne\Ntontsiteration for sohr3ng the equations is iliustrated
in Matney, Farrar, and Belli (1990).

STANDLEWL PARAMETER P ~ D I C T I O N
EQUATIONS
Implementationof the deschbed system of models
required that a large number of stand-ievel prediction
equations be developedfrom the data. These required
equations are summarized in Table 3. In the table,
Equations 1 and 2 gstimate site index from age and
average height of dominant and codominant trees, and
average height of dominant and codominant trees from
age and site index, respsctively. The minimum, and
arithmetic, and quadratic mean dbh prediction
equations for unthinnedstands are provided by
Equations 3,6,and 9. In the case that an unthinned
stand tree list k input, Equations 4, and 7 are used to
project stand arithmetic and quadratic mean dbh s.
Equations 5, and 8 are used after thinning to obtain

projectedstand arithmetic and quadratic mean dbhs.
Equations 11, and 12 estimate the numben of trees
per acre (T,)and arithmetic mean dbh of the residual
stand after thinning from below given a specified
residual stand basal area (6,). The r esidual stands
quadra~cmean dbh is computed as

where Tr is the residual number of trees per acre after
thinning.
Estimates of the basal area per acre and arithmetic
mean dbh at time 0 after mortality allocation are
estimated from Equations 13, and 14.

Table 3- Component equations of the cutover site-prepared lobloliy pine plantation thinned stand model. See the
variable legend at the end of the table for variable definitions.
Base age 25 site index ( si I and averaae height of dominant and codominant trees (hd):

n = 256 r' = nla

%x

= nla

n = 256 ? = nla %, = nla
Unthinned stand arithmetic-mean dbh (ad):
Given a, hd, and ts:

-9.1647 + 0.0068278

a = 105.389(ts)-~.~'~
e @
n = 458 i2= .981 s

= 0.083

Y*X

Given a,a,, hd, and 1J,:

Thinned stand arithmetic-mean dbh:

Unthinned stand quadratic mean dbh:

Given a, hd, and ts:

Given a,a,, hd, and

we:

Thinned stand auadratic mean dbh:

Unthinned stand mlnfmum dbh:
d- = 0258 aO-D1ol
n = 418 ? = .920 s, = 0.98
Total tree helahk:

Trees m r acre remainina after thinnlna from below to a specified residual basal area per acre:

n = 87 P = ,951

a,= .0433

Arithmetic-stand dbh after thinning from below:

n = 8 7 ?=.972 $,=.O196

Basal area m r acre after mortalitytree allocation:

n = 158 ? = .954

4, = .0116

Arithmetic-stand dbh at time 0 after removal of mortality trees:

B

n = 158 ? = .950

a,=.008

(11)

Survival oredlction svstsnt:
First year s u r v ~ apercent:
l
P~ 1 4 1 - e -0.03646(4]
Proportion of mortality after first years to onset of competition:

,P

= pm).

pm = e -0Onset of competition inequality:

Annual mortality until time of first thinning:

Annual mortality following thinning:

Legend
a = current stand age
a, = initial stand age
a, = future stand age
b = current pine basal area per acre
t?, = initial pine basal area per acre
b, = future pine basal area per acre
b, = basal area per acre after thinning
b, = basal area per acre before thinning
,b
, = basal area per acre after mortality tree removal
= basal area per acre before mortality tree removal
d = diameter breast height (dbh)
= unthinner stand minimum dbh
-71 = current stand arithmetiomean dbh
&, = initial stand arithmetic-mean dbh
-71, = future stand arithmetic-mean dbh
am= arithmetic-mean dbh after mortalitytree removal
?fb = arithmetic-mean dbh before mortalitytree
removal
= ammetic-mean dbh after thinning
?f, = arithmetic-mean dbh before thinning
e = the base (2.7182818) of the natural logarithm.
hd = average height of dominants and codominant s
h, = total tree height
i2 = index of fit
m = unthinned per acre annual mortality after onset
of crown competition
m, = annual per acre mortar* after thinning
n = number of observations

nla = not applicable
P, = first year survival percentage
P, = proportion dying per year after the first year
and before the onset of competib"on
- = current
stand quadratic mean dbh
q
q
,
=
initial
stand
quadratic mean dbh
q, = future stand quadratic mean dbh
,q = quadratic-mean dbh after mortality tree removal
,q = quadratic-mean dbh before mortalitytree
- removal
q, = quadratic-mean dbh after thinning
q, = quadratic-mean dbh before thinning
? = R-square
si = base age 25 site index
s,, = standard error of estimate
t, = initial number of surviving trees per acre
t, = future number of surviving trees per acre
t, = number of trees per acre after mortailty
t, = number of trees per acre before mortality
t, = number of trees per acre after thinning
= number of trees per acre before thinning
ts = number surviving trees per acre
rr ~ 3 . 1 4 1 5 9
The units of measure for diameters, heights, and basal
areas are inches, feet, and square feet, respectively.
Tree numbers are per acre.

STAND L E E L SURWVAL ESTIMATION
Suwivd cuww are generatsd from a sygaem of
equations that aftsmpt to mimic tfre actual morlafrty
process of plantations. First-year seedling sunrivat
percentage (p#)tends to bs sits-quality sensstive and is
m~matedby the equation form

where si is base age 25 site index, a is a parameter to
be atimated, and constant e is the base of the natural
lagarithm.
After the initial seedling mortality has occurred and until
a significant level of crown compeMon devslops to
cause mortalit)r, the proportion of tress dylng per year
can be allocated with a declining geometric progr
whose term represen& the proportion of trees dying
between age a and age a + 1. That is:

where p, is the proportion of trees dying between age
a to age a + 1, a is stand age, and p, is the geometric

where a, 8, land A are parametersto be mtirnated. In
the inequatity, the term [a + @Jsican be considerd to
reprment the average diameter of the drde of c r o m
influence around indMdual -trees, and thus the IeR-hand
side of the inequality representsthe total area of
influence circles in a stand at age a with the right-hand
constant A squatling the level at which crown
campslition k a m e s significant.
To @%mateafl of the parametem of the suNit,aI eptem,
a computer program was written to minimize the sum of
squared differences betvveen observed and predided
surv%ringtrees per acre. Because of the way the
smtem parameters were estimated, the component
equations are not true reg
on equations but are
rather a device to simulate Me process of compeCition
mortality,
Stand mortality after thinning is erratic and is not
correlated high& with stand parameters. Mortalty in the
period follovving thinning was most related to the
expected rate of mortality of an unthinned stand with
the numbers of trees per acre reduced by the ratio of
mean stand diameter before thinning to mean stand
diameter after thinning. "Tat is:

progression term. Like
pm is related weaMy to site
index and is approximated by the equation

where b is a parameter to be estimated.
At the age when significant crown competition begins,
and thereafter for unthinnedstands, the number of
trees dying per year is estimated from the differential

where m is the number of trees dying in the time
interval a to a + 1, t
s is the number of trees sunirving at
age a, hd is the average height of dominant and
codominant trees at age a, and k and g are parameters
to be estimated. The model stat@ that after the onset
of competition, mortality is proportional to the numbers
of trees sunriving times the mean annual increment of
the average height of dominant and codominant trees
raised to a power. Mean annual height increment is
related strong& to site quality and stand dens@ and is
highly correlated with mortality.
The age at which significant crown competition occurs
is estimated by finding the age a at which the following
inequalrty is satisfied:

where m, is the number of trees dying between age a
and a + 1,ij&is the quadratic mean dbh before
thinning, ii-,is the root mean dbh after thinning, 6 is a
parameter to be estimated from the data, and k, g,ts,
and hd are as previously defined.

INDIVIDUAL TREE VOLUME PREDICTION
EQUATIONS
Tree volumes are calculated using the stem profile
equations for cutover loblolly pine trees described by
Ledbetter, Matney, and Sufhan (1986).

DISCUSSION
The least squares models presented for thinned
stands is a parameter-freediameter distribution
recovery system. Because the models do not assume
any undertying probability distribution after thinning,
they afford a high degree of flexibility for modeling
thinned stand diameter distributions and other stands
not having diameter &~tdbutionsclosely approximated
by a parametric probabir>ilitymod&.
While the least squares adjustment procedures are not
founded on biological argumenb, they produce tree
groWlsurvival equations that follow k n o w
biologicaUy sound relationships. This is because the
procedures minimize the weighted distance beheen
initial and future diameterslnumbers of trees. Thus, by
choosing a biologicatty reasonableweighing function, it
is possible to generate tree growth and mortali

allocation equations that are &most rjls good as the
same equation fitted to the r w data by reg

Conover, W. J, 19971. Pracacal nonparameMc
sbtistic=s. John WPey and Sons. NY,NY. 462 pp.

Overalt, the simulator devefopsd from the models
presented center& w d on the obaervsd data. The
data were, howwsr, coUectsd over a wide geographical
range and incorporatethe opsrab'onalvariations among
companies. Key comgonsnts of the model mad
disturbed by this variation are the survival function and
the site index function. Usem of the model should
mod@ thwe components to reflect their spcific
conditions. Other componenb in the mod4 (diameter
and volume) should be pulled in k"neby the site index
and survival function. A PC compatible FORTWN 77
program available from the authors allow the user
easily m o d i the survival funetion and site index
equation,

Conte, S. D., and C* deBoor. 5972. Efernenbryr
numen'cal a n a m : an algorithmic approach, 2nd
ed. McGraw-Will Book Company. 396 pp.

ENDNOTES
T h e corporations joining the cooperative in 1982 were
Crown Zellerbach, Masonite, Potlatch, International
Paper, Hammermill, American Can, and Container.
Companies joining the cooperative after 1982 were
Scott Paper Company, James River, and International
Paper Company. The cooperative has been inactive
since 1990.
*A tree list is a list of diameters and the numbers of
trees per unit area represented by each diameter in the
tree list.
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RAPIDLY RESTORING LARGE-DIAMETER LONGLEAF PfNE
ECOSYSTEMS AT A LOW COST:
A PRELIMINARY APPRAISAL1
R. L Busby, C. E. Thomas, R. E. Lohray, m d K. H. N. LB

'

INTRODUCTION
Longleaf pine (Pinus palusttis Mill.) once dominated
the forests of the South's Coasbl Plain. It provided the
timber for estahhment of the timber industry there.
Unfortunately, problems with regeneration led to the
decline of the species in southern commercial forests,
even on favorable sites. Currently, longleaf pine
occupies less than 5 percent of its original acreage.
However, the longleaf ecosystem is important to many
-ociated swcierr. For example, an old-groWh, towdensity longleaf forest can be ideal habitat for the redcockaded woodpecker (Picoides borealjs), an
endangered species (Lennartz 1985). Because of the
unique characteristics of the longleaf ecosystem, there
has been increasing interest in its restoration.
After a long period of decline, loss of longleaf acreage
appears to have dowed; it now occupies about 3.5
million acres (Kelly and Bechtold 1989). Regeneration
techniques for hastening the passage through the
grass stage have been developed (Croker and Boyer
1975; Mann 1969). And Barnett (1992) reported that
high seedling survival can be obtained with: (1) wellprepared, competition-free sites, (2) heatthy, top-quafity,
fresh planting stock, (3) meticulous care of stock from
r i n g to planting, (4) precision planting, and (5) proper
post-planting care.
One option for restoringthe paMike stands of large
trees that once typified the ecosystem is by planting
longleaf pinets and thinning the stands frequently and
heaviiby. This approach witl provide sbnds of large
diameter trees rather quickly, and the produ*

removed in thinning can be sold to defray part of the
cost of ecosystem restoration.
In this paper, we examine the economics of that
approach. We anaJyze the economics of longleaf pine
plantations both as a commercial forestry investment
and as a strategy for restoring old-growth iongleaf
ecosptems. We focus on the potential commercial
rettornsthat can be obtained during the rmtoratiow
process.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Economic Evaluation
The investment criterion is land expectation value
(LEV), the value of bare land used for growing
perpetual rotations of even-aged stands of timber. LEV
is calculated by finding the discounted present value of
costs and revenues resulting from perpetually
managing an area in longleaf pine production.
Revenues occur when products are harvested and
costs are incurred when the site is brought into
production and whenever the area is treated. The
formula for LEV is:
LEV =

- -RI-- ,C
C
t=o

(1 +if

where: LEV = land expectation value,
f$ =: revenue occurring at year t,
6, =: cost occurring at year t, and
I = discount rate per year expressed as a decimal.
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All costs and price& were expressed in 1994 dollars;
values were assumed to increase only at the rate of
inaation. The &aunt rate used was the real (after
inflation) discount rate, Tax= were not included in this
analysis.

Stumpage prices
Stumpage prices from the State of T e x s were
compiled from Timber Mart-South (various). The
product prices (averages for 1992, 1993, and the first
three quatters of 1994) were:
Poles, $343M bd. R, Scribner,
Savvtimber, $2161WI bd. R, Scribner,
Chip-n-saw, $48/cord, and
Pulpwood, $21/cord.
Stumpage prices changes were assumed to parallel
changes in the inflation rate over time. This assumption
is conservative, gliven the large increases in sawtimber
stumpage prices forecast by Haynes and Adams
(1992).

Costs
Current establishment costs were estimated from Belli
and others (1993). Intensive mechanical site
preparation (shearing, raking, and piling) which is
required, costs $127/acre. Ptanting costs are $38/acre
plus $0.15lcontainerizedseedling. Thinnings and
cruising the harvests cost $12 and $4/acre,
respectively. The annualized cost of periodically (2-4
years) burning the site, and protecting and maintaining
the property is $5/acre.

final entrj at age 65 is a padaf hanrest to 40 elacre of
basal area. Because of the intensive thinning and the
nature of longleaf pine, the crown ratio for each of the
trees vvilI be high enough to respond to the intensive
cut This management regime should favor species,
such as the red-cockaded woodpecker, that require
relatkrely low-density stands' From age 65, no
commercid forestry entrim were plannpsc?. The goal of
management is to provide largediameter, old-growth
longleaf. Additlonai cuttings might be beneficial, but
their timing is uncertain, and the potentialvalue of such
hawests was ignored in this analysis.
The opportunity cost of ecosystem restoration consists
of: ( I ) the reduced harvest at age 65, (2) harvsting at
age 65 when another harvest age may be optimal, and
(3) the loss of the stand for future rotations. This cost
was estimated by subtracting the present value of the
ecosptem restoration management strategy from the
optimal commercial management strategy.

Plot data
Data for these analyses were collected in thinned
longleaf pine plantations in the National Forests of east
Texas. All plantations were established 50 years ago
on cutover forest sites. Measurement data are
available up to age 45. After the previous stands were
clearcut, frequent fires controlled woody competitjon
and allowed the pines to be planted Who& mechanical
or chemical site preparation. The 0.25-acre plots were
first measured at 25 years old and showed no evidence
of severe insect or disease damage.

Trees
Modeling commercial longleaf production
In the model of commercial timber management, the
assumption is that all stands are intensively site
prepared and planted with 800 containerized
seedlingslacre. Thinnings to basal areas 40 to 140
ft?acre were examined. Commercial thinnings were
assumed to occur every 5 years beginning at age 25 if
more than the target basal area were present at that
age. The model allowed final harvest to occur from
ages 25 to 65 at 5-year intervals. For each plot, an
optimal management regime was chosen to maximize
LEV. Anatysis of a different thinning schedules (e.g.,
every 10 years) or a different regeneration systems was
impossible since a full growth and yield model was not
available, Instead, historical plot data were used.

Modeling longleaf pine ecosystem restoration
Restoration of large-diameter longfeaf pine was
assumed to require the same starting inputs as
commercial @anlationmanagement. The assumption
was that the land would be converted to longleaf from
loblolly or slash pine management. The option was to
accelerate restoration through using intensive
management. Commercial thinnings were assumed to
occur every 5 years beginning at age 25 and ending at
age 45, if the target basal area was exceeded. The

At 5-year intervals, the d. b.h. of each tree 0.6-inch or
larger d. b.h. was measuredwith a steel diameter tape
to the nearest 0.1 inch. Trees were remeasured at 5year intervals. More than 2,000 individual tree a g e
d. b. h. measurements were taken. Total height was
measured on sample trees in all 1-inch-diameter
classes. Height equations, based on age and d.b.h.,
were developed from 9,200 tree measurements taken
over a 30-year period in the study.
Measurements on a separate set of 147 felled trees
were used to compute taper equations for stem volume
(Thomas and others in press). These trees had been
selected for thinning or from isolation strips around the
measured plots. The thinned stands in the felled tree
stu*, had been repeatedly cut to residual basal areas
of 40 to 140 @/acre for at least 15 years before the
sample trees were feJled. Only sound trees that did not
fork were selected for measurements. Some of the
sample trees were in intermediate and suppressed
crown positions, but the sample also included some
high-qualrty fast-grovving trees that ordinarily vvould
have been left to grow.

Treatments;
Data used are from the maan volume plots as a
subset of the ofi~inal*inn4 ptanbtion Fstudy. We
selected a single block that included six plob, one
representing each thinning kvel from the original data
set. Residud density lev& of 40 to 140 @/acrewere
stablished in thaw plots, Ma& plots were thinnsd at
age 25, after the initid tree me=urements. A few that
were awignsd to, but had not reached, higher stand
densitieswere altowed to grow unM they surpassed the
assigned density at a w e a r remeasurement occasion.
Stands were thinned at %year intewakito maintain the
target basal area assigned to them. Trees with
diseases and insect infesMons, d
form vvere removedfir& A few rough, limby dominanb
were given second priority for cutting. Additional tree8
from the lower crown classes were then removed to
achieve the adgned density. A seeond criterion used
in the thinningizs;was to provide a uniform distflbution of
residual growing stock trees on the plot.

Projections
These east Texas thinned plantations have
measurements up to age 45. We are developing a
growth model to project the trees' basal area and
volume to age 65. The basic model is an individual tree
distance independent model relatedto the TWIGS
approach (Belcher 1982). For simplicity we report a
few statisfiw about the projected basal area g r o w ,
and heights that were used in the taper model for the
economic study. The equation for 5-year basal area
growth is:
bagr, = bo+b,*(Bq)+ b,*(PBALJ+ b,*(Age)+
b4*(BAS)+bs*(Ba,*PBAL,)

(2)

where Ba, is the initial basal area of the individual tree,
PBAL is the proportion of basal area larger than the
subject tree in the plot, BAS is the total basal area
smaller than the given tree and Age is the plantation
age. The equation ? is 0.73 and the root mean square
error is 0.029. Mean basal area g r o w per tree is
0.086 ft?
We also modeled heights for the trees; 2,396 tree
measurements were used to develop the equations.
The model was a non-linear mumtiple reg
involving age and diameter. The prediction equation is

programming subroutinerr from MERCXOP (Busby and
Ward 1989) were adapted for longleaf by u&ng a taw
function for Texm longle& (Thorn= and other?$in
pres9). The produa, the &meter and lengUl
consedntrs, and tfre expe-cted def& for each product
are fist& in table 1.
Table 1. Product aize and defect -urnpiions

u d in

Product

Top diameter

Product lenflh

Dew

Poles

(Inch-)
6.00-16.00

(Feet)
35.00-90.00

(Percent)
30

Table 1 shows that the amount of defect in them
stands of longleaf was very low. In our example plots, it
was assumed that 70 percent of the trees that met the
diameter and length requirementswere also sufficientty
free of defect to produce a pole. This proportion of
poles may be rather high for an average stand, but the
thinnings and cleanings that were performed on the
stands have yielded good production of poles and
savvEmber.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Commercialtimber management produced high LEVs
on the study sites. The high cost of site preparation
was adequately compensated for by high-value
thinnings and final hawesb. At a 5-percent real
discount rate, LEVs averaged $667/acre (Table 2).
The range for the six study sites was from $5691acre to
$8481acre. The combination of commercial thinnings
every 5 years and the production of high-value poles
resulted in optimal rotations of 40 to 45 years, which
are fairty long compared to those for plantation of other
southern pine species.
Table 2.-Average land expectation values (LEVs) of
commercial and restoration regimes calculated at 3-, 5-,
and 7-percent real discount rates.
Management LEV at 3% LEV at 5% LEV at 7%
regime
(Dollam per acre)
667
136
392
-18
275
154

The final model statistic (in untransformed space) gave
a fit statistic of 0.89 and an overall root mean square
error of 4.05 R We also examined heights and
predictions in a selection of the thinning treatment
levels for bias and vafla~onat the treatment level.

Commercial
Restoration
Difference

Product Yields
A computer model was developedto simulate
merchandising of the longleaf stands. Dynamic

As the real interest rate dedined, commercial timber
LEVs increased and the length of the optimal stand
rotation increased. At a 3-percent reat dlseount rate,

2307
1559
749

the LEV ranged from $1,8541acre to $2,6351acre and
averaged $2,3071acre. Optimaf rotations ranged from
45 to 65 years. Conversely, higher interest rates
produced lower LEVs. The average LEV at a 7percent real discount rate dropped to only $136/acre,
with a range from $73facre to $237facre. Optimal
rotation ages ranged from 35 to 40 years.
Restoration regimes also produced significant LEVs
(table 2). At a fi-percent discount rate, the restoration
regimes produced an average LEV of $393acre, and a
range of $26Olacre to $58Zacre. Discounted revenues
from commercial thinnings at ages 25 to 45 and a
partial final removal at age 65 were sufficient to pay for
the high cost of stand establishment and associated
management costs through the years. Note that costs
and revenues are only calculated through age 65.
Additional costs and returns from these stands are
uncertain and are ignored in this analysis. There
remains on the tract a 65-year-old stand of longleaf that
has a basal area of 40 elacre and a median d.b.h. of
between 13.8 and 19.9 inches, depending upon the
thinning regime chosen (table 3). The longleaf stands
may eventually be regenerated, but not for many years.
Additional harvwts may be permitted, but timber
production is not assumed to be the management
objective.

restoration LEV is $275lacre, which represents a 41percent reduction in LEV. Low interest rates cause the
opportunit[ycosts to expand. At the 3-percent real
dkount rate, the opportunity cost is $7491acre, but
that is only 32 percent of the commercialvalue of the
stand. Since the LEVs of both the commerciat timber
and r~torationregimes are low at the 7-percent real
discount rate, the opportunw costs are tow. The
opportunity costs at the 7-percent rate average only
$1%/acre, but the LEV changes from positive to
negme, and over 113 percent of the commercial value
of the tract is lost,
Two keys to the loss are: (1) loss of proftable second
rotation, and (2) loss of the harvest of the 40 elacre of
basal area in the residual stand. The longleaf
restoration projects no income from harvests after the
removal of ad but 40 elacre of basal area at age 65.
This low level of residual stand may simulate a
sheltetlrvood cut in which the overstory is never
removed. In fact, trees eventually may also be cut out
of that overstory if basal areas increase beyond the
desired targets. But additional costs for management
after age 65 are also excluded from the analysis. The
net impact of these exclusions is unknown.

CONCLUSION
Afthough these results are based upon a small data set,
LEVs are dgnifdcant despite high assumed stand
establishment costs. We were able to envision
scenarios in which commercial restoration of longleaf
pine could be profitable. Atthough it involves
sigoificant opportunity costs, largediameter longleaf
restoration can provide positive present values. The
commercial thinnings pay for the largediameter
longleaf restoration. This option could lead to
significant longleaf restoration at a minimum of cost. It
also fills the ecological niche of old-growth longleaf fairty
rapidly. Thus, it may be argued that managing longleaf
@antationswill produce largediameter, healthy trees
faster and with greater certainty than will natural
regeneration using scattered longleaf remnants.

Changes in the assumed real interest rate also has a
major impact on LEVs for the restoration regimes. At a
3-percent discount rate, LEVs range from $1,1 17lacre
to $1,8631acre and average $1,559/acre. At a 7percent discount rate, the average LEV drops to
$18lacre, with a range from $1431acre to $991acre.
Despite positive LEVs for many scenarios; large
diameter longleaf pine restoration is not free.
Opportunity costs are high because the value of
commercial production of iongleaf pine is high. At the
5-percent real discount rate, the average difference
between the commercial timber LEV and the

Table 3.-Measured and predicted median longleaf diameter breast height. Thinning target basal area

(Fflaere)
40

25

30

5.3

8.4

35
40
Measured
10.9

12.2

Stand age (Years)
45
50
(Inches)
13.9

15.3

55
60
Predicted

65

16.8

19.9

18.3
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PROJECTED ECONOMIC RETURNS TO SIX SITE-PREPARATION
TREATMENTS FOR LOBLOLLY PINE IN THE GEORGIA PIEDMONT1
Coleman W. Dangerfield, Jr., and M. Boyd Edwards2
Abetraa-Tree artand growth (DBH, kight, and stems per acre) for six Meprepamtion treatments were
30
of

INTROtIUCTION
it is commonly believed that unwanted competitor
species growing in a @antationof desired crop trees
have a negative effect on crop trees. A study by Glover
and Zutter (1993), examining alternative site
preparation methods, found that small increases in the
density of hardwood earty in the life of the stand had a
considerable negative effect on 27 year pine survival
and basal area. The amount of hardwood also had a
negative effect on mean pine diameter and total height,
but these effe* decreased at later ages with
increasing pine mortality and intra-species competitive
pressure when the pines were left un-thinned.

OWECTIVES
The objectives of this study are to compare the
modeled wood-flows and financial performance of six
site-preparation treatments on loMolly pine plantations
in the Georgia Piedmont. Wood-flow comparisons are
based on total cord equivalents per acre. Financial
comparisons are made with net present worth, internal
rate of return, and equal annual equivalent returns.
Net present worth is calculatedwith revenues
discounted to present year less costs discounted to
present year at the discount rate. A net present worth
value greater than zero indicates that at least the
discount rate is being earned on the investment.
internal rate of return is the interest rate at which
discounted revenues equal discounted costs. It
assumes that at1 intermediate revenues are reinvested
into the project. The project is considered profitable if
the internal rate of return exceeds the discount rate.

Annual equivalent value is the net present worth
expressed as an annuity over the planning horizon,
computed at the discount rate. Annual equivalent value
is a useful measure for comparing investments over
unequal time periods.

METHODS
This analysis utiliies a designed experimental study by
Edwards (1993) located on an 84 acre tract (34 ha.) in
the lower Piedmont of Georgia, at the Hitchiti
Experimental Forest. The original stand of loblolly pine
was harvested in 1981 and replantedwith improved
loMolly pine seedlings in early 1982 on a spacing of 6 x
10 ft. or 726 trees per acre (1.8 x 3 m, or 1,794 trees
per ha.). Site index for the study area is 80 ft. (24.4 m)
at base age 50 years (60 feet (18.3 m) at 25 years).
The six site preparation treatments were randomly
assigned to the treatment plots. Listed in order of
increasing intensity the treatments are:

-

1, Clear-cut only (check) No site preparation cost.
2. Chain saw All residual trees greater than 1 inch
DBH (2.54 cm) were removed by chain saw in
August 1981. Site preparation cost = $30 per acre
($74 per ha.).
3. Shear and chop - Shearing was performed by a
KG-Made mounted on a D7-sized tractor in
September 1981. Chopping was done with a single
pass of a single-drum chopper in SeptemberNovember 1981. No prescribed burning was
performed on treatments 3 and 4 due to unsuitable
weather conditions. Site preparation cost = $120
per acre ($296 per ha.).

-
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-

4. Shear, chop, and herbieride in addltion to the
shearing and chopping of treatment 3,0.5 cc
Velpar ~ridbaif{TM)'w e b (hexakinone) vw"tt.r 10
pct, a.i. were applied in a 1.9 x 1.9 ft. (0.58 x 0.58
m) grid at the rate of 25 tb. per acre (28 Kg per
ha.) in March 1982. Site preparation cost = $200
per acre ($494 per ha.).

Note: Initial suwivaf in trement 4 was significantly
reduced because about 3 inches of rain fell in a short
period immediateb after herbicide appficatian and
allowed for rapid distribution of a large quanw of
hexzinone. This untimely event caused 35 pct. of the
planted pines to die in this treatrnent 4. This herbidde
action also provided approximately 80 pct.con&ol of the
herbaceous and woody plants after the first growing
season. Replacement pines were planted the following
vvinter so that treatment 4 could remain part of the
original study. The practice of inter-pranting has long
been of questionawe merit Wakely (1968) found that
by age 9 years inter-planted trees were on average,
2.25 inches (5.72 cm) in diameter and 8.5 feet (2.6 m)
in height less than the original trees.

P

It could be argued that treatment 4 should be dropped
to make this study look better. However, it is felt that
more knovviedge is to be gained by keeping things in
the study that were tried and did not, and discussing
those issued within a proper context. This work deals
wfth unstable biological processes where a wrong turn
in the weather can push aside the best laid plans.
5. Shear, root rake, burn, and disk - Shearing and
root raking into windrows was carried out in
September 1981. Consuming burns of the
windrows were achieved in October 1981.
Remaining debris and ash were scattered over the
plot with a dozer blade, then the plots were disked
with an offset harrow to a depth of 6 to 8 inches
(15 to 20 cm) in October 1981. Site preparation
cost = $150 per acre ($370 per ha.).
6. Shear, root rake, burn, disk, fertilize, and herbicide Site preparation was the same as described in
treatment 5, plus ammonium nitrate (34-0-0) was
applied by hand at the rate of 300 Ib. per acre (336
Kg per ha,) in March 1983, and Oust(TM) weed
killer, containing 75 pct. s~llfometuronmethyl, was
applied at a rate of 8 02. per acre (0.65 liters per
ha.) in ApA 1982. Site preparation cost = $210
per acre ($519 per ha.).

convenience and does

of any other suitable prdoct.

The plots in the original study by Edvvards (1993) were
memured at the end of the tenth grovving season with
rssultxs shown in Tatae 1.

h simulated
For the current stua, treatment r ~ u were
from planting ta age ten to approximate the data
reprted in Tatde 1 for trees sunriving per acre, DBW,
hgight, sand b a d area. Woo&blow projdons and
sconomic anatysas were madded using YIELDplus
version 4.0 by Hepp (1994) with grovvth simulator
parametem for site index, volume, wsight, sumat, and
height-by-0BH diameter distribution set for south-Mde
conditions to broaden applicability of the study.
Amat& and Burkhart (1981) conduded that no logical
and consistent trends in regional variabil'w could be
distinguished from thJ r south-dde database after
examining the behavior of prediction equations for three
stand characteristi= (basal area, total volume, and
height-diameter relationships). Hasenauer et a!. (1994)
concluded that there were significant dflerencss in the
potentiat density vvithin a given site index among the
Gulf Coastal Plain and the Piedmont and the Gulf
Coastal Plain and the Atlanbic Coastal Plain but not
betvveen the Attantic Coastal Plain and the Piedmont.
Glover and Zutter (1993) cite growth modeling
difficuttiesfor weed comwtition in pines when
examining differences in height at a young stand age
after atternawe siae greparadsn treatmen@. They
indicate that height differences should be combined
with DBH, survival, and basal area data when modeling
future tree growth. Further, they find that when left a
thinned, high pine density advenreiy affects average
DBH by age 22 years.

Initial stand stocking was adjusted in the modeied
scenarios to allow surviving trees per acre, at age 10
years, to equal the treatment plot data. Initial modeled
stocking for trements 1-45were 741,755, 815, 895,
906, and 873 trees per acre, respectiv* (1,830, 1,865,
2,013,2,211, 2,238, and 2,156 trees per ha.).
To simulate weed competition, and other factors
impacb'ng growth to age 10 years, site index was
adjustsd from 60 feet (18.3 m) at 25 years, to altow
average suntival, basal area, height, DBH, and volume
to conform to the measured treatments. Site indexes
modeled for treatments 1-6 were 30, 37, 55, 53,63,
and 66 feet at 25 years, respeGtivety (9.1, 11.3, 16.8,
16.2, 19.2, and 20.1 m at 25 years). SuNivat, basal
area, average DBH,and average volume consistently
matched average data from each treatment, However
average height, weighted by the number of trees vvithin
each diameter class, was consistently four to five feet
M o w the measured treatments.

Table 1.-Loblolw pine mean survival, height, DBH, volume, and basal area, per acre after 10 growing seasons (19921,
by treatment, in the Georglia PiedmontSunrival
(PCt.1

Treatmentq

Height
(feet)

DBH
(in.)

Volume
(cu. R)

Basal area
(sq. a=)

' 1 = Clearcut only; 2 = Chain s w ; 3 = Shear and chop; 4 = Shear, chop, and herbicide; 5 = Shear, windrow, burn, and
disk; 6 = Shear, windrow, burn, disk, fertilize, and herbicide.
Results Whin columns followed by the same letter are not signlficantv different (P = 0.05).

An alternative stratew to calculate average stand
'
height was suggested by Todd E. ~ e p pwhereby
average height per treatment was calculated by
weighting DBH groups by basal area instead of by
number of trees. This alternative strategy gave more
weight to the taller trees and increased average height
of the modeled plots almost equal to those of the
measured plots.
It is recognizedthat site indexes of 38 and 37 are
outside of normal parametem set up by Hepp (1994)
for YIELDpluco v. 4.0. Weed competi.tion, while not
listed direct&, was consistentfy heavy before site
preparation, across the study area.
At this point the modeling procedure was congruent
with the treatment data at two points, at planting and at
ten years of age, and provided a basis for extending the
modeling age toward financial maturity.
Each treatment was then modeled, using parameters
established up to I 0 years, to final hawest (30 years)
where total cord equivalent wood-flow, Table 2, and
financial performance, table 3, were evaluated. Site
index, volume, survivaI, diameter distribution, and
heightlDBH relationship were modeled on a Southwide basis.
A thirty year rotation was chosen for all treatments to
provide equal time periods for comparison. lt may be
possible to improve the wooMow and financial
performance of individual treatments where rotation
length is varied by treatment This option is deferred for
future analysis,
The option of thinning at age 20 years was maintained
to reduce the effects considered separate from weed

consultation with the authsf on
T U ~ S ~ oa~ber
~ Y , 4,1994.

compemon: those of increasing pine mortal* and
intra-species competitive pressure found by Glover and
Zutter (19990) by age 22 years Mhout thinning.
Treatment Idid not produce sufficient wood-flow
during the 30 year rotation to justify a thinning
operation before clearcut. Treatmenb 2-43 were given
an even thinning at age 20 years with a residual basal
area after thinning depending on total growth available
and the adjusted site index.
Prices modeled were state-wide averages for the
preceding four-quarter period as reported by the U.S.
Forest Service in Forest Farmer (1983) inflated at 4 pct.
per year, table 3. The 4 pct. inflation is intended to be
slight!y above the general inflation rate of 3.5 to 3.75
pct, per year to yield a real price inflation rate of 0.5 to
0.25 pet. A discount rate of 8.0 pct. was chosen to
represent a conservative, atternative investment rate.
Planting costs were charged at $50 per acre ($123.50
per ha.) for hand planting. Site preparation charges
were varied by treatment as reported by Moak, et.al.
( I983). Management was charged at $1 per acre
($2.47 per ha.) per year for treatments 3-6. Harvest
costs were 10 pet. of revenues for thinnings and 8 pct
for clear-cuts. Results are reported before taxes.
Other variaMes such as ad valorem property taxes,
federal tax effects, hunting leases, and pine s t r m
harvests were omitted from the assumptions because
they would be common to each scenario and would
add no real n w information to the comparative stu*.

RESULTS
WooMow, expressed in total cord equivalents per
acre, of the modeled treatments 1-6 were 7, 16, 38, 36,
51, and 55, respectively, table 2. These results match
and extend the trends established by the original
treatment plots firough year 10. The interrelated,
negative effects of competition on survival, height,
DBH, and basal area were incorporated into the
modeling process.

TaMe 2. Wood.80~summaw report of modeled resub per acre for six site preparation treatmen&, Georgia Piedmont.
Trees plant& in 1982 and harvested in 2012,30 years,
Treatment
Numbe+

Site

index"

Height
feet

Basal
Area

Number
Stems

Harvssted component1
MBF
Net
Scribner
Cords

Total
Cords

Pulpwoodtop diameter: 4"; Cords = CUM77.1 + 1.4(dbh)]; Max. CuWcord: 110; Min. pulpvvood dbh: 4.5"; Min. sawtimber dbh: 10.0" Site index: SOUTHWIDE Cuft Volume: SOUTHWIDE, Weight SOUTHWIDE, Survival:
SOUTHWIDE, Diameter Distribution & Ht-dbh: SOUTHWIDE
1 = Clearcut onlyl2 = Chain savv; 3 = Shear and chop; 4 = Shear, chop, and herbicide; 5 = Shear, windrow, burn, and
disk; 6 = Shear, windrow, burn, disk, fertilize, and herbicide.
Site index is expressed as average height in feet of dominant and co-dominant trees at age 25 years.
The inclusion of a thinning at year 20 generally improved wood-flow of modeledtreatments 2-6 compared to the check,
treatment 1. Harvests of the treatments 1-6, without a thinning option, yielded wood-flow of 7, 13, 35, 34, 49, and 52
total cord equivalents per acre, respectively.
Table 3. Financial summary report of modeled results per acre for six site preparation treatments, Georgia Piedmont.
Trees planted in 1982 and harvestedin 2012, 30 years. Discount rate 8%. Results reported before tax, adjusted for
infiation.
PRODUCT
NAME

STUMPAGE PRICES-SAW LOGPULP-TOP-CULL
$NBF INF%
$/CORD INF%

DBH-RANGE
LOW HIGH

PULPWOOD
CHIP-N-SAW
SAW-TIMBER

1

2

Return to
Treatment

$0

$46

Cost of
Treatment

$0

$30

Net
return to
Treatment

$0

$16

'

Site PreparationTreatments"
3
4

5

6

$244

$165

$124

$216

$45

$-76

$66

1 = Clearcut only; 2 = Chain saw; 3 = Shear and chop; 4 = Shear, chop, and herbicide; 5 = Shear, windrow, burn, and
disk; 6 = Shear, windrow, burn, disk, fertilize, and herbicide.
Internal rate of return.
Annual equivalent value.
Net present 1worth.

'

Treatment 4 yielded total relative woodflow less than
expected for the Iwel of intensity of site preparation. It
dthatthkd
due, in part, to
tree seedlin
5 pet.) and
associated stunting of remainingseedings from
damage experienced after heavy rainfd shortfy after
herbicide application. In addition, inter-planted trees in
treatment 4 lkety fiiirkd to catch up to grovvth of the
original planting. Again, the real value of this treatment
may be the implications it has for the effect of
herbicidelheavy rain interaction on suNivaI, and the
effedvengsa;of inter-planting rather than for its
comparative efFe& of sits preparation wood-ffow and
financial peiformance.
In their site preparation study, Glover and Zutter (1993)
found pine basal area of prepared sites 10 to 20 times
higher than the untreated check when art sites were left
un-thinned to age 27 years. The untreated check grew
substantial volumes of non-target tree species. Also,
mean DBH of treated sites was double that of the
untreated check. Pine survival in the treated plots was
2.5 to 5 times the number of trees found in the check.
Further, average total height was 26 pct, higher for the
treated sites than the untreated check. Note, no
thinnings were performed in the Glover and Zutter
(1993) study.
Analysis of financial peadormsrnce of the modeled
treatments, 1-6, indicates that as site preparation
intensity (cost) increases, financial performance
increases also, table 3. The removal of competing
vegetation, allowing increased survival and improved
tree growth (height, DBH, volume, and basal area), are
major factors in the relatively improved modeled
performance of the successively intensive, site
preparation treatments. Given modeling assumptions, t
he addition of a thinning operation for treatments 2-6
contribute to the increased profgabillty by moving cashflows forward in time and by opening up the stand to
reduce tree crowding and allow improved later tree
growth. In addition, higher product prices for chip-andsaw and saw-timber earned by the scenarios producing
more of these products boosted those financial
performances.

NPW and AEV of the forestry investment generally
increases with increases in site preparation intensity
(with the exception of treatment 4). This means that
more total returns (total revenues) per acre are being
earned with more intense site preparation (higher costs
and better weed control).
IRR, as a measure of financial performance, shows that
the average efficiency of invested capital increases up
through treament 3 (11.1 pct.), then begins to drop
between treatments 3 and 5. This means that the
average total returns are increasingfor each additional
dollar invested in site preparation. These total average

return8 per dolar of input begin to decrease after
treatment 3.
Net financial returns (bottom tine of table 3) steadity
increase with increases in site preparation up to
treatment 5 (Treatment 4 is considered affected by
herbicide damage and inter-planting, and the reiativety
high total cost of site preparation of $200 per acre
compared to $150 for treatment 5.). Treatment 6, while
yidding the highest NPW ($234) has a lower net return
to site preparation ($34) than does treatment 5 ($66).
This decreasing net return to site preparation for
treatment 6 is reflected in the associated decreasing
IRR (10.4 pct.) compared to the IRR for treatment 5
(10.5

m).

CONCLUSIONS
In the Georgia Piedmont, for an average site index of
60 feet (18.3 m) at 25 years, with heavy herbaceous
and woody weed competition, increasing site
preparation intensity (cost) increases total cord
equivalent wood-flow in a 30 year rotation.
The inclusion in the modeling process of consideration
for tree survival, DBH, height, basal area, and total
volume should improve estimates of future wood-flow.
The addition of a thinning option at age 20 years
appears important to allow wood-flows to match
practical experience. These increasing wood-flows
yield increases in financial performance. Therefore, for
the site preparation treatments 2-6, favorable returns
could be expected (i.e. net present worth > $0 at the 8
pct. discount rate chosen).
Treatment 3 provides the highest rate of average
pct.) to capital invested in site preparation.
returns (11.l
Investment could continue to increase as long as IRR is
above the discount rate.
Treatment 6 earns the most total revenue per acre, as
shown by NPW, $234, but at the expense of
decreased investment efficiency (10.4 pct.).

IMPLICATIONS
Reliabilrty of modeling effects on pine growth and
profitability, of weed competition controlled by varying
levels of intensrty and expense of site preparation, is
uncertain at present. Inclusion of consideration for
measuremenb of survival, height, diameter, basal area,
total volume, and thinning when setting model
parameters for future growth should improve results.
As the Edwards (1993) study matures, modeling
techniques should improve to yield results to match
reality.
Wood-flow and financial performance of forestry
enterprises can be greatly improved with site

preparation efforts to control compeQngvegetation.
However, limits of investment in site preparation can be

reached bsyond which the rats of improvemen-tsin
prformance begin to d d n e .

Forest Famer. 1983. Manual Edition, Pp. 24-25,
March 1983.

To further the 6muMsion, incredng tree grodng c08b

@aver, G.R, and Zuttsr, B.R. 1993. LoMob pine and
mixsd harhoad a n d dynamics for 27 years
follovving chemicaf, mschanicd, and manuaf site
preparation. Canadian Journal of Forest Rwearch
23: 252fS-2432.

awociated i n c r e d financid pr-ismanee, may
shorten, lengthen, or not effedthe optimum roman
age. Additional analysis is required to sofve this h u e .
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LOBLOLLY PINE PLANTATION PROFITABILITY:
SUCCESSIVE PULPWOOD VS. MULTIPLE-PRODUCT ROTATIONS1
Coleman W. Dangerfield, Jr., and David J. Mooheadz

INTRODUCTION
Non-industrial private forest landowners in the
southeast United States have experienced increased
demand and prices for pine stumpage in recent years
(Timber-Mart South 1994). As stumpage value
increases, particularlyfor pulpwood, landowners are
reevaluating plantation management intensity and
rotation length. One common consideration has been
the choice between longer rotations producing higher
value chip-n-saw and sawtimber size stumpage verses
shorter rotations for pulpwood production. Many
landownem observe the intensive short rotation pulp
production "models" used on some forest industry land
and question if they should emulate this management
option on their lands. Pine pulpwood rotations of 20
years are possible in southeast Georgia, while longer
rotations of 35 to 40 years produce pulpwood along
with chip-n-saw and sawlog dimension trees. Periodic
thinnings in longer rotations can be used to maintain
optimum stocking levels and generate income prior to
final harvest.

OBJECTIVES
The objectiva of this paper are to compare the woodflow and financial performance of two successive pine
pulpwood plantations with one multipleproduct
rotation. Wood-flow comparisons are based on total
cord equkalentcs per acre. Financial comparisons are
made with net present worth, internal rate of return, and
equal annual quivalent returns.
Net present worth is calculated with revenues
discounted to present year less costs discounted to
present year at the discount rate. A net present worth
value greater than zero indicates that at least the
discount rate is being earned on the investment.

Internal rate of return is the interest rate at which
discounted revenues equal discounted costs. It
assumes that all intermediate revenues are reinvested
into the project. The project is considered profitable if
the internal rate of return exceeds the discount rate.
Annual equivalent value is the net present worth
expressed as an annu@over the planning horizon,
computed at the discount rate. Annual equivalent value
is a useful measure for comparing invwtments over
unequal time periods.

METHODS
Wood-flow projections and economic analyses are
modeied using YIELDpIus version 4.0 by Hepp (1994).
An average site index of 65 feet at 25 years is assumed
for a cut-over loblolly pine plantation in Georgia, planted
in 1994. The pulpwood scenario chosen was two,
successive 20-year rotations to represent a common
industry model (Table 1). The second pulpwood
rotation was modeled to yield equivalent wood-flow to
the first pulpwood rotation. The single, multiple-product
rotation of 40 years was utilized for comparison to
represent a viable atternative to short rotation forestry
and to provide an investment analysis comparison over
equal time periods (Table 1).
Prices modeledwere statewide averages for the
preceding four-quarter period from Timber-Mart South
(1994) inflated at 4 percent per year (Table 2). The 4
percent inflation is intended to be slighw above the
general inflation rate of 3.5 to 3.75 percent per year to
yield a real price inflation rate of 0.5 to 0.25 percent. A
dscount rate of 8.0 percent was chosen to represent a
conservative, alternative investment rate. Site
preparation and planting costs totaled $100 per acre,

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silvku%uralResearch Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3, 1994.
and

conomics, The Univerw of Cgorgia, College of Agricultural and Environmental

of Forestry, D.B. Warnell Schod of Forest Resources, The University
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enter, P. 0.Box IZW, Tiffon, GA 31793.
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per rotation. Management was charged at $2 per acre
per year. Fire protection was estimated at $5 per acre,
on five year intervals. Harvest costs were 10 percent of
revenues for thinnings and 8 percent for dearcuts.
Resub are reported before taxes.
Early gram redudons were found by Haywood
short rotation loblolly and dash
pine in central LouMana. Reasons for these growth
declines in the second rotation were not identlfted.
Differences between rotalions in rainfall patterns,
logging damage, or competition were termed unlikely
responsible. It was suggested by Hayvvood that
nutrition may have been a factor in the height reduction
of the second rotation compared to the first, up to the
seven years covered by the study. For comparative
purposes with the financial performance of the current
study, an akernative scenario was modeled where the
wood-flow of the second pulpwood rotation was
reduced 10 percent from the first rotation with the level
of inputs held constant.
Allen et al. (1991) details that competing herbaceous
and woody weeds are likely responsible for decreased
pine growth during a second, successive pulpwood
rotation studied in North Carolina. Further asserted is
that with increased inputs of weed control, the second
rotation wood-flow can equal that of the first. In the
current study, to measure the effect of those
assumptions on financial performance, an additional
alternative scenario was modeled with the level of
wood-flow for the second, successive pulpwood
rotation held equal to the first rotation while the level of
costs for planting and site preparation were increased
10, 20, 30, and 40 percent.

RESULTS
Wood-flow of the successive pulpwood rotations
totaled almost 60 total cord equivalents per acre (Table
1). This compared to the total yield of just under 63
cord equivalenb for the multipleproduct rotation. Even
though the total cord equivalent wood-flows of the two
modeled scenarios were relatively equal, the single, 40year multipleproduct rotation produced over 23 cords
of pulpwood, plus higher valued products in the
amounts of 19 cords of chip-n-saw, and 32 MBF of
sawtimber. Pulpwood accounts for just over 37
percent of the total volume harvested from the muMple
product stand.
Financial performance of the single, 40-year, muttipleproduct rotation was clearly superior to the two
successive, 20-year putwood rotations (Table 2). The
addition of the second planting cost in year 20 was a
major factor in the relatively poorer performance of the
successive pulpwood rotations. In addition, higher
product prices for chip-n-saw and sawtimber earned by
the multiple-produet rotation boosted that financial
performance.

as also estimated for the
nd muftipts-product). The
rotations would perform
nt worth and annual
equivalent value) to the single 40-year rotation when
pulpvvood piices increases approximat* 85 percent,
from $30 to $55 per cord (equivalent to the current
chipn-saw price), with pufyzvuood, chipn
sinnrtimber prices of the muatipleproductrotation held
constant. Atternatively, profftability of the single 40-year
rotation would be reduced equal to that of the
pulpwood rotations when chipn-saw prices decreased
45 percent, from $55 to $30 per cord and with
savvtimber prices decreased over 62 percent, from
$200 to $75 per MBF, with pulpwood prices held
constant for both scenarios.
When wood-flow of the second successive pulpcvood
rotation is reduced 10 percent, and inputs are held
constant, as found by Haywood (1994), several results
occur: net present worth of the total investment over
the 40 year period drops $18.30 per acre; internal rate
of return drops 0.1 percent; and annual equivalent
value drops $1.53 per acre.
Atternatively, when site preparation and planting costs
for the second, successive pulpwood rotation are
raised to control increasedweed competition, with
wood-flow held constant, as reported by Allen et al.
(1991), less effect on profitability is shown. The above
costs must be increased 40 percent, up to $140 per
acre, before proMabillty is decreased approximate to
the amount experienced by decreasing yield 10
percent.

CONCLUSlONSllMPLlCATlONS
For an average site index of 65 feet at 25 years, a
single, multiple-product 40-year rotation yields
approximately the same total cord equivalent wood-flow
as two, successive 20-year pulpwood rotations for
loblolly pine plantations (Table 1). However, the
multiple-product rotation contains higher valued
products of chip-n-saw and sawtimber in addition to the
reduced volume of pulpwood.
In the market area examined (Georgia state average
prices 1993-94), the single 40-year multiple-product
rotation clearly out-performs financially the two
successive 20-year pulpwood rotations with measures
of net present worth, internal rate of return, and annual
equivalent value (Table 2).
The successive pulpwood rotations provide several
advantages. The planning horiion is shorter and more
focused, and harvest and marketing are less
complicated. In addition, if assumpgons or conditions
change during the first pulpwood rotation, the grower
can elect to change goals and practices, and extend
the planning horiion beyond 20 years.

Bisadvantagm indude that pulpwood rotations require
more frequent gite disturbance with additional ganting
cosb and operations experiencd. Thus, sod loss
through erosion may be greater.
dive=@ may be decreased, Opportunities for adding
enterprises such aa hunting Ieas~w)
and pine strw
hawests to pulpwood producb'on may be diminish&,
The single, 40-year muftiple-product rotation has
advantag- in adMon to ssupedor finand&
performance. As mentioned, more opportunitiss exist
to include muttiple-use ente
leaseslactivitim, pine $traw
camping, adlife obewation, hestock grdng, etc.
, if assumptions or conditions
with grovving trees.
change during the first part of the rotation, the grower
can elect to shorten the planning horizon to less than
40 years.
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CLEARCUTTING AND SHEARING ON A SALINE SOIL IN EAST TEXAS:
IMPACTS ON SOIL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES'
Mingteh Chang, Alexander K. Sayok, and Kenneth G. Wagerson*

in these p5pfies
intmsive prepamtionsite are not likely to be responsik for the failure of artif~ialpine regeneration. In
areas Mere site preparation may cause standing water on the surface, all plants and stumps should be
!eft intact after ma&etable timber is removed.

INTRODUCTION
Commercial clearcutting is the most common type of
forest disturbance in East Texas (McWilliams and Lord,
1988). Following clearcutting, sites are usually
mechanically prepared for forest regeneration by
chopping, shearing, piling, bedding or some
combination of these activities. Because of the intensity
of site disturbance, these activities have caused
concern about their impacts on soil physical (Lal and
Cummings, 1979; Gent et al., 1983 ) and chemical
properties (Mroz et al., 1985; Snyder and Warter,
1985), nutrient losses (Clayton and Kennedy, 1985;
Muda et at., 1989) and erosion problems (Beasley and
Granillo, 1988; Chang et al., 1982; Miller, 1984;
Riekerk, 1983).
There are more than 120,000 hectares (ha) of
somewhat poorty drained, upland saline soils in central
East Texas (between Sam Rayburn Reservoir in the
NE and Lake Mngston in the SW). The soils contain
a high concentration of aeolian sediments derived from
volcanic ash and deposited over impervious mudstone
high in pyroclastic sediments. Vegetation is dominated
by mature IoMolty (P. taeda ) and shotdeaf (P.
echinata) pines with scattered hardwood species. After
clearcuttingthe forest, artlficiaf pine regeneration on
these soils is extremely diicult (three attempts in some
areas). Examination of scattered pine seedlings
naturally regeneratedin clearcut sites show J-shaped
root-systems at about 15 cm below the surface with
little laterat-root development, It is not clear if the poor
root systems and mortality of pine seedlings are due
to high water tables caused by the removal of
vegetation, salt concentrationstoxic to seedlings,
nutrient imbalance near the surface, or combinations of
ail three.

A project was initiated in 1988 to study the effects of
forest harvesting and site preparation on soil physical
and chemical properties along with soil, water and
element losses on a poorly drained saline soil in East
Texas. Such information is essential in developing
artificial regeneration techniques for southern pine
species and for managing nonpoint sources of water
pollution. Results of the research on sediment-loss and
element movement have been reported by Chang et ,ti.
(1992) and Sayok et al. (1993a and 19936); the
objective of this report is to discuss the results of the
work related to soil physical properties.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Study Area
The study was conducted during the water years 1989
and 1990 in the Davy Crockett National Forest near
Apple Springs, Texas, about 200 km north of Houston
and 250 km southeast of Dallas. The area has a humid
subtropical climate with prevailing winds from the
southerly directions. Summer storms typically occur
afternoon and are of high intensity, low frequency, and
short duration. The normal (1951-80) annual
precipitation and temperature at Lufkin Airport, about
22 km NE of the study area, is 1,054 mm and 19 O C ,
respectively. Precipitation recorded at the study site
was 1,245 mm for the 1989 and 1,349 mm for the
1990 water years. Topography of the area is
characteristized by gently rolling hills with slopes
ranging from 2-10%. The soil of the study site is Fuller
fine sandy loam, a member of the fine loamy siliceous,
thermic family of Abic Glossic Natraquaffs. The saline
nature of these soils was derived from volcanic ash
Mown from the Cook Mountain Formation during the
Eocene Epoch and deposited on siltstones or

at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silvicu#uralResearch Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3, 1994.
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of Forest Soils, Stephen F. Austin State University, Nacogdoches, TX (respectively).

mudstones. Ocean water inundated the area and
compacted the volcanic ash, and silty materiaks were
blown from the west to settle on top of the compacted
ash.
Vegetation was dominatsd by loMolly pine and shoaeaf
pine with a mExture of post oak (Q. hstdlata), red oak
f Q. felcats ), vvhfte oak (Q, &Iba ), Swwtgum (h.
sfyraeHu8 ), and hickories (Carye spp.). Merchantable
trees ranged from 30 to 55 yeam of age in 1988 MSth
an average height 28.5 m, D5H 25 cm, site index 27 m,
and basal area 21.81 m2 ha".

plot to a depth of 0.90 m. At the bsginning of the stu*,
the rating curve of Hydroprobe furnished by CPN w s
re-calibratsd to reflect the concentration of soil
hydrogen ions at the study site (Sayok, 1991). Three
groundwater welts, each 2.0 m deep and 73 rnm in
damlster a e d PVC pipe, were installed in the center
of each plot (5.53 rn apart each other), Water table
lev& were measured weekly using a Soifmsistuse?
handhdd water-level indicator, Model K654A. These
depths to grounwater table were later converted into
devations of groundvvater table for comparisons.

Data Analysis
Treatment
Three treatments were employed in the study: 1)
undisturbedforest with full crown closure as a control,
2) commercial clearcut with all merchantable timber
removed, other vegetation left intact, and 3) clearcut,
all vegetation removed, stumps sheared with V-Made
D6 crawler tractor, and debris vvindrowtbd; vegetation
was prevented from regrowth, by shearing, with no
disturbanceto the soil for two years. All treatmenb
were randomly located within an area of 3.24 ha with
each treatment separated by about 90 m and a small
1st-order drainage ditch. They all had the same soil and
comparable site conditions in terms of vegetation,
slope, aspect, and climatic characteristics. The size of
each treatment plot was about 0.5 ha; the harvest was
conducted on July 23-24, and shearing on August 22,
1988.

Soil Measurements
Soil physical properties examined in the study included
texture, bulk density, moisture retention, hydraulic
conductivity, moisture content, and depth to
grounwater. Soil samples were collected using a
Soilmoisture #200-A soil core sampler along three
slope positions centrally located at each treatment site
and at six different depths from surface (0-15, 15-45,
45-60,60-85'85-100, and 100-120 cm). These
samples, taken about two months before (June 1988)
and at five dierent times after treatments (September
and December of 1988, February and July of 1989,
and January 1990), were used for determinations of
texture (Day, 1965), bulk density (Blake, 1W5), soil
moisture retention (Richards, 1965) and saturation
hydraulic conductivity (Falting-Head Permeameter;
Soiltest Inc., 1979) in the laboratory. The bulk density
and hydraulic conductiw were run on undisturbed
sampies. Since the effect of logging and its associated
activlrties on soil texture is generally confined within the
surface 40 cm depth (Burger and Pirtchett, 1984), only
were samples coliected at the 0-15 and 15-45 cm
depths two months before and five months after the
treatment used in the soil texture study.
Weekly soil moisture contenb at four soil depths were
monitored using Campbell Pacific Nuclear (CPN) #503
Mydroprobe, a neutron scatteiing moderaGon device,
through three access tubes insblled in the soil of each

Data collected from these soil samples and field
measuremenbwere employed to show differences in
soil ph@cal properties among the three forest site
condtions through simple comparisons of sample
means, ranges, c0eMcient.s of variation, or graphical
illustrations. Differences in soil properties were also
examined through analysis of variance and Students ttest. Soil properties measured before treatments were
used as references for each site. Since there were no
replicates employed in this study, results of analyses
could only be inferred to the study site. It was assumed
that any differences in soil properties were attributable
to the site treatment, other effects such as slope,
aspect, and climatic variations were negligible through
careful selection of the study site and random
arrangement of site treatmenb.

RESULTS
Soil Texture
Percent sand composition was the most affected by the
treatment, especially in the sheared plot and in the
surface 15 cm. Changes in silt and clay caused by the
treatments were small (Table 1).
Clearcutting and shearing caused an increase in silt
plus clay content ( or a decrease in sand ) about 9% in
the 0-15 cm and 5% in the 15-45 cm depths ,
compared to 3% and 5% respectively of the
dearcutting without site preparation. These changes in
the clearcut plot, in view of the variation of soil texture in
the undisturbedforest or among the three plots before
treatments, seem to be within the range of site
variation, but that in the sheared plot are somewhat
substaintial. Apparentty, the use of a D6 Caterpillar
Crawler tractor in site preparation had a great miAng
effect on soifs in the surface 45 cm depth. The @fledof
site preparation on particle size distribution may
consequently affect bulk dens+ and soil water holding
capacity. No statistical analysis was performed on
these changes in the present study due to small
sample size.

Bulk Density
Priot to treatments, average bulk dens@ (BD) was 1.02
g ~ r nat' the
~ 0-15 cm depth, and 1.43 g cma at the 15-

TaMe 1- Means and ranges (in parenthsia) of vrcent sand, silt, and day two months before and five Months after
forest Weahents on a saline mil near Apple Sprin*, Texas
Un&~turbedForest
Before
Aaer

Depth,
-

--

Commercial ctearcut
Before
After

Clearcut & sheared
Before
After

-

0-15 cm
Sand

15-45 crn
Sand

Clay

45 cm depth of the three treatment sites with a greater
site variation at the surface level (coefficient of variation
0.17 versus 0.07). These values are within the range
for most soils in East Texas (Stransky, 1976).
However, compared to Fuller soils in Angelina County
(Dolezel, 1988), the BD at the study site (Trinity county)
is lower by 0.53 and 0.19 g cm4for the 0-15 and 1545 cm depths, respectively.
After treatmenb, BD increased with severity of site
disturbance, but was gradually reduced with depth and
time. Two months after tieatmenb, BD in the sheared
plot increased as much as 50% (from 1.OO to 1.50 g
cmJ) at the 0-15 cm depth, and onfy about 3% (from
1.49 to 1.53 g cm") at the 15-45 cm depth. However,
the increase in the ctearcut plot was about 33% and
12% for the two respective depths. Eighteen months
after treatment, BD in the surface 15 cm depth of the
sheared and commercial cleared plots was stilt 0.46
and 0.23 g cm", respective&, greater than that before
the treatment (Figure 1).
The rate of BD recovery depends upon soil texture,
degree of disturbance, equipment, and climatic
conditions. It has been reported to range from one
year in a rubber-tired s)cidder operation on a retativ*
dry, coarsetexturedsoil in Minnesota (Mace, 1971) to
48 years on a landing site in Virginia Coastal Plain
(Hatchell and Ralston, 1971). Plssuming a constant BD
decreasing rate in the study area, it would take about
15 and 5 years for the BD at the surface 15 cm depth
of the sheared and cleared plots, in that order, to
resume its pretreirtment levels.
Studying the effect of soil compaction on ioblolty-pine
growth in a sandy loam soil, Mitchell et al.(1982) found

-

Legend

Forested,l!km ,
Cleared,l!%m
t
.Sheared,l%m
Forest,45 cm
*
Cleared,45 cm
Sheared,45 crn ,
V--

.
-

+

1
Months before (-) and after (+) Forest Treatments

--

Figure 1 Changes in soil bulk den* with time due
to various forest treatments on Fuller soils near Apple
Springs, Texas.
that the root development could be mechanically
impeded when BD exceeded 1.4g cm'? The present
study showed that BD at both depths(0-15 and 15-45
cm) in the sheared plot and at the 15-45 cm depth in
the cleared plot exceeded the 1.4 g cm" level. A
tornado occurred on January 19,1990 uprooted a
large lobfolly-pine in the study area. Soil BD under the
~ .the
uprooted tree ranged from 1.26 to 1.75 g ~ m - Of
20 core samples collected at the depth (about 60 cm)
where the downward growth of the root system was
Mocked, 11 had BD values equal to or greater than the
1.4 g cm" critical limit. The roots were found to grow
laterally at this depth.
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higher than the normal annual
precipitation (1951-80) recordsd at LuMn, 22 km NE of
the study area, by 191 mm (18%). The great amount
of predpitation in the present study might cause the
treatment effect on SWC to be lea;;rs than that reported
for the Woodtd soil.

Groundwater Table
Based on 101 wsekty obsewations made ttetween
March 6, 1989 and February 25, 1991, grounwater
tables in the sheared plot were Ways the highest
among the three treatments, followed by the clearcut
forest plots. The average
and then un
groundwater devdon in the sheared plot was 29.16 m
(shown as depth from surface), higher than the cleared
and forest plots by 0.72 and 1.72 m, r~pedvely.This
trend pensisted throughout the entire period, no matter
if it was in a cold wason or in a rain-recharged period.
Apparentty, this ks attributed to the differences in
evapotranspirationcaused by canopy density among
treatments.
Expressingthe occurrence of groundwater table as
percentage of time that a given water table is equal to
or greater than the indicated depths from surface,
Figure 4 show that these percentages decreased
most rapidly at the forest site and most slowly in the
sheared plot. During the summer half-year (May October), for exsmple, 18.7% of the time in the forest
plot the groundwater table was 105 cm deep or less
from the surface but it was 28.3Oh for the cleared plot
and 31.4% for the sheared plot. The chances of
having a high groundwater taMe were always greater in
the sheared plot than that of cleared and forest plots,
regardless of season of the year.

0
20
40
60
80
100
% of Time at or above Indicated Depth

Figure 4 - - Average percent of time in March 1988
through February 1991 that the groundwater was equal
to or above the indicated depths of three forest
conditions near Apple Springs, Texas.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The drainage in the Fuller soil is very slow although its
texture is loamy sand in the surface horizon and fine
sandy loam in the subsurface horizons. Laboratory

a n a m using soil samples collected before treatments
showed the average saturated hydraulic conductivrty to
be 6.01 cm h r h t the 0-1 5 cm depth, much slower
than 71.01 and 17.70 cm hrl at the 0-7.5 and 7.6-15.2
dy,reported for a soil of similar
texture, Rains (typic Pafeaquutt, fine loamy, siliceous,
ttrermic fam&), in the Lower Coastal Plain of North
Carolna f Gent et at., 1383; Figure 5). Apparently,
other factors such as compaction, bulk density, soil
structure, macropores, and salt concentrations might
play an important role in affedng the hydraulic
conduwrty.
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Figure 5 - - The saturated hydraulic conductivity for the
Fuller and Rains soils.
Conventionlly, the saline soils in many agricultural areas
is reclaimed by use of water drainage through the soil
profile. Slow hydraulic conductivrty precludes this
approach in the study soil. Also, on the sheared plot all
trees were cut, all stumps and shrubs were sheared,
and all debris were raked into windrows. Not only was
soil bulk density increased because of compaction and
mixing effects of the mechanical operations, but the
reduction in plant transpiration and interception also
caused increases in soil water content, soil water
retention, and height of groundwater table. During the
two-year study period, 29% of the time the groundwater
taMe in the sheared plot was within the surface 60 em
depth, while it was only 14% in the forested plot.
Average soil water content at the 15 cm depth in the
sheared plot was 0.226 g cm" for the two years period,
or about about 0.15 g g'. This water is held in the soil
equivalent to a force less than 33 kpa (field capacrty;
Figure 2).
Generally, loblolty pines grow well in upland soils as well
as in floodpiains, bottom-lands, or poor drainage sites
(Baker and Langdon, 1990). Studies conducted in
Georgia showed that one-year-old lobtolly pine
seedlings planted in 3.66 x 7.32 m in diked and ditched
pots began to die 101 days after initiation of flooding to
10 cm depths. When flooded water was kept at the soil
surface and at 10 cm depth above the surface, the

suwlval rates were 93% and 61616 at the end of 206
daw, respgGtivw wafker et a!,, 1m1). At the end of
579 days, the survial rates were still as high as 67%
and 44% for the two
(Walker, 1W2).Thus, waterlogged &tee may make
loblolty-wne regeneratisn impodble walker, 1980),
but as long as seed8 are geminated or seedlings are
@antedvJiatz buck abrslve water, they should be able tc
survke flooding for one or Wo groMng seasons. At
that time, climatic ~onditionsmay change and
groundvvater levd and soit water content may be
lowered due to regrowth of vegetation, consequentty
creating a more favorable condition for seedling growth
and development.
Atthough clearculting and site preparation created a
site with a groundwater table close to the surface and a
water content saturated or almost saturated, there was
no standing water on the soil surface. Moreover,
annual precipitation during the two study years was 191
(18%) and 295 (28%) mm greater than the normal.
The groundvlrater table and soil water content should
be lower in normal years. Thus, it is unlikely that the
wet conditions normally encountered in the study area
wouid cause the failures in artificial pine regeneration.
Salt movement following clearcutting and site
preparation may increase salt concentrations to levels
that are toxic to seedlings; this hypothesis needs to be
examined.
Clearcutting without site preparation did not significantfy
affect the soil physical properties. In areas such as
valleys, flat terrains, or concave sites where forest
clearcuttingwith site preparation may cause a standing
water on the surface, all plants and stumps should be
left intact after marketable timber is removed.
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EFFECTS OF HARVESTING METHODS ON SITE AND
ION IN CYPRESS-TUPELO SWAMPS'
Emile S. Gardiner, John D. Hodges, and Stephen ti. Schoenholtz2

INTRODUCTION
Baldcypress, Taxodium distichurn (L.) L.C. Rich., and
water tupelo, Nyssa aquatjca L, grow in association on
floodplain sloughs and swamps from southeastern
Virginia to southeasten Texas (Johnson 1990). The
timber and fiber value of these species has made
harvesting operations in these swampy habiats
economical for welt over a century (Brown and Monk
1986). Unfortunately, the first loggers were not
concerned about the impact that their practices may
have on the site and future stands. Early logging
practices were often facilitated by road-building,
channel construction, or dredging to position pull-boats
needed to wench felled logs out of the swamp. Early
logging practices often left ruts or ditches where logs
were pulled out of the swamp during cable logging.
Some of these pull-boat runs are still evident despite
many years of alluvial deposition.
Current managers of forested wetlands are
encouraged to critically evaluate their practices to
ensure that activities do not impair wetland functions.
As a result, harvesting practices in forested wetlands
are being modifiedto reduce site impact during the
removal cut. Minimal impact can be achieved by handfelling trees and extracting logs from the site with a
helicopter. Mechanizedfelling is attractive because it is
economically efficient, and it improves worker safety.
However, advancement of mechanized felling in
wetlands has spawned problems with soil compaction
and soil rutting, and machinery use is often restricted
when soil is saturated. Recent advances in harvesting
on wet sites invoke harvesting machinery supported on
wooden mats (Jackson and Stokes 1991). The mats
displace the machine weight over a large surface area,
hopefulty reducing soil impact. Research in Mack water

creek bottoms of south Alabama suggested that this
type of operation could reduce site impact over
traditional skidder operations (Lloyd et al. 1992).
However, they reported that rootstock survial and
biomass production may be reduced relative to
chainaw felling. Aust et al. (1990) argued that quick
establishment of vegetation folloMng harvest is
imperative to recovery of wetiand functions. This study
was initiatedto test the hypothesis that feller harvesting
increases site impact and reduces regeneration relative
to chainsaw felling in cypress-tupelo swamps.

METHODS
The experiment was conducted on 2 baldcypress-water
tupelo sites in the Mobile-Tensaw River delta of
Alabama. Both sites contained ponds of low elevation
relative to floodplain topography. Site 1 was the
furthest upstream so it received the least amount of
tidal influence. This site supported the highest preharvest basal area (about 230 square feet per acre),
but the least amount of ground cover (about 20
percent). Site 2 was several miles downstream from
Site 1. Pre-harvest basal area on this site was about
190 square feet per acre, and ground cover was
estimated at about 60 percent. Soils on both sites were
Typic Hydraquents.
Two Mocks were delineated vvithin each site or pond
based on topography. Block 1 was closest to the river,
and in the shallowest portion of the ponds. Block 2
was furthest from the river, and on the average in a
deeper portion of the ponds. In each block, we
installed 3 replications of 2 treatments in 2-acre
experimental units. For the first treatment, all stems
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were felled with a ch
sad feller supported on
and regeneration with this
wooden mats. lmpa
potentidly be realized from the
treatment COW
machinery maneuvering on the site, felled trees, andlor
feller damage to a m p . For the second trsatment, or
onat control, ail stems were handfeffedwith
to the site and regeneration with
felling would only be from sawyer
foot traffic and fded trees. Each site was fded in the
late fall of 1992, and aft logs were removed from the site
by a helicopter.
At each site, measurements of saturated hydraulic
conductivity were taken to index site impact. This
parameter was chosen as an index of site impact
alterations of bulk density, soil pore
distribu~onand water movement Unfortunately, a
different method of &mating hydrautic conductivity
had to be used on each site, because Site 1 was
inundated during the sample period. Intact soil cores
were collected at 0-5 centimeter depth and the
constant head method (Mute and Dirksen 1986) was
used for Sie 1 (20 samples for each treatment). The In
situ auger hole technique (Amoozegar and Warrick
1986) was used on Site 2 (20 samples for each
treatment). Therefore, the relative post-harvest change
in saturated hydraulic conductivity, calculated as the
percent difference between harvested and an
undisturbed reference area adjacent to each &e, wae
used to compare sites.
In each 2-acre experimental unit, 5, 0.01-acre
regeneration sample plots were established and
measured pre- and post-harvest. During both
assessment periods, regenerationwas evaluated in
each 0.01-acre sample plot by recording species,
height, and origin, either seedling or sprout, of all
woody plants. Also, stump diameter and height of the
dominant sprout were measured on all stumps.
Regeneration density data were normalizedwith a log
transformation, and Analysis of Variance was
conducted on the pre- and post- harvest data. Simple
linear regression was used to model the relationship
between stump diameter and sprout height. Tests
were conducted at the 0.05 probability level.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Saturated hydraulic condu
as lowered about 55
percent relative to the undi
reference area on
each site one year after hawest (Table 1). However,
mechanicalf&ng did not alter saturated hydraulic
conductivity any more than chain
findings agrse witti results reported by Aust and Lea
(1992), who studied edap
practices on a nearby cyp
Tensaw River delta. They reported a signficant
decrease in hydraulic conductivity after harvesting,
especially where the site was traversed by a skidder.
Soil disturbance under felled trees may account for the

deereased hydrauric condu
on plots where logs
were extractsd with a helicopter (Aust and Lea 1992).
Table 1. Relative change in saturated hydraulic
by felling method for 2 baldcypress-water
tupelo sites in the Mobile-Tensaw River delta, 1 year
post-harvest
Site 1
Chain
Feller
a

Sie 2

-

Percent Changea -47ab
-78a
-53a
-41a

Percent change from undisturbed reference
area.
Means followed by the same letter are not
significantty different (a = 0.05).

Across both sites, the preharvest regeneration
inventory indicated about 160 baldcypress and water
tupelo stems per acre (Table 2). One year after
harvest, there were about 3400 stems per acre on each
site (Table 2). About 93 percent of the regeneration
was seedlings, while 7 percent originated from stump
sprouts. Sixty-one percent of the regenerationwas
baldcypress and the remaining 39 percent was water
tupelo. Natural and artificial regeneration has been
difficult to establish on some baldcypress-water tupelo
sites because of altered hydrologic patterns, irregular
seed distribution, or herbivory (Conner and Toliver
1990). First-year results from this study indicated
baldcypress and water tupelo establishmentwas
prevalent on both sites. Summer 1993 was relatively
dry in the Mobile-Tensaw River delta, so perhaps this
promoted germination and establishmentof an
apparently large baldcypress and water tupelo seed
bank. Best germination of these species occurs during
periods when water recedes and soils are exposed
(Johnson 1990).
Carolina ash, Fraxinus caroliniana Mill., virginia-vvillow,
/tea vlrginica L., and common winterberry, llex
vedicillata (L.) Gray, were the most common mid- and
understory woody species on each site. Site 2 had the
greatest density of these species both pre- and postharvest (Table 2). This may be linked to pre-harvest
basal areas and resuiting forest floor light levels (Marois
and Ewel 1983). Site 2 had the lowest basal area, and
a resultant thinner canopy which could allow more light
to reach the forest floor. Contrary to the response by
baldcypress and water tupeio regeneration, a large
post-harvest increase in these understory species was
not observed. For both sites, species other than
baldcypress and water tupelo comprised 83 percent of
woody plant regeneration pre-harvest, but only about
23 percent of the regeneration post-harvest. Other
authors (Allen 1962, Kennedy 1982) have reportedthat
Mack willow, Salix nigra Marsh, often invades and

TaMe 2. Regeneration (stems per acre i stgndard error) by site, Mock, and fdling metfrod for 2 baldqpr
tupelo sites in the MoH!&Tensw River dstta, pre-harvest and 1 year post-hamt
Pre

Post

Pre

er

Post

Group 1'
Group 2

176.5 i 21.9ab
619.2 i 72.3b

Site 1
3216.6 i 395.1a
445.1 2 40.4b

Group 1
Group 2

170.0 i 33.5a
650.0 4: 78.2a

Block 1
4258.3
4449.3a
1285.4 i 149.6a

160.0 i
764.2 i

Group 1
Group 2

168.4 s: 23.0a
713.3 i 82.5a

Feller
3252.5 s: 399.5a
1040.3 i 124.8a

Chainsaw
3521.7 2 437.0a
154.5 i 24.7a
1014.5 i 134.5a
717.2 s: 103.9a

146.2 i 26.8a
940.9 & 121.9a
19.7a
96.2a

Site 2
3562.7 f 441.9a
1577.9 i 133.8a
Block 2
2503.4 i
778.9 k

34.9b
96.7b

" Group 1 refers to baldcypress and water tupelo regenerationwhile Group 2 refers to all other woody plant species.

Means in a row followed by the same letter are not significantqr different (a = 0.05). Only mean comparisons at the
same sample period are valid.
establishes early dominance on harvestedswamp
sites. In this study, Mack willow regeneration
accounted for only Ipercent of all stems on both siles
one year after harvest.
There were no differences in the amount of
baldcypres and water tupdo regeneration between
blocks before harvest (Table 2). However, Mocks in
the deepest portion of the pond had significantty fewer
stems per acre after harvest. Others (Conner and
Toliver 1990) have reported poor establishment of
baldcypress and water tupelo in deep-water swamps.
Floodwater subsidence is cdtical for seed germination
and seedling establishment of swamp species
(Demaree 1932, DuBarry 1963, Shunk 1939). Though
dense in deeper Mocks, there
regenerationwas -1
were still over 2500 baldcypress or water tupelo
seedlings per acre. The other woody species followed
a similar pattern (Table 2). There was no density
difference pre-harvest, but a slightfy higher stem density
in the shallowmt portion of the ponds post-harvest
First-year resub indicated that felling method did not
influence regeneration (Table 2). The average seedling
height was not affected by felling method and was 9.5
inches. Den* of woody plant regeneration other than
baldcypress and water tupelo was not influenced by
harvesting method either (Table 2). Harvesting
practices can reduce regeneration establishment
thrdugh SOP rutting or compaction (Uoyd et al. 1992).
In this study, harvesting reduced saturated hydraulic
conductivity, but this was apparentfy not detrimental to
regeneration mbMshment.
One of our concerns was the sprouting a b i f i of
stumps damaged by the fefier. Lloyd et al, (1992)
reported 46 percent mortality of swamp blackgum,
Nyssa biflora Watt., stumps 1 year post-harvest in

Mack water creek bottoms of southern Alabama. In
this study, about 82 percent of all stumps sprouted
regardless of felling method. In addition, stump
diameter did not influence sprouting frequency or
height of sprouts (Data not shown). Kennedy (1982)
also found no relationship between stump diameter and
sprouting ability of water tupelo in the Atchafaiaya Basin
of Louisiana. However, he did find that coppice
regenerationwas in decline by year 6 due to rotting
stumps.

SUMMARY
The influence of 2 felling methods on site and
regenerationwas studied in 2 baldcypress-water tupelo
ponds of the Mobile-Tensaw River delta. First-year
results indicated saturated hydraulic conductiv'ty, an
index of site impact, decreased post-harvest, but was
not influenced by felling method. Regeneration
establishment was good on both sites, and did not
differ between felling methods. We did find a lower
density of baldcypress and water tupelo stems in the
deepest portion of the swamps, but there were still
several hundred per acre. Density of midstory and
understory woody species showed very lime response
to overstory removal. Successful regeneration can only
be determined several years after establishment, but
eady establishment of baldcypress and water tupelo
regeneration did not seem to be negatively influenced
Lay mechanizedfelling. Future inventorieswill monitor
regeneration survival and development on these sites.
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LOBLOLLY AND LONGLEAF PINE RESPONSES TO LITTER RAKING,
PRESCRIBE BURNING AND NITROGEN FERTILIZATION1
Sharon IVI. Ross, William X. McKee and Michele MTms2

INTRODUCTION
Harvesting pine straw has increaissd in recent years
because of its value for landscaping. There is concern
that mineral nlrtrients are being removed from the site
and that disrupltion of biological processes associated
with organic matter litter mineralization are disrupted as
a result. Since these consequences may affect long
term site productivily, the development of optimum
forest floor management practices is important.
McLeod et al. (1979 a,b) reported that forest floor
removal disrupts the hydrologic and macronutrient
cycles of 20 to 30 year m id longleaf pines. They also
concluded that tree growth was reduced the year
following litter removal. By comparison, prescribed
burning that consumes an appreciable portion of the
forest floor does not result in a net loss of mineral soil
nutrients. McKee (1082), reported nitrogen tends to
accumulate in the surface mineral soil on some sites
following prescribed burns.
Considerable information has been developed on the
components of nutrient pools and rates of litter decay,
however, application of these principles to forest floor
management has not been developed. Therefore, the
objectives of this study were to evaluate the effects of
prescribed burning, a silvicultural management
practice, and litter removal on: (1) the growth of loblolly
and longleaf pine; (2)nutrient pools in the forest floor
and surface soil, and (3) determine if nitrogen
applications will alter tree growth and/or forest floor
properties.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study was located on the Savannah River Site in
Aiken County, South Carolina. The soil in the area is
mapped as Fuquay fine sandy loam (Arenic Plinthic
Paleudun;, loamy siiiceous, thermic). It is well drained
with a 2 percent or less slope.
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The stands were originaity in agricukure and were
@antedor seeded to either lobfolly or longleaf pine in
the early 1950's. In 1971 the loblolly pine stand was
clear-cut, sheared and root raked, then replantedwith
1-0 loblolly pine with an approdmate 1.80 by 3.04
meter spacing. The treatment plots were 0.16 hectares
with some variation in size depending on site
properties. The longleaf stand was thinned in the mid
70's with approximate& hatf the stems removed. The
plots in the longleaf stand were 0.1 9 hectares with 1.80
by 3.04 meter spacing.
The study consists of three replications for the loblolly
stand and two replications for the longleaf stand in a
randomized split plot design. There are three
treatments imposed on the lobloliy stand: 1) no
treatment (control), 2) prescribed burn treatment in
winter at three year intervals and 3) red straw (litter
layer) raking treatment in winter at three year intervals.
The longleaf stand received all the above treatments
plus a total raking treatment in the winter at three year
intervals. The split plot factor consists of no fertilizer or
100 kilograms of nitrogen as urea and 12 kilograms of
phosphorus as triple super phosphate per hectare.
For the raking treatment, pine straw was removed from
the plots manually, making sure only red straw was
removed. For the total raking treatment all the red
straw plus the fermentation and humus layer was
removed to the mineral soil. Prescribed burns were
cool winter backing fires where flames did not exceed a
hatf meter above the ground. About 75 to 80 percent
of the forest floor was consumed with these burns.
Tree diameten; were measured at 1.37 meters above
the ground. Basal area was computed as the sum of
the stem cross sectional area on each measurement
plot expanded to square meters per hectare.
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sampled prior to the treatments in
1987 and at 3 year interv
mple pints (15.2
centimeternsquare) wsrs
and composited by
plot. F o r dfloor materialwars separated into the titter
layer and humus plus the fernentation layer. Two 15
centimetsr mineral soil cores were extracted at each of
ten forest floor sample points and the sol compositsd
in 5 centimster incremenb by plot. The d s were air
dried and sieved to < 2 mm. F o r dfloor samHes were
oven dried at 65'C and ground to pass a 1.0 mm mesh
screen.
Total Qeldaht nibogen was measursd on both forest
floor and mineral soil samples (Nelaon et d.,1973).
were extractsd from the 804 with
1 N ammonium acetate at pH 7 (Thomas, 1982).
Organic matter content for the soil
the WalMey and Bfack Method (Jackson, 1958). Soil
pH was determined on a 1:1 soil to water paste.
Statistical anatysis was performed separately for the
loblolly and longleaf components of the study.
Response to treatment were tested by analysis of
variance with significance at the 0.05 level. The tree
growth data was anatyzed with covariance using the
initial stand (1987) values as the covariant.

(weigh@and nutrienb) were not significant, there was
an obssrvable response to the fertilization treatment by
the longleaf stand, The fertilizer increased litter
productionfrom 1.98 to 3.47 metric tones and the
weight of the nutrients increased by 85 percent for
nitrogen, 236 percent for phosphorus, 43 percent for
calcium and 57 percent for magnesium.
Forest floor treatments altered the response of the
humus layer (fermentation plus humus) for both
species (Table 4). The control plots for the loMolly
stand contained more organic material than the
prescribed burn humus layer. The rake plots were not
dgnificantqc dierent than other forest floor treatments.
Nitrogen content of the humus layer was higher on the
control plots than prescribed burn plots with the raked
plots not being dierent from the other treatments.
Phosphorus levels were not affected by forest floor
treatmenb and ranged from 25.9 to 48.3 kilograms per
hectare. Potassium levels were 0.21 to 0.85 kilograms
per hectare higher on the control and raked plots than
the prescribed burn plots.
Table 1-Loblolly and longleaf pine stand initial and
seven year measurements for basal areas and mortality
Treatments

F

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
There were no tseatment effects on loblolly or longleaf
pine basal area over the seven years of observation.
There were significant treatment dierences in mortal*
for the loblolly pine (Table 1). The red straw raked
treatment had significantly lower mortalitythan the
control and the prescribed burn treatments. To date,
we do not have an explanation for this observation but
the diierence in tree mortality maybe related to
differences in stand growth and competition.
The treatments have not significantly altered the
chemical properties of the soil in the upper 15
centimeters (Table 2). Treatments had an affect on
the physical properties of the forest floor after six years,
although the response of the litter and humus layers
were different within the treatmenb. Litter mass on the
lobfolty stand was about M c e that of the longleaf stand
as welt as being two folds higher in nutrient levels
(Table 3). The difference in the weight of the loMolly
and the longleaf needle production and the amount of
nutrients found in the foliage may reflect dierences in
the species andlor differences in the age of the stands.
In contrast the mass and nutrients of the humus layer
was higher on the longleaf than on the loblolfyforest
floor (Table 4). The heavier humus layer of the tongleaf
stand is attributsd to stand age and a dower rate of
decomposition. The lower nutrient kvel is also an
indicator of a dow rate of decomposition.
Fertilization treatments (Table 3) did not alter the

physical properties of the litter layer on the IoMolb or
the longleaf stand. Altf?oughthe physical properties

Control

kglha
0
112

Basal area
1987 1994

DA

Mortaitty

Loblolly
-m/ha20.4 29.8
23.3
33.5

Prescribed burn 0
112
Red straw raked 0
112

Control

0
112

Prescribed burn 0
112
Red straw raked 0
112
Total raked

0
112

Columns without letters are not signifrcantty different at
pe0.05 level.
F=fertiliier; DA-difference in basal area

Tatde 2-Soii properlies after Wo %year intewai treatmen&;
Treatmen%
0-5 cm
Control

Prescribed burn
Red straw raked

F

OM

kgha

gct
3.23
2.85
3.40
3.37
3.45
3.08

0
112
0
112
0
112

Loblol)l
N

Longleaf

Bases

OM

N

Bases

pct

me@lOOg

pct

Pd

meqll O0g

0.1 1
0.17
0.16
0.17
0.15
0.17

0.96

1.58
1.92
2.03
2-99
2.03
2.14

0.14
0.12
0.14
0.13
0.13
0.14

0.11
0.09
0.23
0.26
0.15
0.16

1.27
1.30
1.46
0.73
0.99

5-10 crn
Control

Prescribed burn
Red straw raked
Totai raked
10-15 cm
Control

Prescribed burn
Red straw raked
Total raked
F=fertilizer; OM=organic matter; Nznitrogen
Table 3-Weights and nutrient levels in the forest floor for lobiolly and longieaf pine litter after two treatment intervals
Treatment

Loblolly
Control
Prescribed burn
Red straw raked
Longleaf
Control

Prescribedburn
Red straw raked
Total Raked
F=fertil*ier;LW=l*ierweight

F
kgfha

Mglha

0
112
0
112
0
112

6.52
7.98
5.61
5.43
4.08
5.27

LW

N

36.4
50.1
34.6
30.6
22.2
31.7

P

12.7
13.0
12.0
13.6
8.1
22.6

K
kgfha

Ca

0.84
1.64
0.86
0.69
0.21
0.44

19.9
24.9
16.9
16.7
11.8
14.7

Mg

4.8
5.6
4.6
4.5
3.3
4.0

Table 4-Weight and nutrient lev& in the forest fioor for loblolty and longleaf pine humus &er tvvo treatment intervafs

Loblolly
Control
Prescribed burn
Red straw raked

112
0
112
0
112

13.39'
10.23'
7.06b
13.26*
11.62.b

111.0'
86.4'
57.0b
97.2'
96.8'

Longleaf
Control

46.7
34.4
25.9
41.8
37.7

24,53*
394.2.
59.74'
0
50.62.b
403.2'
112
61.27'
5.15b
35.8b
Prescribed burn
0
5.48b
15.12
11.75b
70.6b
112
47.60'
197.1'
32.94'
Red liier raked
0
86.58'
73.53'
460.3'
112
6.50b
49.3b
Total raked
0
7.88b
13.5!jb
10.48b
67.Zb
112
Columns without letters are not significantly different at pe0.05 level.
F*ertitizer; HW=humus weight
The mass of the longleaf humus was not significantly
affected by fertilizer treatments, although it increased
for the fertilized plots. The weight of the humus for the
forest floor control and red straw raked treatments were
significantly greater than the weight of the humus that
received the prescribed burn and total raked
treatments. Nitrogen levels in the humus layer
responded similarly to the organic weights, with the
prescribed burn and the total raked treatments having
less nitrogen than other treatments.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
So far, results of this study have not shown a reduction
or an increase in tree growth. It has shown that
prescribe burning may enhance nutrient cycling
creating an improved environment for tree growth, This
has been shown by other studies (Hough 1981 and
McKee 1982). McKev3in and McKee ( I 986) showed
that seedling growth was greatly improved on soil taken
from a site annually burned as compared to the same
soil unburned. L i e r raking decreased the nutrients in
the foliage for both tree species, Fertilizer application
replaced the nutrients in the foliage for each species as
well as increasingthe liier yield for the longleaf. Morris
et a/. (1991) also expressed concern over possible loss
of site fertilw due to liier raking and indicated Ulat the
applicaaon of fertiliirer did appear to maintain soil fertjl'ty
and increase litter yield. This study should be
continued for hrvo additional 3 year intenrals.
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2.02'
I.SSb
0.9r"
2.02.
2.56'

41,O
28.6
17.8
41. I
27.2

5.7
6.9
3.5
8.4
5.7

9.41
8.21
0.40
1.74
0.48
0.87
0.48
0.87

157.14
155.46
16.24
43.57
76.72
218.85
19.49
33.49

30.24
29.12
2.24
6.05
14.45
39.87
2.46
4.82
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A PRELIMINARY WETLAND TRAFFICABILITY H
BASED ON SOIL MOISTURE'
M. A. Burger, W. M. Aust and, S. Patternon'

Three wet pine flats in the South Carolina coastal plain were charact&&

to develop a Hazard Rating
requlres on-site measurement of soil
refinement, but the initial validation
efforts indmte that use of rwch a model could reduce site impacts caused by wet weather harvesting.

INTRODUCTION
Wet pine flab are often dficutt to harvest due to wet
soil conditions throughout the winter and spring
months. On non-drained sites,operation of harvesting
equipment without soit rutting problems is lmited to a 3
to 6 month period (Allen and Campbd 1988). The
limited window of operability makes it necessary to
conduct harvesting operations during wet condiitions,
which may cause soil rutting and puddling. Concerns
relating to rutting and puddling include issues such as
sustainable forest productivity, wetland carbon storage,
water quality, wetland ecosystem processes, and Best
Management Practices (BMP's)for wetlands.
Avoidance of rutting and puddling will require better
planning and improved understandingof soil and site
characteristics(Aust and others 1990). A relatively
simple technique of evaluating soil and site
charactedstia would aid land managers in making
informed, on-site decisions concerning site operability
and potential site damage.
Understandingthe relationship between soil physical
properties and soil strength can give land managers
detailed trafficability informationfor individual forest
tracts. The use of penetration resistance has been
commonly used to describe the soil physical status
(Canarache 1998). Most efforts to indirectiy estimate
nce or trafficability have included
measurw of soif mokture and bulk denaty (Ayers and
Perumprai 1982; Bennis and Botha 1986; Hendemon
and othen 1988; Welk and Treesuwan 1978). This
study was deveioped in order to resolve some of the
site disturbance problems associated with forestiy
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operations in wetlands. The overall objectives of this
to characterize and model soil strength as
study are: I.
a function of soil physical properties and site
charactsrktia, and 2, to use the soil strength model to
develop a Trafficability Hazard Rating that can be used
on similar soils and sites.

METHODS
Three Mocks (North Horseshoe, South Horseshoe, and
Sycamore units) were located on coastal plain wet pine
flats near Cottageville, SC. Each block contained 20
ha (48 acres) of bedded loblolly pine (Pinus taeda)
plantations that were 19-21 years old. Soils were
poorly drained loams and sandy loams overlaying clay
loam subsoils (aqualfs and aquutts). Surface drainage
was minimal due to the flat topography (0-2% slope)
and water tables remain within la m of the soil surface
for most of the year.
Measurement stations were located on a 40 m X 80 m
grid (216 stations). Water table, soil moisture, and soil
strength measurementswere taken simultaneously at
each measurement station. This set of dynamic
measurementswere taken at 5 different times
throughout the wetting and drying cycle between
January 1993 - December 1994. Static and dynamic
parametem measured at each sampling station are
provided in TaaM I.Static properties were determined
by soil horizon (A, E, and Bt), but analyses and
interpretation in this paper will be limited to A-horizon
data. A trafficability model has been developed using
only the A horizon because any vehicular traffic will be
in direct contact vvith the surface A horizon, contains

rch Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3,1994.
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the majow of plant roots, and the location of the A
hofizon allow for easy sampling.
Table I.Measurements taken at each sampling
station.

ProMems associated vvith collinearitywere removed
(Belsfey and others 1980) and Equation 2 was
devetoped. Equation 2 is similar to a model developed
by Bennis and Elotha (1986).

Equation 2
Parameter

Method

Water Table
Soil Strength

PVC wdls
Sbndard cone
penetrometer ASAE (19990)
Time Domain Soitmobktre
Refleeitometry Equipment
Corp. (1989)
Blake and Hartge
Soil cores
(1986)
Push tube
Bouyoucus
Gee and Bauder
(1986).
Tension table Danielson and
Sutherland (1986)
LECO carbon Nelson and Sommers
anal~er
( I982).
eonsbnt head Klute and Dirksen
me~od
(1986)
Atterberg test Sowers (1965)

Soit Moisture
Bulk Density
Horizon Depth
particle sire
classifications
Pore Space
Organic Matter
Hydraulic
Conductivity
Liquid Limit I
Plastic Limit

Reference

Dynamic soil properties were measured at 5 different
periods, representing a range of wet to dry conditions.
At each measurement location, penetrometer readings
were taken every 5 cm to a depth of 50 cm. As a result
10800 penetrometer measurements were taken each
with dynamic and static soil properties associated with
it. Scatter plots interpretations of soil strength vs. soil
and site properties were used to determine if
relationshipswere linear or non-linear. When a soil
property had a non-linear relationship with soil strength
a transformation was made to produce a linear
relationship. A stepMse backwards elimination
procedure (Belsley and others 1980) was used to
determine the soil and site characteristics which had
the greatest influence on soil strength for the A, E, and
Bt horizons. Muffiple linear regr
describe soil strength as a function of dynamic and
static properties.

RESULTS
Candidate modek for the A hori;ron were determined
using a stewse regression procedure (Equation 1).

Equation 1

log (soil strength, kPa) = 3.50 - 0.00642(water table
depth, cm) - 0.671 log (volumetric moisture content,
%) + 0.221 (bulk density, Mglm3)
(P value 4 0.01, R2= 49.9)

log(soi1strength, kPa) = 5.21 + 0.0738(bulk denstty,
MSt,m3) 1.53 log(vo1umetric moisture content, %)
(P value < 0.01, R2= 52)

-

When the water table variaMe (W7") was eliminated
from the regression equations because of
mutticolfineanty,the subsequent equations' R2
decreased. However, measurements of volumetric
water content using a TDR sptem are easier and more
rapid (Drungil and others 1989) as compared to water
table measurements.
Regression Equation 2 for the A horiion used soil
moisture content and bulk densrty to estimate soil
stren@h. Within the regression equation, moisture
content and bulk density had P values of < 0.001 and
0.034 respectively. The elimination of bulk density
resulted in Equation 3, which has a lower R2but
increased field appiicability.

Equation 3
log (sol strength, kPa) = 5.39
moisture content, %)
(P value < 0.01, RZ= 54.5)

- 1.60 log(volumetric

Figure 1 represents the trafficability hazard index based
on the effect of volumetric moisture content (%) on soil
strength (kPa). By using soil moisture and vehicle
ground pressure it can be determined if site
disturbance will occur. Vehicle contact ground
pressures can be derived by dividing the weight of a
machine by the total ground contact area as described
by Wasterlund (1994). Many factors affect the ground
pressure exerted by harvesting equipment, thus specific
values for intended equipment should be used in the
index. However, this does not take into account
pressures generated by movement and uneven axle
loads created during log handling (Greacen and Sands
1980). Pressures of up to five times the nominal
contact pressures have been measured in the soil
under the rear wheels of agricuRural tractors (Greacen
and Sands 1980). Greacen and Sands (1980) cited
Farrell and Greacen (1966) idenMying soils in
equilibrium with a compacting load X, the penetrometer
resistance is approximately 10 fold. For example, a
vehicle apprying a ground pressure of 250 kPa wilt
eventual& reach a equilibrium state of compaction with
a penetrometer resishnce of 2500 kPa. Two hazard
ratings were derived based on the effeck of movement
on vehicle ground pressure. Static ground pressure
was muniplied by 5 and 10 to estimate dynamic
pressure applied by a vehicle. Ground pressures were
calculated using the formula reported by Wasteirund
(1994). The use of these two mu%pliersidentifies a

rslaiionshiprilcretween moisture corrPent and site
hydrology parametem and sol stren@h, Howwer, the
use of mhture content and water table depth as a
base for a idenmcation method vary in appficability. The
measurement of water table depth across a large site
would be too labor intensive and not economically
feadtds. Mwsver, the measurement of mobture
content using time domain reflectometry offers a simple
and economicafiy sound atternawe for memuring a
signacance sol strength parameter across large land
holdng-s.

Figure I.
Trafficabikty Hazard Index
moisture zone at which machinery-site interactions are
unprdictable. No site disturbance would be expected
for a moisture content below this zone and intenskre
site disturbance would be expected for moisture
contents above the zone.
The following example demonstrates the use of the
model. A soil has a volumetric moisture content of 21%
and will be trafficked by a medium sized skidder (23000
Ib9) using 23 inch wide GPW. The sWdder being
considered has a ground pressure of 223 kPa. The
adjusted equipment ground pressure can be
determined by continuing across the table, 2230 and
1115 kPa (with adjustments of 1OX and 5X,
respectively). Next, these two values are found on the
Y2 axis in Figure 1. Horizontal lines can be drawn from
the adjusted equipment ground pressure value until the
horizontal lines intersects the soil strength regression
line. At the intersection, vertical lines can be drawn
down to identify critical moisture contents on the X-axis.
The moisture content between the two vertical lines
represents a unpredictable zone with regards to site
disturbance (moisture content between 19 - 28%).
This is due to the adjustment of a static measurement
to a dynamic measurement. The moisture content of
the site falls just within the lower limit of this zone. If the
site had a moisture content less than 19%, f i e site
disturbance would be expected. A site with a moisture
content greater than 28% would be expected to have
intense site disturbance. At a moisture content of 21%,
site disturbance would be expected to be limited;
however, it would exists. At this point the land manager
can use equipment that applies less ground pressure
or wait until the site becomes dryer.

Df SCUSSION
Sites with high disturbance potentials can be avoided
by having an understanding of major sol physical
properties and processes that affect soil strength. By
avoiding extensive site disturbance possible declines in
productivity and public opposition to forest
management in wetlands can also be avoided by land
mangers. This study revealed very significant

Sol eength, atimated by soil moisture can be
compared to prerssures applied to the rsoit by equipment
to determine if equipment forces are greater than that
of the soil, By using only the surface horizon
measurementg can be made quicMy and economically.
The moisture content was significant in explaining
variations in eoi1swensh; however, pcanetrMon
resistance was also included in the index to aid in
identification of sites susceptible to disturbance.
Penetration resistance is also easily attainable by the
use of a penetrometerwhich has been suggested for
this purpose in many reports. The use of hazard
indices such as the one reported in this study have the
potential to limit site disturbance and lower site
preparaaon costs. The uge of the &aM~amVwhazard
index can give the land manager and logger additional
site information. Additional validation and refinement of
this hazard index will continue.
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RECOVERY STATUS OF A TUPELO = CYPRESS WETLAND SEVEN
YEARS AFTER DISTURBANCE : SlLVlCULTUML IMPLICATIONS'
Thorns W. Zaebst, W. Michael Aust, Stephen H. Schoanhok, and Conner Fristoe2
, N y w aqua&# L., - ba

, faxoclium &tichum L. Rich., swamp

HELI trmtment. Water tu

. The GLYPH areas haw b s h &
thaf have increased diediment accumulation70 175 percent relative
rignificant grwndfiora conr
to an undigturbsd reference area.
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INTRODUCTION
Timber harvesting operations in forested wetlands have
been increasingly scrutinked by the general public and
by agencies authorized to implement the FederalWater
Pollution Control Act (Tolliver 1993). Public and
agency concernrrp a b u t timber hawedsting in formted
wetlands have revolved around issues such as
maintaining sits productivity, water quality, site
hydrology, and biodiversity (Walbridge 1993), yet l i e
long-term research has been conducted in forested
wetlands to address such issues (Lockaby et al. 1994).
The overall objective of this research project was to
determine the effects of various levels of disturbance in
a water tupelo, Nyssa equetica L., baldcypra,
Taxodium distichurn L. Rich., wetland on indices of
water quality, plant diversity, and vertical stratification.

-

METHODS
Study Area

A productive (100' s t e r m a ) two-aged tupelo cypress "gum pond" on the western bank of the
Tensaw River (Baldwin Co., AL) was selected for the
study. Agedasses resutted from previous cable
logging operdons and the majority of the trees were
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70-yrs-old while scattered residual trees were 130+-yrsold (in 1986). The site floods annually, with the longest
periods of inundation occurring during the winter and
spring months when transpiration rates are low,
although growing season floods are common. The soil
is clayey, mixed, thermic Vertic Fluvaquent. Detailed
site and stand descriptions are provided by Aust and
Lea ( I 994, 1992).

Treatments
Three disturbance treatments were imposed on the
study area and an undisturbed reference area was
maintained immediately adjacent to the site (Fig. 1). AIl
disturbance treatments were clearcut with chainsaw
felling during fall, 1986 and all merchantablestems
were removed via helicopter (HELI). This sequence of
events comprised the helicopter treatment. The
skidder simulation treatment (SKID) was achieved by
trafficking approximately 50% of the area within
treatment plots with a loaded cable skidder equipped
with 34-inch-wide tires. Average skidder rut depth
exceeded 30 cm. The third treatment consisted of
removal of a l vegetative regrovvth from helicopter
treated areas during the grovving seasons of 1987 and
1988 via backpack sprayer applicaaon of glyphosate
herbicide (GLYPH).

Aubum, AL, Nov. 1-3,1994.
Virginh Polytech. Instlk. and State Univ., Blacksburg, VA; Assistant
, MS; Research Forester, Scott Paper Company, Saraland, AL,

Figure 1-fipenmental design of the Tensaw River study area. R = Reference area G = Glyphosate treatment
S = Skidder simulation treatment H = Helicopter harvestedtreatment

Field Measurements
Vegetation.
All vegetation measuremenbwere completed in
summer, 1993. Measurements were collected by
vegetation strata, which were overstory (4.0* cm at
dbh), lowerstory (c3.9 cm at dbh), and groundora (<
I.38 m in height),
Overstory data were collected from 0.013 ha (1130 ac)
circular samfling plob kcated in the center of each
treatment plot. Data collected include species, total
tree height and crown height (measuredwith height
pole), diameter at breast height, percent cover
(spherical densiometer), vigor class (based on crown
position, attachment to stump), stem origin (stump
sprout or seed&ng),and number of stems per stump
sprout. AddBonalty, ten trees of each species and 2.5cm diameter class were dezrtruh* sampted to
determine the green weight of the bole, branches, and
foliage. All destructive analpis occurred outside of the
sampting areas. These green weights were used to
develop equations for each species that used
diameters and total heights to predict dry weight so that
ove~torybiomass estimates could be obtained.
Lowerstory data were collected from 0.004 ha (11100
ac) circular memurement plots locatedwithin the
overstory measurement plots. Lower story data
collection induded species, total tree height, diameter

at breast height, diameter at 40 cwr and stem origin
(stump sprout or seedling). Lowerstory dry weight
biomass values for each specis were obtained by
using the formulas developed by Mader (1990).
Groundftora data were destructively sampled from four
0.5 m X 0.5 m square sampling frames that were
located 20 m from treatment plot centers in the four
cardinal directions. All vegehtion shorter than 1.38 m
was clipped, bagged, and transported to a weighing
station. At the weighing station all clipped material was
sorted and identified by species using Radford et al.
(1981) as a taxonomic key and weighed (0.1 gram).
Green weights were recorded and subsamples were
collected for each species so that dry weight
conversions could be accomplished after green
sampies were dried at 60 O 6.
Sediment Accumulation.
In 1986, nine sediment rods were installed in each
treatment plot on a 20 m X 20 m grid sptem (Aust et
al. 1991). These sediment rods were relocated in I9993
and the depth of erosion or deposition were measured
in mm.
ExperimentalDesign.
A latin square statistical design (Steel and Torrie 1980)
was selected for the study because it was suspected
that gradienk might exist perpendicular and parallel to
the river (Fig. 1). Each latin square was replicated

TaMe 1-Average aboveground b i o m w (dry weight) of grounMora s
Fisher's protected LSD test psrformed for species at alpha = 0.10)

HELl

Species

ert age 7-yrs. (letters represent resub of

Tremerut
SKID

GLYPH

5647 b

13031 b

Ampeiomis cordata Rotbelt
Ascle~iasperennis Waiter
Boehmeria dindrica (L.) Svvartz
Boehmeria nivea (L.) Gaudin
Borrichia frutescens (L.) DC
Cepholanthus occidentalis L.
Commelina ereeta L.
Cvperus ervthrorhizos Muhl.
Echinodorus cordifoliug(L.) Grisiebach
Fimbristvlisvahlii (Lam.) Link
Hvmenocallis crassifolia Herbert
Hv~ericumhvpercoides (L.) Crantz
ltea virainiana L.
Leersia virclinica Willd.
Lindernia anaclallidea (Michaux) Pennell
Lobelia cardinalits L.
Lvco~usrubellus Moench
Mikania scandens (L.) Willd.
Nvssa svlvatica var. biiora (Watter) Sargent
Peltandra saaittaefolia (Michaux) Morong 3
Peltandra virainica (L.) Kunth
Polvaonum ~unctatumElliott
Pontedaria cordata L.
Saaittaria montevidensis Cham. & Schlecht.
Salix niara Marshall
Saururus cernus L.
Smilax lanceolata L.
Smilax watteri Pursh
Taxodium distichum (I.) Rich.
Tradescantia ohiensis Raf.

--

All Species

5214 a

three times resu&ng in a total of nine treatment plots for
each disturbancetreatment. Analys'i of variances
were performed on data collected within the three 3 X 3
latin squares and treatment effects having pvalues <
0.1 were separated via Fisher's protected LSD test. Ttests were used to compare disturbance treatment
means to undisturbed reference means.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
During the first two grovving seasons GLYPH had a
dramatic effect on aboveground biomass of all
vegetative strata (Tables 1 - 3). Essentialb, GLYPH
created an herbaceous dominated, freshwter marsh
environment, with scattered water tupelo and black
wiilow, Salix nigra Marshall, being the most important

TaMe 2-Average aboveground Mom- (dry weight) of
ovemtory species at age 7-yrs. (letters represent resuk
of Fisher's protected LSD test performedfor spscies at
alpha = .I
0)
Treatment
-

Species

HELI

Fraxinus caroliniana L.
Fraxinus profunda Bush
Nvssa aauatica L.
Salix ninra Marshall
Taxodium distichum (L.)
Rich.

2277 b
678 b
18603b
17238b
2577 a

SKID

GLYPH

-(krna) -

All Species

676 a
742 b
12 a
3 6 7 3 3 ~ 1430a
19409b 350a
2662 a

41373b 60222c l 7 9 2 a

Table 3-Average aboveground biomass (dry weight) of
lowentory species at age 7-yn. (letters represent
results of Fisher's protected LSD test performedfor
species at alpha = 0.10)
Treatment
Species

HELl

SKID

biomass: dotted smartweed Pol)rgonumpunctatum
Elliott, giant arrowleaf, SagMada montevidensis Cham.
& Schlecht, and spiderwort, Tradescantia obiensis
Raf., (Table 1).
Sediment accumulation was directfy related to the
grousadFIasa vegeta*crn at age 7-years (Table 4). The
undisturbed reference area had the least quan.tity of
groundflora biomass and sediment accumulation was
lower there than in the disturbance treatments, where
grounmora biomass was greater. The dense
herbacsous groundflora in GLYPH trapped an average
of 14.9 mm/yr of sediment.
Table 4-Average annual sediment accumulation (1988
-1993) at 7 years by treatment. (letters represent
results of t-tests performed between treatmen& at
alpha = 0.10)

Treatment

Average
Sediment

Average
Groundflora

Reference
SKID
HELl
GLYPH

5.4 a
9.2 b
11.6 b
14.9 c

1516 a
5202 b
5649 b
13121 c

GLYPH

Acer rubrum L.
Cepholanthus occidentalis L.
Fraxinus caroliniana L.
ltea virainiana L.
Nvssa aauatica L.
Planara aauatica
Waker ex J. F. Gmelin
Populus dettoides Marshall
Salix niara Marshall
Taxodium distichum (L.) Rich.

The luxuriant groundflora of the GLYPH had W and 3X
greater groundflora biomass than the SKID and HELl

At stand age two yrs, it was hypothesized that future
vegetative growth of HELl would exceed that of SKlD
treatments because SKID had lower average values for
saturated hydraulic conductivity and poorer soil aeration
(Aust and Lea 1989). It was thought that the reduced
water and air movement would reduce site productiwty
(Aust and Lea 1991), akhough both helicopter and
skidder treatments had abundant woody and
herbaceous regeneration (Mader 1990). Data
collected 7 years after treatment did not support this
hypothesis, indeed, average densities, total heighb,
diameters, and above ground biomass of SKID
treatments were equal to or greater than those of the
HELl tfeatment (Tables 1, 5-7). Two overstory species
were most affected by the HELl and SKID treatments,
water tupelo and carolina ash. Measures of density,
growth, and biomass indicated that water tupelo
responded more favorably to SKID treatment at the
expense of carolina ash which was more abundant in

treatmenb, respectively (TaMe 1). Three species

HELl treatment. This phenomena is explained by the

comprised approdmately 75% of GLYPH groundflora

reduced soil aeration and increased soil moisture

-

All Species

174c

108b

20a

overstory and lowerstory species in terms of denstty,
growth, and biomass (Tables 2, 3).

T a b SAverage ove
yrs. (Ietlers reprmnt
test performed for s

er's protected LSD

TaMe 74verage diameters of overstory species at age
7-yn. (letters represent resub of Fisher's protected
LSD test performed for species at alpha = 0.10)
--

--

Treahnent

Treatment
Species

HELi

SKD

GLYPH

-( t r w I ha) Fraxinus
L.
930 b
Fraxinus
ush
288 b
Nyssa aauatica L.
1046 b
Salix nisra Marsha
1153b
Taxodium distichurn (L.) Rich.

-

All Species

305 a
329 b
1910c
1153b
132a

8a
148a
33a
132a

3549 b 3829 b 189 a

Table 6-Average total height of ovemtory species at
age 7-yrs. (letters represent results of Fisher's
protected LSD test performed for species at alpha =
0.'I0)
Treatment
Species

HELI

SKID
- -

Fraxinus caroliniana L.
6.9
Fraxinus ~r0fund;aBush
5.4 b
Nyssa aauatica L.
7.0 b
Salix niara Marshall
8.0 b
Taxodium distichum (L.) Rich. 3.9

-

All S~ecies

7.6 b

(m)
6.7
5.9 b
7.6 c
8.2 b
2.9
7.5 b

GLYPH
-

1.5 a
1.4 a
1.7 a

2.6 a

conditions created by the skidder treatment during the
first two yean of stand establishment and the flood
tolerance of the species (Aust and Lea 1992). Water
tupelo is more flood tolerant than carolina ash and
therefor had a cornpew8 advantage in the more
reduced conditions associated with skidding. In WELl
treatment, water tupelo had less of an advantage and
intraspecifis competjtion became more pronounced.
Overall, at age ?-years SKlD actual& has greater total
above-ground Momas (65,979 kgbha) than HELI
(46,748 kglha) and SKID has a higher proportion of the
most desiraMe timber speciies water tupelo (Table 8).

Smm

HELI

SKID

4.7 a
4.0 a
6.6 b
6.6b
4.3 b

(cm)
4.7 a
4.2 a
7.6 c 4.9 a
7.1b 4.6a
3.7 a

6.2 b

6.9 b

--

Fraxjnus caroliniana L.
Fraxinusprofunda Bush
aauatica L.
Salk nisra Marshall
Taxodium distichum (L.) Rich.

All Spdes

GLYPH

-

4.8 a

CONCLUSIONS
The glyphosate treatment had the most pronounced
effect on stratification and is proceeding through a
succedonai sere currenay dominated by herbacesuss
species. Black willow and water tupelo seedling are
invading the area and this treatment MIl probably revert
to a water tupelo dominated forest in time. However,
this treatment does emphasize the importance of
sprouting as a regeneration source for these gum
ponds. Apparently the rapid initial growth of the
sprouts is critical for survival in the presence of
abundant herbaceous species. Interesting&,
baldcypress did not become reestablishedin the area,
although the areas have flooded annually and
floodwaters would be expected to transport viable seed.
Both helicopter and skidder-simulatedtreatments
resulted in adequate stocking of acceptable overstory
tree species and both will eventualfyresult in stands
similar to the original. However, the two areas are
follo\Ning slightly dierent patterns of succession. The
helicopter treatment area overstoh is more uniform in
terms sf species, carolina ash, pumpkin ash, Fraxinus
profunda Bush, water tupelo, Mack willow, and
baldcypress were relative@uniform. Within skiddersirnufation treatmenlfs, water tupelo was ctearFjthe
dominant overstory species. The more uniform
distribution of species vvSthin the overstory of the
helicopter treatment, coupled with a larger lowerstory
component may have some advantages for certain
vvildlife species by providing more niches. From a

Table 8-Average aboveground biomass (dry weight) of all strata by species at age 7-yrs.

Specigs
Acer rubrum L.
cordata Rottboell
Ascle~iasperennis Walter
Boehmeria cvlindrica (L.) Svvartz
Boehmeria nivea (L.) Gaudin
Borrichia frutescens (L.) DC
Ce~holanthusoccidentalis L.
Commelina erecta L.
Cwerus ervthrorhizos Muhl.
Echinodorus cord~olius(L.) Grisebach
Fimbristvlis vahlii (Lam.) Link
Fraxinus caroliniana L.
Fraxinus profunda Bush
Hvmenocallis crassifolia Herbert
Hv~ericumhv~ercoides(L.) Crantz
ltea virainiana h.
Leersia virainica Willd.
Lindernia anagallidea (Michaux) Pennell
Lobelia cardinalis L.
Lvco~usrubellus Moench
Mikania scandens (L.) Willd.
Nvssa aauatica L.
Nvssa svlvatica var. biiora (Walter) Sargent
Peltandra saaittaefolia (Michaux) Morong
Peltandra virainicq (L.) Kunth
Planara aauatica Walter ex J. F. Gmelin
Pokraonum ~unctatumElliott
Pontedaria cordata L.
Po~ulusdeltoides Marshall
Saaittaria montevidensis Cham. & Schlecht.
Salix niara Marshall
Saururus cernus L.
Smilax lanceolata L.
Smilax walteri Pursh
Taxodium distichum (L.) Rich.
Tradescantia ghiensis Raf.

-

--

--

Total Biomass
Total No. of Species

HELJ

SKID

GLYPH

timber production
int, the skidder-@mulation
treatment may produce more water tupeto by a shorter
rotation age.

Aust, W. M. and Lea, R.,1991. Soil temperahre and
organic matter in a disturbed for-td wetland. So4
Sci. SOC.Am. J. 55: 1741-1746.

The results of thls gtudy are interwting because they
do not follow the conventional wigdom that skidcling
and associated w%ng wit4 rwuta in parer sbnd gram
and reduced site produ
. However, much of the
conventionalwisdom is b a s 4 upon upland studies,
where soits do not have annual shrinking and swelling
events coupled with annual addtions of nutrient
replenishment in the form of sediment. Also, in this
study, the desired species, water tuplo, was more
flood tolerant than most of the other species. This
study reemphasizes that species requiremenla and sits
characteristics will determine the ddrability of a
particular sihiicukural practice and that short-term
research resub may not be indicative of future stand
dynamics.

Aust, W. M., Lea, R., and Gregory, J. D., 1991.
Removal of doodvvater sedimenb by a clearcut
ress wetland, Water Resour, BuU. 27(1):
111-116.
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SKID TRAIL AMELIORATION FOLLOWING TIMBER HARVESTS OP
0-YEAR RESULTS
WET PINE FLATS IN SOUTH CAROLINA:
GA. Schearer,W.M. Aust, JA. Burger, W.H. McKae,Jr.'

RffecPlanhi

nd the rasuttant reduction in air and water movement.

INTRODUCTION
In the Southeast, wet pine flats are regarded as the
some of the most productive pine plantation sites (Allen
and Campbell, 1988), yet, these sites are subject to site
disturbance during harvesting operations because of
their frequentty saturated soils. Soil disturbances
caused by hawsting may be categorized as
compaction and rutting. Soil compaction is the physical
compression of the soil mass under excessive pressure
(Greacen and Sands, 1980), while soil rutting is the
churning of a soil above its liquid limit to the point that it
is broken into its ultimate soil particles and flows
outward and upward from applied pressure (Karr et sl.,
1991). These disturbances may adversely impact
survival and growth of planted seedlings by increasing
bulk densities, decreasing soil porosity, water and air
movement, and altering organic matter decomposition
rates and contents (Reisinger et el., 1988).
Several site preparation techniques are utilized by
forest managers to ameliorate these impacts, including
bedding, disking, and fertilization (Edwards, 1990;
Wilhite and McKee, 1986). However, the actual
effectiveness of these treatments in restoring site
productivity has not been established for wet pine flats.
The objectives of this study were to determine to what
extent disking, bedding, and fertilizaaon can mitigate
soil problems, both physical and chemical, and
enhance seedling growth and sunrival. A previous
study on the same sites determined to what extent

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silvicultural R

rutting and compaction affected soil physical and
chemical properties, prior to site preparation (Tippett,
1992).

METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The study was conducted on Coastai Plain wet-pine
fiats in the Francis Marion National Forest (Berkeley
County, SC). A detailed description of the study site is
provided by Tippett (1992). In October of 1989,
Hurricane Hugo devastated the mature loblolly and
longleaf (Pinus palustfis) pine stands that occupied
these sites (Jones et al., 1991). Salvage operations
resulted in widespread site disturbance because they
occurred during an unusually wet fall.
The study sites were relatively flat (0-2% slope) and
water tables on the study sites were high during the fall
and winter. The residual overstory of the study sites
was composed of five to twelve longleaf and loblolly
pine trees per hectare that sunrived Hurricane Hugo
(lppett, 1992). Soil series of the study sites were
Bethera (clayey, mixed, thermic Typic Paleaquub),
Goldsboro (fine-loamy, siliceous, thermic Aquic
Paleudub), Lynchburg (fine-loamy, siliceous, thermic
Arenic Paleaquub), and Rains (fine-loamy, siliceous,
thermic Typic Paleaquub) SCS, 1980).
Six sites (Mocks) were studied. Three Mocks were
compacted and three were rutted by salvage logging
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during wet Mlit conditions. Rutted sites were idenaed
by the presence of &placed sol having been moved
ouWard from the tire track (a berm), an indication of
the soil mobQre content having exceeded ib liquid lmit
at the time of tramking. Compaetsd sit- were
n of the soif in the tire
t. Each of the six ssttl*
sites contained eight measurement plots that were 24.4
meters (80 feet) long and 7.6 meters (25 feet) wide
(Figure 1). Four of the plots on each sits contained
el and the other four

TaMe 1. Measured parameters and methods used in
study.
hlleasgd Parameter

Method

Saturated Hydraulic
Csndu
Sol Bulk Density

Constant-Head Mute and
Dirksen,1986
Core
Blake and
Hartge, 1986
Tension Table Danielson and
Suthertand,
1986
TKN
Bremner and
Mulvaney,
1982
DoubleAcid Bremner and
EHrac6on / ICP
Mulvaney,
1982
LECO Carbon Nelson and
Anaiyzer
Sommers,
q 982
Unlined
Faulkner et a/.,
Bore-Hole
1989
Levelled-Line Tippett, 1992
Total Biomass Slay et aL,
1987
Census
TKN
Isaac and
Johnson,
1976
Dry Ash
Isaac and
Kerber, 1971
Meter Stick
Digital Calipers

Soil Por

SOPNitrogen

-

tagged corner

-

ze n

.skfdder tire traot.

Soil P,K

I
0 water well
40 ft

40 ft

r

cornar stake

Soil Organic Matter

Figure 1. Diagram of trafficked treatment plot.
Water Table Depth
Four site preparationtreatments were performed on
each site: I)
disked, 2) bedded, 3) disked + bedded,
and 4) control (no treatment). Unfortunately,the
control treatment was destroyed on four of the six sites
by fire. Each treatment was installed on one trafficked
and one non-trafficked plot per site (Tippett, 1992).
The mechanicaltreatments were installed by a hired
contractor. The fertilizer treatment consisted of 227
kglha of hand applied 10-10-10 fertiiier to half of each
plot. Genetically-improved loblolty pine seedlings were
planted on a 0.6 X 0.6 meter (2 X 2 foot) spacing on all
study plots during the winter of 1992. Measured soil,
site, and plant parameters are provided in Table 1.
The three compacted sites and three rutted sites were
analyzed as two separate studies. The effects of
trafficking (traftcked, non-trafficked), site preparation
treatments (none, disked, bedded, and disked and
bedded), and fertilization (fertilized, unfertiked) were
analyzed as a split-split plot (Steels and Torrie, 1980).
The control treatment piots were excluded because of
the aforementionedfire damage. Only resub from the
rutted study are reported in thb paper.

Topographic Elevation
Competing Vegetation
Pine Seedling Survival
Pine Foliar Nitrogen

Pine Foliar P,K
Pine Height Growth
Pine Diameter Growth

Citation

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Pine Seedling Response
Rutting reduced second-year height growth, total
volume, and survival rate of the rutted site pine
seedlings (TaMe 2). Seedlings growing on the nontrafficked sites exhibited 43 percent greater height
growth, 90 percent greater volume, and 9 percent
better survival than those on the rutted site8.

TaMe 2. Rutting effects on two-year old pine seedlings.
Pine Seedling
Parameter

Unb

DisturbanceCfass
Non-trafficked Rutted

2nd Year
Height Growth
Seedling
Volume
Seedling
Sunrival

cm

49 (b)

34 (a)

cm3

219(b)

115 (a)

%

91 (b)

82 (a)* -

Difference in alphabetical notation across rows
indicates a significant difference as determined by
Fisher's proteded LSD test.

Bedding resuked in 35 percent greater second-year
height growth and 117 percent greater seedling volume
than disking on the rutted sites; however, bedding +
disking was no better than bedding alone (Table 3).
Site preparation had no effect on pine seedling survival
on the rutted sites after two years. However, it was
noted that many seedlings growing in lower, wetter
sites were in poor health, had not grown since planting,
and may likely die in the next year or two. This
phenomenon is explained by the small nutrient
requirements and inherent hardiness of pine seedlings.
The seedlings may be getting just enough resources
for survival but not for any growth. The seedlings also
may have been planted with just enough nutrient and
energy reserves to last for two or three years in an
unfavorable environment. This theory is supported by
Wilhite and McKee (1986) who reported no site
preparation effect on pine seedling survival five years
after planting compared to Pritchett (1978) who
reported a significant decrease in survival after eight
years on similar sites.
Fertilization increased pine seedling height growth and
volume by 54 and 125 percent, respectively, on the
rutted sites. The fertilization did not, however, affect the
survival rate of the seedlings growing on the rutted sites
(Table 4).
There were no interactions between traffic, treatment,
and fertilization for any of the pine seedling growth
parameters. Of key interest is the non-interaction
between site preparation and fertikation despite the
main effect of each of these factors on the pine
seedling responses. These results support the theory
expressed by McKee and Wilhite (1986) that

Table 3. Site preparation effects on pine seedlings in
the rutted study.
Parameter

2nd Year
Weight Growth
Seedling
Volume
Seedling
Survival

Units

Site Preparation Treatment
Dkked Bedded Disked &
Bedded

cm
cm3

34 (a)
98 (a)

46 (b)
212 (b)

45 (b)
193 (b)

O
h

84

88

88*

-

Difference in alphabetical notation across rows
indicates a significant difference as determined by
Fisher's protected LSD test.
Table 4. Average fertilization effects on the pine
seedlings in the rutted study.
Parameter

Units

Fertilization Treatment
Fertilized klnfealked

2nd Year
Height Growth
Seedling
Volume
Seedling
Survival

cm

50 (b)

33 (a)

cm3

232 (b)

103 (a)

96

87

87* -

Difference in alphabetical notation across r o w
indicates a significant difference as determined by
Fisher's protected LSD test.

fertilization may be an inexpensive alternative to
mechanical site preparation on wet sites such as those
in this study. However, for the greatest growth
potential, both bedding and fertilization are necessary
as fertilization did have an additive effect on the pine
seedling height growth and volume (Figures 2 and 3).

Significant Factors Influencing Pine Seedling
Responses
The residual effects of ruttjng, after two years and site
preparation, were exhibited by the lower growth and
survival rates of the pine seedlings grovving on the
rutted plots. Rutting effects were found on two soil
properties related to water movement and supply,
saturated hydraulic ~onductivrtyand water table depth
(Table 5). The rutted sites had slower saturated

u B e d

Disk

Disk+

Figure 2. Additive effect of fertilization on rutted site
pine seedling height growth.

hydraulic conductivities and higher water table depths
three years after rulting and two years after site
preparation. Both of these conditions can be
detrimental to pine growth on these poorly drained
lower coastal plain sites. The reduced hydraulic
conductivity probably resu&edin insuficient aeration to
the seedling roots, thereby increasing msrtaiitgr and
decreasing growth (Kozlowki, 1986)- A higher water
table is also detrimental to pine seedling growth on
poorly drained wetiand sites. Aust et a/. (1991)
reported that rutting raised water tables on a wet pine
fiat in South Carolina by reducing drainage; this effect
reduces the rooting zone oxygen supply and can
drown seedling root systems.
The seedlings growing on the bedded and bedded +
disked plots exhibited mean second-year height
growths 1.5 times greater than the seedlings growing
on the disked plots of the rutted sites. Very similar
results were reported by Pritchett (1978) for a study in
Florida on eight-year-old slash pines; the trees grovving
on bedded sites were an average of 3.1 feet taller than
the trees growing e;n disked sites. The seedlings
growing on the bedded and disked + bedded plots also
exhibited mean volumes three times greater than the
seedlings growing on the disked plots.

"

Bed

Disk

Disk + Bed

Figure 3. Additive effect of fertilization on rutted site
pine seedling volume.

Table 5. Mean rutting effects on soil physical and
chemical properties.
Soil Property

Units

Disturbance Class
Non-trafficked Rutted

Saturated
Hydraulic
Conductivity
Water Table
Depth

cmlhr

3.05 (b)

0.81 (a)

cm

-26 (b)

-16 (a)* -

Difference in alphabetical notation across rows
indicates a significant difference as determined by
Fisher's protected LSD test.

These pine seedling responses to site preparation were
attributed to water supply and movement because site
preparation affected two of the measured soil
parameters, saturated hydraulic conductivity and mean
topographic profile height, both of which are related to
soil water supply and movement (Table 6). On these
poorly drained wet pine flats, pine seedling growth is
often limited by high water tables (Priichett, 1978). The
site preparation treatments that involved bedding
proved superior to disking for pine seedling growth
because they elevated the pine seedlings further above
the water table and increased the drainage of excess
water from the rooting zone, thereby increasing
aeration and exploitable soil volume (Kozlowski, 1986).
The bedded + disked plots contained 75 percent more
competing vegetation than the bedded or disked plots
(Table 7). It is normally accepted that increased site
preparation intenstty results in decreased vegetative
competition (Conde et a/., 1983); however, the most
intense treatment resulted in the most competition in
this study. The combined advantages of finer tillage
from the disking and greater elevation from the bedding
may have caused this competing vegetation result,
Competing vegetation did not have a detrimental effect

continue to grovrr, however, their nutrient requirements
will increase, and the competing vegetation may have
an adverse effect on pine grovvth. Weed control has
been reported to increase pine height, volume, and
sunrival after four to twenty years by many researchers
(Creighton st a/., 1986; Hayvvood, 1987; and
Smethurst and Comerford, 1993).

Table 6. Average site preparation effects on soil
physical and chemical properties.
Soil Property

Unh

Topographic ern
Profile Height
cmhr
Saturated
Hydraulic
Conductivw

Site Preparation Treatment
Disked Bedded Disked &
Bedded
+ l (a)

+ I 6 (b) + I 5 (b)

0.47 (a) 2.07 (b) 3.23 (b)*

-

Difference in alphabetical notation across rows
indicates a significant difference as determined by
Fisher's protected LSD test.

Table 7. Average site preparation effects on competing
vegetation and pine seedling foliar properties in the
rutted study.
Vegetation
Parameter

Units

Site Pre~arationTreatment
Disked Bedded Disked &
Bedded

Competing
Vegetation
Biomass

kglha

485 (a) 449 (a) 774 (b)

Foliar
g/kg
Phosphorous
g/kg
Foliar
Nitrogen
Foliar
g/kg
Potassium

-

Pine Seedlings
13.0(b)IO0.6(a) l l . l ( a b )
13.7

13.6

13.4

46.8

44.3

47.0*-

Difference in alphabetical notation across rows
indicates a significant difference as determined by
Fisher's protected LSD test.

on pine seedling grovvth in the first two years as the
treatment with the most competEtjon also exhibited the
highest pine seedling growth rates. EvidentfSJ,the twoyear-old pine seedfings obtained sufficient resources
despite the increased competition. Furthermore, it is
possible that the increased compemon actually aided
the pine seedlings by taking up more water on these
wet sites, thereby increasing aeration in the rooting
zone of the pine seedlings and creating a more
favorable grovving environment. As the seedlings

The seedlings on the disked sites had the highat foliar
phosphorous content followed by those on the disked
+ bedded sites and those on the bedded sites in
decreasing order (Table 7). This result is exactly
opposite of that reported by Wilhlte and McKee (1986).
The foliar phosphorous resub show a dilution effect as
all of the pine seedlings apparentfy received a sufficient
phosphorous supply, but the bedded and disked +
bedded seedlings grew better despite their lower
phosphorous contenb. Indeed, all treatments exhibited
foliar phosphorous contents above the 0.10 g/kg critical
value below which pine seedlings are phosphorousdeficient (Burger, 1993).
Fertilization increased both pine seedling height growth
and total volume; therefore, the pine seedlings
respondedto an increased nutrient supply. The
fertilizer had an additive effect to the site preparation
effects which appeared to have more control over the
pine seedling growth. Fertilization increased the
surface soil phosphorous and potassium contents of
the rutted sites by 33 and 26 percent, respectively
(Table 8). This is an extremely important result on
these inherently phosphorous-deficientsites. The
fertiliied plots also had higher soil potassium contents;
however, such an increase was not found in the pine
seedling foliage (Table 9).
Tabie 8. Average fertilization effects on the soil
chemistry of the rutted study.
Parameter

Units

Soil
glkg
Phosphorous
Soil
g1kg
Nitrogen
@g
Soil
Potassium

Fertilization Treatment
Fertilized
Unfertilized
0.008 (b)

0.006 (a)

0.402

0.383

0.32 1 (b)

0.247 (a)"

Difference in alphabetical nota~onacross r o w
indicates a significant difference as determined by
Fisher's protected LSD test.

-

Table 9.Average fertikation effscts on the competing
vegetation and pine seedling foliar properti@ in the
rutted study.
Parameter

Units

Fertilization Treatment
Fertilized
Unfertilized

Pine Seedlings
Foliar
gfkg
11..8(b)
Phosphorous
gkg
13.6
Foliar
Nitrogen
Foliar
g/kg
46.9
Potassium

10.?(a)
13.6
46.6*

-

Difference in alphabetical notation across rows
indicates a significant difference as determined by
Fisher's protected LSD test.

The greater soil phosphorous levels on the fertilized
plots led to a higher foliar phosphorous content among
the fertilized seedlings. Fertilization, however, had no
effect on the mean pine seedling foliar nitrogen or
potassium contenb on the rutted sites (Table 9). The
young pine seedlings were apparently receiving
sufficient supplies of these two nutrients.

CONCLUSIONS
Rutting reduced pine seedling growth and survival
despite the application of site preparation treatments.
However, site preparation treatments did partially
ameliorate rutting impacts that reduced seedling
growth. The bed and disk + bed treatments increased
second-year pine seedling height growth and volume
as compared to the disk treatment. Water supply and
movement were determined to be the major factors
controlling the pine seedling growth. Seedlings grew
better with increased drainage, aeration, and increased
distance to the water table.
Fertilization increased pine seedling growth by
increasing the available phosphorous supply. The
fertilizer response is attributedto the increased
phosphorous supply because the fertilired seedlings
exhibiled higher foliar phosphorous contents but not
higher foliar nitrogen or potassium contents. Also, past
studies have reported that fertilization of only
phosphorous significantly increased pine growth on the
South Carolina coastal plain (Buford and McKee,
1987). The fertilization had an addive effect to the site

preparation treatments and, hence, should be used for
optimum pine seedling growth.
Fertilbation also increased the totar Momass of
competing vegetation. It is possible that fertilization of
only phosphorous might result in the same pine
seedling growth increases but less competing
vegetation because many of the competing species are
believed to be more responsive to an increased
nitrogen supply (Jobidon, 1993). As suggested,
however, the increased competition may actually be
beneficial to young pine plantations on wet sites due to
its ability to transpire a much greater amount of water
than the seedlings alone. This phenomenon may
increase aeration in the rooting zone and, therefore,
create a more favorable growing environment for the
pine seedlings. Soil macro- and total porosity were also
increased following site preparation. The increased
porosities increased aeration and drainage in the
rooting zone and increased pine seedling growth.
The overall conclusions of this study are that bedding
and phosphorousfertisiuation appear to be the most
effective site preparation treatments for the partial
amelioration of rutting impacts on early pine seedling
growth. None of these treatments, however, were
completely effective.
Increasing drainage, aeration, and depth to water table
are the keys to increasing pine seedling growth on wet
and poorly drained sites. This conclusion is supported
by past research that has reported increased seedling
growth with increase seedling elevation above the
water table on poorly drained coastal plain sites.
Phosphorousfertilkation appears to be a proMabie
treatment on these lower coastal plain sites as it had an
additive effect on pine seedling growth. Fertilization
also increased the total biomass of competing
vegetation, mostly herbaceous, but this may be
beneficial to young pine plantations on wet sites
because of the greater water transpiration and aeration
in the rooting zone. As a final note, disking appears to
be a completely ineffective site preparation treatment
on these lower coastal ptain sites.
This study should have major impaclts on lower coastal
plain wedand site management decisions. Ruttlng
impacts from wet weather harvesting can not be
completety ameliorated in the first three years by
bedding, disking, or fertilization, and such disturbances
should be avoided when possible. This could be
achieved by responsible harvest scheduling on wet

sites,i.e. during the driedst period of the year.
Speciaked w&-&e hawesting equipment should also
be used to mitlimizs hawating i m p a d on these Sites.
ment of loMoI& pine
sbn& on theme bwer coastat plain sites, M d n g and
phosphorous f e m M o n are two dte preparation
techniques that ;;tauid be con&dered; where=,
disking should not Also, herbicide eements shourd
por;sibly be ddaysd until year four or five a
t comgsting
vegetation was not detrimenW to pine seedling growth
in the first two years, and it may a-aily have been
beneficial due to increased water transpiration on these
wet, poorty drained sites.
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THE EFFECT OF SITE DISTURBANCE ON NITROGEN AVAlLA
OAK-HICKORY FORESTS OF VARYlNG PRODUCTIVITY
D. Andrew Scott, Phillip E. Pope, Donald J. Kaczmarak and Karyn S. Rodkay2
Abdroct-The temp0~1I
effeGts of farest fkoor
t and forest floor
in three oak-lhskq fw&s of
close& relatedto
ng disturbance. The temporal pattern
ure, N avaihbitity and n h f e N (NO;) as a p m t g g e of total N were greatw
at ths highsst p r o d w w arite and for the fwwt floor i

INTRODUCTION
Forest management a
es affect soil and forest floor
processeswhich, in turn, Meet the nutrient dynamim
of the site. Frequent forest floor disturbances
associated with selection harvests affect nitrogen
availability and long term soil productivity. Many studies
have examined the effect of intensive harvesting or site
preparation on nutrient pools and cycling (Burger and
Pritchett 1984, Fox et at. 1986, Masters 1993, Matson
and Viousek 1981, Viousek and Matson 1985), but
little information exists on the effects of management
activities such as selection harvesting on nutrient
cycling. Studies have demonstrated that nitrogen
availabilw is affected by site disturbances principally
because disturbances are associated with alterations in
soil temperature (Matson and Vitousek 1981, Viousek
and Matson 1985), water availability (Matson and
Viousek 1981, Viousek and Matson 1985), plant
uptake (Johnson and Edwards 1979) and vegetative
inhibitors (Rice and Pancholy 1974, Smith et al. 1968).
The impacts of selection harvests are usually limited to
forest floor and mineral soil disturbances and to small
variations in microclimate due to changes in canopy
structure, which influence incident radiation,
temperature and water budgets. Forests harvested by
the selection system are characterized by frequent
entry and therefore frequent impactn on the nutrient
and hydrologic characteristi= of the site. Soil and site
disturbances resuHting from selection harvesting may
have different impacts on nutrient availability and soil
productiv'ftv when compared to clearcutting systems
and intensive site preparation treatments. The
objectives of this study were (1) to determine the
affects of forest fioor removal and incorporationwith the

mineral soil on ammonium and nitrate availability and
(2) to compare the effects of forest floor disturbance on
nitt;ogen availability on sites of inherently different
produwity potential.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Site Descriptions
Three study sites, typical of upland oak-hickory
dominated forests of the Central HaiWood Forest
region, were located in the state of Indiana. Study sites
were characterized as second-growth oak-hickory
dominated forests with no disturbance for at least 20
years. The oak-hickory species group comprised at
least 75 percent of the basal area of each stand. The
minor associated species that made up the remaining
basal area diered among sites. The sites chosen
represent a gradient of potential site productivity that
range from a xeric, nutrient poor site to a mesic,
nutrient rich site. Potential site productivity was based
on previously determined N mineralization potential and
water availability (Table 1).
The site representing high potential productivity,
Nelson-Stokes (NS), is located in Putnam County in the
Entrenched Valley Section of the Central Till Plain
Natural Region (Homoya et al. 1985). The soil is a
Russell silt loam (Fine-silty, mixed mesic, Typic
Hapludalf) which developed from moderately thick
loess deposits over glacial till (Soil Conservaition Service
1981). White oak, Quercus alba L., northern red oak,
Q. rubra L., various hickories, C a w spp., and other
mesophflc species dominate the overstory, while

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silvkultural Research Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 13, 1994.
'Undergraduate Student, Pro
, Graduate Student and Labratory Coordinator, respectke&, Department of Forestry and Natural
Resources, Purdw University, West tafayette, IN 47907-1159.

sugar maw, Acer sacchawm L., domin
subanopy (T&b 2). The site in
base age of 50 years: in
( T a w 1).

Site

Annud
Led-fa4
(Ma)
Ndson-Stokes 4890
5145
SlPAC
Jasper-Pulaski 3947

kon a

AnnualN
via leaf-f@i
(Kglha)
43
50
37

N Min.
Potential
(uglg)
58.6
37.2
13.0

Avail.
Water

Annual
ppt.

Site Index
for White

(cmlcm)

(cm)

(base age
50)
85-90
65-70
55-60

-

Nelson-Stokes 0.23
SIPAC
0.19
Jasper-Pulaski 0.05

107
107
94

Table 2-Species composition of the three study sites.
The first row (') associatedwith each species provides
its basal area (m2/ha)and the second row (2)provides
its relative dominance in each respective stand
-

S~ecies Nelson-Stokes
White oak
20.6
56.7
Black oak
0.0
0.0
Northern red oak 3.5
9.6
Hickory spp.
4.3
11.9
Sugar maple
4.6
12.7
American beech 0.3
0.9
Tulip poplar
0.5
1.3
Misc.
2.5
6.9
Total Basal Area 36.3

'

SIPAC Jasoer-Pulaski
22.0
15.2
68.0
67.1
0.2
6.4
0.6
28.4
2.4
0.0
8.9
0.0
3.4
0.0
10.6
0.0
4.0
0.0
12.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
1.O
1.0
4.5
32.3
22.6

The site representing moderate ptential produ&iiy is
ktcated in DutKlis County at the Soutirern Indiana
Purdue Agrkuttural Center (SIPAC), and is in the
Crawford Upland S d o n of the Shawnee Wifls Natural
Womoya et ai. 1985). The soil b a W&ton
(Fine*,
mixed mesic, UItic Hapludam
devdop9cJ from moderate& thick loess deposits over
derivedfrom weather4 sandstone and
Soil Conservation Service 1998). The
overstory vegelistion is dominated by white oak,
assorted hickoriw, and northern red oak, while sugar
maple dominateg the subcanopy (Table 2). The site
index for wMte oak is approximateqt 65-70 (Table 1).
Ths Bite representing low potential productivity is
located in Jasper County at the Jasper-Pulaski State
Fiih and Wildlife Area (JP). JP is in the Kankakee
Sand Section of the great Prairie Natural Region
(Homoya et al, 1985). The soil is a Plainfield fine sand
(Mixed mesic, Typic Udipsamment)derived from glacial
outwash (Soil Conservation Service 1990). Both
overstory and subcanopy vegetation is dominated by
white oak and Mack oak, Q. velutina Lam. (TaMe 2).
The site index for white oak is approximateb 55-60
(Table 1).

Site Disturbance Treatments
At each site the three site disturbance treatments were
(1) forest floor removal (REM), (2) forest floor
incorporation with the mineral soil (INC) and (3) no
disturbance (ND). For each treatment, four 2m X 2m
plots were randomly located at each site. The REM
treatment was installed by removing the @tter,
fermentation and easity identifiable humus layer above
the mineral soit with a leaf rake. The humus mixed with
the upper mineral soil was not removed to minimize
mineral soil disturbance. For the INC treatment, the
forest floor organic layers and the A, E and upper B
horizons of the mineral soil were thoroughty
incorporated with a garden tilfer to a depth of
approximateqt 20 cm.

Sampling
Each site was sampled for soil water potential, soil
temperature, and N availability. Nitrogen availabiltty was
assessed at 60 day intervals beginning in December of
1993 which corresponded to sampting dates in April,
June, August and October 1994. The length of the first
sampling period was extended to 120 days because
the soils were frozen during January, February, and
early March and M minerarizationwas assumed to be
minimal. Soil moisture and temperature sampling

occurred on approdmate 21 day intervais from March
4 394 through Octobr 1g94.
Mked-bed anionlcstion exchange resins (Baker IONAC
NM-60) were usc4d to deternine in
Three bags of O.01mm nyton mesh material conwning
the equivalent of five grams of oven-bry r&n ware
installed in each trmtment glof i.e., 12 samples psr
treatment per &el 36 in total. The resins were inswed
at a depth of approdmatgtL 10 cm by removing an
undeturbd sot core 10 cm deep and 3 cm in
diameter, placingthe resin bag into the hole, and
replacing the sol core and organic layers, where
applicable. lnsta/lationof the resin bags for the
succeeding sam@ng period occurred at the same time
as the resin bags for the current sampling periodwere
retreived. Prior to installation, each resin bag was
soaked in 100 rnl of 1 N NaCI per bag for one hour. N
was extracted from each resin bag by shaking it in 100
ml of 2 N KCL for one hour (BinMey and Vitousek,
1989). Ammonium (NH,)' and nitrate (NO;) were
determined from a 15 ml aliquot of the extract by steam
distillation followed by titration with 0.01 N HCt (Keeney
and Nelson 1982).
The water potential for each site was determined for the
A horizon at 21 day intervals. Twelve samples of the A
horion (approMmatefy 15-30 g each) were taken at
random in the undmturbed forest soil at each site.
Water potentials were detemined by comparing the
gravimetric moisture content of the field samples to
previously determined sol moisture retention curves for
the soils at each site. The mean water potential
determined for each site at each sampling period. The
forest floor removal and incorporationtreatment plots
were not sampled due to the small plot size and the
likelihood of W r channeling into the holes created
from sampling.
Soil temperature was determind for an integrated 0-10
cm depth with a thermocouple soil probe on 21 day
intervals at each site. For each sampling date, three
measuremenbwere taken in each of the treatment
plots for 12 measurementsper treatment, 36 in tow.
f he mean temperature for each treabnent at each site
was determined.

Statistics
Comparisons of ammonium, nitrate, and total N
availability were made across sampling periods,
treatmen&, and sites. Significant diflerenesg between
each of these factors were determined using Duncan's

Multiple Range Test (SAS Instilute, 1985)-The
significance level for all tests was 5 percent.

ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Overall, the data suggat that, (1) nitrogen availability
was enhanced by incorporating the forest floor with the
minerat mi! 131a the tlkrw sj2m Ftaudied. (2) The removal
of the for& floor had variaMe
on N availawity.
(3) Temporal changsss in N availabilw were related to
seasonat temperahrre and moisture patterns. (4) The
variations in site produ&ity tended to influence the
rdative rates of ammonification and nitrifica~on.
At all sites, the incorporation treatment resulted in
dgnlficantty higher values of total N (NH; + NO);
rdative to the control, principally because of elevated
IeveIs of NO+M (Table 3). Ammonium availability was
not si~nlficantlydifferent between the incorporation
treatment and the control. The increase in overall N
availability and nitrification may be attributed to higher
soil temperatures (Figures 1,2,3) and the accelerated
decomposStion of the forest floor material. These
findings are in agreement with previous studies (Burger
and Pritchett 1984, Fox et at. 1986, Matson and
Vitousek 1981, Plymale et at. 1987, Robertson 1982,
Vitousek and Matson 1985).
The affects of the removal treatment on nitrogen
availabilrty varied (Table 3). Nitrogen availability was
significantly higher than the control at the NS site (high
productivb) only. The overall increase in N
accumulation may be the resutt of an increase in soil
temperature during the first two time periods
(December-April, April-June) (Figure 1). This increase
may also be attributed to a reduction in N
immobitlzation as suggested by Vitousek and Makon
(1985). Since the N mineralized early in the season
(December-April, April-June) would likely be from p r e
existing organic N pools, the decrease in N
minerakation in the later sampling periods (JuneAugust, August-October) may have resulted from a
depletion of these pools with no additional inputs from
forest floor decomposition.
The temporal patterns of overall N availability were
closely related to seasonal moisture and temperature
fluctuations rather than to affects caused by differences
in site or treatment (Table 4). These results agree with
previous studies that found seasonal N minerar~ation
and nitrification patterns to be more closely linked to soil
temperature and moisture availabilrty than to initial soil

and forest floor trealment on nilrogen accumulab"on(mg), compared across
trealments. The first column (*) denoters the beabnent and the sampfing period; (1) December-April, (2) ApriEJune, (3)
Juncs-August, (4) August-Odobef

NH,'

-

N-n-Sbka
NO;

Total

tzi

mQ

-

NM;

Sf PAC
NO;

-

TOW
N

-

ND~
REM
INC

0.90b
1.33a
1.21a

Sampling Period 1
0.27b 0.Ma
0.39ab 0.50a
0.48a 0.49a

1.13a
0.89a
0.97a

ND
REM
INC

0.70b
1.13a
1.44a

Sampling Period 2
0.47a 0.95a
0.55a 0.75a
0.66a 1.12a

1.42a
1.30a
1.78a

ND
REM
INC

0.64b
0.91b
1.53a

Sampling Period 3
0.21a 0.34b
0.08a 0.13b
8.13a 4.49a

0.54b
O.2lb
4.32%

ND
REM
INC

0.44b
0.39b
0.95a

SamNing Period 4
0.42a 0.43a 0.85a
0.12b 0.16b 0.28b
0.10b 0.25ab 0.36b

ND
REM
INC

Totals over all four sampling periods
2.68~
1.37a 2.58a 3.94ab
3.76b
1.14a 1.54b 2.68b
5.13a
1.37a 3.05a 4.43a

NH;

Jasper-Pulaaiki
NO;
Total
N
mQ

-

-

"Means in the same column in the same time period followed by the same letter are not significantiy different at the 5
percent level using Duncan's Mutb'pie Range Test,
bTreatmentsare NO, no disturbance; REM, forest floor removal; INC, forest floor incorporation.

Time
Figure 1-Soil Temperatures at Nelson-Stokes, March-October, 1994.

C o

October

March
TIME
Figure 2-Soil Temperatures at SIPAC, March-October, 1994.
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October
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Figure 3-Soil Temperatures at Jassper-Pulaski, March-October 1994.

Table 4. Effects of site (productivity) and forest floor treatment on nitrogen accumulation (mg), compared across
sampling periods. The first column (*) denotes the treatment and the sampling period; (1) December-April, (2) AprilJune, (3) June-Auaust. (4) Auaust-Octobef
Nelson-Stokes
SlPAC
Jasper-Pulaski
NH;
NO;
Total
NH,*
NO;
Total
NH;
NO;
Total
N
N
N
*
rng
- ma
ma
No Disturbance
0.27a O.lOab 0.37a
0.90a
0.27a 0.86a 1.13ab
0.77a
0.1 3a
1
0.20ab 0 . 0 6 ~ 0.26a
0.47a 0.95a 1.42a
0.55ab
0.70ab
0.14a
2
0.15ab 0.23a 0.38a
0.21a 0.34b 0.54b
0.48b
0.64ab
0.16a
3
0.03b 0.19ab 0.22a
0.42a 0.43b 0.85ab
0.39b
0.44b
0.05b
4
0.58
1.23
3.94
0.65
2.58
2.68
1.37
2.19
Total
0.48
Removal
0.20a 0.15a 0.34a
0.39a 0.50b 0.89b
1.07a
1.33a
0.27ab
1
0.21a 0.18a 0.38a
0.74ab
1.13a
0.55a 0.75a 1.30a
2
0.38a
0.05b 0.34a 0.39a
0.69bc
0.91a
0.08b 0 . 1 3 ~ 0 . 2 1 ~
3
0.22ab
0.02b 0.17a 0.19a
0.35~
0.39b
0.12b 0 . 1 6 ~ 0 . 2 8 ~
4
0.04b
0.84
1.30
2.68
0.48
1.54
3.76
1.14
2.85
Total
0.91
Incorporation
1
0.17bc
1.03ab
1.21bc
0.48a 0.49b 0.97b
0.32a 0.21b 0.52b
2
0.23ab
1.21a
1.44ab
0.66a
1.12a 1.78a
0.19ab 0.14b 0.34b
3
0.27a
1.25a
1.53a
0.13b 1.19a 1.32ab
0.30a 0.95a
1.25a
4
0.11~
0.84b
0.9%
0.10b 0.25b 0 . 3 6 ~
0.03b 0.16b 0.19b
Total
0.78
4.33
5.13
1.37
3.05
4.43
0.84
1.46
2.30
a Means in the same column in the same treatment followed by the same letter are not signacantly different at the 5
percent level using Duncan's Muitiple Range Test.
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chemislry (PQmaIe et at. 1987) and substrate quatity
(Vtousek and Matson 1985). The influence of
moisture availability was evident at both SIPAC
) and NS (high productnnty) sites
(Figure 4), where a drought in late July and August
d mineratizaaon rates by decreasing
may have
microbial
. Soil moistui-e strrw was not a factor
at the JP (low produWQ) site during the course of this
study (Figure 4). The period of highest N availability
tended to occur during the periods of high soil
temperatures. Since soil temperature peaked during
different periods at different sites, the highest N
production also occurred at different time periods
2, 3).
(Figures I,
Site, i.e., the site productivity class, significantly affected
the rates of nitn'fication and ammonification (Table 5).
Total N and NO+N for the control treatment were
significantly higher at SIPAC relative to both NS and
JP, which were similar. Nmcation at the JP site (low
inhibited until sampling period three

(Jun&Augrtst), when soil temperature was at its highwt
(Figure 3). Nitacation inhibition at JP was likeb due to
a low iniliat ammonium concentraGon and low soit pH
(Donaldson and Henderson 1990, Robertson 1982).
This study indicates that disturbances such as those
resu&ng from selection hawesting may affect nitrogen
availabPity patterns in many of the same basic ways as
more intensive site disturbances. Forest floor
incorporation tends to increase the availability of
nitrogen via increased soil temperature. Forest floor
removal tends to increase the availability of nitrogen via
increased soil temperature until the nitrogen reserves in
the forest floor are depleted. Repeatedforest floor
removal may decrease the long-term availability of
nitrogen. Sites with inherently high potential
productivity may show increased nitrification following
disturbances characteiied by forest floor incorporation
and show fewer long-term adverse affects following
forest floor removal than sites with lower potential
producWty.

Time
Figure 4-Soil Moisture Potentials for each site, March-October 1994.

treatment on nibogen accum
NH4+
N03TotalN
ma
ma
ma
No Disturbance
2.19a
2.68b
NSb
0.48b
SI
1.37a
2.58a
3.94a
JP
.65b
.59b
1.23~
Removal
NS
0.91a
2.85a
3.76aSI
1.14a
1.54b
2.68b
0.84~
1.30~
JP
0.48b
Incorporation
NS
0.78a
4.33a
5.13a
SI
1.37a
3.05b
4.43a
JP
0.84 b
1.46~
2.30b
'Means in the same column in the same treatment
followed by the same letter are not significantly different
at the 5 percent level using Duncan's Multiple Range
Test.
bSitesare NS, Nelson-Stokea; SI, SIPAC; JP, JasperPuIasM.
S i
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EVALUATION OF A NEW SYSTEM OF HUMUS CLASSIFICATION
IN THE WINE SPRING CREEK WATERSHEP
OF THE NANTAHALA NATIONAL FOREST
W. Henry McNab2
cl%&fWion
s@sm sf fwgst humus f m s was tested over a range of envirmmenbl
C.
new s*m Is easy to undsrstand,
to an earhi cte&fmt'ion system. Using

rn

this s@m, hum= form w e found to be

INTRODUCTION
Humus, the layers of predominatsly organic matter that
accumulate, decompose, and mix with mineral soil, ia a
product of climate, moisture regime, soil fauna, and
vegetation of forest sites. Readily available for
examination and characterization, humus may serve as
an integrator of the physical and biological components
of ecosptems. However, humus is seldom mentioned
in ecological studies where the forest floor, soil, or
vegetation are described. In one of the few recent
studies, Mofat (1993) reprted that humus in the
southern Appalachian Mountains of northeastern
Georgia was highly correlated with site units, but he did
not specify how it was classified.
Several humus classification systems have been
proposed dnce the early 1900's, but none has gained
wide acceptance. Most recently, Green and others
(1993) developed a classification system based
primarily on concepts reported in international literature.
This system, believed to be applicable in all
environments, provides an objective way to classify
humus into three orders and 16 groups. This relatively
new system has been tested throughout Canada and in
parts of the United States, includingthe Appalachian
Piedmont of South Carolina, but little has been
reported on its use, appTicabitity, and comparison with

The primary objective of this study was to test and
of humus forms developed
3) in a mountainous area of
western North Carolina. This cl
compared to the classification system of humus Wes

developed for upland forested sites by Hoover and Lunt
(1952). Although each system uses dierent
terminology (ie. forms, types) when referring to humus,
both describe the same organic and mineral layer of the
forest floor. A secondary objective involved
charactsrizing humus forms in the study area and
determining their association with environmental
conditions.

METHODS
The humus classification systems were tested in the
Wine Spring Creek watershed, a 3,000 ha
mountainous tract in the Nantahala National Forest
where attitudes range from about 900 m to 1640 m.
Arborescent vegetation consists of cold-deciduous
forests dominated by species of the genus Quercus.
Shrub understories consist mainly of deciduous and
evergreen species in the Ericaceae family. Preliminary
vegetational relationships associated with mesic, dry,
and xeric moisture regimes in this area are described
by McNab and Browning (1993).

F&y plots were established during October 1994 in
hardwood-dominatedtree communities along roads
and trails. Sites with two distinctive communitieswere
not sampled: those dominated by Canada hemlock,
Tsuga canadensis (L) Carr., and those with a dense
understory of rhododendron,-Rhododendron sp. (L.). A
minimum of five plots were located in each communrty.
Data were collected from variable-radiusfield plots
defined by a 10-factor prism. Plots were located
subjectivelyto sample the range of prevalent

at the Eighth Biennial Southern Sikricukural Research Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3,1994.
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environmenw conmons and vegaonal
componena.
six tentative BG
ed aa one of three
Browning (1993). Humus
orders in both syIptems of
developed by Green and
measuringthickn- of the F and H laprs of the forat
floor and determining the prssence of fungd myceiia or
soil meso fauna. The Hoover and Lunt (1952)
classification systsm required determining the presence
of the F and H layers.
Mull and Mor terms to
vvith biological& active
The transition form of humus is termed Moder by
Green and others (1993) and Cluff Mu#by Hoover and
Lunt (1952). Problems encountered in apprying the two
systems were noted.
Two hypotheses were tested. The first was a test of the
inter-classification agreement between the two systems
and was evaluated with a kappa statistic (Landis and
Kock 1977). The second test, which was an
exploratory analysis because samples were not
randomly selected, evaluated homogeneity of the
distribution of humus forms among ecological types.
Chi-square, based on Fiber's exact test (§AS institute,
INC 1985), was used in this test of homogeneity.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Evaluation of the Classification Systems
Both classification systems could be objectively applied,
and Mor and Mull humus forms and types could be
determined quickly. Identification of Moder forms and
Duff Mull types required detailed examination because
these orders occupied transition zones between Mors
cation systems agreed on
humus order for 94 percent of the samples (TaMe 1).
The kappa statistic value (0.9039) suggested that
agreement between the two classification systems was
almost perfect,

Relationship of Humus Forms With Ecological
Types
In the system developed by Green and others (1993)
humus form appeared to correlate to scological type
(TaMe 2), which was confirmed by the exploratory
chi-square test Moders and Mors were associated with
ecological types dominated by chestnut oak and scarlet
oak, respective&. Mulls occurred over a range of
ecological types, especially those associated with
higher elevations. Relationships observed betvveen

ation of humus in the Wine Spring
using methods dsscribsd by Hoover
and Lunt (1952) and Grem and others (1993).
Humus type
ordeP

Humus form ordeP
Mu0
Moder Mor

Mul
Duff Mu4
Mor
All

---Numberofplob-----19
0
0
19
0
21
1
22
0
2
7
9
19
23
8
50

Alf

Woover and Lunt (1952)
"Green and others (1993)

Table 2.-Distribution of humus form orders by tentative
ecological type in Wine Spring Creek watershed of the
Nantahala Nationat Forest.
Tentative
ecological type

Humus form order
Mul Moeder Mar

-Number of p
NortDPern hardwoods
Northern red oak
Whiie oak
Ydiow-popiar
Chestnut oak
Scarlet oaMpine
Total

5
5
2
5
2
0
19

0
2
4
3
12
2
23

0
0
0
0
1
7
8

TsW
l o L
5
7
6
8
15
9
50

humus forms and ecological types in the study area are
consistent with two observations reported by Green
and others (1993). They reportedthat (1) Mors were
typically associated with dry sites where r t a W e We
soil biological a c w existed, and (2) Mulls were usually
found on site8 with a mesic moisture regime, where
abundant soil fauna promoted mbting of organic
material in the soil A-horizon.

Relationship of Humus Fonns With
Environmental Variables
A generalized model of the relationship between humus
forms and both elevation and moisture gradient Zs
shown in figure 1. Ecologicaltypes are positioned at
their relative modal posZtions in relation to these
gradients. At elevations, below about 1050 m, each
humus form was associated with one of the three

MULLS
Northern
red CBk

'.. ... ...... ... .,, ... ......Kite* ..
*.

proclaimed applicabirty in all environmental conditions
in North America. However, because this claMcation
sptem is relatively new, it should be evaluated in other
regions by testing and comparing to other tradtional
systems.
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Figure 1.-Relationship of humus forms with the modrl
positions of ecological types across elevation and
moisture gradients in the Wine Spring Creek watershed
of the Nantahala National Forest.

moisture regime classes. Beween 1050 to 1350 rn
elevation, Moders tended to occupy landscape
positions that Mors occupied at lower attitudes. Above
1350 m, Mulls extended over all perceived moisture
regimes. Reduced annual soil moisture deficits and
cooler temperatures could account for the increased
biological activity associated with the presence of
Moder and Mull humus orders at higher attitudes. Most
soils above about 1400 m, regardless of slope position,
have a thick surface horizon with high organic matter
content (Personal communication S.Browning, August
1994).
Green and others (1993) suggested that site fertility
might be inferred from knowledge of humus forms. In
British Columbia, for example, they reportedthat base
saturation tended to be higher on sites with Mull humus
forms. This is probably not the case in the southern
Appalachian Mountains, however, where most soils are
derived from rocks with highly acidic reaction and have
relaweb low base saturation.

'An ecological type is a category of land having a
unique combination of potential natural communrty, soil,
landscape features, and climate; and differing from
other ecological types in its ability to produce vegetation
and respond to management. Tentative ecological
types were identified in a reconnaissance investigation
prior to a more complete study conducted in the
summer of 1994 by S. Browining of the Wayah District
of the Nantahala National Forest and S. Simon of the
Supervisor's Office of National Forests in North
Car01iopa.
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The classification of humus forms developed by Green
and others (1993) was easy to understand, could be
objedvely applied, and produced results consistent
with those from an earlier classification system. A
desirable and unique feature of this new system is its
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RECYCLING BARK BOILER ASH IN FORESTS:
EFFECTS ON SURFACE AND GROUND WATER'
Thomas M. Wiliiams, Charles A. Hollis and Bill R. Smith2
opratiml trial of bark Wier ash applhtion to forest tand ~ i 3 8
pine plantation. Two

-

in Augusl October 1991,64 m u k i e m ground water w m w w e installed in the four watersheds.

filing ona bottle per day, and anaJyzed for ths same constituenb.

No adverse effects of ash application were observed in either stream or ground water quality. Heavy metal
m t r a t i o n s were well below drinking water standards. When applied in Iwv rates and in appropriate
land-pe positions, bark boiler ash had no detrimental impact on water quality.

INTRODUCTION
Since the energy crisis in the mid 1970's the paper
industry has been very successful in replacingfossil
fuels with wood rddues (primarily bark) as fuel for
power boilers. Replacing oil with wood residue has
both cost and environmental benefits. However, using
wood residues resutts in large quantities of ash and
creates a solid waste problem. For example, the
InternationalPaper Georgetown Mill, while being over
90% energy se#-sufficient, has produced 100 tons
(78.7Mg) of ash per day since conversion to wood fuels
in the late 1970's. The large quantity alone has an
undesirable effect of filling landfill space quickly. Placing
the material in a landfill also has the undesirable effect
of concentrating small amounb of heavy metals found
in bark at a single point,
A program to spread ash back onto forest land not only
reduces the need for landfill space but also distributes
elements back to the forest environment to
compensate for hawesting removals. However, as an
industrial waste, ash spreading is regulated under state
solid waste and water quality programs. The research
outlined here supplied water quality data on an

operational ash spreading trial to state regulatory
agencies with responsibiiity for water quality and solid
waste management. The goal sf this study was not to
find a treatment effect but was to assure that the
analysis would find any treatment effect that might
cause violation of water quality criteria (SCDHEC
1981).

METHODS
The operational trial was conducted in eastern
Williamsburg County, SC (Lat. 35 Deg. 35 Min. N,
Long. 79 Deg. 34 Min. W). A block (rough@250 ac
(100ha)) of clear-cut pine plantation and a similar block
of recently thinned (1990) 17 year old pine plantation
were chosen. Two watersheds were chosen in each
block and an ash application area was chosen to
completely enclose one watershed in each block.
Soils on the study site were primarily Eulonia
(fine-loamy, siliceous, thermic, Aquic Hapludub),
Emporia ( fine-loamy, siliceous thermic Typic
Haptuduk), Yemassee (fine-loamy, siliceous, thermic
Aeric Ochraquab), and Ogeechee (fineloamy,

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern SihriGuttural Research Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3, 1994.

Clernson Unbersw, Clemson, SC, respectively.
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siliceous, themic Typic Ochraquafts) w a r d 1989). An
conducted in each application
ied to to sods that were
moderate& wed drained or better. Appro>rimatw125
acres (50 ha) rsceiwsd ash in each Mock, Ash was
applied at a rate of 5 tondacre ( 9.7 Mma), No ash
was applied to pso* drained soits, b h w m apptied to
each area in December of 1990. Foltovving ash
application, the clear-cut areas were bedded and
planted to pine.
Ground water was collected from 64 muttidevel
samplers (Williams and McCarthy 1991). These
samplers allowed collection of information on
piezometric potential at four depths and ground water
samples at five depths. For this paper each sampler
installation will be called a well for simplicw. Wells were
placed in five transects of four wells in each treatment
(ash) watershed and three transects of four wells in
each control watershed. In each transect two wells
were placed in the area receiving ash (or on soils
eligible for ash in the control watersheds) and two wells
in the area that received no ash. Samples were
collected in November 1991, prior to treatment, and
monthly from December 1991 through May 1994.
Surface water was collected by ISCO brand automatic
samplers. Parshall flumes were placed at the outlet of
each watershed and a sampler was placed in the
stream just upstream of the pond created by flume
installation. The sampler was programmed to pump a
sample every six hours and fill a single sample bottle
each day. Samples were removed from samplers
weekly. Samplers were maintained continuously and
pumped whether water was in the stream or not,
assuring samples of intermittentflows. Surface samples
were collected from January 1992 (the first flow after
ash application) until April 1994.
Ground water samples were collected with a battery
powered peristattic pump. Each well was connected to
the five head pump and run until a l samplers produced
over three sampler volumes, all pump lines were rinsed
with sample, the sample bottles were rinsed with
sample, and a 65 ml sample was colected. Pump lines
were air purged between samples,
All samples were put in an ice chest and transported to
the laboratory. Samples were refrigerated until analysis.
Sample aliquots were analyzed for: NO, PO, and GI,
by ion chromatography; Ca, Mg, K, Zn by air-acewene
flame atomic absorption and Al by nitrous

odde-acewene flame atomic absorption; and Cd, Cr,
Cu, Ni by graphite furnace atomic absorption.
Techniqu~
were as describd in Standard Methods for
A n a w s of M a r and Waste Water 16th and 18th
edltions (Greenberg et a[. 1988, 1992).

RESULTS
Ground Water
Since the goal of the ogerational trial was to apply ash
at a rate that did not resutt in ground water
contamination, data analysis was challenged to assure
that any effect of ash application was inconsequential.
Data collection had two goals: The primary goal was to
demonstrate that ground water beneath the areas of
applica~ondid not exceed drinking water standards.
The secondary goal was to demonstrate that ash
application had no environmentallyimportant impact on
ground water quality.
TaMe 1 lists the mean and upper 95% confidence limit
for ground water concentrationsin the wells within the
Wo ash applsiica~orrareas. ln all easm the mean and
upper confidence limit are within the primary drinking
water standard and often mare than an order of
magnitude below the standard. These means were
calculated with data that were above the anawcal limits
of the analysis, all non-detectable samples were
excluded, which inflates the means slightly. Nitrate and
phosphate are not included in these tables as most
values were non-detectable and a valid mean was not
possible.
The sampling design allowed three methods to
evaluate the effect of ash application. Differences
between the control and applied watersheds could be
evaluated before and after application in a normal
paired watershed technique. However, there were too
few pretreatment samples taken for this technique to
produce conclusive data. Afternativety, differences in
elemental concentrations of wells in treated and control
areas can be compared for the post- treatment period.
Table 2 lists the differences between means of well
concentrationsin treated and control watersheds. For
this comparison only wells that were in areas receiving
ash were included in the treatment watershed means.
In the control watersheds only wells in the same
landscape posiltion and on similar soils to the wells
rweiving ash were included in the analysis. The means
for this analysis were also calculated excluding all
non-detectable samples.

TaMe 1. Mean concentrations of demenlts in ground water. Ail demental concentrations are in mirtigrams per liter, except
Cd, Cr, Cu, and tVi which are in micrwrams per liter. UCL is the upper 99 percent confidence limit.
Element

Cbar Cut
Ash
Mean
UCL

Clear-cut
Control
Mean
UCL

Thinned
Ash
Mean
UCL

Thinned
Control
Mean

UCL

TaMe 2. Mean concentration increases of elements in ground water attributable to ash application. AH elemental
concentrations are in milligrams per Her, except Cd, Cr, Cu, and Ni which ar in micro-grams per liter. Predicted value is
treatment watershed mean control mean, negative values indicate control concentrations were larger than treatment.
Maximum effect k bhe upper 639 percent confidence limit on the difference. * - Difference is significant at 99 percent
confidence

-

Thinned

Clear Cut
Element

Predicted
Effect

Maximum
Effect, 99 pct.
Confidence

In each transect in the treated areas two wells were
included that did not receive ash. On each transect,
one of these wells was close to one of the two weils
that did receive ash. For the third analysis, these two
wells were considered as a paired comparison. For
each transect, month, and depth, the concentration in
the well in the untreated area was subtracted from the
concentration in the welt in the treated area. Table 3
Ltsthe mean difference between the paired wells, In
this analysis non-detectable values in one or both wells

Predicted
Effect

Maximum
Effect, 99 pct.
Confidence

were important. For example, if the wells in the control
were generally non-detectable but had a fw large
values and the treatment wells had consisten* high
values the means might be similar, However, if a small
value (112the detection limit in this analysis) is assigned
to each non-detectable value a difference wilt be
recorded for each instance the treatment exceeds the
control. Also the simuftaneous presence of
non-detectable values in both wells is a valid indication
of no treatment effect that is included in this analysis.

Table 3. Mean concentraiion increases of dements in
ground water attribubtds t;o ash appiication. Ail
etementai concentrations are in milligrams per liter,
except Cd, Cr, Cu, and Ni which ar in micro-grams per
liter. Predictadvalue is the mean diffsrence beheen
paired samples in w&!s in treated areas and nearby
untreated areas, negative values indicate control
concentrationswere larger than treatment Maximum
effect is the upper 99.9 percent confidence limit on the
difference. * Difference is significant at 99.9 percent
confidence

-

Clear Cut
Thinned
Element Predictsd Maximum Predicted Mam'mum
Effect
Effect,
Effect
Effect,
99.9 pct.
99.9 pct,
Confidence
Confidence

Surface VVzlter
Each of these srnail watershe& flowed intermittenw,
genera& from January through May. Mean
concentrations of each stream and upper 95%
confidenee limb are listed in table 4. T-tests of
individual elements do show significant differences
beween watemheds but there is no ciear-consistent
effect of asch trealnent There was a clear increase of
potassium concentrations on both clear-cut watersheds
during the first year. However, this effect disappeared
on clear cut - ash applied watershed in the second
year and for the entire study on& the clear-cut control
watershsd has signfiean@ higher potassium
concentration.

CONCLUSIONS
The data clearty show that ash application did not result
in contamination of either streams or ground water on
these two sites. Concentrationsof all materials easily
met primary drinking water standards. The stream data
also show that there was no surface movement of ash
into the streams. Stream concentraPions are
remarkabb similar to ground water concentrations,
suggesting that most of the stream water traveled
through the upper forest soil horizon and possibly
through the water table aquifer.

Table 4. Mean concentrations of elements in stream water. All elemental concentrations are in milligrams per liter, except
Cd, Cr, Cu, and Ni which are in micro-grams per liter. UCL is the upper 99 percent confidence limit.
Element

Clear Cut
Ash
Mean
UCL

Clear-cut
Control
Mean
UCL

Thinned
Ash
Mean
UCL

Thinned
Control
Mean
UCL

Two faetom of the ash application may have
The ash was not applied to wetland
soi mapping identifilcrbdpoorly drsrined
application avoided these areas. This m u r e d that ash
would not be placed in the source area of stream flow
and that watw would
ash was placed. Ash
was near the rate of dcdtsmenbl removal in foresit
harvest.
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SMALL MAMMAL SAFETY OF BARK BOILER ASH RECYCLING IN
SOUTHEASTERN COASTAL PLAIN FORESTS
John R. Sweanay, Philip 0. Jonas and George P. Cobb2

w e amlyz& far cadmium, copper, &miurn, lead, nickel and zinc.
not had a wbstantial impact

INTRODUCTION
Recycling bark boiler ash through land-spreading
apparently reprmentrs an environmentally responsiMe
alternative to land-filling because it may be beneficial to
the forest ecosptem to which it is applied and it frees
up limited land-fill space for non-recyclable materials.
The purpose of this study was to determine the impact
on small mammals of an operational program of
recycling paper mill power boiler ash on pine
ecosystems in coastal South Carolina. This project
was a companion project to the studies reported earlier
in this proceedings on the effects of recycling bask
boiler ash on forest soil properties and vegetation
(Hollis and Williams 1994) and on surface and
groundwater (Williams et at. 1994).

METHODS
Small mammals were collected from four 40-ha study
sites - a treatment and a control study site each
established in a nevvty regenerated pine plantation and
in a 17-yr-old, thinned pine plantation near
Georgetown, South Carolina. Nineteen plffall stations
were placed on the four study areas, with three to
seven stations per study area depending on the habitat
potential of each area. Two hundred small mammal
snap traps were also set on each study site per
sampling period. Pitfall stations and snap traps were
monitored daily for approximately 7 days on each study
site per sampling period. Animals captured were
euthanized and stored frozen until they were anabed
for heavy metal content.

-

Bark boiler ash w m applied to the treatment sites at the
rate of 10 metric tonsha in November 1991. Fauna
were sampled immediatelyfollowing ash application
(winter 1991) and in spring, summer and fall 1992.
Whole body samples were analyzed for cadmium,
copper, chromium, lead, nickel and zinc.
Animals were acid digested and then analyzed by
atomic absorbtion. Determination of biologically
significant lead concentration required graphite furnace
atornkatiun. AI other metals were atomked by an airacetylene flame. Instrument response to each metal
was calibrated with a four-point calibration curve.
Sampleds were measured in triplicate and mean results
computed. Detection lim'b were taken to be twice the
blank response or a concentration producing an
absorbence of 0.003, whichever was greater.
Quantitation limits were defined as the concentration of
the lowest calibration standard.
For statistical comparisons, values for samples that
were below detection were set at onehalf their
quantitation value. Analysis of variance was used to
test for ssignificant differences between stand types,
treatments, taxonomic groups, and seasons. Least
square means for all logical, paired cornpadsons were
then examined for those instances where anaiysis of
variance indicated a significant effect. At! tests were
conducted at the 0.05 level of probability.

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southem Sirviculturaf Research Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3, 1994.
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ESOLTS AND DfSClbSSIION
Forty-six carnivorous mammals, and 99 herkorous
marnmak were coUected from the four study sites and
anaeed for heavyr metal whole-bo* burdens,
Carnkrorous mammals w r e either the southern shorttailed shrw, B I a ~ n a
e8roIinensis Bachman, (%% of
captures) or the lemt shrew, Cryptofis p a w Say,
(44%). All but tvvo of the herbivorous mammals were
one of three speciers tfie house mouse, Mus
muscufus Linnaeus, (36%) eastern harvest mouse,
ReZhrod~nton?ys
humutis Audubon and Bachman,
(37%) or the hispid cotton rat, Sigmodon hispiclus Say
and Ord, (24%).

-

Zinc, Lead, Copper and Nickel
Levels of zinc were too low to be measured accurately
by the procedures used. Analysis of variance tests
revealed no significant differences (P 0.05) beween
stand types, treatments, taxonomic groups, and
seasons for lead, copper and nickel. Whole body
burdens for these metals averaged less than 1, 5 and 6
ppm, respe&e& (TaMe 1), and all were within ranges
expected as background for Midlife (Hunter and
Johnson 1982, Eider 1988, Alberid et al. 1989).

Cadmium and Chromium
No significant differences were found in cadmium
or chromium whole-body burdens of carnivorous
mammals, which averaged 0.090 ppm 0.012
ppm (mean standard deviation) and 1.042 ppm
+ 0.309 ppm, respectively.

-

+

+

Tablle I.Mean whslebsdy burdens for lead, copper
and nickel found in small mammals inhabiting newly
regenerated and thinned pine stands near
Georgetawn, S.C., 1991-92

Taxonomic No. of
Category Obsew. Metal

Whole body Burden
(ppm wet weight)
Mean Std. dev.

Carnivorous
Mammals

46

Pb
Cu
Ni

0.700
4.016
5.769

0.172
0.568
2.934

Herbivorous
Mammals

79

Pb
Cu
Ni

0.196
2.935
1.547

0.061
0.299
0.391

Seasonal Fluctuations.
SignEficant seasonal fluctuatjons were detected in
whole-body burdens of cadmium and chromium for
herbivorous mammals. In all but one case for
cadmium, mean whole-body burdens of herbivorous
marnmab in vvr'nter and summer samples bken from
the four study sites were approximately 3 to 18 times
higher than their respective spring and fall sample
means (Table 2).
Whole-body burdens of chromium for herbivorous
mammals exhibited similar seasonal fluctuations in that
vvinter and summer whole-body burdens were usually

Table 2. Mean wholebody burdens for cadmium found in herbivorous mammals inhabiting newly regenerated and
thinned pine stands near Georgetown, S.C., 1991-92
Season
Site

Stat.

Thinned Treahnent

Mean
SCI
Mean
SO
Mean
SD
Mean
SD

Thinned Con&&
Clearcut Treatment
Clearcut Control

a

Winter

Spring

Within each site, means followed by different le8ers are significantty different (P< 0.05).

Summer

Fall

Table 3. Mean whois-bocly burdens for chromium found in her~vorousmammais inhab~ng
n
ainned pine stands near Georgetown, S.C., 1991-92

w regenerated and

Season
Site

St&

Thinned Treahent

Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SO
Mean
SO

Thinned Control
Clearcut Treatment
Clearcut Control

Winter

Spring

Summer

Fa4

* Undertined means m i n the same stand type are significantly different due to treatment (P c 0.05).
Within each site, means followed by different letters are significantly different @ 0.05).
higher than spring and fall levels (Table 3). Additionally,
wholebody burdens of herbivorous mammals in the
clearcut sites were high in the winter, averaging greater
that 3 ppm, then dropped signficantly duning the rest af
the year, averaging) less than 1 ppm, with spring values
being less than 0.25 ppm (Table 3).
There are several potential reasons for the seasonal
fluctuations seen in the sample means of wholebo$y
burdens for cadmium and chromium. Influx of juveniles
into the populations sampled may have caused a
decrease in mean wholebody burdens due to the
shorter time juveniles had been exposed to
environmental levels of these metals. This may explain
some of the decline in spring levels. However, similar
significant declines were seen in fall, and examination
of body weights as indicaton; of age did not reveal any
significant changes in age ratios of the samples from
one season to another.
Emigration of new animals into the study site from
adjacent areas is another possible cause of sample
mean fluctuations. However, wmpiing intensilcy per
trapping period was restrictedto approximately 7 days
in order to minimize depletion of the study populations,
and thereby creating any increased opportunities for
emigration into the stu* areas. Also, samples were
taken only from the interiors of the study sites in order
to avoid sarnfling fauna from adjacent areas.
Additionally, similar fluctuations were seen in both
treatment and control sites. Therefore one would

expect to see similar levels of metal concentrations in
the adjacent areas.
The third potential cause of seasonal fluctuations is
fluctuations in availabilities of these heavy metals in the
diets of the animals tested as a resuk of changes in
food h a b i i and or changes in concentrations of these
metals in the foods eaten. This is the most plausiMe
cause. However, what actually caused the change in
availabilitiesof these metals is unknown.
Treatment Effects.
Of all the heavy metals tested, chromium is the only
one for which significant differences were found in
whole-body burdens of at least some small mammals
inhabiting treated versus control study sites. Although
analysis of variance tests revealed no significant
differences due to treatment for any of the metals,
examination of individual LS means indicated significant
differences in chromium wholebody burdens of
herbivorous mammals inhabitingtreatment versus
control sites in two cases. Summer whole-body
burdens were I..9 times higher in the treated than in the
control clearcut, and fall whole-body burdens were 6.5
times higher in the treated versus control thinned sites
(Table 3). Sample sizes for the fall were very low (few
than four animals per site) and the significant treatment
effect was due to a single sample with a high whole
body burden of 1.72upm. On the other hand, sample
sizes for the treatment and control clearcut stands in
the summer were 24 and 21 animals, respectivety.
Therefore this measured difference apparently does
represent a true phenomenon. However, there were

no other signifieant diaerencm beWsen samfles taken
from conlrol vemus treated sit88 for herbivorous
mammals during Ihe other seasons or for other
taxonomic cate~oria.Furtiremore, concomitant
p r o p d m and vsget;ation (Hollis and
research on
Williams 1994) and on surface and groundwater
(VVilliarrtset J. 19941) indc&ed that dRerencm in heatry
metals were mod likely due to inherent diifferencm in
individual study sitear rather than due to tfeatment
effects. in light of thew findings, the obssnred
differences in summer wholebody burdens for smal
mammals most likely were not a response to treatment.

-

CONCLUSIONS
Recycling of bark boiler ash in the pine planbtions
studied did not have an appreciabte effect on wholebody burdens of small mammals for the heavy metals
tested - cadmium, copper, chromium, lead, nickel and
zinc. The primary differences that were detected were
seasonal fluctuations in both treatment and control
plots, in whole-body burdens of cadmium and
chromium for herbivorous mammals. In most cases,
vsinter and summer whole-body burdens for these
metals were higher than those in spring and fall. Forest
recycling of mil ash at the rates applied in this study
does not appear to deleteriously affect the fauna
studied.
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UCTIONS IN SHORT-ROTATION LOBLOLLY AND
SLASH PINES IN CENTRAL LOUISIANA--1OTH YEAR RESULTS1
James D. Haywood and Allan E. Tiarks'
Ab*idet--.A

a2-ygard

32 years Mi. Howevw, red&bns in growth and yield occurred on all

INTRODUCTION
We recently reported that second-rotation plantations
of loblolly (Pinus taeda L.) and slash pines (P. elliottii
Engelm. var. e/lio&ii) on silt loam soils in central
Louisianawere growing more s l o w than those in the
preceding generation (Haywood 1994). That report
was based on height growth in 7-year-old stands that
were only beginning the rapid growth period common
for these species. We are now reporting on the
developmeart of these planta~onsafter ? O groMng
seasons. The effects of repeated rotations on
diameter, basal area, and stand yields are even more
apparent.

METHODS
Study Area
The study area, in Rapides Parish, Louisiana, contains
Beauregard (Plinthaquic Paleudult, fine-silty, siliceous,
thermic) and Caddo (Typic Glossaqualfs, fine-silty,
siliceous, thermic) silt loam soils (Haywood 1994).
Natural stands of longleaf pine (P. palustds Mill.) and
hardwoods were clearcut in the 1920%. A cover of
grasses and scattered hardvvoods developed and was
maintained by periodic burning. Prior to pine planting,
the area was burned to reduce the grass rough, and
the woody vegetation was cut and removed.

Plot Establishment, Treatments, and
Management
At the beginning of the first rotation, four Mocks of six
plots (treatments) each were established in a
randomized complete block design. Blocking was

based on surface drainage. Each of the 24 plots was
144 by 108 feet (0.36 acre), and contained 18 rows
spaced 8 feet apart. Seedlings were planted 6 feet
apart within rows.
Within blocks, the six plots were randomly assigned
one of two species, loMolly or slash pine, and one of
three site preparation treatments. Treatments were: (1)
Brrrn-only-ail plots were burned in 1960 to facili'taie
planting), (2) Burndisk-plots were treated with an
offset disk harrow in the fall of 1968 and again in July
1961 to control established grass competition, and (3)
Burndisk-bed-after disking, the plots were double
bedded in September 1961 by making two passes with
a bedding harrow. Beds were spaced 8 feet apart, and
the height from furrow-to-crest averaged 20 inches
before settling; after 15 years, the beds were 10 inches
tall. Graded, nursery-grown, bare-root, 1-0 loblolly and
dash pine seedlings were hand planted in rows on their
respective plots in February 1962.
During the first rotation, grasses were the initial principal
competitors with the pine trees. Some woody
competitors were present, principalty southern bayberry
(Myriea ceMera L.). The loblolty pine plots were
thinned to a basal area of 84 elacre and the slash pine
plots to 78 Piacre after the 13th growing season
(Hawood 1983). By 1981, total outsidebark
stemwood produetion averaged 4,780 @/acreon the
IoMolty and 4,390 @/acreon the slash pine plots.

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silvcultural Research Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3, 1994.
2Silviculturistand Soil Scientist, respectively, Southem Forest Experiment Station, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service,

Pineville, LA.
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Figure 2-Hdght growth of planted slash pines in the first and second rotations on sift loam soils in LouMana.

Table 1. Mean tow height, d.b.h., and outside-ba& volume per tree and number of pine trees, basal area, and volume
per acre in the first and second rotations for 10-year-old loMolly and slash pine, and the probabilities of greater F-values
based on the an
of variance

Volume Mumbr
per
per
Basal

Rotations and Totat

First Rotation
burn-only
34.8
burn-disk'
37.3
burn-disk-bed
36.4
Second Rotation
burn-only
26.5
burn-disk
25.4
burn-disk-bed 24.3
25.4

Totai

TOM

Volume Number
Wr
per
Bad

Total

5.3 2.93
5.4 3.14

660
785

103.5
125.8

1,912
2,467

32.2
32.1

5.1
5.1

2.63
2.58

731
710

105.5
102.2

1,913
1,836

5.3 3.04

750

118.5

2,281

33.0

5.2

2.71

731

108.0

1,987

4.3
4.2
4.0
4.2

747
701
681
710

79.6
71.3
61.6
70.8

1,174
996
833
1,001

29.9
29.3
29.4
29.5

4.7
4.7
4.6
4.7

2.06
2.07
1.95
2.03

647
583
601
610

78.8
71.8
69.9
73.5

1,328
1,190
1.154
1,224

Sources of variagon
Rotation
0.0001 0.0011
Main effect .19656 .Q498
error - mean square
.4520 .2592
Treatment
Rotation by .0040 ,3250
treatment interactions
1.29317 .a436
Subplot
effect error - mean square

1.58
1.43
1.23
1.41

0.0002 0.3626 0.0005 0.0003 0.0219 0.0185 0.0228 0.0692
.Q342 8718,3 54.346 24684 3.6387 .0669 .I523 11394

0.01 19 0.01 16
235.72 113897

-5071 .4527 .2079
.A688 .0256 .0004

.0719
.0001

.I881 ,8907
.I374 -4244

,7074
2685

.5903
.7126

.3215
.0777

,2934
,0844

.0599 4957.8 57.244 21572

1.9564 .0576

.0899

6885.1

68.412 43384

'The disking and bedding treatments were only applied in the first rotation.

more trees per acre, 35 ff? more basal area, and 763 ft3
more volume per acre than the second-rotation stands.
Significant rotation-by-treatmentinteractions were
evident on the IsMolly pine plots for total height, number
of trees, basal area, and volume per acre (bble 1).
During the first rotation, the loblolty pine trees on the
Ws sets of mechanically prepared plots had 2.5 feet
more height with 1336 more trees, 23 82 more basat
area, and 554 83 more volume per acre than trees on
the burn-only plots. In the second rotation, these
relationshipswere reversed. The loMolly pines on the
burn-on& plots had 1.7 feet more height with 56 more
trees, 13 ff? more basal area, and 260 ft3 more volume
per acre than trees on the hnro sets of mechanical&
prepared plots.

No statisticallysignificant rotation by treatment
interactions were evident for slash pine. However, the
bedded plots were the most productive in the first
rotation, yielding 299 elacre more volume than the
burn-on& plots at age 10 (table 1). In the second
rotrstisn, the burn-only plots were the most producefve,
9elding 174 @/acre more volume than the bsdded
plo'ts*
During the first rotation, 70 tons of wood and bark
containing 17 Ibs Placre were removed from the stu@
area in intermediate and final hanrests, but only about
2.2 Ibs Placre were added to the soil in atmospheric
deposition (McClurkin and others 1987, Tiarks and
Hayvuood 1993, Tiarks and others 1991, USDA Forest
Service 1982). Foliage sampled from both species was
deficient in phosphorus in the second rotation (Tiarks

1983, Tiarks and Shoulden 1982, Wells and Alien
1985) (table 2). Foiiage n m o n of both loMolly and
slash pine varied liftfe among treatments, but loMolly
pines on the bedded plots may have had a greater
concentration of phosphorus than tress rweiving the
other two treatments. The concen&ations of nitrogen,
phosphorus, and pobssium in loblor& pine were
greater than the concentra8ons of these nutrients in
slash pine, that rssutt was expectsd (Tiarks and
Shoulders 1982).
Table 2.-Nutrient concentrations in the foliage of
loblolly and slash pines sampled in March 1993
Species and
treatments

Mroaen

Nutrienh
Phos~horusPotassium

Loblolly pine
burn-only
burn-disk'
burn-disk-bed
Slash pine
burn-only
burn-disk
burn-disk-bed

Sources of variation (probability > F-value)
Loblolly pine
Block
0.2481
0.4547
0.7129
Treatment
.7012
,1664
-5737
Error Mean
2.5231
.00306
.I3876
Square

SirnNlti! dimatic mod& mray help remove some of the
variability asociated with rotational growth differences
(Alen and oahers 1991). The first year of both rotations
had above-normd preciweon when compared to the
42-year average of 57.9 inches. However, average
total yearly precipitation over the first 10 yean of both
rotations vvas below normal, with the first rotatian
averaging 54.4 inchwear, and the second rotagon
averaging 57.5 inchwear. There were no smsdcally
significant differences in average yea* precipitation or
in the disMbution of yearly rainfall over the tvvo IO-year
periods.

The amount of precipitation during the Minterlspring
months averaged 30 inches over the last 42 years.
Winterlspring precipitation was somewhat greater
during the second rotation (31.4 inches) than the first
rotation (26.2 inches) (Probability F-value=O.1588),
and there may have been some differences in the
distribution of precipitation over the two 10-year periods
(Probability 3 F-value=O.1509). The first rotation had
above-average winterfspring precipitation in the 1st,
tith, and 18th years, but the vvinterlspring precipitation
was below normal in other years. The second rotation
had above average vvinterfspring precipitation amsun6
in the 6th through 10th years, but vvinterlspring
precipitadon was below normal during the first 5 years.

DISCUSSION

'The disking and bedding treatmenb were only applied
in the first rotation.

Many potential factors may be involved in growth
decline, and it often is not practical to measure all likely
factors in hopes of idenwing the correct ones. For
example, we did not measure soil variables at the
beginning of the first and second rotations, so we can
only speculate about possible relationship beween
soil produww and declines in pine growth and yield.
However, even if soil data were available, the only way
to prove the causes for dedine in pine produ
would be to correct for potential deficiencies by
imposing a complex of treatments, In the next rotation,
we plan to replant the slash pine plots with loblolljr pine
and broadcast diammonium phosphate and pobsium
as a remedial treatment.

It appeared pine grclwth and yield &rough 10 grovving
seasons of the second rotation might be associated
with concentraition of foliar nutrients. However,
coefficients of muttiple determination (R2)were less
than 25 percent for all of the linear regresions,
regardless of pine ~pecies,dependent growh variable,
or independent nutrient variable (data not shown).

Grovvth decline is not atvvays the cansequence of
human a*&=.
Eriksson and Johansson (1993)
reporled that increased nitrogen deposition in Europe
probabty increased Noway spruce (Picea ~ b i e s(L.)
Karst.) growth in the second of two consecutjve
rotations in Sweden. Nitrogen is normalty a grovvthlimiting nutrient in most forest ecosystems in Sweden.
Detrimental management practices in the broadleaf

Slash pine
Block
Treatment
Error Mean
Square

0.2604
-4023
.60861

0.8927
,8240
,00417

0.0955
.7688
.I
9769

f0r-b that ~ d a t the
d fi& rowon of Nonrvay spruce
stand (pro&&d m e g r d n g and uaation of
i
woody d e w zw, fud)may have aka conMbutedtoe@
dow rate of a n d dev*pment in their first

study;Bifferencmin preciwgon panerns, logging

in Louaana are norm* deficient
in phosphorus, and intensive produdon of wood in
short robtionas may vromn such deficienda (Dyck
and Skinner 1990, Mf* and Jorgensen 1977). From
estimzatw of atmosphedc deposition minus the
amounts removed during harvwb, we sgeeulate %&
over 14 I
b PIacre were b s l from thb &e during the
first rohtion.

We &ink %at Uls loss of phazsphorus is at least a partiail
reawn ?or okewed groMh declnw. The net removal
of phosphorus and other nuttrienb could be reduced by
IengtRcsrringtfie robtiion or shredding and spreading
bark, Imbs, and t o p over the sge during hawegb.
Gwen the ~ o n o m i e
cons"tr;ain& faced by most
landownem, fedbadon seems like a more srttractive
alternawe or additional praGtice on gimilar sites where
short rotfa~onintensive management ihz preferred.

LoMolM pine is known to bg more sensitive to
phosphorus defidenciesthan slash pine on Aquuk and
Udult soils in the lower W a t Gulf Coastal Plain (Tiarks
and Shoulders 19132). The greater growttr decline
among lotdolly than dash pinw suggwb, therefore,
that phosphorus nuwon may be a factor. If this
speculation i8 correct, phosphorua fertilization well
might restore or increase yields (Allen 1987, Dyck and
Sanner 1990, narks 1983).
Burning the logging rgsidue prior to planlting the second
rotation may have adverseb aRe&ed pine productivity.
Squire and othem (1985) recommended retention of
pine litter and logging residue as sources of nutrienb,
organic matter, and mulch to maintain site productiviqr
on infertile sandy mils in the next rotation. Retengon of
laer on planting sjtm has increased the growtft of
loblolly pine seedlings and saplings in other studies
(unpublished dab).
Despite yearty variadon in precipitation, the cumulative
height cuwes seemed to be unaffected by precipitation
differences (figs. 1,Z). Therefore, rainfall was probably
adequate for tree growth every year.

CONCLUSIONS
Our r;tu* dea* demonstrates declining yields in
rsbtions on fair%producbire soils that
yielded 230 @/acreear of pine volume during the first
rodation (Haywood 1983). LoMoUy was more aReGted
than dash gne. W o u g h labia& pine responded
p&e@ to mechanic& r l e prrapara~onin fhe first
rotagon, the reduclion in g r o M on the =me Hob in
the second rowon was dgnificantfy greater %an Vlat
on burn-on@No&.

Several cbvious ptential conMblr(on to seconelrotdon ~rovvVIdsdins do not seem important in ahis

damage, changes in cornpeme spdss, and the
ptan$ng sctock used in b~rait-atians providsd a W e
range of genelic m&erid.
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H OF LOBLOLLY AND SLASH PINE SEEDLINGS
ON SPODlC HORIZON MATERIAL'
John A, Stanturf and R, Donnk Bradshawl
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INTRODUCTION
Since the 1980s, loblolly pine, Pinu8 taede L., has
been preferred by forest industry for plantation culture
in the South. The switch from slash pine, P. ellioftii
Engeim., has doubled volume production (F.S.
Broerman, pers. comm., 1990), due in part to the
greater resistance of loblolly pine to mortar* from
fusiform rust. On characterisPically infertile coastal plain
soils, loblol& pine appears more rwgotasive to intensive
management (Sarigumba 1978; Neary et al. 1990a).
On some Spodosols, however, slash pine and loblolly
pine grow equally weil, or slash ouQerforms loblolly
(Haines and Gooding 1983; Borders and Harrison
1989; Neary et al. 1990b).

Spdo(Zdazny and Carlisle 1971), or their ability to
obtain sufficient phosphorus in the face of high Al
lev&. Witliams (1982) showed that loblolty and slash
pine seedlings were equally tolerant of high Al levels in
solution culture, although she found family differences
in slash pine tolerance. She did not test different
loMolly pine families, however. Fox and Comerford
(1992) found increased phosphatase activity in the
rhizospheres of slash pine roots in the Bh horizons of
two Spodosols, and organic P accounted for a large
proportion of the tobI soluble P in the Wo soils. They
concludedthat at least some portion of the soluble
organic-P was available to the seedlings.

While there are many factors accounting for observed
differences in loblolly and slash pine growUl on
Spodosols, the physical and chemical nature of the
spodic horizon probably plays a role. We observed
better early growth in plantations of slash pine than
loblolb pine on Spodosols that typically have a brittje,
indurated Bhl horizon within 50 cm of the soil surface.
Brittle layers are easily detected with a soil auger in the
field, but are not mappable (Brandon et al. 1977).
Brittle layers appear to be the result of filling of
macropores by organic matter and silt-sized mineral
frac~ons,and are not related to other chemical or
physical dfierences (Brandon et al. 1977).

We conducted a simple pot experiment in order to
examine whether slash pine would outgrow loblolly pine
on spodic horizon materials. We utilized material from
the indurated Bhl and the non-indurated Bh2 horizons
of the Mascotte series. We hypothesked that dash
pine would outgrow loblolly pine on spodic material,
and that growth would be less in material from the
indurated horizon.

Another factor that could influence the competitive
ability of seedlings is their tolerance of the high
concentrations of extractabie aluminum found in

'Paper preziented at the Eighth Biannial S

MATERlALS AND METHODS
Spodic Material
Spodic horizon material was collected from four
locations on Union Camp land in southern Georgia and
northern Florida. Locations are identified by forest
names: from north to south, Sapelo, Satilla,
Okefenokee, and Suwanee. AIl materiafs were

h Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3,1994.
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t Station, Stonevilk, MS and Soil Scktntist, Union Camp Corp., Rinm,
GA.

collected from sob of the Mascotts series of somwhat
poorly drained tlttic Waplohumods. The Mascotte soils
have a spodic hoirzon underlain by an arglc ho&on
vvithin 100 cm of the surface.

Plants were hawwed, measured, dried, and vveighed.
Totai length and root collar diameter were measured on
green plan&. Tops, tap roots, and lateral roots were
vveighed separateb aRer drying. Top and root material
from each treatment combination was composited and
anaeed separatek for Al.

Matefialwas codded from the B h l and f3h2 ho&ons
in p&sdug &@r the so9 w a dwcfiw. A pjf. wahir dug
and the soil excavated from the surface until the B h l
was exposed. Thii materid wwas removed, followed by
the Bh2 matsfid, Spodic horizons were differentiated
by consistence, Material was sieved at field moisture to
remove roots and placed in tobeling containers.

Statistical Analysis
The mean of each location by treatment (species and
soil) was consideredthe experimental unit. Seedling
total length and root collar diameter; dry weights of
tops, tap roots and lateral roots; and top and root AI
concentrationswere the variables tested. Treatment
e f f e d were tested at the 0.05 level of confidence and if
found significant, means were compared by the
LSMWNS option of the GLM program in SAS (SAS
Institute 1989). Planned comparisons were slash
versus loblolly growth on all media; pine growth on B h l
versus Bh2 material; inter- and intraspecific
comparisons on Bhl and Bh2 material.

Chemical anatysso; of the spodic materials are given in
Table 1. Organic matter content did not differ greatly
between horizons at a location, but At concentration
was twice or greater in the Bh2 as compared to the
Bh1. Phosphorus concentrations did not diier
between horirons and all locations. The relatively high
pH, especial& of the Bh2 material is pualing and may
indicate calcareous material at depth.

RESULTS
ExperimentalDesign

Length and Diameter

Improvedfamilies of dash (01-121) and loblolly (02-11)
pines were planted in tubelings containing material
from each horipsn from each forest, plus a control of
sterilized potting soil. Seeds were stratified and placed
in 21 tubelings of each horizon by forest combination.
Seeds were planted by pressing them gently into the
soil surface and covering with a thin layer of vermiculite
to avoid desiccation. Germination rates for both species
were 90 percent. Seedlings were grown in a
greenhouse until outplanting size, approximately 6
months, and watered daily.

Table %-Chemical

Location
Sapelo
Satilla
Okefenokee
Suwanee

Slash pine seedlings were longer in all treatments than
loMolly pine seedlings (Table 2). Growth in the spodic
materials was significantly less than in the potting soil
for both pines. Total length of slash pine was over 50
percent greater than loblolly pine on the Bhl and Bh2
materials. Total length of slash pine was significantly
greater on the B h l than the Bh2 material by 17
percent. LoMolly pine length, however, was not
significantly dierent between the two spodic materials.

characteristics of Mascotte series spodic horizon materials from four locations,

Horizon
Bhl
Bh2
Bhl
Bh2
Bhl
Bh2
Bhl
Bh2

Organic Matter
percent

PH

P
P P ~

K
P P ~

Ca
P P ~

Md;l
P P ~

At
P P ~
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loblolly pine top weight of 0.9g. The difference in the
Bh2 material was also greater: slash pine averaged
1.2g and l o b l o l ~
0.7g. Both species had significantly
heavier top weigh& (Table 3) grovving in the B h l
material.
DRerencs in root dry weigh& were not as
pronounced, Lateral root dry weights (Figure 2) were
greater in B h l than Bh2 material, and lateral roots of
slash were significantly heavier than loblolly growing in
both spodic matedals (Figure 2, Table 3). Slash lateral
root dry weight in Bh1 material was 33 percent greater
than loblolly (1.2g as compared to 0.9g).

Pot Bhl Bh2 Pot Bhl Bh2

Slash

Loblolly

Figure 3-Dry weight of tap roots (grams)

concentrations of both species were fairly constant
regardless of soil Al. Roots of both species had higher
mean concentrationsthan tops, 4003 ppm versus 212
ppm. Aluminum concentrations in roots of loblolly pine
and slash pine were not significantly different. Al
concentrations in loblolly pine tops, however, were
significantly greater than slash tops (250 ppm versus
175 ppm).

0

Pot Bhl Bh2 Pot Bh1 Bh2

Slash

Loblolly

DISCUSSION

Tissue Al Concentrations

Slash pine grew better in spodic horiion material
collected from Mascotte soils than loblolly pine. In
general, growth was greater for each species in B h l
than Bh2 material. A notable exception was tap roots.
Mhough tap root dry weight of slash pine was greater
than loblolly pine in the Bhl and Bh2 material (Figure 3,
Table 3), tap root dry weights were not significantly
different betvveen spodic materials for individual
species. Thus, tap roots of slash pine averaged 0.269
and 0.249 and loblolly pine averaged 0.19g and 0.16g
on B h l and Bh2, respectively.

Tissue aluminum concentrations are arrayed against
soil Al concentrations in Figure 4. N t h the low initial
value for potting soil as a reference, Figure 4 illustrates
several points. In spodic materials with extractable Al
values ranging from 500 to 2500 ppm, tissue Al

We hypothesized that grovvth would be reduced more
on the indurated Bhl than the Bh2 material, but the
reverse was true. Although the brittle "pan" of the B h l
was disrupted by excavating and sieving the material,

Figure 2-Dry weight of lateral roots (grams)

Tap root weights of slash pine and loMolly pine were
significantly different in both B h l and Bh2 material
(Figure 3, Table 3). Slash pine tap root weights in the
B h l did not diier from the Bh2, and the same was true
for loblolly pine tap roots.

Soil Al, pprn
Figure 4-Aluminum concentration in soil versus tissue concentrations; note that the axis for tops is on the left, in ppm;
for roots on the right is times 1000, in ppm.
we observed the reforming of the induration in the
tubelings over the course of the experiment. If we had
allowed the Bhl material to age in the tubelings before
seeding, the physical characteristia of this material
perhaps would have been more important.
Chemical differences between the spodic materials
collected from four sites was minor in most respects,
except that extractable Al was significantly greater in the
Bh2 than the Bhl horizon. Extractable P ranged from
2.0 ppm to 5.2 ppm in the Bhl and from 2.4 ppm to
5.0 ppm in the Bh2 (TaaM 1). Thus, Al toxicity, P
de,ficiency,or both could account for the reduced
grovvth on the Bh2 material.
Aluminum in tissue was derived from the rooting media,
as shown by the similarly low concentrations in
seedlings grown in potting soif (the lowest value in
Figure 4). Across the range of extractable Al
concentrations exhibited by the spodic materials in this
study, however, tissue Al concentrations were
remarkabfy uniform. Atthough Al concentration was

higher in tops of loMolly pine than slash pine, there is
nrl simple relationship between spodic materialAl levels
and growth.
Results from this study suggest that spodic horizons
play a significant role in early growth of planted pines.
The exact nature of the physical and chemical
characteristics that account for that role, however,
awaits further study.
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MANAGEMENT OF LONGLEAF STANDS FOR PINE STRAW
HARVESTING AND THE SUBSEQUENT IPFLUENCE
ON FOREST PRODUCTIVITY
James D. Hayvvood, AIIan E. Tiarks,
Michael L. ElliottSmith,and Henry A. Pearson'
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i f a n t & increase bngleaf pine
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INTRODUCTION
Pine straw harvwting can be highly profitable. After
age 12, average yields in lobloliy pine (Pinus taeda L.)
stands range from 3,740 to 5,255 Ib of air-dried straw
per acre per year (Bateman and Wilson 1961). Pine
straw is worth from $lo to $131 per acre yea* to the
landowner and $70 to 177 per acre in p r o m to the
straw hawester (Milb and Robe&on 1991, Morris and
others 1992, Robertson 1992). As conditions become
less favorable, income is reduced, but adding straw to
timber and forage as products of management can
increase profits substantial&. In fact, the income from
straw may exceed that from timber (Robe and others
1991).
Despite the immediate economic opportunities,
repeatedly removing portions of the forest floor may
uftimateb reduce pine growth and yield (Jemison 1943,
Ginter and others 1979). The loss of nutrients is
considered the worst result from litter removal (Ballard
and Will 1981). Therefore, the long-term detrimental
effects of straw hawesting may be lessened by apptying
fertilizer and leaving sufficient litter and vegetation to
reduce runoff and lessen compaction (Morris and
others 19992, North Carolna State Forest Nutrition
Cooperative 1992, Wood and others 1989).
Our study was designed to measure s f f e d on pins
nutrition and produ
of five practices associated

with straw harvesting: ( I ) fertilizer application, (2)
burning, (3) mechanical cutb'ng, (4) raking, and (5)
straw removal. This study is a cooperative effort
among the Forest Service, Natural Resources
Consewsrtion Sewiee, and Agricukurai Research
Sewice of the U. S. Department of Agriculture; the
L~uisianaCooperative Extension Service; and the
Louisiana Pine Straw Association.

METHODS
Study Site
The 100-acre study site is a gently rolling area in
Rapides Parish, LA, with Ruston and Smithdale fine
sandy loam soils (Typic Paleudub, fineloamy,
siliceous, thermic). The site supports a longleaf pine
(P. palustris Mill.) stand that originated from direct
seeding in 1956 and was 37 years old from seed in
1993. The site was continual& prescribed burned as
part of a range management program. Burning
retarded development of woody vegetation in the
understory. The whole stand was last burned in 1987.

Treatment Establishment
Four 3.2-acre research blocks were installed in the
spring and early summer of 1990. Blocking was based
on topographic and forest cover conditions. The
diameters 4.5 feet above groundline (d.b.h.) of all pine
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Harvestingthe Forest Floor
In the first year, more forest Wer was harvestedfrom
the Wo summer-burned subplots than from the Wo
Mlinter-burn4 subplo&5,704 vensus 4,;1369 IWacre
(Probability > F-v&ue=0.0840) (Table 1). There were
in the second year of hanrststs'ng.
hawmted &an was added on a
yearly bask as Her fall, so older forest floor material
was being removed during each harvest (data not
shown).
TaMe I-Oven dried weight of forest floor harvested on
the vvinter burn4 and harvmted and summer burned
and harvestsd subplots after two yearly harvests.

Main and sub~lot
treatments
No fertiliizer
Winter burned and
straw harvested
Summer burned and
straw h a r v ~ t e d
Mean

Year of h a m t
First
Second
Lbslacre
LWacre
4,784

4,573

5,988

4,684

5,386

4,629

Fertilized with 250 lbslacre DAP
Winter burned and
4,553
straw harvested
Summer burned and
5,420
straw harvested
Mean
4,986

Table 2-AvaitaMe phosphorus concentragon in the so0
as determined by the Bray P2 method and total
phosphorus concenttadon in the living longleaf pine
needles

No fertilizer
Control
Winter burned onty
Winter burn*
straw harvested
Summer burnedstraw harvested
Mean

1.70
1.73
1.93

1.03
0.73
0.85

0.753
.728
,688

1.53

0.63

.TOO

1.72

0.81

0.717

Fertilizedwith 250 Ibs DAPfacre
Control
1.85
12.2
Winter burned only 1.88
15.3
Winter burned1.63
12.7
straw hsrvated
Summer burned1.60
21.3
straw harvested
Mean
1.76
15.4

0.908
.930
.865
-953
0.914

4,876
4,499
4,688

Nutrient Concentrations in Soil, Pine Foliage,
and Litter
Based on work with loblolly pine (Tiarks and Haywood
1986) and preliminary work in this study, phosphorus
was believed to be the limiting nutrient on this forest
site. Before fertitization, less phosphorus was available
in soil on summer burned subplots than on hnter
burned subplots (Probability > F-value=0.0995), but
there were no other signmcant differences among
treatments (Table 2). Two years after fertilization, the
concentration of available soit phosphorus was over 15
times as great on the fertilized plots as on the
unfertilized plots. This increase in phosphorus was
especially high on the fertilized subplots that had been
burned in summer and harvested.
Fedlization also signmcantty increased the
concentration of phosphorus in the needle litter and

green needles. The concentration of phosphorus in
the litter averaged 0.004 and 0.005 ozllb (0.251 and
0.315 gkg) on the unfertilized and fertilized plots,
respectively. In February 1994, the concentration of
phosphorus in the green needles averaged 0.012 ozllb
(0.72 g/kg) on the unfertilized plots and 0.015 ozllb
(0.91 gkg) on the fertilized plots (Table 2). However,
the concentration in the foliage on the fertilized plots
was still only marginally acceptablefor optimal pine
development (Tiarks and Shoulders 1982, Wells and
Allen 1985).
Across all treatments, potassium concentrations
averaged 0.046 miltiequivalents (meq)/l009 of soil and
0.058 ozllb (3.6 gRg) in the green needles. The
concentration of soil potassium was greater on winter
burned and harvestedsubpiots (0.056 meq1100g) than
on summer burned and harvested subplots (0.042
meq1100g) (Probability > F-value=O.1220). The
concentration of foliar potassium, however, was less on
the winter burned and harvestedsubplots (0.054 ozllb
or 3.4 g&g) than on the summer burned and harvested
subplots (0.061 ozllb or 3.8 gkg) (Probabilty > F-

value=0.0479). Foiigr nitrogen d d not M e r among
treatments and averaged 0.14 orllb (8.5 w g ) acroa!i treatmen&,

Cooperirtive 1992). In the past, however, matufing

dash pine (P. elIiottiiEngelm. var. sliiottii) stands in the
Wsst Gulf Coastal Plain have failed to rsspond to
nitrogen feMzation (Shoulders and Tiarks 1990).

Soil Bulk Density
Pine s&aw hawmting &gnificantt)r inc
density of the mineral d.Bulk &nsit)P on the contxd
and vvinter burned on& plots averagsd 0.048 lblin3
(1.33 @cm3)in July 1894. On the two subpfob where
pine straw w m ha~&ed, bulk density averaged 0.051
I W n 3(1-41 g(cm3), Fertitization did not influence soil
bulk density.

Longleaf Pine Growth and Yield
After 3 years of management, the 37-year-old longleaf
pines averaged 11.6 inch- in d. b.h., 71 ft in total
height, 96 ftZfacre in basal area, and 2,729 @/acre in
wood volume inside bark (Table 3). Pine straw
harvesting reduced stand productrvity. Longleaf pine
growth in diameter, basal area, and volume per acre
were less on the winter burned and hanrested subplots
than on the winter burned only subplots on both the
unfealiized and feertilaed plots (Probabiiw B Fvalue=0.0942, 0.1191, and 0.1309, respectively).
Conside~ngonfy the unfeitjlized plots, the two subplots
that were harvestedfor pine straw produced 1.7 ft2 less
basal area and 50 f? less wood volume per acre than
the control and winter burned only subplots over the 3year period (Table 3).
Broadcasting 250 lbslacre diammonium phosphate did
not significantty increase per-acre growth of longleaf
pines in diameter, height, basal area, or inside-bark
volume over the %year period (Table 3). This resutt
supports our observation that phosphorus
concentrations in the green needles were inadequate
on the fertilized plots for optimum pine tree
development However, effects of phosphorus
application on tree growth are often not apparent for
many years (Tiarks 1983). Potassium concentrations
in soil and foliage indicate a deficiency of this nutiient,
and we applied less nitrogen than others have
recommendedfor managing pine sbnds for straw
production (North Carolina State Forest Nutrition

If onfy the harvested subplots were considered,
however, it appearedl ahat fertiker appilica@anwas able
to compensats for the losses in wood volume caused
by pine s t r w harvesting (Table 3). We thought that
the %year growth differences among treatments might
be associgted with the concentration of phosphorus in
the Wng needles. However, the coefficienb of multiple
determination (R2)were less than 24 percent for all of
the linear regressions, with the R2value being only 6
percent when predicting longleaf pine volume
production using the concentration of phosphorus as
the independent variable.

CONCLUSIONS
Crown scorch caused the premature senescence of
some needles, but the monthly trends in needle fall and
the total annual amounts of needle fall were largely
unagected by management practicer;. Approimately
4,700 and 5,150 Ibslacreear of oven dried forest floor
material were harvested after winter and summer
burning, respectively. After two rakings, most of the
forest floor was removed. This outcome is common
after burning and mechanical harvesting of straw.
Straw harvesting also increased soil bulk density.
The productivrty of the unfertilized 37-year-old longleaf
stands was adversely affected by two straw hawestings
over a 3-year period. Broadcasting diammonium
phosphate increased phosphorus concentrations in the
soil, living longleaf pine needles, and needle litter.
However, even on the fertilized plots, the foliar
concentration of phosphorus (0.015 ozhb or 0.914
gfkg) may have been deficient, and broadcasting 250
ibstacre diammonium phosphate did not significantty
increase the growth and yield of longleaf pines. Still, if
only the harvestedsubplots were considered,
fertilization might be compensating for the losses in
wood volume caused by straw hawesting. Under a
management program, another fertilization treatment
would be recommended.
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OZONE EFFECTS ON PRODUCTlVlN AND DIVERSITY OF AN EARLY
SUCCESSIONAL FOREST COMMUNITT
D.N. f3arbo2,A.H. Chappelka2,and K.W. Stolte'
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increasingozone, and

INTRODUCTION
Tropospheric ozone, an important phytotoxic air
pollutant, is currently increasing globally at a rate of 1-2
percent per year (Mohnen et sl. 1993), and is
considered the most important phydotoxic gaseous
pollutant in the eastern United States (US EPA 1986).
The long range transport of ozone from urban-industrial
regions to remote formted areas is we# documented
(Chevone, Skelly, Yang 1983), and ozone is implicated
as a contributing stress factor in forest declines
observed in Europe and North America (Tjoeiker and
Luxmoore 1991). The effects of ozone upon individual
species are well known, but its influence upon native
communities is not well documented. Duchelle st el.
(1983) reported ambient ozone effects on biomass
production of native vegetation growing in the Big
Meadow area of the Shenandoah National Park, VA.
Harward and Treshow (1975) reported visible injury
and biomass reductions for many plant species found
in the aspen community undemtories in the Rocky
Mountainswhen exposed to elevated ozone, Ozone
can cause visible injury to native forest tree and
herbaceous species (US EPA 1986)' and has been
reported to cause damage at the ecosystem level in the
San Bernadino Mountains of California (Miller 1983).
None of them studies investigate the alteration of
compeMve interactions behnreen species, or the
changes that may occur within a plant communQ due
to ozone exposure. Research has shown numerous
--

-

cases of decreased plant productivity and vigor due to
ozone (Horsman et al. 1980, Carter et a/. 1992). Also,
chemical substances can induce physiological stresses
resulting in metabolic injury and, in some cases, loss of
some function necessary for growth andfor
maintenance (Weinstein and Birk 1989). These
responsa are likely to lead to shifts in the competitive
relationships among species (Weinstein and Birk
1989). The focus of this study is to investigate the
effecb of ozone on competitjve interactions and to
document the resultant communrty shifts that may
occur due to interactive effects of ozone stress and
compeMon in an early successional "old-field" forest
community in the Southeastern US..

OBJECTIVES
The specific objectives of this project are:
1. Determine the effect of ozone on loblolly pine
(Pinus taeda L.) seedling growth and biomass
production in an early successional "old-field" forest
community.
2. Measure changes over time (density, frequency,
and abundance) in native early-successional forest
vegetation in response to reduced, ambient, and
above ambient ozone concentrations,
3. Determine the effect of ozone upon competitive
interactions between species and the resutting
effects upon diversrty, productivrty, and structure of
an early succwional 'old-field* forest communrty.

-
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Preparation 05 Experiment
Study Site.
The research site is locaed on the Auburn U n i v e m
(Aabama) campus and w m occugied by longleaf pine,
(Pinus palustds Mler), and loblo@pine for@ for 50
years prior to dearing ( I986). Topography ranges from
level to a 1-3 percent &ope. The area is dominated by
the Cowarts (Typic bnhapiadutt) soil series. The soil
is moderate'ly wdt drained and has a site index for
loblolly pine of 24 metem at age 50 years. Both the soil
characteristics and site quality may be considered
typical of pine site85 in the Upper Coastal Plain of the
Southeastern United Sbtesb.

A study on acid deposition and ozone effects was
completed on this site in 1990 (Chappelka et a/. 1990).
Open top chambers (Heagle et a!. 1989) from the
previous study have been left uncovered and fallow
since its cornpleaon and a typical "old-field* early
successional communQ has grown into the chamben.
Chamber Selection.
The plant community within each of the 24 chambers
was characterized in order to select and group the
open-top chambers based upon their similarity. In
September 1993, 15 percent of the area within each
chamber was randomly sampled. Number of species
and plants per species were counted and soil
characteristics (pH, nutrient status, CEC) determined.
Species counts and soil data were analyzed using
principle component analyses to determine which
variable accounted for the most vaariabiliSy between
chambers. These variables were then used in a cluster
analysis to place 4 chambers into a block based on the
uniformity of the plant communities. Four blocks of 4
chambers each were created and treatments were
randomly assigned within blocks.
Plant Culture.
The chambers are 4.8m. ht. x 4.5 m. diam. and open
on the top t'o allow amMent rain to enter. In January
1994, all vegetation was cut to the ground. Loblolfy
pine (1-0 "vvild-type") were selected for uniform
diameter and height; then 5 seedlings were planted at
1.6 meter spacing and 1 meter from the center of each
chamber. The height and ground line diameter of
each seedling was measured monthly. Six 0.2 square
meter permanent plots were placed randomly within
each chamber to measure 10 percent of the effec%ve

area wSthin each chamber. Vegetation that grew w1l;hin
the psrmanent plots was monitored over the grovving
season for frequency, abundance, and cover. Plants
were not waered or fettilized during the experiment
Orone Treatnrents.
Trezltmenb con&t of dr Mh bsdtaying /ev& ad ozone
injeded into the chambers: CF=caribon-filtered air
(iow~stozone content), -ambient
air (ozone Ieveis
vary diurnafty), NFrnon-fibred air("l M),and 2X= 2
x AA, The AA treatment ha8 no @=tic cover on the
chambsr and no air Es Mown into the chamber with
fans. The purpose of the AA beatment is to t a t for
chamber effec-ts upon the experiment (controi
treatment). Treatments began on April 4,1994 and
were applied 12h d', 7 d wlc' between 0900-2059 h
CST until Nov. 4, 1994. This simulates the pattern for
maximum concentrations in the Auburn, AIabama area.
Chamber fans were turned off at nights to allow natural
dew formation within the chambers. Ozone
concentrations were continuousb monitored using a
U.S. EPA approved monitor (Thermo Environ. Instr.
Inc., HopMnton, MA). Both the ozone mankor and
calibrator were a u d i d at least once per year.

Design and Measurement
Experimental Design.
The overall design of the experiment was a randomized
complete block with 4 treatments and 4 Mocks. The
data will be analyzed using analysis of variance and
repeated measures analysis.
Measurement
The height and diameter of each loMolly pine was
measured monthly. The abundance of each old-field
species that regeneratedwithin the 6 permanent plots
was recorded on a monthly basis (March4eptember)
and k e e k l y in the spring (Apiil& May) in order to
capture the spring annuals. Percent canopy cover in
each plot was measured monthly (May-November)
using a modified point-frame method (Levy and
Madden 1933). Total canopy cover and the canopy
cover of the 5 most abundant species were measured:
blackberry, (Rubus sps.), andropogon, (Andropogon
virginicus L.), bahia grass, (Paspalurn notatum
Flugge.), panicum sps,, (Panicurnsps.), and loblolly
pine, (Pinus taeda L.).

RESULTS
Data collectjon has been completed for 1994 (first
growing season). The statistical analysis of the dab

has not been completed, but some preliminary
mathematical a n a t y r ; ~
were conducted. Resub of the
AA treatment are not presented in order to clarii the
graphical data, but the Mtreatment resub general&
were comparableto the NF treatment, indicatingthat
the plastic: covers did not greatly affect plant grouvth or
response to ozone.
The 24 h ozone distribution by treatmenb and
cumulative ozone exposure over time are illustrated in
Figures 1 and 2, respective@. Treatment levels
approximate target levels. The total ozone exposure
(SUM O)(Lefohn et a/. 1991) over the grovvlng season
was approximately 75, 150, and 225 ppm-hr for the
CF, NF, AA, and 2X treatments respectiveM.
Loblolly pine height growth was greatest in all sampling
periods in the NF treatment and lower in the CF and
2X treatmenb (Fig. 3). Diameter growth for lobtolly
pine (Fig. 3) was greatest in the NF treatment for most
dates, intermediate for the 2X treatment, and lowest in
the CF trestment.

Mean number of species appear to be aflected by
ozone treatment (Fig. 4). A greater number of species
were present in the CF than in any other treatment.
Mean percent upper canopy cover of ali species vvithin
each chamber (a measure of the top canopy layer) was
greater in the CF and 2X treatments (Fig 5a) compared
to the NF. Mean percent of total canopy (a measure of
the percent cover for ail canopy layers combined) is
shown in Figure 5b, and the resub are similar to the
upper percent canopy cover.
Abundance of the 5 most common species was
affected by ozone treatment. Blackberry was most
abundant (canes per m2)in the 2X treatment, less
abundant in the NF treatment, and least abundant in
the CF (Fig. 6a). Bahia grass was most abundant
(shoots per m2)in the CF and least abundant in 2X
(Fig. 6b). Both narrow-leaved panicum, (Panicurn
angustifbliurn EIl.),(Fig. 6c) and roundseeded panicum,
(Panicurn sphaerocarpon Ell.),(data not shown) were
most abundant (tillers per m2)in the 2X and least
abundant in the CF treatment. Andropogon did not
appear to be affected by ozone treatment (Fig 64).

Time Of Day In Hours
Figure 1. Ozone exposure over 24 hours for each treatment in parts per billion (ppb).

Time
Figure 2. Cumulative ozone exposure over time for each treatment in parts per million hour.

DISCUSSION
At present the CF treatment can be characterized as
having high percent cover, the greatest number of
species, the least pine grovvth, high density of bahia
grass, and the lowest density of blackberry and
panicum. Converse@,the 2X treatment is
characterired by high percent cover, lowest number of
species, moderate pine grovvth, greatest density of
blackberry, low density of bahia grass, and greatest
density of panicum species. Competition for water and
nutrients within the CF chambem may be more intense
due to significantly greater number of species
(compared to W )
and greater percent cover. This
compeltiaion may cause reduction in pine grovvth, and
partially ex@ainsthe low abundance of blackberry and
both panicum speciers in the CF treatment. The
reduced pine growth within the CF chamber contrasts
with prior studies by Chappelka et a/. (1990) who
reportedthe greatat pine growth in the CF treatments
and reduced within 2X treatments. However, in that
study competing vegetation was eliminated and the
seedlings were irrigated. Sensitivity of bahia grass to
ozone exposure is unknown. Bahia grass is shade

intolerant, yet it was most abundant in the CF ozone
chambers where shading effects were high. This may
indicate that bahia grass is very sensitive to ozone.
Conversely, there is an indication that an ozone x
competition interaction is impadant in the 2X treatment.
The 2X treatment is dominated by blackberry, however,
blackberry ia considered ozone sensitive with regard to
visible injury (Chappelka and Wergovvske 1994). One
explanation for dominance of an ozone sensitive
species in a high ozone environment would be release
from cornpewon. There were fewer species within the
2X treatment, which may be an indication of a
reduction in competiave interadon in the high ozone
environment. This decrease in competition may allow
blackberry to achieve compensatory growth and
counteract the ozone injury. The panicum sps. are
probably not as sensitive to ozone (sensitivity is not
known). However, panicum sps. did respond to
reduced competition vvithin the 2X treatment since it is
shade intolerant. Reduced growth (ht. and dia.) of
loblolly pine within the 2X treatment, when compared to
the NF treatment, is consistent with previous studies.
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Figure 3. a) Loblolly pine height growth in cm over time. b) Loblolly pine diameter growth in mrn over time.
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Figure 4. Mean number of species per treatment over the.
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Figure 5. a) Percent cover of the upper canopy by treatment over time. b)Total percent cover (all canopy layers
combined) by treatment over time.

Density of Bahia Grass

Density of Blackberry Canes

Density of Narrow Panicurn Tillergw

Figure 6 a)
b)
c)
d)

Density of Andropogon Tillers

Number of blackberry canes per m2by treatment over time.
Number of bahia grass per m2by treatment over time.
Number of narrow panicum tillers per m2by treatment over time.
Number of andropogon tillers per m2by treatment over time.

Data will be colleGted over the course of the 1995
grovving season and compared to the 1994 data.
Changes in species divemity (indices), s h b in species
composition and changes in abundance of individual
species in response to ozone treatments and
compeMon will be determined at that time.

CONCLUSIONS
Consideration must be given during data interpretation
that the treatments vvill be applied for another grovving
season, and data anal&= are preliminary. Effe*
observed in response to ozone treatments reported in
this study may be very different nea year. Rrtsource
alocaGon and slorage may have been hinderedvvithin
the 2X treatmen% which could cause the plan& to
overvvinter poorly and subsequenw resurt in reductions
in produrn@ ned year.
The digerent treatmenls appear to be anering the
structure of Ulese early successional "old--Field" forest

communities through modiflcation of compeMive
relaaonships. Interactions may exist betvveen the
ozone treatments and intensity of competitionvvithin
chambers. Allthough, plant competition is a very difficult
to measure, this type of controlled mesocosm study is
important in demonstrating how a forest community
may read under these various ozone scenarios. Final
resub may indicate how loblolly pine produ
affected in an atmosphere where ozone levels are
predictedto rise regionally and globally.
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AND PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
D LOBLOLLY PINE AND RED MAPLE GROWN
IN PURE AND MIXED STANDS^
John MI. Groninger, Shepard IM. Zedaker, John R. SeiIer,
Todd S. Fredericksen and Richard E. Kreh2
Mead4&lalfy pine and red mapie were grovlsn for fwe years in pure stands and 50:SQ mixtures with
fifth growing seam,r&We site of both
cover. Atthough red mapkt
likely altaw the evsntual dev

INTRODUCTION
Recentfy, interest has increased in the management of
pine-hardlvoodforests in the southeast (Cooper 1989).
In addition to rrildlSfe and aesthetic benefits, these
stands may provide landownerswith greater market
flexibility by cubating more product classes compared
to traditional pine monoculturm. Stumpage value of
harehn,oods has increased in recent years making
mixed stand management more proRable. Also,
planted harwood species may act as nurse crops to
loblolly pine, Pinus taede L. by increasing seg-pruning
(Clatterbuck et al. 1985)' provided that pines do not
become suppressed, Successful establishment of
pine-hardwood mixtures requires the development of
appropriatevegetation management strategies.
The objectives of this study were to quantify the effects
of herbaceous vegetation and forest stand composition
on physiolow and growth of loblolly pine and red
maple, Acer nrbnrm L. for the first five years follorring
establishment from 1-0 seedlings.

METHODS
The study was located at Virginia Tech's Reynolds
H o m ~ t e a dForest Resources Research Center in
Critz, VA. The stu* site was an abandoned fieid and
pasture prior to site preparation vvith glyphosate in Fall
1988. The sol is a Cecil day loam (clayey, kaolinitic,
thermic Typic hafludub) vvith dopes ranging from 2 to
20 percent. A number of competitive arrays (stand
types) were gstablished during March 1989 in a

split-plot design with four replications (Fredericksen et
al. 1991, 1993). Split plots consisted of two levels of
weed control: weed free or closed ground cover.
Weed free conditions were maintained through
repeated application of glyphosate and closed ground
cover was established by planting Kentucky-31tall
fwcue Festuca arundinacez Schreb. at a rate of 28
kgha during the August immediatelyfollowing tree
planting. Loblolly pine and red maple (both 1-0 stock)
planted both in pure stands and 5050 mixtures
planted at a one by one meter spacing were subplots.
Borders of subplots were trenched to one meter and
trenches were lined with plastic sheets following the
third growing season to prevent root interference
between adjacent stands.
Total height and basal diameter were measured at the
end of each growing season. Height to lowest live
branch was measured follorring the second through
fifth growing seasons. Stem volume index was
calculated using total height and basal diameter in the
equation for a cone. Gas exchange was measured
monthly during June, July and August of the fourth and
fifth growing season using a Li-Cor 6200 portable
photosynthesis sptem (Li-Cor Inc., Lincoln, ME).
Attached leaves for red maple and detached fascicles
for loblolly pine from the upper third of the live crown
were used in gas exchange measurements.
Measurementswere made under ambient light
conditions iassociatedwith leaf growth environment.

at the EigMh Biennial Southm Sihricultural Research Corrference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3,1994.
nt, Profess, and Associate Professor, respectively, Virginia Tech, Blacksburg VA., Research Associate, Penn State

Unk.,UnlvtmQ Park, PA,, ResaarchAsmiate, Vfrglnia Tech Reynolds Homestead Forest Resources Research Center, Crk, VA.

Midday water potentials were made in conjunction with
gas exchange measuremen%u4ng a pressure
chamber. Gas exchange and midday water potentiaf
measurements were made on two trees per species,
per stand.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSJON
After 5 grovving seasons, sunrival exceeded 95 percent
for both species regardless of herbaceous cover or
stand type. Weight groMh of both foblotfy pine and red
maple was suppressed by the presence of herbaceous
vegetation throughout the study (Fig. 1). DRerences in
mean tree height due to herbaceousweed control was
greatest (52 percent) after year three for loblolly pine
and after year four (252 percent) for red maple
compared to tall fescue plots.

1

2

3
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Figure 1- Mean total height for planted loblolly pine
and red maple grown under maintained weed-free (A)
and planted tall fescue (£3) understories for 5 years on
the Virginia Piedmont..

While loblolly pine was dominant in both herbaceous
treatments throughout the study, the extent of pine
domination over red maple, based on height
gflerences betvveen the species, peaked in weed-free
stands following the third groMng season and has
been decreasing since that time. Mhough percent
differences in height have been decreasing, the early
grovvth gained under weed free conditions wilt continue

to be evident in annual dry weight increment (Britt et al,
1990). Differencss behrveen pine and maple hsight
have continued to increase in tall fescue plots through
the duration of the study.
Stem volume index was significantty greater in weedfree versus tall fsctae stands in both species from "it?
second groMng season onward (Fredericksen et al.
1991, 1993). Stem volume index was not affected by
growth in pure stands or mixture for either species until
the fifth growing season. Folloang the fifth grovving
season, loMolly pine grown in 50:50 mixtures with red
maple were 31% larger than pines grown in pure
stands regardless of herbaceous cover (Fig. 2). Larger
stem volume in mixed stands are probabh due to
greater availability of resourcesfor pine since adjacent
maples tended to be smaller and less cornpetitEve than
pines in the pure stands. For red maple, stem volume
index responseto growth in pure stands or mixture was
dependent on herbaceous cover; mean weed-free
stem volume index was 82 percent greater in pure
stands under weed-free conditions while in tall fescue,
mapi= grown in mixtures were 75 percent larger than
those grown in pure stands. In tall fescue plots, pines
appear to suppress herbaceous vegetation providing a
more favorable microenvironment for maple in mixed
stands (Fredericksen et al. 1993).
In previous studies, the presence of hardwood
vegetation typically reduced pine yield (Miller et al.
1991, Perry et al. 1993). Comparison between
previous studies and this one should be made with
caution since hardwood seedlings are likely to be less
competitive with pine compared with typical hardwood
regeneration from stump and seedling sprouts. The
results of this study suggest that competition from
planted hardwoods is a function of tree size and density
and the presence of planted hardwoods can enhance
per tree loblolly pine stem volume if totai tree density is
not increased.
Ratio of tree height to diameter (HDR) was sensitive to
herbaceousvegetation as well as grovvth in mixed or
pure stands (Tables Iand 2). Loblolty pine WDR was
more strong)& influenced by grovvth in monoculture
versus mMure than by presence of herbaceous
competitjon. in contrast, red maple was more strongly
influenced by herbaceous competition during the
second and third grovving seasons. This relationship
shiffed over time with WDR of weed-free stands
becoming greater suggesting that cornpeaon from
trees became more important than herbaceous

PURE =MIXED
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TALL F
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Figure 2- Stem volume index after 5 growing season for planted lsblolly pine and red maple grown in pure stands or
50:50 replacement mixtures in tall fescue or maintained weed-free understories on the Virginia Piedmont. Significant
differences between pairs of means within species and herbaceous cover are indicated with an asterisk.

Table 1. Mean height:diameter ratios for loblolly pine
and red maple across stand type grown under
maintained weed-free conditions or with planted tall
fescue for 5 years on the Virginia Piedmont. Means
vvithin species and year followed by the same letter are
not significantly different at p c 0.05.

Table 2 . Mean height:diameter ratios for loblolly pine
and red maple across herbaceous treatment grown in
pure stands and 5050 replacement mixtures on the
Virginia Piedmont for 5 years. Means within species
and year followed by the same letter are not
significantly different at p c 0.05.

Lobiolly Pine
Year Weed-free Tall fescue

Loblolly Pine
Year Pure
Mixed

Red Maple
Weed-free Tall fescue

Red Maple
Pure
Mixed

vegetation by the end of the fifth grovving season,
Cornpeaon in mked stands became more intense
than pure stands for maples according to this index.
XDR may be a usefur index of competitive stress based
on the olttservation that diameter is impacted by
competition white height is impacted to a considerably
lesser exteaat (Lmner "198, Holbrosk and dacrtz 4 989,
Knowe 1991, Perry et at{, 1993). Wowev8r, as
competition intensifies during crown closure, greater
ailocation of resourcw to height at the expense of
diameter may allow an individual to maintain a favorable
status for light capture (Wolbrook and Putz 1989).
Shifts in the importance of competStion from
herbaceous to woody species was also refleded by
changes in live crown ratios (LCR) in loblolly pine
(Table 3). Loblolly pine grown in weed-free stands
maintained higher LCR during the third growing
season, This relationship had shifted during the fifth
growing season presumably due to greater lower
branch mortality caused by the development of more
dense canopies and greater crown competifion in
weed-free stands. Ira contrast, red maple LCR
remained high@in weed-free stands from the second
growing season onward. LCR was significantfy higher
in mixed versus pine monocuitures during the fourth
and fifth growing seasons (Table 4). In contrast, red
maple grown in monocu~ureshad a higher LCR than
those from mixed stands during the fifth grovving
season suggesting greater compeWive influence from
pine than from itself. LCR is typically used as an index
to determine stand responsivenessto thinning. Even
though the stands in the study reported here had
considerabfy higher LCR's than stands typically
consideredfor thinning, this measure may be
appropriate for tracking changes in vigor among a
species grovving under different competi~veregimes.
Data collected during the fourth growing season
showed net photosynthesis was signiFicantty higher in
lobfolly pine on tall fescue plob during the June
measurement but no further significant trends were
present during subsequent measurements (Table 5).
Red mapfe net photosynthesis was significantly higher
on weed-free versus tall fescue plots during the June

Table 3. Mean l i e crown ratios for loblolfy pine and red
mapie across stand type grown for 5 years under
mainhined wed-free conditions or d h planted talf
fescue on the Virginia Piedmont. Means vvithin speciw
and year followed by the same letter are not
significantty different at p < 0.05.

Year Weed-free Tail fescue

Weed-free Tall fescue

Table 4 .Mean live crown ratios for loblolly pine and red
mapfe across herbaceoustreatment grown for five
years in pure stands and 50:50 replacement mixlures
on the Virginia Piedmont. Means within species and
year followed by the same lener are not significantty
different at p < 0.05.

Year

Pure

Mixed

Pure

Mixed

and July measurement of the fourth growing season
but no trends were observed after that time.
Water potential differences between treatments did not
appear to be biologically signfieant during the fourth
and fifth growing season. In contrast, herbaceous
cover had a significant effed on midday water
pstentialsfor both species during the third g r o ~ n g
season (Fredericksen el a!. 1993) The influence of
herbaceous weed control on tree water potential
decreases once &ees develop root systems able to
extrad water from greater depths than herbaceous
vegetation (Green et at. 1989, Sands and Nambiar
1984).

(pmd mm2
s*~)
for upper
Table 5. Net photwynth
crowns of planted loMoMy pine and red mapfe grown in
wee6frcse and ti# fixsue unden;toriss on the Virginia
Piedmont during the fourth and Mth groMng season.
Means followed by the same letter are not significanw
diierent (p 0.05) between wesdhee and taiU f a u e
stanbs for a s m g a M i a the same month and year.

Month,
Year

Weed
free

June, 1992
Juty, 19992
August, 1992
June, 1993
July, 1993
August, 1993

4.6
2.6
3.2
4.7
4.1
4.1

Tad
fsscue

Wee&
free

Tali
fescue

4.8
1.6
3.4
4.7
3.9
3.7

7.1
3.5
5.3
6.4
6.4
5.5

5.2
2.0
5.9
5.2
5.0
5.7

Upper Piedmont sites similar to those described here.
Because ear& grovvth of red maple is more sensitive to
herbaceous veghtion than loMal& pine, the refative
dominance of red maple could be regulated through
the intensitjr of herbaceous weed control during earn
stand devdopment The persistence of red maple
cinder the plaotd fall fwcue ground cover, especiallgc
when grown in mixturewith lobioffy pine, suggests that
this sped- will bscome more importgnt as herbaceous
cover decftnes.
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CONCLUSIONS
While! stand dynamim during the first 2 growing
seasons appeared to be governed by herbaceous
interference and inherent growth characteristics of the
two tree species (Fredericksen et al. 1991), inter and
intraspecific competition between trees became more
important following the third growing season. Once
crown closure occurred, stand species composition
become increasingly important. Presence or absence
of herbaceous vegletation decreased in importance
over time but shre dierences established by
herbaceous treatments prior to crown closure
continuedto be manifestedthroughout the study.
Changes in the role of woody and herbaceous
vegetation in comptZtive relationships over time are
likely accompanied by a shift in importance from
comptitian for water to competition for nutrients
(Nambiar and Sands 1993). The timing and actual
nature of compgPitive interactions discussed here
should be applied onty to stands where both loMolly
pine and red maple are establishedfrom seedlings.
Typical@,red maple b regenerated by stump or
seedling spro- which exhibit much more rapid grovvth
rates and are more stiongty competitive than planted
1-0 seedlings used in this study.

MANAGEMENT IMPLlCATIONS
Fifth year results of this study strongly suggest that
eslablishment of compatible mixed stands of IoMolty
pine and red maple from seedlings is possible on
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TREE SHELTER ALTERATION OF SEEDLING MICROENVIRONMENT'
John A. Peterson, John W. Oroninger, John R. Seiler, and Rodney E. Will'
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INTRODUGTiON
Tree shelters are used to proteet seedlings and
increase early growth rates in urban planlings and in
the seedling establishment phase of regeneration.
Increased groWh \Pdithintree shelters has been
observed for several species of oaks (Pokter, 1998;
Minter st a/., 1992; eittredge et a/., 1992; Lantagne e l
a/. , 1990; Tuley, 1985), and cherry (Frearson and
Weiss, 1987). Wovrrever, several species do not exhibil
increased grovvth rates when placed in tree sheken,
including birches (Betfa spp.), yellow poplar
(Lihdendmn tu/ipif@ra)(personal observaaon) and
American sycamore (PIatanus occidentalis) (Torberl
and Johnson, Z 993) and chestnut oak (McConnell,
1992).
Species response to tree shelters is likely related to the
altered seedling microenvironment vvithin the shekers.
For example, some species may not be able to survive
the low light levels vvithin shelters. Additionally, low 60,
levels may develop thin shelters due to mid-day
photosynthetic depletion, limiting carbon uptake. Low
carbon dioxide Ieveis could easify be improved by
modbing shelters vvith small holgs to provide
venaila~on.
The present study was undertaken to qquantjiFy %e
gro\rrlh response of norlhern red oak and Noway

maple to standard and modified (vvith holes) tree
sheken and to koharaderize tree sheker
microenvironments.

METHODS
The study was conducted on a mowed Field located at
the Virginia Polylechnic Institute and St&@Univenb
Ha&cukure Farm near Blacksburg, Virginia on a
Groseelose series soil (clayey, mixed, mesic v p i c
WapluduR). In Apfil 1993 three seedlings each of both
1-0 northern red oak and Noway maple were randomly
planted in each of six blocks. Wilhin each block, one
seedling of each speciers was randomly selected to be
grown vvithin unmsdged Tubep tree sheftem, within a
tree shelter that had been modified by dfilling 0.25 inch
holes five em apart, or vvithout a tree shelter. Wire
mesh was used to prevent rodent damage, In addition,
one empw standard and one empty modified shelter
were placed in each block to determine shelter eRects
Mhout seedling modification. Herbaceous vegetation
was c ~ ~ t r o l t through
ed
moMng and periodic
iappliea~ons
sf glyphosate.
Diurnal measuremen@st micrselirnaae vadables were
%ken at W13 week inlewalrs from May "1through
Sewember 5 of the second groGng season.
Measuremen& began at El a.m, and were taken every
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hfvo hours, ending at 6 p.m. Carbon dioxide, relative
humidity, temperature, and photosynlheticalv active
radialiion (PAR) vvithin the tubes were measured
through 2.54 x 2.54 cm closable flaps that were cut into
the sides of the shelters at 35 and 70 cm above the soil
surface, In addtion, ambient measures were measured
once trvithin each block art each sampling time. Carbon
dioxide concentrationswere measured with a LiGor ti6200 Portable Photosynthesis System. Light levels
were measured with a Li-Cor Li185B quantum sensor.
Temperatures and relative humidities were measured
with a Solomat MPM 2000 temperature! relative
humidity meter.
Near the end of the grovving season, the aboveground
portion of each plant was harvested. Height, leaf dry
weight, and total aboveground dry matter were
determined.
All analyses were conducted separately for each of the
six sampling times on each sampling date using
analysis of variance, with the measuremen& averaged
across samptinep heights for analysis. Ambient
measures were not compared statistically with tree
shelter data.

RESULTS
Maples grown in standard shelters averaged 47% taller
than those grown in modified shelters and 257% taller
than those grown vvithout shelters (Table 1). Maple dry
weight showed a similar, but less pronounced response
to growth in the shelters. Oak seedlings did not
respond to the shelters as strongly as maple seedlings.
Seedlings were 10% and 87% taller in standard
shelters compared to modified and no shelters,
respectively. Total dry weight of oaks did not differ
between treatments (Table 1).
Table I-Mean total height and dry weight at the end of
the second growing season of seedlings grown in
standard, modified, or no tree shelters (n=6)"
Height (cm)
Standard
Modified
None

132 a
90 b
37 c

43 a
39a
23b

Weight (g)
45 a
24b
22b

8a
8a
6a

P-value
0.0001 0.0352 0.0163 0.6327
Numbers vvithin a column followed by the same letter
are not significantiy different at alpha = 0.05.

"

On a typical mid-summer day (July 121, standard tree
shekers Mhout seedlings had rela~vehumidities that
were slighw greater than ambient humid@ (67 vs.
65%), had greatly reduced Pght levels (214 vs. 819
pmoVm2sec-l), increased temperatures (28.4 vs.
26.5"C), and slightly increased CO, levels (361 vs. 344
PP~).
lt was determined that elevated CO, within the shelters
was caused by soil respiration. The placing of plastic
bag barriers between the soil and the bottom of the
shelters resulted in CO, concentrations in empty soiid
shelters equal to ambient concentrations. High CO,
concentrationswithin shelters have been noted by
several researchers. The elevated C02levels observed
in empty shelters in this experiment were roughly
equivalent to levels found by Mayhead and Jones
(1991), and for shelters that were not sealed into the
soil, as noted by Frearson and Weiss (1987). Carbon
dioxide concentrations in modified shelters were equal
to ambient conditions.

Throughout the study, modified tree shekers (with or
without seedlings) had CO, concentrationsthat were
equal to ambient values, indicating unimpeded gas
exchange in these shelters (Figure I ) . Standard
shelters with seedlings often depleted CO, below
ambient concentrations, especially at mid-day. A
significant CO, interaction was often observed, with
standard shelters containing seedlings being drawn
down well below ambient C0, concentrations, and
those without seedlings maintaining increased C02
levels. Modified shelters had CO, concentrations near
ambient values, with or without seedlings (Figure 2).
Temperatures did not differ significantly behfveen
standard and modified shelters (less than 1"C). Light
levels did not differ between standard and modified
shelters.
Relative humidity values were strongly affected by the
presence of holes in the tree shelters (Figure 3).
Standard shelters generally had significantly higher
relative humidities (38%)than modified shelters, which
were higher than ambient values. A significant
interactionwas obsewed, with empty standard shelters
having relative humidities close to ambient, and
standard shelters with trees having relative humidities
approaching 10% higher than ambient (Figure 4).

-Ambient
Modified
---

Standard

Thunderstorm

300
8

10

12

2

5

Time
Figure 1-Cliurnal CO, concentrations recorded on a typical mid-summer sampling date for solid tree shelters, shelters
with holes and ambient values. Shelters were either empty or contained maple or oak seedlings. * indicates modified
and standard shefters were significntly different (alpha = 0.05).

DISCUSSION
Many authors indicate that increased GO, levels result
in increased grovvtfr rates in forest trees, at least in the
early stages of tree g r o w (Eamus and Jarvls, 1989).
With the increase in CO, concentraaons in empty solid
shelters, it is podbfe that a CO, fertikation effect may
be the reason for the observed increased growth rates
of seedtings in the sold shelters. However, vvithinshelter 60,levels were often drawn down to ambient
or below, especialfy at mid-day. The largest and most
vigorously grovving trees were often observed to

deplete GO, concentrations below 260 pprn. The CO,
depieeons that were observed over the course of this
experiment were well above the compensalion point
and were probably not biologically meanin@ul.
Differences in relative humidity were observed betvveen
modified and solid tree shefters throughout the study
period. The decrease in relative humidity in modified
shelters may have resulted in decreased growth in
these shelters, Increased relative humidiv within the

--

300

Maple + Oak

Modified
Standard
Type of Shelter

Figure 2-Carbon dioxide concentration mid-summer mid-day interaction between seedling type and microenvironment.

tree shelters would delay soil water depletion by
decreasing water movement out of the seedlings,
allowing for continued photosynthesis.
Modification of shelters by the addition of holes did
result in the maintenance of CO, levels closer to
ambient; however, the growth of both species was
reduced. Clearly the somewhat lower mid-day CO,
levels found in the standard shetters with seedlings did
not reduce grovvth. It is likely that carbon fixation in the
lower light and lower 60, of the shndard shelters was
reduced, but appears not to be a factor in the growth
response.

The large light reduction in the shelters may have
influenced seedling height growth by causing etiolation.
Mhough the extent of light reduction by the shelters did
not result in overall growth reductions in Norway maple
and northern red oak, it is likely that shade intolerant
species would have reduced growth under these
conditions.
Wind was not measured, but may have been an
important factor in seedling height growth reduction in
shelters with holes and with trees grown without
shelters. Potter (1988) suggested that wind reduction
is a very important factor in the height grovvth increases
associated with tree shelters.

I

Thunderstorm

Time
Figure 3-Diurnal relative humidity values recorded on a typical mid-summer sampling date for solid tree shelters, shelters
with holes and ambient values. Shelters were either empty or contained maple or oak seedlings. * indicates modified
and standard shetters were significntly diierent (alpha = 0.05).

CONCLUSIONS
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MORPHOLOGICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES BE
ROOTED CUTTINGS OF ATLANTIC WHITE CEDAR GROWN IN
CONTINUOUSLY FLOODED OR MOIST PEAT'
Martha 19. McKevfin and Donaf D. Hook2
PUrsftrad4derd cuttings of Atkritic M a e W a r , Ghamsecyph &yoid@s(I.) B.S.P., were gram for
urvival and grovJth were severeiy
in pladic pots containing e
doubled, vvhereas foliar Mn
fldfng. After one growi
g r d n g seasons, foliar K and Na concentrations m r e
re decreazl;edwith flding. Alcohol dehydrogenase
ing, and oxygen uptake of flooded root tips was not
significantly aFfected by flooding. Flooded stwkiings that died before the end of the study had lower
ntrationss of Ca and higher concentmtions of P in the foliage after one grcnnring season than those
that suNhred twrr seasons rrf flooding.

INTRODUCTION
Atlantic white cedar, Chamaeeyparisfhyoides (L.)
B.S.P., was once vvideb distgbuted from New Jersey to
western Florida and was a dominant species in certain
wetland ecosystems (Korstian and Brush 1931).
HistoFicaIllg, it was an important timber species. Today,
only remnant stands of the species may be found in
scattered patches along its natural range. Why the
distribution and stocking of the species has declined so
dramatically across its entire range is unknown, but
most explanations hinge on the paradoxical nature of
the species.
Atlantic white cedar requires bare mineral soil and a
lack of compe.tition for regeneration. Catastrophic fire
typically produces those conditions, however, such fires
can destroy the seed bank and thereby favor
competition (Buell and Cain 1943). Moore and Carter
(1987) have reported that fire may be more important in
limiting the occurrence of Atlantic white cedar than
either moisture or organic matter content of soils.
Atlantic white cedar appears to require wet sites but not
soil flooding. It has been found on s i t s with high water
tables and with water standing in depressions for
several consecutive months during winter and spring
(Korstian and Brush 1931, Little 1950, Day 1984,
Moore and Carter 1987). Korstian and Brush ( I 931)
and L i e (1950) reported, however, that growth of

cedar on extremely wet sites was relatively poor.
Buford and others (1991) also reported differences in
height growth beween rooted cuttings standing in
water and those on drier microsites. 'ttle (1950)
reported that the best grovvth occurred in swamps with
a relatively dry surface, a water table no greater than 4
to 5 inches below the surface, and water table
fluctuations of a few inches.
Atlantic white cedar can be found on a variety of soils
exhibiting a wide range of soil pH, texture, and organic
matter content. Natural stands generally occur on sites
composed of a peat surface soil with a sand or loamy
mineral subsoil but also occur on peat or sandy surface
soils with a clayey subsoil (Korstian and Brush 1931,
Littfe 1950, Moore and Carter 1987, Day 1984, Levy
1987). These soils are generally acid but range in pH
from 2.0 (Waksman 1943 as per Little 1950) to 7.5
(Clewell and Ward 1987). However, most sites are in
the range of 4.0 to 5.5 pH units (Whigham and
Richardson 1988, Day 1984, Hickman and Neuhauser
1977). Apparently, a species with extremely narrow
tolerance on local sites, AltfanQc white cedar is
distributed over a wide climatic range-..another paradox
(Laderman IQ89).
Because, very few autecological studies have been
done on the species, physiological and ecologicat traits
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that would help define the natural tolerance of the
species to site factors have not been adequately
explored (Laderman 1989). The objectives of this
stu* were to determine the effects of ffooding stress
on the sunrival and grovvth of rooted cuttings of Agantic
white cedar and to provide physiological information
concerning the spec!- and its refative fasod tokrance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant Material
Atlantic white cedar stecklings (rooted c u ~ n g sfrom
)
the Weyerhaeuser Company nursery in Comfort, NC
were produced from cuttings taken from wild seedlings
on lands near New Bern, NC (Buford and others 1991).
Prior to planting on July 31, 1989, stecklings were
watered every three to five days, and fertilized once with
20-20-20 NPK liquid fertilizer.

Treatments
Stecklings were grown in plastic pots (25-cm diam)
filled with a commerciai sphagnum peat moss for two
growing seasons. Pots were either ccntjnuously
flooded to 2-3 cm above the soil surFace or watered
three times per week to maintain a moist but aerated
root environment. Twenty stecklings were assigned to
the flooded treatment and ten stecklings were assigned
to the drained treatment. Pots were placed in a
greenhouse on moveable benches that could be
periodically rearranged to prevent positioning effects.
No supplemental light was provided. All pots were
initially saturated rslth tap water to thoroughly wet the
peat. For the first year, all stecklings were mist fertitized
twice weekly with equal amounts of 0.1 strength
Hoaglands solution (Hoagland and Arnon 1950).

Measurements
Initial steckling heights ranged from 20-25 cm (Buford
and others 1991). Monthly height measurements were
taken starting in early November 1989, after a 3-month
acclimation period. Stecklings were also obsewed for
any changes in physiognomy such as produchn of
adventi%ousroots, produc~onof flowering structures,
appearance ~f foliage, and hypertrophy of stems or
lenticeis.
During the summer of 1990, foliage samples were
removed from all seedlings, including those that
appeared to be highly stressed. After drying at 70'C for
24 hr, the foliage was analyzed for Fa content by
colorimetry and for K,Ga, Mg, Na, Mn, and Fe content
by atomic absory>aionspectrometv after d y ashing and

uptake in 0.3 N( HNO, (Jackson 1958). SmaM sampSe
size prevented analysis for N concentralion.
in eatily November 1990, ten of the flooded stecklings
and 2 of the drained stecklings were randomly sampled
in place for Isowme analysis of alcohol dehydrogenase
[ADH) in roof aissue. Acgve)M growing root tips of Intad
plants were excavated from the peat, excised, and
placed in liquid nitrogen. Acohol dehydrogenase was
e~ractedby grinding tissue in liquid nitrogen vviah
PVPP using a Tris glycine buffer pH 7.0. Cellulose
acetate gels were run for 15 min. at 200 V and stained
for ADH.
In May 1991, soil redox potential (Eh) and pH were
measured for each pot with a platinum electrode and
calomel electrode, respectively. Platinum electrodes
were constructed as desciribed by Letey and S t o w
(1964). The value pe + pH was calculated as
described in McKee and McKevlin (1993).
At the end of the second complete growing season
(late August "191), ail stecklings were harvested by
removing the intact plant from the plastic pot and
rinsing away the peat with tap water. Plants were
immediately dissected into roots and shoots. All
actively growing white root tips were removed and
placed in petri dishes on moist filter paper in
preparation for either oxygen-uptake or ABH activiv
measurements. Oxygen uptake of three root tips per
steckling was measured after I, 2, and 5 min. using a
Clark type oxygen electrode in a VSI biological
monitoring chamber1. All remaining root tips per
steckling were composited and frozen in liquid ngrogen
for ADH activity, Acohol dehydrogenase was extracted
and activrty measured using the method of Denslow
and Hook (1986). The remaining root system was
frozen for further analysis.
Shoot height and basal diameter was measured and all
branches were removed from the stem. Branchlet 8gs
of primarily green, succulent material were removed
from the more woody branches and classified as
.Foliage. Foliage projectional surface area was
es~matedusing a LiCor leaf area meter. Component
pa& were dried at 70'6 for 24 hr and weighed, Plant
tissues were analyzed for RI content by the method of

'use of trade names does not constitute an endorsement by
the USDA-Forest Sewice.

Nelson and Sornmeps ("173) and lrQrP, K,Ca, Mg, Na,
Mn, and Fe content as preViousfjl described,

SlalisticaI Analysis
The expeiment was conducted using a comgfetely
randornked design M h "1drained re@icatssand 20
Iloodsd replicata. TWOseparate a n a k a of vadzrnce
were pehrmed to examine variation due to flooding
and to determine vadation associated M h sunrivonhip
under flooded cond&ons, For each of the a n a b ~ ,
signficance was determined at the 0.05 level unlew
othervvise noted. Pearson correlaaon coefficients were
also calculatedto todetermine relaasnships betvveen
physiological, morphological, and roo"renvironment
characteristics.
First, differences due to flooding were analyzed. This
analysis included measurements taken during the study
prior to harvest (height, foliage nutrient content, and soil
properties) and measurements taken at harvest
(growth, biomas, and total nutrient content). There
were 9 8 drained replicates but the number of flooded
replicates varied bebeen 20 and I 2 depending can the
number of survivors at the time the measurement was
taken.
For the second analysis, data from flooded stecklings
were analyzed to determine differences in nutrient
content and root environment properties, which were
measured prior to hawest, bemeen stecklings that
survived Wo years of continuous flooding and
stecklings that died prior to hawest. This analysis was
performedto provide some insight into what nutfEtional
deficiencies or toxic~esmay have been associated vvith
the eventual martat@ of those flooded stecklings. There
were 12 replicates for suwivors and 8 replicates for
non-survivors.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
General Obsenrartions
ARer one month (August 31,1989), advenmous rook
were obsewed forming on 63 percent of the stecWings.
Sic-five percent sf the flooded and 158 percent of Ulo
drained steeMings produced one ar more visible
advenmous roo@above the soit surface. Numben of
advenmous roots per steckiing were not significantly
dieerent beween flooded and drained treatmen% aRer
one month of treatment. Values were 2.8 for drained
and 3.3 for flooded stecktings. MortaliQ did not appear
to be retated to the lack s"iadvenaous rssk.

In March "t901 after seven months of treatment male
and female reprodueme strudures were o b s e ~ e don
nine of &e20 flooded stecklings. Only flooded
steeMings produced reproduetjvs structures, and the
majorw appeared to be male. Of the nine stscWirrgs
that produced reprsduc#trsstructures, six were dead by
August "1991, aRer 24 months of treatment Of the
Urres %at sunrived unt;il h a w ~ ton&
,
one had produced
a&snMaus roo& one month a12er planlting. By midsummer af 1490, one of the tvvo remaining steeMings
had produced new adventi%ousroot%,whereas the
other had no visible new advenltitious roo&.
Productjon of reproduc~vestructures by flooded
stecMings may have been a stress response to the
hypoxic conditions of the flooded peat. If that was the
case in &is situation, then apparently *re@ of the
severely @tressednine stecklings which produced
reproduelive strudures were able to acclimate to the
conditions and recover. Production of adventilious
roo@is ofaen associated with acclimation lo
watedogged soils (Hook and others "9970).
During the course of the experiment, diflerences in the
appearance of the foliage from the flooded and drained
stecklings were obvious. The foliage of the flooded
stecklings appeared stubby and stunted with fewer
branchiets. The Flooded branchte& were cylindrical
with curved tips. The drained steckling foliage
appeared more delicate and lacy with many branchleabs.
Branchlets of drained stecklings were flataer and
straighter than those of the flooded stecklings.
Changes in the appearance of the Foliage due Iro
flooding are similar to the effects reported for ethylene
production in other species (Korlowski 1984).
The flooded stecklings also exhibited obvious stem
hypertrophy (bun swell) which is commonly associated
wilh flood tolerant species and anributable to ethylene
production (Hook 1984). However, hypertropied
lenticels;did not occur as a resuk of flooding,

At hawat, diFFerenees in root system morphology and
development were apparent. Under fi~ofted
conditions, Zlhe adginat roo& present in the plug at
plan3ng were quEe Flaccid and appeared dead. Many
new, shorl(6 em average), thick, white, succulent,
unbranched roo& had originated from the stem and tag
root of Ule flooded stecklings. These roo@appeared to
be of adven~eousorigin and to be ac~velygroMng.
They formed a large s ~ amat
t on the s u ~ a c eof the
saturated peat and, aRer Rawestpgave the appearance

of a white-bristled brush attached to the bottom of the
shoot. These roots fit descript;ions of soil water roots
obsewed by others (Hook and others. 1970) and
defined by Hook (1984). Root systems of steeklings
from drained pots were fibrous and compitletety filled the
ptas.lic pot, which gave the imprwion that the drained
stecklings were root-bound. Very fevv succulent vvhRe
root tips were present in the drained pots.

Soil Properties
Soil redox potentialvalues (Eh) averaged lower for
f ooded pots than for drained pots (Tabre I). Values for
pH were not significantly different. However, values for
pe + pH, a more accurate measure of soil redox when
pH values are not close to neutral, were signiftcantly
different. The low pe + pH value for the flooded pots
indicates that the saturated peat within the pots was
highly reduced and the root environment was extremeb
hypoxic (Gambrel1and Patrick 1978). The organic
nature of the peat and lack of minerals such as iron
probably prevented the pH from approaching neutral
which often occurs in the flooding of more mineral soils
(McKee and McKevlin 1993).
Table I-Soil properties of flooded and drained pots
after 22 months of continuous treatment
Soil Properties

Flooded

Drained

Values followed by the same letter are not significantly
diierent at the 0.05 level.

Survival and Growth
Survival of stecMings was 100 percent for the drained
treatment but only 60 percent for the flooded treatment.
After three months of treatment, flooded stecklings
averaged 6 cm shorter than drained stecktings (Table
2). By harvest, suwiving flooded stecklings averaged
13 crn shorter than drained stecklings. Root collar
diameters at harvest were 3 mm greater for flooded
than for drained stecWings indicating stem hypertrophy.
Total dry biomass of the flooded stecklings was only 39
percent that of drained stecklings (Table 2). Root dry
biomass was 37 percent, branch dry biomass was 57
percent, and foliage dry biomass was 26 percent of

drained stecMing value. The significant dgerence in
total biomass accumulation bettdveen drained and
flooded stecMings was most iatlributableto decreases
in foliage and root dry weight vvith flooding. Mhoclgh
larger, the ratio of shoot w i g h t to root wight was not
significanw influenced by flooding.
Table 2- Weight, diameter, and biomass of flooded and
drained Atlantic white cedar stecklings after 2 years of
continuous treatment

Characteristics

Flooded

Drained

Height after 3 months (cm)
Height after 24 months (cm)
Diameter (mm)
Foliage biomass (g)
Branch biomass (g)
Stem biomass (g)
Root biomass (g)
Total biomass (g)
Shoot:root ratio
Values followed by the same letter are not significantly
diierent at the 0.05 level.

Projectionalsurface area of foliage from flooded
stecklings was only 26 percent of that from drained
stecklings (Table 3). Equal reductions in foliage
biomass and area resulted in no significant effect on
specific leaf area (SLA). On the other hand, both leaf
weight ratio (LWR) and leaf area ratio (LAR) of
stecklings were significantly less in the flooding
treatment, indicating changes in biomass allocation due
to flooding.
Table 3- Foliage properties and biomass allocation
patterns for flooded and drained Atlantic white cedar
stecklings after 2 years of continuous treatment
Foliage Propertles

Flooded

Projectional area (em2)
SLA (em2g"')
LwR (iJ g"')
UJIR (cm2g-')

124b
36.4a
0.16b

6.0b

Drained
482a
37.2a
0.25a
9.4a

Vatues followed by the same letter are not significantly
different at the 0.05 level.

Nutri-tion
Aeer one growing season, Na concentrations in the
foliage more &an doubled vvith flooding whereas, Mn
concen&aGons dropped by over 60 percent (Figure 1)).
An increase in Na concentraGon in the foliage is often
aaociated wiUl the loss of sele&vity in ion uptake by
the roo& (Kou'owki and Palfardy 1984). Once inside
the stele, Na is transported via the transpiration stream
to the foliage where it tends to accumulate. The
decrease in Mn concentration was unexpected
because Mn usuafb becomes more avaiIaMe to plants
as it is reduced in the soil under flooded conditions.
However, peat used in this study was low in Mn content
and may have had a high affinity for absorbing Mn.

Flooded

Drained

FIooding did not affect the concentration of P in the
foliage, which was unexpected. Both flooded and
drained steckl'rngvalues were low relative to other plant
specim, but are similar to those reported by Whigham
and Richardson (1988) for Atfantic whBe cedar. Work
vvith loblolly pine, F)inus taeda (I
another
),wet site
conger, has shown that pine seedlings groMng in
flooded condaons often experience P deficiency in the
foliage (Hook and others 1983, McKee and others
1984, McKevtin and others 1g987). Swamp tupelo,
Nyssa sy/vatica var. bsora (Walt.) Sarg,, which may
co-occur with Atlantic white cedar, and water tupelo,
IIfyssa aquatic&(L), have not shown foliar P deficiency
when grown under watertogged confitions (Hook and
others 1983; McKevfin and others., in review).
After two growing seasons, the monovalent cations (K
and Na) increased in the foliage with flooding, whereas
the divalent cations, Ca and Mg, decreased with
fiooding (Table 4). Manganese concentrations
decreased and Fe concentrationstended to increase (p
= 0.12). Nutrient concentrations in the foliage are
similar to those reported by Whigham and Richardson
(1988). Patterns were similar for branch tissue, K and
Na increased whereas Ca and Mg decreased. In stem
tissue, Na increased and Ca decreased with flooding.
Concentrations of N in stem tissue increasedwith
flooding. In addition to being low, these N data are
unusual because decreases in N concentration are
commonly associated with flooding (Hook and others
1983, McKee and others 1984, McKevlin and others
1987, McKevlin and others, in review) even in
hydrophytrc species such as water tupelo. Root tissue
tended to have lower concentrations of P and higher
concentrations of Ca, however, neither were
significantly different from drained steckling values (p =
0.09 and 0.06, respectively).

Physiology

Figure 1- Concentrationsof selected nutrients in the
f0ti.g~of flooded and drained Atlantic white cedar
stecklings after 1 year of treatment. Bars vvith the same
letter or no letter are not significantly different at the
0.05 level.

Four of the 10 flooded stecklings yielded observable
bands representing isozymes of ADH, whereas the
other six flooded stecklings and the two drained
stecWings yielded no visible bands with electrophoresis.
Two of the four with ADH bands were dead by harvest
and a third was near dead based on foliage and root
conditions. Of the six flooded stecklings that produced
no bands in November 1990, one was dead at hanrest
in August 1991 and one appeared near dead. These
results suggest that the presence of isozymes of ADH
after one year of flooding is not necessarily associated
with the survival of Atlantic white cedar.

Table 4- ConcenQations of selected nutrients in
foliage, branch=, stems, and roots of flooded and
drained Aaantic white cedar stecMings after 2 years of
con-tinuous treatment
Nutrient
Flooded
Drained
Foliage -mg gm-i
N
0.625a
0.742a
P
0.052a
0.061a
K
0.891a
0.531b
1.43b
3.19a
Ca
Mg
0.258b
0.362a
Foliage -ug Q'Na
2371a
284b
1615a
Mn
676b
Fe
347a
95a
Branches -mg gelN
0.239a
0.251a
P
0.019a
0.022a
K
0.343a
0.180a
Ca
0.924b
1.419a
Mg
0.048b
0.089a
Branches -ug 9'Na
1870a
717b
Mn
115a
179a
Fe
283a
101a
Stems -mg g"M
0.266a
0.207b
P
0.017a
0.015a
K
0.154a
0.161a
Ca
0.554b
1.127a
M9
0.048a
0.056a
Stems -ug g'lNa
1506a
532b
Mn
88a
83a
Fe
571a
187a
Roots -mg glN
0.377a
0.341a
P
0.025a
O.096a
K
0.205a
0.247a
Ca
0.647a
0.558a
Mg
0.1 14a
0.1 1l a
Roots -ug g"'Na
2115a
1812a
Mn
121a
"18a
Fe
"f55a
5348a
Values followed by the same leeer are not signzcanay
different at the 0.05 level.

AIcohol dehydrogenase aclivi-ty (measured immediate@
after harvat) of flooded steckling root tips was lower
than that of drained steckling root tips (Figure 2).
These rwults suggest that increased ADW activrty is not
necessarily related to flooding tolerance over long
peirods of time, s.g. Wo years of continuous flooding,
I k - r s u b are somwhat confusing because
anaerobe respiration is often associated with hypoxic
soil conditions. However, most flood tolerant species
produce wen-aerated water roo@after a period of
acclimation to the hypoxic root environment, thus,
reducing the requirement for anaerobic respiration.
Anaerobic respiration has a high carbon requirement
relative to enerm output. Leaf area and biomass were
significanlfy decreased with flooding, suggesting that
photosynthates available for transport to the roots were
also reduced. Stecklings that died may have
exhausted their carbon supply via anaerobic
respiration. Roots of mesophytes growing in welldrained soil conditions may possibly be more hypoxic
within the endodermis than aerenchymatous water
roots of hydrophfles growing in waterlogged conditions
(Hook and McKevDin 1988).
Qwgen uptake rate by root tips from both flooded and
drained treatments was not different for the first minute
of the measurement period, indicating no loss of
mitochondrialintegrity for the flooded roots (Figure 2).
However, after the second minute, O2 uptake tended to
increase in the drained root tips but remained fairly
constant in the flooded root tips. Although drained root
tip values for the last hrvo time periods were basically
double those of the flooded root tips, the differences
were not significant at the 0.05 level. DRerences in
glucose availability could be responsible for the
apparent differences in uptake rate between the two
treatments.
These results indicate that flooded Atlantic white cedar
root tips retained some degree of mitochondrial integrity
and possessed the enzyme systems necessary to
perform electron transfer in the Kreb's cycle
(Vartapetian 1978). Therefore, aerobic respiration
appears to be an important means of carbon
metabolism in roo& of flooded suwivors. Atthough not
measured directfy in this study, Adantic white cedar
may be capable of some degree of sxygen transport to
the roots, e.g. production of aerenchyma, suRcient to
support aerobic respiration. However, seedlings may
not respond in the same manner as rooted cuttings.

Figure 2- Oxygen uptake after 1,2, and 5 minutes and alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) activity of flooded and drained
Atlantic white cedar steckling root tips both measured after 2 years of treatment.

AtLributes of Survivors
To determine possible factors related to the death of
steckiings under flooded conditions, values for those
variables that were measured prior to the death of
flooded stecklings were compared to values of the
surviving flooded stecklings. Several significant
diflerences were apparent.
Soil pH of the survivors' pots was lower than that of the
non-suwivors~ots.Values were 4.58 for the survivors
and 4.83 for the non-survivors. Values for Eh and pe +
pH, although lower for non-survivors, were not
significantly di8erent.
Modality was weakly associated with low levels of Ca
and Mn and high levels of P in the foliage measured
prior to death (Figure 3). The correlation coeficienb
for survival versus foliage Ca and Mn concentrations
were 0.49 and 0.47, respectively and were significant.
The correlation coeficient for suwival versus foliage P
was negative and significant, r = -0.40. Recall that
flooding decreased Ca and Mn concentrations in

foliage but had no significant effect on P concentrations
in the foliage after one year of treatment.
A decline in cation uptake and hydrogen ion extrusion
by the roots of severely stressed stecklings could have
contributed to the difference in pH values between pots
of survivors and non-survivors. The decreased
concentrations of Ca and Mn in the foliage of nonsurvivors also support the possibilrty of a decline in
selective ion uptake.
Whigham and Richardson (1988) reported that Atlantic
white cedar has a high Ca requirement in spite of its
association with peaty soils and acidic conditions. Fire,
an important factor in the ecology of Atlantic white
cedar, is known to release nutrients bound in organic
matter and may play a role in providing adequate Ca on
organic soils (McKee 1982). Peats may be deficient in
Mn, and even though Mn solubilw increases under
reduced condi"rins, anaerobic microorganisms maybe
utilking what Mn is available under flooded conditions,
The higher concentration of P in the foliage of

percentage of msrtalw. Survivors appeared to be aMe
to mainbin aerobic respira~onin root tissue possibIy
cansewing the limged amount of photosynthate
available from the greally reduced foliage area of the
shoot. in generaf, A;tJan%t;
wh%ecedar appeared to
have a high Ga requirement for suwival under
CC~OP~PPUQUS&
Wooded csndi~artsand survivors were
apparenlly able to maintain some degree of seleclive
nutrient ugbke. Thk requires dgnifiicant inpuls of
energy which would also be inamately related to the
maintenance of aerobic root respiration,
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SHADING AFFECTS DATE OF BUDBREAK
IN NORTHERN RED. WHITE. AND
John Mullins, Charles McGee and Edvvard Buckne?
Waract-Durjng the spring of 1993 budbreak (initial elongatim of the bud) was obsewd on 466
lings growing under 4 light levels - heavy, medium,
northern red, 357 white and 154 Shumard oak
100 percent of full sunlight, respect'veltc). The
and light shade and in full sunlight (30,50,70,
average dates of bud break for the imreasing light levels vvere: heavy shade April 7; medium shade
April 9; light shad April 11; and in the open (full sun) - April 14 . These findings indicatethat bud-break
ms are signif~antkinfluenced by shading levels. Early bud-break under a canopy may help oak
lings sudve, however, when the canopy is removed, the buds continue to break early which may
cwttribote to oak regeneration problems.

-

-
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INTRODUCTION
Concern about problems in regenerating and growing
oaks has been documented in forestry literature
throughout the history of forest management in the
U.S.(Clark 1993). Problems appear to be most acute
on sites that supported high-quality oak stands prior to
harvest, After studbring 59 areas, Carvela and Tryon
(1961) identifiedtwo important environmental factors
affecting the presence or absence of oak regeneration:
1) the percent of sunlight reaching the forest floor, and
2) stand history during the previous 20 years. in
general, advanced oak regeneration increases with
increased light reaching the forest floor. Control of the
understory in areas lacking advanced oak regeneration
increased the sstablishment of oak seedlings and
enhanced both their survival and vigor (Janzen and
Hodges 1984).
The amount of light reaching the forest floor appears to
be the criical factor influencing oak regeneration,
affecting not only vigor and growth, but also phenology,
and grovvth patterns (Hodges and Gardiner 1993).
Stand management for oaks is not a problem where
there is adequate advanced oak regeneration (Loftis
1993, Slander and Graney 1993, Smith 1993). In
stands not having advanced oak regeneration
successful management has been accomplished by
underplantingoak seedlings and increasing the light to
the farest flow' (Tworkoski et at. 1986 ). McGee (1975,
1988) found that the date of budbreak was related to

the levels of light seedlings received the previous
season . Budbreak of seedlings released during the
dormant season occurred up to 17 days earlier than
that of seedlings that were in full sunlight the previous
year. This pattern could place advanced oak
reproducaon at risk from late freezes.

METHODS
Acorns were collected in the fall of 1990 from northern
red and white oak trees in East Tennessee and
Shumard oaks in West Tennessee. White oak acorns
were seeded in October, 1990 soon after collection;
northern red and Shumard acorns were held in cool,
moist storage until seeded on April 20, and May 10,
1991, respectively. Acorns were seeded into pots
containing 0.012 cubic meter of a pine bark rooting
medium. Water was provided by an automated dribblering irrigation system and each container was topdressed with 20 mi. Sierra 17-6-10 (plus minors) in
May and July of both 1991 and 1992. During the
winter months insulation board and leaf mulch were
used to prevent the rooting medium from freezing.
Six shade houses and an adjacent open area provided
space for 2 replica.tions of 4 light levels (SO%, SO%,
and 70% of full sun and full sun). For each species,
pots were randomly assigned to each of the 8 lighttreatment locations. In November, 1991, the seedlings
of each species at each treatment location w r e divided
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into 4 sub-groups which were randomty ra-assigned,
one to each of the 4 light levels for the 1992 growing
season. This allowed one sub-group to stay in the
same light level throughout the s l u e while the other
subgroups were in a different light level the second
grovving season (1992).
During March, 1999,468 northern red oak, 357 white
oak, and I 5 4 Shumard oak seedlings were obsewed
Wice a week until budbreak acdvity was noted. At that
ame, observations of budbreak activrty were made
every other day until all trees had flushed. Data was
analyzed using SAS GLM procedures (SAS 1985).

RESULTS
The average date of budbreak over all 3 species in
1993 for the 979 oak seedlings studied was April 10.
Initial bud activily (budbreak) was first observed on April
5 in all 4 light levels. For seedlings grown in heavy and
medium shade the previous season (1992) budbreak
conQnued for 12 d a p (ending April 17); whereas for
seedlings that grew under light shade and in full sun
the previous season budbreak coneinued far I8 d a p
(ending April 23). Differences in the average date sf
budbreak for seedlings grown the previous season
under each ofthe 4 light levels tested was highly
significant. These dates were: April 7 for heavy shade,
April 9 for medium shade, April 11 for light shade, and
April 14 for full sun.
For each species budbreak was first observed on April
5, and eonlinued unlil April 23. There were significant
diaerences among species in the average date of
budbreak, which were April 9 for Shumard oak, April 10
for white oak, and April 11 for northern red oak (Table
1.).

The average date of budbreak for Shumard oak
seedlings (April 9) was the earliest of the 3 oaks tested
(Table I.). Budbreak of seedlings grown under heavy
shade the previous season (April 7 )was significantly
eadier than of those grown under light shade (April 8).
For seedfings grown in full sunlight the previous season
it was Agd 12, which was signifjcantly latter than
Shumard seedlings in every other light level. There was
no apparent effect of either mother tree or the 1991
light regime on the average date of budbreak in
Shunrard oak,
The average date of budbreak for white oak was April
10. There were signilieant diRerences in the average
date of budbreak according to the light level the
previous season (Table 1.). These were: April 7 for
heavy shade, April 8 for medium shade, April 11 for
light shade, and April 13 for full sun. There was no
apparent mother tree effect on the date of budbreak.
t-lowever Ule level of lght in which the seedlings grew in
1991 appeared t;o eflect I999 budbreak. Seedlings
grown in full sunlight and light shade duriing "1991 broke
bud significantly earlier than seedlings grown under
medium and heavy shade.
The average date of budbreak for norlihern red oak
seedlings (April 14) was the latest of the 3 oaks tested.
As with the other 2 oaks there were significant
differences in the average date of bud break among
seedlings grown in the different light levels the previous
season (Table I)), which were: April 8 for heavy shade,
April 10 for medium shade, April 14 "1r light shade, and
April 4 5 for full sun. There was no apparent effect of
mother tree sr the "991 light regime on the average
date of budbreak of northern red oak,

Tahie I.Average date of budbreak by light level and species in 1993.

1992 Light Level

Shumard Oak
Av, Bate

No.
Heay Shade
Meld. Shade
Light Shade

No.

While Oak
A;v. Date

39
37
40

Agil7a'"
April Bab
April 8 b

90
91

93

Apdi 7a
April 8 b
Ag4 "1 c

154 /

April 1 1aa

357 d

A p ~?Ob
l

No.

Av. Bate

112
"l3

146

Apil8a
April 10a
Aprt'l Ilb

486 /

April 9c

Full S u n
Tot'iMean

" Means Mthin co\lums not foliowed by the s m e ieger difler significandy (PCO.QWf .
2.'

Overall means not FQIiswedby the same leHer diRer signiflcangy {PC 8.001).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The findings in Ulis s t u e suppofi eadier claims that
budbreak patterns in oaks vary signacan* among light
regimes and species. Seedlings grown in progressively
higher levels of shade the previous year began grovvth
progressive& earlier than those grown in the open. The
reason far this relatioaashiy>is not clear.
Budbreak paeerns have important ecological and
managerial implications. Since oak seedlings shaded
the previous season break bud up to a week earlier
than open-grown oaks, they have a chance to grow
and develop before the canopy leafs out and restricts
their grovvlh. This could be important to the survival of
advanced oak regeneration. However, when a canopy
is removed, as in a winter timber harvest, negative
effects on oak regeneration can result. The released
oak seedlings will break their buds early as if still in
shade. This early budbreak, plus the removal of the
protective canopy, increases exposure of advanced
oak regeneration to spring frosts and freezes.
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THE PHYSIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY AND FIMILARITY
OF TEN QUERCUS SPECIES
S.S. Sung, M.N. Angelov, R.R. Doong, W.R. Harms, P.P. Kamanik and C.C. Black2
Abstrad-Bad on anatomical, photcsynthetic, and biochemical data, the range of physiological
diflerr~n~~rs
and simikrilies wads &find fw ten Quecus s p k . There were no correfaticms b W w n
'site adaptabitity, leaf anatmy and photosynthetic rate (A). For example, cherrybark oak, a
rk type, and post oak, a xeric type, have the largest stomata1aperture among species
but the former has 5tj percent h i g k maximum A than the latter. Northern red oak has twice
as many stoma& as Shumard oak and both species have similar st
l aperture. Maximum A and
photosynthetic active radiation at EiO percent maximum A (PAR,)
of these species ranged betrreen 6.3
and 19.8 @Wm2.sand between 160 and 360 clmoVm2.s,respectively. Generally, seedling taproots have
higher levels of soluble sogar and starch than stems. The highest levels of soluble sugar and starch in
stems and roots occurred in July and November, respectively. Sucrose synthase was the dominant
sucrose metahlizing entyme activity and exhibited unique, characteristic seasonal patterns for roots and
stems of northern red oak and cherrybark oak. It is concluded from these data that each oak species
must be treated individually when incorporated into the management and restoration of ecosystems.

INTRODUCTION
To meet the demand for hardwood seedlings for the
artificial regeneration and restoration of diverse
ecosystems, we postulatethat each tree species has
unique traits and must be dealt with individually. For
example, many Quercus species grow well only over a
narrow range of sites with different soil moisture
contents. Furthermore, relative terms such as shade
intolerant and tolerant are often used to describe light
requirements of these species (Burns and Honkala
1990). However, only a few studies reported the
quantitative light requirements for photosynthesis for a
limited number of oak species (Hanson and others
1988; Kieiner and others 1992; Kubiske and Abrams
1992; Weber and Gates 1990). The seasonal
relationships between sucrose sources, such as
photosynthetic and sucrose exporting leaves, and
sinks, such as sucrose importing, growing, and reserve
storing stems and roots, need to be established to
further understand the biology of individual species.
Performanceof each species in the ecosystems can
then be evaluated quanmtivety. The objectives of this
study were to grow ten oak species individually adapted

to a range of soil water conditions from hydric to xeric
under the same field conditions and to study some
parameters that determine the dynamic source-sink
relationships of these plants.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Seedling Culture
Seedlings of 10 oak species, black (Quercus velutina
Lam.), bur (Q. macrocarpa Michx.), cherrybark (Q,
pagoda Raf.), chestnut (Q. prinus L.), northern red (Q.
rubra L.), nuttall (Q. nuttallii Palmer), overcup (Q. Iyrata
Walt.), post (Q. stellata Wangenh.), Shumard (Q.
shumarm Buckl.), and white oak (Q. alba L.), were
grown according to a single nursery cultural protocol by
Kormanik and others (1994) at the Georgia Forestry
Commission's Flint River Nursery located near
Monteruma, GA. The seedlings were lifted at the end
of the first groMng season and transplanted into the
Institute of Tree Root Biology experimental nursery
beds at Whitehall Nursery, Athens, GA in mid-January
1992.
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Leaf Anatomy And Photosynthesis
In July 1993, mature leaves of all species except
chestnut and white oak were harvested and prepared
for scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with a Philip
505 scanning etectron microscopefollovving Angelov
and others (19993). A portable LiCor 6200 infrared gas
analper was used to measure net photosynthetic rate
(A) from recenw mature attached leaves of all species
during the summer 1993. Neutral denstty screens were
rapidly placed over leaves to obtain photosynthetic light
response curves. Photosynthetic active radiation at 50
percent of maximum A (PARw) was determined from
these light response curves. On July 2, 1993 a oneyear-old northern red oak seedling, grown under similar
nursery conditions as the other oak seedlings, was
randomly selected and A was measured for all the
leaves .

Nonstructural Carbohydrate Contents
In July and November 1993 and March and May 1994,
stems and taproots of all species except chestnut and
white oak were harvested for nonstructural
carbohydrate analysis using the extraction p~~cedffres
by Angelov and others (1993). Soluble sugars, namely,
sucrose, glucose, and fructose, were determined
following van Handei ( I 968), Stein ( I 965), and Klo.treh
and Bergmeyer (1965), respectively. Extractedsample
starch was first digested with amiloglucosidase at 55
"Cfor 2 hours and glucose released was determined
(Angelov and others 1993).

species were presented according to their tentative site
adaptability.

Leaf Anatomy And Photosynthesis
Among the eight species examined, Shumard and
northern red oaks had the smallest stomatal aperture
and cherrybark and past oaks had the largest (Table
1). Shumard and post oaks had about 50 percent and
60 percent fewer stomata per unit leaf area as
compared to those of northern red and cherrybark
oaks, respectively. Nuttall oak, however, had similar
stomatal aperture and density to those of black oak.
No consistent relationships between stomatal aperture
and density were observed. Furthermore, no
correlations bemeen species' site adaptability and its
stomatal aperture and densrty existed (Table I), This is
the first report on stomatal aperture and density for all
oak species studied except northern red oak. Kubiske
and Abrams (1992) reported a ?-fold lower stomatal
density in northern red oak than this study.
Nonetheless, they did not find any differences in
stomatal density between the mesic and xeric ecotypes
of northern red oak seedlings.
Table I-Stomata1 aperture and density of mature
Quercus leaves as determined from scanning electron
microscopy
Site adaptability Species

Stomatal
aperture
Pm

Stomatal
density
mm-2

Sucrolytic Enzyme Activity
From April to December 1993, stem and taproot
cambial and ray cells of northern red and cherrybark
oak seedlings were sampled monthly for sucrolytic
enzyme activity. Tissue sampling, enzyme extraction,
and activity determination followed the procedures of
Sung and others (1993). Activities of sucrose synthase
(SS), acid invertase (Al), and neutral invertase (Nl)
were determined with a DU-70 spectrophotometer.

Hydric
Mesic-Hydric
Mesic
Xeric-Mesic
Xeric

Nuttall
Overcup
Cherrybark
Shumard
Black
Northern red
Bur
Post

9.4
11.7
12.4
7.5
9.4
7.2
11.7
12.5

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Oak species generally are classified into groups
reflecting site adaptability based on soil moisture
content (Burns and Honkala 1990). Nuttall and
overcup oaks are hydric type and cherrybark and
Shumard oaks are mesic-hydric type. Black, northern
red, and white oaks grow best on the mesic sites, Bur
and chestnut oaks are xeric-mesic and post oak is a
xeric species, Leaf anatomy, net photosynthesis, and
nonstructural carbohydrate contents of different oak

Maximum A reported in Table 2 were similar in range to
those reported earlier (Kfeiner and others 1992;
Kubiske and Abrams 1992; Weber and Gates 1990).
Among the ten oak species, cherrybark oak was the
most photosyntheticalty active species, followed by bur
oak (Table 2). Nuttall oak was the least
photosynthetically active species. Total photosynthate
source strength) of a given
production potential (is@.,
species can be readily estimated from net

photosynthetic rate, leaf size, and leaf number. Taable 2
also presenb average leaf size and northern red and
bur oaks had the largmt leaves while nuttall and white
oaks had the smaltest, In an oak nursery study
reported by Kormanik and others (1994), however,
nuttall oak seedlings were among the top specim with
the greatwt seedling hdght and rost co!lar diameter.
Although nuttall oak had the smallest leaf size and the
lowest A, this species may compensate for its lower
source stren$h, relafive to other species of comparaMe
seedling size, by producing more leaves.
Table 2 -Maximum net photosynthetic rate (Max A),
photosynthetic active radiation at 50 percent of Max A
(PAR,),
and average leaf size of recently mature
attached Quereus, Liquidambar, and Aeer leaves
Site adaptability Species

Max A PAR,

Leaf
size

pmoYm2.s jmoVm2.s em2

Hydric

Nuttall oak
Overcup oak
Mesic-Hydric Cherrybark oak
Shumard oak
Mesic
Black oak
Northern red oak
White oak
(regular)
White oak
(lammas)
Red maple
Sweetgum
Xeric-Mesic Bur oak
Chestnut oak
Xeric
Post oak

6.27
11.71
19.75
10.25
12.88
13.61
12.49
16.49
11.02
22.24
17.19
11.55
12.60

Noithern red oak seedlings can be more than Wee as
large in sbe as wh&e oak seedlings under the same
growth condaons (Kormanik and others 1994).
Although A did not diFfer between them, average leaf
size of northern red oak was threefold greater than
white oak leaf size (Table 2). However, some white oak
seedlings developed one or Wo flushes of lammas
shoots in summer and early fall. These Iammas leaves
had 30 percent higher A and 160 percent greater leaf
size compared to non-lammas regular leaves.
Therefore, wh&e oak seedlings vvith lammas shoots
were larger in size than those without lammas shoots
(Kormanik and others 1995). Beeding and Chaloner

(1993) did report that the lammas leaves of Q. robur
trees were 50 percent smaller in leaf size than regular
leaves. Whether other white oak species have lammas
shools and whether lammas leaves are larger than the
regular leaves have not been studied.

in addjt6on to AA,leaf size, and isad number, another
factor must be considered when estimaling source
strength of a given species. When all the leaves on a
northern red oak seedling were measured for A on the
same day, variations in A were obsewed (Fig. 1). The
youngst three leaves in the last flush had similar A and
leaf size as those of the oldest flush. Even when a leaf
reached its full size, as the number 8 leaf of the third
flush, its A was not the highest. Leaves of number 9,
15 , and 17 were the most active in photosynthesis.
Wanson and others (1988) also reported that northern
red oak leaf A increased during development up to and
beyond full leaf expansion. In this study, A was
measured in early July. As reported by Koike (1987), A
of the same Acer mono Maxim. leaves maintained 90
percent of the max A for two months and then
decreased. Therefore, the deveiopmental pataerns of
individual leaf A, such as the one shown in Figure 1, vvill
change as seedlings continued to grow. This type of
dynamic source strength needs to be defined for
individual oak species.
Generally, the degree of oak species shade tolerance
or intolerance has not been quantitatively determined.
To further understand the meaning of shade tolerance,
PAR, values were calculated for each oak species and
two other species grown at Whitehall Nursery:
sweetgum (Liquidambar styraciflua L.), a shade
intolerant species, and red maple (Acer rubrum L.), a
shade tolerant species (Table 2). The usefulness of
PAR, value for quantifying shade tolerance can be
demonstrated with the study of Koike (1$87). The
PAR, values obtained from light cuwes were 160 and
260 pmoVm2.s for shade tolerant A. mono and shade
intolerant Bstuja platyphylla Sukatch. var. japonica
Hara, respec&ety (Koike 1987). When compared to
red maple leaves, the lower PAR, values of Shumard,
cherrybark, and white oak lammas leaves indicated that
these oak species can tolerate more shade than red
maple. Leaves of nuttall, black, and overcup oak had
higher PAR, values than sweetgum leaves and were
probably more shade intolerant than sweetgum, White
oak seedlings with lammas shoots can tolerate more
shade than those without lammas shoots ("Table 2).
Finally, no diflerences were observed in the degree of
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Leaf Position
Figure "IDevelopmental patterns of photosynthelic rate and leaf size measured from a one-year-old norlhern red oak
seedling on July 2, 1993. Leaf position numbers started basipetally from the shoot tip. Leaves 12, "1,and 20 were
ssassile and inaccessible for photosynthesis measurement.

shade tolerance, in terms of PARs, between white oak
seedlings without tammas shoo% and nodhern red oak.

Nanstructural Carbohydrate Contents
Generally, no differences in the nonstructural
carbohydrate contenb betvveen species of different site
adaptability were found throughout the sampling period
(data not shown). Therefore, the nonstructural
carbohydrate values from Wo hydrie and tvvo mesichydric species, from Wo mesic species, and from ;a
xehc-mesic and a xeric species were grouped,
averaged, and presented in Figure 2, Moreover,
because no dilfferences in glucose, Fructose, and
sucrose csntenls in aft species were absewed, t k s e
sugars were grouped as soluble sugar (Fig 2). 80th
the stems and roots of all species had a higher percent
starch than soluble sugar (Fig 2a vs c; b vs d). Similar
spa~aland temporal pagerns for the nonstructtlral
carbohydrate contentis were obsewed among all
species ana@ed. Roots contained more soluble sugar
and starch than sterns (Fig 2a vs b; c vs d). Stem and
root samples colleded in July and November W993 had

the highest levels of soluble sugar and starch,
respectively. Decreases in root starch contents in
spring were consistent. "This may be the resutt of
remobilizing starch reserves in stems and taproots to
sustain renewed bud activity until newly expanded
leaves become photoautotrophic.

Sucrolytic Enzyme Activity
This is the first study on the sucrolytrc enwmes of oak
seedlings. In stem and taproot cambial and ray ~ s s u m
of northern red oak (Fig 3) and cherqbark oak (Fig 4)
seedlings, sucrose synthase (SS)was the dominant
sucrose ~Ieavageac~vI.ty.The other sucrose cleaving
enqmes, namely acid inveease (Al) and neu"trai
invertase (Mi), were less than 10 percent of SS activity
duzirtg mast of the grovving season (Fig 3,4).Clear,
unique seasanal pagerns for stern and root SS acItivlty
existed in both species. However, the fluduatisns in
invertase activrty were not seasonal. Generally, levels
of SS ac%vftyin stems and roo& of both species were
low during the dormant period. Seedling SS ac6viliy
increased as leaves became mature and exported

Figure 2-Seasonal seedling nonstructural carbohydrate contents, percent dry weight, of eight oak species.
HydricMesic-Hydric group included nuttall, overcup, cherrybark, and Shumard oak. Mesic species included black and
northern red oak. Xeric-MesiclXeric group included bur and post oak. (a) stem starch, (b) root starch, (c) stem soluble
sugar (sucrose plus glucose plus fructose), (d) root soluble sugar (sucrose plus glucose plus fructose).

photosynthates in spring. These results are consistent
with those reported in studies of loblolfy pine (Sung
and others 1993) and sweetgum seedlings (Sung and
others 1989a).
From eady to mid-April, stem SS activrty increased "1
and 3-fold, respectively, in northern red and cherrybark
oaks (Fig 3a, 4a), and peak stem SS activity occurred
in early May. Sharp decreascss in stem SS ac%vity
occurred toward late September in northern red oak
and mid-November in cherrybark oak. Compared to
nor9hern red oak, SS acitivrty in cherrybark oak seedling
stems was mom actirve for a longer duration throughout

the year (Fig 3a, 4a). Field observations indicated that
cherrybark oak seedlings maintain green leaves for at
least 6 weeks longer than northern red oak seedlings.
These green leaves may continue to photosynthesize
during vvinter when temperature allow, as do southern
pine needfes (Kuhns and Gjerstad "1991; Sung and
others 1993).
General&, root cambial and ray ~ssueshad lower levels
of SS activw than stems in both species (Fig 3a vs b;
4a vs b). Spring peak root SS ac%v@of northern red
oak occurred two weeks later than stem activrty. On
the other hand, cherrybark oak root and stem SS
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Figure 3-Seasonal activity patterns for sucroiytic enzymes in cambial and ray tissues of northern red oak seedling stems
(a) and taproots (b).
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Figure 4--Seasonal activity patterns for sucrolflc enzymes in cambial and ray tissues of cherrybark oak seedling stems
(a) and taproo& ((b).

activity increased 3-fold during the first tvvo weeks of
April (Fig 4). Chervbark oak root SS a
earlier in spring and decreased eartier in fail than that of
norlhern red oak root (Fig 3b vs 4b).

Kleiner, K.W.; Abrams, M.D., Schultz, J.C. 1992. The
impact of water and nutrient deficiencies on the
grovvth, gas exchange and water relations of red
and chestnut oak. Tree Physiology 11: 271-287.

'To speculate that other oak species also have SS,At,
and MI to metabslize sucrose with SS as the dominant
acCivtty is reasonable. Each species, however, might
have unique, characteristic seasonal and spatial
palterns in SS activity. Sucrose synthase activw has
been associated with grovvth, development, and
reserve storage in plants (Sung and others 1989a,
1989b, 1993, 1994; Xu and others 1989). Thus, the
temporal and spatial patterns of SS activrty might be
used to quantrfL sink strength in trees. When the
ranges of dynamic source and sink strength are
defined for each oak species, the biological position of
the given species in the ecosystems, such as shade
tolerance and site adaptability, can be redefined or
explained.

Klotzch, W.; Bergmeyer, H.U. 1965. Determination of
D-fructose. In: Methods in enzymatic analpis; ed.
Bergmeyer, H.U.; Academic Press, New Vork; p,
156-159.
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EFFECT OF APICAL MERISTEM CLIPPING ON CARBON
ALLOCATION AND MORPHOLOGICAL DSVELOPMENT
O f WHITE OAK SEEDLINGS
P.P. Komanik, S.S. Sung, T.1. Komanik and S.J. Zarnoch2
W r dwelopmnt wa9 corn
were enalyred by family clip

Ids were ciipped in mid-July and
ipped controls after rn growing season. In general when data
lngs were significantly less desirable in three to six of the eight

INTRODUCTION
The range of white oak (Quercus alba) includes the
entire eastern half of the United States because it can
adapt to many climatic, edaphic and topographic
conditions. It is one of the most commercially valuable
oak timber species. White oak is also an important
mast producer for wildlife such as squirrels, bluejays,
crow, red-headed woodpeckers, deer, turkey, quail,
mice, chipmunks, ducks, and raccoons (Rodgers
1990). Currently, white oak plays a major role in
multiple use management and is usually included in
other biodiversrty and restoration ecology efforts.
Unfortunately, artificial regeneration of this valuable and
adaptive species has been generally unsuccessful.
Even though State nurseries have been providing white
oak seedlings for over 50 years, successful plantings or
plantations are difficult to find (Boyette 1980; Hill 1986;
Kormanik and others 1989). In many instances,
planting white oak is not recommended because
attempts to artificially regenerate the species
consistently fail (Russell 1971; Boyette 1980; Clausen
1983; Will 1986). Most plantings fail because seedlings
show poor growth and sunrival rates when they
compete M h herbaceous weeds and other woody,
perennial plants. To assess the eompetltive abilrty of
these seedlings, grading standards are needed.
Mowwer, developing grading standards for the small
white oak seedlings, which range from 25-30 em in
sire, has been difficult.

At the Institute of Tree Root Biology (ITRB), we are
developing a nursery fertiliv/management protocol for
grovving various species of oak and other hardwoods
similar to the protocol for loblolly pine (Kormanik and
others 1992). In one of the hardwood nursery trials at
the Whitehall Experimental Nursery, deer browsed
some of the white oak seedlings in mid-July. By midAugust we noted that browsing had affected the
morphologic;al development of the seedlings, We
found a large variation in growth among the browsed
seedlings; however, some of the browsed seedlings
were 20 to 30 cm taller than adjacent nonbrowsed
seedlings.
Normally, few axillary buds of white oak elongate in the
nursery during the year of initiation except perhaps
those at the terminal end of the initial flush. This strong
apical control on axillary buds (Brown and others 1967)
is evident even when cultural treatments result in five
flushes instead of the three flushes typical in white oak
seedlings. Browsing, however, resulted in rapid axillary
bud elongation and lammas-like shoot development in
some seedlings in late July. This shoot development is
not usually obsewed on white oak seedlings until midAugust. We were unable to obtain reliable estimates of
root and stem development of the brovvsed seedlings
because (I)
the number of seedlings afleded was
limited and (2) the seedlings were from a mixed seedlot
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and obvious seed source dfierences were apparent
within the numery beds.
The objectivm of this study were to determine the
effect of clipping on ( I ) seedling height, root collar
diameters (RCD) and number of elongated aillay
buds; (2) tot31 weight and weight of component parts of
seedlings; and (3) rootlstem morphology of seedlings.

METHODS
White oak acorns were collected daily from three
different mother trees from seedlots 2, 3, and 4 in
Clarke County, Georgia, during October-November
1992. The acorns were immediately placed in water
and those that floated were discarded. Acorns that
sank and showed no evidence of weevil or other
damage were placed in plastic bags and stored at 2 to
4 "C until sown.
In late December 1992, acorns were sown in a single
raised nursery bed described in detail earlier (Kormanik
1986; Kormanik and others 1990). Based on soil
sample analpes from A&L Laboratories, Memphis, TM,
the soils were amended with the appropriate fertilirers
to obtain the following levels of PI K, Ca, Mg, Cu, Zn,
and 8,respectively 88, 88, 500, 50,2.5, 5, and 0.8
ppm, and a pH of 5.8. In other nursery studies these
levels had been shown to be appropriate for many
species of hardvvood including white oak (Kormanik
and others 1993; 1994).
Nitrogen, applied as NH,NO, at rates equivalent to
1345 k m a (I200 Iblacre) began in mid-May and
continued at 10 day intervals until mid-September.
Four different rates were used in the 11 applications.
The first two applications were at a rate equivalent to 28
kglha (25 Iblacre), the third at 56 kglha (50 Iblacre), the
next six applications were at I 6 8 kgha ( I50 Ibiacre)
and the final two at 112 kglha (100 Iblacre). If needed,
seedlings were watered daily until the first growlh Wush
was essentially complete for all seedlob and some
seedlings were beginning their second flush. At this
point, seedlings received water when moisture
tensionmeters registered 30-50 centibars at a dewh OF
"1to 20 cm. During excessively hot periods, watering
occurred at 30 centlbars, while during cooler periods,
watering was delayed until 50 centibars,
Sixteen continuous r o w were assigned to each half-sib
mother tree seedlot with 13 acorns placed in each row.
This resulted in effecGve seedling densi2;y of 54 to
57/m2.Within each RaR-sib seedlot one row of each of

the seven pairs of rows was randomly chosen to be
clipped. The remaining row in each pair became the
nonclipped control row. Clipping was completed on
July 13, 1993, and consisted of c u ~ n g
approximately 3
to 5 cm off the current flush. The clipping was
internodaf and just above either a developed or
immature Allafy bud, In mid-December 1993, the
seedlings were lifted and heights, RCD, first-order
lateral root (FOLR) numbers, stem, and root green
weights, fammas shoot development and seedling
survival rates were obtained.
In this study, each seedlot was treated as a separate
experiment. The experiments were analyzed as
randomized block designs where the treatments were
nonclipped and clipped. Since there were only two
treatments, this analysis was equivalent to a paired ttest. Blocks were defined as adjacent pairs of rows in
the nursery bed to which the two treatments were
assigned at random, one to each row. The
experimental unit was a row and the response variables
were defined as row means based on thirteen
seedlings. Similarly, survival percent and lammas shoot
percent were computed on a row basis. Multiple
embryos in about 10 to 15 percent of the acorns
complicated survival data. Usually the largest seedling
was maintained and measured when multiple embryo
clusters occurred. Treatment differences were tested
at the 0.05 probability level using PROC GLM (SAS
Institute 1988).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, the clipping treatment and the innate
ability of individual seedlings to develop lammas shoots
affected seedling development and survival. Lammas
shoot development was the most significant biological
response and may be the most important factor in the
artificial regeneration of white oak.

Effects of Clipping on Seedling Development
Clipping significantly affected seedling development in
some haB-sib mother tree seedlots for specific
measured variables. However, because the overall
responss were someGmes marginal and variable, they
may not be of practical significance. Table 1 s h o w the
sample means for clipped and nonclipped white oak
seedlings for the eight variables and the associated P
values from the analysis of variance, Half-sib seedlot
differences in how clipping affected the variables were
significant. However, the number of variables
significantly different varied by family; the progeny from
mother tree 4 were the most consistent. Numbers and

Table I-Effects of clipping on g r o w , sunival, and P- values for white oak seedlings from three open-pollinated half-sib
seedlots

RCD
mm

Hgt
cm

FOLR8
No.

Top
wgt
g

Root
wgt
9

Total
W@

9

Survivaf
Pa

Lammas
shoot
P&

Nonclipped
Clipped
P-valuec

Nonclipped
Clipped
P-valuec

Nonclipped
Clipped
P-valuec
a

FOLR = first-order lateral root.
Based on 7 blocks.
The p-value obtained from testing the hypothesis that nonclipped and clipped means are equal.
Based on 6 blocks.

proximal diameters of FOLR 21 mm were used to
assess potential competiljveness of white oak seedlings
(Kormanik and others 1989). Clipping reduced
numbers of FOLR exceeding this minimum diameter
which in turn, reduced root weights by approximately
30 percent.

seedling excavation to follow seasonal FOLR
development, the lag period between clipping and
axillary bud elongation suggests a wound response in
terms of carbon sink relationships. We believe that root
growth was restrictedwhile carbon was shunted to
repair clipping damage to the stem.

Like deer browsing, clipping resulted in the release of
axillary buds, usually immediately below the severed
internode. The degree of elongation of these
stimulated shoots varied considerabty, both within and
among half-sib mother tree seedlots. Several weeks
passed before the axillary buds were released from
their quiescent condition. During this period, the
nonclipped seedlings continued to undergo sequential
flushes so commonly observed in oak seedlings in
nurseries. Even with continued flushing, the overall
mean sires of seedlings (table l ) , except those from
half-sib seedlot 4 were no larger than normal& reported
(BoyeRe 1980; Hill 1986). Past and ongoing research
at this location indicates that the time period when
FOLR development of nonclipped seedlings
accelerates is behrveen flushes 3 and 4 and 4 and 5.
Akhough the study design did not allow for periodic

When the study was terminated, the clipped seedlings
with no significant elongation had few, if any, FOLR
that were 51 mm in diameter and had poorly developed
root system. However, clipping was not the cause of
poor root development. We found that nonclipped
seedlings exhibiting poor grovvth were similar to the
smaller clipped seedlings in both stem size and root
system morphological development. Seedlings with
undersirable groLvth and development had a significant
impact on the mean grovrrth variable shown in table 1.
Unsatisfactory nursery development of open-pollinated
half-sib progeny of white oak below a variabfes mean
value has been shown to be accompanied by poor
development of FOLR. Unfortunately, a high
percentage of white oak seedlings from specific mother
trees may be so affected (Kormanik and others 1989).
Many of these inconsistencieswere observed in the

3 clipping significantly reduced lammas shoot
development. We found lammas shoots aha*
developed from the terminal bud and the shoots from
&lfary buds released by clipping rarely exhibited typical
lammas growth characteristics.

past and can now be explained, in part, by lammas
shoot development recorded in this stu*.

Effect of b m m a s Shoots on Seedling

Development
The response of white oak seedlings to the clipping
treatment w s sf rnjnar signficanee compared te,
normal lammas shoot development. It is welt known
that white oak seedlings tend to develop lammas
shoots in late summer and early fall (Busgen and
Munch 1929; Zimmermann and Brown 1971; Kramer
and Kozlowksi 1979). In our nurseries studies, with
white oak when either or both fourth and fifth flushes
occur, these flushes can readily be classifred as
"lammas" rather than "proleptic" shoots (Kramer and
Kozlowski 1979). Characteristically,these lammas
shoots produce leaves that may be 3- to 7-fold larger in
surface area than leaves produced earlier in the
growing season, In the past, we have paid 1'ie
attention to lammas shoots of white oak except to note
their presence (Kormanik and others 1989; 1993).

Mean valurti; of the groMh variabla for clipped and
nonclipped seedlings by lammas shoot development
show the impact of lammas shoots on stern and root
development (table 2). Because lammas shoot growth
was a dichotomous response variable (yes or no) and
was not an independent experimental variable, we felt
that formal statistical tests for differences were
inappropriate and might be misleading.

All individuals with lammas shoots were superior in all
seedling development characteristics (table 2). Most
pronounced differences occurred in FOLR numbers
and weight of component seedling parts. These
growth responses related to lammas shoot
development help to explain early FOLR development
patterns in white oak (Kormanik and others 1989;
1993). Normally, diameter growth of FOLR accelerates
in late summer or early fall. This acceleration coincides
closely with lammas shoot development with white oak
seedlings in this study.

Lammas shoot development is believed to be under
genetic control (Cannell and Last 1976; Kramer and
Kozlomki 1979). Our study supports this theory
because 38 to 69 percent of the nonclipped seedlings
produced lammas shoots. Moreover, in seedlots 2 and

Table 2-Effect of lammas shoot development on growth of clipped and nonclipped white oak seedlings

Family

Treatrnent"

Shoot!'
growth

RCD
mm

" "Iclipped; 0 = control.
? = filmmas shoot; O -. NO Iammas shoot.
T O t R = first-order Iateral root

Hgt
cm

FOLR"
No.

TOP
Wgt
9

Root
w@
9

Total
wgt

GI

TaMe 3-Charactsristies for leaves grown on normal shoot and fammas shoot of white oak seedlings.

Leaf type

Leaf
area
cmz

Mature normal
Mature normal
Mature lammas
Mature lammas

23
51
132
140

Photosynthesis
rate
umoVm2.sec

Seedlings exhibiting lammas shoot development were
taller and had higher numbers of FOLR regardless of
clipping treatment. This observation parallels earlier
observations where seedlings with six or more FOLR
were two times taller and had RCDs twice as large as
those with less than six FOLR. Earlier research had
shown even greater variation among root and stem
weights where 4- to ?-fold differences in root and stem
weight were associated with greater numbers of FOLR
(Kormanik and others 1989; 1990). The largest
seedlings in all studies frequentiy had two consecutive
lammas shoot episodes.
Based on these data (tables 1 and 2), a direct genetic
correlation between FOLR development and lammas
shoots with this species appears to exist. Our research
supports the hypothesis that the most dominant and
codominant oak trees in the forest were those that
were able to make rapid juvenile growth (Korstain
1927). This permitted them to get ahead of the
herbaceous compeMon that is encountered after
overstory harvesting. Therefore, the innate ability to
produce lammas shoots may be significant in white oak
seedling establishment. Wow long seedlings have the
potential to produce lammas shoots is unknown. Even
a lammas shoot development period of only 3 to 4
years, may contribute to seedling success.
We also measured photosynthesisand found that
photosynthetic rates per unit leaf area are the same for
the large lammas shootsneaves and the smaller leaves
produced earlier in the summer. The advantage of
lammas leaves lies in their greater total leaf area that
contiibutes significantly more carbon for seedling
development (table 3).

Total leaf
photosynthesis
nmoYteaf.sec mglcmz

Leaf
specific
weight

We have also observed in several ongoing research
studies at the ITRB that seedlings that develop lammas
shoots the first year may also develop lammas shoots
in the second growing season. When grown under
proper nursery cultural conditions, transplanted white
oak that developed lammas shoots the first and second
years, attained heights from 1.7 to 1.8 m after the
second growing season.

CONCLUSION
Clipping white oak seedlings does not improve seedling
quality and is not recommendedfor improving
seedling size or quality. Although lammas shoot
development in nursery stock production has not been
studies extensively, this innate trait may be important in
earn selection of competitive individual seedlings for
outplanting. Clipping can significantly reduce the
development of lammas shoots. When clipped
seedlings develop lammas shoots, total height and
RCD are comparable, but weight of other component
parts of seedlings may be significantly reduced.
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TALLOWTR.EE
sebiferum L ALLELOPATHY
AFFECTS LO
PINE SEED ERMINATION
AND SEEDLING GROWTH'

Abislract-No rwenera"ronwri:loui;nd In areas sf s t w ( ~ - s t wbtsldb pple stand that contained tafko\artre
(Sapiumssbhnrm t). To test far allelopathic interactions and Itannk acid king the alletochern, iablolly

INTRODUCTION
A natural& regenerated, Wo-story loblolly pine (Pinus
taeda L.) stand in South Carolina's lower Coastal Plain
resulted from a 1959 high-grade cut. Those trees not
cut then form the present overstory strata and seed
andlor seedlings in place released by the high-grade
cut form the present midstory. Below the midstory is an
understory of Southern bayberry (Myrica cerifera L.)
and tallowtree (Sapium sebifemm (L.) Roxb.). While
inventorying this stand it was noticed that those
sections that contained tallowtree in the understory did
not have a loblolly pine midstory, even though there
were overstory trees above the tallowtree. However,
other sections that did not have tallowtree in the
understory had a well stocked loblolly pine midstory.
What could cause this relation? The overstory pines
were present throughout the stand, thus all sections
probably had the same seedfall. The soil type was the
same throughout the stand, as was the
microtopography, which rules out excessive or limiljng
soil moisture or nutrients. Tallowtree density was not
sufficientty high to reason that shade was a significant
factor.

Rielspathy is defined as "any direct or indirect harmful
effect by one plant (including microorganisms) on
another through the production of chemical
compounds that escape into the environmentl" (Rice
1974). Allelopathic relalions betvveen loblolfy pine and
broomsedge (Andrapogon virginicus L.)(Priester and

Pennington "178), old field herbs (Hollis et al. "1821,
fescue (Fsstuca arendinacea C.) (Wheeler and Young
19791, and giant f o ~ a i(Sstaria
l
1FabrsAWerrm.)(Gilmore
"180,1985) are known. However allelopathy involving
tallowree has not been reported.

I applied several aqueous extrae% of tallovvtree leaves
to loblolly pine seed in both potling media and formt
soil and measured seed germination and seedling
growth. This was done in three greenhouse
experiments to test the hypothesis that tallovvlree
produces aflelochems which will inhibit seed
germination and seedling growth of loblolly pine in both
potting media and forest soil. Another objective was to
determine if the active ingredient of the allelochem was
tannic acid. This objective was investigated beeause
taliowtree leaves are known (Cameron and LaPoint
1978) to contain tannic acids.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In the first greenhouse experiment, five treatment
solutions were each applied to eight families of ioblolly
pine seed in a standard peat moss, vermiculite, peartite
potting media. Treatment soiuQonswere: rough fall
collected from a near-by pure tallowtree stand, a pine
needle solution made by soaking 100 air-dry grams sf
pine needles per liter of rainfall, a frozen leaf solu~sn
made by soaking 200 grams of green lallsMree leaves
per Her of rainfall, and a dry leaf solution made by
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

soaking 100 air-dry grams of taflovvtree leaves per rilsr
of solu~on.Al soaking was done at air temperature
overnight and aU solutions were fiWrered through 1 mm
mesh screen. Rainfall vvas used as a c o n h l solu-tion.
Tvvo seeds were @acedin a 'Ceach~aubethat had been
filled Mh poang media and IO t u b a were prepared
per seed fami@for each treatment sslutel"on. Three
replicates were prepared and placed in a heated,
vent(ilatedfiberglass greenhouse. Tubes w r e watered
with treatment solukns for 10 weeks when seedling
measurements were made.

Seed germination, and seedling height and total weight
w r e reduced in treatmenb with the frozen leaf and dry
leaf solutions (Table 1) using an artificial p o ~ n media.
g
H o w e r the throughfall and pine needle solutions did
not significanlly reduce these parameters as compared
to the rainfati eonbsl (Table 1). Therefore, the?
allelochern was extracted at a sufficien* strong
concentralion in the frozen leaf and dry leaf solutions to
affeGt seed germination and seedling grovvth, and was
either not in or not enough was extracted in the
Ihroughfall and pine needle solutions to have a
significant affect.

The second greenhouse experiment used solutions
made with commercial tannic acid and rainwater made
to the same tannic acid concentrations as the solutions
in the first experiment. Eight loblolly pine seed families
(not the same as the first) were used in a design similar
to that of the first experiment.

Treatment solutions made with tannic acid to the same
tannic acid concentration as the artificial pine and
artificial frozen leaf solutions increased seedling height
above that of the rainfall control. The tannic acid dry
leaf solution did decrease seedling height, top weight
and total weight below that of the rainfall control but
total weight was the same as the tannic acid frozen leaf
solution treatment. Seed germination was the same for
ail treatment%. Because some tarrnic: acid seplutisns bid
have both stimulation and depression effects on loblolly
pine seedaing groMh, its role as the responsible
allelochem vvas not confirmed.

The third greenhouse experiment used a frozen leaf,
dry leaf and a rainfall control solutions like the first
experiment with the same eight families as the second
experiment. However farest soil from the tailesMree
section of the Wo-story stand, from the non-tallovvtree
sscaian and from the border beween the N o sections
were used as the potting media. The rainfall control,
frozen leaf and dry leaf solutions were used with soil
from the non-tallovvtree section to test for the effect of
treatment solution. Rainfall was used with tallovvtree
section soil, soil from the border area, and soil from the
non-tallowtree section to test the effect of soil. Rainfall
with non-tallowlreesoil was the control in both tests.

Although the dry leaf solution treatment did not
significantfy reduce total and top weights in forest soil
media (Table 2), these weights were less than those
weights with the control solutions. The dry leaf solution
did significantfy reduce root weight below that of the

Table l-Loblolly pine seedling size and survival by treatment solution. Numbers in the same column followed by the
same letter are not significantly different at the a=10 percent level.
Treatment
Solution

Height
(em)

Top Wt.
(gms)

Total Wt.
(sms)

Root Wt.
(gms)

Control
Throughfall
Needle
Frozen leaf
Dry leaf

5,8a
5.5a
5.la
2.6b
2.9b

0.19a
0.16ac
0.15bc
0.08d
O.66d

0.20a
0.18a
0.17a
0.06b
0.06b

0.04a
0.04a
O.04a
O.O;Zb
0.02b

Rtlshoot Survival
ratio (percent)
0.23a
0.24a
0.23a
0.21a
0.31b

88.6a
91.3a
85.0a
62.5b
52.933

Table 2-Lobto& pine weding size and survival by solutjon and mil type treatment. Numbers in the same column vvith
the same letter are not significanlfy different at the a=! 0 percent level.
Treatment
Solustion
Soil

Top VVb,
(rams)

Tobl W.
tams)

Root Wt.
(sfms)

Rt.IShoot
ratio

Sunrival
(percent)

W ainfall

h).(a3a
0.03a
0.03a
O.OZa

0.04a
0.04a
0.04m
0.03a

0.01a
O.Ola
0.01 a
0.01 bc

0.52a
0.53a
8.53a
0.47a

37.5ac
166,bd
46.7~
24.6ad

Rainfatl
Frozen leaf
Dry leaf

Pine
Tafiow
Pine
Pine

control. Also seed sown in soil from the tallowtree
section had significantljr less germination than any
treatment except that of the dry leaf solution.

Gitmors, A.R. 1980. Phytotoxic effects of giant foxtail
on loblofly pine seedlings. Comp. Physiol. Ecol.
5: 183-1992.

These experiments indicate that tallovvtree allelochems
can be extracted in cold water and such solutions
reduce ioblolty pine seed germination and seedling
growth. This occurred d h both potting media and
forest soil. Also the allelochem is present in forest soil
below talfoMee8 in sufficient concentrationto affect
loblolty pine seed germination and seedling growth.

Gilmore, A.R. 1985. Allelopathic effects of giant foxtail
on germination and radicle elongation of lobfolly
pine seed. J. Chem. Ecol. 11:583-592.

This research reemphasires the fact that allelopathy is
not an isolated phenomena found in botanical studies
but is one of several means by which plants compete
with other species. More greenhouse and soil studies
are needed to better define the allelochem and its
occurrence in the field.
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URE AND WATER AVAILABILITY AFFECT
EARLY ROOT GROWTH OF PLANTED LONGLEAF PINE

ROOT-ZONE TEMPE

Mary Anne SvvordZ
lo three rwt-zone

INTRODUCTION
Since "1808, the area occupied by longleaf pine, Pinus
palustn"~Mill., in the South has decrease from 60
million acres to less than 5 million acres (Sirmon and
Dennington 1989). Sensaviw to competition for light;
susceptibility to brown-spot disease, caused by
Mycosphasrslla dsamsssii Barr.; and a prolonged
grass stage have prevented longleaf pine from
becoming a species of choice for artificial regeneration
(Barnett and DenninGon 1992; Barnert and others
"1990; Guldin "082; loveless and others 1989; Sirmon
and Dennington 1989).
Longleaf pine establishment is improved by plandng
high-quality seedlings and by using opltimum sile
preparation methods (Boyer 1985; Loveless and others
1989). The size and root morphology of planted
longleaf pine seedlings are major determinants of
establishment success ((Watchell1987; (Watchelland
Muse 1990; Lauer 1987; White 1981). The key
characterisdc used to quantifv seedling size k root
collar diameter, which should be at least 1.I
cm (Lauer
1987; White "f81). Longleaf pine planting guidelines
also recommend a minimum quantity of primary lateral
and fibrous roo& ((Watchelf 1987; Hatchell and Muse
1990).
Unfortunately, the stabtishment success of
operational&-planted longleaf pine seedlings remains
Isw. For example, first-year suwival of longfeaf pine
planted on National Farest System land in the 1991-92
plan~ngseason was 66 percent; whereas that sf

loMolily and slash pine w r e 83 and 81 percent,
respective& (Hessd 1994). Furthermore, a sunrey of
75 percent of the land in Louisiana that was
regenerated a h longleaf pine during the 1992-93
plan"tig season indicated that first-year sunrivaf was
only 44 percent; whereas, that of Jobloily and slash
pine were born79 percent (State of Louisiana "1994).
The proHeration of primary lateral roo& and new root
ilips by Pinus ~peciesis strongb influenced by roat
zone temperature, water availabiiiq and their interaction
(Andemen and other%1986; Brissette and Chambers
1992; Carlson "198; Nambiar and others 1979).
Fuehermore, seed source influences the root system
morphology within Rnus species (Carlson 1986;
Hallgren and others 1993; Nambiar and others "1882;
Sword and Brissene 1993). The unique stem and root
sptem morphology of longleaf pine (Brown 1964), as
well as the reeponsiveness of this species' root sptem
to lateral root pruning in the nursery (Watchell "1887;
Shoulders "163), suggesb that the longleaf pine root
systsm may be very sensitive to environmental and
genetic stimuli and their interaction.
This experiment was conducted as our inltjal effort to
study the new root groMh of longleaf pine in response
to root zone temperature, w t e r availability, and seed
source. Obsenitations were made with container-grown
seedlings and provide a basis far future inves~gaaionof
root sjrstem response to environment and seed saurce,
and the impact sf this response on longleaf pine
estaMishment,

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern SilvicuBural Research Conference, Auburn, Ab, Nsv. 9 -3, 1B4,
'Research Plant Physiotogisl, USDA Forest SeMce, Soulhern Forest Experiment Station, Pineviile, LA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Gontainer-grown longleaf pine seedlings were
produced outdoors using the recommendations of
Barnee and Bll'ssefte ("198). Sk-month-old seedlings
of ungarm size were chosen, stem diameten w r e
measured at the root collar, the grsvvth medium vvas
washed fram root systems, and new roo& (2 5 mm)
were excised.

subplot treatnten& and were randonrk assigned to
seedling glaneng loca-tionsd h i n whole plots. Water
stress &eatmen& were a well-waltsred cond~on,mild
water stress, and msdersrte water stress. Seed
sources were bulk eollec8ons from seed orchards in
Florida and Mississippi, and a general f o r ~area
t in
nolSk Aabama.

Seedtings w r e planted in the seedling grovvth system
described by Sword and 8risseBe (1993) in which
water baths were used to maintain three rsot-zone
temperatures: Q3,
18, and 23 "6. This 10-degree
range is representative of the soif temperature ( I 5 cm)
in central Louisiana during vvinter and @artyspring
(figure 1). Within whter baths, three water availability
treatments were applied using the method of Brissene
and Chambers ( I 992). Atmospheric temperature was
maintained at 20 "Cand seedlings received ambient
light.

Twenty-eight days after plantr'ng, the predawn xylem
water psten;tial (W,) of one mature needle from the
midt-shoot area of each seedling was measured in a
p r e u r e chamber (PMS Instrument Co., Cawallis,
OR). Sand was washed from root systems. New
roots, defined as white or light in color and at least 5
mm long, were excised and counted. The excised
roo@were darkly stained and their projected sudace
area was measured wilih a Delta-t" area meter
(Decagon Devices, lnc., Pullman, WA). The older
portion of each root system was dried for 48 hours at
70 "G and weighed.

This experiment was done Iirst in December "193 and
repeated in Januaw 1994, using a split piot,
randomized block design. Initiation of halves of each
repetiIion were staggered by Iweek. Week of initiaaon
represented blocks in the experimental design. Root3, 18, and 23 "C) was the wholezone temperature (I
plot treatment. Water stress and seed source were

Stem diameters were subjected to an analysis of
variance. With stem diameter as a covariate, all other
variables were subjected to an analysis of covariance.
Unless noted sthewise, main and inleracQaneWects
were considered significant at Fa ,:0.05. Treatment
means were compared using the Least Significant
Difference test at P s 0.05.

Day of Year
Figure 1-Daily 22:QOprn soil temperature ("a em) at an open-field Isci%@on
on the Palu8tris Experimental F o r ~ t ,
Rapides Padsh, Louisiana, beheen January "1991 and September 1994.
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Water Stress Treatment

Figure 2-Mean predawn needle @em water potenaat, adjusted by ini~al
stem diameter, of container-grown longleaf pine
seedlings after exposure to water stres treatmenls for 28 dap. In each repeMon, means associated with different
letters are signiFicant91, different at P s 0.05by the LSD test.

RESULTS
In both repetitions, water stress significantty reduced
U,I after 28 days (table 1). In December, mild and
moderate water stress resulted in 0.05 and 0.1 MPa
decreases, respectively, in W;, whereas, in January,
decreases of O.M and 0.23MPa, respecbively, w r e
found (figure 2). In December, number of new rooh
was significantty decreased by mild and moderate
water stress (23 and 30 percent, respec$ively) (figure
3). In January, number of new rooh was significantly
decreased by moderate water stress (35 percent).
Mew root projected surface area was sirnilarty affected
(figure 4).

In January, number of new rook was significanlly
a8ected by an interaction between water stress and
root-zonetemperature (table I). At 13 "6, water
stress did not affect number of new roots; however, at
18 "6,
moderate water stress reduced number of new
roots when compared to the well-watered condition
(figure 7). At 23 "C,number of new roots was less
under moderate water stress when compared to both
the wll-watered condition and mild water stress.
Anhough not significant, a similar trend was obsewed
vvith new root surface area in January. In December,
number of new roo& and new root projected surface
area were not significandy affected by an interacdon
between water stress and rsot-zone temperature.

Root grovvth was signficantfy alfeaed by lfie "1-degree
root-zone temperature range in this stucfy (table I)), In
December and January, an increase in rookone
temperature from 13 to 18 "Ccaused approximately 6and 12-fold iincrsaf3s in number and projeclled surface
area of new roots, rwpec@ve&(figures 5 and 6).
Elevialtion of fRe root-zone temperature from "1to 23
"G caused approximately "I8-fold increases in both the
number and projected surface area of new roo& in
both repeMons.

Seed source significantly affected new root grovvth
(table 4). In both repetidians, the north Nabarna source
had signgcanlly more new roots than the Florida and
MisGssippi sources (table 2). In December, the nogh
Alabama source had a signilFican* larger new root
projected suftace area than the Florida and Mississippi
sources; and in January, had a significanlly larger new
root projected surface area than the Mississippi source.

Table 1-AnarySis of covadance for evaluation of the em& of root-zone temperature, water availabil&, and seed source
on longleaf pine seedling root characte~sacsusing a spR plot, randomized block design vvitk inil;ial stem diameter as a
covat-iate"

diameter
block
temperature (T)
block x T
water availability (VV)
seed source (S)
WxS
WxT
SxT
WxSxT
blockxWxSxT
sampling error

1
00.76
1
1.331
2
7.576
2 14.186
2 23.463
2 10.844
4
4.880
4
2.332
4
1.599
8
1.060
24 1.273
265 1.286
January 1994 replicate-

diameter
block
temperature (T)
block x T
water availability (W)
seed source (S)
w x s
WxT
SxT
WxSxT
blockxWxSxT
sampling error
a

---

I 11.039
4 148.502
2 30.347
2
0.604
2 158.968
2
3.376
4
0.212
4 11.662
4
4.207
8
1.221
24 3.990
269 1.781

"block x T" k the error term for whole plot effects. "block x W x S x T' is the error term for subplot effects.

Immediately prior to the start of each repetition, stem
diameter was significanffy affected by seed source
(table 3). Specificalb, the stem diameter of the
Mississippi source was signifrcanffy larger than that of
the north Alabama and Florida sources (table 2). After
the December repeMon, dry weights of the old portion
of seedling root systems of the Mississippi and north
Alabama sources were significanffy larger than that of
the Florida source. A similar, but not significant trend
was observed after the January repetition.

An interaction behnreen seed source and root-zone
temperature significantly affeded number of new rook
(table 1). In December, at 13 and 18 " C , number of
new roots was not affected by seed source; however,
at 23 "C,the north Alabama and Florida sources had
more new roots than the Mississippi source (figure 8).
A similar but not significant trend was obsetved with
new root projected surface area in December. In
January, this interaction affected new root projected
surface area (P = 0.0681). SpeciFically, at 13 and 18
"C, new root projected surface area was not affected

%r

Water Stress Treatment
I
Well-watered W Mild OModerate
Figure 3-Mean number of new roots, adjusted by inieail stem diameter, of container-grown lsngleaf pine seedliw
exposure to water stress treatments fs"or28 days. In each repee~on,means associated w3h different leaerg are
dgt-rgcandydifferent at P P 0.00 by the LSD test.

100

December 1993

January 1994

Water Stress Treatment
figure 4-Mean new root projeGIed s u ~ a c earea, adjusted by iniliaf stsrn diameter, of container-grewn longleaf pine
seedtings aRer exposure lo vvater stress treatments for 28 days. In e a ~ hrepetil;ion, means associated vvith dflerent
Ie~ersere signgcan* digerent at I:~9 0.00 by Ute LSB t a t .

Root Zone Temperature
Figure 5-Mean number of new roo%, adjusted by in%&stem diameter, sf container-grciwn longleaf pine seedlings after
means associated Mtk different IeQers are
exposure to three root-zone temperatures k r 28 d a ~ In. each repe@~on,
signilficandy drfferent at P P 0.05 by the LSD test.

-

160

December 1993

January 1994
a

Root Zone Temperature
Figure 6-Mean new root projected surface area, adjusted by initial stem diameter, of container-grown longleaf pine
geedtings aRea exposure to Ulres rootzone temperatures for 28 days. In each repetftion, means assaciated with different
letters are signficanliy different at P I 0.05 by the LSD test.

O Control

Mild l
Moderate

a

Root Zone Temperature ( O C )
Figure 7-Mean number of new roo@,adjusted by inieal stem diam&er, of container-grown iongleaf pine seedlings afier
exposure to root-zone temperature and water stress treatments for 28 days in January 1994. Means associated with
diRerent Ienen are signlFlcanlly different at P I0.05 by the LSD test.
Table 2-Mean in%alstem diameter and adjusted
means" of root characteristics of three seed sources of
container-grown longleaf pine seedlings afier exposure
to three root-zone temperatures for 28 days in
December 1993 and January 1994

RepeMon
and seed
source

Stem
New
diameter roo&
(mm)
(#)

Becember 1993
Norlh Aabama 5.8 bb
Flotlida
5.9 b
IMisissipN
6.3 a
January 1994
North Aabama X7 b
Florida
7.8 b
Mississip@
8.4 a

New root Old root
surface
drywt.
area (em2> (g)

40.6 a
32.8 b
26.1 G

90.4 a
66.4 lizi
55.6 b

I.09 a
8.98 b
1.10 a

41-7 a
32.2 b
30.4 b

89.7 a
72.2 ata
65.7 b

1-54 a
1.44 a
1.95 a

Mean root characteris'ticsadjusted by initial stem
diameter.
Within repetitions and columns, means associated
vvith different retters are significantfy different at P a
0.05 by the LSD test

Table 3-Analysis of variance for evalua~onof the effect
of seed source on longleaf pine seedling stem diameter
using a completely random design
Source of Variation

--

week (W)
seed source (S)
WxS
sampling error
week (W)
seed source (3)
WxS
sampling error

df
MS
Pr>F
December 1993 replicate1
3.4434
0.0076
2
7.7413
0.0001
2
0.1 882
0.6741
317
0.4766
January 1994 replicat
1
12.2349
0.0001
2
12.9559
0.0001
2
3.2398
0.0123
317
0.7266

Root Zone Temperature ('C)
Figure 8-Mean number of new roo&, adjusted by ini.tt"alstern diameter, oh "rhree seed sources of container-grown
tongleaf pine seedBings aRer exposure to three root-zone temperatures for 28 days in December W93. At 23O6, new
root i n i ~ a ~ oafnnodh Aabama and F l s ~ d asources was significanay greater than "tat of the Mississippi source by the
LSD test (I=" I 0.65).

by seed source; however, at 29 "C, that sf the norlh
Alabama source was greater than that of the FIsdda
and Miissisigpi sources. A similar but not signfieant
trend was sbsewed Mth number sf new roo@ in
January.

became mare pronounced as root-zone temperature

increased. Sirnilady, Baisseee and Chambers (1992)
regsged that the posiiave response of root gravvlh to
increased soil temperature was reduced as water
became mare iimi~ngto sheraeaf pine, Pinus echinata
Milt., seedlings.

DISCUSSION
The new root grsrdrRh sf transplanted longleaf pine
seedlings was "4.8-foldgreater at 223 "C than at 18 " C.
Nambiar and othsn ("1979) Sound a 1-3-foId increase in
the new root leo@h of Manterey pine, Pinus radiate D.
Don, seedlings in response 10 an increase in root-zone
temperature from 15 to 20 " 6 , 3 2 d a p aRer
traasplan~wg.Similaw, Andersen and athem (1986)
found that an increase in root-zone temperature from
46 60 20 "C caused a 1 -4-fold increase in the new root
length of transpianted red pine, Pinus resjnclsss M.,
seedlings.
We also found that reduced water mailabifQ
decreased longleaf pine root grsvlrhh aRer transplan~rrg.
Fut-ahermore,smub from the Januay rrepeaQon
indicated that the negaWe eFFect sf water stress

Seedling establiskmenl:was not evaluated in the
present stusty.. "Therefore, we cannot develop
rela~ctnshipsbeween our results and the field
ge&rmance of planted longleaf pine. However,
suec~sfulseedling establishment is dependent on the
development of a nehark of new roots aRer plan~ng
(Brissege and Chambers % 992; Cadson 1986; Johnson
and CIine "1991). Fur$hermore,the root-zone
temperature and water aivailabiliw treatmen@imposed
in our study were representa~veof possible soil
condif-ionsdudntg winter and spring in central
Louisiana. Since our results ckaraeteh~einiaal root
responses to the soil environment after plan%ng,they
provide a sound basis for making hypotheses about
rela~onshipsbebeer?the rssl;-zone environment, root
grsMh, and field pedormance of planted longleaf pine.

Root g r o M was Eslrongly stjmuiated Latg an increase in
root-zone temperature; however, Ulis posMve response
was sensBve to vvaler stress, Water avai!abit"w is a key
fachr afffecsng sournern pine seedling suw9al aRer
planang (Ghok and Boring 19164; McGraUl and Buryea
1994). Perhaps manipulagon of &e regenera~sn
environment ta koamraabe sail temperature isaamsdi@te&
aRer planGng would increase early root growCh. h y
gain it7 new root gtrovvUl duting dnter and early spfing
cetuld reduce the negative effeet of ea@ or gradud
decreases in water availabilirty as the groMng season
progressed,
Walker and McLaughlin (1989) found that a black,
perforated polyethylene mulch applied at the base of
loblofly pine seedlings caused a 5 "C increase in spring
soil temperature at 5 em. Site preparation methods
that elevate soil temperature in the root zone of planted
longleaf pine may accelerate root grovvlh in late vvinter
and early spring.
in the present study, root g r a m of longleaf pine was
affected by seed source. Similarly, other i n v ~ t i g a ~ o n s
have demonstrated that root grovvth of pine species
differs by genotype (Carlson 1986; Hallgren and others
1993; Nambiar and others 1982). This information
sugges% that seed source may influence the root
growth of longleaf pine seedlings immediate& afier
planting.

had a larger sslem diameter, but I- rtw root greruvCk,
when cornpared to the nortki Alabama source. The
new root inirbiagon of seed sour@= in %k stuBy may be
related to M-leir adageon l a rlserent Nan~ng
zones.
However, ju& as carbon garMrionirtg bebeen Phe shoat
and root system of loMolfy pine seedlings was bund Is
dfler by seed souace (Bongafien and T ~ k e WW),
y
our r w u b s u g g ~itt b possible &at carbon paPMjonirrg
bedvtdeen the b p and fibrous roo& of longleaf pine may
&Mer Lsy seed source.

Our resub indicate that the new root grovvth of
container-grown longleaf pine is 8ensi"riveto subtfe
~ h in hsoil temperature and water availabiriry
immediately aFZer planting. Furthermore, negaiaive
eflecb of water stress may become more pronounced
as root-zone temperature increases. Further research
is warranted to determine if soil temperature in the
regeneration environment can be manipulated to
stimulate early root grovvth before water limitations
occur during tCre growing season. Our resub also
suggest %at seed source affeck longleaf pine root
grotvth r ~ p o n s e to
s changes in soil environmenb.
The aggressiveness of early root growth afier planting,
and the field performance of tongleaf pine seed sources
should be evaluated. Moreover, the egect of seed
source on carbon partitioning beween tap and fibrous
roots should be studied.
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VULNERABILITY OF LOBLOLLY PINE ROOTS
TO ENVIRONMENTAL AND MICROBIAL STRESSES'

Abdract-During secondary root development in lobtol& pine (Pinus taeda L.), shdding of cortical cells
p r w d e s diameter gr&h and mu- a temporay exwsure of cells and intercellular spaces to soil
mlcroflara. In central Louisiana, approximately 62 percent of the rmts were shdding their cortex in
% e m b e r . To understand this activ'e, I observed characteristicsthat express root growth in relation to
Eetre6%5. These characteristics includsd the condition and aeachment of the ccrtex and the presence w
variablhts were tabulated for 10
absence of old cortex, dead and still aeached, and new periderm. T
to 20 roots per tree and 10 trees at a location. Numerous microorganisms grow in the masses of shed
cells and may infect the root. Thus, the process of shedding in iobiolty pine roots appears to stimulate
microbial grovvth in the rhizosphere.

INTRODUCTlON
Secondary grovvth in roots of trees causes major
changes in root tissue morphology. Most of the cortical
cells are shed and invaded by microorganisms, and
new cells are formed to protect the remaining cortical
cells (Esau 1953, Leshem 1974, Rogers 1968).
Banhough root elongation has received attention in
loblolly pines (Pinus taeda I.),secondary root growth is
unexplored. Measurements of metabolism of pine
roots in the process of shedding cortical cells probably
are strongly affected by activity of microorganisms that
are colonizing dying cells.
The objective of this study was to define root condition
of loblolly pines in 10- to 40-year-old plantations. More
than 2400 roots of various sizes were fixed, sectioned,
and stained. Results from these observations suggest
that secondary growth of loblolly pine roots is highly
complex and that the roots are vulnerable to microbial
invasion when secondary growth is initiated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Roots for this research were collected from July 1991
to June 1994 from healthy loblolly pine trees in the
J.K. Johnson Tract of the Palustris Experimental
Forest, USDA Forest Service, in central Louisiana and
in the Homochitto National Forest in south central
Mississippi. Roots were sampled at depths of 2 to 20
cm, separated from the soil, and fixed immediately in
formalinlacetic acidlalcohol for 2 to 4 weeks (Sass

1951). Fixative was replaced by soaking in several
changes of 70-percent ethyl alcohol. Roots were cut in
the middle of their length, and one 5- by 8-mm long
specimen from each root was dehydrated, embedded
in paraffin, and cut into cross sections 5 to 10 microns
thick. For each tree, 10 to 20 specimens were
processed, and 10 trees were sampled per plantation.
A total of 1780 roots were sectioned from Louisiana
and 622 from Mississippi. Mycorrh~alroots were not
included in this study.
Different sections of roots received different staining
schedules (Hass 1980, Walkinshaw 1992). The
hematoxylin-eosin stain, the Papanicolaou procedure,
and the periodic acid-schiff reaction procedures were
applied to all specimens. Giemsa stain, toluine blue,
Congo red, Groctt's methenamine-silverstain, and a
stain of fast green, rose bengal, and acridine red were
applied to some specimens that were shedding.
Stained sections of paraffin-embedded specimens
were observed microscopically with a Gad Zeiss
PhotomicroscopeII at magnifications of 100 to 500
diameters. Polarized light was used to differeniiate
tannins and primary cell walls from secondary cell walls,
sctereid cells, and starch granules (Walkinshaw 1992).
Shedding of cortical tissues was observed in duplicate
or triplicate root sections for two staining schedules.
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f he occurrence of observed co&ex variables was
expressed as a proportion for each tree and location.

RESULTS
The Wo most useful slaining schedules for root
specimens w r e the RematoMin-eodn and the
Papanicolaou procedure. The former cdcw'erentjatedIwe
and dead roots, white the fatter separated primary and
secondarjr g r a m of @em and phloem tissues, The
periodic acid-schfl reaction readily sbined starch
granules and was the b a t w8y to eslimate sbrch
content.
The diameters of roo& that were shedding their cortex
ranged from less than 1 mm to over 2.5 cm. For 10
trees sampled in June 1993,the range in the
percentage of roots shedding their cortex was 35 to 60
and the mean was 48 2 0.8 percent. The highest
mean was 62 percent for the September sample. Only
2%percent of the roo& collected over the year in
Louisiana Mth the coptex shed were proteded by outer
c o ~ c a(new
l
bark) cells.
Roats that were entering into secondary grovvth for the
first aime shed their cortical cells inward to the
endodermis. In me, residual codcai celfs formed an
intad epidermis. The process of shedding appeared to
minimize displacement of residual cells.
Roots that underwent one or more periods of
secondary growth varied in their retention of bark cells.
The majoriw of these roots shed all of their bark cells,
but many retained a layer. An annual accumulation of
layers of bark cells was not obsenred.
Loblolly pine roots appeared to be vulnerable to various
pathogens during the shedding of cortical celfs. In all
samples, exposed residual cells had only primary walls.
These cells contained large numbers of starch grains
and prominant nuclei. Plasmodesmata and other wall
componenb routjnely appeared damaged.
Residual cells appeared to be protected after shedding
by the synthesis of bark cells. The hrmation of these
bark cells paralleled the sequence reporled for stems
of slash pine in Walkinshaw (2 992). The thick-walled
bark cells were filled M h tannin and accumulated in
layers 1 to 20 cells wide,
Microorganisms (mainly fungi) grew in large colonies
within shedding cortical cells. Development of colonies
coincided vvith disappearance of starch grains in shed

cells. Cells were devoid of recognizable organelles at
shedding. From 1 to 10 percent of the roots from 40year-old trees had fungi that penetratedthe
endodermis after cortical cells were shed. These
organisms complete& disrupted internal root tissues.
Wyphae were numerous, and the root cambium was

dead.
"Tannin in roots appeared to accumulate in response to
microorganisms and to wounding. Large numbers of
cells filled vviah tgnnin were seen in the phloem outside
the cambium, on either side of emerging root tips,
M h i n the xylem tissue, and in the bark cells. Tannin
was obsenred in all areas of cell disruption.

DISCUSSION
From my obsewations of roo% of lobtoliy pines, I
conclude that secondary root development is
significantly afFe~tedby anatomical and microbiological
even&. During shedding of the cortex, so many dying
cells and microbial cells are present that measurements
of respiration and other enzymatjc advities are nearly
impossible. Adaptation of histochemical techniques for
enzymatic assays might be more satisfactory than
assagrs on intact roots or homogenata.
Histological obsewations were made on many roots
sampled from 10- to 40-year old lobloily pines.
Secondary root grovvth appeared to be highest in
September during 1993. The shedding process was
identical at the diflerent sites in Louisiana and
Mississippi, but variation in pathogenic flora occurred
among locations. Overall, this variation was from 1 to
10 percent. These percentages do not include infected
roots that were dying at the time of sampling.
Disappearance of starch grains in cells of the cortex
before shedding was remarkable. The starch appeared
to be mobifzedto other tissues because microbial
growth was highly localized in the outer cortex. Cells
inside the endodermis had abundant starch granules.
The other root tissues had typical starch granules
during the shedding phase. The quantitl, of starch in
the cortical cells that would soon be shed was large
initialty. The loss of this starch by mobilkation,
microbial action, and hydrofytic processes of dying cells
represents a large amount of carbon energy.
The most effective protection of root cells appeared to
be tannin deposition after shedding of cortical cells.
Tannin, in combination with the cellulose:lignin complex
of bark cells appears to protect the roots in the manner

I described for gin@stems (Walkinshaw 1978,
Walkinshaw 1992). Moreover, Ute accumulation of
tannin around wounds and emerging root tips appears
to reduce vulnerabil'ty of roo% to wounds, desiccation,
and microbm.
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ROOT GROWTH POTENTIAL AND FIELD SURVIVAL OF
CONTAINER LOBLOLLY PINE SEEDLIYGS FALL
FERTILIZED WITH NITROGEN
Hans M. Williams and David B. South2
m6si$~&-Two &udiec; invesiigatecl eR&s 05 fail nitragen fefertiiizw appiie%rrisn%on the rgst gro9Anh
(Pinus taeda L.). The
nce of container bblolty pine
(0 to 8' C). Seedlings
rng tevels mqing from 100 to
propagatedfor the first study m y have had a hidden nutrient deficiency and therefore the fall
diammonium p'nosphate (DAP) application at rates of 202 kg Nlha and 67 kg Nkra increased RGP 43%
arid 32%, reswvely.
The growing season mineral fertiiger application rate was increased in the second
study which may explain why fall nitrogen applications at X12 kg N/ha did not increase RGP. In general,
RGP increased as exposure to chilling houns increased. Fall ferti
creased total seedling weight.
ng weight and not a direct
Analysis of covariance indicated that RGP may be a function oft
rmwnse to feftilber treatment or chilling level. For the first study, survival was not significantly affected
by the fall DAP treatments.

INTWDUCTION
the effects of fall nitrogen fertilization on RGP as it
relates to chilling level were examined on containergrown SobSoliy pine seedlings.

The majority of studies concerning the effects of fall
nitrogen applications have concentrated on the
noehern forwt bee species (Anderson and Gessel
1966, Benzian et al. 1974, Thompson 1982, van den
Driessche 1985, 1988, Margolis and Waring 1986a,
1986b). The influences of fall nitrogen applications
have not been extensiveb studied for loblolly pine
(Pinus taeda L.). Earlier observations for loblolly pine
suggest that fall nitrogen applications had a detrimental
effect on outplanting performance (Ursic 1956, Gilmore
et al. 1959, Shoulders 1959). Poor performance might
be the result of akering the bud dormancy cycle. For
IoblolEy pine, several studies have investigated the
relationship between bud dormancy, storability, root
growth potential (RGP) and outplanting performance
(Garber 1983, Boyer and South 1985, Larsen et al.
1986, Dewaid and Feret 1988).

Seed from two half-sibling seed lots of loblolly pine
(Pinus taeda L.) were sown in 144 cm3plastic cone
containers filled with a coarse sand. Seed sources
were from geographically different locations. The ortet
of the northern family (No. 0208) was from Virginia
(approx. 36.90°N lat. 76.95W long.) while a southern
ortet (No. 0056) was from Georgia (approx. 32.07"N
lat. 81.549N long.). Containers (98) were held in plastic
trays which covered a 0.1 86 square meter area.
Seedlings were grown outside at Auburn, Alabama.

RGP is considered to be an important measure of
seedling quality (Ritchie 1985). As bud dormancy is
released by chiling, increases in RGP have been
ohenred for lobfolly pine (Rhea 1977, Johnson and
Barnett 1985, Cartson 1985, Larsen et a!. 1986). Few
studies have reported the influence of nursery cuttural
practics on the interrelationship between the chiliing
requirement and other seedling processes. Therefore,

Seedlings were sprayed with a Captan spray preceding
germination for damping-off control. During the
growing season, the seedlings were fertilized every two
weeks beginning on May 21, 1984 akernating
applications of a 20-20-20 (N-P20,-&O) and a 15-3015 fertilizer. Six applications were made supplying 170
kQlhalyear of nitrogen. The seedlings were watered
approximateu every other day until the end of August

MATERIALS AND METHODS
1984-85 Study
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when watering was reduced. Both water and fe*f$er
were dhhefd prtamoGng bud-s& and hardening-og*
The study w s conducted las a randomked campiete
black spM dot dezsign Mtr four repiicaGons. Whole
plo% consisted af aree levels of a falt agplcaion of
diammonium pkasph&e (DAP) f e d i ~ e&ersi
r BmePr$,
while famity repr~ented
tlrte subplot%, BAP wilts
applied d h a water can at levels equivalent to 0
(control), 67, and 202 kg N h a over Wo ap@ii~alion
dates of September 28, 1984 and Odober 5, 1984.
Chilling hours, defined as %e number sF houm
seedlings experienced temperatures beween O and
8'C, were mon&orsclusing a dighi temperature
recorder. The temperature recorder was placed in a
weather box located at seedling height, When chilling
levels reached approdmatefy 100,250, 400, and 550
hours (Table 1), seedlings were sampled from eaeh
repficaaon for each treatment and family (subplot). The
variables measured were root grovvth poten~aland field
suwival and height grovlrth.

Table 1. Sampling dates and associated chilling houn
(9-8' C) for the 1984-85 and 1985-86 root growh
potenlial and ouwlsanang expsrimenlis.
Sampling Date

Proposed
Chilling Hours

Actual
Chilling Hours

- 1984-85 Fall N Study ---November 13,1984
November 29, W84
January 6,1985
January 19,1985
December 10,1985
December 29,1985
January "I,1986
Januay 330,19W

100
97
250
238
400
406
550
559
---- 19885-86 Fall N Sudy
100
991
250
254
400
397
550
569

-

Root GrsWk Potential
Root groMh potential (RGP) for unstored and stored
seedlings w s measured using a hydroponic method
descIibed by Ritchie (1984). RGP tes~ngwas
conducted in a heated, glass greenhouse. Photoperiod
was @&endedto 16 hr using 300 W incandescentilight
bulk. Ten seedtings from eaeh subplot were randomly
sampled abach chilling level. Fitre seedlings were
placed in 49 llter pJas8c bags and the bags placed in

cold storage at 4'6 for a 10-week period. The other
five seedlings were tesled immediate&. Foll<rvvinga 30day tmt period, seedlings were removed from the RGP
t s t and @acedin cold starage unU root eounb could
be made. RGP vvas determined as the number of new
roo% (m&e roo@)greater than or equat to 1 ccm in
lensh. FollaMng the 143-week storage period, RGP
was determined in a similar manner far the stared
seedlings.

Field PerCarntance
Twenw seediings from each subplot were randornfy
sampled at each chilling level for outplanling. Ten of
the seedlings were inseeed in 49 l&er plasec bags and
the bags @acedin cold storage at 4'6 for 10 weeks.
The remaining 10 seedlings were outplanted
immedialely. The outplanling site was located
approximately 16 km norlh of Auburn, Alabama, Soil at
the site was classified as a GtvinneB sandy loam
(Unged States Deparlmerst of Agjrieullure 19631).
Seedlings were removed from their containers and
planted in r o w on a spacing of 6 h m by 91 cm using
a dibble bar. Foliowing planang, initial height and
ground-line diameter were recorded. Stored seedlings
were ~~tptianted
in a similar manner "Iweeks iater.
Subsequent measuremenlrs included first and second
year height and survival.

"li985-86 Study
A second study continued the examinalion of RGP
response to lateseason nitrogen applicalion. The
same h o loblolly pine families reported previously
were used in this study. Seed were sown in the plas~c
cone containers filled with a peat-perlite-vermiculite
pine bark mixture. For control of fusiform rust
(Cronartium quercuum f. sp. fusiforme), seeds and
seedlings vvere treated vvith triadimefon. Also,
seedlings were sprayed periodically with malathion to
control aphids. Burinfathe grovving season, the
seedlings were fertilked once a week beginning on
May 11, 1985 agpving similar fePtili+er types used in the
1984-85 study. By August 31, about 155.3 mg N had
been applied to each seedling. Seedlings were
watered everl, other day un"ci August. Fertiliza~onwas
stopped and watering was reduced in August to
promote bud-set and hardening-off.

"Te study design was a randomized complete block
sptit-plot vvith four replications. Whole plots consisted
of the FePtitiizer treatments and the subplots were the
familimeFertilirer treatmen% consisted of comparisons
between DAP, ammonium nitrate (AN), and a control.

DAP and AN were appled on November 3,1195 at a
rate equivafent to 202 kg M a . Seedlinm for RGP
were sampled at the same chilling tevels sbted for the
1984-85 stu* (TaMe 1).

Data Analysis

Table 2. Seedling biomass and root grovah potential
(WGP)of seedlings tated for RGP, 1984-85 Fall N
Stu*.
"Treatment Original
Weight

FOPeach stutuciy, analyriis of variance for a randomized
complete Mock spfit-plot design was conduded using
Staaistical Anatysiaj System procedurss (Statislical
Analysis Syslem "t87). The main effects of fertiker
treatment, famity, and storage were consideredfixed.
Analpis for the main effect of chilling level was handled
as a split-plot in space and time (Steel and Torrie
1980). Plot means were used as the observations for
all studies. Anabis of eovaiiance was done to aid in
RGP data interpretation. Where appropriate, simple
correlation coefficients were calculated to identify
relationships between certain variables. Differences
within main effects and their interactions will be
discussed as significant at the 2 5% level of probability.

RESULTS
1984-85 Study
Application of the DAP fertilizer did not significantly alter
the nitrogen (N)concentration of foliage (avg.=O.^iPB%)
and roots (avg.=0.43%) for seedlings sampled in
January. Stems of fall fertilized seedlings had higher N
concentrations (0.41%) than the control seedlings
(0.33%).
The main effects of fall fertilker treatment, famity,
chilling level, and storage each had a significant
influence on RGP (Table 2). RGP was enhanced 43
and 32 percent over the control when treated with 202
and 67 kg Ntha, respectively. Georgia seedlings
produced an average of 12 more new roots per
seedling than Virginia seedlings. An increase of about
four new roots per seedling occurred with each
addi~onof 150 chilling hours. Ten weeks of storage
reduced RGP by about 9 percent.
Any significant interactions betvveen main effects were
small, usually invoking fewer than 5 new roots. An
exception is the chilling by storage interaction
(P>F=0.0003), Storage reduced RGP by 54 percent at
the I 0 0 chilling hour level (Table 3). At 250 hours and
greater, RGP was improved or remained unchanged
with the 10 weeks of storage.

Root
Total
Root
Coliislr Oven-Dry Grovvth
Diameter Weight Potenliiai

7.8 ns 3.5 ns
67 kg N/ha 17.8
3.7
3.8
202 kg Nlha "f.6

2.05 ""
2.45
2.53

29 *""2
43
51

Virginia

15.6 "* 3.6 ns
19.8
3.7

2.16 ""
2.52

35 "^*
47

100
250
400
550

177.ns
17.2
18.1
18.0

2.112.29
2.40
2.51

35 *
39
43
48

3.6*
3.7
3.7
3.8

No
3.6 ns 2.27 "*
43 "*
Yes
17.7
3.7
2.40
39
Nitrogen levels were applied over two application
dates of September 9 and October 5 , 1984 using
Biammonium Phosphate.
ns, *, ", "= not significant, and significant at the 5%,
1% and 0.1 % probabirity level, respectively.
Chilling Level = the number of hours the seedlings
experienced temperatures between 0 to 8" C before
sampling.

'

The fertilizer treatmenb increased seedling oven-dry
weight (TaMe 2). The Georgia seedlings were heavier
than the Virginia seedlings. At each higher level of
chilling, seedlings sampled for RGP were heavier.
When compared with other oven-dry weight measures,
total seedling oven-dry weight had the highest simple
correlation coefficient with RGP (r=0.7685;
P>t=0,0001; n=180). An analysis of covariance, with
total seedling oven-dry weight as the covariate, was
conduGted to determine if the main effect resub were a
function of seedling size or a physiological response
altering RGP. While their significance tevels were
greatfy reduced, adjus~ngRGP for total weight showed
that only the main effects of fertitizer treatment
(P>F=0.0433) and storage (P>F=0.0079) remained
signEcant. The analysis of covariance indicated that
the chilling by storage interaction was not significant
(P>F=0.3034).

Table 3. Root growth potential of seedlings sampfed at
four chilling hour levels in relaQonto no storage or 10
weeks of storage.

First-year field grovvth and survival was not significantty
affected by the fe@l"~er
treatmenls (Table 4). The
Georgia seedlings had greater grovvth and suntival than
the Virginia seedlings. Chilling level did not significantfy
influence lirst-year growth, but, as chilling levet
increased, survival increased. Storage reduced survival
by 8 percent Signiiicant family and storage eRecb
were still eddent the second year after outplanting.
M o , a small increase in second-year height growlh
was observed for the fertilized seedlings.

Root G r o w Potential"
Chilling Hour Level2

-

(0 8' C)

No Storage

Storage

Any significant interactions betvveen main effects
represented small diRerences in height growth or
survival. The exception was the first-year chilling by
storage interaction. First-year survival was reduced 24
percent and 9 percent by storage when seedlings
received I 0 0 and 250 chilling hours, respectively (Table
5). Survival was slightly improved or remained
unchanged with storage for seedlings receiving 400
and 550 chilling hours.

' Root Growth Potential = The number of new,

1985-86 Study

unsuberiized rosb greater than " s c m in length.
The chilling hour by storage treatment interaction for
both studies is significant at the 0.4 % probability level.

Fail N applica;ions did not significanlly increase N
concentrations in foliage (avg.=1.03%), stems
(avg.=O.47%), and roots (avg.=0.53%) of seedlings

Table 4. First-year and second-year field survival and height growth for the 1984-85 Fall N study.
Treatment
Total
Ht.
(cm)

First Year
Height
Growth
(cm)

Survival

Total
Ht
(em)

Second Year
Height
Growth
Survival
(cm)
(pd)

Nitroaen Level'
Control
30 ns
12 ns
75 ns
61 *
30 *
72 ns2
67 kg Nlha
31
13
76
63
32
74
202 kg Nlha
32
14
79
67
35
77
Family
Virginia
28 "
12"
72 "
58 "
29 "
70 "
Georgia
34
14
82
70
36
78
Chillina Level3
100
30 *
12 ns
64 "
60 ns
31 ns
61 ns
250
31
13
78
63
33
76
400
32
13
82
65
33
80
550
32
14
83
66
34
80
Storage (10 wks)
No
31 ns
13 ns
81 ***
66 "
34 "
77 **
Yes
31
12
73
62
31
72
Nitrogen Levels were applied to seedlings over two application dates of September 28 and October 5, 1984 using
Diammonium Phosphate.
ns, *.
= not significant, and significant at the 5%, 1% and 0.1% probability level, respectively.

'
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Table 5. Fimt year ouwtan~ngsuwiVaI of seedlings
samged at four chilling hour levels in rela8on to no
slorage or "f weeks of storage for the 1984-85 Fall N
stuby.

TaMe 6. Seedling biomass, and root grovvth potenljal
(RGP) of seedlings tested for RGP, 985-86Fait N
Study.
Treatment

Chilling Hour Lewd'
(0 '
8 6)

-

Percent Survival
No Storage

Storage

Original
Height
(em)

Root
Total
Root
Collar Oven-Dry GroMh
Diameter Weight PolenOiial
Imm)
(9)

"to
250
400
558

'

The chilling hour level by storage interaction is
significant at *e 5% probabiiQ level,

sampled in January. Fertilker treatments did not
significanw affect seedling weight or RGF) (Table 6).
The Georgia seedlings were heavier and had higher
RGP than the Virginia seedlings. RGP decreased by
28 percent from 100 to 250 chilling houm. 41ehiitiing
levels above 250 hours shovved increases in RGP.
Storage reduced RGP Lay 39 percent. The signdicant
chilling by storage interacljon (P>F=0.0001) showed
that storage did not reduce RGP when seedlings w r e
sampled at I000 chilling hours, but storage did reduce
RGP when sampling occurred after longer periods of
chilling (Table 3).
High correla~oncoefficients bemeen RGP and total
seedling oven-dry weight (~0.6122;P>t=0.0001;
N-192) again necessitated the use of analysis of
covariance. The main effects of chilling and storage
remained significant. Also, the chilling by storage
interaction remained significant (P>F=0.0001). The
Georgia seedlings appear to have a higher RGP than
the Virginia seedlings because of their larger size.

"AN = Ammonium Nitrate, DAP = Diammonium
Phosphate; Application rate was 202 kg Nlha applied
on November 3,1985.
ns, *, "", ""* = not signilFicant, and significant at the 5%,
1% and 0. IO/o probabilidy level, respecavely.
Chilling Level = the number of hours the seedlings
experienced temperatures betvveen 0 to '
8 C before
sampling.

'

significant chilling effect for the second study.
However, the apparent relaEionship betvveen the lower
weight for seedlings sampled at the 250-hour level and
their lower RGP casts douM on the significant chilling
elFect.

DISCUSSION
The enhanced RGP of seedlings fall fertilired in the first
stugy may be explained by increases in seedling size
and the poor seedling nutrient slatus. Loblolly pine
eonanues adding shoot and root weight aRer height
growlh h.iss stopped in the fall (May 4 984). The
Georgia seedlings were heavier than the Virginia
seedlings. Seedlings sampled at each higher chiliing
level had greater total oven-dry weights. Anafysis of
covariance indicated that the family and chilling efiect
on RGP WBS confounded by total seedling oven-dry
weight. Gsvadate anahis did not remove the

Fail ferb'liraltjon of Bouglas-fir (Fasusdotsuga msnziesii
(Mirb.) Franeo) has improved RGP (van den Driessche
1985). Improvingthe nutrient content of the seedlings
in the first study would be expected to improve RGP.
The improved seedling N concentration in the second
study may have resuked in the lack of a faif fertitker
e8fect on RGP.
It is hypotheskedthat the abiliv of seedlings to
Mhstand storage is improved aRer fulFillment of the
chilling requirement for vvinter bud rest (Garber and

Mexall980). The chilling experienced by the seedlings
appeared effective in reducing the days-to-budbreak
(Williams and South 1992). For the first study, RGP
and field sunrkl was not affected by long-lcerm slorage
after 250 or more chilting hours. However, the analysis
of covariance, Mtotal oven-dry weight as the
covariaie, removed the e;igfs%9icrtntchilling by storage
interacQonfor RGP. Perhaps, the larger seedfin@
sampled at the higher chilling levels withsbnd long-term
storage better Ulan the smaller seedlings. The opposite
resutt was observed tor the second study. RGP was
reduced by long-term storage for seedlings
experiencing 250 or more chilting hours. Storage may
reduce RGP regardless of the terminal bud rest status
as influenced by chilling (Carlson 1985). In addition,
chilling requirements for storage may differ from the
amounts necessary for winter rest release (Boyer and
South 1985).
Fall N fedlitation improved the size and weight of the
container seedlings without significantly aRering the bud
dormancy cycle (Williams and South 1992). Fall N
Pertilkation may prove more beneficial for seedlings with
known or hidden nutrient deficiencies. Any gains in
RGP as a result of increasing seedling sks may be
negated by cold storage regardless of when the
seedlings are lifted. Future research should
concentrate on the type, timing and amounts of fall
mineral fertiiiitation. In addition, future investigations
should study the relationship between growing season
bareroot cultural practices and fall mineral feitilization.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF SELECTION GAIN
IN WALNUT AGROFORESTRY MANAGEMENT'
H.E, Garrer6r0, E.F. &srew(znot@in,
J,E, Jones and C. Rink2
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in black
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INTRODUCTION
Agroforestry, an inten&e land-management sfitem
that optimkss me benefi(;s from the biological
interactions created when trees andlor shrubs are
deliberately combined vvith crops andlor livestock, is
rapidly coming of age in the U.S. (GarreM et al. 1994).
Both produetion and conservation benefib accrue as a
resuft of its adoption. Within domestic agroforest~y,five
distinct systems have evoked: alley cropping,
windbreak~~riparian
vegetative buffer stips,
silvopasturing, and forest farming. Each has igs region
of emphasis but potenhal application exists throughout
the entire temperate zone.
Within Missouri, a great deal of research and emphasis
has been placed on alley cropping and in parficular on
establishing pracaces conducive to maximking the
economic gain from planting black walnut (Juglans
nigra L.) in alley cropping p r a c t i c ~
(Kurtz: et a!. 1984,
Kincaid et a!. 1981). Early work on black walnut alley
cropping (Garreg and Kurdt: 1981, Garreg and Kurtz
1998) clearly demonstratedthe economic benef5lts of
sacrificing some wood production in favor of enhancing
fruit production through the maintenance of large
crows. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate
the value of using selec~ongain as a means of
increasing fruil production and, uttimately, the
profitability of walnut alley cropping.

Company of Stockton, Misourii have inM8ted studies to
awess the vaflation in the nut-bearing characteristics of
black walnut trees. Nut production from 934 juvenile
trees grown under alley cropping management has
been monitored on an annual basis since 1983.
Seedlings were established on an upland site in 1975
at a spacing of approximately 6 x 12-meters. Planting
stock was purchased from the Misseud Department of
GonsewaGon nursery in Licking, M i s o u i and is
representative of a vvild populaltion. Soils (Jltithin the
@antedarea are of the Bolivar series and are uBc
hapludalfs den'ved from acid sandstone which are
moderately deep and well-drained.
Weed control has been accomplishedthroughout the
life of the planting by applying 51?of Roundup and
Simazine 4L in 235a of solution per treated hectare.
Application is accomplished by banding in vvidlths of
approximately 1.5m along both sides of a row of trees.
Harvesting of nu@is achieved by hand. Following
release from a tree, nuts are picked up, counted, stored
in onion sacks and identilFied by tree number. Husks
are removed on a per tree basis by running the nuts
through a mechanical hulfer. Follovving the removal of
the husk, nuts are vveighed and the weigh@recorded
by tree number.

RESULTS AND IDISGUSSlON
METHODOLOGY
The Scfioof of Natural Resources at the Universw of
mi sou^-Coiumbia and the U.S. Fore& Semiee at
Carbondafe, lllinois in concerl vvith Mammons Praducb

Afey cropping management Mth black walnut dictatm
inaal pfangngs of tree r o w at Mde spacings to
accommodate the needs of companion crops grown in
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the attey ways. Such vvide spacings also accommodate
the development of large, retatively uninhihiled crowns
which are SO impomnt for fru2 production. Studies in
our program have dearly dernoplstraledUse value of nut
groducaon in mazcimbing the economic gain from
watnut management (Garreg and Kurlz 1988).
Unfortunately,to daler Zae research emphasis has been
placed on ~etsetingheaw beadng cuBvam.
Furthermore, fw practitjoners undersland the
import;snce of careful& monitodng and maintaining
records on nut produdon which can later ibe used as a
tool for securlng selection gain tfirough thinning.
The impoance of landownens;maintaining good nut
producBon records is elearfy demonstrated in Figure 1.
Out of 934 trees represen'ting a wild population
(seedtingr; were from nuts picked up in the vvild and are
representative of most seedlings used in establishing

5
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planQGons throughout the eastern haif of the U.S.),
41
had borne no fruit by age 15. Eighty percent of the 934
trees produced an average of onty 100 or fewer nuts
per year from age 7 through 15. An addlt;ional?8
percent of the trees produced betvveen 100 and 200
per year. On& 2 percent of the trees sampled
averaged producing more than 208 nu& per year. Of
thse, three weraged more than 300,The importance
of conducting thirrnings based on good nut production
data becomes obvious when a comparison is made in
the dollar value per hectare of the best producers
compared to the mean of the populaeon. If an
individual owned 3.5 hectares and vvished to plant it on
a 3 x 12-meter spacing, as in this study, he would order
931 trees (266 treema). Assuming that the 934 trees
monitored in this study are representative of the
seedlings that would be received, from age 7 through
15 they would produce an average 1.25 kg of

85 105 125 145 165 185 205 225 245 265 285 305 325 345

NUMBER OF NUTS
Figure l-Average nut production for 934 juvenile walnut trees grown under alley cropping management on an upland
site. Nut: produetion represenlts an average of nub harvested from 1983 to 1990.

nuttreNear. I;n aur study tlte average number of
green nu% per kg (husk removed) equalled 80 and tke
average &eepoduced 75 n u w e a r (age 7-3 5).
Assuming a value of $0.97kg (this is a low average
since as much as $0.441kg has been paid an a
contract basis far glanb;tiion-grown nub), these 266
treema vvould geld nub w& a va9ue of apgrodma"rely
$90. IF the 3.5 ha giantaGon occupied a good
boltamland sRe, at 15 yeam is approaching Ule age
For thinning iF nut produc*ljonk being emphasked. A
15-year old vvatnul: plantaaon (73x 12m) an a high
qua[@ s@ein our sbdy had an average height of 13m
vvith an average diameter greater than "1cm.
Assuming the owner dec& to thin the planta~onto ;PO
treesha (approdmatev a 12 x 22m spacing which
corrwponds to our recornmendaaons),the probability
of his increasingthe ratio of good to poor nut
producers is paor unless he has maintained annual nut
production records, More than 80 percent of the 933
trees he used to establish his 3.5 ha will have?produced
fewer than 100 nu& per year by age 15. Assuming
random distdber~on,the "a3 trees which have averaged
producing more than "i:8 nuMree&ear have the same
prababiliw of being removed as the poor groducen
which outnumber them almost 7 to "I One might,
therefore, assume that na improvement (selecaon gain)
in nut proatucItion on a per tree basis vJill be rearzed
from thinning under these condiaons. Assuming that a
producgon rate of "1.25kgkreehear is maintained, with
only 70 treedha f~llovvingthe thinning, nut production
value in year 16 would equal $23,62ha ("7trees x 1.25
kgkree x $0.271kg).

capac& (hcsav and regular bearers) for nut production
beween ages 7 and 1" 5 may yield beeer Mfh age Vtan
tre% tktal: showed lower polenliair; for fruang d u ~ n g
th-e same years. If this assump~onholds, the
percentage gain in nut produceon realzed through
selec8an Mfl increase with the age of the planLing as
Mill the dotfar value of the nut crops produced.

in contrast, If a landowner maintained good nut
production records and could retain the best 245 trees
distributed acrass the 3.5 ha (70 treema x 3.5 ha), an
increase of 63 percent (2.04 kgllree vs I 2 5 kflree) in
nut production would be reaked. Seven% trees per
hectare averaging 2.04 kg of nuMree w u l d geld
approximately "t43 kgs of nub in year 16 if we assume
na increase in nut produc~onimmediately foliovving
thinning. Assuming a value sf $0.271kg, the 245 tree%
(7l)fha x 3.5 ha) retained on the basis of nut produe~an
over the preceding 8 yeas (7-35),would yield
$38.63ha for a gain of $14.991"ha over the plantalion
thinned Mhout Ure beneM of nut produceon data.
Moreover, trees that have demsndrated a genelic

Garretl, H.E. and W.B.Ku@. 1981. Nut production--a
valuable asset in black walnut management. In:
Black walnut for the future. USDA Forest Service,
General Technical Report N6-74. pp 53-56.

Walnu"rnut production is regulated 93iy gene~csand,
therefore, varies siignificanttywithin a Mid popula~on.
However, though the maintenance of annual nut
producGon records, landowners can greatly improve
their average yields by discriminaling against poor
produeem dufing thinning (selection gain). UnQl
genetically proven stock is available at a price
amrdable by the average landowner, seleceon gain
oafem the best oppoduniv far a landowner to increase
nut yields and dollar value per hectare in walnut alley
cropping pianengs.
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A CLONAL COTTONWOOD TRIAL AFTER 21 YEARS'
J.G.E, Goelz and M.L, Monroe2
=stem c&onwaod were ptarrld in "192 to provide informticm
Fbe of &ese clones were kt@identirred ;3s suprisr ckmes. Mare
m@asurem~M
&&err h&is Mnbfm iRbi~a14~
P
t SPt four OrC hfive r m m m e d d e h m are
trke
W&( d b ~It'le i S f m n , Thus
~l~ti0n
m8y M i n d i a t f~r ~ e
graMh pa8ntiai
lfgd B ~fom.daa age 21, Stoneville clone 124 had U
ke greatest basal arm and volume, M had p r lq
grade. B a d on wfumts?and log gmde, Ihs &st ctones at age 21 we$@Stsneville clones @, "90,75, and
72.

Much of the earty work in geneses and biology of
eastern cottonwood (Populus deltoids Bartr. ex
Marsh) vvas conducted by scientists of the Soulhern
Hardwoods Laboratory at Stonevilte, Mississippi. In
1970, fourteen clones were selected for midsouth
timber production (Mohn, and others 1970). In "1972,
five of these clones passed a second stage of
selecGon; these clones were vvidely disseminated as
improved stock, and the other clones were to be
eliminated from nurserjes (Craig 1972, leasa on file wjlh
authors). By 1974, these so-called 'bblus-tag'klones
received the highest level of registration wRhin the state
of Mississippi (band, 1974). Cooper and Ferguson
( I 979) and Cooper (1998, unpublished manuscript on
file with authors) subsequently indicated that the
blue-tag crones were outperformed by other clones,
and they suggested that seledon should be delayed
until the clones had achieved approximately half of
rotation age.
The objective of this paper is to report on the grovvlh of
thirteen of the original Stoneville elones, including the
five blue-tag clones, at age 21 at a site in Mississippi.
As qualrty saAog production is a primary aim of the
rand manager, difierences in log grade among clones
are important.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Site
An 880 acre coMonwood plantaasnwas pianted in
1972 at Hooker's Ridge. Wookets Ridge is about 20
miles north of Vieksburg, Mississippi, on the NlissimipN

D e b and b on the protected side of the levee.
Thirteen of the Stoneville clons3-9were planted: 63, 66,
67,70,71,72,74,75, 01, 91, 92, 109, and 124.
Clones 66, 67,744, 92 and 109 are the so-called
blue-tag clones. The plantation was divided into
blocks, and Mthin each block there were Wo-row plob
sf each clone. Each row contained 150 to 170 trees.
Three of the blocks were randomly selected for
measurement. A road ran approximately along the
center of the plantason, coinciding Mth a soil-ftype!
boundary betvveen Commerce and Tunica soils.
Commerce soils are loamy U\roughout and among the
best soils for cogonwood. Tunica soils differ from
Commerce soils by having a clay cap of approximately
tws feet thickness. Atthough Tunica soils are good
cofionwood sites, they are generally considered to be
inferior to Commerce soils. The plantation was thinned
three times, (mid 1970's, in 1981, and 1990). Both row
and selective thinnings were conducted. Mortality due
to thinning could not be distinguished from natural
mortality. Some clones were removed from some
blocks by the thinning. Thus, the design became
unbalanced. One of the measured blocks irvas left
unlhinned.

Measurements
Measurements were made at ages I , 2, 16, and 21.
Twenw percent of the trees were measured-trees at
Wo adjacent planting spots, followed by eight spob
Vtat were skipped. Weight and diameter at breast
height (d,b.h.) were recorded at ages 2, "1,and 21,
Volume of individual trees w s es~matedfrom height
and d. b.h. using weighted regression equations
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described by Krinard (1988). At ages 1,2, and 21, the
total number of lMng trees vvithin each row was
recorded. Because number of trees was not recorded
at age 16, stand level variables (basal area,
volumelacre) could not be determined at that age. Ait
age 21, grade of the lower 16" log was recorded, using
standard harwood log grade rules.

Analysis
As removal of some clones from some blocks caused
the design to become unbalanced, a regression
approach, rather than an anafysis of variance
approach, was used in data analysis. Dummy variables
were created for blocks, clones, and soil type. Model
selection invoked eliminating nonsignificantvariables.
The procedure used in model selection was basically
backward elimination, where nonsignificantvariables
are removed one by one, starting with the least
significant predictor, until only significant variables are
left. Variables removed early in this process are added
back into the equation if they become significant
following the removal of other variables. Diameter at
age 516 was used as an addiiional covariate to predict
diameter at age 21. The coefficient for diameter at age
16 was allowed to be unique for each clone. During
model building, tests for commonality of parameters
among clones were made. Height growth data from
ages 2, 16, and 21 were fit to a Weibull-equation, with
each parameter of the Weibuli expanded as a function
of clones, blocks, and soil types. The model-building
procedure described above provides good
descrimination of the better and poorest clones. For
survival and grade data, contingencytables were
created and significant differences among clones were
tested by comparing X2and G2to x2. An a of 0.05 was
used for all tests.

RESULTS
Diameter at Age 21
The equation for average diameter at breast height
(averaged over all trees in a row) is:

where
D represents diameter at breast height at age 21, in
inches.
B3 is a dummy variable representing block 3,

Soil is a dummy vadable representing digerent soiD
Qpes, vldith a 1 representing Commerce soit, as
idenmed in reference to the road running dawn
the middle of the plantation. 0 would represent
Tunica soil, or south of the road.
6109 is a dummy variable for clone 1109.
C74,91 is a dummy variable for ctsnss 74 and 91.
C66,67,92 is a dummy variable for clones 66,67, and
92.
670 is a dummy variaibfe for clone 70.
C75,81 is a dummy variable for clones 75 and 81.
The adjusted R2for the equation is .907,FNith standard
error of the ="tiate equal to 0.598 inch-.
Dummy variables representingclones 63,71,72 and
124 were not significant; this group could be
consideredto be the "average" group for d,b.h, at age
21. Clones 75 and 81 averaged over one inch more in
d.b.h. than that average group. Clone 70 was slighdy
smaller in d. b.h. than the average group. Clones 66,
67, and 92 had diameters that were 2.4 inches smaller
than the average group. Clones 74 and 91 were 3.5
inches smaller than the average group. Glsne 109 had
the smallest diameters of all clones.

Trees per Acre at Age 21
The equation for trees per acre at age 21 is:

-

TPA = 50.259 12.688*B3 + 5.655*Soil10.219*C75,81 36.415*C109

-

Where, I P A represents trees per acre. The adjusted
R2for the equation is .546, with a standard error of the
estimate equal to 8.3 trees per acre, Atthough clones
75 and 81 had the greatest diameters at age 21, they
also have fewer trees per acre. Thus the greater
diameter may be due to lower stand density rather than
any inherent superiority in capacity to grow. AIthough
clone 109 had low average diameter, it also has low
dens@. The other ten clones were lumped together
with regard to trees per acre. The three thinnings
vvithin the stand lessened early differences among
clones in trees per acre.

Diameter Grovvth Fram Ages 16 to 21.
Diameter grovvth of individual trees from ages 16 to 21
was predicted as a function of dummy variables Fsr
blocks and clones with diameter at age 16 used as a
covariate. The relationship beween grorrth and initial
diameter was linear. The adjusted RZof the equation
was ,655and standard error of ths estimate was ,386.
The results of the equation are graphed in figure 1, for

diameter of 9 inches & age "1for cfone 92 might be a
eodorniilarrt trw,vvlrle a 9 i n ~ diameter
h
tfee for a
6'rfferent dons may be in an inferior c r o w p o ~ o n .
Aflthough clan- 75 and 81 had the largmb diameter
&1age 21, they were clustered vvith dons%63,71
and 92 Hregard to diameter gram bt5Ween ages
16 and 21. This might supporlthe interpretagespt that
the larger diameters of clones "7 and 61 were due to
lower dens@ rather than an inheren* superior
capacm to grow.

Height Gravvth to Age 21
For each got, average height of the tallest 50 percent
of &e trees was calculated at ages 2, 16, and 21. An
expanded Weibulf function was fit to this data. The
general form of the Weibull height-growth model is:

I

Others: 63,71,72,75,81

I

Diameter
Figure 1. Diameter grovvth as a fdncfisn sf iniaaf
diameter. Lines are labeled by clones. Thickened line
represents five clones for which the regres~on
equation did not include clone-specific parameters.

the second block. There are only minor differences in
the intercept among blocks. initial diameter is a
significant covariate. There is a relatively large group of
clones exhibiting good diameter growth, clones 63, 71,
71,75, and 81. Clone 124 is only slightfy below that
group. Clongs 66,637 and 70 grew more slowty. Clone
91 was next, and clones 74 and 109 were considerably
inferior. Clone 92 expressed diameter growth that was
among the k t , after adjusting for the covariate of
initial diameter. Hovrrever, clone 92 was shown to have
among ths smallest diametem at age 21, and in the
akence of the covariate, clone 92 dogs have low raw
diameter g r a m r a w . m o u g h ahe line for clone 92 is
higher than ttrs ln@ for clone 924, most of the treer; for
~Ilone92 had an initial diameter towards the lower end
of the graph m#otrmost of Ule &em for clone 124 had
iniGtial B a r n a m @wrd .2ke higher end of the graph.
There are tvvo s m n d o n s for the apparent supedom
for clsne 82. Tket h&d@ma4&e sf clone 92 may be
due to past inddsn~sof &ease or ins-,
and the
clone may bs rscovering. &ern&@@, a trse of a given
diameter for elone 92 Mli be in a beger crown p o a o n
than a tree of Ule anre diameter for a clone W h a
greater average diameter. For example a tree vvith a

where,
W represenlts height,
Age reflee& plantation age, and
A,B, and 6 are parameters.
A represen& the asymptote of the equa~on.S k a rate
parameter, and C is a shape parameter. Each of the
parameters was expanded as a function of dummy
variables representing clones, blocks, and soil types.
AFler eliminating non-significant variables, the rssulting
equations for each parameter are:

Where variables are as previously defined. The
corrected RZb .996.The standard error ofthe
es~m;steis 2.823 ft. The cuwes for V\e equation are
ploaed in figure 2. Atthough the dummy variables for
mast clones enter into the equa%snfor the asymptote,
on& one elan@,clone 72, coatributes lo parameters B
sr C* This means that the cuwes tror all other clones
are propsaonal, they on& &Ffer vvlth regard to the
m d m u m height. Clone 72 has the greatwt asympbote
as well as having a larger rate parameter. Thus cfone
72 k dwerging from the other clona. GIoneg 66, 70
and 71 express ths next b-1 height grovffh, Dummy
vadables lor clones 63, 89, 7%and 124 do not enter the

is 14.237 elacre. Clone 124 had the greatest amount
of basal area at age 21. Clone 109 had the lowest
basal area. Clones 67,74, 91 and 92, as a group, had
almost 24 @/acre less than the average group,
comprised of the remaining clones, 63, 66,70,71, 72,
75 and 81.

Volume per Acre at Age 21
The equation to predict cubic foot volume per acre at
age 21 is:

-

Volume = 3210.4 + 313,6*Soil+ 626.6*82 3410.4 *
C109 2056.8*C74 - 1203.5*C67,91,92 + 578.5*CI 24

-

Figure 2. Height over age curves. Lines are labeled by
dones. Thickened line represents four ciones for
which the regression equation did not include
clone-specific parameters.

equation; they represent a group of clones with good
height growth rates. Clone 81 has growth that is
slightly less than that group. Clones 91 and 92 and
clones 74 and 109 exhibit poor height growth. The
dummy variable for soil type only enters the equation in
the rate and shape parameters; it does not enter the
asymptote parameter. This means that the two soil
types have identical maximum heights. The Commerce
soil produces taller trees than the Tunica soil, however,
the difference in height among soil types has
decreased between ages 2 and 21, both in proportional
terms and in absolute differences. If the model can be
extrapolated, in the future the difference will become
negligible.

Where Volume represents cubic foot volume per acre.
Volume per acre for the large "average" group,
consisting of clones 63,66,70,71,72,75 and 81, is
over 3200 flacre. The Commerce soil produces over
300 @/acre more than the Tunica soil. Clone 109
produced very little volume. The parameter for clone
109 would indicate that negative volume would be
obtained for Tunica soils, except in block 2. The only
data for cione 109 came from biock 2. Clone 74 also
produced little volume. Clones 67, 91, and 92 were
also inferior to the average group, with regard to
volume. Clone 124 produced over 575 @/acre more
than the average group. Thus with regard to volume at
age 21, clone 124 is clearly superior, while clones 109,
74,67,91 and 92 do poorly. Baker and Broadfoot
(1979) indicate volumes, at age 20, of 4300 ft?/acre for
high site class plantations. Thus, volume growth at this
site is less than indicated by the yield tables of Baker
and Broadfoot (1979).

Survival between ages 16 and 21
Although significant differences were found among
clones with respect to survival between ages 16 and
21, only two clones had more than one tree die-clones
74 and 109. This provides further information to
substantiate the inferiority of those two clones.

Log grade at age 21
Basal Area per Acre at Age 21
The equation to predict basal area per acre at age 21
is:

Where BA represents basal area per acre. The
adjusted R2is 579. The standard error of the estimate

Significant differences were found among clones with
respect to log grade. Proportion of trees by clone and
grade are graphed in figure 3. No grade one logs (the
best grade) occurred for any clone; pruning may have
been initiated one year too late. Five clones had more
than 15 percent of trees with grade two logs; these are
clones 63,67,70,71 and 72. Clones 124,75 and 81
had a small amount of grade two logs. No other clones
had any grade two logs,

Percent
(ZJ1 Grade 2

W Grade 3

Grade4

Figure 3. Grade of lower 16 foot log for each clone, represented as a percent of all trees of that clone. Grade 4
represents local use, or construction grade logs.

SUMMAW AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Although this study became unbalanced, and other
factors, primarily inabilrly to discriminate mortality from
thinning, lessen the importance of individual contrasts
among clones, consistency among many of the
individual tree and whoie stand measuremenk provides
strong evidence for the superior@ and inferiority of
particular clones. Among the five clones identified as
supe~srin 1972: (1) Four were among the five worst
growers wgh respect to volume at age 21. Only clone
66 was at least average; (2) Three of those four worst
growers atso had low log grade; only clone 67 had
good grade; (3) Clones 74, 92 and 109 were
unacceptable in regard to grourth and grade. The
bfuebtag clones should no longer be consideredto
represent superior planting stock. AIthough they may

outperform wild populations on some sites, they are
inferior to other select clones.
Clone 124 produced the greatest volume, however, log
grade was relatively low. Clone 124 is known to have
deep crowns with large branches. While this may
improve volume production, it detrack from production
of quality sawlogs. W ~ t hearly pruning, clone 124 may
be suitable for quality savvfog production. It may be
suitable for biomass production. Clone 124 was
idenfied by Cooper (1982, manuscript on file with
authors) as being a superior clone, atthough he
indicated that it was not appropriate for clay soils.
Based on totali volume production and considering
grade, the best clones are 63,?0,71, and 72. They

are superior to Vle triuetag clonm in regard to g r o M
of individual
of stand-level glrovvul and grade.
CIaness 70 and "7 were previous& idenaed by Cooper
and Ferguson (3979) as supeior don-, CIonm 70,
71 and 72 are a4 crpen-poiiinated progeny of a single
fernate Prss;%us Vley are at least hag-siMings. Clone
63 is an open-pollinated progeny of a dfierent femafs
tree occurring at Yle same site in Allissisipa as Une
mother tree of 70,71 and 72 Thus, clone 63 may be
related to clonm "1',7%and 72,
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SEED TRANSFER AND GENECOLOGY IN SHORTLEAF PINE'

INTRODUCTION
When choosing seed for afforestation, foresters
generalb follow the rule that local seed sources are
best. "Tis consenrative approach is certainly best in
the absence of reliable data on the pedormance of
other seed sources. It cannot a k a p be assumed,
however, %at local sources vvill perform the best
(Mamkoong 1969). Pia~venawee3
t w b have shown that
the local source does not always achieve the highest
yield (Wells 1983)For more than 200 years, foresters have used
provenance tesb or seed source studies to determine
the best source of seed for afforestation, and to study
genetic differences in response to changes in climate
and site (Langlet 197I). A major factor in the
performance of a seed source in a particular location is
the difference in climate beween the planting site and
the seed source. Seeds moved a modest distance
northward often out-peaSbrm seeds from the local
source CJVelk and Wakeley 1966). If moved too far to
the north, however, they suffer cold damage and do not
perform as well as the local source. If moved to the
south, they also do not perform as well as the local
source, These resub suggest a curvilinear relationship
b e h e n grovvttr and climatic differences betvveen seed
source and the pianting location.
DiPlerences in temprature are certainly important, and
yearty average minimum temperature at the source
(Figure 1) was the best variable found to prediGt effee-ts
of seed transfer in loblolly pine (Pinus tasde L.)

(Schmidtling 1994). In the present study, results of the
Southvvide Southern Pine Seed Source Study
(SSPSSS) were used to explore the genecology and to
predict the effects of seed movement on the grovvth of
shortieaf pine.

MAIERlALS AN0 METHODS
In the shortleaf phase of the SSPSSS, seeds from 16
sources were planted at many locations across the
natural range of that species (Figure 1). Data from the
19 plantings that S U N ~ Vto~ age
~ 25 were used in the
analysis.
Plots representing single seed sources contained 11
rows of IItrees at 6- by 6-foot (1.8 m X 1.8 m)
spacing. These plots were replicatedfour times. Trees
from five or six sources were planted at each site.
Wells and Wakeley (1970) completely described the
study.
Climatic and other location data, in addition to those in
Wells and Wakeley (1970), were obtained from USDA
Forest Service (19969), USDA Agricultural Research
Service (19901, and NOIVs, (1991).
In an initial examination, each of the 19 plantings was
anafyzed separately. Mean heights and plot v o l u m ~
of
the provenances were used as dependent variabtes.
Independentvariables included each seed source's
latitude, mean temperature, yearly average minimum
temperature, precipitation, frost-free period, and the

'P~"apf?;r
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Figure 1. Natural distribulion of shoaeaf pine (Pinus schinata MI.) in the Southeastern United States and localions of
seed sources and planlings of the Southvvide Southern Pine Seed Source Study (SSPSSS). Mean annual minimum
temperature isotherms are from USDA Agricukural Research SeMce (1990).

squares of these. The variables were included in step
wise muniple regressions to determine the most
important variables. Overall, mean temperature and
minimum temperature are probably the most useful,
apparenay because they integrate the eRec% of
laMude, elevaiaion, and mariaime e8ects into a single
variable. It also b imporlant, however, la know what
other variables are alFfecling growth.
In the regression anaiysis of cornfined data, the
percent deviation in height from the local source vvas
the dependent variable. Independentvariables were
the digerences betvveen the location and the seed
source for latltude, minimum temperature, mean
temperature, frost-free period and rainfall, and the
squares and crass-producb of these variables,

Digerences between eastern and western sources,
geographically defined by the Mississippi River Valley
(Figure l), were examined using techniques described
by Neter and Wasserman (1974) for testing differences
between regression lines. In this procedure, a reduced
model (1) of the polynomial regression is compared
sequentially Mk models (2), (3), and (4) containing
terms for eastPNest effects, by a straight-fsnnrard F-test
of the reducaan in error sum of squares. Model (1)
computes a common polynomial regression line for all
the data. Modei (2) is equivalent to compuang separate
regression lines where eastern and western sources
differ in intercept (@,), Model (3) is equivalent to
computing lines having different: coeficients for P, and
Q,, and Model (4) is equivalent to computing lines
where Po, p, and p, differ for eastern and western

sources. The reduced polynomial model is:

The model aliovving for easthrvest differences in
intercept is:

The model allowing for easwest differences in
intercept (13,) and slope (P,) is:

The model allowing for eastfvvest differences in
intercept (Po),slope (Q,) and curvature
is:

(a)

where:

Po, PI, ...

Q5 = Parameters faed by the regression
procedure
Yi = Height (or volume) for sbservaaion i
X,, = Most important dependent variable at the source
for provenance i
>d,2 = Square of this dependent variable at the source
for provenance i
I1 if observation from west of the Mississippi River
&3={

\O if observation from east of the Mississippi River
ei= residual.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the original analysis of the SSPSSS, there was a
strong interaction between planting location and seed
source (Wells and Wakeley 1970). Their analysis
showed that the relative performance of the seed
sources depended on the planting location. This result
is common, and even expected, in seed source studies,
and is evident when comparing height growth with
temperature in Figures 2a-c.
Consistently, the best single predictor for height growth
was average annual minimum temperatures at the seed
source. From 30 to 82 percent of the variation in
height at age 20 years was explained by a linear or
quadratic relationship with minimum temperature at the
seed source. Latitude, mean temperature, frost-free
season, and the squares of these variables also were
significan#y related to height in individual analyses. The
effect sf rainfall failed to achieve statistical significance,

because rainfall does not vary much across the
shortfeaf pine range.
The relationship beween height and minimum
temperature at the source was nearly linear in the most
southern plantjngs (Figure 2a). The sources from
areas with the highest minimum temperature, t h ~ ~ e
from the southern-most coliec~onpoints, were the
tallest, up to 41 feet, and those from area of the lowest
minimum temperature averaged only around 32 feet.
The climate in this southern planting was not cold
enough to adversely affect the growth of any source.
A curvilinear relationship betvveen minimum
temperature at the source and growth is apparent in a
mid-latitude planting (Figure 2b). The linear regression
with minimum temperature explained 32 percent of the
variation in height; adding the square of minimum
temperature improved the fit to 63 percent. The
sources with the tallest trees at age 25 were those that
were collected from areas ~ 4 t hminimum temperatures
somewhat above that of the planting location-those
from south of the planaing location. Seed sources
from climates colder than the planting location, as well
as those from climates much warmer than the planting
location did not grow as well as the iocal stock.

The curvilinear relationship also can be seen in a plot of
height versus minimum temperatures in one of the
northern plantings (Figure 2c). A linear fit with
minimum temperature at the seed source explained 37
percent of the variation; addition of minimum
temperature squared improved the fit to 81 percent. In
this planting, the poor performance of sources from far
south of the planting site is more evident than in the
mid-latitude planting (Figure 2b).
Differences in site index present dificult problems in
combining data from different locations. MBtyds and
Yeatman (1992) included the height of the local source
as one of their independent variables, to compensate
for these differences. Generally, high ? values are
obtained with this method because of the autocorrelation. This approach was tried in the present
study, but more interpretable resuits were obtained by
first expressing growth as a percent deviation from the
local source, and then combining the data from the
different plantings.
The definition of the "local source" is often
problematical, and in the case of the SSPSSS, exact
local sources do not exist for many of the plantings.
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Figure 2. Height at age 25 versus yearly average minimum temperature at the seed source for three selected glantingr
representing southern (A), central (B), and northern (C) responses.

There may be one or more sources from nearby areas
that could be used. In this analysis, the height of the
"local" source was determined by regression (Figure
2a-c). As MBtyas and Yeatman (1992) have pointed
out, the height of the local source is not known without
error. Using a regression model to determine this
height may result in less error than using any one
paficular source.
When combining studies from diRerent locations, the
differences in faeude, temperature, precipitation, etc.,
beween the planting location and the seed source are
probabb more important tt.lan the absolute values of
these variabtes. Giertych (4 977) used "latitude
displacement""to combine seed source data from
several nurseriw. In developing their seed transfer
model in jack pine (Pinus banksiana Lamb.), MaVhs
and Yeatman (1992) used the difference in latitude and
the difference in heat sums behrveen the plan@ng

location and the seed source to define 'kcological
distance.''
Minimum temperature difference and minimum
temperature difierence squared were the most
important variables when the data from the 4 9 plantings
were combined (Figure 3). This combination
accounted for 48 percent of the variation in height
deviation from the local source. Laltjtude difference
squared was also significantfy related to height
deviation in U.te muttiple regression, but accounted for
onb an additional 2.5 percent of Ule variation.
Photoperiodic effeets are certainly important in loblolly
Wne per^ and othem See),but were not very
meaninmi in this s t u e after eR& of temperature
w r e accounted for.
Logical&, the curve computed using deaations in
height from the "locar" source in the combined data
should pass through the intercept, if the height of the
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Figure 3. Height at age 25 versus minimum temperature for the combined data. On the vertical axis, heights are
expressed as deviations from the local source. On the horizontal axis yearly average minimum temperatures are
expressed as differences between the seed source minimum temperature and the planting location minimum
temperature.

"locar' source as computed is a reasonable estimate for
purposes of combining the data from several plantings.
The intercept did not vary significantly from zero (P =
0.55), indicating that the method used here for
determining the height of the "locar' source appears to
be reasonable.
The analyses that are summarired in Figure 3 show
that moving seed sources northward from areas with
minimum temperatures of 7 OF warmer than the
planting site resuft in the maximum gain over local
sources southward or
sources. Moving seed
northward more than 15 OF results in less growth than
that of the local source.
The regression anafyses showed a significant
difference behnreen eastern and western sources in
intercept (F ~6.43,P<0.04), siope (F =4.25,

,,,,,

,,

,,,,,

P<0.05), but not in cuwature (F =3.32, P30.06). In
loblolly pine, western sources are slower growing
(Wells and Wakeley 1966). The opposite appears to
be true in shortleaf pine. Separate curves computed
for height growth in Figure 3 show that western
sources of shortteaf pine grow better than eastern
sources, especially at the extremes of seed transfer.
This resuEt may be due to introgressionwith loblofly pine
in the western part of the range since loblolly grows
faster than shodeat pine.

CONCLUSIONS
Provenance tests are often analyzed planting by
planting, to determine which seed source is best at a
given planting location. That approach Is a simple way
to deal with the strong and complex interactions
between seed source and planting site, The approach
described here provides an overall picture. Growth

variables are related to climatic factors at the seed
source by regression. Performancein different
ptantings is combined by expressing groWh as a
percent deviation from the local source. Temperature
or other climatic factom at the source are expressed as
deviations from conditions of the pfanting site. The
result is a general pidure of the effects of seed transfer.
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REFOREST'ATION ON NON-INDUSTRIAL PRIVATE FORESTLAND
IN EAST TEXAS FROM 1983-1993: FACTORS ASSOCIATED
WITH FIRST-YEAR SEEDLING SURVIVAL1
Brad L. Barbe?
A f r a r a d 4 f tke 12 milliorr acres sf commercial fwestland in Easi Texas, 61 percent is ovvned by the
non-industrial private sector. From 1983 through 1993, pine reforesbtionon non-industrial private
forestland (NIPF) ranged from 17 to 31 thousand acres per year. Cost-sharing was invohted on 87
percent of the acres planted. Annual first-ymr seedling survival ranged from 54 to 76 percent and
averaged 64 percent over the 11-year perid. First-year survival declined slightly as planting season
. White hand planting accounted for 67 percent of the acres planted, machine planting
averaged about 4 percenbge points greater in survival. Average survival was 68,64, and 54 percent on
good, average, and poor sites, respectively. Tracts receiving herbaceousweed control averaged 13
percentage points greater in survival than tracts where no weed control was used. Survival was
significantlycorrelated with accumulated negative values of precipitation minus patential
evapotranspirationduring the grovving season.

INTRODUCTION
Because of continuing population growth and the
consequent reduction in the forestry land base, and
because sf increasing pressur6 on Naaonal Forests to
manage for values other than timber, non-industrial
private forestland (NIPF) will be increasingly relied upon
to supply the nation with wood fiber. However, poor
regeneration of pine on NIPF has been identified as a
major cause of a reduction in pine forests and growth
in the South (USDA Forest Service 1988, McWilliams
1989).

Of the 12 million acres of commercial forestland in East
Texas, 61 percent is owned by the non-industrial
private sector (Miller and Hartsell 1992). It is on these
lands that the greatest potential lies in alleviating a
future deficit in timber supply. It is therefore crucial that
forest resource professionals encourage effective
reforestation on NIPF and identrfy those factors
associated with mortality and successful seedling
establishment.
This paper relates first-year seedling survival on NIPF in
East Texas from 1983 through 1993 to sihricuttural, site,
and climatic factors.

METHODS
Beginning in 1983, records were kept on first-year
seedling survival of operational pine plantings
administered by the Texas Forest Service (TFS) in East
Texas. Table 1 lists the variables recorded each year.
Survival was determined from number of trees planted
and number surviving on 0.01-acre plots established
during or shortly after planting. Plots were
systematically distributed over each planted area at a
rate of 1 plot per acre for tracts of smaller than 35
acres, down to 1 plot per 3 acres for tracts larger than
90 acres. Number of trees planted was determined at
plot establishment as part of a tree planting inspection
program. Plots were revisited at the end of the first
growing season and surviving trees were counted.
Survival was summarized by the various variables. All
survival means are weighted by acres planted. Analysis
of variance or simple linear regression analysis was
conducted on each main effect. All analyses were
weighted by acres. Arcsine transformation of survival
data was used for all analyses except survival by month
of planting and survival by accumulated negative values
of P-PET (described below) for the grovving season.

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silvicuttural Research Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3, 1994.
'Staff Forester, Texas Forest Service, College Station.

Table I-VariaMes recorded by year from 1983 *rough 1993

Variable

83

84

85

86

87

Year
88

89

90

91

92

93

County
Acres
Cost share program
Trees planted
Trees surviving '
Date planted
Planting method
I-ferbaceousweed control
Site qualityd
Seedling type *
a Number per acre

Machine or hand

'Yes or no
Good, average, or poor

An attempt was made to relate a climatic factor to
survival by correlating first-year survival to the
accumuiaied nega~vevalues of precipiiation minus
potential evapotranspiration during the grovving season.
Potential evapotranspiration (PET) was calculated
using Thornthwaite's method (1948). Followingthis
method, an unadjusted potential evapotranspiration is
calculated from mean monthly temperature according
to the equation

where e is the unadjusted monthly potential
evapotranspiration in cm, t is the mean monthly
temperature in "C,Iis the heat index, and a is a
coefficient determined from the heat index. The heat
index, I, is the sum of 12 monthly values of temperature
index (11 given by

Coefficient a is obtained from the empirical equation

The above potential evapotranspiration equation gives
values for months of 30 days and 12 hours each.
Since number of days in a month varies and dagength
varies with season and latitude, unadjusted rates must
be reduced or increased by a factor that varies with
month and latitude, This correction factor ranged from
0.86 to 1.22.

Species or genetic line

Monthly precipitation and temperature data were
obtained from 28 weather observing sites throughout
East Texas supewised by NaPiorraii Oceanic and
Atmospheric AdministrationlNationalWeather Service.
A value for each TFS District was obtained by
averaging the three most appropriate stations within or
nearest the District. TFS Districts generally comprise
from 1 to 3 counties. In some cases only two stations
were included. Differences between precipitation and
potential evapotranspiration (P-PET) were determined
for each District. A negative value of P-PET indicates
the amount by which precipitation fails to supply the
potential water need of a vegetation covered area.
An overall weighted average of P-PET for East Texas
for each month was obtained by averaging District
values as weighted by number of acres planted in each
respective District. Negative values from April through
September were summed to provide an accumulated
negative P-PET value, which is similar to Thornthwaite
and Mather's ("157) accumulated potentialwater loss.
A Pearson correlatjon coefficientwas then computed
between these accumulated negative P-PET values
and overall seedling survival for East Texas each year.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Although tvvice as much timberland classified as pine or
oak-pine forest type exists in the Southeast region of
East Texas than in the Northeast region, non-industrial
private timberfand is concentrated in Northeast Texas
(Figure I)(McWilIiams and Lord 1988, Miller and
Hartsell 1992). There are two reasons for this. First,

PF Acres P
1983.1993
"Thousand Acres
80
801 160
1601240
240

Acres

< 1000

4

n

"100015000
5000-10,000
>10,000

Figure 1-Number of acres of non-industrial timberfand and number of acres planted from 1983 through 1993 by county
in East Texas.

forest industry timberland occun primarily on the more
productive sites that are found in the southeastern part
of East Texas. One-third of timberland in Texas is
owned by forest industry. Second, the four National
Forests in Texas are located in the Southeast region.
Because of these ownership patterns, 80 percent of the
acres planted on NIPF lands from 1983 through 1993
has been in Northeast Texas (Figure 1).
Reforestation since 1983 has ranged from a low of
16,638 acres in 1983 to 30,663 acres in 1993 (Table

2). The low in 1987 was probably associated with low
tirnber prices existing during 1985 and 1986.
Sawtimber sold for an average of $"125/mbf Doyle
during that Wo-year period.
These values and all other values reported here include
only reforestation on NIPF where the Texas Forest
Service administered the planting. Additional
reforestation on NIPF occurs in which the TFS is not
invoked and no accurate number is available for that,

Table 2-Acres planted by cost share program and average first-year survival from 1983 through 1993
--

Year

FIP

TRe

CRP

Cost share program a
ACP
SIP

None

TOTAL

Survival

83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
TOTAL

* FIP = Forestry Incentives Program, TRe = Texas Reforestation Foundation, CRP = Conservation Reserve Program,
ACP = Agricultural Conservation Program, SIP = Stewardship Incentive Program
"+" indicates acreage lumped with FIP data

However, a best guess is that the TFS is involved in 75
to 80 percent of the NIPF reforestation in East Texas.
First-year seedling survival ranged from 54.0 to 75.6
percent during the I?-year period. The high which
occurred in 1989 is associated with good rainfail, in
terms of both amount and distribution throughout that
growing season. Over the II-year period, average
survival, weighted by acres, was 63.7 percent.
The importancethat cost sharing has in reforestation of
NlPF is evident from the data (Table 2). Eighty-seven
percent of the acres planted were cost-shared (77
percent of planting cases). The most important
program has been the federally-funded Forestry
Incentives Program (FIP). This program has
accounted for 54 percent of the cost-shared acres.
The second most important program has been the
Texas Reforestation Foundation (Barron 1983). This
privately funded program accounted for 37 percent of
the cost-shared acres. The relatively few acres planted
under the Conservation Reserve Program is due to the
lack of cropland present in East Texas. Most all of the
openland planted is marginal pastureland, which is not
eligible for participa~onin this program.
Three of every four acres were planted in February or
March (Table 3). Ideally, plantings should be

accomplished before March. However, because the
same tree planting vendors plant both NIPF and
industry lands, most of industry's plantings are
completed before vendors move to NlPF since
industry's contracts are larger and thus more lucrative.
When averaged over the 1983-to-1993 period, survival
showed a slight general decline as planting season
progressed. Using linear regression weighted by acres,
this decline was significant (P=0.0001) with an
approximately 4-percentage-point decline per month.
However, plantings in December through February
were essentially the same, and most of the decline
came with plantings accomplished in March and April.
Wakeley ( I 954) also noted a decline in sunrival for
March and April plantings. Lower survival of lateseason planted seedlings may result from inadequate
root grovvth before budbreak and the onset of droughty
conditions in the spring and summer (Long 1991).
Informationon method of planting was available for all
years except 1983,1985, and 1987 (Table 4). During
the period, about twice as many acres were hand
planted as were machine planted. Tracts that were
machine planted averaged 4 percentage points greater
in survival than hand-planted tracts. Using analysis of
variance weighted by acres across all plantings, this
difference was significant (P=0.0001). McNab and
Brendemuehl(1983)found that seedling survival rates

Table 3-First-year seedling sufJiva1and acres planted by month of planting in East Texas from 1983 through 1993
-

--

Year

---..--1OOOacresplanted------

- - - - - - - - - -Percent sunrival - - - - - - - -

Dec

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

Regression'
P value

4

Simple linear regression weighted by acres where B, is slope and P value is significance level.

Table 4--Firstyear survival and acres planted by hand or machine in East Texas from 1983 through 1993

Year

Hand

1000 acres planted
Machine

were 20 percent lower with hand than machine
planting in a comparison done in Florida. Higher
survival with machine planting may be associated with
more uniformity in the depth of the planting hole, better
seedling placement, and better soil packing (South and
Mexal1984, Long 1991). Without close supervision,
hand planters often do not sufficiently pack the
seedlings and thus root-to-soil contact is not
maximized. Shiver et a/. (1990) found that loosely
packed seedlings had significantly poorer survival than
seedlings planted firmly.

Percent survival
Hand

Machine

P value

Herbaceous weed control on NlPF began to be used
operationally in East Texas in 1987. Data are available
for 1988 through 1993 planting seasons (Table 5).
Herbaceous weed control has steadily increased each
year and has been applied on 14 percent of the acres
planted. Tracts on which herbaceous weed control
was used averaged 13.0 percentage points greater in
survival than tracts where no weed control was used
(P=0.0001). Percentage point differences have ranged
from 6.3 in 1988 to 20.2 in 1991. Herbaceous weed
control throughout the South has proven effective in

TaMe SFimt-year wedling sunrkral and acres @anted
by presence of herbaceousweed control (HWC) in
East Texas for 1988 through 1993

Year

1000 acres planted
Percent survival
None HWC
None HWC P vatue

quality. Further regression a n a m showed that with
hand planting there was a significant (p=0.0001)
increase in survival as site quallty improved. However,
vvlU-r machine planting, this relationship was not
expressed (p-0.26).
Since a9Ed.0, most loblolk pine, f"inus taeda L., planted
has been from three improved genetic lines produced
at Indian Mound State Tree Nursery - Southeast Texas
(Superior), Northeast Texas, and Drought-Hardy (Table
7). The remaining 12 percent of improved loblolly was
obtained from industry nurseries in East Texas.
Differences in survival among the seedling sources is
perhaps best evaluated by site quality. On good sites,
there was essentially no difference in survival among
the various seedlings sources. However, as site quality

increasing survival of newly planted loblolly pines
(Metcalfe 1986). By decreasing the competition for soil
moisture, planted seedlings are given the opportunity to
establish root systems before commonly experienced
dry periods occur in summer.
Beginning in 1990, TFS foresters began supptying
information on site quality. As expected, survival
increased as site quality increased (Table 6). Survival
on good quality sites averaged 67.6 percent compared
to 54.3 percent on poor quality sites. Linear regression
weighted by acres revealed this to be a significant linear
effect (P=0.0001). An analysis of variance was
conducted on data for years 1990 through 1993 and
included year, weed control, method of planting, site
quality, and interadons in the model. All main effects
were highly significant (Pc0.003) except weed control
which was significant at the pz0.035 level. Onty one
interactionwas significant-planting method by site

Figure 2-Correlation between first-year seedling
survival and accumulated negative values of
precipitation minus potential evapotranspiration during
the growing season in East Texas from 1983 through
1993.

Table 6-First-year seedling survival and acres planted by site quality in East Texas from 1990 through 1993

Year

Poor

1000 acres planted
Average
Good

Poor

Percent survival
Average
Good

" Significance level for simple linear regression for survival on site quarity weighted by acres.

P valuea

Table 7-Fimt-year seediing survival and acres planted by improved lobfoity pine seedling source'and site quafity for East
Texas from 1990 tfrrough 1993

- - - - 1000 acres planted - - - -

- - - - - - - Percent suMvaP - - - - - - Year

NE

SE

DH

Ind.

NE

SE

DH

Ind.

P value

WE = Northeast Texas loblolly, SE = Southeast Texas loblolly (Superior), Dt4= Drought-Hardy loblolly, lnd. = loblolly
from industry nurseries
Where P value (significance level) is less than 0.05 for a row, survival values followed by common letters indicate no
significant difference.

decreased, differences began to be apparent. On poor
sites, Northeast Texas and Drought-Hardy loblolly
seedlings survked significantly better than either
Southeast Texas loblolty or improved loblolty produced
by industry nurseries. This points to the importance of
matching the most appropriate "species" or genetic line
to site. In terms of first-year survival, this may be
especially important on poor-quality sites.

in Minnesota, Cleland and Johnson (1986) found a
similar correlation between first-year survival and
grovving-season water deficit, expressed as the
difference betvveen precipitation and potential
evapotranspiration from May through August.
Obviously, the less heat and water stress planted
seedlings experience during the growing season, the
greater we can expect survival to be.

First-year seedling survival was significantly correlated
with accumulated negative values of precipitation minus
potential evapotranspiration during the growing season
(April-September) (Figure 2). This correlation exhibited
a Pearson coefficient of Rz0.79 (P=0.0040). Working

Many factors affect first-year seedling survival. Success
of plantings depends upon proper care and planting of
seedlings, site quality, and presence of adequate soil
moisture during the grovving season. Understanding

CONCLUSIONS

how these factors affect survival can improve
development and refinement of reforestation guidelines,
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ANALYSIS OF REGENERATION ON
DISTURBED FORESTED WETLANDS'
William B. Stertle2,Dona1 D. HookZ,James G. Williamsz,
James D. Benson2,William ti. M c k e , Jr.", and Dan Niquette4
Abstra&4smposEion and stratification of 18 disturbed forested wetiand sites were survey& from 1990
through 1992 in the Savannah River floodplain near Aiken, South Carolina. Species and diameter at
breast height were rscorded for all woody species at each site. The hydrolay of all sites had been altered
by a hydroelectrk dam on the Savannah River andlor logged at various periods in the past and were in
various stages of recovery. Other sites had been impacted by thermal water effluent. Preliminary
analysis s h d that canopy cover was highly variable within and among sites. Therefore, spatial
techniques (GIs) were used to map and segregate plots within and among sites into overstory cover
classes for further analysis. Eight of the most prevalent species were analyzed for importance values.
Within creekbottoms, importance values varied by species, disturbance (logging vs thermal), overstory
class, and disturbance x overstory class interaction. In the fldplain, the importance value varied only by
species and species x overstory class interaction. With logging disturbance, the importance value varied
only by species. However, with thermal effluent, importance value varied by species, overstory class,
species x overstory class, and type x overstory class. Generally, importancevalues were highest under a
full canopy but the degree of difference was most notable in the creekbottom. This data demonstrates
need for caution in interpreting causes of failure on disturbed wetlands without a thorough analysis of
stand and hydrology conditions.

INTRODUCTION
In past decades, wetland forests of the Savannah River
Site (SRS) near Aiken, South Carolina were impacted
by thermal water effluent from nuclear reactors. Some
impacted sites did not regenerate with desirable
vegetation fifteen years after reactors were shut down
and those that did regenerate were of different species
composition and stocking than the parent stand or
similar undisturbed areas (Muzika, Gladden, and
Haddock, 1987). Disturbances were due to thermal
effluent and increased flooding from reactors which
impacted soils, hydroperiod, and stream morphology
(Scott et al, 1985). Many of the sampled sites had
been logged at various times in the past, impacted by
hydroelectric dams, and impounded by railroad
systems andlor beaver activity. The areas of the SRS
most impacted by thermal eMuent were near the
confluences of Four Mile, Pen Branch, and Steele
Creeks with the floodplain of the Savannah River
(Figure 1).

Since the sites had not adequately regenerated to
desirable forest stands by 1990, there was a need to
restore these sites to functional forested wetlands meet
government regulations. However, it was unclear as to
what species might be the best choice for restoration
efforts on highly impacted sites. Consequently, several
sites in the floodplain and creekbottoms with varied
histories of disturbances were surveyed for woody
species stocking and composition in an attempt to
identify suitable species for various types of
disturbances. Site data were collected to determine
some of the traits associated with regeneration success
and failure (Hook and McKee 1992).

Study Area
Eighteen sites on or near the SRS were selected for
evaluation (Figure 1). Twelve sites along the Savannah
River floodplain and adjacent tributaries were sampled
in 1990 and 1991 (sites A-M). Eight of these sites (A,

'Paper present4 at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silviculturai Research Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3,1994.
'Department of Forest Resources, Ciemson University,CIemson, SC 29634-1003
'Center for Forested Wetlands Research, Southeastem Forest Experiment Station, Charleston, SC 29414
'Savannah River Ecology Laboratory, University of Georgia, Aiken, SC 29801

Figure 1. Location map of the Savannah River Site and the Savannah River floodplain. Approximate sample site
locations are indicated by capital letters from A to R. The sections of Four Mile, Pen Branch, and Steele Creeks and
Savannah River floodgain impacted by thermal effluent during the past are indicated by cross hatch marks.

B, E, F, G,H, I, & L) were located in the Savannah
River floodplain, induding one site on Stave Island (A).
Five sites (C, 0,J, K, & M) were located in
creekbottoms near the Savannah River (Figure 1).
Two sites (C & D) were establishedjust upstream from
the confluence of Steele Greek and Meyers Branch. All
sites except J, K, L, & M had been impacted by varying
degrees of thermal efftuent. Three sites (J, K, & M)

were above all thermal effluent from the SRS. Five
additional sites were surveyed in the spring and
summer of 1992. Three sites (N, 0,& P)were located
in the Savannah River floodplain on Beech Island about
5 km above the SRS. A section of Four Mile Creek on
SRS was chosen that had a history of impact from
reactor f l o w from 1955 until 1985 (Q). Aso, a site (R)
on Lower Three Runs Creek was sampled about one

mile above the confluence of Lower Three Runs Creek
and the Savannah River. The latter site received
reactor f l o w from 191954 until Parr Pond was
consQucted in 1958, tt and the sites at Beech Island
were mature stands with essentially closed canopies.

METHODS
Thirty-four to forty-one plots (7.163 m radius; 0,016 ha)
were established at each site at 30 meter intervals
along transech. Distances between transects varied
from 30 to 90 meters. Transeca ran perpendicular to
the drainage. Transects started in the floodplain and
continued until the drainage was crossed, type
changes occurred, or the upland was encountered.
Plots along transecb were discarded when elevation or
topography caused a noticeable change in type from
the rest of the transect. Species of all living woody
vegetation greater than 1.37 meters in height were
recorded. Diameter at 1.37 m was recorded to the
nearest 0.1 centimeter. Height of several dominant and
codominant trees was also measured. Three
independent readings of each increment core were
averaged to arrive at the reported age due to indistinct
nature of false rings found in water tupelo (Nyssa
aquatica) and baldcypress (Taxodium distichurn) and
advanced decay in some of the trees.

The eighteen sites were also classified as either
floodplain or creekbottom site types and impacted by
logging or by aermal eauent Three classes were
used in the analysis; species (eight), disturbance
(logging or thermal), and overstory classes (closed,
partial, and open). Atthough more than 80 waody
spedes were found on these 18 sites, only eight
species occurred wlth sufficient abundance to be
anatyzed statisticaliy. AnaMsis of variance were run for
each type (creekbottom or floodpiain) and disturbance
class independenfly. All significant variables were
tested by Duncan's multiple range test at 0.05 level.

Soils Characteristics
Chastain series were the most prevalent soils at the
Four Mile Creek site. Lower Three Runs Creek was
occupied primarily by the Dorovan series. The Beech
Island sites were primarily of the Chastain series with
small inclusions of Shellbluff series at sites I and Ill.
Site If had an inclusion of the Chewacla series. The
Dorovan and Chastain series are hydric soils, whereas
the Shellbluff series is not (Soil Survey Staff, 1991).
Durati~nof flooding and height of the water table at
Beech Island appeared to have been increased due to
the influence of beaver impoundments.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Analyses
The data was separated into three diameter classes
(0-5.0 cm, 5.1 - 25.0 cm, and >25.0 em) and analyzed
separately. From these data, relative density (#stems
per specieslha divided by total number stems per ha)
and basal area (m2 per specieslha divided by total basal
area per ha) were calculated for each species by
diameter class at each site. The 0-5.0 cm class was
used as an indicator of woody species regeneration
success.
Importance values were calculated by summing the
relative densrt)t and relative dominance for each species
in each diameter class, a variation of the method used
by Curtis and Mclntosh (1951).
Canopy densities within the overstory (>25 crn diameter
class) were established by basal area found within
each canopy class. The ove~torybasal area
considered to be a closed canopy for this study was
based on a fully stocked stand of mature tupelo
(Putnam, et al 1960). Overstory canopies were
classified as closed, partiaf, and open by basal area
(data not shown).

The effects of canopy cover on regeneration were
assessed by cover classes of 340 m2/ha,20-39 m2/ha,
and 0-19 m2/ha basal area that were established by
GIs techniques.
Of the eight species tested for regeneration potential
(0.0-to-5.0 cm diameter class; Table l ) , carolina ash
(Fraxinus caroliniana) had the highest or one of the
highest importancevalues under every condition tested
(Table 2) and red maple (Acer rubrum) was third
highest under three class conditions and fourth on the
other class, In contrast, water oak (Quercus nigra)
and sweetgum (Liquidambar styracfiua) had the
lowest importance values in all classes. Water tupelo
(Nyssa aquatica) had the second highest importance
value in the creekbottom and tied carolina ash for
highest in the floodplain.
The importancevalue of baldcypress (Taxodium
distichurn) was nearly constant among the
creekbottom, floodplain, logged, and thermal areas. It
generally had a low importance value (35-40 out of a
possible 200), rating just above sweetgum,

Table 1: Eight species vviU, sufficient abundance on a1
sites to altow statisficd tests for importancevalues.
Common Name

Scientific Name

Baldcypress
Carolina ash
Ironwood
Red maple
Sweetgum
Souwood
Water oak
Water tupelo

Terxodium distichom
Ffaxinus &:ara\iniana
Carpinus carotlniana
Acer n r b m
Liquidambar styraciflua
Oxydendm a&oreum
Quercus nigra
Nyssa aquafica

values were higher under closed and partial canopies
than open areas vvithi thermal disturbance but not M h
logging (Table 3). This was somewhat surprising.
Th-e differences may be the resuk of unmeasured
thermal effluent effects on the sites rather than
differences in competitionfor light and nutrients among
these canopy classes. On the logged sites, there were
no differences in importance values among canopy
classes.
Tabie 3. Interac~onbetween disturbance and canopy
cover classes.
Disturbance
-

Table 2. lmportance values for species by site type and
disturbance classes.
lmportance Value

Canopy Cover lmportance Value"

--

Logged
Logged
Logged
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal

-

closed
Partial
Open

54a
57a
58a

Closed
Partial
Open

103a
85a
39b

CUSS*
Species** Creekbottom Floodplain Logged Thermal
Effluent
CA
WT
RMA
IW
SW

BC
SG
WAO

82a
47bc
57b
82a
49bc
35cd
39bcd
27d

* lmportance values were rank highest to lowest on the
creekbottom site, hence the other categories show
values mixed within a column. Values with a common
letter in a column were not significantfy different at the
0.05 level.
**Species: CA = carolina ash; VVT = water tupelo;
RMA = red maple; IW = ironwood; SW = souwood;
BC = baldcypress; SG = sweetgum; VVAO = water oak.

In the creekbottom, the overall (averaged over the eight
species) importance value was significantly higher
under closed (85a) and partial (61a) canopies, than in
open (48b; values with common letter were not
significant at the 0.05 level) areas. Also, when the sites
were analyzed separately by disturbance, importance

* values within a disturbance class with the common
letters are not significantfy different at the 0.05 level.

DISCUSSION
The importance values, of the eight most abundant
species on these 18 sites, were related to the
geomorphology of the site, type of disturbance, and
degree of canopy cover. Carolina ash regeneration
had the highest importance value on every site type
and disturbance type. However, this species is never a
dominant species in mature stands. One can not help
but wonder if this species (that is so ubiquitous on all
sites as regeneration but not at maturity) plays an
important ecological role in the natural regeneration of
these forest types. Does it serve as a nurse tree or play
some other ecological role?
Based on field experience on these sites, it appears
that the lower importance values on open sites on
thermal effluent impacted areas is more of a u
fncoitn
of
site disturbance than canopy cover per se. Generally
on highty impacted sites, the areas had continuousiy
standing water andfor highly disturbed soils. The
combination usually resulted in such akerations in
hydrology and soils that desirable woody species could
not adequately occupy the site. Thus, for the SRS and
other highly impacted sites, the use of aerial
photographs and GIs to map for degrees of

disturbance may greatfy improve restoration success,
In this manner, restoration efforts can be targeted by
degree of anticipated difficulty, Less intensive action
could be planned for low impacted areas and more
intensive methods for high& impacted areas. Such
efforts should make restoration not only more eR8eWe
but also less costly in the long) run.

Muzika, R. M,, J, 8,Gladden, and J. C1. Haddock.
1987. Structural and functional aspects of
succession in a southeastern floodplain forest
follovving a major disturbance. The Amer. Mid. Nat.
117 (1); 1-9.
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HARDWOOD REGENERATION ON THE LOESSIAL HILLS
AFTER HARVESTING FOR UNEVEN-AGED MANAGEMENT'
J.C.G. Goelt, and J.S. Meadows2
Abstract-In 1991, &u$y plots were harvestedto four different residua2 diameter distributions,
rally, for aU speck,thg mo
ry removals prom& rqeneratlon establishment
tended to provids iiesrr regenerationthan the uncut
occuning in 1992, Su~hral
60 psrcent for all species. Yellw-poplars present in 1993 were
the inventow in 1992. Abunclancle in the overstory was a significant
factor in predicting oak but not yeilw-pplar regeneration. Diversity did not differ significantly across
trdg.tmentzp, but diverssity incread from 1992 to 1Q-93 on the most hsavily cut plots.

INTRODUCTION
The loessial hills occur in a band east of the lower
Mississippi River Valley. The soil parent material
consists largely of wind-blown silt deposited at the end
of the most recent ice age. The soils are productive,
but prone to erosion. Some of the most productive
hardwood stands in North America occur on loessial
hills (Johnson 1958). Most of the current stands arose
after abandonment of agricultural land. Uneven-aged
management is often preferredthere because it
maintains a continuous high forest and reduces the risk
of erosion that could occur in large clearcuts.
However, cherrybark and shumard oak (Scientific and
common names of most tree species mentioned in this
article are provided in table 1.) are among the most
valuable components of stands on the loessial hills, and
single tree selection system, as it is commonly applied,
does not promote regeneration of oak species
(Clatterbuck and Meadows 1993; Sander and Graney
1993). The primary emphasis of the current study was
to assess tree growth and stem quality for different
residual diameter distributions, but we also observed
regeneration after cutting to the prescribed diameter
distributions. Development of regeneration in 1992 and
1993 is described in this paper.

METHODS
The study area is near Redwood, MS, on land
managed by Anderson-Tufty Co. (ATCO), Like most of
the forest in the area, the stand probably was
established after agricultural land abandonment

between 1860 and 1925. A stand adjacent to the
study area contains considerable eastern redcedar and
honey locust (Gleditsia triacanthos L.), species that
indicate previous use as pasture. The treated stand
had received selection harvests in the past. Trees of all
sizes were present, but the smaller size classes
included relatively few stems of desirable species.
In addition to a control, four treatmenb were imposed.
Each is based on a different guide for achieving a
residual diameter distribution (figure 1). ( I ) The
Putnam guide (Putnam, Furnival and McKnight 1960)
is a rotated sigmoid curve with a residual basal area of
68 square feet per acre. (2) The ATCO guide is a
generalized approach to achieving desired stocking
over relatively large areas rather than on an area the
size of our research plots (0.5 acre measurement plot).
It corresponds to a negative exponential curve with a
basal area of 94 square feet, a "q" factor of 1.4, and a
maximum diameter class of 36 inches. The main
distinction between these two guides is for trees smaller
than I 6 inches d.b.h. The ATCO guide maintains
many more small trees than the Putnam guide. The
other two guides differ considerably from the first two.
They reflect results of optimal stand structure studies
derived for northern hardwoods, but with some larger
diameter trees. The third guide (75BA) is an extreme
rotated sigmoid with a residual basal area of "7; this
guide includes a high density of I 0 to 20 inch d.b.h.
trees, with a maximum diameter class of 26 inches.
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Table 1-Spsciw ohewed on regeneration plots,
Scientific name

Common name

Preferred spcies
white ash
Fraxinus amsricana L,
Ud~d~fldf~n
tufipH8r~L, y41ow-pptar
Pinus taeda L.
IoMolliy pine
black cherry
Prunus serotina Ehrh.
Quercus fatcgta var.
pagod&efo/i~
Etl.
cherrybark oak
m i t e oak
Qusrcus alba L.
s w m p chestnut oak
Quercus michauxiiNutt.
Quercus shumanrliiBucM, Shumard oak
Other commercial species
Acer barfiaturn Michx.
Florida maple
red maple
Acer nrbrum L.
hickories
Caryapspp. Nutt.
persimmon
Diospyros virgniana L.
Fagus grsndifok Ehrh.
american beech
eastern redcedar
Juniperus viginiana L.
Uquidambar styraciflua L. sweetgum
Magno/i&grandfiora L.
southern magnolia
Nyssa sybatica
var. sybatica Marsh.
blackgum
Platanus occidentalis L.
sycamore
southern red oak
Quercus falcatil Michx.
Quercus muehlenbergii
Engelm.
chinkapin oak
Quercus nigra L.
water oak
Quercus phellos L.
willow oak
Sassafras albidum
(Nutt.) Nees
sassafras
Carolina basswood
Tilia caroliniana Mill.
Ulmus, spp. L.
elms

The fourth guide (45BA) has a mdmum diameter
class of 18 inches and a residual basal area of 45. The
shape is similar to the resultxs of Hansen and Nyiand
(198"/ in that the "q" factor becomes progressively
greater from the larger to the smaller diameter classes.
Tree class (mo&fied from Putnam, Furnival and
McKnight 1960) was assigned during the pre-harvest
measuremenths. Tree class represents a cutting priority.
Cutting stock was marked before cull stock, which was
marked before reserve growing stock, which was
marked before preferred growing stock. In some
instanca cutting stock was removed from an already
deficient diameter class; this would be compensated
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Figure 1-Target diameter distributions for the four
treatments.

for by leaving a surplus of reserve or preferred trees
within an adjacent diameter class. When marking the
stand, all diameter classes were treated. Small stems
of undesirablespecies were deadened. Atthough
stands were marked as close to the desired distribution
as possible, deficiencies in the initial diameter
distribution remained after the harvest. Some trees
were inadvertantty killed during the logging operation.
The study area was harvested during the late summer
of 1991. Each treatment was applied to three 1.6 acre
plots. All trees with a d.b.h. of 1.O inch or more were
tallied within a 0.5-acre measurement plot within each
treatment plot. Regenerationwas measured on four
0.01-acre subplots within each measurement plot at
two times-spring of 1992 and spring of 1993.
Regenerationwas assigned to one of three height
classes: (1) less than Ift; (2) 1 ft to 3 ft; and (3) over 3
ft. Larger trees tagged during measurement of the
0.5-acre plot were recorded when they fell within the
regeneration subplots. Only commercial timber species
were recorded on the regeneration plots; a list of
species is presented in table 1. For some of the
analysis, species were clustered into groups. Group 1
is the preferred red oaks (cherrybark and Shumard).
Group 2 is ail other red oaks. Group 3 is preferred
white oaks (white oak and swamp chestnut oak).
Group 4 is other white oaks. Group 5 represents

yellow-poplar. Group 6 represents lobtolty pine. Group
7 includes the rest of the preferredspecies (white ash
and black cherry), and group 8 includes all other
commercial species,
In addition to anatyzing numbers of stems in different
eiasses, we used the sptem sf Johnson (?980)to
assign regeneration points to each plot. Each stem in
size class one counts one point, each stem in class two
counts two points, and each stem in class three counts
three points. A 0.01-acre pfot is considered stocked if it
has 12 or more points. We also calculated Shannon's
diversity index for each plot, averaging numbers for the
four subplots within each plot.

Analysis
Number of Stems.
lndividal one-way ANOVAs were done for each species
group in each measurement year; numbers of stems
were transformed to their square roots to stabilize
variance, and a was set at 0.05.

Change in Stem Numbers 1992-1993
The model selected to predid number o~curringin
1993 was :

where N,is the number of regeneration stems per
0.01-acre plot in 1993 in all size classes, 4, are
parameters, D, are dummy variables signifying
treatments, N, is the number in 1992, and e is an error
term. As we expected N, to be distributed as a
Poisson variable, where the variance is equal to the
mean, we weighted inversely to the expected value of
N, and fit the equation by nonlinear least squares. As
nonlinear regression may take very long to converge
when there are numerous nonsignificant parameters,
we built up to equation [l]. Inltialk, the parameters,,b
all b, and b, were included. Nonsignificant parameters
were deleted, starting with the least significant, until all
remaining parameters were significant. Then the four
b,, parameters were added into the equation, and
nonsigniftcant parameters were deleted. Previously
deleted parameters were added back into the equation
if they became significant foltovving deletion of some
other parameter. This process was done individually
for species groups 1,2,3,5,7,and 8.

Understory-OverstoryRelationships,
Equation [ I ] was expanded to include both linear and
power terms of the overstory basal area of the same
species as the regeneration. Overstory included at!
trees of 1.0 inch or greater in d. b,h. The four subplots
witf-rin a plot were aggregated for numbers; of
regeneration per 0.04 acre. We M equa8ons to
estimate N, in fashion similar to that for estimating N.,
Model building and weighting were done as described
in the previous section. This anafysis was conducted
individuallyfor species groups 1,2,3, and 5.
Stocking.
Stocking was calculated in two ways. First all
commercial species were counted towards stocking, as
suggested by Johnson (1980). Second, only preferred
species were included, with the exception of
yellow-poplar and loblolly pine, and with the addition of
non-select red oak species. Stocking was analyzed by
a 5 x 2 ~ 2 contingency
~2
table, with five treatments, two
levels of stocking, stocked or not stocked, two years of
measurement, and two measurements of stocking-all
species sr preferred species. Treatment effects were
tested by partitioning GZ, the likelihood-ratio statistic, or
deviance, within nested loglinear models (Fienberg
1980).
Points.
Johnson's (1980) stocking assesment guide assigns
different point values to different sizes of regeneration.
The number of points on a plot provide a single
estimate of the capacity of a plot to regenerate. Points
were calculated in two ways. First, all commercial
species were counted, as suggested by Johnson
(1980). Second, only preferred species were included,
except yellow-poplar and loblolly pine were excluded,
and non-select red oak species were included.
Average points among the four subplots were used as
data. Individual oneway ANOVAs were done for each
point estimate (all species and preferred species) in
each measurement year for a total of four independent
ANOVAs.
Diversity.
ANOVA were conducted for diversity at 1992, 1993,
and for the difference in diversity between 1992 and
1993.

RESULTS
Number of Stems
Treatmenb did not significantty affect reproduction
numbers for any size class and species group in 1992
or 1993. The number per plot was high& variable and
affected largev by factors other than the treatments.
Ninety-five percent confidence intervals often included
zero for most species and treatments. Across
treatmenb, numbers of select red oaks ranged from 25
to 925 stems per acre in 1992 and from 0 to 800 per
acre in 1993. Numbers of other red oaks ranged from
0 to 275 stems per acre in 1992 and from 25 to 300
stems per acre in 1993. Select white oak numbers
ranged from 0 to 425 per acre in 1992 and from 0 to
575 stems per acre in 1993. Yellow-poplar numbers
ranged from 0 to 125 in 1992, and from 25 to 1425
stems per acre in 1993. Across treatments, numbers
per acre for select red oaks, other red oaks, select
white oaks and yellow-poplar averaged 278, 108, 93,
and 30 in 1992 and 200,142,95, and 253 in 1993,
respectively.

Change in Stem Number 1992-1993
Final equations for each species group are presented
in table 2. Fit indices vary from 0.84 for select red
oaks, which is very high for regeneration data, to 0.17

for yellow-poplar. Most yellow-poplar regeneration in
1993 originated that year, while most select red oaks in
1993 were those which survived from 1992. Survival is
apparentty less variable than initiation of new seedlings.
For all species and treatments, the b,, terms were
between 0 and 1.0, thus strengthening the
interpretation of the parameter as an expression of
survival.
For all red oaks, and the white ash and Mack cherry
group, number of seedlings in 1993 was reduced by
the ATCO treatment, where the least amount of
overstory was harvested. The three most severe
harvest treatments increased the amount of white oak
regeneration. Yellow-poplar had the greatest number
of new seedlings initiated in 1993, and numbers of
yellow-poplar seedlings increased as harvesting
intensity increased. There were relatively few
yellow-poplar seedlings in 1992. The cause of their
absence is not known, but could be related to weather.
Variation in seed abundance is an unlikely factor
because yellow-poplar seed can survive for several
years. The heaviest harvest treatment (BA45)
increased the amount of regeneration of other
commercial species (group 8); the second heaviest
treatment (BA75) increased survival of those species.

Table 2-Equations predicting number of stems in 1993 as a function of number of stems in 1992 and dummy variables
for treatments. Fit indices included as indicative of goodness of fit.
Select Red Oaks (Fit Index' = 0.81)
N2= 0.764 0.764*ATCO + .732N1
Other Red Oaks (Fit lndex = 0.26)
Nz= 1.168 + .930*N1 0.885*ATCO*Nl
Select White Oaks (Fit lndex = 0.22)
N2= 0.583*BA45 + 3.564*BA75 + 0.546"PUTN + 0.665*N1
Yellow-Poplar (Fit index = 0.17)
N2= 0.427 + 5.088*BA45 + 2.535*BA75 + 0.680ePUTN+ 1.182*ATCO + 0.590*Nl
White Ash and Black Cherry (Fit lndex = 0.20)
N2= 1.407 2.103*ATCO + 0.544*N1
Other Commercial Species (Fit lndex = 0.37)
N2= 4.076 + 6.206*BA45 + 0.352*N, + 0.295*BA75*N1

-

-

-

1 Fit indew = 1

-C(y-3)2/c(y-yy

Understory4verstory Relationships
Final equdons for predidng numbers per plot of
select red and white oaks in 1992 and 1Q99and an
equation for prdicting number of other red oaks in
1993 are preented in table 3. Equations for
pltovv-poplarand initial number for other red oaks are
excluded h a u s e basal area ab mose s p e d a was not
a significant prediGtor of regeneration. Flt indices vary
greatly. They are quile high for predicting numben of
select red oaks and seled white oaks in 1993, but they
are negative for predicting numbers of seleet red oaks
and other red oaks in "1993. Negative or low fit indices
are not attogeaer surprising. Number of seedlings per
plot is highly variaMe. The variability is rdated to mean
number; ws assumed numbers were distributed as a
Poissonwhere mean equals the variance. When M
index is calculated from the unweighted data, a few
large residuats can cause residual sums of squares in
the unweighted units to explode, even though the
weighted residuals are not outliers. Negative fit indices
may merely reflect that weighting was essential and the
fit index is not applicable, or they may indicate that the
equation does not M the data.
Table 3-Equations predic-ting number of stems in 1992
and 1993 as a funcusn of basal area of overstory trees
of the same species (BA), dummy variables for
treatments and, when predicting number in 1993,
number of stems in 1992. Fit indices included as
indicative of goodness of fit.
Select Red Oaks
N, = 0.77*BA
(Fit index' negative)
N2= 1.242 + 2.802*ATCO + 0.778*N1
-0.337*ATCO*BA
(Fit index = 0.890)
Other Red Oaks
N2= 1.017*N1+ .767*BA
(Fit index negative)
Select White Oaks
N, = 4 . 0 2 3 * ~ ~ ( ' . ~ * )
(Fit index = 0.158)
N2= 0.660*N4 + 0.347*BA
(Fit index = 0.925)

1 Fit index = 1

-C&-y)2 /C&-Yy

NotaHs among the equa~onsis the absence of dummy
variablm for treatment effects in all but one equation.
For numben of seleGZ red oaks in 1993, the dummy
variable for the ATCO treatment occurs Mce. Overall,
the ATCO treatment decreased the number of seieet
red oaks. The coefficients of N, in the seleet red oak,
other red oak and select white oak equatr'onsfor
predidicrting N, are not significantty different from the
analogous parameters in tabte 2, As the equations of
tabte 3 w r e based on data reflecting sums across four
subplots and the equations of table 2 were based on
data from the individual subplots, and thus the
parameter =$mates could potentially vary greatly, the
interpretaton of the parameter as a suwival probability
is strengthened. Aithough the coefficient of N, in the
other red oak equaeon exceeds one, the confidence
interval for the parameter is broad and includes one.

Stocking
Treatments did not significantly affect stocking (G2=
1.44, with 16 df-an extremely small value for G2).
When all species were included, only one plot was not
stocked among all treatments and both years. When
only preferred species were considered, stocking
decreased behnleen 1992 and 1993 for all treatments
except BA45, the most severe h a w s t leve!, for which
stocking increased (table 4).
Table 4-Number of stocked subplots for five
treatments during 1992 and 1993. Stocked preferred
indicates the plot was stocked considering only red
oaks, select white oaks, white ash and black cherry.
Treatment

stock in^ Control BA45 BA75 PUTNAM ATCO
Stocked
Not stocked
Stocked
preferred
Not stocked
preferred

12
0

12
0

8

5

4

1992
12
0

12
0

12
0

8

7

6

7

4

5

6

11
1

12

1993
12
0

12
0

12

O

7

8

7

6

5

5

4

5

6

7

P

Stocked
Not stocked
Stocked
preferred
Not stocked
preferred

0

CONT BA45 BA75 PUTN ATCO
Figure 2-Average of Shannon's diversity index for each treatment in 1992 and 1993.

Points

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

There were no significant treatment effects for either
method used to calculate points in either 1992 or 1993.
The number per plot was highly variable and affected
largely by factors other than the treatments.

Regeneration data are very variable and are strongly
influenced by factors other than treatments. Several
expressions of regeneration were not related to
treatments, these included numbers observed in 1992
and 1993 as well as stocking. Treatments did influence
the change in numbers between 1992 and 1993.
Generally, for all species, the more extreme overstory
removals promoted regeneration establishment, while
the treatment with the least overstory removal tended to
provide less regeneration than the uncut control. For
oak species, most of the seedlings present in 1993
were survivors from 1992. Sunrival of oak species from
1992 to 1993 exceeded 60 percent for all species.
Most yellow-poplar present in 1993 were established
since the inventory in 1992. Abundance in the
overstory was a significant factor in predicting
regeneration for the oak species, but was not for
yellow-poplar, whose seeds are disseminated more
broadly. This result implies that oak must be a
substantial portion of the overstory for the development
of significant oak advance regeneration. After
abundance of the overstory was factored into the

Diversity
Mhough treatments did not significantfy affect diversity
in 1992 or 1993, the difference in diversrty between
1992 and 1993 was significant at a = 0.10 level
(p=0.06). Diversity tended to be higher in 1992 for the
control and the ATCO treatment, the lightest harvest.
In 1999, these Wa treatments had the lowest diversity
(figure 2). Thus, diversity increasedthe most in the
BA45, BAT5 and PUTNAM treatments, while
decreasing in the controt treatment and staying about
the same in the ATCO treatment. The disturbance
caused by the heavier harvesl seems to have reduced
divers* temporarily, but this loss was rapidty overcome.
Mhough only commercial species contributed to our
diversity calcufations, those species are probably the
most indicative of divers& because the common
understory species are ubiquitous.

prediction equations, dummy variabies for treatment
effects were no longer significant.
The multiple approaches to anabis of the regeneration
data uncovered several aspects of the dynami~irof
regeneration establishment. However, the variabifQ of
the data often overvvhelms the lifffezt of the treatments.
In uneven-aged management, regeneradon must
establish regularly and that regeneration must
eventually be recrubd into the overstory. AIthough
regeneration estabfishment was spotty, there seems to
be a sufficient amount on most plots. The real test of
the treatments wilt be whether desirable regeneration
develops into saplings, poles and savvtimber.
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VARIATIONS IN THE FELLAND-BURN SYSTEM TO REGEPERATE
PINE-HARDWOOD MIXTURES IN THE PIEDMONT
Thomas A. Waldrop2

by the end of four growiw

arms remrsrined taller

INTRODUCTION
Approximatety 80 percent of the forested land of the
southeast Piedmont is owned by individuals or family
groups. These nonindustrial private forests (NIPF) are
small (average about 10 acres) and most are cutover
lands or old abandoned farms. In most instances, the
timber is low quality and g r o w in unmanaged pinehardwood or hardwood stands (McMinn 1983).
Demand for timber from the Piedmont region is
increasing because of coastal timber losses from
Hurricanes Hugo and Andrew and public demands to
use National Forests for nontimber objectives. To meet
these increasing demands, improved productivity on
NlPF lands in the Piedmont has become a major goal.
Although NlPF landowners are not primarily interested
in timber production, they are attracted to enhancing
their income as long as their forest lands can provide
other beneffts. The ability to establish pine-hardwood
mixtures for multiple uses would offer these landowners
an akernative to expensive pine plantations estaMihed
primarily for timber production.
An inexpensive regeneration system, which may be
used as an atternative to pine monocukure, is the felland-burn technique (Abercrombie and Sims 1986).
This technique has been successful for converting lowqualie hardwood stand8 to more productive pinehardvvood mixtures in the Southern Appalachian
Mountains (Phillips and Abercrombie 1987). Complete
descriptions of the fddand-burn technique are given by

Phillips and Abercrombie (1987) and Waldrop and
others (1989). Briefly, the technique involves a
commercial clearcut followed by a spring felling of
residual hardwood stems (> 5 feet in height) and a
summer broadcast burn. These treatments are
designed to control hardwood sprout growth so pines
can be establishedwithout eliminating hardwoods.
Pines are planted the following winter at a wide spacing
(10 by 10 feet or more) to allow some hardwood
dominance in the stand.
Several aspects of the fell-and burn technique need
further study. It is anticipated that this technique will
produce results in the upper southeastern Piedmont
similar to those observed in the mountains. However,
differences in climate, soils, topography, and rainfall
may necessitate refinementsto the technique (Waldrop
and others 1989). The short time periods for felling
(May to June) and burning (midJuly to August) are
major limitations of this technique. Felling at different
times of the year or eliminating burning may resolve
these limitations and problems. However, these
variations of the fell-and-burn technique have not been
tested.
This project representsthe first attempt to study the fellandburn system on Piedmont sites. It examines the
of the fell-and-burn system and three variations
of that system on stand development through four posth a m t grovving seasons.
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METHODS
Study sites are located on the Clemson UnEversity
Experimental Forest in Pickens and hderson Countim
of South Carolina. These sites were chosen because
they are simitar in aspect, soil, and vegetation. Ail site8
were classified a-8subxeric to xeric (Jon- 1989) and
occurred on south-facing slop^. Before harvesting in
December 1987 and March 1988, major tree species
included white oak ( Q u e ~ u safba L.), southern red oak
(O.fafcata Michaux.), post oak (Q. stellafa Wangenh.),
black oak (Q. velutina Lam.), scarlet oak (Q. coccinea
Muenchh.) chestnut oak (Q. p h u s L.), hickory (Carya
sp.), and shortleaf pine (Pinus echinafs Miller). Minor
tree species included Mackgum (Njrssesyh/~tica
Marnhall), souwood (Oxydendronarbomurn (L.) DC.),
dowood (Cornus flon'da L.) and yellow-poplar
(Liriodendron tulipifera L.). Slopes averaged 7 to 10
percent on ail replications. All soils were described as
Typic Hapludults.
Before harvest, 87 plots, l/lOth acre in size, were
established in three replications of four treatments. The
treatments included: 1) spring felling of residuals with
summer broadcast burning (the fell-and-burn
technique), 2) winter felling of residuals with summer
broadcast burning, 3) spring felling of residuals with no
burning, and 4) winter felling of residuals with no
burning.
Phillips and Abercrombie (1987) suggested that sprout
vigor would be reduced by felling residual hardwood
stems in spring when carbohydrate reserves in root
systems are typically low. Winter felling and spring
felling were compared to determine if sprout height
growth was reduced by spring felling. Chainsaw crews
felled all residual stems over 5 feet tall. Winter felling
was completed in early March 1988; spring felling was
completed in June 1988.
Burning occurred on July 7, 1988, two days after a
rainfall of l / 2 inch. Humidity at the time of burning was
50-60 percent, and wind speed was approximately 5
mph. Moisture content of 10-hour timelag fuels (0.25-1
inch in diameter) was 12 percent at 10:OO A.M. and 9
to 10 percent after noon. Backing fires were started
along the edges of the units until a sufficient Mackened
strip was attained. Striphead fires were used to ignite
the interior fuels.
Improved lobiolfy pine seedlings were hand planted by
contract crews in atf treatment areas during March
1989. Obsewations on the Sumter National Forest and

the resub of a previous study in the Piedmont (Nk and
others 1989) indicated that pines outcompete and
overtop harwoods on feltand-burn sites in 7 to 10
years. To reduce costs and allow favoraMe conditions
for hardwood development, pines were planted at
spadngs of 15 by "1feet (194 seedlings per acre) in
this stu*.
In each treatment area, five to eight sample plots were
established; each was Ichain by Ichain square (11110
acre). Plot centers were generally 80 feet apart (leaving
a 14-foot buffer between plot boundaries), but this
distance varied by topography. Prior to harvest, the
species, dbh, and height of each tree was recorded.
Advance regeneration was tallied by species and origin
(seedling or sprout). After harvest, regeneration data
were collected at the end of the fourth grovving season
(1991). Measurements on hardwoods included: 1)
number of seedlings and sprouts by species, 2) sprouts
per stump, and 3) height of the dominant sprout on
each stump. Treatment differences were compared
with each variable for the common species or species
groups including: oak, hickory, blackgum, other
hardwoods, and all species combined. Survival and
height of planted pines were measured for a 100percent sample of each 2-acre treatment area.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Broadcast burns were high-intensity with flames
reaching heights of 10 to 15 feet where fuel loading
was heavy. Fire behavior appeared to be affected by
the season of felling. In winter-felled areas, limited
loading of fine fuels produced fires that did not carry
between slash piles. In spring-felled areas, dry leaves
served as fuels to carry the fire. Spring felling tended to
produce uniform burns across the entire study area,
while winter felling produced a patchy burn pattern.
At the end of four growing seasons (1991), species
composition was similar to preharvest stands and was
largely unaffected by site preparation treatments. No
significant differences between treatments occurred in
the number of stems per acre for blackgum and pines
(table 1). The total number of stems per acre ranged
from 9,208 to 1Z2,636.
Burning significantly increased
the number of stems per acre of hickodes and other
harwoods.
The number of oak stems appeared to be significantly
reduced by burning (table 1). Burned areas averaged
less than 3,500 oak stems per acre, while unburned
plots had over 5,000 oaks per acre. However, this

Table t-Specim csmpos-iPionof regeneration at the end of the 1991 grovving season (four
seasons after hawest)

Treatment
-

Oaks'

Hickory

Blackgum

Other
Harwoods

Pines

Total

--

Winter fettlno burn
Spring feltlno burn
Winter felhurn
Spring fetburn

5095 b2
4991 b
2924a
4047ab

904a
710a
1397 b
1615 b

543a
178a
136a
649a

Stems per acrc
4383a
3005a
6064 b
5910 b

11,222a
9,208a
11,037a
12,636a

297a
324a
516a
415a

' Scarlet oak, southern red oak, white oak, post oak, black oak, chestnut oak.
Means followed by the same letter within a column are not significantfy different at the 0.05 level.

areas were significantly shorter than in unburned areas
for all species and groups. Sprouts which emerged the
spring following harvest were top-killed by burning.
New sprouts which emerged after burning had a
shorter growing season and, therefore, less height
grovvth than sprouts in unburned areas. Additional
control of hardwood growth, which was thought to be
provided by spring felling, was evident only in the other
hardwood group. In this group, stems in unburned
areas felled in spring were significantly shorter than
those in unburned areas felled in winter.

difference may be due to plot location rather than fire
effects because burning tended to increase the number
of sprouts per stump rather than decrease them (table
2). This effect was significant for the oak and all
species groups. In addition, site preparation burning
had no effect on the percentage of stumps that
produced sprouts through the first four growing
seasons (table 3).
By the end of four growing seasons, the dominant
sprout in each clump averaged over 5 feet tall for all
treatments (table 4). Sprouts in burned treatment

Table 2-Mean number of sprouts produced by each stump by species and
treatment at the end of the 1991 growing season (four growing seasons after
harvest)

Treatment

Oaks'

Winter feltlno burn
Spring feltlno burn
Winter felhurn
Spring feltlburn

4.6a2
4.8a
5.9 b
6.2 b

Other
All
Hickory Blackgum Hardwoods Species
3.5
4.0
3.5
4.4

2.8
2.0
4.6
3.3

6.0a
6.2a
8.3 b
6.7a

5.0a
4.9a
6.5 b
6.0 b

Scarlet oak, southern red oak, white oak, post oak, black oak, chestnut oak.
Means followed by the same letter within a column are not significantfy
different at the 0.05 level.

Table 3-Percenbge of stumps that sutvlved and produced
sprou& through the 1991 grovving season (four growing seasons
after harvest)

Treatnrent

Oaks'

Winter fefVno burn
Spring felflno burn
Winter felhurn
Spring feltlburn

91.0
89. I
88.9
82.5

Otfier
Hickory Blackgum harhoods
81.8
68.0
90.4
76.5

70.8
63.9
57.9
75.0

93.1
90.1
96.6
94.1

' Scarlet oak, southern red oak, white oak, post oak, black oak,
chestnut oak.

Table 4- Average height (feet) of the dominant sprout by species group and
treatment at the end of the 1991 growing season (four growing seasons
after harvest)

Treatment

Oaks'

Winter felflno burn
Spring felVno burn
Winter felhurn
Spring feltlburn

1I.OaZ
1I.2a
8.3 b
8.7 b

Hickory Blackgum
6.9a
6.7a
4.8 b
4.0 b

8.3a
7.2a
4.2 b
3.5 b

Other
hardvvoods

All
species

11.0a
10.0 b
8.4 c
8.2 c

10.4a
9.9a
7.5 b
7.6 b

' Scarlet oak, southern red oak, white oak, post oak, black oak, chestnut oak.
Means followed by the same letter within a column are not significantly
different at the 0.05 level.

Controlling hardwood height growth by burning may
prove beneficial to the growth and survival of planted
pines. In the Autumn of 1991, planted pines had
grown for three growing seasons, while hardvvoods had
grown for all (unburned) or a portion (burned) of four
growing seasons. Pines were nearly as tall as
hardwoods in burned areas but remained shorter than
hardwoods in unburned areas. Pine heights ranged
from 7 to 8 feet (table 5), but heights were not
significantly different between treatments. Mean height
of hardvvoodswas 7.5 feet in burned areas but over 10
feet in unburned areas (table 4).
Survival of planted pines was good, averaging
approximatety 65 percent (126 stems per acre) for all
site preparation treatments (table 5). Most of the pines
that survived through 1991 appeared healthy and may
become a major component of the regenerated stand.

In all treatment areas, hardwood crowns had not closed
over the pines, therefore, most pines were free to grow.
As crowns close, however, hardwoods may overtop
pines in unburned areas and pine mortality may
increase.

CONCLUSIONS
This study indicates that the fell-and-burn system can
be successfully used in the Piedmont region to
establish a mixed stand of pines and harwoods.
Burning in July controlled hardwood sprout growth by
reducing the length of the growing season. This effect
remained apparent through four growing seasons.
Almost 65 percent of planted loblolty pines (126 per
acre) survived throughout the study period. Most of
these pines had caught up with the harwoods and will
become a dominant component of the future stand.
Oaks, which were taller and more numerous than other

Table fi-Sum& and height of planted
loblolly pine seedlings after the 1991 growing
season (three growing seasons after ptanting)

for their cooperation with site selection and treatment
instaltation.

L I T E M T U E CITED
Treatment
Winter felVno burn
Spring feltfno burn
Winter felffburn
Spring felburn

Percent
Survival
69.0
67.7
68.6
58.3

Height (8)
7.8
7.6
7.4
7.0

hardwood species will probably become a codominant
species in the stand.
This study also indicates that some variations of the felland-burn technique may be used successfully. Winter
felling of residual stems, followed by summer burning
produced nearly identical stands to those regenerated
by the fell-and-burn treatment (spring felling and
summer burning). Winter felling did not control
hardwood growth as well as spring felling. However,
growth reductions from spring felling had no apparent
effect on stand development. This result indicates that
the precise timing of felling as prescribed by the felland-burn system may be unnecessary in some cases.
Successful establishment of pine-hardwood mixtures
may be possible without site-preparation burning.
However, these stands are too young to completeily
evaluate the success of planted pines. Through the
1991 growing season, pine survival and growth in
unburned plots equalled that of burned plots, indicating
that burning may not be necessary. However, pines in
unburned plots remained 2 to 3 feet shorter than
hardwoods after four growing seasons. If pines
continue to grow rapidly in unburned areas, they should
overtop hardwoods and become a dominant
component of the stand. However, hardwood crowns
might close first and pines would become suppressed.
Stand development in all treatment areas will be
measured for several years to determine the need for
site preparation burning.
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Carol J. Perry and Thomas A. Waldrop'

srai conrbinatimof opening size and site preparation
mrciabsiredtrees, fell non~ommerclaltrees and appk

opsnlngs where no M i c i d e had been applied.

INTRODUCTION
The forest products industry has increasing& come to
rely on the resources of the Southeast for fiber
production. This due, in part, to logging restrictions
in the Pacific Northwest as well as mandates to
establish nontimber objectives for National Forests in all
regions. And because Hurricanes Hugo and Andrew
destroyed much of the coastal timber resources,
management of forested lands in the Piedmont has
become extremely important.
Forested lands of hardvvood or mixed pine-hardwood
stands in the Piedmont Plateau and Appalachian
Mountains of the Southeast cover about 26.8 million
acres (Bechtold and Ruark 1988). Nonindustrialprivate
forests (NIPF) comprise 72 percent of this acreage.
These private forests average about ten acres, are
owned by individuals or families, and are wpically
unmanaged. Many owners choose not to manage
because they object to pine monocuftures or they do
not want to invest heavily in timber (McMinn 1983,
Haymond 1988).
Pinehardvvood mMures are gaining acceptance and
new regeneration techniques are proving successful
fWaldrop 1994). Productiw of low-quality hardwood
stands can be improved economically white maintaining
aesthetic values. Uneven-aged pine-hardwood
management may prove to be attrac-tive to nonindustrial

'Paper pr-ntsd

private landowners as well as national forestlands.
However, supporting research is limiled.
Extensive research has been conducted using the felland-burn technique to regenerate even-aged pinehardwood mixtures in the Appalachian Mountains
(Phillips and Abercrombie 1987) and the Upper
Southeastern Piedmont (Waldrop 1994). This project
was established to test whether some of the same
technology used in the fell-and-burn system could be
applied in small openings to establish uneven-aged
pine-hardwood mixtures.
Among the questions consideredwas whether
amounts of sunlight, limited by smaller openings, are
sufficient for pine establishment. Loblolly pine
seedlings are shade tolerant when young, but require
more light as they mature (Brender 1973). Another
consideration was whether herbicide can successfully
replace fire as a site preparation technique. Felling and
burning, as described by Phillips and Abercrombie
(1987) and Waldrop and others (1989) have proven
successful in regenerating mixed pine-hardwood
stands, but the use of herbicide to control hardwoods
may be more desirable in smali openings where the use
of fire is not feasible.
Previous research on pine-barwood regeneraation
mixtures in clearcuts indicates that loblofly pine

at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silvicultural Research Conference, Auburn, At, Nov. 1-3, 1994.
Forester, respectively, USDA Forest Service, SoutheasternForest Experiment Station, Clemson, SC.

seedlings tolerate shade and other forms of compemon
on medium- to poor-qualit)r sites, and vvi.Crin 5 years
overtop surrounding hardwood sprouts (Waldrop and
others 1989, Evans 1990). MincMer and others (1973)
found that young hardvvoods closer to the edge of
openings than a distance equal to the height of border
trees are suppressed and grow dower than those
closer to the center. These findings suggest that
mixtures of loblolfy pine and upland hardvvoods may be
regeneratedsuccessfulty in small openings on medium
to poor sites if the edge effect controls hardvvood
growth enough to allow pines to become established.
This paper documents an attempt to convert an
uneven-aged poor-quallty Piedmont hardvvood stand to
an uneven-aged pine-hardvvood stand using small
openings to create groups. Pine and hardwood
regeneration and their relative growth rates through two
growing seasons are reported.

METHODS
The study area is in the Upper Piedmont of South
Carolina on a 27-acre tract of the Clemson University
Experimental Forest in Pickens County. Slopes range
from 6 to 10 percent with a uniform southwest
exposure. Soils are severely eroded clay loams of the
Cecil series. These soils have poor fertility because
past land management practices led to erosion of
topsoil (USDA Soil Conservation Service 1972). Site
index at age 50 years is 70 ft for loblolly pine and
approximately 60 ft for upland oaks.
Prior to 1974, the stand was an unmanaged oakloblolly pine mixture with an average basal area of 100
@/acre (75 percent hardwoods and 25 percent pine).
During that year, all pines of commercial size were
harvested. In 1989 patches of naturally regenerated
loblolly pine occurred throughout the stand in small
openings created by that harvest. This regeneration
may indicate that loblolly pine seedlings can survive in
small openings where indirect sunlight is provided by a
southwestern exposure.
This all-aged hardvvood stand had a variety of tree ages
with some as high as 150 years, and a wide range of
dbh classes. White oak (Quercus atha L.) was the
most abundant overstory species, representing 41
percent of all stems and 30 percent of the basal area
(Table 1). Other common overstory species were black
oak (Q. velutina Lam.) and lobloliy pine (P. taeda L.).
Common understory species were dogwood (Comus

florril L.) and hickory (Cava sp.). Basat area was 73
@/acre in 1989.
Prior to treatment installation, the diameters of all trees
2.5 inches dbh and larger were measured. Increment
cores were extraded from a sample of 150 trees to
examine age distribution. Sample tress were selected
over the range of dbh classes and distributed
throughout the stand. The relationship of age to dbh
was determined with simple linear regression.
In December 1989, six treatment combinations were
replicated three times in a randomized complete block
design. Treatments included two opening sizes and
three levels of hardwood control. Opening sizes of 113
and 1110 acre were chosen because a relationship
between opening size and the height of border trees
had been reported by Minkler and Woerheide (1965).
Circular openings of 113 acre have a diameter of
approximately two tree heights (136 ft), while 1110-acre
plots (74 ft) have a diameter of approximately one tree
height. Levels of hardvvood control included: (1)
chainsaw felling of residual stems over 6-ft tall; (2)
chainsaw felling of residual stems plus application of
GarlonTM3A to all stumps; and (3) no control.
Replicates were blocked across the slope (upper,
middle, and lower) to remove site differences. Study
plots were located away from patches of heavy pine
regeneration to minimize variation. Analysis of variance
and linear contrasts were used to test for treatment
differences at the 0.05 level of confidence.
Trees were harvested on the 113 and 1110-acre
treatment plots. All trees over 4.5 inches dbh were
felled and limbed on site by research crews. Logs were
skidded from the plots by a commercial logger in
February 1990. To minimize damage to standing trees,
skidder operators used logging roads and skid trails
established for the 1974 harvest.
Hardwood control treatments were installed in early
March 1990, immediateiy after logging. All residual
stems over 6 ft tall were felted by chainsaw in 12 of the
18 study plots (two opening sizes x three control
treatmen'ts x three replications). Garlon 3A was applied
to aft hardvvood stumps in half the plots where residuals
were felled. The herbicide was applied at full strength
with no water. Hardvuood control was not attempted in
the remaining six openings. Where residuals were not
felled, the basal area of residual stems averaged 10.8
@/acre. Genetically-improved loblolly pine seedlings
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were planted by research crews in each opening at a
spacing of 12 x 12 feet during the first week of March
1990.
The location of each planted pine was mapped to
monitor the relationship of position M i n a plot to
suwivaf and grotrvth. At the end of the first two gsotMing
seasons, each pine was tallied as alive or dead and
total seedling height and the height at last year's node
were measured. Growth was calculated as the
difference between the two height measurements. The
percentage of each seedling's crown directly covered
by nearby vegetation was estimated. Categories
included 0, 1-25,26-50, 51-75, and 76-100 percent
covered. Seedlings were consideredfree to grow if no
more than 75 percent of the crown nor the terminal bud
were directly covered by competing vegetation. Cover
by residual stems over 6 ft tall was not included in
estimates of direct cover.
Species composition and growth of hardwood
regeneration were measured in September 1990 and
1991. Circular 0.001-acre sample plots were
established in a systematic pattern in each opening.
Fifty sample plots were created in 113-acre openings,
while 15 plots were created in Ill0-acre openings.
Both samples represent 15 percent of the opening size.
All seedlings and sprouts were tallied by species.
Height was measured to the nearest 0.1 ft. In sprout
clumps, all sprouts were counted and height of the
dominant sprout measured.

To avoid high grading, singletree selection based on
diameter requires a close correlation between dbh and
age. This did not occur in the study stand (?=0,42),
where too few stems were in age classes younger than
70 years. Group selection was chosen over single-tree
selection to ensure that trees of all dbh and age classes
were kaawwted.
The occurrence of natural pine regeneration was
sparse in the stand prior to harvest. Survival of planted
pines at the end of the second growing season was
fairly high in both opening sizes and with all levels of
hardwood control (Table 2). Survival averaged 61
percent in 1110-acre openings and 65 percent in 113acre openings. However, the number of free to grow
pines was significanq less in the 113-acre openings (85
percent) than in the 1MO-acre openings (95 percent).
The lesser amount of direct sunlight received on the
I110-acre openings may account for less hardwood
and herbaceous growth, thereby reducing competition
with planted pines.
Total height sf planted pines was not affected by the
level of hardwood control within each opening size
(Table 2); however, the pines in the 113-acre openings
were, on average, 9 inches taller than those in the 1110acre openings. Second year growth did not differ
significantly in any of the treatments except in the 113acre plots where residuals were felled and 113-acre
plots where residuals were felled and herbicide applied.
Pines in these two treatments grew more than those in
the remaining four treatments.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Prior to harvest, the study stand had large numbers of
small trees and small numbers of large trees (Table 1).

Mortality patterns of the planted pines appear to be
affected by direct sunlight rather than edge effect.

Table 2-Mean height, growth, and portion free-to-grow for planted pines surviving one growing season
Treatment

Height
feet

- pct -

Ill0-ac openings
No understory control
Residuals felled
Residuals felled + herbicide
113-ac openings
No understory control
Residuals felled
Residuals felled + herbicide

Means within a column followed by the same letter are not significantly different at the 0.05 level

omposition (stemdac) of hardvvood regeneration by treatment
1110-ac opsninp
Hardwood

No

Black oak
White oak
M k . oaks
Black cherry
Blackgum
Do(dwood
Hickow
Ydow-poplar
Misc.
Total

600
1711
578
364
270
1333
1222
911
289
7400

Fell

Fell and

1479
1378
1177
1400
1422
556
534
533
711
578
1822
800
3978
1755
1466 3022
1600
622
15200 11089

Mortality primarity occurred in the centers and the
Northwest corners of the plots in all treatments, where
the strongest sunlight was reached the seedlings. The
sunlight also promoted a very heavy growth of Rubus
sp., which competed intenselywittr the ginera.
Total numbers of hardwood sprouts and seedlings
(Table 3) were EIlignificantfylower in 1f l 0-acre openings
than in 113-acre openings. This may indicate that
shading created by edge effect kept hardwood
regeneration down. In both opening sizes, the no
control plots exhibited less hardwood regenerationthan
the remainingtwo treatments, which was expected
because the number of stumps was lower. In the
remaining plots, less sprouting occurred in the
openings receiving the felling and herbicide treatment
than those recetving the felling treatment.
Vigor of hardwood regenerationwas affected by both
opening size and level of undemtory control. For the
oak and other-hardwood categories, the number of
sprouts per cut stump was greater in 113-acre openings
than in Ill0-acre openings (Table 4). Within the 113acre openin@, sproub per stump were most numerous
where residu* were felled but no herbicide was
applied. In plots where resiiduals were not felled,
sprouts originated from the stumps of commercciaksize
trees, which were from older trees with reduced
sprouting capaMit)i. In plots where residual stems were
felted and herbicide was applied, the herbicide did not
kit! the entire stump and root system, but did reduce the
number of sprouts produced. This pattern agrees vvith

and others (1984), who found that

113-ac openings
No

1Mi
1857
959
395
510
1448
1244
2659
1993
12680

Fell

Fell and

841
1914
1640
3456
512
542
858
642
968
690
4717
1774
3317
2069
3889
1452
1577
1231
19401 13588

Table 4-Mean number of sprouts per stump by
treatment and species group
Treatment

Oaks

1f 10-ac openings
No understory
control
1.2a
Residuals felled 1.7a
Residualsfelled
+ herbicide
1.8a

Other
harwoods

All
hardwoods

2.5a
2.4a

1.9a
2.0a

1.7a

1.7a

113-ac openings
No understory
control
2.2a
2.3a
2.3a
Residuals felted 3.3 b
4.0 b
3.7 b
Residualsfelled
+ herbicide 2.4ab
2.7ab
2.4a
Means within a column followed by the same letter are
not significantly different at the 0.05 level.

a winter application of Gadon 3A to the stumps of
Piedmont hardwoods killed only a portion of the stumps
but effective& controlled sprout growth.
Height of the dominant sprout in each clump was
affected by opening size for the other hardvvoods and
all-hardwood groups (Table 5). Sprouts 113-acre
openings tended to be taller than those in smaller plots.
This occurrence is probably a resutt of reduced
cornpeaon from border trees. The difference was

significant for the other hardwood and all-hardwood

species groups. This finding a g r m with that of
MincWer and Woerheide (1965) who showed that the
vigor of hardirvood regeneration increasedvvitS't distance
from the edge of the opening. The sprouls exhibiting
the most height grovvth were in the "1-acre openings
receiving both the fell and fell plus herbicide treatmen&.
The 113-acre plots where no residuals were felted
exhibged less height g r o w because residuals
standing within the plot increased shade. No signifreant
differences occurred in the oak category.

L
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Table 5-Mean height (ft) of the dominant sprout per
clump by treatment and species group
Other
AIl
hardvvoods hardwoods

Treatment

Oak

I110-as openings
No understory
control
Residuals felled
Residuak felled
+ herbicide

1.7a
2. Ia

2.6a
2.3a

2.5a
2.2a

2.2a

2.4a

2.3a

I

pine 1~ ac

Years
Figure I-Height growth of pines and hardwoods for
two years by opening size

CONCLUSIONS

"13-ac openings
No understory
2.721
2.7a
2.4a
control
Residuals felled
2.7a
3.3ab
3.2 b
Residuals felled
+ herbicide
2.9a
3.7 b
3.3 b
Means within a coiumn followed by the same letter are
not significantly different at the 0.05 level.

The relative growth rate of pines and hardwoods is
shown in Figure 1. Both pines and hardwoods grew at
a faster rate in the 113-acre openings than those in the
Ill0-acre openings, because amounts of available
sunlight were greater. Typical@,hardwood growth is
represented by a straight line after the first year but pine
growth tends to follow a Sigmoid growth curve. In
clearcu%, pine growth lags behind that of hardtaroods
for the first four to five grovving seasons (Maldrop
1994). In this study, the planted p i n s overtopped the
hardvvoods after only Wo grovving seasons. This may
indicate that these particular hardwood species are as
sensi~veto shading as pines. It appeaFs the
hard\ttroodsmay be somewhat controlled by the edge
effect which promotes more successful pine
establishment.

At the end of two growing seasons, in all of the
treatment areas, survival of planted pine and growth of
pines and hardwoods was adequate. The smaller
Ill0-acre openings allowed some sunlight to reach the
ground but the edge effect was substantial. Height
growth was somewhat suppressed and applying
herbicide did not provide additional benefits. Essentially
no differences among the three treatments occurred in
the Ill0-acre openings.
The larger 113-acre openings allowed more sunlight to
reach the ground, and both hardwoods and pines grew
better. Numbers of sprouts were very high in the 113acre openings where no herbicide was applied, and
herbicidal control of sprouts may prove necessary as
the stand continues to develop. In larger opening
sizes, a greater amount of control will be necessary for
successful pine-hardtarood regeneration. However, in
both opening sizes, pine heights exceeded hardwood
heights; therfore, pine will probably become a major
component in this stand.
Lime documentation of stand development with
uneven-aged mixtures of pines and hardwoods exists.
This stand will be monitored for several years to
determine the best combination of opening size and
level of hardvvood control. Continued study of the longrange effects of competition from border trees in
uneven-aged stands is needed.
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ESTABLISHMENT OF OAK REGENERATION IN GROUP SELECTION
OPENINGS IN A RIVER FLOODPLAIN FOREST'
Michael S. Golden2
Abstrsd-A study of regeneration of bottomland tree s p i e s in group selection openings was
stand in the adplain of the Tombigbee River in
astabfished in an o9k-dominated mixed ha
western Alabama, Despite higher advance reproductionin the groups harvested in early fall, past-harvest
reproductiondensities in the falt-cut and the summereut openings were similar for both chenybark and
water oak. There was substantial post-harvest seedling establishment of oaks, and this was higher in
groups harvested in the early summer, compared to those harvested in eariy fall. The post-harvest
i n c r w w in summercut openings murred during both of the first two seasons following harvest, and
thus came both from delayed acorn germination and from seed dispersal from the sunounding uncut
stand.

INTRODUCTION
Group selection is a silvicultural technique that
deserves a closer look for many ownerships and stand
types. It is highly flexible. It can create and maintain an
uneven-aged forest, even with intolerant species,
provided that the groups are large enough. One
standard textbook definition specifies that openings for
group selection should be no more than two mature
tree heights wide (Smith 1986). Thus, in mature
southern bottomlandforests, openings may, in some
cases, be 75 meters (250 feet) or more in width, since
trees may be 38 meters (125 feet) or more tall. This
would allow circular or square openings of 0.6 hectares
(1 112 acres) or so, and larger for long, narrow
rectangles.
In harvesting, group selection overlaps and intergrades
with small patch clearcutting. The major differences
are the establishment of a cutting cycle and the typical
area or volume regulation of true group selection
systems. The small openings, set in a matrix of a larger
stand, may appeal to many owners who would dislike
the results of a complete clearcut. One maintains the
look and feel of a forest, even though it may become
somewhat uneven.

I am here reporting initial establishment resutts from a
study that has aims of carefully documenting some of
the results and effects of hawesting groups or patches
that fall within the size range associated with group
selection. Establishment is the first major hurdle in

successful regeneration of desired species. Whatever
happens later, without adequate initial establishment,
there will not be a suitable stand.

STUDY SITE
The study was established in 1992 in a 30 hectare
stand of oak-dominated mixed bottomland hardwoods
in the floodplain of the Tombigbee River, in Choctaw
County, Alabama. The property is owned and
managed by James River Corporation. Most of the
dominant canopy in the study area is composed of
trees 35-40 meters tall, 65 to 75 years old. Breast-high
diameters of 50-100 centimeters are common among
the canopy oaks.
The area of the study is a mixture of low, well-drained
ridges and moderately to somewhat poorly-drained
flats. The dominant soils are of the Alamuchee and
Mooreville series. Alamuchee soils are alluvial soils
classed as fine-loamy, siliceous, thermic Fluventic
Dystrochrepts that are deep, well-drained, and
moderately permeable. Mooreville soils are alluvial soils
classed as fine-loamy, siliceous, thermic Fluvaquentic
Dystrocrepts that are deep, moderately well-drained,
and moderately permeable (Harris 1989). Surface
horizons are mostly loam to silt loam. The ridges and
better-drained flats have not been inundated by
overbank flooding during the grovving season since the
study was installed. However, the lower flats have been
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covered
shalfgw water as late as May, and for
she& periods in June, fotfodng heaw rainfal,

STUDY DESIGN
Harvested openinga (hereafter called ""gougs"" of 0.32
hectare (0.8 acre), 40 by 80 metem, are the basic u n b
of the study. This site falls *in
acceptabte gize limb
for a selectEon method, dnce they approximate one bee
height vlride by two tree heights long ( S m h 19986).Ten
groups, centered among dustem of larger dominanb
and oriented generaify east-vvest, were located in April
of 1992. A minimum of 50 meters of uncut forgst was
maintained beween alf groups.
One purpose of the study is to test the ef"fechof
hawesting at different times of the year. Five groups
were random& selected and harvested in early June,
1992 (""summer-curgroups), and the remaining five
were harvested in early October, 1992 ("tail-cur
groups). These were operational commercial harvests
conducted by loggers contracted by Linden Lumber
Company of Linden, Alabama. Treeg were felled by
chainsaw, deiimbed and topped where they fell, and
pulled by grapple skidders to one of two centrallylocated loading decks. Follovlring the commercial
hawesb, all remainingtrees in the openings that were
larger than 5 centimeters dbh were felled.

IDATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
Prior to harvest, all trees in each group greater than
3 m tall were inventoried and their locations mapped.
Species and dbh were recorded for each tree.
For inventory and long-term monitoring of reproduction,
seven systematicalb-placed belt transects, each 2
meters wide and extending from side to side (40
meters) perpendicular to the long axis, were
established in each group. These were segmented into
2 by 2 meter subplots, with 20 subplots in each
transeGt vvithin the group boundaries, for a total of 140
4 rn2subpiob within each group. The subplot corners
were marked vvith wire pin flags, which were replaced
by plasGc pips stakes after the harvests.

All non-vine woody species less man 3 meters tat1w r e
tallied by species and size dass vvithin each subplot in
May and September of 19992, then again in September
stems arose from a single
of 1993. Where rnu~ple
rootstock, only the largest was counted. For "preharvesr estimates of reproduction, the May inventory
data were used for the summer-cut (early June)
groups, and the September, 1992, data were used for

the fall-cut feady October) groups. September, 1992,
and September, 1993, data provided '"firand
'"seeond post-hanregI" estimates for the summer-cut
groups. September, 1993, data provided the single
post-hams& essmate for the fall-cut group.
Mean prs-harvest and post-hanrest dens%= were
computed far each hanrest treatsnent, using transecb
as the sample unk This provided 35 obsewations for
each hawest time (five groups with seven transects
each), In order to identlfL and quantify post-hamest
establishment from seed germinaaion, the pre-harvest
densily w;ls subtracted from the post-harvest density
for each species in each subplot. A positive difference
was a very clear indication of post-hawest germination.
These positive differences were summed within
transects and put on a per hectare basis for harvest
treatments. This provided a conservative es8mate of
the number of seedlings established after the harvest
for the groups of each treatment. Since there were two
post-hawest inventories for the summer-cut groups,
these germination increases were also determined
separately for May to September, 1992, and
September, 1992 to September, 1993.
Mean pre-harvest basal areas and pre- and postharvest reproduction densities and density increases
were compared betvveen harvest treatments using the
TTESI procedure of the Statistical Anatysis System
(SAS lnsWute 1988). Where variances were unequal,
the Cochran and Cox approximate t-test (Cochran and
Cox 1950) was used.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Pre-hanrest Trees
All of the groups were dominated by oaks. Cherrybark
oak, Quereus pagoda Raf., was the most common and
most abundant (Table 1). It was present in the
overstory of all ten of the groups, with a minimum basal
area of 4.07 m2per hectare (17.7 f f per acre) and a
maximum of 21.8 mZper hectare (95.1 ft4 per acre).
Water oak, Q. n i p L.,was also present in the
overstories of all ten groups, but vvith smaller basal
areas in most groups. Willow oak, Q. phellos L., was
present in four of the summer-cut groups and three of
the fall-cut. It strongly dominated (18.92 rn2per
hectare) one of the summer-cut groups that had a
large, somewhat poorly drained flat. Swamp chestnut
oak, Q. michauxii Nutt., was present in nine of the ten
groups, but was never the leading dominant, Shumard
oak, Q. shumardii Buckl., was a leading species (9 m2

Table I-Prs-harvest basal areas of tree species in the harvested groups, in m2per he&re. Means, shndard errors,
and e~remes,in harvested groups, by harvest season Ifeatmen&. Data for trees greater than 3 meters tal!
-

Specima

Mean

i SE

Min,

Max.

Mean

Fafl-cut n = 5
Min.

& SE

Max.

Cherwbaak oak
Willow oak
Sweetgum
Water oak
Swamp chestnut oak
Green ash
Sugarberry
Overcup oak
Shumard oak
Other species not shown are: boxelder, Acer negundo L.; American hornbeam, Carpinus caroliniana Watt.; biiernut
hickory; shagbark hickory; red hickory; mockernut hickory; persimmon, Diospyrvs virginiana L.; No-winged silverbell,
Halesia diptera Ellis; American holly, //ex opaca Ait.; red mulberry, Moms rvbra L.; black tupelo, Nyssa sylvatica Marsh.;
swamp laurel oak, Quercus laurifolia Michx.; winged elm, Ulmus alata Michx.; American elm, U. americana L.; and
possumhaw, flex decidua Walt.
a

per hectare) in one fall-cut group and present in
another, but was absent from the other eight groups.
Two other oaks, overcup, Q. Wata Walt., and swamp
laurel oak, Q. laurifolia Michx., were present but were
scattered and in low numbers within the groups.
Sweetgum, Liquidambar slyracflua L., was present in
all groups, and exceeded 8.5 m2per hectare in N o of
them. Green ash, Fraxinus pennsylvanica Marsh., and
sugarberry, Cekis laevigata Willd., were present in
most of the groups, but were never among the
dominant species. Shagbark, Carya ovata (Mill.) K.
Koch, and bitternut, C. cordifomtis (Wang.) K. Koch,
were the most common hickories, although red, 6.
ovalis (Wang.) Sarg., and mockernut hickory, C.
tomentosa (Poiret) Nutt., also occurred.

Reproduction
Reprodudon (aS1 trees less than 3 meters tall) density
estimates from the pre- and post-harvest inventories
are shown in Table 2. Pre-harvestinventorieswere
taken in May, "192, and September, 1992, for the
summer-cut and faft-cut groups, respective&. The
post-hamt densities are aft from the September,
1993, inventory. Thus, the summer-cut post-harvest
dens~esare at about 15 112 months after harvest,
whereas the fall-cut are at about 11 I f 2 months after
harvest.

Pre-Harvest Densities.
Cherrybark oak and water oak pre-harvest
reproduction densities averaged more than twice as
high in the fall-cut groups as in the summer-cut (Table
2), and these differences were significant (0.05 level).
Variation among groups was considerable. Cherrybark
oak densities wlthin individual groups ranged from 811
to 5346 per hectare for summer-cut and from 2047 to
9968 per hectare for fall-cut groups. Water oak preharvest densities were similar to those of cherrybark
oak, both in numbers and in that the fall-cut groups
averaged more than twice the seedling density of the
summer-cut (5736 vs. 2389 per hectare). The willow
oak preharvest reproduction averaged ten times as
high in the summer-cut groups (significant at 0.01 level)
compared to the fall-cut. The extremely high willow oak
seedling densities were found primarily in low flats of
two of the groups, where plot densities as high as 37
per m2were recorded.
Post-Harvest Densities.
The post-harvest (September, 19933)densities of
cherrybark oak seedlings were very similar for the Wo
harvest treatments, sligh~ymore than 2000 per hectare
(Table 2). However, since the pre-hanrest densrty had
been much higher for the fall-cut groups, the net

I

Table 2-Mean pre- and post-harvest reproduetion densities and change for major oak species within the harvested
groups, by harvest season treatment. Number per hectare for all seedtings and sprouts (rootstock count) less than 3
meters tali

Species
Cherrybark oak
Willow oak
Water oak

Prehawest
FallSummercut
cut
2319
26012
2389

5086"
2549
5736"

Post-hawest
SummerFallcut
cut
2086
6354b
4250

2178
918
3177

Change
Summercut
-232b
-19659
+ 1860b

Fatfcut
-2908
-1631b
-2559

"Significantty higher than for the other harvest time, 0.05 level of probability.
bSignificantlyhigher than for the other harvest time, 0.01 level of probability.

reduction in density from preharvest levels was
significantfy less for the summer-cut groups, 232 per
hectare compared to 2908 per hectare, or 10 percent
vs. 57 percent reduction.

species, also caused some mortality as well. There
was no "ingrowth" affecting the density estimates, since
even the smallest seedlings were counted in all
inventories.

Willow oak seedling densities remained higher at the
post-hawest inventory in the summer-cut groups, but
they were reduced by 19659 per hectare, a 76 percent
reduction, compared to 1631 per hectare for the fallcut, a 64 percent reduction. The greater reductionsfor
the summer-cut treatment is largely a result of the
much higher initial densities, and the generally more
concentrated distribution of willow oak seedlings.
Skidding through dense patches of seedlings
destroyed large numbers of them.

For the fall-cut groups, seedlings that germinated early
in the grovr/ing season and were still alive at the
September pre-harvest inventory could be expected to
be of low vigor. Since these oaks are generally
considered somewhat intolerant of shade, the typically
dense shade at the forest floor during the summer
would cause a deficit in carbohydrate production
compared to respiration loss for most seedlings. Many
of the understory seedlings at this time exhibited thin,
damaged leaves and evidence of fungal attack. This
state of low vigor may have increased seedling
vulnerability to mortality from the logging, sudden
increased exposure, and subsequent stresses of the
new environment of the openings. They also had l i e
time to recover before winter.

Water oak seedlings increased in the summer-cut
openings by 1860 per hectare (a 78 percent increase),
but they decreased by 2559 per hectare (45 percent) in
the fall-cut groups, although a substantial density
remained (3177 per hectare).
If no post-harvest seedling establishment had occurred,
all oak species' reproduction densities could be
expected to decrease. Logging damage, particularly
during the concentrated skidding in the small openings,
surely resulted in the destruction of many seedlings in
every group. Unfortunately, since there were no
inventories taken immediate& after harvests, it is
impossible from these data to determine if there were
differences in the amount of losses directly attributable
to the logging operations. The same crews,
equipment, and loading areas were used for both
harvests. Other factors, such as slash cover, herbivory
(the white-tailed deer population is high), and
competition from fast-growr'ng vine and herbaceous

In contrast, seedlings of the summer-cut groups that
had germinated in the spring generally appeared
vigorous, probably due to their having not yet
exhausted the carbohydrate reserves of the acorn.
This apparent higher vigor at the time of harvest may
have increased these seedlings' ability to survive
logging damage and subsequent stress= when
compared to that of the seedlings of the fall-cut groups.
This could provide a partial explanation for the density
change differences between the two treatments.
Additional explanation for the differences in seedling
densrty changes among the treatments was provided
by examination of the differences in post-harvest
germination.

TaMe 3-RegroduclS'on den* increases in sampfed subplob Mhin the harvested groups, from pre-hamest to pas&
haw-% measurement ~ mby harvest
~ , treatment and lime period, Dens@ per hectare for all sizes less than 3 meters
tali. Only @ o hMh increases during the specifred pedod were included

-

Species
Cherrybark oak
Wllow oak
Water oak
AJI oaks

Summer harvest groupSpring 992Fall '92fa8 " 2
fa!! '93
1126
851
2636
4627

438
745
918
2167

Spring "92fa11 '93

Fall harvest group
Fall 992 to
fa11 'g3

1068"
654"

2593b
4357

'Significantly higher than the fal-cut post-hawesit increase, 0.05 level of probabilw.
bSigniCicantlyhigher than the fall-cut post-harvest increase, 0.01 level of probability.

Post-Hamest Germination ar%dSedling
Esbblishmenl:
Since the water oak dens@%increased in the summercut openings, clearly there was post-harvest
germinaBon for this specim. When the p r e and gostharvest counb were compared for each individual
subplot, it was clear that all three of the major oaks
exhibited post-hawest estaMishmenC (Table 3) in bath
the summer and fall harvest tredmenb. For each
subplat, only seedling inccreasm th& exceeded losses
dudng the pedsd were delectable. Thus the numben
shown in TaMe 3 should be underestimats of the
actual number of seedlings that germinated aRer
harvest.
Post-hawest seedling establishment, though s ~ i l
present in srrbslan8al numbers (1843 per hecbre for all
oaks combined), was signgcanay lower for all of the
oaks in the fafl-cut groups when compared to the
summer-cut. The treatment dR8rence was greatest far
water oak, Wk an increase of 2593 compared to 407
per hectare for the stammer-cut and the "FaCeutgroups,
respec~vely,

Examina~snof the WOseasons separate&for the
summer-cut grouw revealed that post-hamst
estabfishment occurred in substan~alnumbers for both
the first (June through September) and second
seasons (Table 3). Seedlings esbblished dudng the
199%summer (total of 462Veer hectare for all oaks)
would kave come from delayed germiaoa%orsof acorns

of the 4 991 seed crop. Those established dudng 1993
(total of 2167 per hectare .FOr all oaks) vvould have
originated &om disserninatrisn of acorns from the "1992
see&all of the surracrnding uncut forest.
No quan~talivedata on the size of the I991 and 1992
acorn crops were taken. Casual observalisn led ta the
conclusion that both acorn crops were good. Since
post-harvest establshment appears to kave played an
impogant role in the 19233 seedling deos~es,wpecially
for the summer-cut groups, timing a group selec~on
harvest to coincide M h or forlow a good seed crop
w u l d seem lo be an important condderaaon in
increasing reproducteion densas of t h s e oaks,

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Despite higher advance repraduclion in the groups
hanrested in early lfall, post-harvest reprodueaon
densi~esin the hll-cut and the summer-cut groups
were similar for both cherrybark and water oak. This
refleded both a higher lo% of seedlings in fagging and
post-harvest msrtalQ and a l w e r level sf post-harvest
mtablishment in the fall-cut openings.

A substan881amount of
geaminaaon and
seedling stablr'rshmenl occurredfor a@oak s p e c i ~ ,
most notably towater oak in "re summer-cut
openings. Post-hawest seedling 8stablishrnen"ef all
oaks was higher in the summer-cut groups. The posthawest increases in summer-cut groups occurred
during both of the first M0 seas6ns fslloMng hamest,
and thus came both from delayed acorn geamina~on

and from seed dispersal from the surrounding uncut
stand. Timing the harvest to coincide vvith or follow a
good seed crop should be an important consideration
in appving group sdsction or patch clearcutting
harvests.
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DROUGHT AND SURVIVAL OF LOBLOLbY PINE
SEEDLINGS AFTER PLANTING
Janusr Lwolinski, David 6. South and Brad L. Barbe9
of monthly moisture corrd&ims.
re developed for 2 regions of the southern
(n=9), 70% of the variation in
dt3;cread with de~reasing
I for specifs sites,factors such as
. Woovevs, to &quately
. Fcw example, PDSl valuer;
anting methods wit1 need to
nted for less than 8% of the vgriation In suwkal when using indivMual obsew8";ions(nr 681).

INTRODUCTION
The term drought has not been universally defined.
Most commonly, drought is defined as occuring after a
certain number of consecutive days with precipitation
below a specific level (Amidon et a/. 1981; De Jager
and Schulze 1977; Richardson and Kruger 1990). In
climatology, atmospheric droughts are defined by mean
monthly temperatura and total monthly precipitation
(Chgarecki and Flipiak 1987). This method is most
often used for climatic classification on a macroregional scale and for explaining geo-distribution of
plants (Wafaer 197%;1985). Zwollins9<i(1992) showed,
however, that available water in the soil did not ahways
correspond with the atmospheric drought defined by
temperature and precipitation, and the analysis of data
on a monthly basis tends to obscure drought incidence
for short-term observations. Neither of the above
methods account for terrain, soil water retention and
vegetation transpirational demands; therefore, they
have limited applications in forest management.
For almost 30 years, Palmer Drought Severity Index
(PDSI) has been used for both research and
operational decisions across the United States (Anon
1985). The procedure uses both antecedent and
current weather data (daily and monthly precipEtation
and maximum and minimum temperatures) (Palmer
W65). It includes Thornthwaite's water balance model
to =.timate evapotranspiration (Thornthwaite 1948).
PDSI is calculatsd for each of the 344 state climatic
diqsions (geographic regions of "'uniform" climate) and
accounts for average gee-morphological and

pedological characteristics of a particular region
(Zahner and Grier 1990). Because of its complexity, it
seems more appropriate to classify Palmer's index as a
hydrological rather than meteorological method.
Eleven moisture classes have been established to
represent wet and dry periods as defined by PDSI
(Table 1).
In forestry, PDSI has been used to explain differences
in annual growth (Devall et sl. 1991; Jordan and
Lockaby 1990; West el at. l9993; Zahner eit el. 1989)
and to reconstruct long-term climate changes using
dendrochronology(Cook and Jacoby 1979; Stahle et
a/. 1988). PDSI has also been used to model insect
pest distribution (Michaels et el. 1986) and to predict
tree recruitment in naturally regenerated stands
(Barden 1988). However, PDSI may show poor
correlations with vegetative responsewhere previous
conditions have lasting impact on vegetation (Zahner
and Grier 4990). Additional deficiencies of PDSI
include: (i)not specific for a range of sites and soils
vvithin a region, (ii) all precipitation is included as rain in
the model, (iii) evapotranspiration is calculated for level
terrain with a complete vegetation cover, (iv) no runoff
is allowed until soil saturation occurs.
Unlike regular mortalrty in older stands, different and
often unrelated factors, such as stock quality, weather
condilions, availability of water and nutrienb, genetic
ae~butes,pest attacks, and others may be responsible
for mortal@ of trees aRer planting (Boyd 19"9).

Taper premted at the EEghlh BknnkI Soulhem SikhRural Resarch Gosrference, Auburn,AL, Nov. 1-3, 1f994.
tiveQ, S~hsofof Forestv and Alahzna AgricuRurzal Experiment Station, Auburn, AL; and Staff
Farester, Texas Fmwt S~frdce,Cdlqe Stalkn, TX,

based on Palmer Draught
Table "fMcristure
Severrty Index (honymous 119851, and IikePhood of
occurance (pa) in AIabama and east Texas (data from
1895 to 1994)
Afabama
(pet)

East
Texas
(pet)

M r e m e k wet
Very vvet
Moderately wet
Slighw wet
lncipient wet spel1
Near normal
Incipient drought
Mild drought
Moderate drought
Severe drought
Extreme drought

Integrated approaches towards modelling of postplanQng mortality are rare (Zwolinski eC al. 1994) and
some do not include weather (Payandeh and Sutton
1989). in the southern United States, several attempts
have been made to relate seedling mortality to
climatological factors (Barnet el a/. 1984; Glealand and
Johnson "198; McMnley st a/. 1988). The follovving
study was conducted to determine how much variation
in post-planting survival of loblolly pine (Pinus tasda L.)
can be atlributed to PDSI.

METHODS
First-year suruival records were obtained for 9 planling
seasons (1983184 to 1991192). Data from the midSouth (Alabama, Mississip@and Tennessee) included
survival figures from 690 locations. In east Texas,
su~ivaldab were slstained from 3570 sites, The
observa~onswere slra%fiedby pianling year and
month, and the lolr~vvingclimatic division: NorPhern
Valley and Upper Plains in tUabama, Now Central,
Moflheast, Central and East Central in Mississippi,
Middle and Western in "T"enessee,
East Texas and
Upper Coast in Texas. PDSI values were obtained (via
internet)From the Naasnal ClimaGc Data Center in
Asheviale, NC, for each OF the elirnarirc divisions and for
each month from WBB Go 1934. PBSt means were
calculated FOP the glanGng month and for "90 22
eonsectd9ve months aRes pfian~nrag.The ptan~ngmonth
index value and the "1merean index values were

aliocateei to tseah of the esuwivd oherva4ions. For each
region, linear regradon was used to study the
relationship betvueen mean annual suwival (rwponse
variaWe) and rnean PDSI (exptanatory variable) over
the period extending from 0 to 12 months aRer
piansng, The ""besVhmodels were selected using
maxjmum coefficient of determinatjon (R') as a cigerion
(SAS 1985).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A summary of the sunrival data for specific planting
season8 is provided in table 2. This data s h o w lower
overall survival of trees planted in east Texas (63%) as
compared to the mid-South region (78%). The data
also show that survival of 90 percent and higher could
be achieved for any of the regions and ptanGng
seasons. After preliminary screening, quadratic
functions were deemed most appropriatefor the midSouth region and simple linear regressions for east
Texas. Comparison of the regressions for sequential
analysis showed that the best frt was defined for the
rnean PDSI which ineluded the index value on planting
month plus 6 consecutive months (Table 3). The
equation for the mid-South region was: suwival=85.66
+ 3.38 (PDSI) 1.80(PDS1)2(n=9; R2=0.73; p=O.O%).
The equation for east Texas was: suwiva1=60.74 + 3.49
(PDSI) (n=9; R2=0.71; p=0.004).

-

These resub suggest that the general relatjonship
betvveen PDSl and sunrival is not unique for diflerent
regions in the South. WPh a mean PDSf of -LOO (mild
drought] during fS months aner glantjng the expected
survival is 80 percent for the mid-South and 57 percent
k other
for east Texas. This diFference may r ~ u from
factors such as site qualily or seedling morphology,
planting methods, or geneIic allributes of planling stock
(WlcMnley @C a/, W98; Tullfe et a/. 1988; Valiguca and
Messina 1994). Another fa'aclor Ih& may kelp to expiain
Ute lowe survival in Tmas may be a diFIerence beween
reforeslab'otr on indusldal land and non-industdal
pdvate fareslland. The survival data obtained from east
Texas were From non-industdal phvate boaesldand while
those obtained from the mid-South were for induskdal
Plan~ngs.In general, industrial pfan~ngsprobably
receive mare intensive site prepara%sns"rce many nsnindustrial landowners are relardant to spend much
money for this pracace, "Pese variables w6
'1 be
imps&nl when predic~ngsrawivaral for an individual
plan4r"ngchance. Far example, the PDSI accounk for
only 4 lo 8 percent of the variaQonin suwival when all
data points [n ;~68?)
are used.

Table 2-SuMaj percenbge (pet;) and mean PDSI for Februav to August peeriod, obtained from mid-South ((AL,MS,
TN) and east "$ma regions dun"ngthe years 1983184 3 994l92

-

Planting
season

Region

Number
of
records

Survival (pet)
mean

range

PDSI

standard
deviation

Mid-South
Mid-South
Mid-South
Mid-South
Mid-South
Mid-South
Mid-South
Mid-South
Mid-South
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas

Table 3---Goeficientof determination (R2jand
signi5"rcance of the regression (p) in the relaeonship
bebeen survival and Palmer Drought Severi-ly Index
defined far the planting month or a number of months
fotlowing planting, separately far the mid-South and
east Texas regions
Months aRer

--Mid-South-

-East "Texas-

I

0.64

8.04"9.44

2

40-62

0.053

0.58

6,966
8.033

3
4

0.56

0.083

0.59

0.816

0.62

5

0.71

0,654
O.Q%5

0.66
Qe71

0.008
0.005

6
7

8
9
10
11

0.73

3.028

0.74

8.084

0,66
0,54
0-41

0.041
0,097
0.262
8.360
0.522

0,69

8.64

0.006
0.010

0.59
0.55
0.54

0,016
0,022
0.825

0-29
0.20

Over the past century, the chance of a moderate to
exPreme drought (mean annual PDSI value for
Februa~yto August period 05 less than -"199) has been
about "t 20 "1percent (Table I). In Aabama, about
nine droughts occurred within the 80-year period From
1895 ta 1955. Similar droughb have not occurred
during the last 4 decades. The worst February-August
peiod since "1554 was in "1886 (FaDSI=-1.91). In east
Texas, droughts (PDS1e-1.99) have oceured during 2
periods (Figure 1)- From 1902 to "5925, there were 6
droughts fallowed by 25 years aF relaevely moderate
rainfail. However, 9 draught years occurred doring a
29-year period "irorn 1951 to "17"8 This was foifowed
by 23 years of moderate climate.
Bath Texas and Alabama have been fo~unatein that
a s drraerghb (%319SI<-1.99)Rave occurred during years
when more than 25,006)
ha of land were planted
[Figure 21, When another cycle of droughts occurs in
the future, this may be the first time that droughts occur
simeritanesusty w%hhigh plan~ngrates. "Ti8 could
result in e~onomih;loss if regenera~onmanagers fail to

adopt beeer regeneraasn techniques.
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PLANTING PRODUCTION RATE SURVIVAL AND GROWTH
E
OF BARE-ROOT OAK AND L O ~ L O L L YP I ~ SEEDLINGS
SUBJECTED TO VARIOUS ROOT-HANDLING TREATMENTS'
Kirk 0.H o w l l and Timothy ES, Hatrrington2
Ata&rac#-egeneratian
eff*rclencyis defined as an optimal blanw
ling r>erfmnce. In order to improve raenefalion efficiemy, roQt handling treatments (frlmming,
balling, and dug-hafie planting) ware applied to &rerocst northem red and ehewarlt: oaks (from v;s~aus
nursE?rydensities) and lobloily pine mdlings, Resuns indicate that seedling wight of oak declineri Mh
high Mdens@, Ulerieby increasing load-bearing potential for s planting technician, Planting productkn
mt? using the dug-hole methd was 3 to 5 times that af the other treatments. Survival and first-year
grQvvthaf pine w s greater for the dug-hole method than "lor the other treatments.

INTRODUCTION
Ahficial regeneratjion technology strives to minimize
regeneration cosb and maximize seedling pehrmanee
regeneralion efficiency. An "ideolype'%hs been used
to denote the "ideal"%eedling (Mexal and South 21 991);
however, ideal seedling characterislics will vary
according to user objecQves,For example, a gianter
paid according to production rate desires small, easily
planted seedlings; whereas, land managers &ress
seedling pedormance and oflen prefer large seedlings
(South and Nlexat 1984). Therefore, determining the
ideowpe in order to improve regeneration efleieney (the
balance betvveen competing objecQves) becomes a
necessary reativ facing today" regeneration forester.

-

Commercial oak species of the southern U.S., such as
cherrybark (Qusrcusfalceka var. pagodasfa"ofiaElf.) and
nadhern red oaks (Q. rubra L.), are @pieally
regenerated naturally through application of the
shekewood system (LoFlis "1990)- ArtjPleial
regenera~csn(i.e., planling) of oak is seldom considered
because adequate seedling perlormance in the field is
diRcuM to obtain (Bayetle "188). In addiaon, nurserl,
technology ad oak has yet to produce agordable stock
"sat is easily planted and demonstrates strong seedling
pehrmance.
Over 1.2billion seedlings of pine are planted each year
in the southern US. (Duryea and Dsughe* ""r994)This massive aeforesta~oonego&has been successful
because of past [Wakeley 4 954) and more recent

(Mexal and South 1991) technological improvements in
seedling cuRure, transport, and planting. However,
while research has proven that large seedlings sown at
low bed densi~esimprove seedling perFormance (South
19921, litlfe research has agempted to evaluate the
efiects of root-handring (e.g, trimming and ""balling" or
root dedornaatican) with respect to regenera~on
eficiency of loblolly pine (Pt'nus Iaeda L,),

OBJECTIVES
The objective of this study was to refins treatmen&
which aEed the componenb sf regenera~oneFficiency,
specifically:
I.
minim'uraeon of regenera6on costs, expresed as:
a. quanw of seedlings carried per plan~ng
technician load.
b, rate of planang.
2. maimkafion of seedling perfgmmance, expressed as:
a. percent survival.
b. incrementaf and total grsWh,

METHODS
"Three species were tested in this study: ckterybark
oak, norbhern red oak, and fcablolly pine.

In December 2992, oak seeds were sown at dens%es
of 300, 169,256,480,and 521r per rn2in a allecd
nursesy bed at Whkeha91 Forest, IdniversQ of Georgia,
Athens, GA. in November 4993,seedlings were
carefully OiRed, undercut at a 30 cm point from the root

'Paper presented at the EigMk Biennial Southern Silvicu#urai Research Conference, Auburn, AL, Nsv. 1-3, 1994.
tivsiy, Daniel 8.Warnell Schwi of Forest Resources, IlmiversQ of Georgia,

Athens, CA.

collar, and @acedin cold storage. In December 1993,
noPthc3m red oak seedlings were planted on a site of
about 100 ft? BA at Bent Greek Fuiperimenbl Forat,
Asheville, NC.;cherrybark oak seediings were planted
on a site of about 40 @ E3A managed by I&S
HarWoods, Inc., Milledgevifle, GA.; and Ioblsfb pine
were planted an a dearcut sge at Wh&ehatlForest,
Universrfy of Georgia, A&ens, GA.
Rsn&handlingVeatmenb were apflied in the field zal:
the "time of plan~ng
to random& selected seedlings as

fallow:
a) light pruning' ( ~ m m s at
d the k p y h o o d y
transmon2)
b) heavy pruning (Mrnrned to 9 cm &om the root collar)
c) no, pruning, balling (untdmmedvvZlh root
defarmaGon)
d) no pruning, no balling (untrimmed M h no root
deiormahion).
The experimental design for the oak study is a
randsmked complete btock design, where seedlings
from each of the 5 bed densses were subjected ta 3
root-handling treatmen& M h 4 replica~ansper
treatment and 4 seedlings per replicaaon,

For the pine, seedlings were obtained from a @pica1
bed dens@ a1 256 seedlings per m2(J,Brannan,
Georgia F ~ r m t Commisi~n,
y
Macon, GA, personal
carnmunica~an).A completely randamked design was
used in which seedlings were subjected to 4 roothandling treatmen& M h "1rregsl"laQsn8per treatment
and 1O seedlings per reglica~on,

MEASUREMENTS
In order to determine the quanw of seedlings which
can be prac~callgccar~edinto the field, an arbitrav
value of 4 5 kg was set, This value was delemined by
ca%cu%aawg
the average weight of "DO0 !labial& pine
seedlings, Weigh& (#seedling) of 5 randarn& selected
oak, from each dens*, and 10 pine seedaings were
measured to determine the quanw of seedtinga
carried, Planting rate (seconds per oeedlng) was
measured during outplanting, Height gem) and diameter
(mm) measuremen& were Bken at the time of plan~ng
(December 1993),and at the end of the folloMng
growing season (October % 994)-

RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
Null hypotheses are that planting producacan rate,
suwivai, and growth do not vary signacangy ga=O.e95)
with:

- nurset)r bed dense (for oak seedlings).
- root-handling treatments (for oak and pine seedlings).
e
Analysis of variance vvas used to test t h ~ null
hypothesa, and a prgtected LSD t a t was used for
pair-vvise cornpanison of means.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Quanw of seedlings per planting load ("1kg)
increased Mh bed densrlcy of the oaks (Figure "1. The
overall trend of data has a posave slope. This
rela6onship suggesh that smaller seedlings (sown at
higher bed densities) vvill be lighter in weight, and thus
atlovving more seedlings to be carried per load,
Planting rislle did not differ significanay (p>0.05) among
bed densaw for oak. However, plantjng rate by
treatment (Figure 2) showed the dug-hole plantjng
treatment to be the slowest method of planting, in that it
taok 3 amers as long to plant for oak, and 5 timm as
long for @ne,than the other planting treatmen&.
Suwival, diameter and height did not diRer aignfiiircanw
(p>0.05) among bed densiGes for oak. Hawever, overall
suwival of norlhern red oak (98 percent) was bener
than that of cherrybark oak (64 percent), while sunriving
cherpybark oak seedlings were larger than those of
nodhern red oak.

The root-handling treatmenls hard na siignEeanl: eflecb
(p30.05) on survival (Figure 31, diameter (Figure 41,
and height (Figure 5) of each oak specia.
Loblolly pine suwival (Figure 3) did not dRer
dgn%"icnay(p~0.05)among root-handkngtreatmen&,
afahough treatment diflerences were similar l o those
shewed for seedling ske. Diameter and height of
loblotly pine (Figure 4 and 5, respec~vely)were
signgcangy (g<0.85) greater foFrzlloMng the dug-hole
methad "rkafor any sf the other trerrlmenb.

STdLVllCULTUWL IMPLtlCATOQNS
Since seedling pedormance did not dmer among
d e r s s f i ~OP Ireatmenb for the oaks, our r m u k suggest
that regeneraeon esciency is mdrnbed by:
- aelee%ngseedlings sown at higher dens~es(small'
seedlings). - using faster plaoBag methods - root
pruning 09" balling,

Mhsugha the root-handling treatmen% did influence
pine suwivai and size, the pe~ormanceincrease sfthe
dug-hole method probably
not jusw its much
dower pHanang rate, and t h u s higher regenera@e;in

i

Species

Figure 4-Rela.6ionshiw of quanlhq of cherrybark oak (QUPA), no&hern red oak (QUFIU), and lshlolly pine (PITA)
seedlings equal to an arbitrary weight OF "1kg versus orrrsey bed densiv.

Treatment
Light Pruning

i? Heavy Pruning
Balling. No Pruning

Dug-Hole Planting

Species
Figure 2-PlanUng rate sf cherrybark oak (QUPA), no&hern red oak (QURU), and iobl~flypine (PITA) seedlings by root
handling treatment,

Treatment

17Light Pruning

aHeavy Pruning
Balling, No Pruning
Dug-Hole Planting

V

QUPA

QURU

PITA

Species
Figure 3--First-year suwival of cherrybark oak (QUPA), northern red oak (QURU), and loblolly pine (PITA) seedlings by
root-handling treatment.

Diameter

Treatment
/? Light Pruning
Heavy Pruning
Balling, No Pruning
Dug-Hole Planting

QUPA

QURU

Species
Figure 4-First-year diameter of cherrybark oak (QUPA), northern red oak (QURU), and loblolly pine (PITA) seedlings by
root-handlingtreatment.

/

Treatment
Light Pruning

a

Heavy Pruning
Balling, N o Pruning
Dug-Hole Planting

QUPA

QURU

PITA

Species
Figure %First-year height of cherrybark oak (QUPA), northern red oak (QURU), and lsblolly pine (PITA) seedlings by
root-handling treatment.

costs. Therefore, the planting method of lowest cost
and highest performance (light pruning) is preferable.

Company, LeCompte, LA.; and Hicks Seed Company,
Willow Springs, MO.

CONCLUSION

ENDNOTES

It is no simple problem for today's forester to balance
the tvvo competing objectives of regeneration efficiency.
Either the improvement in seedling performance
Mhout respect to regeneration costs, or reduction in
costs without improvement in performance, may be
easier to accomplish, but how great will be the reatied
benefits? MaximIration of regeneration efficiency
requires that the opposing components be considered
vvith rerspect to the other, and that a balance can be
found that is suirbabfe for field application.

' The light pruning treatment was applied to loblolly pine
only.
The wispyhoody transition is the approximate point at
which the diameter of the seedling's taproot
equals 1 mm.
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BALDCYPRESS SEEDLINGS FOR PLANTING IN FLOODED SITES1
William X. Canner?
Abdract-me push fw wetland restorationto replam Cosses or mitigale distubance requires that

Within each growing environment, there w s no significant difference betvveen pmned and unpruned
seedlings in terms of final biomass values. Overall, pruned seedlings represent a fast and easy method
of planting baldcypress seedlings in wet areas.

INTRODUCTION
The continued existence of forested wetlands is
dependent upon the ability of the tree species to
replace themselves through time. Normally, this is
accomplished through seedling establishment via seed,
but recent studies have shown that natural
regeneration is limited due to water level changes in
these forests (Sha& and Lee 1985, Conner et al.
1986). Therefore, it is often necessary to plant
seedlings in wetlands to ensure adequate stocking.
Baldcypress (Taxodium distichurn (L.) Rich.) is very
tolerant of flooded conditions (Hook 1984) and is
ideally suited for planting in areas subject to prolonged
flooding. Planting in standing water with dibbles or
shovels, however, is dificun and time consuming.
Using these tools, a hole must be opened in soft, often
unconsolidated, mud and the root ball inserted to the
proper depth and with the roots spread out naturally.
Soil must then be firmly packed around the roots. Ail of
this must be accomplished usualb without being able to
see the hole or the root mass under water. Conner
and Flynn (1989) reported on a method for planting
baldcypress seedlings whereby tap and lateral roots
were tnimmed and the seedling was simply pushed into
the soil, Survival of these seedlings was 70% after
g
Unfortunately, there was no
three g r o ~ n seasons.
cornpadson made with unpruned seedlings to
determine whether this method was bener or worse
than normal planting techniques. The ot?jectiveof this
experiment was to examine the grsvvth, survjval, and
root development of pruned versus non-pruned

baldcypress seedlings grown under flooded and
watered conditions.

METHODS
Bns-year-old baldcypress seedlings were obtained
from the South Carolina Forestry Commission in March
1992. Average height and diameter of the seedlings
were 67 (212) cm and 7.9 (~1.6)mm, respectively. On
the day of planting, 288 seedlings were divided into 2
groups. The lateral roots of one group of seedlings
were pruned to approximately 2.5 cm and the taproot
pruned to 20 cm using anvil style garden clippers. The
second group was left unpruned. Groups of 24
seedlings were assigned to one of six treatments: 1)
pruned-flooded, 2) pruned-watered, 3) pruned-swamp,
4) unpruned-flooded,5) unpruned-watered, or
6)unpruned-swamp. Each treatment was replicated
once.
Flooded and watered seedlings were grown in 15 cm
diameter by 20 crn high plastic pots fitted with a mixture
of 3 parts composted bark:l part sand and a slow
release fertilizer (Osmoeote 14-14-14). Flooded
treatment seedlings were placed in plastic pools 1.5 m
wide and 30 cm deep. Water was added to the pool
daily to maintain a constant water level approximately
10 cm above the sail slarFace of the poMed seedlings.
The water was completely replaced once a week to
keep it from becoming stagnant, Watered seedlings
were placed under a sprinkler system set to vvater once
a day far 1 hour. Flooded and watered seedlings were
g r o m under 30% reduc~onshadecloth. Swamp

paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Soulhem Silvicultural Research Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3, 6 M .
2 A s ~ l a tProfessor,
e
Bamch Forest Science Institute, Box 5%, Geargetwn, SC.

seedlings were underplanted in ivvo baldcypre%%lvuater
tupelo (Nysss aquatic@t.)weaands on Hobcaw
Barony near Georgetown, SC. Water levels in the Wo
swamps w r e approximate& 30 cm at $me of planlling
and remained at that level during the course of the
stu*.
Pruned seedlings were planted loy holding the seedling
at the root collar and pushing them into the sol of pots
or natural wetfand. Unpruned plan& were planted in
the pots by pcluring the sail mMure around the root
mass and vvilh a shovel in the natural wetland. Eight
seedlings (4lreplication)were harvwted at 0,2, 4, 6,
and 12 months, Weights were recorded, and the
seedlings were separarted into root, stem, and leaf
componenb, dried to a constant weight, and weighed.

..

Treatment

Treatment

Height and biomass data were subjected to sanatysis of
variance (ANQVA) end where treatment and location
effects were significant, differences betvveen means
were tested using Fishets Protected LSD (a = 0.05).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Analysis of variance of mean height and biomass
values after 12 months showed that each groMng
environment differed sign%can#y(a = 0.05) in the
follovving order (Figure 1): watered > flooded >
underplanted. Within each growing environment,
however, there was no significant difference beheen
pruned and unpruned seedting values. Unpruned
seedlings generally had stigh'tily higher values than
pruned seedlings, but this may not be significant in the
long-term.

-

Treatment

Treatment

- - .-

P3 .

Figure 1-Change in root biomass (A), stem biomass (B), led biomass (C), and height (63) for baldcypress seedlings
during their first year of- groMh. P = root pruned, NP = unpruned, W = watered, F = flooded, S = swamp.

Baldcypresis grow bmt under wdmrained, mobt
conditions vvitfi flea& of light (Kennedy 1972, MIBIieon
et al. "f880, Gharrrbsrs et ai. 1987), and thb hdd true
for bath pruned and unprunsd ssedtings in &is sbdy.
Pruning seemed to fkoamulate root g r o of~water&
seedlings (Figure 1A) ~ j &at
o
from month 4 to month
72, root biornassi was digfi* greater far pruned
seedlings, Blake (4983) found that roat pruning s
much as 75@h
of &e root areil of white spruce (Pr'cea
glaucs (Mosnch) V o s ) had no
on root area after
6 weeks,indcagng %a4 pruning subbn@%lly
s%rrtulated
new root grcovvtk. At 4 mon&s, stern biomass and
hsighbf watc?r8&prunedseedlings were also greater
than unpruned seedlings, but &is did ntsl last (Figure
18,D). Leaf Earnass of watered seedlings increased
rapidly (fig, 4C) M h I;r%tled~ereneebeween pruned
and unpruned seedlings, Since grovvlh is a funcdon of
leaf area and net admiladon ratate, Cedig and Perry
(7 Q69) suggwt &at an @a@and rapid increase in leaf
area is imporlant lfcbf increasing overall groMh. Average
heights of watered seedlings aR8r "1months were 4 31
cm (52 in) far unpruned and "128 cm (50 in) for pruned
seedlings (Fig. "t).
Flooded baldcypress seedling had lower root, stem,
and leaf biornam and Increased in height lew than
watered sesdlngs (Fig. "1).As M h watered seedlings,
them were na signgeant d;rf"ferenem beween pruned
and lrnpruned seedlings. Pruned seedlings were
slightly lower in &onsawand height. On& at month t3
did pruned seedlings exhibit higher roolt, stern, and leaf
biomass (Fig. IA-C). Flooding of baldcygrw
seedlings can cause sharp decreasm in plrotssynthe~c
rate (Pezshki 1990) which would reduce gsoMh of
above- and belowground gad. This species has also

been shown to produce new leava once subjected to
flooding that have improved candudance and greater
capaeiky for photosynthesis ( P a s k & et al. 19636)
wkieh would I m e n long-term e@er=:&sf Wooding. Final
heights were Z 1 3 cm for rrnprarned seediings and 285
cm for pruned seedlings.
Underplanted baldcypress seedlings grew the least in
the study M h almost no dflerewces in biomass and
height Laeween pruned and unpruned seedlings and
vev Ii@edHerenes bebeen beginning and end vatu@.
Pruned seedlings did exhiWg sligkw higher rook and
stem biomass at "re end of 12 months and ;;gained a
height of 88crn as compared to 80 cm for unpruned
seedlings. Shading was prsbabb the Sim~ngfador to
growth of underplanted seedlngs, Both stands were
reiativeiy undisturbed baldcypr
During the peak of the grsMwg season, on& 4-994of
available suniig%8-r"r:eac$red
the forest fieion,
Baldcypress is clawed as inbermediateb tolerant to
shade, but grow best under full sunfight (Wenger
"8984,Wilhite and Tofwer 1990), tn a Louisiana
swamp, Conner and Fbnn (Ig889) found that
underplanted baldcypres grew well under flooded
conditions if the canopy was open and sunlight

reached the formt ftoiir. in that W6 year stuljgt, shaded
seedlings g r w an& 16 cm as compared ta 44 7cm in an
open area. Conner (1993) found that the height
groMh of underflanted baldcyprw seedlings: growing
under 58% versus 38% availalr>lesunlight was 8 cnt
greater dudng the fiwf year and 22 cm greater the
seeand year,

CONCLUSIONS
Oneyear-ald baldcygr- plan~ng
~tock
can be 1001;
prunsd, &us ma%ngit easier to piant under flooded
condidons. Root pruning does not seem cto signigcan*
age& grovlh, and in some eases may %emulateroot
g r o w which cou!d lsle beneficial in the long run. Wilh
enough sunfight, pruned bzlldcygrm seedlings could
be used ta revegetate disturbed swamp areas where
natslurai regensraaon has not occurred. The impacb of
rest pruning on long-krm survival and groMh are
unknown and require furlher study.
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EVALUATING POTENTIAL OAK AND ASH
REGENERATION ON MINOR BOTTOMS IN THE SOUTHEAST1
Christopher P. Hart, John D. Hodges,
Keith Betili, and John Stanturf2
Netpa&-TtuP ~ t u m r~ewf%th
./
of B B (Quemus
~
spp.) 835 high quai& productive sites is oaen
difticun:and failures are not uncommon even when tlve parent stand mtains a large ccmpsnent of oak.

them.

INTRODUCTION
Regenerating oaks in hardwood stands following
harvest cuts is often difficult. The percentage of oaks in
the newly regeneratingstand is frequentfy far less than
what was present in the previous stand (Beck and
Hooper 1986, Loftis 1988). Failure to regenerate red
oak has been documented in both experimental and
operational clearcuts (Beck and Hooper 1986, Loftis
1988, Johnson 1979, Kennedy 1989).
The problem of regeneratingoaks is most evident on
productive sites (Loftis 1988, Beck and Hopper 1986).
Attempts to regenerate oaks on productive
bottomlands have met with varying degrees of success,
ranging from satisfactory numbers of oak being
regenerated to almost the complete absence of oak in
the new stand. Sander et al. (1976), Loftis (1982),
Hodges (1987), Johnson (1979), and Beck (1970)
have determined that advanced regeneration of oaks
must be present in order to maintain oak in the new
stand. Research has consistentfy shown that the
amount of oak in the new stand depends directly upon
advanced reproduction and stump sprouts.
Large advanced reproduction is the most reliable
source for providing competitive stems in the new stand
on high quality sites (Loftis 1988, Sander 1972). Beck
(1990) and Sander (1972) found that while some new
seedlings may become established from seed following
harvest, their inability to compete with already
established fast growing competing vegetation renders
them insignificant in the next stand.

Numbers and sizes of advanced reproduction
combined with stump sprout potential have been
incorporated into several systems in order to predict the
potential oak regeneration of a stand. The rationale
behind these evaluation systems has generally been
that sa~sfactoryoak reproduc~onwill be achieved if the
preharvest inventory of regeneration potential meets
some minimum requirements, and the stand is
harvested by a complete overstolpy removal and felling
of all residual stems down to one or two inches dbh.
Guidelines for evaluating the adequacy of oak
regeneration can be applied based on oak site index.
On upland sites a site index of 70 (base age 50) is
often used, with sites falling below this level being
classified as medium or low quality, less productive
sites, and sites exceeding this level classified as highly
producljve sites. On bottomland sites a site index of 80
(base age 50) is more appropriate for a separation of
site quality. The classification of sites using site index
criierion is based on the fact that oak regeneration on
lower quality sites has not been diflcutt (Johnson 1979,
Clark 1970, Minckler and Jensen 1959). The large
amount of competing vegetation present on productive
uplands and bottomlands has made oak regeneration
substantially more dificuR, and thus it requires a
different set of criteria for evaluation.
Guidelines for evaluating the adequacy of advanced
reproduction on highly productive sites have been
developed by Loftis (1970,19982,1988,1990) and
Johnson (1980). Loftis' work on productive upland
sites in the southern Appalachians (site index 67 to 90,
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base age 50 for red oak) providw is set of probabilid~
that allow the SiRricukurist to predict, based on the
given extant population of advanced oak regeneration,
the number of stems that may attain a favorable
compeme position in a nevv stand.
The on& model designed to evaluate oak regeneration
in the highly productive bottomlands of the South is that
by Johnson (1980). Johnson cautions, though, that his
sptem is preliminary and that more testing is needed
prior to broad application of its use. Johnson's system
makes use of 1/100th acre plots (radius 11.8 feet) in
which all stems which may contribute to reproduction of
the next stand are measured and tallied. Johnson's
system then applies points to the various components
based on the likelihood of contributing to the next
stand. The primary objective of this research was to
evaluate Johnson's technique as it applies to the oak
and ash component of bottomland stands and test
modifications which may make it more reliable.

METHODS
The stands to be evaluated were located in minor
bottoms across the state of Mississippi. The minor
bottom site type locations included seven areas on the
Noxubee National Wildlife Refuge and one area on
Scott Paper Company land in Wayne county,
Missisippi, west of Waynesboro. The minor bottom
site type is characterized by somewhat poorly drained
soils on flood plains w'th moderate to slow permeability
and medium to very high available water capacity.
Slopes average zero to two percent and seldom
exceed five percent. Soil texture ranges from sitt loam
to sitty clay loam to silty clay. The soils are acid to very
strongly acid with pH ranging from 5.3 to 4.5. The sites
were subject to brief periods of flooding each year,
mostly in the winter and early spring before the growing
season. Site index (base age 50) for the red oaks
occurring on the minor bottom site type has been
estimated at 94-97 feet (USDA 1973, 1986).
All plots were established on a 2 X 2 or 2 X 3 chain grid
to cover stand conditions from a known starting point.
Plots were 11100th acre in size wlth a radius of 11.8
feet. This plot size was used to coincide with
Johnson's (1980) regeneration evaluation technique.
At least 10 plots were installed per study site,
depending on the size of the study area, for a total of
114 plots on the eight study areas. A 100 foot buffer
was maintained from the border of the study area on all
sites.
The basal area of trees greater than 4.5 inches dbh
was determined with a 10 factor prism in order to
characteri+ethe parent stand. Up to three individuals
corresponding to each size category from Johnson's
system were selected and marked for permanent
remeasure. During the preharvest inventory height was
recorded to the nearest 1.0 inch and the basal stem

diameter was recorded. All oak and ask seedlings
which were not marked for permanent remeasurement
were banded with 3f4 inch diameter color-coded plastic
rings according to height class prior to harvest (red
bands = seedlings < 1 foot tall, white bands = seedlings
1-3 feet tall, and blue bands = seedlings 33 feet tall).
The regeneration potentiat of oak and ash was
evaluated on each plot using Johnson's (1980)
regeneration evaluation technique (Figure 1). Point
values were assigned for seedlings in the following
manner: one point for seedlings <1 foot tall, two points
for seedlings 1-3 feet in height, and three points for
seedlings >3 feet tall. For saplings and trees (dbh 31.5
inches) point values were assigned as follows: saplings
1.5 inches 5.5 inches dbh received 3 points, 5.6
10.5 inches dbh trees received 2 points, 10.6 15.5
inches dbh trees received 1 point, and trees 315.6
inches dbh received 0 points. These point values are
illustrated on Figure 1 which is taken from Johnson
1980. This study was designed to evaluate only the
oak and ash segment of Johnson's system which
corresponds to rows 1-8 on Table 1.

-

-

-

A plot that received a total of 12 points from any
combination of regeneration sources was considered to
be adequately stocked using Johnson's technique. A
good distribution of adequately stocked plots is
requiredfor successful regeneration.
Harvest of all study areas was conducted mid-summer
through fall (July-October) of 1989 and 1990. With the
exception of two areas on the Noxubee Wildlife Refuge
where seed trees were left, all merchantable timber was
harvested. Residual trees and saplings down to a size
of 1.5 inches dbh were also felled either during the
harvest operation or soon thereafter. In the plots, any
remaining stems greater than I.5 inches dbh and any
stems within a distance of two times the stems' height
were also removed.
Annual plot remeasurement was conducted at the end
of the first, second, third, and fourth (where applicable)
growing seasons following harvest. Measurements
were taken between August 1 and November 1 of each
year. Height and root collar measurements were taken
for all oak and ash seedlings. A competitive position of
overtopped (ot), medium competition (rnc), or free to
grow (ftg) for all desirable seedlings was recorded.
Stump sprouts of desirable species were recorded as
to origin, and the largest sprout was measured for
height, root collar diameter, and competitive position.
The presence of any new germinants of desirable
species was also recorded.
The proportions of surviving oak and ash seedlings one
year after harvest were calculated for each preharvest
seedling height class. The proportion of oak and ash
stumps reproducing a living sprout, one year after
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- t 2 points or mare

Total points this plot
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within 100 feet
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Seedbed weedy
Figure 1. Reproduction inventory form.
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harvest, was akxl calculated for each of Johnson's tree
dbh size groupinw.
The proportion of individuals from each of Johnsonas
oak and ash regeneration classes that produced a free
to grow individual three years after harvst was
calculated. The annual growth increment for ftg, mc,
deaitrminrad in order to determine
whether seedlings assigned a ftg status actual& had a
competitive advantage.
In order to test Johnson's model, the number of
seedlings a plot would be expected to produce was
calculated. This was done individualty for each oak and
ash component. The number of individuak required to
constitute a fully stocked plot of 12 points was
mu&plied by the probability that an individualfrom that
class would be ftg at the end of year three. Similarly,
the probability of a plot producing at least one ftg
individual was determined. This was done in order to
make sure that any plot which received 12 points had
an equal probability of producing 1 ftg individual.
Modifications to Johnson's point system were then
suggested based on the findings of the study.

RESULTS
The species composition of the parent stands on the
study sites was computed as a percentage of basal
area. The most frequentfy occurring species was
sweetgum which accounted for 22.4% of the basal
area, more than twice the basal area of any other single
species. The oaks as a group made up 38.5% of the
overstory basal area. Red oak contributed 26.3% of
the oak total and the other 12.2Oh was contributed by
white oaks. Water oak, Quercus nigra L., willow oak,
Quercus phellos L., and cherrybark oak, Quercus
pagoda Raf., were the most important oaks comprising
9.2,7.0 and 7.3% of the total basal area, respectively.
The most common white oaks were white, Quercus
alba L., overcup, Quercus lyratol Walter, and swamp
chestnut, Quercus michauxiNutti, making up 4.6, 3.7
and 3.3 percent of the total basal area, respectively.
Hickories, Carya sp. accounted for slightly over 10% of
total basal area.
The percentage of seedlings from each height class
that survived one groMng season after overstory
removal indicates the ability of different sizes of
advanced regenerationto withstand the disturbance
and change in an environment created by logging. The
percent of sunriving individuals one year after overstory
removal was calculated for each of Johnson's classes
of potential advanced regeneration. During the first
year, oak seedlings elft tall, prior to harvest, had a
survival percentage of 23.6% compared to
approximately 65% for the 1-3ft and >3ft seedlings. The
high mortality observed in the first year, 76, 33 and
35% for clft, 1-3ft and >3ft oak seedlings, respectivety,
was largefy due to physical logging damage and
microenvironmentsite alternations caused by logging

not oberved in the second or third year
following harvest. The highs?second year mottality,
11.3%, was observed in the c l f t preharvest oak
seedlings. Mortaiiity rates of 4.3 and 6.1 percent
occurred the second year after harvest for the 1-38 and
>3ft oak seedlings, respectively. Mortality rates during
the third year were less than 9 -5%for a l oak seedlings.
Ash seedlings exhibifed the same trends as did the oak
seedlings in overall first year survival. The <lft
seedlings had the lowest survival at 26.1 followed by
the 1-3ft seedings which had 79.6Oh sunrival and the
23ft seedlinw with 90.3% survival. The >3ft ash
sedings exhibited a greater survival rate than the 1-3ft
seedlings which was not the case among oak
seedlings. The mortality after the first year for all height
classes of ash seedlings was low. During the second
year following harvest, mortality rates of 16.7 (1
seedling), 2.6 (1 seedling) and 0 percent were
observed for the < Ift, 1-3ft and 23ft seedlings
respectively. No mortality occurred among ash
seedlings during the third year.
The percentage of stumps producing a l i n g sprout
were calculated for Johnson's different oak and ash
tree size categories. Sprouting percentages of 30, 28,
17 and 33 were observed for the 1.5-5.5, 5.6-18.5,
10.6-15.5 and >15.5 inch trees respectively. For ash
only stumps from 1.5-5.5 inch trees were represented
in the study. The ash stumps had a 78.6 percent
sprouting rate.
The 30% sprouting rate for oak stumps from trees 1.5 5.5 inches dbh is considerably lower than found by
Johnson (1975) and Sander (1988). This is probably
due primarily to mortality caused by intensive
operational logging. During plot measurement it was
apparent that stumps from 1.5 - 5.5 dbh trees were
more likely to be uprooted or destroyed during logging
than larger stumps, however, if the smaller stumps
remained intact they had a greater likelihood of
sprouting. Thus, the resu&ng percentage of stumps
producing sprouts was very similar for all dbh
categories. If only undamaged stumps are considered,
the stump sprouting percentage for the 1.5-5.5 and
5.6-10.5 inch catagories increases to 40 and 37%
respectively. The percentage for ash stumps increases
to 85% for stumps from 1.5-5.5 in ash trees.
Based on the species mix and growth habits of the
species present on the study locations, it was the
authors' determinationthat those seedlings which have
achieved a ftg position in the third year following
harvest wilt be in a position to compete for a
codominant or dominant position as the stand develops
and trees begin to compete for canopy space. Support
for this determination Is evidenced by the greater
growth increment observed for the ftg seedlings than in
the other competitive classes. Growth for ftg oak
seedlings in the third growing season averaged 24

TaMe I.
Percent of oak and ash &ems by c a m p m e poaon %ree yeaw aCter overstory removal for each of Johnson's
ptengzri rwrjnerdon d
Regeneration
Class

N

Mortality

OT

MG

FTG

5.6 - 10.5
10.6 - 15.5
315.5
<Ift
1-3 ft
>3ft
Ash stumm
1.5 - 5.5

inches compared to 16 inches for mc seedlings and 5.5
inche63 for st seedlings. GrovJUI of ash sealing@was
very similar to that of the oak seedlings. Ftg seediings
averaged 25 inches of height growth during the third
year compared to 46 inces for mc seedlings and 2
inches for ot seedlings.
The percentage of individuals in each competltlve
position was calculated for each of Johnson's classes
of potential regeneration. The third year results for
Johnson's oak and ash components are presented in
TaMe 1. A total of 8.4 percent of the <IR oak seedlings
had reached a ftg position by the end of the third
growing season compared to 26.4 percent for the I-3ft
oak seedlings and 38.5 percent of the >3ft seedlings.
The greater success of larger seedlings was also found
by Loftis (1988) and Sander et at. (1976). The oak
sprouts producedfrom stumps were very competitive
and 100 percent of a#sprouts were ftg regardless of
preharvesttree dbh.
Since mortafity during the first year is largely due to
dire& logging damage and indire* from site
disturbances caused by logging it is somswhat
independent of wehawest size. Thus to evaluate the
competitive abifity of the various regeneration classes it
is instructive ta examine the percent of indiMduak from
regeneration classes that were alive
each of Johnsone@
iEf the end of year one that o M n e d a ftg position at the
end of year three.
After three years, 25% of the sunrlving oak seedlings
which were initial& elft and 45% of the 1-3ft seedlings
were ftg compared to 710/0 of the surviving oak
seedlings which were initialfy >3R and 100% for all

regenerationfrom oak stump sprouts. The competitive
ac9vantage sf larger a&aweed regeneraaon ie oberved
for ash as it was in oak. However, the 1-38 ash
seedlings showed no disadvantage when compared to
the larger seedlings or stump sprout regeneration as
was seen in the oak seedlings.
The third and fourth year results from this study give a
preliminary evaluation of the technique prepared by
Johnson (1980) for evaluating hardwood regeneration
potential. It is assumed that a stocked piot, one which
receives 12 points using Johnson's technique, is one
which will produce a codominant or dominant tree, of
desirable species at crown closure.
From the analysis of seedling growth and competitive
position it was concluded that seedlings in a ftg position
at year 3 are necessary to produce a codominant or
dominant tree at crown closure. If each of Johnson's
classes are considered independently and it is
assumed that all points from a particular plot came from
one component, then that class would be required to
produce at least one ftg seedling at the end of the third
year. For example, a 7 -38 oak seedling receives hrvo
points using Johnson's technique. In order to have a
stocked plot of 12,6 such seedlings would be required.
The proportion of 1-3ft oak seedlings that were ftg at
year three was 26.4, thus 6 x .264 = 1.58 ftg oaks at
year three. If each class is considered separately,
values indicafingthe number of ftg indwiduals expected
at year three can be calculated. A final value of 1,
calculated follovving the above example, would be the
theoretical minimum any one component could

TaMe 2. m w e d number of oak seedlings or eump sprouts at year-three
Points using
Johnson" Method

## Seedrings to
have a stocked plot
12 points

produce and still be considered a "stocked" plot. A
value below one would indicate that Johnson's
technique gives too much potential credit to a specific
class. A value considerabty above one indicates that
Johnson's technique may be too restrictive and that a
higher point value might be assigned to that
component. Table 3 shows the number of ftg
indwiduaas that can be expected for each of Johnson's
oak componenb. Values are providedfor all
components, However, sample size for dbh categories
above 5-5 inches was below 25 and are considered
inadequate to draw conclusions. All components
generated at least one ftg seedling at year three, with
the <Ift oak seedlings producing one ftg seedling and
the >3ft seedlingar producing 1.5 ftg seedlings.
While it is true that a plot which is expected to produce
one ftg seedling at year three may be considered
stocked, it should be realized that each seedling's
success is an independent event and is associated with
its own probabili* of success. It is important then to
determine not only the expected number of seedlings a
plot will produce but the probability the plot will produce
at least one ftg seedling.
To illustrate haw the population of seedlings affects a
plot's probabiliity of producing at least 1 ftg seedling, it is
helpful to calculate that probability given that a plot
receives 12 poinb from a single height class of
seedling. A plot with 12 points, all from seedlings < I ft
tall would have a 65 percent chance of producing a ftg
seedling at year 3 white a plot receiving a total of 12
points from 1-3ft seedlings or >3fi seedlings would
have approximately an 85 percent chance of producing
at least Iftg seedling at year 3.
In order to put the different oak seedling height classes
on an equal basis with respect to their probabiltty of
producing 1 ftg seedling at year 3, it would be
necessary to adjust the number of points Johnson
assigns to seedlings <1ft tall from 1 point to .5 point per

Probabilrly of a
seedling becoming
ftg at year 3

Expected # of
ftg seedlings
at year 3

seedling. If this point adjustment is made a stocked
plot receiving 12 points would then have approximately
an 85 percent chance of producing a ftg seedling at
year 3 regardless of the seedling height class
distribution within the plot.
It is clear from the results on the oak component of
Johnson's system that very little adjustment is needed.
The results indicate that Johnson's point assignment
and total point requirement was appropriate. Other
than the reduction in pointsr assigned to seedlings 91ft
in height, no other adjustments are indicated.

As was just presentedfor oak, calculations were
performed on the ash component of Johnson's system
providingthe expected number of seedlings and the
chance of producing at least one ftg seedling. Table 3
shows the expected number of ash seedlings ftg at
year 3 for a fully stocked plot, one receiving 12 points.
AIl values exceed the theoretical minimum of one.
Values for 1-3ft ash seedlings, >3ft ash seedlings and
1.5-5.5 dbh ash trees were all at least 2.5 times that
required to achieve a value of 1.

As was done for oak the probability of a plot producing
at least one f ' seedling at year three was calculated.
Twetve ~ I fash
t seedlings yield a 68% chance of
producing a ftg seedling at year three compared to
99% for a fully stocked plot comprised of either 1-3ft or
33ft seedlings.
The high expected number of seedlings for all ash
ftI
seedlings, combined Mth
components except the <
the very high probability of producing at least one ftg
seedling indicates that perhaps these ash components
should receive more points than Johnson's sptem
allots. The actual number of individuals required vvithin
these components to produce a well stocked stand at
year three is less than Johnson's system suggests.
The calculations also indicate that, as with oak, ash
t
receive less than one point.
seedlings, ~ I fshould

Table 3. Expected number of ash seedtings or stump sprouts ftdl at year-three
Points using
Johnson's Mett.iod

# Seedlings to
Have a stocked plot
12 points

ProbabKrty of
seedling becoming
Ftg at year 3

Expectsd # of
ftg seedlings
at year 3

Table 4. Amended oak and ash reproduction inventory form

Stocked 12 points or more
Total points for plot
Adapted from:
Johnson, R. L. 1980. New ideas about regeneration of hardvvoods. Proceedings of Hardwood Regeneration
Symposium, Jan. 29, 1980, Atlanta, GA. pp. 17-19.

In order to put all ash components on an approximately
equal basis with respect to their probabilriy of producing
at least one ftg seedling at year three, it is necessary to
adjust Johnson's point assignment for ash. Ash
seedlings <lft would receive .5 points. While 1-3ft and
>3ft ash seedlings along vvith ash saplings dbh 15-5.5
inches would all receive 6 points. This point
aeignment resub in a probability of greater than 88%
of producing at least one ftg seedling at year three for
all ash components. This is slightty above but similar to
the approximately 85% for all oak components. The
new point assignments presentedfor ash are those
suggested by the study's results. It should be noted
that ash was not a large component of the parent
stands. Sample sizes for the ash components were
small and may suggest caution in utiliuingthe new point
values.
*

CONCLUSIONS
The results of this study, which was designed to test
Johnson's system of evaluating regeneration potential
for oaks and ash, shows that Johnson's technique was
well designed and very useful in its original form. The
changes that were indicated by the results of this
research may make the system more useful for the field
forester in applying it to minor bottom site types. Table
5 shows a revised tally sheet for the oak and ash
segment of Johnson's system with the revised point
assignments. Twelve points per plot would still be
recommended as the guideline in determining whether
a plot is "stocked or not. It should be realized that
values falling below 12 but approaching it indicate
considerable regeneration potential from the species
which contribute the points. It should also be noted
that caution is advised in situations where <lft
seedlings contribute heavily to the point totals for plots.
While these seedlings can and do contribute to
regeneration of the next stand, the possibilities for
catastrophic loss among this height class of seedlings
is much larger than for the larger seedlings. Extended
inundation or severe droughts are both factors which
can cause severe mortality among these small
seedlings. Also, when using this regeneration system,
it is important not to average the scores across plots.
An average score for the stand may indicate that
regeneration will be adequate when in actuality a few
plots with abnormally high populations of advanced
regeneration may have skewed the average score
upwards. A high variabilrty in plot scores is commonly
found when reproduction surveys are conducted. A
more appropriate application of the system is to
determine what percentage of plots meet the minimum
threshold of 12 points. It may be helpful to map the
plots vvith their correspondingscores in order to
visualiite the distribution of the potential reproduction
throughout the stand. A review of the literature,
including Johnson and Deen (1993), indicates that 6070% of plots meeting the 12 point minimum is usually
considered acceptable. Plot layout and installment

should follow a sysIematic sampling scheme and
stratified sampling is suggested where different stand
conditions are recognized and can be delineated. One
11100th acre sample plot is recommended per acre for
stands less than 50 acres. For stands exceeding 50
acres an ad'tional plot is recommended for every
additional tvvo acres in stand size.
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ESTABLISHMENT OF WATER OAK IS NOT DEPENDENT ON
ADVANCE REPRODUCTION'
Edvvard F. Loewenstein and Michael S. Golden2
Abstract-The stem origin of reproduction for water oak, Qusrcus n@ra L., was investigated on a sevenyeareid clea~lsParea in the fldplain of the Aiabms River. Rmt systems of sarnpie trees were
excavated to deternine the source of reproduction: old advance reproduction, new advance reproduction
(sprouts) or new seediings. The sample was stratified across crown classes to allow comparison of
dominantlcodominantstems ("potential crop trees") with intermediateand suppressed stems. ARhough
admrtce reproduction was a significant component of water oak reproduction, over &percent of the
potential crop trees, seven years after harvest, originated as new seedlings.

INTRODUCTION
Historically, there has been a lack of interest in
southern bottomland hardwood sifvics. This is due to
the biology and economics of the system, These
species tend to be slower growing and have brought
extremely low pulp prices in relation to pine. Further,
80 percent of the hardwood resource in the eastern
United States is provided by private landowners (Knight
and Hilmon, 1978) many of whom see their hardwoods
as self reproducing. As a result, there has typically
been a single recommended prescription for
bottomland hardwood stands: clearcut. This method of
regeneration often results in a stand with acceptable
composition and stocking, but if the landowner would
like to emphasize a particular species or there is a
problem species that needs to be controlled, a single
prescription implemented without variation across all
sites cannot suit their purposes. Foresters need to
know the silvics of our target species and tailor our
silvicultural prescriptions to them.
This study focused on gathering basic sikricultural
information on the establishment and eariy
development following a clearcut of water oak, a
commercially important southern bottomland hardwood
species. Specific objectives were to determine the time
of rootstock establishment in relation to the harvest and
to see if differences in the source of reproduction (stem
origin) exist between potential crop trees
(dominantfcodominants) and subordinate stems.

METHODS
The study was conducted on a 40-acre tract of land,
situated within Kings Bend on the Alabama River, a first
bottom located approximately 3 miles south of Selma,
AL. The land is managed by Buchanan Hardwood,
Inc. of Selma, AL. It is a mixed bottomland hardwood

stand subject to annual flooding during the winter and
spring of most years.
In 1981, the study area was delineated and a preharvest inventory was conducted for both overstory
(greater than 5.5 in. DBH) and understory (1 foot tall
5.5 in. DBH) trees. Water oak comprised 5.7 percent
of the overstory stems (7.3 stemslacre) and 13.7
percent of the basal area (19.1 sq. ft.lacre). In the preharvest understory, water oak accounted for 8.5
percent of the large (0.5-5.5 in. DBH) understory stems
(37.5 stemslacre) and 10.6 percent of the small (1 ft 0.5 in. DBH) understory stems (72.9 sternsfacre),

-

A commercial clearcut was conducted during the late
summer and fall of 1982. Most stems greater than 4 in.
DBH were removed, with the exception of cull trees
greater than 10.5 in. DBH which were not felled. In
1989, during the seventh growing season after
clearcutting, the study area was again inventoried. At
that time, tree regeneration greater than 1 foot tall
averaged 2219 stemsfacre. Water oaks comprised
12.8 percent of the total. Pre- and post-harvest stand
descriptions are detailed by Loewenstein (1992) and
Golden and Loewenstein (1991).

Sampling Procedure
A random sample of 35 water oak stems, stratified
across three crown class categories, were destructively
sampled to determine stem origin and age. Groundline
diameter, DBH and total height were recorded. Root
systems of sample trees were excavated to a depth of
at least 8 inches. The root system and stem to a height
of 5 feet were removed from the site for processing and
analysis in the laboratory. An additional disk was
removed 5 feet below the terminal of all stems taller
than 9 feet to aid in growth rate determination.

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silvicultuml Research Conference, Auburn, At, Nov. 1-3, 1994.
'Graduate Research Assistant, University of Missouri, Columbia, MO 65211 and Associate Professor of Forestry, Auburn
University, Auburn, AL 36849 (respectively).

Annual rings were counted from disks taken 2-inches
below and above the ground line, at 1.5, 3 and 4.5 feet
and from the additional disks collected from trees over
9 feet tall. Samplss were categorized by stem origin
based on the year of rootftock and stem establishment
Stems with a root age less than or equal to the time
since harvest were categorked as "new seedlings",
regardless of the stem age. "New advance
reproductionl%ad a root age greater than the time
since harvest, but a stem age less than or equal to time
since harvest. These stems had become established in
the undemtory and resprouted following harvest "Old
advance reproduction'%ad both root and stem ages
greater than the time since harvest. These stems were
established in the underrstory and were refeased by the
harvest. Similar groupings have been utilized in other
regeneration studies (Sander and Clark, 1971; Hillier,
1977).

Statistical Analyses
Duncan's multiple compariison tests were used to
determine differences in height or diameter growth
rates between stem origin types of potential crop trees
(SAS Institute Inc., 1988). Fishers Exact Test was
used to examine the effect of stem origin type on
competitive ability as measured by crown class
category. Intermediate and suppressed stems were
pooled into one category for this test since the
comparison of interest was between the potential crop
trees and the subordinate stems. To obtain sufficient
numbers of observations within cells, old and new
advance reproduction were also combined into a single
category: advance reproduction.

RESULTS
The potential crop trees were divided nearly equally
among the three stem origin categories (Figure I),
while in the intermediate and suppressed classes the
ratio of new seedlings to new advance reproduction
was approximately 3: 1. Based on the Fisher's Exact
Test (a = 0.05), no association was found between
crown class and stem origin type; the number of stems
observed in each class did not significantly differ from
the number expected.
To determine whether diierences in annual height
growth existed among stem origin categories for the
potential crop trees, height growth was divided into an
establishment phase (growth up to 4.5 feet) and a
growth phase (growth after 4.5 feet). The average
annual height increment did not differ statistically (a =
0.05, Duncan's Muftiple Comparison Test) among the
stem origin categories for either phase of growth (Table
1). However, examination of diameter growth indicated
that new seedlings were significantly smaller (1.57 in.
DBH) than either old advance reproduction (2.82 in.
DBH) or new advance reproduction (2.59 in. DBH).

Table ?-Average annual height increment (feet), of
dominantfcodominantwater oak stems
Old Advance New Advance
Nw
Reproduction Reproduction Seedlings
Establishment
lncremenr
1.125 (3)C

2,813 (4)

2.475 (5)

Growth
lncremenp

2.650 (3)

2.819(3)

3.115(4)

Average
Increment

1.935 (3)

2.794 (3)

2.677 (4)

Annual height increment during establishment phase,
0 to 4.5 fitall.
Annual height increment follovving establishment
phase.
Numbers in parentheses indicate sample size.

DISCUSSION
The stem origin of water oak was much diierent than
might be expected after a review of oak literature. Most
authors have found oaks to rely heavily or exclusively
upon advance regeneration for competitive
reproduction (e.g. Carvell and Tryon, 1961; Loftis,
1983; Sander and Clark, 1971). However, in this
study, water oak did not depend upon advance
regeneration for the production of all potential crop
trees (Figure 1). New seedlings accounted for more
dominantfcodominantwater oak stems (42 percent),
seven years after clearcutting, than did new (33
percent) or old (25 percent) advance reproduction.
Bowling and Kellison (1983) suggested that advance
reproduction may not be necessary to regenerate oak
on bottomland sites. However, their study lacked p r e
harvest regeneration data and stem origin was
apparently not determined. The present study offers
objective evidence to support their assertion for at least
one bottomland oak species. Afthough important for
regenerating water oak, advance reproduction was not
the exclusive producer of potential crop trees in this
species on this site.
The initial growth rate of water oak also m e r i i
attention. Early height growth of water oak is reportedly
slow (Vozzo, 1990), however, in this study water oak
did not display this trait. New seedlings in the
dominantlcodominant crown classes exhibited an
average annual height growth of 2.7 feet during the
seven years following harvest (Table 1). This
compared quite well with the 2.8 feet per year for new
advance reproduction. Only the fact that new seedlings
were over an inch smaller in diameter than either form
of advance reproduction (1.6 verses 2.8 and 2.6 in.

A. DOMINANT/CODOMINANT
n = 12

C. S U P P R E S S E D

n=11

B . INTERMEDIATE
n= 12

D. ALL WATER OAK COMBINED
n=35

OLD ADVANCE REPRODUCTION
NEW ADVANCE REPRODUCTION
NEW S E E D L I N G S
Figure I-Stem origin of water oak by crown class.

DBH, respee&eOy) suggssis that this stem origin type
may be Iw dwiraMe. Furlher research in long term
digerentiaf slze development of these two stem on"gin
types, as we# as their effect on stem quatity, would
cerlainwe useful.
Most oak research has been conducted on upland
species which can successful& compete foUovving
disturbance on& witt.r a weli developed root system or in
harsh environmenk where intempecfic competition is
greatly reduced. Regeneration prescripfions for
botlomland oaks have followed from these studies, but
seemingly, water oak does not foliow the same pattern
of development as its upland counterparts. New
seedlings successfully compete follov\ring harvest.
Thuus, if water oak Is not prwent in the understory and
for some reason a harvest must be scheduled vvithout
prior consideration for regeneration, a manager can still
obtain reproduetion of this species follovving a harvest if
an adequate acorn crop is present. Stem origin studies
on other bottomland oak species should be undertaken
to see if this trend is common to all mesic oaks or
peculiar to water oak. If such a trend were found, it
could greatly influence recommended cuttural practices
for southern bo%omlandhardvvood stands.
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EFFECTS OF FOREST FLOOR AMOUNT AND COMPOSITION
AND ACORN PLACEMENT ON EMERGENCE AND
EARLY ESTABLISHMENT OF WHITE OAK1
Brian R. Lockhaat, Michael G. Shelton, and Yanfei Guo2
Abs;tra&-Tw forest floor compositions (pine and oak), f i e weights (10,20,30,40,
and $3 Mgiha), and
three acorn placemen& (forest flwr, soil surface, and buried) were tested in a split-plot, randomized block
design. Forest floor composition did rrrrt affect seedling emergence, but increasingweight significantly
ent occuned for the heaviest forest floor,
delayed emergence. A signi
e and propertieswere fairly minor. Burying
but the overall effects of the
acorns 1.5 ern below the soil surface significantly reduced emergence but increased number of leaves in
the final flush.

INTRODUCTION
Mixed pine-hardwood stands are important resources
in the southern United States, and recent interest has
been expressed in developing siMcuRural techniques
for their creation and maintenance (Waldrop 1989).
The oaks are the most desirable hardwood group, and
techniques that would establish pineoak stands are
needed. Accomplishing this goal is complex because
regeneration strategies for the pines and oaks differ.
Natural pine regeneration principally develops from
seeds disseminated after the reproduction cut.
Favorable seedbed conditions for pine regeneration are
exposed mineral soil and disturbed litter. By contrast,
oak regeneration andlor sprouting potential must be
adequate before the reproduction cut if oaks are to
successfully compete with other vegetation (Loftis and
McGee 1992). Oak advance regeneration relies on the
existing forest floor and the underlying soil as a
seedbed. Thus, information is needed concerning the
effects of the forest floor in pinehardwood stands on
the establishment of oak regeneration. Most of the
knowledge of the importance of oak seedbeds dates
back to Korstian (1927) and is mostly observational
rather than quantitative. The objective of this study was
to evaluate the effects of forest floor weight,
composition, and acorn placement on emergence and
earty establishment of white oak (Quercus alba L.).

PROCEDURES AND METHODS
The study was located in the School Forest of the
University of Arkansas at Monticello in the West Gutf
Coastal Plain (91' 46" W and 33" 37' 31" N). The soil is
a Sacul loam (clayey, mixed, thermic, Aquic

Hapludutts). The climate is subtropical humid with
average rainfall of 1337 mm per year. The highest
rainfall occurs in winter and early spring. Summers are
usually dry. The study was installed in December 1992
and was terminated in September 1993.
A 5 X 3 X 2 factorial, split-plot, randomized block
design with two replications was used for the study.
The three factors were: forest floor weight, acorn
placement, and forest floor composition. Five levels of
forest floor weight were: 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 Mglha.
Three acorn placement treatments were: (1) acorns
buried 1.5 cm below the soil surface and the
designated forest floor added, (2) acorns placed on the
soil surface and covered with designated forest floor,
and (3) acorns placed on the fermentation layer of the
forest floor and covered by the litter layer. Two forest
floor compositions were tested, loblolly pine (Pinus
taeda L.) and mixed oaks (Quercus spp.). Bulk forest
floor material was collected during the fall of 1992 from
a 22-year-old loblolly pine plantation and a 75-year-old
mixed upland oak stand. Both stands were located in
the University Forest. Forest floor material was
collected by litter and fermentation layers to facilitate
reconstruction and dried in a walk-in oven at 50" C.
The fermentation layer was material that had
undergone decomposition while the litter layer was
freshly deposited material. A small correction in weight
was made for the residual moisture content, which was
determined by drawing a number of 100 g subsamples
and drying at 105' C.
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The forest floor was reconsQuctedvvithin wooden
frames. Forest floor weight and compositionwere the
whole plots and acorn placement was the subplot
There were 20 whole plots and 60 subplots. The size
of each subplot was 0.145 m2. Twelve acorns were
planted in each subplot. Acorns were coUeetsd weekly
from four nearby white oak trees and refrigerateduntil
planted. A removable screen covered each frame to
keep out seed-consuming animals.
Emerging seedfings were counted six times starting in
April 1993 and ending in September 1993. The intewal
between counts varied based on the rates of
emergence. Upon study termination, seedlings were
harvested, and height, groundline diameter, and length
and number of leaves for each flush were measured in
a laboratory.
Analysis of variance (GLM, SAS InsBute 1989) was
used to test the treatment effects on length and
number of leaves in each flush, groundline diameter,
total height, and emergence of the seedlings, Individual
means were compared at P = 0.05 follovving the
method described by Steel and Torrie (1980). No
further separation for forest floor composition was
needed because there were only two levels.
lnteracrti~nsamong the three factors were also tested.

0
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April 1 I

April 26

RESULTS
Forest floor composib'on did not influence seedling
emergence (fig. 1). The percentage emergence for the
harmood forest floor was slightfy greater than that for
the pine treatment, but the dgerence was not
signifreant. Emergence of the seedlings reached a
maximum of 78 percent on July Iand did not change
thereafter.
Increasingforest floor weight significantfy delayed
seedling emergence (fig. 2). On April 2, seedling
emergence for a forest floor of I 0 Mgtha was more
than 20 percent as compared to less than 8 percent for
a forest floor of 31)Mglha. However, the effects of
forest floor weight on seedling emergence decreased
through time. No significant differenem occurred
among the forest floom after July 1, and the only
significant difference on September 20 was between
forest floors weighing 30 and 50 Mglha.
Acorn placement also affected seedling emergence
(fig. 3). Buried acorns had the lowest emergence for all
sampling dates. The final emergence of the seedlings
was about 60 percent for the buried acorns, which was
significantty lower than the 78 percent for the acorns
placed on the soil surface and within the forest floor
(fig. 3).
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Figure l-Influence of forest floor composiZion on emergence of white oak. Bars with the same letter are not significantly
different (P = 0.05)
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Figure 2-Influence of forest floor weight on emergence of white oak. Bars with the same letter are not significantly
different (P = 0.05)
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Figure 3-Influence of acorn placement on emergence of white oak. Bars with the same letter are not significantly
different (P = 0.05, lower case; P = 0.10, upper case).

The interaction of acorn placement and forrslst floor
weight was significant, Buried acorns had the lowest
final emergence at all forest floor weights (fig. 4),
great& for the sod surface placement
for a l except the heaviest forest floor, where placement
vvithin the for& fioor was the greatest,
Forest floor composition did not influence the average
number of leaves for each flush (fig. 5). The number of
leaves for each flush was rejaqvek uniform, averaging
about five leaves psr seedling,
Acorn placement did not affect the number of leaves on
the first three flushes3 but afFectsd that on the fourth
flush (fig. 6). For the fourth flush, seedlings from the
buried acorns had a significan* greater number of
leaves than that for seedlings from other acorn
placemenh. Similarfy, forest floor weight did not
influence the number of leaves for the first three
flushes, but affected the number of leaves on the fourth
flush (fig. 7). The number of leaves for the lighter forest
floors (10 and 20 Mglha) was significantly greater than
that of the heavier ones (30, 40, and 50 Mglha).
Seedling height, groundling diameter, and flush length
were not affected significantly by forest floor
composition, weight, or acorn placement.
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DfSCtlSSfON AND CONCLUSIONS
The beatmenb tested in this study simulated cond'~ons
that may occur in the field. The amount and
composition of the forest floor reflect the properties of
the vegetation that produces it. Sirvitzer et al. { I979),
who studied the successional development of the forest
floor in upland sites of the Coastat Plain of Mississippi,
found that weigh& m;utimi;hed at a. mean of 21 M m a
for 65-year-old pine stands and then decreased to 14
Nlma as hardvvoods became dominant. We selected
a greater range of forest floor weights to accommodate
the large stand-to-stand and ahin-stand variation
observed in the field. The acorn placement treatment
was also designed to simulate field conditions.
Although destruction of acorns by insects, rodents, and
deer may reach 90 percent {Arend and Scholz 1969,
Marquis et al. 1976, Galford et al. 1991), some acorns
may remain on the soil surface and forest floor. In
addition, acorns are commonly buried by small
mammals and birds (Thorn and Tzilkowki 1991, Deen
and Hodges 1991).
This study demonstrates that forest floor conditions
affect emergence and establishment of white oak.
Increasingforest floor weight delays seedling
emergence, and excessive amounts, such as 50

Forest floor

30

40

50

Forest floor weight (Mglha)
Figure 4-Influence of acorn placement and forest floor weight on emergence of white oak on September 20. Bars with
the same letter are not signgcantly diRerent (P = 0.05, lower case; P = 0.10, upper case).

Flush
Figure 5-Influence of forest floor composition on number of leaves for each flush. Bars with the same letter are not
signifrcantty different (P = 0.05).

8
6
4

2

Flush
Figure 6-InRuenca of acorn placement on number of leaves for each Rush. Bars with the same letter are not significandy
different (P = 0.05).

Flush
Figure 7-Effect of forest floor weight on number of leaves for each flush. Bars with the same letter are not significantly
different (P = 0.05, lower case; P = 0.1 0, upper case).
Mglha, may reduce seedling establishment. However,
the overall effects of the forest floor seem to be minor,
especially considering that the heavier forest floor
weights tested here were much greater than those
normally occurring in the field. Therefore, forest floor
properties do not appear to be a major factor in the
establishment of white oak seedlings when conditions
are similar to those tested here.
Results of this study are supported by observations for
other species. Barrett (1931), for example, reported
that establishment of chestnut oak (Quercus montms
Willd.) seedlings maximized at a litter depth of 2.5 cm.
Peterson and Facelli (1991) found a significant delay in
the emergence of yellow birch (Betula slleghaniensis
Britton) seedlings by the forest floor; Shelton (in press)
reported a similar relationship for loblolly pine.
However, the effect of increasingforest floor weight on
seedling establishment varies considerably among
species. The forest floor appears to influence seedling
establishment of the smaller-seeded species to a much
greater extent than for the larger-seeded ones. Resub
of this study and that of Barrett (1932) showed that the
large-seeded oaks were not strongly affected by forest
floor weights. In contrast, seedling establishment of
loblolty pine, which has small, wind disseminated
seeds, is substantially reduced by the forest floor

(Grano 1949, Shetton [in press]). Apparently, the
radicle of small-seeded species must penetrate into the
soil before stored food is depleted.
Burying white oak acorns in this study resulted in lower
seedling emergence and establishment, especially
when a forest floor weighing 50 Mglha was present. At
the end of the growing season, however, seedlings
from the buried acorns showed no significant
differences in groundline diameter, height, and flush
numbers and length when compared to those from
other placements. However, seedlings from the buried
acorns developed more leaves on the final flush,
although the reason for this is not clear. Lockhart
(unpublished data) also observed that cherrybark oak
(Quercus pagoda Raf.) seedlings developed more
leaves as the sowing depth of acorns increased.
Burying acorns may modify seedling morphology by
changing hormone distribution or carbohydrate
allocation. The superior seedling establishment from
acorns placed within the forest floor or on the soil
surface may reflect the relatively mild winter of 1992193
and the fact that acorns were protected from predation.
For example, Johnson and Krinard (1985) found the
best seedling establishment occurred when acorns
were buried 5 cm deep. They recommended that
deeper depths might be used if losses to small rodents

are expected to be high and to reduce variability in soil
temperature and moisture.
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WHEN THE PAINT HITS THE TREE--ACCURACY OF IMPLEMENTING
ALTERNATIVE REPRODUCTION CUTTING METHODS'
James M, Gufdin, James; 6. Baker, Michael C. Shelton, and Timothy J. Mersmann2

ed residual basal area, and was
by treatment (clearcutting

methods were less accurately imposed than the even-aged methods, since they are more difficult to
impose and to adjust when marking. Improving marking accuracy in uneven-aged stands may require
progress in sihricuntural theory, and greater emphasis in continuing education and forestry curricula.
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A COMPARISON OF DENSITY INDICES IN CONTROLLING
GROWING STOCK IN A SLASH PINE SPACING-THINNING STUDY"
V. Clark Baldwin, Jr., Thomas J. Dean, and Robert 6. Ferguson2
Abstrad-Two Gommon density indices are Reineke" stand density index (SDI) and stand basal area
(BA). Three repli~ationsin a i 7-yearsld slash pine spacing stu* were thinned to prescribed values of
SDI, and two were thinned to prescribed levels of BA. Effects on g r d n g stock and stand growth will be
compared. Plots had been planted at seven spacings ranging from 4 x 4 to 14 x 14 ft. At age 17, only the
widest spacing did not need thinning. The prescribed residual stand basal areas ranged from 56 to 75
square feet per acre. The heaviest thinnings were applied to the closest spaced plots. In all, 14 thinning
treatments were applied. Subsequent thinnings will be scheduksd when upper limits of density, as
indicated by SDI or BA in locally derived density management diagrams, are reached.

INTRODUCTION
In plantations density is managed through initial
spacing of seedlings and through thinning. Elsewhere
in these proceedings, we report 15-year results of a
slash pine (Pinus elliottii Englm var. elliottio spacing
study (Ferguson and Baldwin 1995). Here we describe
establishment of a thinning study in the same planting.
At age 17 the plots in the spacing study were (1)
thinned to values of Reineke's stand density index
(SDI)(Reineke 1933)' or (2) thinned to a residual basal
area per acre level (BA), as determined from density
management diagrams (DMDs) developed for West
Gulf slash pine by Dean and Baldwin (1995). Our
objective is to compare yields based on the effects of
the timing and level of thinning prescribed by the BA
DMD technique versus the timing and level of thinning
prescribed by the SDI DMD technique. We think the
study is the first established specifically to test the
validity and practical usefulness of DMD theory.
Reineke's SDI is the equivalent number of trees per
acre at a standard diameter of 10 inches:
SDI = TPA ( QMD I 1 0 )'.$ .
(1
where TPA = number of trees per acre,
QMD = quadratic mean diameter (inches) at breast
height.
Stand basal area (square feet per acre) is defined as:
BA = .005454 TPA ( QMD )* .

(2)

A DMD is a stocking chart based on natural stand
development expressed as changes in average tree
size (e.g., QMD) and TPA over time (Drew and
Flewelling 1979). They are visual aids for the process
of optimally selecting thinning timing and intensity using

either residual SDI or BA targets. The timing and
intensity of thinning decisions have previously been
made from DMDs based on current stand conditions
relative to the determined upper and lower boundaries
of SDI. As introduced by Dean and Baldvvin (1995),
this can also be accomplishedin a similar manner
using determined upper and lower boundaries of BA
(figure 1). The upper boundary usually represents a
percentage of maximum stocking, and the lower value
a percentage of stocking just above crown closure. A
description of using DMDs to develop thinning
schedules based on SDI is given in Dean and Baldwin
(1993).

METHODS
The study area is about 1 mile east of Woodworth, LA,
on the Alexander State Forest which is managed by the
Louisiana Office of Forestry. Seedlings were produced
from a single seed source of genetically improved
parents. They were planted at seven spacings, 4x4
4x6,6x6,6x8, 8x8, 10x10, and 14x14 feet, in five
randomized complete blocks. Each measurement plot
within a treatment consisted of 8 rows of 8 trees. Each
measurement plot was surrounded by approximately a
one-half chain (33 foot) isolation strip planted at the
plot's assigned spacing. The study design eliminated
genetic variability and varying numbers of trees per
measurement plot as sources of error. In these
Proceedings, Ferguson and Baldwin (1995) provide
further information about the plots and the original
study.
Three blocks were randomly assigned for SDI based
treatments and Wo were assigned for BA based
treatments. At age 17, trees on all plots were

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern SihricuRural Research Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3, 19414.
'First and third authors: Supervisory Research Forester and Forester, respectively, USDA, Forest Service, Southern Forest
Experiment Station, Pineville, LA; second author: Assistant Professor, School of Forestry, Wildlife, and Fisheries, Louisiana State
University, Baton Rouge, LA.
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Figure I-Prethinning values of quadratic mean diameter and trees per acre for the slash pine plots in central Louisiana
and their relation to percent maximum SDI (A) and to percent maximum basal area (BA) (b). Also shown are the
prescribed upper and lower limits for this study, which are, respectively, 30 and 45 percent of either maximum SDI or
maximum BA. Initial planting spacings are indicated by symbols: ( ) 4x4 ft; ( ) 4x6 ft, ( ) 6x6 ft, ( ) 6x8 ft, ( ) 8x8 ft, ( )
10x10 ft, and ( ) 14x14 ft.
measured and average ptot QMD and TPA were
calculated. Then appropriate DMDs were examined for
each plot to first determine if thinning was required at
that age. The requirement for thinning was the existing
SDI or BA be equal to or greater than 45 percent of the
maximum SDI = 450, or BA = 220 square feet per acre,
respectively, as determined by Dean and Baldwin
(1995). These were the upper thinning boundaries.
The rationale for their selection was that they be below
the maximum, and that they provide for a time buffer
between the time a stand definitely should be thinned to
avoid self-thinning, and the time it might practicalty be
scheduled for thinning.
Thinning was due, or past due, for all plots except
those at the 14x14-foot spacing, and two of those at
the 10x10-foot spacing (figure 1). Three 10x10-foot
plots were rea* for immediate thinning and two could
have waited for another year; however, all plots of that
spacing were thinned. The 14x1&foot plots wilt be
thinned later. The optimal times for first thinning of the

closer spaced plots were years eariier. Since we could
not go back in time, this comparative study of the two
DMD techniques can only emphasize the optimal timing
of initial thinning for spacings of 10x10 and 14x14 feet.
However, comparing the closer spaced plots and
subsequent thinnings will provide valuable information
about management strategies for carrying higher total
volumes.
Target thinning levels w r e determined for each of the
remaining piots. This was done for the SDI method by
rearranging the SDI equation (I)
to solve for TPA,
modrfying that equation slightly to account for the
increase in QMD that occurs when thinning largely from
below (QMD = 1.036 QMD), and inserting the 30
= 135 ) as shown
percent value for SDI ( 0.30 SD,I
below:

Final@,the target rAdual basal area per acre was
determined from:

Figure 1 ilfustratesthis procedure. The current QMDTPA point must be located on the DMD. One then
must move the point ve~caiiy"1036 units and then
horizontally to toe left to the point of intersectionwith
the lower SDI or BA boundary line. That line is 30
percent of the maximum SDI or BA values, or 135 trees
per acre and 66 square feet per acre, respectively. For
slash pine, this lower boundary is a point about 5
percentage points above the point of crown closure
that was determined by Dean and Jokela (1992), and
was chosen to insure maximum site occupancy. The
point of crown closure was determined for the SDI
method, the residual target TPA was then read directly
below that point on the TPA axis, and the target BA
calcutated from equation (4). For the BA method the
target residual BA is constant for all plots at the 30
percent of maximum BA value, or 66 square feet per
acre. The constant multiplier 1.036 used in (3) above is
the average amount of diameter increase that can be
expected in a residual slash pine stand due to thinning
largely from below and would not be required for a
random or row thinning. The value was determined
from the data used to develop the Zarnoch and others
(1991) planted slash pine growth and yield gredic~on
system.
The target residual basal areas were then averaged for
each block treatment combination and the plots were
thinned to those targets. This process produced a total
of 14 different thinning treatments (7 spacings x 2
density indices) but the range of residual densities was
rather narrow (56 to 75 square feet per acre).

-

Logging damage on the plots was minimal. Residual
trees skinned in logging were immediately treated with
a pesticide to minimke insect infestation. The plots will
be measured periodically and thinned again to 30
percent of maximum densrty whenever obsented
densrty is greater than 45 percent of maximum for the
appropriate DMD.

DISCUSSION
Technical Aspects
The position of each treatment before thinning with
respect to percent maximum Sf41 and percent
maximum BA is shown in figure 1. On log-transformed
axes,constant values of either SDI or BA form
negatively sloped lines vvithin the plane defined by
quadratic mean diameter and trees per acre. The main
difference beween the tvvo dens@ indices is that the
slope for constant BA is shallower than the slope for
constant SD1. In stands experiencing cornpetikon-

related mortality, the log of quadratic mean diameter
and the log of trees per acre forms a negaWe linear
relationship. In contrast to conventional densitymanagement theory, the slope okerved in slash pine
plots is not parallel to either the SBI lines or the BA
lines. The reason that the slope in these stash pine
plots is shallower than either Sot or BA is that age is
consbnt acros the plotstf.In this situation, the
relationship follow the competition-density effect, not
the typical tree size-tree number relationship (Hutchings
and Bodd 1981). In addition, two plots are actually
above the 100 percent maximumn Sot line (figure 1).
The mmaximum value of a density index is a stand
attribute; the density of individual plots can exceed the
stand-level maximum densities.
Stand Characteristics before and after thinning are
displayed in table I.Figure 2 illustrates statistically the
comparative after-thinningtree size and stand densrty
results. Note that the residual basal areas for the BA
method treatments are within 4 square feet per acre of
the target BA of 66 square feet per acre (30 percent of
the maximum BA). As mentioned earlier, only the
10x10-foot spaced plots were ideally ready for thinning
at age 17. The others were past due. Figure 2 also
shows the nearly linear relationship between spacing
distance and residual basal area. More basal area was
removed in the closer spaced stands than in the wider
spaced stands. Furthermore, had the first thinnings
been done according to the timing dictated by the
appropriate DMD, the initial BA density differentiation
across spacings would probably have been greater in
the SDI treatments.

Practical Considerations
A density management diagram helps a landowner
determine the biologically optimum time for a thinning.
Especially in the case of the first thinning, however, this
may not be the best time economically. Often a
landowner is willing to forego a portion of future stand
quality by delaying the first thinning until pulpwood
sales can cover all or part of the costs. That may not
be possible if stands are thinned as early as the DMD
may prescribe. Thinning slash pine at age 17, as we
did in this study, was a compromise between biology
and economics for the closer spacings. It was
biologically on time for the 10x10 ft spacing, but too late
for all the closer spacings.
We were aware, but did not compensate for, the
possibility of ice and wind damage to these heavily
thinned stands. Slash pine is particulary susceptible to
this kind of damage in the northern portion of the
southern coastal plain (Williston 1974) and is a
moderately susceptible in our study area in central
Louisiana. Rather than modifiy the thinning procedures
further, we decided to accept the risk of ice damage.
As the study progresses we will see if this decision was

Table 1-Quadratic mean diametets, number of bees and stand basal areas before and after thinning by thinning method
and planting spacing treatments
Thinning Method
Planting spacing
-FeetStand Density lndex Method
4x4
4x6
6x6
6x 8
8x8
10 x 10
14x14
Basal Area lndex Method
4x4
4x6
6x6
6x8
8x8
10x10
14 x 14

Quadratic Mean
Diameter
Before
Mer
thinning thinning
Inches4.7
5.3
6.2
6.7
7.2
8.3
9.2
4.7
5.2
6.2
6.7
7.2
8.2
9.5

Trees
Before
thinning
-Num

4.9
4.5
6.4
7.0
7.4
8.6

1546
1180
737
515
429
288
143

4.9
5.4
6.4
6.9
7.5
8.5

1510
1147
634
504
484
273
134

-

-

wise. If damage does occur, we will measure and
evaluate its extent.
Rust-associated mortality was a big factor in the original
spacing study (Ferguson and Baldwin 1995), and it will
continue to be a factor in the thinning study, especially
in the wider spacings. Selective thinnning at age 17
reduced occurence of fusiform rust bole infectionsfrom
as high as 42 percent to less than 7 percent of the
remaining stems in the four closest spacings. After
thinning, 11 percent of the boles in the 8x8- and 10x1Ofoot plots and 22 percent of the boles in the 14x14-foot
plots are still infected.

Basal Area
After
thinning

berlacr

Before
thinning

After
thinning

F f l a c r b

425
356
287
250
215
185

186
181
155
126
121
108
66

56
58
63
66
65
75

540
419
295
256
218
180

182
169
133
123
137
100
66

69
67
66
67
66
70

-

-

-

-

Our study should provide useful new information about
the timing and intensity of thinning. It should enable us
to validate the Dean and Baldwin (1995) DMDs in
particular, and DMD theory in general. Growth and
yield will be monitored to schedule future thinnings and
determine the amount of material to be removed.
Results will be reported as they become available.
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Figure 2-Statisdcal comparison of first thinning residual number of trees, quadrafic mean diameter, and basal area per
acre results using two thinning decision methods for six planfing spacings of slash pine. Dots are the plot values, box

ends are the range of plot values, and the horizontal bars are the treatment means.
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Twenty-Wo plots contained Eastern Redcedar
(Juniperus virginiane) and were not used in the
analysis due to the increased variabifiw introduced into
hardrvvood stand densw measures Mthe presence of
coniferous species, For the remaining 48 plots, overaM
average tree DBX was 4.9inches and stand dens@
was 355 trees per acre. In total, 24 tree species were
recorded. White oak (Quercus alba) represented 26
percent of the basal area of all the plots. Chwtnut oak
(Qusrcus p h u s ) t Chinkapin oak (Qmrcus
muehfsnbsrgii), Hickories ( C a w spp.), and Red oak
(Quercus nrbra and Quercus talcata) each
represented about 15 percent of the basal area. All
others species, except Yellow poplar (Li~odendron
tulipifera), each represented less than 4 percent of the
basal area (Table 1).Only Hickories and White oak
were found in every plot. Ash (Fraxinus spp.), Chestnut
oak / Chinkapin oak, Dogvvood (Cornus hrida), Red
oak, and Sugar maple (Acsr saccham) appeared in

80 percent of the plots (Table 2).For each species, the
total number of trees, basal area percentage, averages
and ranges of tree diameter in the 48 plots are listed in
Table 1.
Two r&atit,e densrty measures were applied to the data:
(1).Tree area ratio is based on the assumpdon that
each got was at average maximum detisi4y or had a
relative den* equal to 100 percent. Species
composition was included by adding up the number of
trees, tree diameters, and squared diameters for each
species in the plot (Stout and Ngand 1986).The tree
area ratio model has the foflovving general form:

where N, is the number of trees per acre of the Rh
species; DIIis the diameter (inch) of thejth tree of the
,, P,, and 0, are
Rh species on the sample plot; and P
the regression coefficients estimated for the Ah species.

Table 1 - Total number of trees, basal area percentage and tree diameter of 24
species in all the 48 plots
Tree diameter (inch)
Species name

Total
Basal
number area
of trees (pct)

Mean

Min.

Max.

2.0
2.7

9.0
21 .O
13.0
30.0
16.0
21 .O
15.0
11.0
25.0
28.0
15.0
23,O
4.0
3.0
12.0
24.0
12.0
14.0
21 .O
20.0
16.0
2.0
29.0
30.0
30.0

214
American elm
Ash spp.
709
Basswood
45
Beech
199
Black cherry
82
Black locust
36
Black maple
503
Buckthorn
534
Chestnut oaWChinkapin oa 637
Cucumber tree
234
Dogurood
1062
Hickory spp.
1096
Ironwood
31
Mulberry
6
Post oak
5
Red oak
450
Sassafras
62
Sourwood
252
Shagbark hickow
240
Sugar maple
947
Sweetgum
103
Vaccinium spp.
71
White oak
840
Yellow poplar
171

0.3
2.5
0.2
2.3
0.4
0.9
1.4
0.6
15.3
1.8
1.8
15.6
0.0
0.0
0.1
16.2
0.5
1.4
3.7
2.5
0.8
0.0
25.9
5.9

3.9
2.2
5.9
2.1
2.2
10.0
11.2
3.9
6.0
2.5
4.9
0.9
9.9
9.7

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
2.0
8.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

Overall

100

4.9

0.5

8529

2.7

4.9
2.9
8.4
2.6

1.7
8.6

5.4

The tree area ratio for a species is retated to its number
of trees per acre, basal area per acre, and the sum of
diameters per acre which accounb for the diRerencc3s
in the diameter distribution of a species between stands
(Gingrich 1967, Stout and Nyland 1986).

-

Table 2 Number of plots in which tree species
appeared in alf the 48 plots
Species name

Number of plots

American elm
Ash spp.
Basswood
Beech
Black cherry
Black locust
Black maple
Buckthorn
Chestnuvchinkapin oak
Cucumber tree
Dogwood
Hickory spp.
Ironwood
Mulberry
Post oak
Red oak
Sassafras
Sou~lood
Shagbark hickory
Sugar maple
Sweetgum
Vaccinium spp.
White oak
Yellow poplar

Commonly all tree species are divided into a few
groups. These groups represent a family of reference
lines reflecting differences in the amount of basal area,
growth rate and tolerance to shade in the species
was
groups (Stout and Nyland 1986). The equation [I]
preliminarily applied to each species. Contrast (F-test)
was used to detect significant differences between tree
species. Combining the test results and tree ecological
characteristics, the 24 tree species were categoiied
into a few basic groups. Different assignment of
species to groups was tested by reapplying the
equation derived for each tested species grouping to all
the plots in the data and calculating their relative
densities. A "best" grouping was determined by
selecting one with the lowest standard deviation of the
estimated relative density.

(2). Stand density index is based on the assumptions
that the number of trees per acre decreases in constant
proportion to the quadratic mean tree diameter raised
to some power. Usually logarithmic transformation of
the above relationship is used instead of power

function. The effects of species composition can also
be included in the stand density index model as follows
(Stout and Ngand 1986):

where log is natural logarithm; N is the number of trees
per acre; QMD is the quadra~cmean tree diameter
(inch); BA, is t&e percentage of the basal area
represented by the Rh species group identified in the
tree area P o analysis; and a,, a,, and a, are the
regressioh coefficientsto be estimated. Then stand
densty index can be estimated by:
)"I 00
SDI = (N* I Npfedid
where SDI is stand density index (percent); ,N is the
observed number of trees per acre; and
,,,N
is the
predicted number of trees per acre from the equation
[2]. Then, the equations [2] and [3] were applied to
each plot in the data. The estimated SDI was
compared with the estimated tree area ratio.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
According to the preliminary analysis of the tree area
ratio model, all 24 tree species were placed into four
basic groups: group one was based on Red oak, group
two was based on White oak f Chestnut oak, group
three was based on Hickories, and group four was
based on Sugar maple, Sweetgum and all other minor
species (Table 3). The total number of trees in all 48
plots, the sum of diameters per acre and the sum of
squared diameters per acre for each species group are
provided in Table 4. Figure 1 shows the relationship
between the number of trees per acre and the sum of
diameters per acre for each species group.
Trees in groups 1 and 2 tend to be larger than trees in
groups 3 and 4 (Table 4). Most of the tree species in
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Figure 1 Relationships between number of treeslacre
in each plot and the summation of tree diameters in
each plot for the four species groups.

Table 3
model

- Specia grouping of "best? tree area ratio

Species group

S p e c i in
~ group

1. Red oak

Red oak
Post oak

2. White oaMChestnut oak

White oak
Ghwtnut oak
Chinkapin oak
Yellow poplar

3. Hickories

Hickory spp.
Shagbark hickory

4, Sugar maplelSweetguml
other minor species

American elm
Ash spp.
Basswood
Beech
Black cherry
Black locust
Black maple
Buckthorn
Cucumber tree
Dogwood
Ironwood
Mulberry
Sassafras
Souwood
Sugar maple
Sweetgum
Vaccinium spp.

large diameters and heigh% on the sites, and
occagonalfir were found to be some of the dominant
trees. Since these same species had many smailer
stems in the plots as well, they may have large number
of trees per plot but did not provide the iarge numbers
of ''big" trees as found in groups 1 and 2. The gr0Ml-r
rates of the hickories (Catya ovafa, 6.cordifomis, C.
glabra) in group 3 are less than the oaks found on the
same sites (Burns and Honkata 19990), but greater than
the species in group 4.
The oaks and Yellow poplar in groups 1 and 2 are early
successionalspecies on these sites, and became
&Mished on these sites at least 60 years ago, which
was when the most recent management disturbance
could have occurred on these sites. They are some of
the fastest grovving species on these sites, and can be
expected to be the dominant trees on these sites for a
number of years.
The tree area ratio model (equation [I]) was fitted to the
four species groups. The estimated regression
coefficients are shown in Table 5. The model had a
standard deviation about the regression of 13.3
percent. When the above equation was reapplied to the
48 plots, the estimated tree area had mean 98.7 and
standard deviation of 11.4. The above resuks were
similar to other studies (e.g. Stout and Nyland 1986).

-

Table 5 Estimates of the regression coefficients for
the "best" tree area ratio model
Species group

Pa

1. Red oak
-0.931046 0.161985
2. White oaM
Chestnut oak 0.241237 -0.031 102
3. Hickories
-0.286883 0.126857
4. Sugar maple1
Sweetguml
0.113826 0.044834
other minor species

group 4 (Sugar maplelSweetgumlothers) are minor
species which never attain dominance in these type of
stands, or are shade tolerant species which would not
develop as major individuals on these sites for a long
time after stand establishment. The other species in this
group (e.g. ash, beech, and black cherry) can attain

Pa

Pti

-0.004827
0.004822
-0.004183
-0.000671

-

TaMe 4 The total number of trees, the sum of diameters per acre and the sum of squared diameters per acre for each
species group in all the 48 plots
Species group
1. Red oak
2. White oaWChestnut oak
3. Hickories
4. Sugar ma@elSweetguml
other minor species

Total
number
of trees

Mean

Min.

Max.

Mean

Min.

Max.

455
1648
1336
5090

225
255
208
117

4
I
12
I

1682
898
872
760

3009
3232
2107
612

8
1
40
1

20086
11902
10393
7908

IDIAcre

TB2/Acre

The traditional stand dense index mod& was Wed to
the data and the following equation was obtained:

siMcufturaf cuttings are applied to evaluate the utitity of
those measurements for stand development with
&Rerent management objectives.

The modet R2was 0.31, Root MSE was 0.1753, and
Coefficient of Variation (C.V.) was 3 percent, Bath the
intercept and stope of the equation [4j were smafter
than those (9.36 and 1.58, respectively)for nodhern
mixed hardvvood (Stout and Nyfand 1986). Adding
terms for basal area representation of the four species
groups improved model Mting to the data. The model
R2increased to 0.57, Root MSE reduced to 0.14, and
C.V. decreased to 2.4 percent. The modified stand
density index model was as foliovvs:

601
60

where BA, pct is the basal area percentage of species
group i( i = I,
2, 3, and 4). All regression coefficients
were significant at a=0.01. The regression coefficients
for the four basal area percentage of species groups
had the same sign and similar magnitude, indicating
that the four species groups may be equally important
in the SDI model. The equation [5] was applied to each
sample plot to estimate
, , ,N
in the equation [3].Then
stand density index was calculated for each plot utilizing
the equation [3]. The mean of the estimated SDI was
100.9 with standard deviation of 13.2.
The relationship between estimated tree area and SDI
was linear (Figure 2) with Pearson correlation
coefficient 0.75. The linear relationship can be
expressed as:
Tree Area = 32.827433 + 0,6531 89*(SDI)
or
SDI = 15.055416 + 0.869266*(Tree Area)

SUMMARY
It is apparent from these results that species
composition is an important consideration in expressing
stand density in the mixed hardvvoodforests of north
Alabama. Both measures of relative stand density (tree
area ratio and stand density index) are useful in
describing the mixed hardwood forests of the
Tennessee Valley. According to the tree area ratio
model, the 24 tree species found in the 48 plots were
placed into four basic groups: (1) Red oak, (2) White
oak I Chestnut oak, (3) Hickories, and (4) Sugar maple
and Sweetgum. The four species groups seemed to
have equal contribution to the stand dens& index
modei. The tree area ratio model and stand densrtSJ
index model produced similar results for measuring
stand relative density. However, the two models should
be applied to stands on the Bankhead National Forest
with similar stand structure where intermediate
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Figure 2 Relationship betvveen estimated tree area
ratio (from Equation [ l ] and Table 5) and estimated
stand density index (from Equation [5]).
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SPAClNG EFFECTS ON UNTHlNNED SLASH PINE
IN THE WEST GULFt
Robert S. Ferguson and V. Clark Baldwin, JrS2
Abdract4lash pines were pla&ed at Mzven spacings ranging from 4x4 to 14x14 feet in central
in average tree height among
Louisiana, Development through age 10
two West spacings and the
the qacings. At age 15 average heights
remaining five spcings. Mean heights ranged from 40.6 feet for the 4xQfoot spacing to 47.0 feet for the
10x1&foot spacing, the second widest. SigniftGafit differenceswere also detected among spacing
treatments for the mean heights of the 10 tallest trees per plot. Effects of spacings on diameter, basal
area, and volume of stands and individualtrees were in the ranges reported in previous studies. Previous
dudies in the West Gulf have not detected as strong an effect of spacing on mean and dominant stand
height, however.

INTRODUCTION
Effects of southern pine planting densfty on diameter
growth, rotation length, age of first thinning, log grade,
and product grown in a specific time frame are widely
recognized. Effects of initial spacing on height growth
of dominant stems are not well understood or
accepted. In the Southeastern United States, Bennett
(1960) reported no correlation of height with stand
density through age 7 in unthinned slash pine (Pinus
elliottiivar. elliottii Engelm.) plantings. However, at age
12 and beyond, significant differences in height were
detected between closely and Adely spaced plantings
(Harms and Collins 1965, Bennett 1965) Similar
results were reported by Bowling (1987) for 20-year-old
slash pines in Georgia. Other tests of planted pines
further west generally have not revealed significant
effects of stand density on height growth (Haywood
and others 1990, Clason 1994). Even a few feet of
difference in height growth are important, however,
because they can profoundly affect harvested volume
and grade.
We report here the 15-year results of a slash pine study
planted in the winter of 1976-77 in the West Gulf
Region. Objectives of this study were to test the effects
of planting density on (1) dominant height, (2) age of
the onset of compe.tition, and (3) volume, diameter,
basal area growth.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study is about 1 mile east of Woochrvorth,
Louisiana, on the Aexander State Forest which is
managed by the Louisiana Oftice of Forestry. The soil
on the site is Koiin silt loam (fine-sib, siiiceous, thermic
Glossaguic PaleudaQ. A perched water table above a
clayey subsoil occurs 1 to 2 feet below the surface

during vvinter months. A very gentle slope allows
adequate surface runoff.
Planting stock for this study was grown from
open-pollinated seed from a single seed orchard of
grafted, genetically improved parents. Seedlings were
grown in a nursery adjacent to the seed orchard. All
seedlings used to establish the study were graded for
size.
6,
8x8,
Seven spacing treatments ( 4 ~ 4 ~ 4 x6x6,6x8,
1Ox10, and 14x14 feet) were planted in a five
randomized blocks. Each measurement plot consisted
of 8 rows of 8 trees each regardless of spacing. A
33-foot isolation strip with trees of the same spacing
su~roundedeach plot.
To insure as nearly complete stocking as possible early
mortality was observed in April, May, and June of the
first growing season. Dead seedlings on the
measurement plots and within one planting spacing of
the measurement plot were replaced with healthy
potted seedlings of the same age and seed lot as those
originally planted.
Starting at age 2, each tree was examined for the
presence of fusiform rust stem cankers (Cronartium
quercum (Berk.) Miyabe ex Shirai f. sp. fusifome).
Dead trees with stem cankers were classified as rust
associated mortality (RAM). Dead trees with no
apparent stem cankers were classified as non-rust
associated mortality (NRAM).
Trees were measured annually through age 10 and
then again at age 15. Total height to the nearest 0.1

'Paper presented at the EigMh Biennial Southern SilvicutturalResearch Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3, 1994.
?he authors are Forester and Principal Forest Biometrician, respective&, USDA Forest Sewice, Southern Forest Experiment
Station, Pineville, LA.

foot and ground line diameter to %he nearest 0.1 inch
were measured from age Ithrough age 5. Beginning
at age 6, total height was measured to the nearwt 0.5
foot and diameter at breast height (d.b.h,) to the
nearest 0.1 inch. The "t Otest trees per plot (10-T) at
each age were used to reprssent the dominant and
codominant components of the stand,
Data were subjected to an anatysis of variance for a
randomized block design. Significant differences
among means were idenaed d h Tukey4stest (Steel
and Torrie 1980).
Beginningwith age 6, total cubic-foot volume (outside
bark) was computed with the equations of Lohrey
(1985). Treatment volumes per acre were computed
from all trees vvithin a spacing. The per acre volumes
for 10-T samples were computed from only the 10
tallest trees from each plot. Volumes for the tree of
mean height and d.b.h. were computed for each
spacing.
Although data were collected annually through age 10
and then at age 15, we present only data for ages 2, 6,
10 , and 15 in this paper. Age 2 was selected because
it was the first year fusiform rust stem cankers were
recorded. Age 6 was chosen because it: was the first
year in which d.b.h was recorded. The last of the
annual measurements were taken at age 10. Age 15
was the oldest data available. We do, however, refer to
some general results for the full data set. Readers may
contact the authors for further information.

By age 15, hovvever, the range among treatment
means was increasing40.6 to 47.0 feet for all trees
and 46.1 to 51.9 feet for 10-T samples. tn add~crn,
trees on the plots @antedat the 4x4-foot spacing were
significanlly shorter than trees planted at most of the
Lv-iderspacings (Table 1). Among 10-T sampies, tre-etss
at the WO closest spacings were signgcantry shorter
than trees at the three Mdest sspacings.
This is not the first report of an effect of planting
spacing on slash pine height-s. The trends we
oberved are similar to those found by Bennetl ("t60)
and Warms and Collins (1965) for slash pines pjanted
on old-field sites in Georgia. Our results differ from
prsvious resub in two ways: ( I ) the differences we
observed did not occur until sometime betvveen ages
10 and 15, and (2) we found significant daerences
among a11trees in the stand as well as among dominant
and codominant stems.

Mortality
Mortarity at the end of the first growing season ranged
from 7.2 percent at the 6x8-foot spacing to 2.2 percent
at the 4x4-foot spacing. As we mentioned in describing
our methods, these dead seedlings were replaced to
maintain uniformrty within treatments. We wanted to
observe effects of spacing without these extraneous
influences.
At all spacings, mortality rose fastest through about age
5, and RAM accounted for a majority of total mortality
(Figure 1). After age 5, mortality from all causes
continued, but at a much reduced rate.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Most of the trends and inter-relationships among
variables are as one would expect for a study of this
kind. For example, trees of the largest average
diameter at age 15 occur on plots planted at the widest
spacing, and trees of the lowest average diameter
occur on plots planted at the closest spacing. Because
the site is fully occupied by trees at an earlier age,
however, yields through age 15 are greatest for the
closest spacings and lowest for widest spacings. Table
1 s h o w the effects of spacings on stand
characteflstics. Table 2 shows effects on individual
trees.
For the sake of brevity, we will say little about the
predictaMe resub. Instead, we will focus on
comparative tree heighb at various ages, on trends in
mortality, and on the influence of fusiform rust on
morta1.Q.

Height
Weights of all trees and heights of dominant and
codominant trees (10-T) were not significantly or
consistently influenced by initial planting spacing.
Moreover, the range in treatment averages at age 10
was quite small-27.1 to 28.9 feet for all trees and 30.7
to 32.8 for 10-T samples.

RAM occurred sooner and tapered off sooner at the
closer spacings. It occurred somewhat later at the
wider spacings. By age 15, however, mortalrty was
similar at all spacings. At the 4x4-foot spacing, the loss
to all causes was 40.3 percent, with 27.2 percent as
RAM. At the 14x14-foot spacing, the total loss was
35.4 percent with 29.4 percent as RAM. Figure 1
clearly iliustrates that in this study fusiform rust infection
was the largest single cause of mortality by a vvide
margin. Examination of the individual plot records
shows that distribu~onof rust infection over the study
area was fairly uniform.

Diameter
Examination of average tree diameters suggesk when
serious intertree competition began at the various
spacings. At age 6, when d. b. h. was first measured,
trees at the 4x4-foot spacing already were significantly
smaller in diameter than trees at the 1Ox10-foot
spacing. Competition at the closest spacing had been
going on long enough to create that difference in d.b. h.
By age 10, intertree competition had significantly
slowed diameter grovvth at all but the two rtidest
spacings. And by age 15, there was a statistically
significant difference in d.b.h. between trees at the
"Ixl O- and 14x14-foot spacings.

Table 1-Stu*
Age and
spacing

means by spacing treatment for selected ages of unthinned planted slash pine in the West Guif region.
Volume(ob)
(cu.B/

Age 2
4x4
4x6
6x6
6x8
8x8
10x10
14x14
Age 6
4x4
4x6
6x6
6x8
8x8
10x10
14x14

-

Total heisrht
A4
10-T
2.4 a
2.0 a
2.4 a
2.1 a
2.4 a
2.5 a
2.3 a

Basal area
(sq.8.1

All

D.b.h.
10-T

3.2 ab
2.7 b
3.2 ab
2.9 ab
3.3 ab
3.6 a
3.1 ab

430 a
246 b
259 b
138 cd
166 bc
120 cd
46 d

13.9 a
12.8 a
14.5 a
12.6 a
14.2 a
14.1 a
12.8 a

16.7 a
15.5 a
17.0 a
15.4 a
17.3 a
17.4 a
16.0 a

3686 a
3452 ab
3096 bc
2551 de
2773 cd
2221 e
1336 f

40.6 c
41.5 bc
44.9 a
44.5 ab
46.7 a
47.0 a
45.2 a

46.1 c
47.0 bc
50.1 ab
49.2 abc
51.8 a
51.9 a
50.3 ab

50.0 a
31.0 b
29.1 b
17.4 c
18.7 c
13.2 cd
5.6 d

2.1 b
2.3 ab
2.5 ab
2.2 ab
2.5 ab
2.7 a
2.5 ab

2.7 c
2.6 c
2.9 abc
2.7 bc
3.0 ab
3.3 a
3.1 ab

168.0 a
153.4 a
127.6 b
106.9 c
110.3 bc
88.0 d
53.8 e

4.4 f
4.9 e
5.7 d
5.8 d
6.6 c
7.5 b
8.3 a

5.3 f
5.9 e
6.5 d
6.9 d
7.4 c
8.4 b
9.1 a

Age 10
4x4
4x6
6x6
6x8
8x8
10x10
14x14
Age 15
4x4
4x6
6x6
6x8
8x8
10x10
14x14

Means followed by a common lower case letter do not differ significantfy at the a=0.05 level.
Since 10-T trees represent successful competitors, one
might have expected statistically sjgnificant differences
in diameter to appear later among 10-T samples than
among all trees on the plots. While such an effect
could be inferred from the letters expressing mean
d.b.h. separations in Table 2, that effect is not as strong
as might have been expected.

Basal Area and Volume
The effects of planting spacing on basal area and
volume are as one would expect from a study like ours.
Basal area and volume per acre were greatest for the
closest spacings and least for the widest spacings. In
the period before intertree competition occurs, larger

numbers of trees per acre translate into more rapid
increases in basal area and volume.
The effects of planting spacing on basal areas and
volumes of individual trees are the opposite of the
effects on stands as a whole. Closer spacings translate
into smaller basal areas and volumes.
In choosing an appropriate planting spacing, the
silviculturist must make a difficult tradeoff between
performance of individual trees and performance of
stands. Stand yields normally are highest at relatively
close planting spacings, whereas the performances of
individual trees are normal& best at relatively wide
spacings.

Table ;?-Mean values by spacing treatment for selected ages of unthinned planted stash pine in the West Gulf region.
Age and
spacing

Volume(o. b)
10-T

PIfi

-

Basat Area
10-T

AN

Cumulative ~0ttairtylC
RAM
NRAM
Total

-

Age 2
4x4
4x6
6x6
6x8
8x8
1Ox10
14x14
Age 6
4x4
4x6
6x6
6x8
8x8
10x10
14x14

0.21 be
.I8 c
.30 abc
.22 bc
.31 ab
.36 a
.27 abc

0.37 bc 0.024 bc 0.039 bc
.32 c
,023 c
.036 c
.45 abc .033 abc .046 abc
.37bc
.028bc
.040bc
.51 ab
,035 ab
.051 ab
.60 a
.039 a
.059 a
.47 abc .033 abc .052 ab

21.0 a
21.2 a
21.3 a
21.9a
18.1 a
17.5 a
19.1 a

Age 10
4x4
4x6
6x6
6x8
8x8
10x10
14x14
Age 15
4x4
4x6
6x6
6x8
8x8
10x10
14x14
Means followed by a common lower case letter do not differ signfficantly at the a=0.05 level.
RAM = Rust Associated Mortality; NRAM = Non-Rust Associated Mortality

3.4 ab
4.7 ab
6.8 ab
8.7 a
3.2 b
4.7 ab
4.6 ab

24.4 a
25.9 a
28.1 a
30.6 a
21.3 a
22.2 a
23.7 a

Figure 1-Cumulative mortality expressed as a percent of the original planted stand for four selected spacing treatments
of unthinned planted slash pine in the West Gulf region.
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SHELTERWOOD CUTTING AND UNDERSTORY CONTROL INCREASE
GROWTH OF OAK, ASH, AND CHERRY REPRODUCTION
IN NORTHERN ARKANSAS'
David L. Granay and Paul A. Murphy2
mHract-Five and nine-ymr groMh of Wee oak, red oaks, Mite ash, and black cherry advance
reprdudianwas evaiuatd in upland oak starxis representing a range in site qualiw, residua! overstory
petition cmtrot treatments. Anawis of cova&nce was used to test and descrih
for individuals p i e s as affe~ted
by initial stem height, groundline diameter, site
quality, ovemtory stocking, and intensity of competition contrd. Repductiongrowth varied significantly
petition control, initial height, and time
ies. Grorrth was significantly affected by intensity of
treatmenl fw all species. Height development for btack c h q was also aNected by site quality and
residual overstq stocking.

1NTROC)UCTION
Mixed oak types occupy most of the upland commercial
forest in northern Arkansas, and oaks are the dominant
timber species. However, there is serious concern that
oak reproduction is not adequate to replace the present
stands, especially on the more productive sites (Graney
and Rogerson 1985, Graney 1989). Although declines
in oak dominance may r a u &in greater species
diversrty, the oaks are pried for their timber and vvildlife
values.
Commercially desirable, fast-grovving species such as
yellow-poplar, Liribdendron tuiipfera L., do not occur in
western Arkansas, and valuable species such as black
walnut, Juglans nigra L., black cherry, P m u s serofina
L., and white ash, Fraxinus americana L., occur
infrequently, and primarib on the more productive sites.
Most associated species in these upland stands are
either slower grovving or of lower value than the oaks,
so it is important to ensure that oaks vvill be a major
component of new stands after hawest.
The oak component of future harwood stands
depends on sprouts from cut overstory stems and the
number, size, and distribution of oak advance
reproduction present at harvest (Sander IQ71, 1972;
Sander and Clark 1971; Sander and o ~ e m
1998;
Loftis 1990a). Newly established oak seedlings and
small advance reproduction grow toa sloMy to compete
successfully after hawest (Sander and Clark 1971,
MsQuitkin 1975). In contrast, large oak advance
reproduelion g r o w rapid& aRer hawest and has a high
probabili"ry sf becoming dominant in the new stand
(Cawell 1979, Sander and others 1984, LoRs "190a).

Upiand hardwood stands in the Boston Mountains of
northern Arkansas may have more than 1,000 stems
per acre of advance oak reproduction and other
desirable species, but most are less than 1foot tall, and
larger reproduction is often absent. Many of these
stands are mature and fully stocked, and have
well-developed understories of shade-tolerant
noncommercial species. Given the size and sbtus sf
existing reproduction, new stands that develop after
hawest wiIt almost certainly contain a low proportion of
oak. In several areas, researchers are trying to
stimulate the growth of small advance reproductionwith
light to medium sheltewood cutting plus partial to
complete midstory and understory control (Sander
1979,1987, "188; Sander and Graney 1993; Loftis
4 990b).
Varianb of the sheltewood method for regenerating
oaks has shown promise in the Missouri Ozarks
(Schlesinger and others 1993) and the southern
Appalachians (Loftis 1990b). In these studies,
development of oak reproduction on productive sites
hasbeenenhanced.
Most oak sheltewood studies have measured changes

in numbers of stems in various size classes for ( I ) a
single oak species, (2) for several combined oak
species, or (3) all commercially desirable species
combined. But individual oak and other desirable
species may respond diff;erentlyto various
cambinat;ions of overstorsl,and understow sheRefvvosd
treatmen@, and the responses may vary over time.
Although models have been derived to predict the
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development of oak achrance reprodudon after
overstory removal (Dey 1993, Sander and others 1984,
Loftis 1990a), there is I ' i e information about
development of oak and other ddraMe reproduction
under a sheftennrood.
In this paper, we report height development of advance
regenerationfor 9 years after overstory and underatosy
densrty control. Data are reported for white oak,
Quercus alba L., Mack and nomern red oaks, Q,
vefutina Lam. and Q. mbrs L., black cherry, and white
ash.

METHODS
Study Region
The Boston Mountains are the highest and
southernmost member of the Ozark Plateaus
physiographic province (fig. 1). They form a band 30 to
40 miles wide and 200 miles long from north-central
Arkansas westward into eastern Oklahoma.

wide.Mountainside consist of atternating steep simple
slopes and gently sloping benches.
Soib on mountaintops and dopes usually have shallow
to medium depth and are represented by mediumte&ur& members of the Hartsells, Unker, and Endsrs
aeries (Typic Hapludub). They are derived from
sandstone or shale rssiduum, and their produ
medium to low. In contrast, soib on mountain
are deep, wdkdrained members of the Nella and
Lessburg series (Typic Paleudub), They developed
from sanhtone and shale coltuvium, and their
is medium to high.
Rocks in the area are alternating horizontat beds of
Pennsyivanian shales and sandstones. Annual
precipitation averages 46 to 48 inches, and March,
April, and May are the wettest months. Extended
summer dry periods are common, and autumn is
usually dry. The frost-free period is normally 180 to 200
days long.

Study Description
Six mature upland hardvvood stands were selected for
study at three locations on the Ozark National Forest
(fig. 1). Three stands are on upper north- or
east-facing slopes, which have oak site indexes of 55 to
65 feet for northern red oak, base age 50. The other
three stands are on north- or east-facing mounbin
benches with red oak site indexes of 66 to 80 feet. Six
plots (approximately 1 acre in size) were established in
each stand, and one of six overstory-understory
treatments was randomly assigned to each plot.

a The Boston Mountains

i

Figure I.-Location of study areas (two stands per
area) in the Boston Mountains of northern Arkansas.
Elevations range from about 900 feet in the valley
bottoms to 2,500 feet at the highest point. The plateau
is sharply dissected, and most ridges are flat to gently
rolling and are generally less than 0.5 mile

Overstory (stems r 1.6 inches d. b.h.) densities were
reduced to either (1) 40 or (2) 60 percent relative
stocking density (Gingrich 1967). Understory (stems
e l .6 inches d.b.h.) treatments were: (A) no understory
treatment (low), (B) kill all less-desirablestems taller
than 4.5 feet (intermediate), or (C) kill all less-desirable
stems (intensive).
Pretreatment overstory stocking for all plots averaged
106 percent and basal area averaged 118 ft2 per acre
(table 1). The overstory was cut from below. All
subeanopy stems 1.6 inches d.b.h. and larger were

condition

Before treatment
After treatment

Mean
Range
-Ft66
56-80
66
56-80

Mean

Range

-ff?118
63

95-130
43-81

Mean
Range
-Percent90-120
1Of3
50
37-62

removed first, then the ovemtory canopy was cut to the
pracribed stocking goal. Shjmpa of a8 I
overstory stems were sprayed with 2,rZ-D plus pidoram
evel
1980, and
treatments were completed in
ovemtories were *inned during May to July 1980.
Ovemtories on ail plots were predominantqt oak.
Northern red, Mack, and white oaks accounted for 80
percent of the overcitory stocking before thinning and
more than 90 percent after treatment. Ash and cherry
represented less than 1 percent of the stocking on all
plols,
Understories on medium sites were dense and mixtures
of tolerant brushy or I desirable species such as red
maple, Acer n r b m L., senticeberry, Amelanchier
arborea Michx, f. Fern., redbud, Cerds canadensis L.,
and blackgum, w s s a sylvaica Marsh. Dogwood,
Comus 8on'de L., hophornbeam, C>stvavirginiana
(Mill.) K. Koch.), pwpaw, Asimina triloba L., and sugar
maple, Acer secchanrm Marsh., were common on
good sites.
Reproduction was measured on a series of sixteen
1l735-acre subplots systematicalty distributed across
the interior 0.25 acre of each plot. On each subplot, all
reproduction up to 1.5 inches d. b.h. was tallied by
species and ?-foot height classes. In addition, all oak,
ash, and cherry stems were identified and mappedfor
remeasurement For these stems, height and basal
diameter ( I inch above groundline) were measured to
the nearest 0.1 foot and 0.1 inch, respectively.
Reproduction was measured before treatment and 1,
3, 5, and 9 years after treatment.

Data Analyses
In this report, we analjned only the reproduction that
existed before treatment and that survived the study
period (table 2). Mortalityfor oaks was relatkety high,

-pedal& in the small height and basal diameter

dame, and varied by undemtory treabnent Because
only sunrkrors were analyzed, average numbers of
stems for each species may be smaller and mean
height and basal diameter values may be larger than
wcduld kae e x ~ s t e for
d undisturbed stands.
Initial&, the data were subjejected to an analysis of
covariance in which reproduction height 5 and 9 years
after treatment w9s the response variable; species
group, undercitorytreatment, and measurement period
(time dnce treatment) were claw variablw; and initial
height, basal diameter, site index, and stocking were
covariatm. The model is as follows:

where,

P

= overall mean,

a,

= species effect, i=1,2,3,4,

6j

= time effect, j=1,2,
= understory treatment effect, k=1,2,3,

Yk

(ay),

= interaction effect between speciw and time,
= interaction effect between species and

(by)jk

= interaction effect between time and

(a6y),,,

= interaction effect among species, time, and

(ugh,

understory treatment,

Hijkr
Gijk~
Sijk~
Qijk~

P's

q jk ,
Y,,,,

understorytreatment,
understory treatment,
= initial height,
= initial basal diameter,
= initial stocking,
= site index,
= coefficients,
= error term, and
= future height.

This initial model identitied group differences for
species, time period, and understory treatment and
heterogeneity of dopes if the covariates contributed
significantiyto the model. Scalterplots were also used
to evaluate model adequacy. Variables were selected

Table 2.-Heights and basal diameters of white oak, red oaks, black cherry, and white ash advance reproduction before
treatment.

White oak
Red oaks

375
1,158

1.6
1.1

0.2-9.3
0.2-7.4

0.25
0.18

0.10-1.50
0.10-1.40

inten* H o b also grew about 2.0 feet over the 4-year
period.
further anatytsd to see if they should f>e dropped ham
the analysis,

RESULTS
Tesb vvith the initid modd indcated that specim,
treatment, time since Watnrent, ini"tia1height, and the
interadons among these vadablss were dgnificant for
a l four s p e c k groups. In addi&on, stocking and gtte
index were important for Mack cherry, Further stuoiy
also indicatecO that the square of initial hgight should
also be added to account for some cunrilineam in the
relation of initialto subsequent stem height, Therefore,
on analryises were done for each
species group, treatmenb, and time since treatment
combinationwith initial height and the square of initial
height as independent variables. Site index and
stocking were also used as independent variables for
black cherry. The resub are presented in tables 3 and
4.
Although the understory treatmen@affected
sukequent height development, initrial stem height was
the single most important explanatory variable. Thus,
stem size is a key indicator of likety response to
treatment. The fit staltistics for white and the red oaks
are relatively good. Black cherry and ash both have
less impressive R-squares and root mean square errors
of 3.08 and 1.88, respectively (table 4).

Height Development of White Oak

Height Development of Red Oaks
Black and northern red oak advance reproduc-tion
genera!& respnded p o m e v to understory density
esntrst (fig. 2). Hdght g r o M for the 9-year period
ranged from 0.5 to 0.6 foot for the smattwt to 1.9 to 3.9
feet for the liargat initial stem size, Rsponse was
greatest afier intensive cornpeaon control. Stems on
g o b receiving intermediate- and low-intensw
understory control averaged about 70 percent and 40
percent of the groWh ohenred for the intensive
treatment.
Rate of height growth for the 9-year measurement
period dsclined slightly M h increasing initial stem size
on the intensive and intermediate competition control
plots. On the iow-intensity control plots, growth
remained constant for stems larger than 1.0 foot at the
outset.
Afthough response of red oak reproduction to
treatment was not rapid, it was somewhat faster than
that of white oak. Fiveyear height groMh of red oaks
ranged from about 0.2 foot on the low-intensiv plots to
about 1.3 feet on the intensive plots. The ini%allag in
red oak height grovvth w s most pronounced for 3.05.0 foot stems on the intermediate- and low-intensity
plots. Red oak height growth increased significantly
over the last 4 years of the measurement period. While
all understory treatmenb increased height growth,
larger stems on the intensive and intermediate control
treatmenb producedthe greatest response,

White oak height growth was increased most by
intensive competition control. The rate of increase was
greatest for the small to medium stems (<I .0 to 3.0 feet
tall at the oubet) (fig. 2). Very small stems ( ~ 0 . 5foot)
grew about 0.3 to 0.5 foot during the first 5 years after
treatment, but grew l i e over the next 4 years.
However, stems initial& larger than 0.5 foot increased in
total height throughout the study period. The best
response was to the most intensive competition control
treatment.

In previous reports from the Boston Mountains, growth
response for ash and cherry reproduction were
combined (Graney and Rogerson 1985, Graney 1989).
Results of the present study indicate that ash and
cherry reproduction respond differentfy to varying
overstory and understory densities and possess
significantfy different height-growth poten%ials(fig. 2).

White oak height development for the first 5 years was
relativdy slow after all understoay treatments. B a t
5-year grovvth w m on large stems a8er intensive
control. For stem@of intermediate size, height groMh
responses ta the intermediate and intensive treatmenas
were about Ule same. Stems taller than 1.0 foot at the
outset had no net increase in height over the inll;ial5
years on row inten%& @o&.

White ash adance reproduction responded posavely
to each of the overstory and underrstov treatmen@.
The initial Iag in responsethat was so apparent for the
oak speciss was pronounced only for the largmt ash
slerns. Over the 9-year measurement period, grovvtk of
ash reproduction ranged From about I.Q foot for the
smallest ash sterns receiving the low-intens% treatment
to about 4.5 feet for large stems on the high-intenstty
treatment pfob. Height grovvth was slawst for the
low-intensrty treatment. It was about equal aRer the
intermediate--.and intensive treatments,

Bebeen years 5 and 9, height groMtth of whge oak
reproduction in all but the smallest size class=
increased significantty, Greatest increases were for
stems 33.0feet talt aRer intensive and intermediate
compemon control, but stems 34.0 %et tagit on low

Height Development of White Ash

Height Development of Black Ckerry
fn terms of height growll-1of reproduedon, black cherry
may be the most aggresive species on upland sites in
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Figure 2.-Height development of advance reproduction as affected by initial stem size and intensw of understory control
(A=low, B=medium,C=lntensive) by species 5 and 9 years following treatment in upland oak stands in the Boston
Mountains.

during this period. Stems on plots receivingthe most
intenskre understory control resprouted within 1 to 3
years after treatment, while resprouting after the less
intensive treatment occurred throughout the initial
ti-year period. Also, large oak sterns generally
resprouted later than small sterns, Another factor that
may have contributedto the poor overall response of
the smal oak reprodatcfion Is the Qpicd rarinfalt pattern
for northwestern Arkansas. While long-term month&
prscipitab.onfor June-September averages 3 to 4
inches, extended dry periods resulting in severe soil
moisture deficits are common. Even where overstory
den* and understory competition are reduced,
moisture stress is likely to reduce growth of all
reprodudon, and particularlythat of small stems.

thinned to 40 wrcent overstory stocMng on medium

&as.
DISCUSSION
n applying the shekewood
nd oak stands is to increase the
method in maitu
amount of large oak advance reproduction that can
comwte succmfutly after the shsttewood is removed.
Theoretical&, ttri goal can be accomplished by
estaMishing n w seedlings and stimul
and by increasing the g r o w of small
stems. One problem is that reducing overstory density
proddw excetfent conditions for the growth of species
that compete with oaks. Often, therefore, oak
regeneration is not improved by s h a e w o d cufting
alone (Loftis 1983, Sander 1979). An appropriate
combination of overstory density reduction and
understory cornpeaon control, however can stimulate
the growth of oak reproduction under shettewoods
(Loftis 1990b, Schlesinger and others 1993, Wotf
1988) while rehrding development of competing
species (Loftis 1990b).
In the Boston Mountains, established advance oak
reproduction is present in adequate numbers in most
upland stands (ta@ile5). Howeves, most of the oak
reproduction is less than 1.0 foot tall, and few stems
are taller than 4.0 feet. Ash and cherry advance
reproduction, though generally fewer in number in
upland stands, often represent most of the desirable
reproduction taller than 1.0 foot (table 5). Height
growth of sunriving oak, ash, and cherry reproduction in
undisturbed stands is very dow and varies by species
(fig. 3). Few smatt oak stems grow into the larger
height classes because of poor s u ~ v a(table
l
5).
Conversely, numbers of medium- to large-size ash and
cherry reproductionincrease over time, resulting in a
pool of large advance reproduction that develops
rapidly after harvest.
During the first 5 years after treatment development of
the white and red oak, reproduction was very slow.
Nearly all oak reproduction died back and resprouted

After intensive and intermediate cornpewon control,
red and white oak stems initially 2.0 feet and taller
generally grew to heights of 4 to 8 feet over the 9-year
period. However, upland stands on average to good
sites in the Boston Mountains will typically have fewer
than 100 oak stems per acre over 2 feet tall as advance
reproduction. Therefore, continued development of the
small oak stems will be required to achieve adequate
numbers of large oak reproduction.
Redevelopment of the competing undewopy varied
considerably with the intensrty of the understory and
overstory treatment. On plots thinned to 60 percent
stocking with the intensive understowtreatment,
redevelopment of competing understory was very slow.
Stems of desirable species in all size classes were
essentially free to grow for the first 5 years after
treatment. Although numbers of competing stems
increased considerably over the 9-year measurement
period, only the smallest desirable stems were
overtopped after 9 years. However, on plots thinned to
40 percent stocking, the intensive control treatment
was effective for only about 5 years. By the end of the
fifth year, many of the small oak stems were
overtopped and by the ninth year only ash, cherry, and
oak stems initially taller than 3 feet were free to grow.
Competition on the heavily thinned plots was also

Table 5.-Mean height distribution per acre of oak, ash and cherry, and other species reproductionstems before
treatment.
Height class (ft)
Species

Oaks
Ash and
cherry
Other
species

4.1

1.l-2.0

2.1-3.0

3.1-4.0
4.1-5.0
Number of stems per acre

>5.0

1,600
690

84
200

17
109

12
55

5
36

0
5

4,577

2,648

1,435

1,170

1,033

1,489

..

WHITE OAK
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RED OAK
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Figure 3.-Height deveiopment of advance reproduction in undisturbed upland oak stands in the Boston Mountains by
species.
increased by a surge of herbaceous vegebtion and
vines, especialfy on the most productive sites.
The intermediateintensity of understory control
increased growth of desirable reproduction, but its
effect probably will not continue much beyond the ninth
year. Understory devdopment is most pronounced on
plot8 thinned to 40 percent stocking where all small oak
stems and most large stems are overtopped by
competing stems. W i that ovemtory stocking, only
ash and cherry have maintained a favorable competitive
position on piob receiving the intermediate intensity of
understory control.
Mhough growth of desirable stems was signlficantty
greater on plots receiving the intensive and
intermediate understory control treatments, overstory
thinning and midcanopy removal (stems 1.6 inch=)
also increased growth of larger desirable reproduction.
Ash and cherry produced the better rssponse, but oak
stems initiaflytailer than 3 feet also responded.

potential of the oaks is inadequate. Overstory thinning
plus removal of midcanopy stems larger than 1.6
inches d. b.h. increases growth of oak advance
reproduction initialfy taller than 3.0 feet, but few stems
of this size are present in most mature upland stands.
To enhance development of existing oak sterns less
than 3.0 feet, intensive understory treatment may be
required. Removal of all or most of the competing
understory may be necessary for oaks initially 1- to 2feet tall to attain adequate size before final overstory
removal, In fact, two understory treatments may be
required. A relatively high overstory density would have
to be retained to retard the redevelopment of the
competing understory.
Small ash and cherry advance reproduction also is
stimulated by intensive understory control, and one
treatment would appear sufficient. Large advance ash
and cherry reproduction require only overstory and
midcanopy density reduction to compete successfuily
with other reproduction.

MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
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SURVIVAL AND GRO H OF PLANTED AND
DIRECT-SEEDED CHERRYBARK OAK IN
THE SANTEE RIVER FLOODPLAIN AFTER 11 YEARS'
John A, Stanturfl

INTRODUCTION
for water oak, Q. n i ~ r a
L., cherrybark oak, and willow
oak, €2. pheilos L.

Oaks have been the backbone of the hardwood lumber
industry in the South. Oaks are also preferred for
wildtife. Public and private programs to reforest former
agiicuttural land have stimulated interest in artificial
regeneration of bottomland hardnroods. Intensively
cuttured plantations, however, are expensive to
establish (Bullard et al. 1991). Two atternma are
direct-seed acorns (Johnson and Krinard 1987;
Kennedy 1993) or plant fewer, large seedlings that may
require less intensiveweed control treatments.

Design and Treatments
The study waa designed as a randomired complete
Mock with five replications of five treatments. Blocks
were approximately 60 R by 100 R in size. Each block
contained six rows laid out 10 R apart. One of five
treatments was randomly assigned to each row in each
block. Planting spots tshin rows were 5 ft: apart, thus
a spacing of 5 ft by 10 O.

This paper presenb t s u b aRer 11 years of a study
designed to compare planting large 2-0 cherrybark oak,
Quercus falcata var. pagod#olia Eli., seedlings with
direct-seeding cherrybark oak acorns. Seedlings were
planted at Wo depths, with and without toppruning,
and survivai and growth compared to seedlings that
developed from direct-seeded acorns.

Treatments were as follow:
1. 2-0 cherrybark oak, deepplanted, not toppruned
(DNP)
2.2-0 cherrybark oak, deep-planted, toppruned (Dp)
3.2-0 cherrybark oak, shallow-plant&, not toppruned
(SNP)
4.2-0 cherrybark oak, shallow-planted, toppruned (SF)
5. Cherrybark oak acorns, direct-seeded (DS).

METHODS

Seedlings for all treatments were collected near
Stoneville, MS. Seedlings were grown in the nursery at
the Southern Harchrvoods Laboratory at Stoneville, MS.

Study Site
This study was establishedin the floodplain of the
Santee River, about 20 miles southeast of Manning,
SC, on private land. Hawesting began in late 1982,
and the site prepared by shearing residual trees,
removing debris, and root-raking. Planting and directseeding took place in March, 1983, Soils are of the
Tawcaw series of fine, kaolinirtic, thermic Fluvaquentic
Dystrochepts. These soils have dark brown silty clay A
horizons over brownish dayey and loamy B horizons.
Drainage is poor, and runoff and permea~rQare slow.
Many areas are eequentfy flooded, and the water &Me
ranges bebeen 20 and 48 inches during winter and
ea* spring. Site index is 90 to 100 ft at base age 50

Planting and Pnrning
Seedlings were planted in 9-inch-diameter holes dug
with a gasolins-powered post-hole digger. Holes for
deepplanted seedlings were approxSmately 2 ft deep,
and those for shallow-planted seedlinw were
approximately 1 ft deep. The root systems of seedlings
w r e pruned to about 9 inches in diamster and IR in
length before planting. Root collars for deepplanted
seed5ing)s wre @acedabed 1 ft below the groundline.
Toppruned seedtings were pruned "1aabve the
groundline at plan~ng.Unprunedseedlings averaged 2

'Papr prmnted at the EQhth Biennial Southem SiIvicuRural R
' P r W Leader, USDA, Forest S e w k , Southern For& E

rch Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3, 1W.

menl Station, Sloneviltt3,MS.

to 22.5 tall at planting. So#was repfaced and iamped
firm& around the roo@. Four acorns per spot in dig&seeded r o w were w w n 1to 2 inch= deep. There
were 20 seedlings or directgeededspots in each row.
No weed conbol v
v
s done after planting,

TaMe 1-Soil characteristi- of the study area.

Soil Sampling and analyses
Sods were sampld at four win& system;atically locded
along each of hrvo transem across the study area.
Samples were taken from four depths at each point 0
to 6 inches, and 1, Z2,and 3 ft Samplw were
compositsd by depth dong each transect: thus, a total
of eight samNm, two from each depth, represented the
study area. Soil was air-dried and ground to pass
through a 2-mm &eve for anatyses. R a u b are
reported as the average of the two composite sampla
for each depth.
Soil N was determined by the Kjjeldahl method.
Phosphorus was determined colorimetrical& (Donohue
1992). Concentrations of K, Ca, and Mg were
measured by atomic absorption spsctrophotometry
after extraction in 1 NH,OAc. Soil pH was measured
with a glass electrode in a 1:1 soilltvater mMure.
Oxidizable OM was determined by chromic acid
oxidation and titration with Fe(NH,),(SO,),.

a

Measurements
Height, diameter at breast height (dbh), and survival
were measured after the first, fifth, and eleventh
growing seasons. Diameter was measured to the
nearest 0.1 inch at 4.5 5 aboveground (dbh). Height
was measured with a graduated aluminum pole to the
nearest 0.1 f t The four acorns planted at each directseeded spot were considered as one planting spot. If
more than one acorn germinated, the height and
diameter of the largest seedling was used in statistical
analysis.

StatisticalAnalyses
The mean of each Mock by treatment combination was
considered the experimental unit. Mean sunrival (arcsine transformed), dbh, and total height of the
seedlings in each treatment after the first, fiffh and
eleventh growing seasons were the variables tested,
Variables were tested at the 0.05 level of confidence.
Means were compared by orthogonal linear contrasb
using the GLM program in SAS (SAS Institute 1989).

RESULTS
Nutdent levels in these soils are lower (Table I ) than
are found on the bmt sites (Broadfoot 19761. Organic
matter and phosphorous levels in the surface soil ( 0 4
inches) are higher than typicafly found on drier sites
planted to pines ( M c b e and Wilhite 1986).
Survival of planted and direct-seeded cherybark oak
was not significantty different in any year. Small initial
differenem after the first and Mth growing seasons

Organic mattdjr
Nitrogen (pd)

(m) 3.29

Phosphorus (ppm)
Potassium (ppm)
Calcium (ppm)
Magnesium (ppm)

0."14
8
72
455
89

I.0f
4.053
12
30
181
42

8.49
0.035
8
30
136
36

0.47
0.045
4
30
168
36

(Figure 1) had disappeared by age 1I Survival of
planted seedlings decfined from near 80% after one
growing season to 63% at age 1I.
I,

Cumulative height of direct-seeded stems was
significantty less than planted seedlings on all dates.
initially taller, the planted seedlings not only maintained
their height advantage, but appear to be grovving faster
(Figure 2). At age 11, planted stems averaged 23 ft
tall, while the average height of stems in the directseeded treatment was 16 ft. The same paaterns were
evident in diameter grot/vth (Figure 3). DBH of planted
stems averaged 2.6 inches at age 11, as compared to
1.4 inches for direct seeded stems.
Deep planang and top pruning did not significantly
affect survival of planted seedlings after the first II
years (TaMe 2). Survival ranged from 50% to 73%.
The lowest survival was in the most severe treatment,
deepplanting and toppruning, but was not significantly
different from the other treatments. At the spacing of
this study, stocking would be 436 to 636 stems per
acre.
Both deepplanting and togpruning reduced the initial
height of planted seedlings. Planting stock in this study
ranged from 1.9 ft to 3.6 ft tall, above the root collar.
Prior to pruning, deep-planted seedlings averaged I.8
ft tall above groundline; shallow-planted seedlings
averaged 2.3 f t Pruning removed as much as 2.5 ft of
stem matedal. Nevertheless, neither treatment
signifieantty reduced height or diameter of planted
stems after 1Iyears ( l able 3). The largest trees were
in the shallow-planted and pruned treatment.
Cumulative height of planted trees is shown in Figure 4.
Pruning to 1 ft above groundline at planting gave the
unpruned seedlings an average 0.7 ft to 1.3 ft height
advantage, depending upon plan%ngdepth. At the end
of the first growing season, pruned seedlings were
almost as tall as unpruned. By age 5, pruned stems
were slightty tatter, on average. By age 14, trees that
had been pruned at ganting averaged 8.5 ft tailer than
unpruned (23.8 ft vs. 23.3 ft, respective&).

Year
Figure 1. Survival at age 1, 5, and 11 years of direct-seeded and planted cherrybark oak.

Year
Figure 2. Cumula&e height growth of direct-seeded and planted cherrybark oak at age 1, 5, and 11 years.
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Figure 3. Cumulative diameter growth of direct-seeded and planted cherfybark oak at age 5, and 11 years.

Table 2. Percent survival at age 1, 5, and 11 years of cherrybark oak seedlings planted at two depths, with and without
top pruning.
Treatment
Deep Plant, Prune
Deep Plant, No Prune
Shallow Plant, Prune
Shallow Plant, No Prune

-Year
Mean
60
83
69
72

OneRange

-Year
Mean

10-80
75-90
15-100
30-100

55
76
69
64

Fie--Range
15-75
70-85
20-100
20-90

-Year
Mean
50
73
68
61

ElevenRange
15-65
60-85
20-100
10-85

Feet

Year
Figure 4. Cumulative height growth of pruned and unpruned cherrybark oak seedlings at age 1, 5, and IIyears.
Table 3. Mean height (cumulative) and d.b.h. of
planted 2.0 cherrybark oak at age II.
Treatment

Height, R

Deep Plant, Prune
Deep Plant, No Prune
Shallow Plant, Prune
Shallow Plant, No Prune

23.2
23.0
24.4
23.6

DBH, inches
2.55
2.75
2.92
2.61

DISCUSSION
The 63% survival rate of direct-seeded cherrybark oak
in this study was similar to that found in other studies
(Johnson and Krinard 1987) but greater than is
achieved operationally (Kennedy 1993). The relativel-y
intense site preparation removed or setback woody and
herbaceous competitors and reduced habitat for small
mammals that pilfer acorns (Kennedy 1993). The
slower height growth rates of direct-seededtrees
(Figure I)
may be due to competition from other oak
stems that survlved at the same planting spot.
Top pruning and deep planting had no significant effect
on survival or growth of planted cherrybark oak. Large
seedlings can be toppruned without reducing survival,
and will actually grow more vigorously than unpruned
seedlings. Thus the advantage in toppruning to

reduce shipping and handling expense may be
obtainable (Johnson et a!. 1986). In this study,
however, top pruning occurred aft..r the seedling was
planted. Pruning before outplanting may affect vigor in
ways not tested in this study. Recommended planting
depth is with the root collar at groundline for best
survival (Kennedy 1993). Results from this study
indicate that 2-0 seedlings can be planted with the root
collar as deep as 1 R below groundline without a
reduction in survival or growth, as long as the planting
hole is adequate for the root system. This eases the
operational requirementsfor planting large seedlings,
as a standard hole size can be used rather than
"custom digging" a hole for each seedling.
Application of the results of this study to reforestation of
bottomland hardvlrood and wetland forests depends
upon the objectives of the landowner. While directseeding has the lowest initial cost of any artificial
regeneration method (Bullard et al. 1991), the
landowner will have to accept smaller trees early in the
rotation. Planting larger seedlings may have
considerable merit on rougher sites without competition
control. If expensive site preparation and vegetation
management treatments can be avoided, those savings
may offset the greater expenses associated with
producing and planting larger seedlings. Further
research, however, is needed to test this hypothesis.
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RESPONSES OF LOBLOLLY PINE BIOMASS AND SPECIFIC LEAF
AREA TO VARIOUS SITE PREPARATION TREATMENTS'
Mingguang Xu, Timothy B. Harrington and M. Boyd Edwards2

t NTRODUCTION
Some studies demonstrate that siMcuEural treatmenb,
such as site preparation, can improve forest biomass
produdon, but few of these studies have focused on
quantrfylng individud branch and total tree biomass
responses to treatment. Treatments can influence
above-ground biomass production by affecting branch
8ize and number within the crown (Gillerspie et af 19994).
Understanding how the treatments influence each
component of stand biomass is needed to idenMy
mechanisms of 8tand response, which can be used to
refine specifications for silviculturai treatmen&,
Therefore, the objectives of this study were to quanMy
eflecb of several sitepreparationtreatments on specific
leaf area and foliage biomass of planted loblolly pine
and to infer how treatment has aflected stand
productjvQ.

TREATMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL
DESIGN
The research was conductetd at an edsting sitepreparation stu* at the Hitchiti Expedmental For&
near Macon, GA. From fall 1981 to spring 1982, the
following six treatments were applied to 0.8-ha plots,
1. Clearcut only (CG):no site preparation.
2. Clearcut plus cut reSidual trees (GC+CUq: all
residual trees greater than 2.5 cm DBH were cut M h a
chainsaw in August 14985,

3, Shear and chop (SC): shearing with a KG blade and
chopging with a rotary drum were performed with a
single pass of a €3-7 tractor from September to
November 1981.
4. Shear and chap plus herbicide (SC+W): SG pius
Velpar Gridball pelleb at 2.8 kg a.i.fha in March 1982.

5. Shear, root-rake, burn, and disk (SRBB): in
September to October 4 981, residual trees w r e
sheared, irooistocics were raked into windrow and
burned, remaining debris was scattered with a
bulldozer blade, and plots were disked with an offset
harrow to a depth of 15-20 cm.
6. Shear, root-rake, burn, disk, fertilize, and herbicide
(SRBD+FX): SRBD plus ammonium-nitrate fertilizer
(114 kg Nlha), Oust herbicide (0.42 kg a.i./ha)were
applied from March to April, 1983.
The 6 treatments were arranged in a randomized
complete Mock with 5 replications, for total of 30 plots.

TREE MEASUREMENTS
1. Stem analysis: One sample tree was selected
random& from each plot and measured for DBW (cm),
total height (m), and diameter (mm) and height (m) of
each branch. Relative height (RW) of each branch was
calculated as follow: RH=branch heighaotal height.
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2. SpeGjfic leaf arm (SLA, em2kaf aredg foMage dry
weight) and branch foliage (g) were measured on each
of 5 brancheg per tree kcat& at vafious reja*e
heights.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The following lnear refadonships were devdopsd wit31
backward dimination in st@
departure of independent variabfw vvag controlled by
a=0.05:
Dependant variable
Branch diameter
Branch foliage biomass
Tree foliage biomass

Independent variable
RH
RW, branch diameter
DBH

Indicator variables for each treahent were tested
(a=0.05) for their effects on the parameters of each
linear relationship.

A sc
@ SC+H
@ sRBD

Specific Leaf Area
Specific leaf area of toblol& pine averaged 28.9 cm2/g,
and it did not differ significanw (P=0.11) among the
treatmenb.

Branch Diameter
Branch diameter decreasedwith increasing relative
height (Figure 1). Because they were older, branches
at the boaom of the crown were larger than those at
the top. The treatmenb SC and SRBD+FH, increased
branch diameter rdative to trees in clearcut-on& plots
for the tower (0.4-0.6 RH) and upper crown (0.8-0.9

Branch Foliage Biomass
Branch foliage biomass changed with branch relative
height after adjusting for branch diameter (Figure 2). At
middle parts (relative height =0.75) of the crown th.

w

@ A

~'=0.37

@

@
@2%

4B

@

@

Relative height
Figure ?-Relationship betvveen branch diameter and relative height. Treatments are: CC=ciearcut only, resjdual tress
remained; CC+CUT=CC pius manual cutting of residual trees; SC=shear and chop; SC+H=SC plus hexanone;
SRBD=shear, rootrake, burn piles, and disk; SRBD+FH=SRBID @usnitrogen fertilizer and suffometuron.

Relative height
Figure 2-Relationship between the residuals of branch foliage biomass (after adjusting for branch diameter, Brd) and
relaave height. Treatments are: CC=clearcut only, residual trees remained; CC+CVT=CC plus manual cutting of residual
trees: SC=shear and chop; SC+H=SC plus hexminone; SRBD=shear, rootrake, burn piles, and disk; SRBD+FH=SRBD
plus nitrogen feltilner and sulfometuron.

A sc

@ SC+H

@ SRBD
@ SRBD+FH

Cubic DBH (cm3,x 1000)
Figure 3-Relationship between tree foliage biomass and DBH. Treatments are: CC=clearcut only, residual trees
remained; CC+CUT=CC plus manual cutting of residual trees; SC=shear and chop; SC+H=SC plus hexazinone;
SRBD=shear, rootrake, burn piles, and disk; SRBD+FH=SRBD plus nitrogen fertilizer and sulfometuron.
branch foliage biomass is more than those at bottom or
top of crown even though the branch size are larger at
the bottom of crown (Figure 1). In the lower crown,
treatment SC increased foliage biomass and the
treatment SRBD decreased foliage biomass,

Tree Foliage Biomass
Tree foliage biomass increased with the cube of DBH
(Figure 3). For a given DBH, trees in treatment SC had
more foliage biomass than those in clearcut-only plots.
Increases in tree foliage biomass from this treatment
probably resutted from larger values for branch
diameter and foliage biomass (Figure 1 and Figure 2).

CONCLUSIONS
1. Specific leaf area did not diffier significantly among
treatments.

2. Branch diameter decreased lineart)r with increasing
relative height. Treatments increased branch diameter
either in the upper (SC) or lower crown (SRBD+FW)
relative to trees in clearcut-only plots.

3. Branch foliage biomass peaked at about 0.75
relatlve height. ARer adjusting for branch diameter,

branch foliage biomass in the lower crown (0.4-0.6
RH) was either greater (SC) or less (SRBD) than that of
trees in clearcut-only plots.
4. Tree foliage biomass increased with DBH. For a
given DBH, trees in SC had more foliage biomass than
those in clearcut only plots.
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ENW-YEAR SURVIVAL AND GRO
OF SIX BOTTOMLAND HARDWOOD SPECIES'
M. Stine, J. L, Chambers, M. Wilson and K. Ribbsck2

n survival rangcad from a low of 17 per&
for water oak, NIean climmeter ranged frm 6.2 inches for

for Shumrd oak to a high of 68.2
n to 10.3 inches for
n to 61.0 feet for water oak.

INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been an increased interest in
planting bottomland hardwood species in the coastal
plain (Roth, Wheeler, and Covin 1992), with
bottomland oaks being some of the most valued of ail
boeomlandspecies in the Southeast. Mast studies
have reported on earty survival and growth of many
species establishedwith various planting methods
(Kennedy et a/. 1989, Allen 1990), while long-term
growth data for bottomland oak planmons is critically
lacking in the literature (Krinard and Johnson 1988;
Roth II et al. 1992 ). We report here on the 20 year
performance of seven bottomland species.
This plantation was established in 1970 and 1971 to
compare species performancewith different types of
planting stock (bare root and containerized seedlings)
and planting method (dibbleslit and auger-hole). The
first and second growing season results are
summarlzed in Roth 11 (1972). We were contacted by
the Forestry Supervisor of the Red River Wildlife
Management Area, where the plantation is located,
about remeasuringthe plantation. Remeasurement of
plantations estaMished years predously can provide
some insight into growth expectations but can also
provide incomplete or even misleading information.
in going through the records, and while at the site, we
determinedthat errors in the origind plantation map
precluded determining the various treatment locations
of planlring stock type and planting methods in the
current study. Thus, only species performance could

be determined. This presents proMems with
determining if there are tong-term effects of what the
original study tested. We present here the current
conditions of the plantation and the assumptions that
must be made, and are often ignored, when measuring
older plantations.

METHODS
This plantation is located on the Red River Wildlife
Management Area, near Shw, LA. It is located on an
old-field site, between the Red River and Midsippi
River levees. The site is mostty Commerce silty loam
soil on 24 of the 28 plots, with two plots being
Commerce silty clay loam, and two plots being Mhoon
silty clay loam. The plantation layout did not control for
the variation in soil types. The plantation was
established over a two year period, beginning in 1970,
with one-year-old nursery grown bare root seedlings
planted the first year in either auger-holes or dibblesfits,
in a split plot design. In 1971 one-year-old and eight- to
ten-week-old tublings were planted in a second splitplot design. All seedlings were planted on a 10 x 10
foot spacing, with a total of 150 seedlings planted (50
for each planting method; dibble-dit, auger-hole, and
tublings) on each plot for each of the seven species,
with four replications. Chemical and mechanicalweed
control was conducted through 1971.
Survival measured in 1970 and 1971, and heights
measured in 1971, were reported by Roth 11 (1972).
The plantatjon was remeasured for suruival, height, and
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dbh in 1990. The exact @antingmethod for the
sunriving trees could no longer be determined, thus
pianting method and year plant& were not considered
when the tree@were remeasured. In 1990, ail trees
were counted for survival data, and 20 tress were
sdhsctsd at random for hdght and dbh measurement.
Plot means were arc sine transformed prior to anams
of variance and the Duncan's muttipte range tmt with
System (SAS Institute Inc.
19888).Untransformed plot means are presented in this
report.

RESULTS
At the end of the bare-root seedling's first growing
season, sunniral ranged from 76-9796 witti significant
differences among species (P < 0.01) and planting
methobs (P c 0.01) and a signfficant species by
Nantlng method interaction (p < O.Ol)(Roth 11 1972).
Similar results occurred in the second year, with Mack
gum and sweet pecan rcaspectively, having the highest
and poorest survival in both years (Roth 11 1972).
Growth at the end of the second grovving season
ranged from 0.34 ft for Mackgum to I.55 ft for water
oak, with significant diierences among species (P c
0.01) and planting method (dibMe-slits best, P ~ 0 . 0 5 ) ~
but the species by planting method interadon was not
significant.
When the plantation was remeasured in 1990, the
survival of biackgum was near zero and this species
was not included in the current measurements. For the
remaining six species, significant diierences for survival
(P = 0.0364), height (P = 0.0001), and dbh (P=
0.0001) were found and these results are summarS+ed
in Table 1. Current mean basal areas over the four
replications ranged from a high of 123.3 ff/ac for water
oak to a low of 19.8 *lac for Shumbrd oak.
Cherrybark oak, willow oak, Nuttall oak, and sweet
pecan were intermediatewith mean basal areas of 84.1
ftqac, 69.0 ff/ac, 49.9 Wac, 21.6 Wac respectively.

DISCUSSION
The performance of the species in this @antationare
comparabfe to what has been reporZed in other studies.
Site indiceg (at base of 50 years) on Commerce soils
range from 85 to 105 for water oak, Nuttalt oak and
willow oak, from 90to 110 ft for Shumard and
cherrybark oaks, and from 95 to 115 for sweet pecan
(Broadfoot 1976). Kenneciy et al. (1987) reported
mean 10-year heights of the tallest 100 trees of 20.0,
20.6 and 23.9 ft and mean diameters of 2.3, 2.6 and
2.7 inches for pianta@on-growncherrybark, Nuhll, and
water oaks respectively. These values should nearly
double by age 20 based on other studies. At age 15,
Krinard and Kennedy (1987) reported mean heights of
26.1 ft and 16.5 ft and mean dbh of 5.0 inches and 2.2
inches for Nuttall oak, and svveet pecan respective&,
on Sharkey day soils at Stoneville, MS. Krinard and
Johnson (1988) reported mean height of 60.6 ft and
mean diameter of 6.6 inches for 27-year old water
oaks in plantaaons on Calloway silt loam or silty clay
roams near Winnsboro, Louisiana.
For cherrybark oak, Francis (1983) reported 20-year
mean heights of 39-41 ft and diameters of 4.2 to 4.4
inches and Clatterbuck and Hodges (1988) present
similar 20-year heights (56 ft.) and diameters (6-9
inches) in natural stands. Roth II et al. (1993) reported
21-year mean height of 55.5 ft and dbh of 5.7 inches
(basal area 112.7 ft.* ) for cherrybark oaks planted on a
7ft x 8ft spacing. In our study the lower initial basal
area was likely responsible for a considerably greater
diameter growth. For treatments thinned at age 10 and
having basal areas similar to ours at age 21, a mean
heighd:of 56.4 ft and dbh of 6.9 inches were reported
(Roth II et at. 1993) .
In this study we were forced to make several
assumptions. The first was that since this was a long
term study that utilized a plantation having significant
levels of mortality over the past 20 years, we had to

Table 1. Twenty year measurements of survival, height, and dbh for the six sunriving species. Values presented are plot
means. Means followed by the same letter are not significant at a = 0.05
Sunrival
Species
Percent
water oak
68.2 A
cherrybark
43.8 AB
Nuttall oak
38.2 AB
willow oak
37.2 AB
pecan
25.8 B
Shurnard
17.1 B

Heiaht
Species
water oak
willow oak
cherrybark
Nuttail oak
pecan
Shumard

-

Feet
61.0 A
55.1 AB
51.O B
43.6 C
40.6 C
37.4 C

DBH
Species
cherrybark
water oak
willow oak
Nuttall oak
Shumard
pecan

Inches
10.3 A
9.5 AB
8.9 BC
8.0 CD
7.4 DE
6.2 E
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Stand DevelopmentllntermediateManagement
Site Preparation
Moderator:
PHILLIP M. DOUGHERTY
USDA Forest Service
Research Triangle Park, NC

EFFECTS OF FERTILIZER AND HERBICIDE APPLICATION
ON THE GRO H AND YIELD OF OLDER LOBLOLLY PINE
PLANTATIONS0-YEAR RESULTS1
Roger A. Williams and Kenneth W. Fanish'

r

compared to thta control. Similar growth gains in vdume growth p8r tres and perf acre w e also r e a l i .

INTRODUCTION
In the southeastern United States, forest fertilization
has become an accepted sikricuNtural tool for increasing
forest productivity. Over 1.2 million acres of loblolly pine
(Pinus taeda L.) and O."7million acres of slash pine
(Pinus el!io&ii Engelm.) were reported to have been
opera~onallyfertirired by 1987 (Allen 1987). These
values have increasedto 1.5 million and 1.07 million
acres, respectively, by the end of 1988 (NCSFNC
1989). Operational forest fertilization recommendations
have been developed from over 20 years of research
involving extensive series of field trials that encompass
a wide variety of stands and site conditions (Priichett
and Comerford 1983, Wells and Allen 1985).
With the rise in the use of fertilizers in forest
management has also come increased interest in
accurately predictingtree and stand growth responses
to fertilizer treatment, and the subsequent volume and
economic gains or losses. A survey of Wenty-eight
southern forest industries revealed that the use of soil
grouping represented the most frequentty used
individual diagnostic technique (80%), followed by soil
and foliar analysis (60%), to idenMy candidate stands
and make fertilization prescriptions(Jokela et al. 1988).
Foliar analysis is generally viewed as having greater
diagnostic potential than soil analysis alone, since foliar
analysis integrates soil nutrient availability and stand
demand for a nutrient (AJlen 1987). Foliar analysis is
the method that has been the most studied and
reviewed (Leaf 1973, McNeil et al. 1988, van de
Driessche W97, Mdls et al. 1973) and has been
recommended, along with soils identification, for

determining fertilization prescriptionsfor loblolly pine
(Wells and AJIen 1985).
The biological response of ;a forest stand to fertilization
often depends on how well the native supply of
nutrients in a site meet the demands of the stand.
These nutrient demands are cfynarnic throughout the
life of a stand and are dependent upon the stage of
stand development. Older stands of southern pine are
usually more responsive to additions of nitrogen (N) or
N + phosphorous (P) than to P alone (Allen 1987).
Volume responses of individual stands to fertilization
vary depending upon site and stand attributes, but
consistent gains of 40-50 cubic feetiacreear have
been reported across a range of species and regions
(Allen 1987). Ailen (1985) reports the potential return
on real investments, depending on site quality and
stand density, for 5-year response following N+P
fertilization at age 20 to be from 3.5 to 20.3 percent for
a product regime of pulpwood, chip'n'saw, and
mber at $15/cord, $4O/cord, and $15O/MBF
(Scribner), respectively.

Wells and Allen (1985) suggest that stands that are to
be fertilrzed should be burned within a year, but not just
prior to fertilization. Burning is performed to enhance
the effect of ferltikaticln on the grovvth of the residual
crop tie- by eliminating the competing vegetation that
e use fertilizer nutrients. However, a
trend eAsb toward increased use of herbjcida and
away from burning for this purpose because of tighter
regulations on smoke management and narrow

'Paper p e s e n t d at the Eighth Biennial S o u t h SiMu&ural Rescwrch Conference, Auburn, AL, Now. 1 - 3 , l W .
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M n d o w to perform the burning due to weaher
conditions. The praClice of comlrining herbidde or
other cultural &eTjltments and fertifizer simuttaneousl\j
has been studied for loUolly pine and other Pinus spp.
(Cellier and Stephens 1980, Hawood and Tiarks
19981, Squire 19T7, Tiarks and Xayvvaod 1981) but hag
been confined primaw to the time of flanting or during
the establishment period. bittae rwearch has been
documented to date concerning the eRe&eness of
these combined praetiGss in older plantations nearing
rotation age. This paper reports the second-year resub
of a five-year study to examine the e8e- of fertirizer
and herbicide applications on the growth and yield of
older loblolly pine @antationsat ages 25 and 30 years,

METHODS
A total of sixteen @antationswere identified as potential
candidate stands for this study based upon stand
criteria (70 to 120 @ of pine basal area; site index, base
age 25, between 50 and 75 feet; approximately 25 or
30 years of age), accessibiltty, and soil texture (at least
moderatelywell-drained upland loamy soils).
The plantations were sampled for pine foliage nutrient
determinations. in each plantation, 15 randomly located
co-dominant and dominant~loblollypines were selected.
A 12-gauge shotgun was used to shoot a small branch
from the upper crown of each tree. Foliage samples
from the previous growing seasons were placed in
labeled bags and returned to the laboratory. The foliage
samples were oven-dried in a forced-draft oven at 70°C
for at least 48 hours. The needles were then ground to
pass a 40 mesh sieve in a Wiley mill and again dried at
70°C to constant weight.

Total Phosphorous
A 2 g sample of the ground foliage was placed in a
numbered, acid-washed crucible and ashed at 550°C
in a muffle furnace. The ash was then dissolved in
dilute HCI and diluted with distilled water to 100 mls. A
2 ml aliquot of each sample was placed in a 50 ml
volumetric flask and 5 drops of 0.25% p-nitrophenol
were added. the solution was neufrdlzedwith 5N
NaOH until it reached a yellow end point. Each flask
was filled ha#-way with distilled water, and then 8 mls of
a solution containing (NH,)Mo,O,~*~H,O,
KSbO*C4X40,, and ascorbic acid was added. The
samples were diluted to the 50 ml volume with distilled
water. After 10 minutes, light absorbance was
measured on these samples at 860 nm on a Baush
and Lomb Spectronic 20 spectrophotometer. Resub
were e x p r ~ e on
d a percent phosphorous by weight
basis. Samples of pine foliage mateial from the
National Bureau of Standards were analyzed along with
the unknown samples to serve as a qualw control
measure.

Total Nitrogen
The total nitrogen content (N) of the foliage samples
were determined by the Kjeidahl method. A 0.1 g

sample of the dried and ground foliage was placed in a
digestion fi~~3k.
Bailing chips were added vvith 4 m k of
suffuic*&iHic acid. The samplw were left to soak in
the acid overnight. Sodium thiosuMate pentafiydrarte
added to the digestion tubes and they were
then heated in a digestion block for 30 minutes at
3 5 W . The flasks were eoofed and 1.Ig of )(,SO,
@&btwas added to each. The soiutjons were again
heated at 400'6 for one hour after initial clearing. The
samples were quanm&ely transferred to a 100 ml
flask. A 5 ml aliquot was placed in a 150 m9 beaker,
and 40 mfs of distjlled w&er and 5 mls of 2.5 m NaOH
were added. Readings were taken with an Orion
ammonia electrode and Orion specific ion meter.
Rwutts were calculated as percent nitrogen by weight.
Sam@@of pine foliage material from the National
Bureau of Standards were analyred along with the
unknown samples ts serve as a quality control
measure.

Final Stand Selection

As a result of the laboratory analysis, ten plantationsfive in the 24-26 year-old class and five in the 30-32
year-old class were selected for study. The foliar
anaws performed in the laboratory phase was the
criteria used to select these ten plantations. Since it
was determined that phosphorus (P) was more limiting
than nitrogen (N) on sampled sites, values of P were
used as the final selection criteria (Table I). From these
results, and from previously published data, it was
determined that fertilizer would be applied to sample
plots at a rate of 1501b. N,50 Ib. P. The attributes of the
plantations used in this study are listed in Table 2.
Table 1. Nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) values
determined for the study sites
Study
site
W1

N(~ct)
1.34
1.31
1.32
1.37
1.48
1.26
1.46
1.39
1.48
1.56

p (pet)

- Age class = 25 -

-

0.097
0.097
0.099
0.102
0.107
Age class = 30 0.093
0.099
0.105
0.109
0.115

Age
25
25
26
25
26
32
32
32
30
30

Plot Measurements
Each treatment plot is 0.25 acre in size, with a 0.1 acre
circular measurement plot located at the center of each
treatment plot. Diameter at breast height (dbh) was
measured for each pine tree in the intermediate

TaMe 2, Summary of st-and charadema by tseatment and aged-

Treahsnt
Fertilizer
Fertilizer
+ herbicide
Herbicide
Control

B a d area
(elacre)

Average
stand
diamstgr
(in.)

Trees per
acre

75.4

114

77.9
81'6
76.8

125
134
120

--Bdl P l o b
10.9

Fertilizer
Fertilizer
+ herbicide
Herbicide
Control

65.0

10.6
10.4
10.8
-Age Class = 25105
10.7

74.4
76.8
73.3

132
134
128

Fertilizer
Fertilizer
+ herbicide
Herbicide
Control

Average
stand
hsight
(fi)

Volume
Per
acre
(rt3,o.b.)

64.6

2326

64.2
63.6
64.8

2378
2471
2354

63.4

1956

62.6
62.4
62.5

2199
2270
2172

85.7

10.2
10.2
10.2
-Age Class = 30124
11.1

65.7

2695

81.2
87.0
80.4

119
134
112

65.8
65.0
67.2

2545
2703
2549

through dominant crown classes on each plot. An
aluminum identification tag was nailed to the tree with
an aluminum nailjust below the point at which dbh was
to be measured. The dbh tape was situated on the tree
for measurement by resting the tape on top of the nail,
making sure the tape was aligned around the tree as
best as possible before reading the meaurement. A
thin line was painted on the tree at the po$ition where
dbh was measuredwith orange paint. This was done
so that (1) the point of measurement could be
relocated if the nail was removed, and (2) measured
trees could be easily seen.
Due to time constsaints, total height measuremenb
were recordedwith a Suunto ctineometer for two trees
on each plot, for a total of 24 trees on each site, or a
total of 240 trees from a#ten sites.The total height of
these same trees are measured each year. This data
(dbh and total height) was used to generate a height
equation for the purpose of devdoping a local height
on a n a m was perfomed to
table. Non-linear reg
produce the equation:

11.1
10.7
11.5

three more years to give an evaluation of the effect of
these treatments on growth and yield over a five-year
period.

Treatment Applications
Fertilizerwas applied late winter-earty spring. Specially
blended fertilizer at a ratio of 36-12-0 was used. One
hundred four pounds of this fertilizer was applied to
each of the fertilizer and fertilizerherbicide plots (6 plots
per site) to achieve an application rate of 150 Ibs N:50
Ibs P per acre. Fertilizerwas applied by walking across
the plots with a spreader.
Herbicide was applied during early spring. Velpar L, in a
1:1 ratio mix, was applied at a rate of 1.25 galslacre
with a backpack applicator. This was accomplished by
placing a 3-foot by 3-foot gridwork across treatment
plots, and applying 2 mi of herbicide at the gridvvork
intersections.

RESULTS
Diameter Increment

where H = tow hsight (feet) and D = dbh (inches). This
analysis produced an R2value of 0.58.
The dbh and totaJ height measurements have been
recorded prior to treatment apptication, and for the first
two grovving years since treatment application.
Measurmentrr of Vterse stand attributes will continue for

In the second growing season after treatment, the
fertilizer and fertilizer + herbicide treatments continued
to surpass the growth response to the herbicide
treatment alone and the control (Table 3). Diameter
increment of fertilized trees was 29.6 percent greater
than the control during the second year, averaging 24.5
percent greater over the two years since treatment
Trees receivingthe fertilizer + herbicide
(Figure I).
treatment were not significantly diierent from the

TaMe 3. Diameter at breast height incremenr (inches) by treatment and age classbfor the first and second growing
seasons fodowing trsatment.
Age Class = 30

Age Class = 25

All PIots
Treatment

YrlC

Yr2

Yrl+2

Yrl

Yr2

Yr1+2

Yrl

YR

Yr1+2

Feitilizer
Fertilizer +
Herbicide
Herbicide
Control

0.30d

0.3sd

Q.66d

0.32*

8.40'

0.72'

0.30d

0.3id

8.60"

0.30d
0.24'
0.26'

0.36~ 0.67*
0.28'
0.52"
0.27"
0.53'

0.32d
0.24'
0.27'

0.3ad
0.31'
0.29'

0.70'
0.56"
0.56'

0.30d
0.24'
0.26"

0.34~ 0,63$
0.24'
0.48'
0.25'
0.51'

'increment valueg with same letters (d,e) indicate no significant difference
at the p=0.05 level.
age class at time of treatment application
" Yrl = the first growing season only; YR = the second growing season only;
Yr1+2 = the first and second growing seasons combined.

Year I

Year 2

Fert

Herb
Treatment

Year 1+2

Figure 1- Treatment effects of fertilizer, herbicide, and fertilizer plus herbicide on diameter increment of loblolly pine over
two growing seasons as compared to the controt (no treatment).

Year 2

Year 1

Year 1 + 2

3 0 Yr

2 5 Yr
Age Class

Figure 2- Effect of fertilizer alone on diameter increment of loblolly pine by age class over the two growing seasons as
compared to the control.
fertilizer alone treatment in diameter increment, but
were 33.3 and 26.4 percent greater than the control in
year two diameter increment and cumulativetwo-year
diameter increment, respectively. The herbicide alone
treatment produced diameter increments significantly
diierent from the control.
The data from both growing seasons consistentfyshow
that the herbicide applications, either with or without
fertilization, which were aimed at reducing mid- and
understory competition for the crop trees, did not
significantfy influencethe growth of those crop trees. In
fact, the herbicide treatment alone displayed stightiy
reduced growth compared to the control after the first
grovving season, possibly as the result of herbicide
stress placed on the crop trees. On the other hand, the
fertil~ationcleariy enhanced growth, adually producing
greater growth gains in the second growing season
than in the first foUovving treatment (Figure 1). The
fertilizer alone treatment which produced a diameter
increment gain of 15.4 percent in the first groAng
season, produced a 29.6 percent gain in year two. This
may suggest that the effects of fertilizer on growth
gains of crops trees have not peaked during the
second year following treatment However, it is still
premature to conclude.

A dierence in the growth response of the two age
classes (25 and 30 years at treatment) noted during the
first growing season continued in the second (Figure
2). The 25-year age class was again more responsive
to the fertilizer treatment, averaging a 37.9 percent
increase in diameter increment over the control
compared to 24.0 percent for the 30-year age class
during the second growing season. Over two growing
seasons, the 25-year age class showed a 28.6 percent
increase in diameter increment over the control, while
the 30-year age class was 17.6 percent greater.

Cubic Volume IncrementVolume increment per tree was also calculated during
the second growing season as was performed for the
first. Volume equations by Amateis and Burkhart (1987)
were used to estimate tree volumes. Volume increment
per tree showed similar gains on the fertiI'aer treatmenb
(TaMe 4). Average cubic volume (ft3, o. b.) increment
per tree increased 32.3 percent over the control in the
fertiliier alone treatment during the second growing
season. This brought the two-year average gain in that
parameter to 26.9 percent over the control. Variability
between trees in volume increment was greater than
that measuredfor diameter increment alone since a
second parameter, total height, was entered into the
estimations.

Tabre 4. Average cubic volume (d, 0.b.) incremenr psr tree by treatment and age classbfor the first and s e m d growing
seasons follodng tre&ment.

Fertilizer
Fertilizer +
Her&cide
Herbicide
Control

Age Class = 25

Aft Ptob

Treatment

Age Class = 30

Y r l V r 2

Yrl+2

Yrl

Yr2

Yrl+2

Yrl

1.45Id

3.130d

1.6Sd

f.'i"gd

3.38'

1.58"

3.23d
2.48""
2.60e

1.59"
'l.ltif
1.25"

1.7gd
1.37"
1.25""

3.13d
2.53'
2.46'

1.45d
1.2Gd
1.40'

1.7Zd

1.52& 1.73d
4 .21f
I-28'
1.33"
1.30"

Yr2
.67"

Yrl+-2
3.24d

1.77~ 3.3Zd
1.18'
2.43"
1.37" 2.77'

'increment values vvith same letters (d,e,f) indicate no significant
difference at the ~ 0 . 0 level.
5
age class at time of treatment application
Yrl = the first growing season only; YR = the second growing season only;
Yr1+2 = the first and second grovving) seasons combined.

Table 5. Average cubic volume (ff, 0.b.) increment per acre by treatment and age c l a w for the first and second growing
seasons following treatment
Age Class = 25

All Plots

Age Class = 30

Treatment

Yrlb

Yr2

Yr1+2

Yrl

Yr2

Yr1+2

Yrl

Yr2

Yrl+2

Fertilizer
Fertilier +
Herbicide
Herbicide
Control

183.7

196.7

377.7

170.8

186.9

353.6

1Q1.5

206.5

401.7

183.4
160.1
157.4

216.1
172.1
156.5

402.8
333.6
313.3

183.9
155.1
155.9

223.0
183.8
159.5

412.2
338.8
315.4

182.8
165.0
158.8

209.8
158.6
153.3

394.1
327.7
311.0

" age class at time of treatment application
Yrl = the first growing season only: YR = the second growing season only;
Yr1+2 = the first and second growing seasons combined.

Volume increment per acre also showed similar
patterns of gain from fertilization (Table 5). Average
cubic volume (ft', o. b.) increment per acre increased by
25.7 and 20.5 percent for the second grovving season
and the two growing seasons combined, respectively.
Test of significance was not performed about the per
acre volume gains because of the confoundingfactor
of the number of trees per acre. Volumes per acre are
obviously affected by the number of trees per acre as
well as other factors. The number of trees per acre
varied vvithin and between treatmenas, atthough in most
cases not substantially. Hence, a site may display
greater volume g r o w per acre while realizing lower
volume increment per tree because of the higher
number of trees per acre.
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RESPONSES OF GROUNDCOVER UNDER
LONGLEAF PINE TO BIENNIAL SEASONAL
BURNING AND HARDWOOD CONTROL'
William I). B o y d

INTRODIJCTlON
Control of undenrtory hardvvoods in young pine stands
can increase growth of the overstory, reduce fuel loads,
improve access, reduce cost of future site or seedbed
preparation, and increase cover of grasses and other
herbaceous vegetation.

averaged about 700 trees per acre. The last fire on all
study areas was a prescribed burn in January 1962.

A study was initiated in 1973 to determine the longterm effects sf several harbvuood control treatments on
understory succession and overstory growth.
Combinations of fire, mechanical, and chemical
treatments were applied. A major objective was to
record treatment effects on stand development over
time and determine the composition and structure of
midstory and understoryvegetation that ultimately
stabilized under the dierent treatment regimes.

Three blocks were established, each with 12, square,
0.4-acre treatment plots. Plots were thinned to 500
welCdistributed dominant and codominant pines per
acre. All pines in 0.1-acre measurement plots at the
centers of treatment plots were marked and numbered,
and their height and d.b.h. recorded. Trees averaged
22 feet in height and 3.2 inches in d.b.h. Basal area
(BA) averaged 30 square feetlacre. Based on heights
of dominant and codominant trees recorded in 1992, at
age 33, estimated age50 site indexes for longleaf pine
(Farrar 1981) ranged from 77 to 81 feet on study
Mocks.

I have already reported effects of treatments on growth
of the longleaf pine (Pinus pelustds Milt.) overstory
(Boyer 1987,1994). I also have reported the effects of
a single chemical treatment, with and without fire, on
development of woody vegetation (Boyer 1991), as well
as development of hardwoods in relation to season of
biennial burns (Boyer 1993).

Twelve treatment combinations were randomly
assigned to the 12 plots in each block. Each of four
fire treatments-prescribed fire at 2-year intervals in
winter (January or February), spring (April or May), and
summer (July or August), plus an unburned checkwas combined with three supplemental treatments.
These were:

METHODS

(1) injection of all hardwood stems above I-inch in
diameter with a herbicide in the spring of 1973, (2)
cutting just above groundline of all woody stems,
including volunteer pines, more than 4.5 feet tall in
1973 and as needed thereaffer, and (3) untreated
check. All plots with fire treatments were first burned in
January 1974. Then season of burn treatmenb were
begun. Spring burns were abays in odd-numbered
years. Since 1979, vvinter burns have been in evennumbered and summer burns in odd-numbered years.

The study was -Mished
in 1973 on a sandy upland
Coastal Plain site on the Escambia Experimental Forest
in southwatern Alabama ( maintained by the USDA
Forest Service, SouUIern Research Station, in
cooperation with the T.R. Miller Mil Company). Study
sites supported natural stands of longleaf pine that
were 14 years old from seed and 12 years from
removal of a seed-tree overstory. Pine stocking
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The pretreatment composition and biomass of
groundcover vwebtion were determined through
destructive sampling of nine 3.1 foot by 3.1 foot gampie
plots Mhin each 0.1-acre mewurement plot in the late
summer of 1973. The abovwround portions of all
living woody plant8 0.54nch or lee8 in diameter 6 inches
above grounane were hanrested and species or genus
was recorded. Nf remaining Mng vegebtion in each
also hawwted and sorted into three
categories: (1) g r w e s and gradike, (2) forb, and (3)
legumczs. AU hawested vegetation was ovendn'ed to a
constant weight at 70° C, and dry wgight was recorded
by measurement plot, sample plot, and catwory.
Surface litter (all organic material above mineral soil)
was collected from a 1.O-squarefoot plot nested within
each 9.6-squarefoot sample plot, Litter was ovendried
at 70" C and weighed.
Understoryvegetation and organic litter were
resampled, as described above, in the late summer and
early fall of 1980 and 1982. Vegetation was harvested
from nine new sample plots per measurement plot
during each of these two examinations.
Information on understory biomass and composition
from this study was compared with similar information
from a study in mature longleaf pine. Well-stocked
stands were thinned in 1957 to densities of 18,27, 36,
and 45 square feet of BNacre. The same four burning
treatments (biennial burns in winter, spring, summer
plus unburned check) were established in 1970 under
each of the four densities on two Mocks. In all, there
were 32 0.625-acre treatment plots. In 1970, residua!
pines averaged 60 to 70 years old. Understory
vegetation and l i r were sampled as in the present
study before treatment and five times thereafter, with
the last in 1981. At each of the periodic examinations,
understory vegetation and litter on 10 sample plots per
treatment plot were harvested, ovendried, and weighed.

RESULTS
Biomass Changes over Time
Understory biomass was sampled before burning

treatmen% were initiated and neaPty 12 years after the
fast burn. Pfsk had been burned four or fivg t i m s
before the first remeaisurement, and once more before
the second remeasurement. Total biomas averaged
8,251 IWacre before treatment increased to 10,663
tbslacre in 1980 and fell to 9,178 IWacre 2 years later
(TaMe 1). Green biomass averaged 10 percent of total
understory biomass at each examination. Ovemtov
pine den* increased from 30 square fest of BNacre
in the winter of 1973 to 75 square feeuacre in the
winter of 1983. Despits the increae in ovemtory
den*, both green and total understory biomags were
higher in 1982 than 1973. Despite biennial burning,
the principal change was a steady increase in woody
biomass from 55 to 62 percent of understory green
biomas, and a paralld decline in the herbaceous
component. This decline was entirely due to loss of
grass biomass, which fell from 238 to 132 Ibslacre.
Forb biomass actually increased from 131 to 204
lbslacre and that of legumes rose from 8 to 10 lbslacre
from 1973 to 1982.

Biomass and Burning Treatments

Green Bkmarss.
Total green biomass in the understory was not
signRcantly affected by burning treatmen@,but a19
components were (Table 2). Woody understory
vegetation was most abundant on unburned and least
on burned plots. This component amounted to 91
percent of total green understory biomass on unburned
plots in 1982, but only 49 percent of the total on burned
plots. All nonwoody components were least abundant
on unburned plots.
Biomass of woody vegetation and grass were not
significantly affected by season of burn, but those of
forbs and legumes were. Forb biomass was
significantly lower with spring than with winter or
summer burns. Legume biomaa was significantly
lower with summer than with winter or spring burns.
Legume biomass on summer-burned plots, however,
was not significanay greater than that on unburned
plots.

Table 1. Change in ground cover biomass with time (all plots).
Green biomass
Year

Stand basal
areafacre Woo*

Herbaceous

Total

Organic
litter

Total

Table 2. Effect of burning treatments on understory
biomass in 1982.
-

-

Season of burn
Component
Winter
Woody
Grasses
Forbs
Legumes
Total green
Litter
Totalbiomass

34433'
178a
292a
13a
827
4072c
4900c

highest densiQ mature stands sampled in 1981 (Table
3). At the time of sampfing, young stands were 24
years old with an average of 482 trees and BA of 75
square feetlacre. Mature stands averaged 77 years
OM, with 48 trees and 63A af 66 square feevacre.

Spn'ng Summer None
(kbslacre)
455b
421b
154a
158a
164b
298a

Table 3. Understory biomass in young and mature pine
stands.
1054a
39b
61c
4b
1158
15042a
16200a

&
789
883
-7196b 6748b 7985b

7631b

' Row means followed by the same letter do not differ
significantly at 0.05 level, according to Duncan's test.

Component Young stand Mature stand -5lfferenceWoody
Grasses
Forb
Legumes
Total green
Lier
Total biomass

568
132
204
10
914
8264
9178

-

(Lbslacre)957
169
376
19
1521
7838
9359

-

(pet)
389 +68.5
37 +28.0
172 +84.3
9 +90.0
607 +66.4
426 -5.2
181 +2.0

Overall, green understory biomass declined 13 percent
between 1980 and 1982. The decline was higher on
burned (18 percent) than on unburned (6 percent)
plots. The composition of green biomass on all burned
plots appeared to be nearing steady state in relation to
season of burn. Shifts among the four components
over the 2 years were quite small. The woody
component increased from 48 to 49 percent of total
green biomass, while grasses declined from 21 to 20
percent and other components were unchanged.
Groundcover conditions on unburned plots had not yet
stabilized, as woody vegetation increased from 86 to 91
percent of total green biomass between 1980 and
1982.

Total organic biomass was almost the same in young
stands as in mature stands. It averaged only 2 percent
higher in mature stands. However, green biomass in
mature stands made up 16 percent of the organic
biomass on the forest floor, compared to 10 percent in
young stands. As a result, green biomass was 66
percent higher in mature than in young stands. Each
component of green biomass was also higher in
mature stands, but the difference for grasses was less
than that for any other component. Organic litter,
however, was 5 percent lower in mature than in young
stands.

Litter.
Large quantities of litter accumulated on unburned
plots. Twenty years after the last burn, dry weight of
organic litter was 15,042 lbslacre, more than double
that with any burning treatment. Litter biomass was
least plentfful with the winter burn, which was the last
burn before sampling. The difference in litter biomass
between spring and summer burns was too small to be
significant. Most of the annual leaf and needle fall
followed the spring and summer burns but preceded
the winter burn.

The composition of green understory biomass in all
mature stands in 1981 (32 treatment plots) was almost
identical to that in all young stands (36 treatment plots)
in 1982 (Figure 1). The woody component comprised
61.0 percent of green biomass in mature compared to
62.2 percent in young stands. Grasses made up 14.9
percent of green biomass in mature and 14.4 percent
in young stands. Forbs made up 22.6 and legumes
1.5 percent of green biomass in mature stands
compared to 22.3 and 1.1 percent, respectively, in
young stands.

Biomass and Supplemental Treatments

The digerenee betirveen mature and young stands in
composition of green understory biomass on burned
and unburned plots was also quite similar. Woody
ground cover in young stands comprised 49 percent of
green understory biomass on burned and 91 percent
on unburned plots. The woody component of green
biomass in mature stands amounted to 47 percent of
the total on burned and 89 percent on unburned plots.
Organic litSer on unburned plots was 15,442 lbslacre in
mature and 15,042 lbslacre in young stands, nearly
equal. Liger on burned plots averaged 5,303 lbslacre
in mature and 6,005 lbslacre in young stands.

Supplemental treatments did not significantly affect total
green biomass, organic li~er,or any green biomass
component in either "1980 or 19982 with the lone
exception of forbs in 1982. At that time, forb biomass
was significantly higher on hand-cleared than on
untreated plots. There were no significant burn by
supplemental treatment interactions for any biomass
component in either year.

Biomass "r Young versus Mature Pine Stands
Understory biomass in the young pine stands in "1982
was compared with understory biomass under the

V

Woody

Grasses

Forbs

Legumes

Biomass Components
Figure 1.-Composition of green biomass under young and mature longleaf pine stands.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Green biomass constituted only 10 percent of total
understory biomass in study areas for all three
measurements. Total green biomass increased 10
percent from 1973 to 1982 even as pine density
increased from 30 to 75 square feet of BNacre. This
rise was attributable to a 25-percent increase in woody
understoy biomass and a 56-percent increase in forb
biomass. Grass biomass declined by 44 percent
during this period. Grasses appear to be particularfy
vulnerable to increasing density of overstory pine. Halls
(1955) reported a decline in grass production from
about 1,000 lbslacre in the open to about 300 Ibslacre
under canopies ranging from 35 to 50 percent. In a
study sampling 960 acres on the Escambia
Experimental Forest, Gaines and others (1954)
reported that herbaceous biomass as a whole declined
from 1,000 lbsfacre in the open to a low of about 475
lbslacre where stand BA reached 110 square feet. In
that study, a decline in herbaceous biomass was more
closely related to an increase in weight of tree litter
(needles and leaves), Herbaceous biomass fell to
about 260 Ibdacre when litter loads reached 8,000
Ibdacre. While Gaines and others (1954) did not
separate herbaceous biomass into grass and forb
componenh, they did observe declines in grass cover

near pines. They reported a zone of influence
extending about 6 to 8 feet from the bases of single
trees, and 20 to 30 feet from groups of trees.
In the present study, burning treatments did not
significantly affect total green understory biomass but it
did affect all componenb of the total. Woody biomass
increased while herbaceous biomass decreased on
unburned plots. Woody biomass had reached 91
percent of total green biomass on unburned plots. It
appeared to be stabiliring near 49 percent of the total
on burned plots, down from 54 percent before
treatment.
Season of burn did not affect biomass of woody
understory vegetation or that of the grasses. Forb
biomass, however, was lower with spring than with
winter or summer burns. Legume biomass was lower
with summer than with winter or spring burns. In a
similar study in Louisiana, initiated in a longleaf pine
seedling stand, Grelen (1975) also found no significant
differences in herbage biomass or composition
associated with burning treatments. However, grasses
made up 90 to 94 percent of the herbaceous biomass
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INTENSIVE SITE PREPARATION FOLLOWING
SITE DISTURBANCE DID NOT ALTER SUCCESSION
OF WOODY SPECIES IN PINE OODS OF EAST TEXASq
Vicky Estrada-Bustillo and Michael S. Fountain2
Abstract-Assessment of the impact that human disturbance has on forest community succession is
crEtical if we want to continue to reflect the natural paths of succession, During 1982-1983, over 1400 ha
of mature pines in a pine-hardvvood forest on the Sam Houston National Forest in Texas were killed by an
epidemic infestation of the southern pine beetle (SPB). Between 1983 and 1988, this area was salvage
logged, site prepared, and reforested, thus offering the opportunity to document woody species
succession on these sites and to compare it to the continuing successionai sere on adjacent undisturbed
sites. Four salvage harvestlsite preparation combinations (conventional logging methods foliowed by
chopping and burning-CLSP, removal of logs by helicopter followed by chopping and burning-HLSP, no
salvage logging followed by chopping and burning-NLSP, removal of logs by helicopter followed by
herbicide applicationto release advance regeneration-HLH) were applied to various locationswithin the
entire disturbed area. Permanent plots were located within each of these treatment areas as well as in
adjacent undisturbed areas. Results indicate that dominant species and community similarity among
treated areas became increasingly similar to the control areas over the initial five years foilowing planting,
according to their importance values (combined relative density and relative basal area). On these sites, it
appears that intensive site preparation did not change species composition to the extent that it altered the
successional sere of the sites.

lN'hR0C)hlCTIOM
While there is much we do not yet understand about
our environment and the fragile ecosystems that keep it
intact, we have learned from experience that when we
deviate from nature's method of land management, we
often create situations that not only differ from our
expected outcomes but result in new and unexpected
obstacles. That is why as land managers we strive
through our various activities, to imitate nature.
Assessing the impact that human disturbance can have
on forest community succession is critical if we want to
continue to reflect through our activities, the natural
path of succession.
The classical theory of secondary succession
described by Clements (1916), as stated in Golley,
1977, is based on autogenic succession whereby a
series of gradual species replacements following
large-scale disturbance leads from a communiw
dominated by early successional species to a
community dominated by climax species. Authors
continue to make inferences regarding successional
change of a forest community based on autogenic
succession citing physiological differences of species,
including grovvth and mortality rates, as factors
contributing to successional change.
However, altogenic disturbances, those dominating
factors external to the plant, are today considered as or

more influential in effecting successional change. In
addition, we now realize that the nature of the
disturbance itself must be taken into account so that
the scale, intensity, number of occurrences as well as
the origin are considered.
In this study a natural disturbance, infestation by
southern pine beetle (Dendroctonus frontalis ), was
followed by human disturbance (intensive site
preparation with chopping and subsequent burning).
Through assessment of species importance and
calculation of similarity between treatment areas, this
study provides information necessary to assess the
impact that a silvicultural, human disturbance can have
on forest community succession.

DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA
Four Notch, the study area, is located on the Sam
Houston National Forest (SHNF), approximately 17
kilometers east of Huntsville, Texas and south of State
Highway 190. The Four Notch area, which is
dominated by loblolly (Pinus taeda ) and shortleaf
(Pinus echinata ) pines, is part of the greater
Pineywood forest of east Texas.
Topography is typified by gently rolling hills (LaPoint
1990). Climate of the area is temperate, averaging 28
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degrees Celsius (82" F) in the summer and I 1 degrees
Cefsius (51" F) during the Mnter. Annuaf precipitation
is approximately 106 cm (41.3 inches) per year with
55% falling betvveen the months of April and
September (LaPoint 1990). Soils wghin the study area
consist of Vertic Paleudalk (Annona series), Arenic
Plinthic PaleudalFs (Depcor series), Grossarenic Plinthic
Paleudub (Gunter series), and AgueaGc Ghromuderts
(Redco series) (USDA Soil Conservation Senrice
1979).
In 1982 the Four Notch area of the Sam Houston
National Forest was designated to become a
vvilderness area under the second Roadiess Area
Review and Evaluation (RARE tl) conducted by the
USDA Forest Service. During the spring of 1982 major
infestatjons of southern pine beetle (SPB) occurred
within the proposed wilderness area. Control of these
spots was initiated by the Forest Service.
However, a Federal Court restraining order was issued
citing wilderness potential stated in the RARE ll
regulations combined with the presence of the Red
Cockaded Woodpecker. Management's plans to cut
and remove the infested trees were halted. By July
1983, when the Forest Service was allowed to initiate
salvage logging operations, more than 1,400
pine-dominated hectares (3500 acres) had been killed
(USDA-FS 1987).

Salvage logging began in August of 1983 using
conventional rubber-tired skidders but was halted in
late Augus;t due to the wet condiaons following
Hurricane Alicia. After four months sakage fogging by
conventional rubber- red skidders was resumed in
some areas, removal of logs by helicopter was initiated
in others, and dead pine trees were felled but not
salvaged in acidiGtisnat areas. All of these areas were
site prepared using a tree crusher followed by
broadcast burning with a helicopter drip torch during
the summer and fall of 1987, Hand planting of lobiolfy
pine seedlings at approximately 1700-1900 per hectare
was done during the early spring of 1988.
in the podons of the study area which were not
exposed to beette infestations or site preparation
predominant understory woody species were American
beaulyberry (Callicarpa americanaf and yaupon (llex
vomitorla) accompanied by red maple (Acer rubrum) ,
loblolly pine and eastern hophornbeam (Ostrya
virginiana) (Tables 1 and 3). Dominant species in the
midstory and overstory included loblolly pine, yaupon,
sweetgum (tiquidambar styraciflua) , winged elm
(Ulmus alata) , eastern hophornbeam, post oak
(Quercus stellata) and water oak (Quercus nigra)
(Tables 2 and 3).

Table 1. Mean importance values for ten most dominant small stem species (<I .37 meters) occurring in the control
areas (CTRL) from 1988-1992
1988
Spp.'
1v
CAAM 25.22
ILVO 13.08
6.40
PlTA
5.60
OSVI 5.19
MYCE 4.63
COFL 4.15
FOLl
3.68
QUA1 3.67
SAAL 3.13

1989
Spp.
IV
CAAM
ILVO
ACRO
PlTA
OSVI
MYCE
COFL
FOLl
QUAL
SAAL

1990
Spp.
IV
CAAM
ILVO
ACRU
PITA
OSVI
MYCE
COFL
FOLl
QUAL
SAAL

'Mnemonic acronyms are defined in Table 3.

1991
Spp.
IV
CAAM
ILVO
MYCE
QUAL
ACRU
OSVl
COFL
PITA
LlST
FOLl

1992
Spp.
IV
CAAM
ILVO
MYCE
QUAL
ACRU
OSVI
COFL
PtTA
LlST
FOLl

23.78
19.94ACRU
5.60
5.38
5.13
4.74
4.01
3.12
3.02
2.89

made during late August and early September of the
year.
Woody species data collection was based on stem
height. Woody stems equal to or greater than 1.37 m
in height (large stem category) were tagged, identified
by species, and measured at ground line with a caliper
to determine the basal diameter (in miflimeters),
Woody stems less than 1.37 m high (small stem
category) were identified by species and the number of
stems per species recorded.
Comparisons of species composition were made
between treatments using data collected in the 330
quadrats. One-way analysis of variance, in conjunction
with Duncan's New Multlple Range test, was utilized to
test for significant differences between treatments for all
years. All tests of significance were conducted at a
95% level of confidence.
Species importance values, which use relative density
and relative basal area to rank species in order of
importancewithin a community (in this case treatment
area), were used to determine similarity between
treatments and to evaluate the effect of these
treatments on vegetative succession. The Importance
Value (IV) per quadrat for each woody species in each
treatment was calculated to provide an importance
rating scale for individual species. Two scaled
importancevalue systems were used in this study. For
the large stem class, a combined expression of relative
density (RD) and relative basal area (RBA), was
calculated. All importance values in the large stem
class were based on two hundred (200) percent where:

IV = RD + RBA
The importance values for the small stem category
were calculated without relative basal area since data
for the small stem category were collected only as a
count by species from which basal area could not be
determined. Therefore small stem importance values
were based on one hundred (100) percent using only
relative density (RD).
Vegetative comparison between treatments was
accomplished using importance values to calculate the
coefficient of community similarity (CC). This
resemblance function mewasures the number of
species common (both present and absent) to different
treatment areas. By using the CC indices, ail species
are given equal weight so that the effect of harvest and
site preparation on rare species as well as common
species can be measured. A simplified version of the
formulas developed by Sorenson in 1948 and originally
derived by Jaccard (1914) and Czekanowki (I
913)
was used to calculate both CC and Indices of percent
similarity (Duncan 1988).

So that:

where
CC = coefficient of communfty similarity
W = number of species common to communities A and

B
A = total number of species present in communily A
B = total number of species present in community B

Species presencelabsencealone can not determine
species composition because the quantitative values,
such as abundance and size of stems, are not taken
into account. The percent similarity index (PS), a
resemblance function that incorporates quantitative
measures, was used to calculate similarity. The index is
weighted according to some quantitative value, in this
case importance value (relative basal area plus relative
density), in order to measure the species contribution to
the vegetation group. These values are used to detect
subtle changes in composition and abundance due to
chronic impact (Goodall 1978, Westman 1985).
So that:
PS = 2 (min a,bl
a+ b
where
PS = percent similarity
(min a,b) = lesser importance value of a species shared
by communities A and B
a = total of importance values in community A
b = total of importance values in community B

RESULTS
An assessment of successional trends of woody stem
species within treatment areas was made using four
key species; shining sumac (Rhus copatha), loblolly
pine, yaupon and flowering dogwood (Cornus floriija).
These species were selected because they exemplifL
the various degrees of tolerance that occur within the
successional sere. Table 4 illustrates the mean
importance values of these four species by large and
small stem category within the five treatment areas over
the five year period.
Although the importance values of species varied
among treatments, the trends of these values were
similar among all treatments during the five year period.
In treatment areas where intolerant species (typical of
the pioneer stage) were found, the importance value of
the large stem component of shining sumac (RHCO)
and loblolly pine (PITA) increased over the five year
period, where as the small stem component of these
species decreased in importance.

Table 4.-Mean importance value of large and small stem component for four species exposed to diWerent treatmenb in
years 1988-1992.
Treatment

Species
Rhus copalha
LS
ss

Pinus tasda
LS
SS

llsx vomlltonb
LS
SS

Cornus florid@
SS

1s

CSLP
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
HSLP
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
HLH
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
NLSP
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
CTRL
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

The importance value of yaupon (ILVO), a tolerant
species typical of mid seral stage of succession,
increased in both the large and small stem components
within five treatments throughout the five year period.
COFL, a very tolerant species, was not found in the
large stem component of the Conventional Log Site
Prep (CLSP), Helicopter Log Site Prep (HLSP) and No
Log Site Prep (NLSP) treatments in 1988. However
over the five year period there was an increase in both
the large and small stem components of GOFL in all
treatment areas with a greater increase measured in
the large stem component.
The coefficient of communiw similarity (CC) measures
the degree of similarity in species composition with
values ranging from 0 where no species are shared by
the communities to I .0 where species composition is
identical. Cox (1980) found that although it is
theoretically possible to have a value of 1.a, replicated
samples for a single comrnuniv usually show

coefficients of only 0.85. Whittaker (1967) found
values of highly similar habitats ranging from 0.60 to
0.94. Based on his research, the midpoint value of
0.77 was used as the standard so that communities
with values of 0.77 or greater were considered highly
similar.
Woody stem species common to the five treatments
over the five year period were compared within large
and small stem categories. In the large stem
component (Table 5) similarity values were greatest
throughout the five year period for WLSPlCLSP
treatmenlts with a value of 0.77 in 1988 which
increased to 0.89 in 1992. Values were also high
throughout this period for the CTRUHLH treatments
with a value of 0.84 in 1988. Similarity beween these
Wo treatmenb decreased to 0.77 in 1992. With the
exception of the CTRLIHLW mentioned above, the
number of species in the large stem component
common among all treatment areas increased over

Table 5. Cooefficients of community similarity (cc) between treatmenb for small and large stem componenb in years
1988-1992
Treatment

HLSP
SS

LS

ss

HLH

CTRL

NLSP
LS

SS

LS

SS

LS

CSLP
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
HLSP
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
HLH
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
NLSP
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

time. By 1992 all CC values ranged from 0.72 to 0.90,
indicating similarity between communities.
In the small stem component (Table 5), species
common among communities was relatively high
throughout the five year period (greater than 0.74).
Although the number of species common to the
CTRUHLH and CTRUNLSP treatments decreased
slightfy over the five year period, the number of small
stem species common among treatment areas
remained basically the same or increased in number
(HLHICLSP and NLSPICLSP) for the majority of
treatments.
While presencefabsence of species among
communities gives some indication of their likeness, the
abundance of the species occurring within these
communities must also be considered. Percentage
similarity using importance values for all species
occurring within each treatment was calculated for the
large and small stem categories (Table 6). The same
range and standard values were used in measuring
percentage similarity as those used for coefficiency of
communiv.

Values for percentage similarity are expected to be
lower since any differences in number of stems per
species will lower the simitaiity. However, the general
trends over the five year period were the same. The
majority of treatments shared more species with
increased similarity in relative density (small stem
category) and relative density and relative dominance
(large stem category) over time with the exception of
the C T R M L H treatments. The small stem component
of the HLSPICLSP treatments had the highest number
of species in common with greatest similarity in relative
density among species. Initial values (1988) of the
small stem component among all treatmenb were
greater than the large stem category values but they did
not increase much over the five year period.
By the end of the fifth year the CLSP, HLSP, and
NLSP were still more similar to each other sharing a
greater number of species in common with greater
similarity in relative density and relative dominance.
The HLH and CTRL treatments also remained more
similar to each other than to the other treatments.
However, all harvesVsite preparation treatment areas
became increasingfy similar to the CTRL areas over the
five year period.

Table 6. Percent &milam (ps)based on mean importance values by treatment type for small and large stem
componenb in years 1988-1992
Treatment
CSLP
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
HLSP
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
HLM
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
NLSP
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

HLSP

HLH

SS

LS

NLSP
SS
LS

0.29
0.75
0.93
0.92
0.93

8.53
0.59
0.66
0.71
0.71

0.06
0.54
0.69
0.70
0.73

0.74
0.78
0.72
0.175
0.80

-

0.55
0.63
0.68
0.71
0.74

0.36
0.73
0.71
0.74
0.76

--

SS

LS

8.81
0.84
0.85
0.84
0.84

-

-

-

--

---

-

-

-

-

-

-

-..

---

--

--

---

-

------

--

CTRL
SS

LS

9.27
0.68
0,84
0.79
0.78

0.56
0.54
0.56
0.54
0.58

0.06
0.45
0.34
0.35
0.37

0.77
0.76
0.75
0.79
0.77

0.33
0.77
0.87
0.83
0.80

0.44
0.55
0.58
0.56
0.58

0.36
0.47
0.40
0.40
0.41

0.49
0.54
0.54
0.59
0.65

0.24
0.68
0.75
0.79
0.73

0.53
0.66
0.72
0.66
0.68

0.65
0.59
0.57
0.55
0.52

-

---

0.47
0.56
0.55
0.55
0.58

0.24
0.51
0.44
0.48
0.48

-

-

-

CONCLUSIONS
Looking at species data within five treatments it is
apparent that the intolerant species in the small stem
component decreased over the five year period. This
reduction can be attributed to two factors; the growth of
pines and hardwoods which eliminated them from the
small stem category and placed them in the large stem
category and the decline of stems due to mortality
caused by competition.
Tolerant species (ILVO) became increasingly important
in both the large and small stem components, and very
tolerant species (COFL) also increased although at a
slower rate than the less tolerant species. As stated by
Glitzenstein et al. (1986), species such as lobloily pine,
which have limited longevity (100-300 years) and are
limited in recruitment to periods immediately following
large-scale disturbance, are likely to reach peak
importance early in succession and decline thereafter.
Species occurring in the five treatment areas by the fifth
year were very similar with coefficient of community
similarity mean values measuring between 0.72 and
0.90. In addib'on, the size and number of stems of
these species common among treatment areas
became increasingly similar over the same period.

The initial application of hexazinone to reduce the
hardwood presence did not appear to have any lasting
affects on succession as the importance values for the
small stem component of the HLH treatment were
similar to the other treatments by the third year. This
concurs with the findings of Zutter and Zedaker (1988),
which showed that significant long term changes in
woody species would not result from a single
hexazinone application. In addition, as stated by
Burkhart and Sprinz (1984), once hardwood
competition becomes established, it remains a constant
proportion of the stand growing stock over the rotation.
While much work continues to identlfy those factors
that most contribute to forest communit)r succession
following a natural disturbance, the vegetation
associated with each stage of succession has been
identified. Natural disturbance (primarily wildfire) has
historically maintained a mid-seral stage (mixed
pinelhardwood) community in the Pinewoods of East
Texas. Thus the findings in this study indicate that in
these mid-seral stage stands, human disturbance
(harvest and site preparation), does not radically alter
species composition. Pine dominance was maintained
by planting pines while other species were not
eliminated.
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EFFECTS OF RIPPING (DEEP SUBSOILING) ON
LOBLOLLY PINE PLANTATION ESTABLISHMENT
AND GROWTH NINETEEN YEARS LATER1

--

Fred G. Faliis and Howard W. Duzan, Jr,?
Abstract-Paired plots were installed at krvenQene locationsacross aaoutheast OMahoma and central
Arkansas during the winter of 1975 to evaluate the effects of rlpping on toblolly pine (Pinus tseda L-f
plantation establishment, Early findings indicated that ripping improved survival and growth on a range of
well drained soils with high stone and fragment content which dominate this rqion. Pine grovvth has
been monitored periodicallyat thirteen lwations over the nineteen years since treatments were applied.
Other stand management treatments such as thinning have been applied in the interveningyears at all
thirteen locations.

INTRODUCTION

METHODS

The Ouachita Mountains in central Arkansas and
southeast OWahoma are characterized by moderately
steep to steep terrain with soils developed from
sandstone, shale, and stony colluvium. These well
drained soils vary in depth of surface horizon, often
containing a greater proportion of rock and gravel than
soil. The high rock content results in soils that tend to
be droughty, a condition that worsens along a gradient
of decreasing rainfall from Arkansas westward into
southeast Oklahoma. Plantability is severely limited in
these shallow soils dominated by rock.

Twenty-one study locations on Weyerhaeuser
landholdings were selected from sites schedufed to be
planted in 1975-76; six locations in Arkansas and
fifteen in Oklahoma. The following site characteristics
were described for each site by Weyerhaeuser soil
surveyors: (1) detailed soil profile description, (2) slope
percent, and (3) aspect.

It is difficult to physically make a planting spot deep
enough to properly plant a tiee. Getting the root
system in direct contact with the soil is also a problem
in these soils. The combination of droughty soils and
poor planting conditions greatly increase the likelihood
that the planted tree will die in the first growing season.
Early growth can also be hampered on these soils by
restricted rooting volume.
The amelioration of adverse soil conditions on upland
sites can improve pine survival and grovvth by (1)
breaking soil layers that hinder planting and restrict root
development, (2) concentrating organic matter near the
seedlings, and (3) increasing soil macropore volume,
which improves aeration and may increase water
holding capacity (Lowery and Gjerstad, 1990). The
objective of this study was to quantiQ the long-term
grovvth response of bareroot loblolly pine seedlings to
soil ripping treatments in the Ouachita Mountain
Province.

Paired plots, each approximately 0.25 acres in size,
were established at each location in the fall of 1975.
One plot was randomly assigned the ripping treatment
while the other served as the non-ripped control. All
soil ripping treatments were completed during the
period August 1975 to February 1976. The actual
equipment used to rip the plots was different for each
state. In Oklahoma, ripping was done with a straight
shank rip tooth mounted to a drawbar on a D-8 or D-9
tractor. The drawbar had two ripping teeth mounted
equidistant behind each tractor track. Rip depth for this
type of equipment was 18-24 inches. The Arkansas
locations were ripped with a single straight shank tooth
mounted to the front blade of a D-4 tractor. Rip depth
for these locations was 14-18 inches. The rips
appeared to extend down into the B- horiion at all
locations. Total soil disturbance was more pronounced
on the Oklahoma plots and some rip trenches are still
evident nineteen years after treatment, but difficurt to
detect in the Arkansas plots. Because of these ripping
differences, results are discussed separately by state.
Plantingwas completed between January and March
1976, 2 months or more after the ripping treatment with

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silvicultural Research Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3, 1994.
'Research Forester, Southern Forestry Research Department, Weyerhaeuser Company, Hot Springs, AR; and Research
Station Manager, Weyerhaeuser Company, Columbus, MS (respectively).

one exception. Location number eleven in Oklahoma
(hereafter referred to as 0 1I ) was planted Imonth
after the n"ppingtreatment. The OMahoma plots were
planted at an average density of 862 trees per acre,
while the Arkansas plots averaged 967 planted trees
per acre. Locations that might have a cattle grazing
problem were fenced for protec6on.

All locations were left untouched until the first thinning
at ages 9 (Oklahoma) and 10 (Arkansas). The
Oklahoma locations were pre-commercial thinned to
approxirslatety 200 trees per acre at age 9 and five of
the ten received a commercial thinning at ages ranging
from 16-18 years after outplanting. The Arkansas
locations were pre-commercial thinned initially to
approximatety 450 trees per acre with a subsequent
commercial thinning at age 16.
Pine grovvth has been monitored periodically at the
thirteen active locations (3 in Arkansas and 10 in
Oklahoma) over the nineteen years since the ripping
treatment was applied. Growth parameters that were
monitored included: (1) percent survival, (2) tree height,
and (3) dbh when achieved. The most recent
measurement was completed October, 1994 when all
locations had completed 19 growing seasons since
outplanGng.

-

Table 1: 19975 Ripping Trials Soils Information

-

-

-A
Horizon-8
HoriionLocalion Texture Thickness Pet Texture Thickness
Rock

AR-4
AR-5
AR-6
OK-3
OK-5
OK4
OK-7
OK-8
OK-10
OK-11
OK-12
OK-13
OK-15

(in.)
Loam
9
Loam
2
Loam
8
Sandy loam 10
8
Loam
Loam
23
Loam
8
Loam
14
Loam
12
Loam
13
Loam
13
Loam
12
Sandy loam 13

50
50
30
35
30
70
35
85
70
50
50
55
15

(in.)
Ctay
18
Clay
30
Clay
41
Clay
50
Clay
22
Cfay loam 12
Clay
22
Clay loam 21
Clay
38
Clay
31
Clay
22
Clay
20
Sandy clay 21
loam

-

RESULTS
Site Characteristics
Soil features for each location are summariied in Table
1. Four soil series are represented among the study
locations. Solum depths vary from 27 to 60 inches. All
of the soils are well drained, usually with loam Ahorizons over clay or clay loam subsoils.
Rock content of the A- horiion is the major difference
among the soil series. Average rock content varied by
series and ranged from 15 to 85 percent. High rock
content makes planting difficult and reduces available
soil water storage. Arkansas rip plots 5 and 6 (AR-5,
AR-6) had noticeable sheet erosion. This probably
resulted from wind-rowing logging debris prior to the
ripping treatments.

Sunrival
Seedling survival was high among the three Arkansas
locations, averaging 92 percent after 2 years (Figure 1).
There was no difference in survival between the paired
treatment plots at these three locations.
On the Oklahoma locations, second year survival
difierences averaged 13 percentage points higher on
ripped than on control plots (Figure 1). The OWahoma
survival difference between ripped and non-ripped plots
can be attributed to the droughtier planting environment
on these sites,

Height Growth
Average height growth was improved by the ripping
treatment at the Arkansas and Oklahoma locations. At
the Arkansas locations, (Figure 2) average height gain
over the control plots was 0.7 feet after 2 growing
seasons and had increasedto 1.2 feet after 4 growing
seasons. After thinning these locations to 450 trees
per acre at age 10, the average height gain for the rip
treatment was 1.1 feet. Height gain remained steady at
I.O feet at age 14 and increased to 1.6 feet 19 years
after the ripping treatment. The age 19 measurement
was taken after these locations had received a
commercial thinning.
On the Oklahoma sites, (Figure 3) height gain over the
control plots averaged 0.50 feet after 2 growing
seasons and increasedto 1.1 feet after 4 growing
seasons. After thinning these locations to 200 trees
per acre at age 9 the average height gain jumped to
2.1 feet and then decreased to 1.4 feet at age 14. By
age 19 the average height gain was 1.7 feet, this
measurement was completed after five of the ten
locations had received a commercial thinning.

Basal Area
Ripping increased total (includes standing, thinnings
and mortality) pine basat area at twelve of the thirteen
locations (Figure 4). Basal area gain over the control
plot at age 19 ranged from 0.77 to 42.24 square feet.

Oklahoma

Arkansas
LOCATION

Check
Figure 1.

2

Rip

- Percent survival after 2 growing seasons

4

10

14

19

AGE (FIELD)

Figure 2.

- Average height

from ripping treatment, Arkansas locations 4-6

2

4

9

14

19

AGE (FIELD)

Figure 3.

- Average height

from ripping treatment, Oklahoma locations

LOCATION (OmOKLAHOMA, AmARKANSAS)

Figure 4. - Gains in total basal area from ripping treatment at age 19, fatal basal area includes standing, thinnings and
mortality.

Location A6, which exhibited a negative basal area
response carried a high stocking rate (1,045 trees per
acre) until pre-commercial thinning and was one of Wo
Arkansas locations to experience sheet erosion during
the first year after treatment.

CONCLUSIONS
Ripping improved early survival on the Oklahoma
locations but not the Arkansas locations. The
Oklahoma locations are typicalty harsher and drier sites
that contain soils with a low water holding capacity.
With average rainfall patterns the Arkansas locations
are not as moisture-stressed as their Oklahoma
counterparts. In years of extreme drought such as
I980, ripping could have a significant impact on
seedling sunlival.
Average height gain appears to remain steady through
age 19 at all locations. ANthough there is some
fluctuations over the 19 year period it is tied closely with
thinning interventions. Both Arkansas and Oklahoma
locations exhibited similar height gains over the
nineteen year period.
Ripping increased pine basal area on twelve of the
thirteen locations. Only one location, A6, exhibited a
negative basal area response, possibly attributed to
higher stocking levels and early sheet erosion.
One observed, but not measured, effect of ripping at
these locations was the decrease in hardwood density
over the control plot. The rip tooth does a considerable
amount of damage to stumps and root systems that it
comes in contact with.

Ripping has the potential for encouraging more deep
root development than any of the other titlage
operations (Morris and Lowery, 1988) and when done
parallel to topographic contours can trap overland
water while reducing storm-flow water yield (Miller,
1984). As with any young age stand establishment
treatment, it is necessary to use management
techniques throughout the We af the stand that will
keep the trees healthy and growing while allowing
maximum access to sunlight, nutrienb and water.
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VOLUNTEER PINES AND HARDWOODS MEDIATE RESPONSES OF
PLANTED LOBLOLLY PINE TO SITE PREPARATION'
Timothy B. Warrington and M. Boyd Edwards2
Abstract-In the Georgia Piedmont, planted Pinus tacada I.
volunteer
,
pines, and hardwods were
measured 12 growing seasons after 6 slle-preparation treatments. WEth increasing treatment intensity,
basal area of planted pines increased (6.5 to 23.2 m2/ha),while that of volunteer pines (22.0 to 5.3 mz/ha)
and hardvvaods (6.5 to 0-9 m21ha)decreased. Volumes of planted pines follovving mechanical treatments
(75.5 to 11 5.1 m3!ha) vvere 3 to 4.5 times @s0.005) that in the absence of site preparation (24.0 m3ha),
Site preparation from manual cuMing of residual trees caused total volume of planted and volunteer pines
(130.1 mslha) to differ little @;r0.586)from three of the mechanicaltreatments (121.9 to 133.8 m3/ha).

INTRODUCTION
Stand development after clearcutting is strongly
influenced by the timing and intensity of site
preparation, because these treatment specifications
affect the species, size, and abundance of residual and
volunteer trees. In the Georgia Piedmont, intensive site
preparation from chemical or mechanical treatments
causes reductions in the size and abundance of
competing vegetation sufficient to ensure the
development of stands dominated by planted loblolly
pine (Pinus tseda L.)(Shiver et aaf. 1980, Kntjwe et al.
1992).
bow-intensity site prepara$on, such as manual cutting
of residual trees, can shift stand dominance from
volunteer pines to hardwoods, depending on tjming of
cutting and minimum size of cut trees (McMinn 1992).
Ten years after dormant-season cuttings, McMinn
found that shortleaf pine (Pinus schinata Mill.)
comprised 66 and 36 percent of all woody stems for
2.5- and 10-cm dbh cutting-limits, respec~vely;
whereas, pine comprised only 6 and 2 percent,
respectively, following growing-season cuttings. Only
dormant-season cuttings provided the co-occurrence
of a favorable seed bed (exposed mineral soil) with an
abundance of pine seed from logging slash and
adjacent seed trees.
Although volunteer trees often are a significant
component in pine plantations, their long-term
contributions to stand density and wood production
have received little attention in previous silviculturat
research. Such information could be used to select the
intensity of site preparation that favors dominance by ar
specific stand component (e.g., planted pines,
volunteer pines, or hardwoods), thereby resutt.ing in the
desired attributes at stand ma"iri2y. The objective of

this research, therefore, was to determine how
site-preparah'on intensity affects partitioning of stand
basal area and volume among the categories of
planted pines, volunteer pines, and hardwoods.

METHODS
Study Site and Treatments
The study was conducted at an existing
site-preparation experiment (Edwards 1994) in the
lower Piedmont of Georgia located on the Hitchiti
Experimental Forest, 1f krn southeast of Juliette. In
spring 1980, the previous old-field stand of pine was
clearcut harvested and non-merchantable pines and
hardwoods were left standing. The following 6
site-preparation treatments were randomly assigned
and applied to 0.8-ha plots arranged in a randomized
complete-block design with five replications:
I.
Non-merchantable trees retained.

2.
.-CC plus cut all residual
trees of dbh (diameter at 1.37 m height) > 2.5 cm with
a chainsaw (August 1981).
3.
.--Residuai trees were sheared
with a KG blade mounted on a D7 tractor, and debris
was chopped with one pass of a single-drum chopper
(Segtember to November 1981).

4.

.-SG pius

applicaeon of hexwinone herbicide (Velpar"B"Gridball
gelels of 0.5 cm3volume) in a 0.58- x 0.58-m grid
paiMern at 2.8 kg a.i.lha (March 1982). Heavy rains
soon ailer applicafion accelerated herbicide spread and

'Paper presenfed at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silviculturaf Research Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. "1-3, -1 994.

2Assistant Professor, Daniel B. Warnell Schoo! of Forest Resources, University sf Georgia, Athens, GA and Research
Ecologist, USDA Forest Sewice, Southeastern Forest Experiment Station, D y Branch, GA.

upbke, resultjng in subsequent first-year mortality of
approamat.ety 35 prcent of Hanited p i n s and an 80
percent reduction in first-year cover of associated
woo* and herbaceous specim (Ewards 1994).

Table $-List of common and scientific names of trees
by species group
Specia group

Common name Scientific name

5.
.-Residual
trees were sheared, roobtocks were raked into
& w d r ~ wand burned, remaining debris was seafiered
vvith a bufidozer blade, and ptats were disked vvith an
oaet harrow to a dep& of 15-20 cm (September to
October I981).

Planted pin-

loblolb pine

Volunteer pines

shertleaf pine Pinus echinata Mill,

6. Shear, root-rake, burn, disk, fertilize, and herbicide
.-SRBD plus a broadcast application of
ammonium-nitrate fertiker at 114 kg Nlha and a 1.2-m
band applicatjon of sutlometuron (Ouse) herbidde at
0.42 kg a.i.lha centered over planted pine seedlings
(March to April 1983).
Seedlings of IoMoIQ pine (1-0, barefoot, improved,
Piedmont source) were hand-planted
(January-February 1982) at a spacing of I.8 x 3 m. All
pine mortality follovving SC+H was replanted January to
February 1983. A grid of 11 x 13 r o of ~
seedlings
d h i n a centrally-located 0.08-ha measurement plot
was marked for monitoring of pine survival and growth.

Vegetation Measurements and Statistical
Analysis
Twelve growing seasons after treatment (September to
November 1993), the following measurements were
taken on each measurement plot: total height (nearest
0.3 m) and dbh (nearest 0.25 cm) of each planted pine,
species and dbh of each volunteer pine or hardwood
having a dbh 2 2.5 cm, and height of each of several
randomb-selected, intact stems per species of
volunteer pine (two to three stems per plot) and
hardwood (one stem per species present in each row
of planted pine).
Trees d h i n each measurement plot were assigned to
one of the following species groups: planted pines,
volunteer pines, or hardwoods (Table 1). For each
species group, a regression equatjon was developed to
predict height from dbh of individual trees, and values
of stand basal area (m2ha)and volume (m3ha,Clark
and Saucier 1990, Clark et al. 1986) were calculated
for each measurement plot, Means were compared
among treatmen& vvith analysis of variance and
Fishets protected LSD (a=0.05) (Snedecor and
Cochran 1980).

RESULTS
Twenw-two species of trees (2 pines and 20
hardvvoods) were present on the measurement plots
(Table I). When averaged over all plots, loblolfy pine
and sweetgum accounted for 89 and 7 percent of the
total basal area, respectively.

tclblolfy pine
Har&oods

Pinus tasda L.
Pinus taeda L.

Florida maple Acer barbaturn
Michx.
red maple
Acer rubnrrn L.
Carpinus .
American
hornbeam
caroliniana Walt
pignut hickory Carya glabra
(Mill.) Sweet
flowering
Cornus florid& L.
dogwood
common
Diospyros
persimmon
virginiana L.
white ash
Fraxinus
emericana L.
American holly llex opaca Ait.
sweetgum
Liquidambar
styraciflua L.
yellow-poplar liriodendron
tulipifera L.
biackgum
Nyssa sylviatica
Marsh.
eastern
Ostrya virginiana
hophornbeam (Mill.) K. Koch
sourwood
Oxydendrum
a&oreum (L.) DC.
black cherry
Prunus serotina
Ehrh.
white oak
Quercus alba L.
southern
Quercus falcata
red oak
Michx.
Quercus nigra L.
water oak
Quercus stellata
post oak
Wangenh.
Ulmus alata Michx.
winged elm
American elm Ulmus americana L.

With increasing intenslty of site preparation, basal area
of pfanted pines increased from 6.5 to 23.2 m2/ha,
while that of volunteer pines (22.0 to 5.3 m2ha)and
harMoods (6,6 to 0.9 m2/ha)decreased (Table 2).
Site preparation via manual cutting of residual trees
(CC+CUT) caused volunteer-pine basal area (22.0
m2/ha)to exceed (pc0.001) values observed for each
of the other treatments (5.3 to 11.7 m21ha). Presence
of residual trees caused hardvvood basal area in
clearcut-only plots (6.6 m21ha)to be greater (p50.035)
than that in CC+CUT, SC, SC+H, and SRBD.
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SITE PREPARATION EFFECTS ON THE GROWTH
OF A 15-YEAR-OLD LOBLOLLY PINE PLANTATION'
Timothy T. Ku, G , l a u r h Wheeler, and Robert L-. Calvin2
Abdract--Genetically improved loblolty pine, Pinus tasda L., seedlngs were planted ;It 2.44 meters by
3.05 meters spacing in March 1979 in two site preparation treatments: (I)
Maximalty prepared-Roiling
dntm chop, burn, and disk, and (2) Minimal& Prepared-RolIing drum chop only. At age 15, there w r e
2.3 times more wood produced from the maximally prepred site, 126.93 compared to 54.97 cubic meters
per hectare from the minimally prepared site. In the meantime, 35.82 cubic meters per hectare
ofpulpwood were hanrested from the maximally prepared site, whereas the minimally prepared site
remained to be under sfocked at only 12-40square meters per hectare of basal area,

INTRODUCTION
A long-term cooperative research project in the
University of Arkansas system between the School of
Forest Resources at Monticello and the Department of
Horticulture at Fayetteville was initiated in 1975 to study
the effects of intensive forest management practices on
site productivity and nutrient cycling. This report will
discuss the effects of site preparation intensities on the
survival and growth differences of loblolly pine
plantation.

SITE CHAWGTERISTIICS
The study site is located about eight kilometers
northeast of Mope in southwestern Arkansas. The area
has long, hot and humid summer, and mild winter with
long groMng season of seven months in a year.
Annual precipitation averages 1300 millimeters.
The soil of the study area is Sacul loam, a Clayey mixed
thermic, Aquic Hapludutt. It is moderately well-drained
with low natural fertility but the water capacity is high
(Anon. 1979). Site index for this soil is fairly good, 26
meters for loblolly pine at 50 years of age (Zahner,
1957).

PLANTATION ESTABLISHMENT AND
DEVELOPMENT
An old-growth, uneven-aged stand of mixed loblolly and
shortleaf, Pinus echinata Mill., pines was harvested in
January 1978 (Ku and others 1981; Ku, Wheeler and
Colvin, 1991) by clearcutting, and site prepared prior to
planting according to the following two treatments: (1)
Maximum site preparation-Rolling drum chop, burn,
and disk, and (2) Minimum site preparation-Rolling
drum chop only. Sixteen 0.2 hectare randomiired plots

were established in replicates of eight plots for each
treatment, with a 0.08 ha. measurement plot nested in
the center of each. Genetically improved loblolly pine
seedlings were planted in March 1979 at 2.44 meters
by 3.05 meters spacing. Annual measurements were
maintained in the dormant season to assess survival
and rate of growth,
Early survival was very poor for the minimally prepared
site due to an egremefy droughty year it?1980 following
planting. The added competition from a greater amount
of sprouts and ground vegetation in these minimally
prepared plots during the first two years had reduced
their survival to below 50 percent as compared with 72
percent for the intensively prepared plots (Table 1).
However, the percentage of survival has levelled off
after the sixth growing season for the minimally
prepared sites whereas the maximally prepared sites
remained constant after the second year.
In the maximum site prepared plots, from the very onset
of plantation establishment, height growth accelerated
at a consistenffy higher rate between 16 to 30 percent
range as compared to the minimum site prepared plots
(Table I). The initial diameter measurement was taken
in January 1985 when the plantation was 7 years old.
Growth in diameter at breast height (DBH) for the
maximally site prepared plots maintained about 2.5
centimeters advantage over the minimally site prepared
plots from 6 until 12 years old. After that, the maximally
site prepared plots reached complete crown closure
and attained more than 20 square meters per hectare
of basal area in 1991, the gap of diameter grovvth
between the tvvo sites was narrowed down to between
2.0 and 1.5 centimeters (Table 2).

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silvicuttural Research Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3, 1994.
*Professor, School of Forest Resources, University of Arkansas at monticello, Monticello, AR 71656; Associate Professor,
Department of Horticulture, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701; and Research Specialist, Southwest Research and Extension
Center, University of Arkansas, Hope AR 71801 (Respectively).

"TaMe I,
Gornpaiirson of suwirval and height grsMk
b e h e n m&mum and minimum site preparalisn
treatments
Year

Max,

Min.

Gain

Ma.

Min.

Gain

In term of basal area increment, the difference beween
site preparaaon effsGt is more drztmatjc, decreasing
from more than 200 percent in the eady years .to the
present 100 percent (Table 2). It was at this stage of
stand development, when the plantation was 15 years
old, a decision vvas made to reduce the density of
mdmally prepared plok by thinning from below.
Trees vvith poor forms were removed to maintain a
residual basal area of 18 square meters per hectare,
following the accepted pine management practice in
the southern United States (Reynolds, Baker and Ku,
1984). Six of the dght m a m u m prepared plob were
thinned in the spring of 1993. The remaining tvvo plots
were left unVIinned for future comparison purpose.

DISCUSSION
After the plantationwas estabtished in the spring of
1979, annual measurements were maintained in the
dormant season to assess suwival and height groMh.
The lower rate of fir& year sunrival at 81.6 percent for
the mwimum ske prepared plot and 67.8 percent for
the minimum site prepared No% can perhap be
contributed ts a lower than normail rainfall and the
digerenee is lkety due to s#e preparaeontreatmen&.
The severe drought mpsrieneed in 4 980, the second
year afier @anling,caused fueher increase of ma&iq,
pa~culady
for %e minimum prepared s%e, The suwkal
dRerence of 54 percent betvveen &e treatmen& in
11981 and %e con~nnuousfyincreased digerenee to 96
percent in "1992 (Table I) are cerlainly the r s u b sf
increasing carnipemon in the minimal% treated s#es
from sprou%sand lower vegetation groMk.
Fourleen yean afier glantr'ng, there were 941 stems per
hectare at aan average DE3H of m8,83
cen~metersfor the

Table 2,Comparison of diameter and basd area
glroMh between mdmorm and minimum s k
prepraraQontresatmenb

Ma,

Min.

Gain

mwimum prepared sites and 489 stems per hectare at
an average DBH of 16.51 centimeters for the minimally
prepared sites (Table 3). These amounted to 24.80
and 12.40 square mekrs of basal area per hectare for
Vte ma>cimumand minimum prepared sites,
respecajveb. Ths average height was 12.83 meters for
Itke maimurn prepared sile and I t 0 0 meters for the
minimum. Based on the volume tables developed by
Minor (1950), there were 2.3 times or 131 percent
more wood produced from the maximally prepared
sites, 126.93 cubic meters per hectare or 8.46 cubic
Table 3. Comparison of Stand Characteristics
Beheen Site Prepara~on"Teatments Before And M e r
Thinning in 1993

Before Gut
(8 plots)
Stemslhectare
941
Average Weight (m)
"1.83
18.03
Average DBH (cm)
Basal Area (Sq. mha) 24.80
Volume (Cubic mka) 126.93
Vol.Gut(Cubicm/ha)
--

prepared
AFter cut
site
(6 plob) (8 plob)
637
13.04
19.05

"1.37
95.17
35.82

489
"1-00
16.51
12.40
554.97

--

meters per hectare per year as compared to 54.97

cubic meters per hectare or 3.66 cubic meters per
hedare per year from the minimally prepared s&es
(Table 3). From the maimurn si"le prepared Not:,
35.82 cubic meters per Reelare of pulpwood, or 28
percent of the standing crop were ihamestecl from
thinning operation, It appeam that there would he 3 to
5 more years before the stand on the minimurn
prepared sile to reach ful!y stocked stage from present
bas& area sf 12.40 square meters per hectare; and
thinning operaeon on these minimal& prepared sites \Nil!

not likely to occur for several more additional years
beyond that. Difference in monetary gain betvveen the
two site preparation treatmenb wilt also likely be
considerable. Evidently, intensive site preparation Mil
certainb be beneficial in volume produchn which will
likely also be profgable in economic returns.
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PINE GROWTH AND PLANT COMMUNITY RESPONSE TO
CHEMICAL vs. MECHANICAL SITE PREPARATION
FOR ESTABLISHING LOBLOLLY AND SLASH PINE1
James H. Miller and Zhijuan Qiu2
Abstrad4hemical and mechankal site preparation methods were studied for estabfishing Ioblolly
(Pinus taeda L,)and slash (P. eifioM var. e s o ~Engelm.)
i
pine following both integrated f u e b d pulpwood hawesting and conventionalMole-tree harvesting of pines and hardwoods in southern
Alabama's Middle Coastal Plain. Revwetation was assessed in year I,planted pines were measured
after years 2 and 5, and soil bulk dens& was examined. Site prepamtion treatments generally shifted the
herbaceous component from grasses to forbs and blackbeq (Rubus spp.). After integmted harvesting,
mechanical and herbicide treatments performed equally well for loblolly pine, while disking treatments
yielded greater fifth-year volumes than herbicide methods with slash pine. On conventional harvested
sites, mechanical and chemical treatments performed equally well. Pine volumes were 10-fold greater
within-vvindrow than that behveen urindrovvs. A single disking treatment returned topsoils to pre-harvest
bulk densities.

INTRODUCTION
Over the past 30 years, a wide array of mechanical and
chemical site preparation techniques have been
developed for establishing loblolly (Pinus taeda L,) and
slash pine (Pinus elljottii var. elliottii Engelm.) after
harvesting short-wood and more recently, whole-trees.
With the increased utilization of hardwoods for
pulpwood and fuelwood, less woody biomass is left to
be dealt with during site preparation. But with
intensified harvesting comes increased logging traffic
that can result in soil compaction (Gorden and others
1981, Miller and Sirois 1986, Slay and others 1987)
and can hinder subsequent tree growth (Foil and
Ralston 1967, Watchell 1970, Lockaby and Vidrine
1984, Simmons and &ell 1983, Tuttle and others
1988). Thus, there is an apparent need to redesign
site preparation treatments to de-emphasize debris
removal and enhance soil improvement treatments,
while controlling competition (Morris and Lowery 1988).
This research is the site preparation phase of a multidisciplinary investigation of harvesting and site
preparation combinations and their efficiency and
effects on subsequent stand development. Prior
reports have been made on the harvesting aspects
(Franchi and others 1984, Miller and others 1985a,
Miller and others 1987, Stokes and others 1984,
Stokes and Watson 1986,Watson and others
1986,Watson and others 1987). The objective of this
part of the i~vestigationwas to study the grovvth of
loblolly and slash pine established following both
integrated and conventionaf whole-tree harvesting in

combination with several options of mechanical and
chemical site preparation. We compared site
preparation treatments that range from no soil
amelioration with competition control (herbicides) to
intensive soil tillage resulting in woody compet?'tion
control (rootraking andlor disking) on both integrated
and conventionally-harvested plots. Soils were
sampled to examine bulk density changes with
treatment. Early plant community development was
documented in the first growing season to assess
competitive interferences, vegetative cover
establishment, and floristic abundance.

METHODS
For this multidisciplinary investigation, two study areas
(blocks) were established within 10 miles of each other
on the Middle Coastal Plain in the southernmost part of
Alabama (N 30" 15' W 87" 15') (Franchi and others
1984). Soils consisted of an Orangeburg fine sandy
loam, 2-5% slope (siliceous, thermic Typic Kandiudult)
and a Freemanville fine sandy loam, 2-5% slope
(clayey, kaolinitic thermic Plinthic Kandiudult). Both
series are well-drained upland soils with low fertility and
organic matter; they both have fine sandy loam to loam
surface horizons to a depth of 14-17 in. and clay or
sandy clay loam B-horizons. 'The Wo soil series have
of 85-90 for lobtolly and slash pine.
site indices (S),I
Topography was similar at both sites with gently sloping
ground. Preharvest timber stands were 20- and 23year-old slash pine plantations. Hardwoods greater

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silvicultural Research Conference, Auburn, A t , Nov. 1-3, 1994.
2ResearchEcologist, Southern Forest Experiment Station, Auburn University, A t , and Graduate Assistant, Department of
Forestry, Virginia Pot@echnicInstitute & State University, Blacksburg, VA.

than 4-in. d,b.h. comprised 8.5% of the totat green tons
per acre (Stokes and Watson, 19986).

Table I.-Site preparation treatments tested on
integrated and conventionally harvested sites.

Hawesting Treatments

Treatment

At both locations, three 20 ac hawesting plots (main
plots) were established to test three hanresZing
methods for efficiency, recovery, and site preparation
requiaemenls (Watson and others 1986). At one
location all three plots were contiguous and were Mthin
118 mile of each other at the second location. One plot
per block was harvested in a "conventional' manner.
The conventional hawesting method removed all pine
greater than 6 in. d.b.h. and hardvvood sawlogs greater
than 12 in. d. b.h. as whole-tree logs for pulpwood,
Delimbing and toppings were done by chainsaw in the
stand or at the deck after the trees had been processed
through an iron gate. The tree length material was then
skidded to the deck. This left 34-49% of the biomass
of trees greater than 4 in. d. b.h. (measurement limit) on
the site (Watson and others 1986).
The remaining two plots per location were harvested
with intensive integrated methods leaving only 9-22% of
the biomass on site (Watson and others 1986). With
these integrated methods, pines and hardwoods below
the merchantable standards for pulpwood (as used
with the conventional harvest), were harvested for
fuelwood using a one- or two-pass method. With the
experimental one-pass method, both pulpwood and
fuelwood were harvested simultaneously and separated
by the machine operator. With the two-pass method,
fuelwood was first removed so that it would not be
crushed to the ground as occurs in a conventional
system. With this procedure, it was necessary for the
feller-buncher to carefully maneuver around the
residual merchantable pulpwood trees during the first
pass. All fuelwood trees were completely chipped on
site as well as the tops and limbs of the pulpwood
trees. Even though 8.5% more wood was recovered
with the one-pass approach compared to the two-pass
approach, no standing trees taller than about 8 ft
remained on any integrated harvest blocks due to the
heavy skidder traffic. The same rubber-tired fellerbunchers and grapple-skidders were used with all three
took place in Mayhawesting methods. All ha~esting
June, 1983.

Site Preparation Treatments
All study treatments are presented in Table I.On each
integrated-harvest main plot, site preparation sub-plots
were 2.5 ac (165 x 660 ft) in size and 5 ac (330 x 660
ft) in size for check treatments (no site preparation).
Disking treatments compared single- versus doublepass disking and whether disked for 1 or 2 years-four
combinations. In each main plot, two sub-plots were
single disked and two were double-disked in fatesummer 1983. All disking treatments were performed
with a 0-4 double-gang, off-set, site preparation
harrow. Double disking amounted to using the same
disk-harrow and pulling it at right angles to the first

Treatment Explanation

Integrated Harvest of Fuefvvsod and Pufpmod
Check
Single disk once

No site prepara~on
Single-disking, September
1998 + 1 year fallow before
planting
Double disk once
Single-disking (perpendicufar
directions), September 1983
+ 1 year fallow before planting
Single disk twice
Single-disking, September
1983 and again singledisking, August 1984
Double disk twice
Double-disking, September
1983 and again singledisking, August 1984
Herbicide early summer 112 GPA Tordon 101 + 1/2
GPA Garlon 4' applied in
June 1984 + burning
Herbicide late summer 1 GPA Roundup + 1/14 GPA
Garlon 4' applied in August
1984 + burning
Conventional Whole-tree Harvest of
Pines and Hardwoods
Windrowing: between2
within

Shearing and rootraking into
windrows, summer 1984 +
burning
Windrow & double disk2 Shearing and rootraking into
windrows and double-disking,
summer 1984 + burning
Herbicide early summer l / 2 GPA Tordon 101 + I12
GPA Garlon 4' applied in
June 1984 + burning
'Tordon 101, manufactured by DowElanco, is a mixture
of 0.5 Ib acid equivalent (ae) picforam and 2 Ib ae
2,4-D per gallon in an amine formulation; Garlon 4,
manufactured by DowElanco, is 4 Ib ae triciopyr in an
ester formulation; and Roundup, manufactured by
Monsanto, is 3 Ib ae glyphosate in an amine
formulation.
2Pines planted between and within windrows were
measured, but vegetation response was assessed
only between windrows.
single-disk pass. In 1984, one of the single disked and
one of the double disked sub-plots per main plot were
again disked using only a single pass. Tillage was
about 6-30 in. deep, where stumps did not hinder
disking depth. The two herbicide treatments were
applied to sub-plots in 1984 after a year's regrovvth
(Table 1). Half of each sub-plot was planted to loblofly
pine and half to slash pine by random assignment.

examine dfPe~ence%
in response to site preparation
trezutmenb for both hawat methods. Pine response
for lobto& or eelash pine were anafyzed separately.
Percent cover estimatss were tranr;formed using the
arcsine square-root (Stesl and Torrie "t60)and
averages were calculated and transformed back for
reporfring,
Dflerences are considered sign'mcant at the 0.05probabilw level, but probabll~ssof a Type I error are
presented for contrasts to permit the reader to judge
significance. Certain other near-&gnificant contrasts
are discuss4 with their probabilitiw prssented, Soil
bulk densactas were anaMed using paired-t tests
betvveen hanrested and site prepared soils to preharvwt conditions. Differenem here are considered
significant at the 0.1 0-probability level.

RESULTS AND DfSCUSSION
Site Prrzparration influence on Herbaceous
Plants and Callberry
The common plant species that were identified during
the first-year following site preparation are listed by
component growth-form in Table 2. Table 3 contains
the means of cover and woody stem numbers and
sizes for both the integrated and conventional
harvested sites. Revegetationwas rapid; herbaceous
cover exceeded 85% on all treated areas except those
treated by windrowing with disking after conventional
harvest, which averaged 62%. This latter treatment
also resulted in considerable woody plant suppression
compared to the other treatments on the conventional
harvest. Complete or near-complete(> 0.2% cover)
first-year control of gallberry was achieved by all
treatments except single disking once. Gallberry was
the principal shrub component in these forests prior to
harvesting.
After integrated harvesting, total herbaceous cover was
slightly less on treated plots compared to none site
prepared checks (93% vs. 99%): less on mechanical
treatments compared to herbicides (910/I, vs. 99%): and
less on single disking twice compared to single disking
once (86% vs. 97%) (TaMe 4). Forbs were
significantly decreased by the repeated singte disking,
Site preparation treatments reduced grass and
gallberry cover and enhanced forb and rubus cover.
Mechanical treatments had 39% less grass cover than
herbicide applications but 26% more Mackberry cover.
Grasses have been shown to be severe competitors to
planbd pines (Miller 1987, Morris and others 1989).
Grasses were less; (probability of 6%) with Roundup +
Garfon treatments compared to Tordon + Garlon.
Tordon + Garlon treatments resulted in the greatest
grass cover on both the integrated and conventional
harvwted plots. The semhrvoody st. john's wort was
complete& controlled with the ea#-summer treatment
with Garlon + Tordon.

TaMe 2,-Common species idenMied on study areas in
the first year.
Common Names

Scienlific Names

black cherry
Prunus serotina Ehrh.
blackqaerm
Nyssa sylvafica Marsh.
domood
Gomus firorida L.
oak, souVIern red Quercus falcata Michx.
Q. nig-ra L.
oak, water
persimmon
Diospyros vimniana L.
red maple
Acer mbmm L.
sassafras
SassaRas allbidurn Nutt.
sweetbay magnolia Magnolja virgnjana L.
sweetgun
Liquidambar swraciflua L.
Shrubs
Callicarpa americana L.
am. beautyberry
blueberry
Vaccinium elliogii Chapman
Ilex glabra L.
gallberry
plum
Prunus spp.
privet
Ligustnrm sinense Lour.
southern bayberry Myrica cerifera L.
sumac, smooth
Rhus glabra L.
sumac, winged
R. copallina L.
yaupon holly
Ilex vomitoria At,
Semiwoody
blackberry
Rubus spp.
jersey tea
Ceanothus americanus L.
st. john's wort
Hypericum spp.
Grasses
broomsedge
Andropogon virginicus L.
panicum grass
Panicum spp.
pineland threeawn Aristida stricta Michx.
Forbs
asters
Aster spp.
common ragweed Ambrosia artemisiifblia L.
doflennd
Eupatoriumcapilljfolium Lam.
goldenrod
Solldago spp.
goldenweed
Polypremum procumbens L.
pokeweed
Phytolacca americana (Tourn.) L.
poorjoe
Diodia teres Walt.
three-seeded
mercury
Acalypha spp.
Fern
bracken fern
Pteridium aquilinum (L.) Kuhn.
Vines
Vitis mtundifolia Michx.
grape
greenbrier
Smilax spp.
japanese
honepuckle
Lonjeerajaponica Thurnb.
morningglory
lpomoea spp.
trumpet creeper
Campsis radicans L.
yellow jasmine
Gelsemium sempewirens (L.) Ait.

Table 3.-Mean herbaceous cover and woody competition by component in late summer of the first growing season after
planting by harvest and site preparation regime.
Total
herbaceous
cover grass

Treatmen%

stems
Gallberry per
forbs semiwoody vines rubus cover acre

Check
Single disk once
Double disk once
Single disk twice
Double disk twice
Herbicide early
Herbicide late

99.3
97.1
93.6
86.4
85.7
99.3
98.4

83.8 3.7
51.8 14.3
36.1
7.9
34.6
4.7
26.1
8.5
88.7
9.4
63.2 16.2

Windrow: between'
Windrow+doublediskl
Herbicide early

92.7
61.7
92.7

26.1
8.2
57.3

13.2
3.7
14.8

percent-------------Integrated Harvest
1.3
0.3
0.2
0.7
0.5 20.9
0.9
0.2 42.4
0.4
0.1 24.0
24.8
0.4
0.5
0.2
0.0
0.0
3.2
0.8
0.1
Conventional Harvest
36.4
1.2
0.4
0.3
0.1 37.5
7.8
1.8
0.0

sum stems sum
of
per
of
heights acre heights

no.

no.

ft

580
300
566

1940
747
1625

6.7
0.8
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.2

500
313
683

1150
900
1185

' Vegetation assessments were only made between windrows.
Table 4.-Orthogonal contrasts showing the probability of a greater F-value (upper value) and contrasted group means
(lower value) for herbaceous cover, cover grovvth-form components, and gallberry cover.

Treatment

C heckf

Total
herbaceous
cover

Treated

0.0218
99.3193.4

Mechanical1
Chemical

0.0007
90.7198.8

Single disW
Double disk

0.4014
91.7189.7

Herbaceous component cover
grass

forbs

semiwoody

Integrated Harvest
0.0431
0.3590
3.711 0.2
0.210.5

Single disk oncel 0.0154
Twice
97.1186.4
Doubte disk oncel 0.1 113
Twice
93.6185.7
Herbicide early1 0.6086
Late
99.3198.4
MechanicaV
Chemical

0.3127
77.2192.7

Conventional Hawest
0.4544
0.3478
0.711.8
8.5114.8

vines

rubus

Gallberry
cover

After conventiond hawest, the same general trends were
evident of more grass cover vvith chemical treatments
(8% probability level) and more rubus cover with
mechanical treatments (18% probabiliv level) as found
with integrated hawesting. Gallberry was effectively
eliminated during the first-year with windrovving in this
test.

On conventionally hawest plots, no significant differences
w r e evident in shrubs and har&oods due to treatments.
As expected, there were more and larger hardwoods
follouring conventional harvest than evident on integrated
hawested areas (see means for mechanicatfchemical
contrasts).

Site Preparation influences on Pine Grovvth

Site Preparation Influences on Woody Stems
On integrated harvest plots, number and size of shrub
(other than gallberry) and hardwood stems were fewer
and shorter on the treated plots than check plots (fable
5). In general, mechanical treatments were more
effective in controlling hardwood regrovvth than herbicide
treatments, akhough sizable reduclions in shrubs by
herbicides were non-significant. Probabili~esat the 6%
level indicate a consistent reduclion in hardwoods with
single disking for 2 years compared to single disking
once.

For both hawesting methods, seedling stocking (treeslac)
for toblofly pine in the second year ranged from 563 to
875, while suwival of the late-planted slash pine ranged
from 167 to 607, excluding within-windrow areas (Table
6 and 7). Stocking decreased by a maximum of only
10%for all fobiolly treatments from years 2-5, while there
up to a 36% decrease for slash pine. This relatively
high morlality is at least partially due to the occurrence of
record dry years in the second and third grovving seasons
(1986 and 1987).

Table 5.4N-rogonal contrasts showing the probability of a greater F-value (upper value) and contrasted group means (lower
values) for woody components.
CtlKlJj3.c

Treatment

Check1
Treated

stems
Per
acre

sum
of
heights

Integrated Harvest
0.001 0
3 1881922

Mechanical1
Chemical
Single disk1
Double disk
Single disk oncel
Twice
Double disk oncel
Twice
Herbicide early1
Late
Mechanical I
Chemical
Windrow I
Windrow + Double disk

Conventi~nafNarvest
0,3026

1025/1183

stems
Per
acre

sum
of
heights

Table 6.--Loblotfy pine: mean stocking, size, and volume per tree and per acre in the second- and fifth-year by
harvest and site preparation regime.

stocking g.1.d.

Treatment

volume volume
index1 index"
per
per
height
tree
acre stocking g,l.d.

fP

in.

ft3/ac

no.

Check
Single disk once
Double disk once
Single disk twice
Double disk twice
Herbicide early
Herbicide late

563
677
657
760
875
707
673

integrated Harvest
0.004
2.3
51 7
0.007
5.0
627
0.006
3.7
657
0.01 1
8.5
687
0.016
13.5
795
0.012
8.6
650
6.5
615
0.009

Windrow: between
within
Windrow +
double disk
Herbicide eariy

663
800

Conventional Harvest
0.004
2.8
607
0.143 1 14.8
790

in.

d,b.h.
in.

volume volume
index' index'
per
per
height
tree
acre
ft

ft3

ftJlac

717
725

Volume index = g.1.d.' x ht
Table 7.--Slash pine: mean stocking, size, and volume per tree and per acre in the second- and fifth-year by harvest
and site preparation regime.
Fifth Y a r

ar

stocking g.t.d.

Treatment

in.

Check
Single disk once
Double disk once
Single disk twice
Double disk twice
Herbicide early
Herbicide late

167
401
393
431
607
276
41 5

Windrow: between
within
Windrow +
double disk
Herbicide early

5 10
808

Volume index

.=

480
304

g.l.d.2 x ht

volume volume
index' index'
per
per
height
tree
acre stocking g.1.d.
ft3

ft31ac

no.

Integrated H B N ~ S ~
0.007
1.3
161
0.009
3.7
317
0.010
3.6
330
0.019
8.0
424
11,9
389
0.021
0.023
8.7
251
0.014
3.9
284

in.

d.b.h.
in.

volume volume
index' index1
per
per
height
tree
acre
ft

ft3

ft31ac

On the conventionally hawested plots, fifth-year peracre volumes for loblolly after vvindrow-disking and after
herbicidingwere tvvice as much as that found beween
windrows wlthout disking (Table 6). For slash pine
following conventional harvest, fifih-year per-acre
volume in the windrow-disked treatment was 83%
greater than in windrowed-only plots (Table 7).
Because of low survival, per-acre volumes of the
herbicide treatment were comparable to windrowedalone. It is unclear whether the high mortality with slash
pine on herbicide treated plots was attributable to
residual Tordon toxicity, which warrants further testing.
For both pine species, volumes per-acre within
windrows were over 10 times greater than those
between windrows where disking was not used,
indicating the usual concentration of site resources in
windrow (Morris and others 1983).

M e r integrated harvesting, stocking and volume were
greater on site prepared treatments compared to nonetreated checks for both loblolly and slash pine (Table
8). Mechanical treatments produced more slash pine
volume and greater stocking in year 5, while there were
no differences betvveen mechanical and chemical
treatments with loblolly pine. No differences bebeen
mechanical and chemical treatments were significant
because tree growth for chemical treatments fell
between those for Iand 2 years of disking, resu!Gng in
similar means. Single disking for 2 years produced
significantty larger volumes for both pines by the fifth
year than Iyear of single disking. The same was true
for double-disking twice compared to once, except
loblolly pine stocking was atso improved. Both
herbicide treatments produced similar growth of loblolly
pine. For the herbicide treatments with slash pine, the

Table 8.--Orthogonal contrast showing the probabiliw of a greater F-value (upper value) and the contrast group means
{lower values) for stocking and volume index per acre for both loblolly and slash pines.
Slash
Loblolly
Second Year

Fifth Year

Stocking

Vol Index

ChecW
Treated

0.0017
5631725

0.0396
2.317.6

Integrated Harvest
0.0032
0.0052
5171672
2411574

0.0211
1671421

0.0123
1.316.6

0.0019
1611333

0.0041
751302

Mechanical1
Chemical

0.1586
7421690

0.9503
7.717.5

0.1220
6921633

0.8388
5681586

0.1833
4581346

0.7448
6.816.3

0.0194
3651267

0.0225
348/210

Single disW
Double Disk

0.2648
7191766

0.4300
6.818.6

0.1184
6571727

0.3047
5161619

0.3815
4161500

0.3072
5.917.8

0.8093
3711359

0.7382
3371359

Single disk once1
Twice

0.1741
6771760

0.2869
5.018.5

0.3345
6271687

0.0121
3251707

0.8214
4011431

0.1078
3.718.0

0.1053
3171424

0.0289
2301445

Double disk once/
Twice

0.0014
6571875

0.0060
3.7113.5

0.0377
6601795

0.01 11
4251814

0.1237
3931607

0.0043
3.611 1.9

0.3528
3301389

0.0135
2351483

Herbicide early/
Late

0.5567
7071673

0.5100
8.616.5

0.5705
6501615

0.8286
6011570

0.3079
415B76

0.0737
8.713.9

0.6050
2841251

0.7773
2231197

0.3551
16.3112.5

Windrow1
Windrow
+Double disk

0.3407
14.0118.5

Vol Index

Fifth Year

Treatment

MechanicaY
Chemical

Stocking

Second Year

Conventional Hawest
0.4034
7641678
0.0823
6091919

Stocking Vol Index Stocking Vol Index

0.0273
19.315.5

0,0801
5661236

0.4490
18.01'20.5

0.0942
3921740

Table 9.-Sail bulk dens& (g!cm5) at Wo depths before and afier harvesl and aRer ini%aisite prepara8on by haw&
regime,

Depth

harvest

hawest

single disk

double disk

0-2 in.
2-4 in,

"t,"29a

"155b
4.60b

9.24a

"123a
4.38a

0-2 in.
2-4 in.

?i,ii7

1.39a

1.42%

Gsnventi;rsnslH B W ~ S ~
l.4?

"149
"158

-

-

M

test beweerr before hamest soil bulk densiv and subsequent samplings,
N0 s f a ~ s ~ ctesb
a l were calcula"rd.
decrease in survival with lordon + Garlon applieafians
by age 5 resulted in no digerences in eMh-year per-acre
volumes.
To calculate per-acre volume indices for windrowed
plots on the conven~onalharvested blocks, it was
assumed that windrows occupied "10%of the area
(from field esamatisns) and the prspo~ontalgroMh
within the windrow was added to the bekuveen
windrow grslaafrr. When the Mthin-windrow grovvth was
included, the windrawdisk plo'ts after convenQsnal
harvest had the greatest fiRh-year volumes of all
harvest-treatment combinaeons far lobloliy (919 $lac)
and ;for slash pine (740 Vjac) (Table 8). Mechanical
siie preparation treatments generally performed beger
for slash pine when compared to chemical treatments,
with a probabiliq of 2% for second-year volumes and
8% for fi88-a-yearvolumes.

As far as prajecsng these relative volume increases,
short- and long-term research suggests: (a) the
maximum grovvth gains from site preparation occur
within the firs"e yyears, and (b) these gains are
l
ages of 20 to 25 years on
maintained u n ~ rotafional
some sites. In suppart of these hypotheses, Galhey
and others ("19139) found that yearly incremental gains
from mechanical sRe prepara~onfor toblolly pine
establishment ran the Piedmont were greatest in years
-1-3 and declined lo almost similar grsWk rates by age
6, Hawoad and Tiarks ("1990) obsewed the same
gallern with booth woody and herbaceous control
"rreatments. ORthe sites reperled by Hawsod and
Tiarks the response has been sustained &rough age
12. Glover and ZuMer ("a9921found that aEer 27 years,
the heights and basal area of loblslly pines have not
converged following various site preparaGon treatments
on a Hilly Csaslaf PIain site in Aabarna. GIason ("nag)
reporhed actual and projected treatment gains from
vegetation cantrs! that were maintained to aaggs 20-30.
Schmidtiirag (1987)aise r e p a ~ e d
sustained height
increments from culGva~snfor slash, fobiotly, and

longleaf pines u p to age 25. There is evidence that
these groMh gains are probably maintained if
nu"ri6onal demands are met (Ailen and athers .% 990),
which means that gains on some s&esMlt not be
maintained. It could be argued also that on some sites
nulri~onairemovals associated with integrated
harvesti;ng may aesuti;in mid-rotalisn grsrr"ak declines
(Tew and others 1986, Weits and Jorgensen 1877,
Wells and Morris 19133). tong-term measurernenb of
intensively barcrested and sits prepared plots, necessary
to answer this la&er ques~ora,are not generally
available.

Hawesting and Site Preparation lnfluenees sn
Soii Bulk Density
Soils were sign&canl)y compacted to a 4-in, depth vvifh
integr&ed hawes~ngas indicated by the bulk dens~es
in Table 9. "Phis level of c~mpactionof sandy toam soils
have been shown detrhmentat l o loblolly pine seedling
growth [Simmons and Ezelt 1983, lullle and others
1988). Similar trends were evident with cconvenCl'onal
karves~ng.Ail three mechanical treatments yiesded
buik densilies comparable to pre-harvest condieons.
No appreciable decrease in bulk densily was evident by
the addiQonalright-angle pass OF the disk (i,e., double
disking). It is assumed, though not determined, that
bulk densiaes remained elevated on herbicide treated

p/ab.

Disk harrowing has been shown eflecGve in reducing
bulk densises aRer hawest-caused soil compac~on
(Campbell 4 973, Gent and Ballard 1985). Such
recduc~csnin bulk densib is an indicabi.an of
improvements in both nutri~onaland physical
pnoipe~esthat have been shown to increase early
loblofly pine grsrwh (Fail and Ralston "1967, Hatchell
1" 970, Lcsckabg, and Vidrine W94, Simmons and Erell
WW3,"4"%bldsland
ie others 49881, Suck treatments
appear neeessaw with the edra tra%e of intensive
integrated harvested areas that resuits in compacaon
(Gsrden and others "898%S
,aly and others 1987).

Windrovving has been shown to increase bulk dens@
of surface soils (Slay and others 1987, Stransky 1981),
with the influence of disking to loosen soils still in
question. The 80-100% increase in both lobloity and
slash volume found in the current study following
disking of inter-windrow areas would suggest an
improvement in soil conditions andlor reduced
compe~8on. However, windrowing treatmenk can
also displace and concentrate a significant amount of
the site's nutrient resource into bvindrow (Morris and
others 1983, SvJindel and others 1988, Tew and others
1986). This displacement of topsoil into windrow has
contributed to the greater than I0-fold difference in
growth between the intra-windrow and inter-windrow
grown trees in the current study. The future grovvth on
the inter-windrow area may be slowed due to this
displacement.

CONCLUSIONS
Mechanical and herbicide treatments for site
preparation after intensive integrated harvesting can
result in an increase fifth-year volume of two to three
times greater than none-site prepared growth for
loblolly and slash pine. Thus, intensive harvesting
practices do not lessen the need for effective site
preparation treatments. In general, disking treatments
for two consecutive years resulted in the greatest early
growth for both loblolly and slash pine. With loblolly
pine, the herbicide site preparation treatments that were
tested produced comparable fifth-year volumes to the
range of mechanical treatments tested. But for slash
pine, mechanical treatments yielded more fifth-year
volumes than the herbicide treatments.
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THIRD-YEAR RESPONSE OF DIRECT-SEEDED SHORTLEAF PINE
AND HARDWOOD SPROUTS TO THREE METHODS OF
HARDWOOD CONTROL IN THE ARKANSAS OZARKSq
Michael D,Gain2
Abstracf4ompared to untreated checks, manuat hardwood control and herbicide injection of
hardwosds facilitated the development of direct seeded shorlleaf pine (Ptnus @chinafaMill.) reproduction
follovving a single-tree selection harvest in a mature, natural stand of shortleaf pines in noflhwest
Arkansas. Three years after hardvvood control, shortleaf pine seedlings on treated plots w r e 61 percent
taller ( e 0 . 0 5 ) in height and 64 percent larger (P0.02) in groundline diameter than pine seedlings on
check plots. Sprouts from treated hardwoods on manual contt-ol plots were taller (P0.02) and their
crowns w r e larger (P=0.01) than hardLvood sprouts on herbicide inje~tionplots.

INTRODUCTION
For regulated uneven-aged silviculture of shortfeaf pine
(Pinus eehinata Mill.), the majority of stems in a stand
should be in the seedling, sapling, and pulpwood size
classes to allow for a continuous progression of trees
into more valuable sawlogs. To accomplish that
objective, the hardwood component must be
periodically controlled; othewise, shade-intolerant pine
seedlings that develop in the understow vsili most likely
die (Cain 1987, 1988b).
Alternative methods for vegetation management
include prescribedfire, mechanical methods, manual
methods, herbicide treatments, and biological methods.
In the "Final Environmental Impact Statement for the
Ozarrnuachita Mountains" (USDA FS 1990), the
preferred alternative for vegetation management
specified an increase in the use of manual methods
and a decrease in the use of herbicides and
soil-disturbing mechanical methods. When herbicides
are used, priority is to be given to chemicals and
appticatjon methods that pose minimum risks to
humans, wildlife, and nontarget plants.
This study was initiated to demonstrate uneven-aged
silviculture of shortleaf pine by converting a mature
even-aged stand using single-tree selection.
Objectives were (1) to compare the cost and
effectiveness of hardwood control by manual methods
with that of stem-injected herbicides and (2) to monitor
the establishment and development of shortleaf pine
regeneration and hardwood regrovvth following manual
control and herbicide control of the hardwood
component.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Area
The study is located in Johnson County, Arkansas, on
the Bayou Ranger District of the Ozark National Forest.
Plots are situated on a south-facing slope, and the
elevation ranges from 760 to 920 ft. At this location,
soils are Nella (Typic Paleudult) and Mountainburg
(Lithie Hapludult), gravelly or stony, fine sandy loam
(USDA 1977); and annual precipitation averages 46
inches with extremes being wet springs and dry
autumns and winters.
The south-facing slope contained a mature stand of
shortleaf pines averaging 85 ft2 of basal area per acre in
trees larger than 4.5 inches in d.b.h. Most pines were
from 14 to 18 inches in d.b. h., and the understory was
devoid of pine regeneration. Overstory and midstory
hardwoods (larger than 4.5 inches in d. b.h.) averaged
32 ft2 of basal area per acre and exhibited a classic
uneven-aged structure. There had been no apparent
forest management activity in the stand during the last
20 years. Site indices at 50 years for shortleaf pine
were determined by slope position in accordance with
USDA FS (1976): upper slope = 59 ft, midslope = 64 ft,
and lower slope = 69 ft.

Study Installation
Twelve plots of 0.5 acre (147.6 by 147.6 ft) each, with
interior subplots of 0.25 acre (104.4 by 104.4 ft), were
established in the summer of 1990. The experimental
design is a randomized complete block with three
replications of four treatments. Blocking was based on

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silvicuitural Research Conference, Auburn, At, Nov. 1-3, 1994.
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topographic posMon-upper (2%-percentslope), middle
(26-percent slope), and tower ("r-percent slope).
Within each interior subplot, 25 s~tema6cali.yspaced
sampte poinb were permanenay established to serve
as centen of circuiar quadrab for monito~ngpine
seedling and sapfing development, nonpine
compeGGon, and seedbed disturbance.
At merchantabte-sked pines (4.6 inches in d,b,h. or
larger) were inventoried by "I-inch d.b.h. class@ on a
plot-by-plot basis. These data were used to determine
the allowable cut based on the basal area-m&mum
diameter-quotient (E30qf technique (Farrar "184). The
BDq technique was applied according to three
guidelines, in order of importance: ("1a basal area of
60 ft2 per acre was to be left in merchantable-sked
pines after harvest; (2) all pines larger than a maximum
d.b.h. of 18 inches were to be cut, but some larger
pines were retained to achieve the desired basal area;
and (3) the residual diameter distribution should
approach a balanced uneven-aged structure,
characterized by a constant ratio (g) beheen the
number of trees in succeeding diameter classes (g -1.22 for 1-inch d.b.h. classes).

tn order to assess the initial cost of herbicide and
manual treatments for controlling hardrplroods, the %me
required to inject or manual& fell the har&oods was
recorded, and the volume of injected herbicide was
measured. Six 0.5-acre plab were assessed for
herbicide injection cost, and six plots were assessed For
chain saw felling cost, To assess the cost for labor, the
minimum wage was doubled to $8'50 per hour to
account for vendor contract fees. The cost of Garfon
herbicide was based an the retail price in "1991 ($469
for 2.5 gal). The cost of chain saw operaaon was
based on dollar amounb taken from Miller (I
984) with
an addi6on of 5 percent annually for 6 years to account
for infiaaon and was determined to be $2.76 per hour
of chain saw use.
On the 40-acre nonresearch area that surrounded
study plots, residual hardwoods greater than li inch in
d.b.h. were controlled after pine harves'ring was
completed by using an edge-to-edge cut-sudace
treatment at waist height and applying Accord@
herbicide at recommended rates (25 to 50 percent
concentration),

Pine Seed Craps
Pine harvesting on study plob was completed in late
June 1990. Cut pines were removed tree-length using
an a~culatedrubber-tired skidder. Merchantable pines
on an additional 40 acres surrounding the research
plots were also marked for harvest using single-tree
selection guidelines, but harvesting was delayed unlil
the summer of 1991.

Treatments
Hardwood control was accomplished in early
September 1990 by an independent contractor. An
untreated check is being compared to three methods of
postharvest hardwood control as follows:
Check---No hardvvood control, but there was
disturbance from logging.
Herbicide injection-A1 hardwood trees and shrubs
that were 1.0inch or larger in groundline diameter
(g.1.d.) were stem injected near the root collar with
Garion@3A (triclopyr) at the rate of 0.0017 oz of
undiluted herbicide per incision and one incision per
inch of g.1.d. This treatment was accomplished with
Jim-Gem@tree injectors.
Manual hardwood control, once only-All harwood
trees and shrubs that were 1.0 inch or larger in g,l.d.
were manually cut using chain s a w . Stump heights
averaged less than 1.0 fi.
Manual hardwood eontroit, as needed-This
treatment was accomplished using the same method
as the prwr'ous treatment, but was to be repeated, as
needed, to minimhe the regroMk of hardwood sprouts.
ARer the iniaal treatment, there was no addi%onal
hardwood control during the first three growing
seasons.

Natural pine seedfall was monitored during 3
consecu~veseed years ( I 990-91, I991-92, and "1992931, from October through January, using 4 seed traps
on each of the 12 plots. The four infen'or subplot
corners were used as monumentation points for the
seed traps. Individual seed traps had an opening of 0.9
flz (Cain and Shelton 1993). Ail 3 seed years were
judged to be complete failures because the number of
potentially viable seeds ranged frorn 1,080 to 3,000 per
acre per year. According to Liming (1945), 40,000
viable shortleaf pine seeds per acre (about 1 tb/acre)
are purported to be necessary during any one seed
year for adequate regeneration under natural
conditions.
l o ensure regenera~onof the area, Bayou Ranger
District personnel obtained shorlled pine seeds frorn
an Ozark Mountain source that had been stored at the
USDA Forest Service's W.W. Ashe Nursery in
Brooklyn, MS. Using cyclone hand-seeders, dirstrict
personnel broadcast the seeds onto the 12 study plots
at the rate of 3 Ib per plot (6 Iblacre) in mid-February
1991. Seeds were held in cold storage at 36 'F
belween the day of receipt and the day of sowing.
"Tese seeds were reported to average 28,180 seeds
per pound and had a germinaa"esnrate OF 86 percent* A
heavy sowing rate was used because the seeds were
not treated with repellents to control predators 08
stsatif ed before direct seeding, Tke rsc~rnmendecdrate
for broadcast sowing of repellent-treated, slra~fied,
shorlleaf pine seeds is 6.48 Ibiaere (Ezell 5 988)One year a f er direct seeding, the 48-acre area
surrounding the research plots was hand-planted with
1-0, gene~caliyimproved, bare-root, sho&leab pine

seedlings from an eastern Qklahsrna seed source.
These seedlings were outplanted with hoedads on a
12- by "1-t9spacing (302 trees per acre), To monilor
the development of planted seedlings, an addi~onal
0.5-acre ptot was established coneguous to each of the
herbicide injecaon plats in the main study.
Merchantable pine basal area was obtained by
measuring all pines >4.5 inches in d.b.h. that grew
within the boundary of the three planted plots. During
autumn of 1992, 25 planted sh~rIfeafpine seedlings
were randomly selected for measurement within each
planted plot and tagged for idensgcation.

Measurements and Data Analysis
Following harvest and hardwood control, seedbed
conditions were ocufarly estimated to the nearest 10
percent on each of the Wenv-five l-milacre sample
quadrats per plot. Eight disturbance codes were used
in that assessment (Cain 1993), but only the
percentage of forest floor covered by manually cut
hardwood slash is presented here.
In the fall of 19993, 3 years after hardwood control, pine
seedlings were counted within each of Wenty-five 1milacre sample quadrats per interior subplot. The two
tallest (dominant) pine seedlings (stems (0.5 inches in
d.b.h.) within each milacrea quadrat were measured for
total height l o 0.1 ft and g.1.d. to 0.04 inch. These
dominant seedlings were assessed as being
overtopped by nonpine vegetation or free-to-grow.
Within a 2-milacre radius on even-numbered quadrats,
pine saplings (stems 30.5inch but 4 . 6 inches in
d.b.h.) were measured, but only two saplings were
present across all 12 plots, 3 years after hawest.
Within the Wenty-five l-milacre quadrats per piot,
ground coverage was ocularly estimated to the nearest
10 percent for herbaceous vegetation (forbs, grasses,
semiwoody plants, and vines) and for merchantable
and submerchantable pines and hardwoods (including
shrubs) by vertical projection of foliar cover to the
ground.
During the fall measurement, hardwood rootstocks of
seedling size were counted within each of the b e n v five 1-mitacro quadrats per plot. The tallest
seedling-sized hardwood was iden~fiedby species and
measured for total height to 8 , M and for crown width
at the widest axis and perpendicular to that axis to 0.1
Witkin the 2-mifaere quadrats at even-numbered
sample points, harc2viocsd saplings were counted by
"I-inch d.b,h, elasses, and the dominant hardwood
sap!'ingwas idenefied by species, Where rootslacks
were disturbed within the 2-milacre quadrats by
hamesljng or hardwood control, each roal.stock was
identified by species, sprouts were counted on each
~o~tsfock,
and the tallest sprout per raolstock was
measured fo"arIlp$alheight to 0. "%.

For residual hardwoods that were larger "tan 4.5
inches in d,b.h., a WOO-percent inventory was
eonduded within each 0.5-acre plot. Number of stems
were recorded by ?-inch d. b,h. classes. These
hardwoods were categof~edi n b four groups: red oaks
[principally Q~uevcusf~lcataMichx,, Q. rubra L., and Q,
velutina Lam.), white oaks (Q* albe L. and Q. stellala
Wangenh,), hickories (Carya sgp.1, and other
hardwoods.
On the three plo-ls established for monitoring planted
pine development, surviving crop seedlings were
measured in the autumn of 1993 to obtain total height
to 0.1 fi and g.1.d. to 0.04 inch.
Because plots in which hardwoods were manually
controlled as needed were not re-treated during the first
3 years, data from these plots w r e pooled before
analysis with plots in which hardwoods were manually
controlled only once. Analysis of variance was used to
evaluate treatment effects on measured variables.
Percentage values for quadrat stocking, free-to-grow
condition, and ground coverage were compared
following arc sine transformation. Statistically
significant differences were tested by orthogonal
contrasts. Analysis of variznce was also used to
compare the mean size of planted pines to that of
dominant seeded pines on herbicide injection plots in
the main study.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Cost of Postharvest Hardwood Control
Averaged over an area of 3 acres for each method of
hardwood control, the initial cost of manually felling the
hardwoods was about haif the cost of tree injection
(Cain 1993). Chain saw felling was accomplished at a
cost of $0.07 per treated stem as compared to $0.14
per stem for herbicide injection. For the injection
treatment, Garlon accounted for 78 percent of the cost,
with labor at 22 percent, For manual hardwood
control, labor was the highest cost factor at 79 percent,
and chain saw use accounted for 21 percent of the
cost. Afl hardwoods larger than 1.0 inch in g.1.d. were
treated, even if they were of merchantable size. On an
operational scale, merchantable hardwoods should be
sold and removed from the site, which would reduce
the cost al" posthawest hardwood control.

PssthamesQSeedbed Condition
Gut-and-feavehardwood control techniques result in
too much detritus being Iefi on the site, and slash cover
has been shown to impede natural pine regeneration
(Trousdeil 2950). In the present study, a preliminary
analysis sf pss"rbreatmearl seedbed condi.i;lons indicated
that, on the six plots subjected to manual harmsod
control, 88 percent of sampled ?-milacre quadrats
contained hardwood slash, and ground coverage from
fe%ledhardwoods averaged 62 percent of the area

Table ?-Status of 3-year-old pine seedlings by meti.rod of hardvvood control.
Hardwood control treatment

Density
(stemslacre)

Mifacre
stocking*
(percent)

Total
heigh?

693
1,800
I,027
359,067
0.18

29
48
40
0.020
0.31

0.72ac
1.24b
I.08b
0.053
0.05

Check
Herbicide injection
Manual hardvvood control
Mean square error
PR>F~

(El

G.I.~.~
(inches)
0.14a
0.2efb
0.20b
0.001
0.02

Free-togrow
(percent)
10
62
28
0.062
0.10

Based on the presence of at least one pine seedling per I-milacre quadrat.
Means for height and groundline diameter (g.1.d.) were derived from the two dominant pine seedlings within twenty-five
1-milacre quadrats per plot.
Columnar means followed by the same letter are not significantly different at the 0.05 level, according to orthogonal
contrasts: check vs. HI + MWC and HI vs. MHC, where: HI = herbicide injection and MHC = manual hardvvood control.
The probability of obtaining a larger F-ratio under the null hypothesis.

a

within those quadrats. Because such heavy slash
restricted accessibility and was considered to be
unacceptable for pine seedling establishment, the slash
was removed from within plot boundaries if larger than
4.0 inches in diameter.

Seeded Pine Regeneration
In uneven-aged silviculture, 200 submerchantabtesized pines per acre are considered to be the minimum
for adequate density, with 50-percent milacre stocking
being optimum (Cain 1991). The preharvest inventory
revealed no pine seedlings, but three growing seasons
after direct seeding, pine seedling density averaged
1,173 stems per acre across all treatments.
Statistically, there was no significant difference
(R0.18) in pine seedling density among treatments
(table 1). Milacre stocking for pine seedlings ranged
from 29 percent on check plots to 48 percent on
herbicide injection plots. Even though milacre stocking
did not differ statistically among treatments (P=0.31), all
hardwood control treatments were within 2 percent to
10 percent of the optimum level for uneven-aged
management, whereas milacre stocking on untreated
check plots was 21 percent below that level (table I ) .
With direct seeding, the study area was successfully
regenerated. However, stand structure was a long way
from a well-regulated condition. Results from
uneven-aged management of shortaeaf pines in the
Ouachita Mountains of Arkansas suggest that old,
even-aged saMmber stands are the most di%cu&to
convert to uneven-aged structure and will require the
longest conversion period of any existing stand type
(Murphy and others 1991).
Three growing seasons after establishment, dominant
pine seedlings averaged 1.01 ft in height and 0.2 inch
in g.1.d. (table 1). Dominant seedlings on hardwood
control plots were 61 percent taller in height (k0.05)

and 64 percent larger in g.1.d. (F0.02) than those on
check plots (table 1).
At the end of the three growing seasons, dominant pine
seedlings were more likely ( k 0 . 1 0 ) to be free-to-grow
on hardwood control plots than on check plots (table
1). About 90 percent of dominant pine seedlings were
judged as overtopped on check plots, as compared to
an average of 55 percent that were overtopped on
hardwood control plots.

Planted Pines
During autumn of 1993, merchantable pine basal area
on planted plots averaged 66 ft2 per acre and did not
differ (k0.91) from that on herbicide injection plots in
the main study (table 2). Therefore, the negative effect
of overstory pines on the development of pine
regeneration should have been the same regardless of
establishment technique.
Planted shortieaf seedlings were 64 percent taller
(P.10.02) in height and 58 percent larger (F0.04) in
g.1.d. than the dominant seeded shortieaf seedlings on
herbicide injection plots in the main study. Of the
planted seedlings that were tagged for measurement,
only 4 percent died during the 1993 grovving season.
Two years after outplanting, 22 percent of survivors
were overtopped by nonpine competition as compared
to 38 percent of dominant, seeded, shortleaf
regeneration that was overtopped on injected plots in
the main study.
Because of a natural seedcrop failure during the winter
after hanrest, direct seeding was chosen in the main
study to simulate natural seedfall. atthough no cost
comparison was made bettveen planting and direct
seeding, 3-year results suggest that planting of
shortleaf seedlings was superior to direct seeding in
terms of growth response after controlling hardwoods
by herbicide injection,

Table 24ompan'son of measured variables on seeded and planted plots where hardwoods were eontrotled by
herbicide injee~on.

Measurement variable

1.24
0.26

Pine seedling total height (fi)
Pine seedling groundfine diameter (inches)
a

Mean
square
error

Establishment techniquea
Seeded
Pianted
2.03
0.41

0.023
0.932

PR>F~
0.02
0.04

Both seeded and planted pines were 3 years old from seed at the time of measurement.
The probability of obtaining a larger F-ratio under the null hypothesis.

Competing Vegetation
Three years after hardwood controf, density of
seedling-sized hardwoods averaged nearly 5,700
rootstocks per acre (table 3). Although manual control
plots had 32 percent more hardwood rootstocks of
seedling size than plots that were treated by herbicide
injection, treatment diflerences were not significant
(P=0.50). Dominant hardwood sprouts of seedling size
were 93 percent taller ( k 0 . 0 2 ) on manual control plots
than on herbicide injection plots. In addition to being
taller, these dominant sprouts had crowns that
averaged 273 percent larger (P=0.01) than those on
injected plots (table 3). Obviously, herbicide injection
was more effective than chain saw felling by providing
better control of hardwoods, 3 years after treatment.
Five woody species, or groups of species,
predominated in the seedling size-class, and they
accounted for 77-percent milacre stocking of all
nonpine woody vegetation. These were Cornus florida
L. (23 percent), Quercus spp. (20 percent), Carya spp.
(15 percent), Nyssa sylvatica Marsh. (13 percent), and
Acer rubrum L. (6 percent). Milacre stocking was less

Table 3-Status

than 5 percent for other individual species of woody
plants.
Density of hardwood saplings averaged 190 stems per
acre (table 3), with no differences among treatments
(P0.14). Quadrat stocking of these sapling
harwoods averaged 22 percent across all plots (table
3). Manual control plots had 18 percent more (P0.04)
quadrats stocked with hardwood saplings than did
herbicide injection plots. This result again reflects the
efficacy of herbicide injection versus chain saw felling
when used to controf hardwoods in pine management.
On check plots and herbicide injection plots, Carya
spp. were the predominant hardwoods of sapling size,
whereas A. rubrum and Cornus florida saplings
predominated on manual control plots.
Three years after hardwood control, ground coverage
by pine regeneration averaged only 2 percent (table 4),
with no differences (k0.47) among hardwood control
treatments. Ocular estimates of percentage ground
cover fromhardwoods of submerchantable size

of nonpine competition 3 years after hardwood control.

Hardwood control treatment

Check
Herbicide injection
Manual hardwood control
Meangquare error
PR>F

-Seedling-sized
hardwoods--Rootstock
Total
Crown
Density
height"
areaa

4,960
6,567
2,441,511
0.50

2.6Oa
5.02b
0.37
0.02

3.65a
13.62b
5.45
0.01

---

Sapling-sized hardwoodsQuadrat Weighted
Density
stockingb d.b. h.'

56
348
19,425
0.54

Ila
29b
0.0036
0.04

I.Ob
1.Ob
0.0053
0.001

Data from the dominant seedling-sized hardwood rootstock (rtstk) on Wen&-five I-milacre quadrats per plot,
Based on the presence of at least one hardwood sapling per 2-mifacre quadrat.
Means weighted by number of hardwood saplings in the 'I-,
2-, 3-, and 4-inch d.b.h. classes.
Columnar means followed by the same letter are not significantly different at the 0.05 level, according to orthogonal
contrasts: check vs. HI + MHC and t i 1 vs. MHC, where: HI = herbicide injection and MWC = manual hardwood control.
The probabiliv of obtaining a larger F-ratio under the null hypothesis.

a

sub%tan.tiatesthe dgereaces in eficacy 04:the
h a r h o o d control treatmen@that were tested in this
inves~gaQon.Ground coverage from these harwcrods
averaged about 2Uercent higher ( f i Q . 0 3f on manual
control piots a a n on herbicide injeceon plats (tabfe 4).
Ground caverage from merchantabie-shed RarMoorSs
averaged 59 percent higher (P<B).Oqon check. p!o&
compared to pro& where these trees were controlied 3
years earlier (table 4). On cheek plots, the mul~steded
harclvvood cover, In combination with oventog pines,
contributed to almsst complete shading of the forest
Roor. Species dominance for residual merchantah[+
sbed har&osds an cheek plob was rMected in basaD
area, which averaged 33 f? per acre. Of that total
basal area, 46 percent was in the wh&eoak group, 28
percent in hickodes, 37 percent in the red oak group,
and 9 percent in other harMoods.
Three years aRer treatment, ground coverage from
herbaceous vegetation averaged 39 percent, with no
diReiences (P0.34) among treatments (table 4). In
the first few years afier establishment of pine
regeneration, competition from herbaceous vegetation
can be more detrimental to suwival and grovvlh of pine
seedlings than woody competiWn, especially on good
sites (site index 385 ft at 50 years) where herbaceous
ground coverage can approach 100 percent, with
multistoried layers (Cain 1988a). Given the combined
ground coverage from sprouting hardwoods and
herbaceous vegetation in the present study, and in the
absence of site disturbance, it is unlikely that additional
pine regeneration will become established from natural
seedfall on this site, even in betler-than-average seed
years.
Table 4-Ground

Hardwaod Sprsuts
One of the most cited disadvanbages of manual
hardwood control is the likelihood that stump sprouts
will require eddiaanat control measures and thereby
increase the cost OF treatment (Bernstsr'n 1978, Lsweiy
1986, Warstad and others "187). Where manual or
mechanical hardwood control have been assessed,
karelwastds have been found to S ~ I O Uless
~ vigorously
when cut in the growing season than when cut in
winter (Geisinger and others "1W9,MeMinn N89,
Zedaker and others "1889). Because hardwood
regeneration dynamics are an impodant considerason
in the management of uneven-aged pine stands, it was
appropriate to inves~gatespecies response to
mechanical hardwood control in this study.
"%re@years a&er herbicide injeclion, only 365 percent of
treated stetems had produced root collar sproub. On
manual control plots, 92 percent of cut hardwoods had
resprouted. Garya spp. were the most consistent
resprou~ngspecies on herbicide injeclion plob (sand on
manual control plots. Those species accounted for 48
percent of all sprouts on herbicide injecfion plots and
26 percent of all sprouts on manual control plots.
injected plots averaged only three sprouts per
rootstock as compared to six sprouts per rootstock on
manual control plots.
Three years aRer herbicide injection, Q, alba had the
tallest root collar sprouts, averaging 7.3 ft in height. All
other sprouting species on injeckd plots averaged less
than 5 ft in height. In contrast, on manual control plots,
three species had root collar sprouts that averaged

coverage by vegetative component 3 years afier hardwood control.

Hardwood control treatment

Pine seedlings

Ground coverage
Hardwoods
s4.5 in, d. b.h.

----------------------Check
Herbicide injec~on
Manual hardwood control
Mean square error
PR>Fb

1.5
3.2
I..3
0.00035
0.47

34.7aba
I1.Ba
38.4b
0.0028
0.04

Hardwoods
34.5 in. d. b.h.

(percent)--------- ---------....60.9a

-

Herbaceous
vegetation

-

-----------------me----

21.2

Columnar means followed by the same leMer are not significantly diverent at the 0.05 level, according to orthogonal
contrasts: check vs. Ht 4- MH6 and HI vs. MH6, where: 1-41 .= herbicide injection and MHC manual hardwood control.
The probabiJi"ry of obtaining a larger F-ratio under the null hypothesis.

over "10 in height A, rubrum ("14.31, Liquidambar
styracigua L. ('I5.3 fi), and Q. rLIbra (10.6 ft). Aso, 3
years after chain saw felling, an add&onal IO species of
woody plan% on manual control ptob had root collar
sprouts that averaged taller than 5 R. The mean height
of sprouts across ail species was 4 ft on herbicide
injecllian pis& and 6 Ft on manual control plots,
Fewer species were likely to sprout from the root coitar
if injected Mth herbicide than if cut vvith a chain saw.
Of those species that did resprout an injected plots,
their sprouts were not as tail and there were not as
many sproub per roobtock as on manual control plots.
Some studies of hardwood sprout development have
indicatedthat when small diameter stems (c2 inches in
d.b.h.1 are prevalent, no control is better than manual
felling because competition is likely to be greater aner
c u ~ n than
g was the competition from original stems
(Liming and Sekert 1943, Meade 1955).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Three years after broadcast sowing of shortleaf pine
seeds, density and milacre stocking of pine seedlings
were adequate on all plots, regardless of whether
overtopping hardwoods were controlled or not.
Nevertheless, dominant pine seedlings on treated plots
averaged 61 percent taller and 64 percent larger in
g.1.d. than those on check plots. The data suggest
some form of
that, in uneven-aged pine si2vicultu~-e,
hardwood control is required to ensure that a sufficient
number of submerchantable pines will develop to
sustain the production of high-quality sawtimber with
pulpwood, poles, and pilings as important secondary
products.
Resprouting hardwoods on manual control plots were
93 percent taller and had crowns that were 273 percent
larger than those on herbicide injection plots. Because
nearly Wice as many established seedlings were
overtopped by competing vegetation on manual control
as on herbicide injection plots, followup control is
recommendedwhere hardwoods were chain saw
felled. Retreatment would most likely negate the initial
cost advantage of chain saw felling. If herbicide use is
not an option on National Forest System lands because
of public concerns, then manual girdling of the
hardwood component is likely to result in fewer sprouts
of smaller size than chain saw felling (liming 1945,
1946).
Although the evaluation of planted shortleaf pine
seedlings was conducted only as a side test to the main
study, the genetically improved, nursery-grown pines
provided better stocking and outperformed dominant
shortleaf seedlings that were established by seeding.
Consequently, when converting mature even-aged
shortleaf pine stands to uneven-aged structure,
planting appears to be a viable regeneration alternative
to direct seeding or natural seeding, especially at

locafions where natural seed crops are consistenfly
below average,
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNS FOR MIXED-SPECIES PLANTATIONS'
plaement s
e
w of
ie8 have not bsen as

plat. For three speck, the piot is triangular wlth each s p i e s domiZ18fiw B vdex of the plot. With hrge
numbsre,of s p i e s , no asatiafactary design is availad@.

INTRODUCTION
Mbted-species plantations can potential& produce more
biomass than monocultures(Harper 1977, Keky 1992,
DeSell and Harrington 1993) as well as provide more
diverse plant and animal communitjes. However,
Matthew (1989) believes it is unlikely that the yield of a
mixture will be greater than the yield of a pure stand of
a fast-growing spedes. Kelty (1992) believes that
although it might be a rare occurrence, proper selection
of species can make it more likely for mixtures to have
greater yield than monocultures. Smith (1986) indicates
that yield may be greater when a mixed stand is
vertically stratified. There is evidence that a
mixed-speci~pranbtion may be more praductivethan
monocultureswhen one of the species increases soil
organic matter or nutrient concentration (Matthew
1989; Smith 1986; DeBell and Harrington 1993).
Mixed-species stands may provide boles of greater log
quality (Clatterbuck and Hodges 1988), and may be
more resistant to pests than monocultures (DeBell and
Harrington 1993). Forest visitors may view
mixed-species plantations as more beautifulthan
monocukures (DeBell and Harrington 2 993). In
addition to these important values, the creation of
mixed-species stands provides an opportunity to
investigate the fundamental processes of inter- and
intra-specific competition.
Akhough mixed species plantations may provide
numerous benefits, the primary objectives of the
designs discussed in this paper are to: (1) describe the
trends of biomass or volume yield over a range of
species composition and overall stand density; and (2)
describe competition among trees of different species
as it affects individual tree groMh

ECOLOGICAL DESIGNS
Design of compeMion experimenb are revierrved by
Harper (1977), Radosevich (1987), and Cousens
(1991). Some of the main points are synthesized

'Paper prwnted at the Eighth Biennial Southern Sihricuttural R

below. The classical design for 2-species mixturer; is
the deWi replacement series (dew& 1960, Harper
1977). The tredmenlts represent proportion of each
species, with overall number of plants per unit area
constant for all treatments. Typically 4 to 6 treatment
levels are used, including monospecifrc stands. Harper
(1977) calls this type of compeMion experiment a
substitutive design. The constrast is the additive
de~sign,where number of plants of one species is held
constant while varying the amount of plants of the other
species; overall density is not heid consbnt. Metough
substitutive designs are generally easier to interpret
than additive designs (Harper 1977), a d d i e designs
can provide additional information. However, by
establishing multiple deWi replacement series with
dierent overall planting densitjes(as suggested by
Spitters and others 1989), the strengths of both
substitutive and additive designs are obtained.
For studies involving more than Wo species, a design
similar to a diallel analysis in genetics is used. A diallel
is used in breeding programs to test controlled crosses
of genotypes. In this design, all possible two-species
and single species stands are planted
(Norrington-Davies 1967, 1968, Norrington-Davies and
Hutto 1972). Typically, monospecific stands and 50:50
mixtures of the two species are used, although Nance
(1984) used 25:75 and 75:25 mixtures in a study
invoking dierent genotypes of the same species.
These studies could be viewed as a group of
replacement series with limited choices for proportions.
Typically only tvvo-species mixtures are used regardless
of the number of species considered, although Nance
(1984) supplemented his design with two mixtures of all
genotypes.
The diallel-like studies could be used as screening
studies to select promising species combinations.
Species pairs refieeeng patterns similar to figure 1
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could receive furt;her study from a full replacement
series. Mhough the studies cged above included a l
possible combinations of species, that is not necessargr,
One group of species could include desirable timber
species and another group could include species
chosen for benefit to vvildIif%?or aesthetic quatity of the
stand. Mixes would be done betvveen groups, but not
wghin group, There are numerous dlialfel deigns in
geneti= and most of them do not provide for crosses
among all individuals. They are still capable of defining
general combining abilit)r and specific combining abiiity.
High general combining abilit), implies a generally high
productivity in mixures; specific combining ability
reflects productivity for individual combinations of
species. The diallel coufd be used to identify a few
species of high general combining ability. Those
species could be utiflzed in subsequent studies to
define ideal mixtures of species.

0.0

0.5

1.0

Proportion of Species One
Figure l--Scheffels (1958) simplex lattice design of
degree three for three components. Points indicate
species proportions on the three-species simplex.

equal one. For a four component system, the simplex
is an equilateral tetrahedron with each corner of the
tetrahedron represen~nga pure stand and each face 08
the tetrahedron equivaient to a three component
simplex. A commonly encountered simplex is the soil
textural triangle, where proporlions of three
ccsmponents are depicted on a tvuo-dimensional graph.
One of Scheffe's (1958) designs, a simplex lattice for
three componenb and degree three, is presented in
figure 1. The designs are called latitices because the
data points are evenly spaced. The degree of the
simplex lattice corresponds to the degree of the
polynomial model for which the data provide support.
The diallel-like designs described above correspond to
simplex lattice designs of degree tvuo.
One of the major problems in applying mixture designs
to mixtures of trees is the large number of experimental
units that are required. Even when using a simplex
lattice of degree three and three components, one of
the most simple designs for three componenb, we
have "1different treatments. If, in addltion to species
proportion, we wish to consider different spacings and
soil Vpes we need many plots. Thus, a simplex lattice
design of degree three and three components, at only
two different spacings and only two different soit types
with only Wo replications per treatment combination
would require 80 plots and up to 32,720 seedlings and
69.3 acres. That represents a level of investment that
may be greater than what is available. As far as degree
of the simplex lattice, number of different spacings and
soil types, number of replications, and number of
border rows, this would represent a minimal study to
investigate the chosen factors.

SYSTEMATIC DESIGNS
The Stoneville Design

STATISTICAL DESIGNS FOR MIXTURES
Mixture experimen'ts are used in the development of
products as diverse as fruit punch, textiles, and
petroleum. Cornell (1990) has summarized the design
and analpis of mixture experiments. Most designs are
derivative of Schefle's simplex lattice and simplex
centroid designs (Scheffe I995, 1963). A simplex is
merely a projection of an n-dimensional coordinate
system onto an (n-4 )-dimensional coordinate system.
This projedon is possible because 1311 proportions of
the mi>cluremust add up to one, When there are tvvo
cornponenb of the, mi&ure, the simplex is a straight
line, and thus anafogous to the classicat replacement
series vvlthin the ecological I&erature. For a three
eamponent system, the simptex is an equilateral
triangle. Within a three-dimensional space, the
possible mixtures are restrictedto a tvvo-dimensional
triangle--most of the three-dimensional space
represen@an impossible combination because the
sum of the propartions of the three species does not

A solution to this problem is to use a systematic, or
clinal design. A Nelder's (1962) design is a well-known
systematic design for spacing studies. In figure 2, a
novel systematic design for three-species mi>cturesis
displayed. Each vertex of the triangle is dominated by a
single species, with the proportion of that species
decreasing towards the opposite face. Each side of the
triangle is dominated by a grada~onof Wo species, and
the center of the triangle is a relalively even mixture of
all three species.

At a specEe planting spot, species is assigned based
on the probrabilify defined by the triangular coordinate
system. Each side aF the triangle represents a range of
g r o p o ~ o nfor a given species in even steps from 8 to 1,
Thus for each corner of the triangle, one species has a
probability of 1, while, the same species has a 0
probabiliQ to occur on the opposite face of the triangle.
Each pfanGng spot has a unique probabiiiQ for each
species. Species are assigned randomly, in progodiein
to the probability. An algorithm was devised to ensure

Figure 2--The Stonevilie design For three species. Shading distinguishes species. Species is assigned to each pian~ng
spot using a constrained random procedure.
that species csmpssiajon v a ~ e dgradually rather than
strictly randomly, IF assignment was strictly random,
clusters sf one species could occur.

This design is easily expanded "L four species, The
simplex 508 a 4-component system is a three
dimensional coordin&e system, in this case, a
tetrahedron, vvith each face identicat to the triangtlrar
design lor the three species m i ~ u r e .The faces of the
tetrahedron couid be established as was the single
triangular plot sf the three component system. The
four species miaure design shrsuld be augmented by
plots with an even-mi&ceuae of alt four species.

A Diflerent 2apecies Design,
Although mbiiBp1e dewit repfaeemenhaeriesare an
egec~veway to inves~gate2-species mixaures, an
aaternative design is presented in figure 3. "The design
is doubly-elinal, in that a species earnposi%ongradient
is imposed perpendicular to a gradient of stand densiv
imposed by a Nelderis((1 962)design, The species
composi~ongradient along each arc represents
species prago~onsfrom O to 7 ,in even increments for
each radius, As for the Stsneville design, some
procedure skouid ensure that species composition

varies gradually across radii so that pockets of one
species do not occur. Po%sn"eially,
the arcs aF figure 3
could be e ~ e n d e dinto a complete circle and several
species could be included, Radosevich (I
987)
suggested an allerna~vemix%urestudy based on
Nelderk (4 962) design,

AMALVS%SOF THE STONEVILLE DESIGN
Although this section focuses an the Stonevilfe design,
the principles apply to mi&ure experiments in general.
The ebjsl'ec~vesof midhire studies involve describing the
eflecl:sf species prcspo~onon tree and stand-level
graMh. However, if any non-densib-dependent

rnodaliv occursBthe desired "eeatment ievel is not
obtained, Same early morlaliv would be expected in
any gslarsta~ors.We might not be able to conduct
standard (i'e. ANOVA) tests to determine whether
specific species propo~awsdiffer with regard lo
groMh, However, ANOVA is nof the most proper way
to proceed to analyze a systematic design (Mead
4 9813).Cornel! ("l90)has also viewed mi&uie studies
as response str~acedesigns. Thus the emphasis is on
describing the response of tree or stand-level growth to
species propoi"&ionrather than testing whether Wa
particuiar levels of species propodion differ with regard

Modeling Stand-Level Response,
Nan-overlapping subpfotsM h i n the large systematic
plot provide data for a given number of trees of each
species per unit area. The general form of the equation
wauld be:
Y =f(n,, n, n, Site, Age)
where Y is yield, and n, , n, and n, represent the
number of trees of each species. The speclfic form of
the equation should allow for yields of mixtures to be
either greater or less than monocuRures, as determined
by magnitude or sign of the parameters.

Modeling Individual Tree Response.
Grovvth or survival of individual trees would be modeled
with the following general equation:
Y = f (Yo,Dl MI S, Time, Site),

Figure 3-An alternative systematic design to investigate
stand density and species proportion simultaneously for
two-species mixtures. The radii reflect gradients of
stand density and the arcs reflect gradients of species
composition.
to observed growth. Emphasis should be placed on
describing the response surface, whether with regard
to individual tree or stand-level growth. As
non-density-dependent mortality will affect actual
species proportions, fitted values should be plotted that
reflect estimates in the absence of mortality. In figure 4,
a hypothetical contour plot is presented over the
triangular simplex.

Figure 4--A hypothetical contour plot where predicted
yield provides contours over the three-species simplex.

where Yo is the initial size of the subject tree, D is a
vector of distances to all potential competitors, M is a
vector of the magnitude, or size, of all potential
competitors, and S is a vector of the species of all
potential competitors. The specific form of this
equaaion could inctude one of the standard competition
indices or not. Model building could provide a test of
alternative competition indices, or generate an
objectively-defined competition function.

DESIGNS FOR MORE THAN FOUR
SPECIES
Designs for more than four species are still a problem.
There are two situations: (1) numerous species are to
be considered, but identificationof superior mixtures of
two to four species is the objective of study; and (2)
mixtures of many species are actually desired. In
either situation, a diallel design could be used to identify
species with high general combining ability as well as
identifying specific combinations of species that grow
well. After the initial screening, the next step for
situation two is uncertain. For situation one, the initial
screening may leave only two to five species for
consideration. Then, the designs described in this
paper could be used to identify ideal proportions of the
species. The triangular arrangement could be planted
for all possible three species combinations, and
augmented with even mixtures of all possible
combinations of more than three species. If
competition among individual trees is the only objective
of the study, a study of reasonable size is possible for
even 10 or more species by randomly assigning
species to planting spots. A model could be specified
that predicted growth for each species as a function of
competition which would be determined by the size of,
species of, and distance to competitors. Thus,

pecies that reduce grow(h of
neighbors more than other other species do-and
species that are less sensitive to compe~tion-species
whose grovvth is reduced less than another species
given the same competitors-could be identiFied. The
resuning individual tree groMh models coufd be used to
simulate numerous species compositions, and superior
mi~urescould be iden.t-ified.

Nance, W.1. 1984. Yield, Stabilit), and Fusifsrm Rust
Comparisons for Single and Mu&-Farnib Bfends of
Slash Pine, Unpublished Study Plan on Fite at
Southern Forest Experiment Station, U.S. Forest
Service, New Orleans, M
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EFFECTS OF A SUMMER WILDFIRE ON SITE CONDF8TIOMS AND
VEGETATION IN A MlXED OAK FOREST IN VIRGINIA'
David A, Groeschi, James E, Johnson, and David Wm, Sm%a@kaa

9,4 phala& 66,819"9 ha in the unkaumdareas.

ENTR&)DI)CT1OM
Fire has Nay& an ImpsanF; role in shaping "cBoe
cermpsan@on,s&u&lare#
and s u c c ~ i o n
of @ant
csmmunaw around %ewoipldpa~culerinterat k
the role 8%fire in &e regensra~an,wtablishmerat, and
maintenance of oaks (Querc10sspp.). Maintenance of
oaks on beeer quarw
i8 pa~cuEa&dmeu&due to
cornpeaon from more m d c specis, On &es MB$
a
65+ s&eindex, o a k are bdeved to be sera! and were
thought to be wbMshed by severe csndgons such as
uncsntrolied burningl abarsbcea Bogging p r s ~ c wand
,
gr;3aing (Merm 6 9n9,
Rouse 3 886). Regeneragon and
mbWishment praMems have been asadated d h the
advent sf 8re sup@
Lo@a"dmh3,
Wbsnbd and Smgh 1986, McGee
and Van Lear and Waddrop "198 have studied
prmcdbed fire and b @Re&on oak form&,hawever,
lw k k n o w a h u t %erole and impad olff naturalk
oecurdng Mi~renan 8sra and soas in mked oak
form&, Wl&rm o8er unique atu* oppa&un&m
belrzacrm sf vablsbe Rfe inleataw and the gming OF %he
firre in relaeon to ;se ph@oiogieai skte of the
vege&dsn. TOdate, our randenbnding)of the role of
fire in prosno~nggoak regeneaaGon, wkablbhment,
maintenance and h assciafed e@edon s&e
cond&ans b inesrrr@efe,

On Juw 1 ,4988,9898 ladaaonai Park Sewice (NPS)
loeaerri a t i g l i h ~ i n MO&re
s
on Dovd Mountain in

' P a w p w n t & a4 MEbhti-0 Bimnia! Sowem SiMcuRuml R

the Shenandoah Naasnai Park and adjacent pdvate
lanelev The?mid-Ju!y MlMre burgled spprogmate8y 350
ha before b&ng brought under controi and declared
eanguishead on August 8, W88,

fhis due w s established to determine Iorwt Boor
and mineral soil physieab and chemical prapeda and
vsgetaaon eharadeds~mfolloMng this van^aiksle
intens* M1&re in a mked oak fo"srst &pea

METHODS
Study Sites
The study area is located in the Blue Ridge
Phpiagraphic Province. Soils are deived from
granadiafte, arkosic sandstone, and greenstone and
have not been ciasfied ingo sedes but are @picalk
shallow and skeletal d h numerous rock oarlieroppinga.
Eletva~onsin the area range from 358 to 880 m and
dope inclinagans range from 46 to 885 parcent. Upland
mked ~ a f ko m b consist predominanlek sf c h ~ t n u t
oak ( Q u e ~ updaus
s
Lamb.) and common& sccur on
asgee% ranging &am O - "do land 300 - 360 degrees
aimuth.

Field Methods
Sftawere selected *&kin the burned and adjacent
unburned fowst 80 that cond~onssf ungorm species
csmpo&on, age, and dens@; dope pos%sn;aspect;

rch Conferen=, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3,4 9W.

elevaasn; and soil characteris%= were represented,
Fire intensiv was not measured, Cumula~vvsindividual
Wee rno6aaliQ was used to irseale stands with similar fire
seve~&based on minimal crown destruc60n and less
than 33 percent morlafr of the totah averstoy basal
area (sterns ~5 rn in height). Areas w&kgreater
mar"raliieywere rare d h i n the boundaries sf %hisfire and
no areas of high severiv were found (>75 percent

modaiifi-y),
Six overstow plok, measuring 578 rn" were
established d h i n the burned areas and six were
establkhksd w%hinthe adjacent, unburned brest.
Overstory stem measurements such as species,
diameter, and crown class were confined to these
plots, Within eaeh avefsclaw plot, three 36 m' subplob
were established for measurement of the shrub
stratrum, which was defined as all woody stems greater
than 1 rn ta11 but less than 5 rn tall, Sterns in these plots
were tallied by species, height, and origin. Also within
subpiots were established
each overslor)' plot, s k "rm2
i"ar measuring regeneralion (<
tall)
"which
I
was
recorded by species, number of &ems, and percent
ground cover. Vegeta~onsampling was conducted at
the end of the W998 grswing season which represen&
the second year aWer "re fire.

Technicon@autoanalper. Total carbon was
determined using a Leco@high-temperature induc%ion
furnace (Nelson and Ssmmess "4982)'
Composite mineral soil samples were air-dried and
passed through a 2 rnm sieve to separate out coarse
Fragments. Concentrationsof exchangeable P, I(,Ca,
and Mg were determined using a Jarrel Ash@model
9000 inducGvely coupled plasma emission
spedrophotcrme"rer after exlrac~onwith a double-acid
(0-05N WCI + 0.025N H,SO,i) sotkt~on("roornas
"1982). AcGve aeidily, measured as pH, was
determined using a 3 :2 soil to dt'sglled water ratio and
measured with a pH meter, Total n2rogen and carbon
were determined using the same procedures as for
forest floor samples. Inorganic kl (NH,-N and NO,-N)
was ex"rract:tedwith a 2M KCI solul"ton and analped
using a Technicon@autoanalyzer (Kseney and Nelson
2 382)-

Data Analysis
Bensiq and dominance data for eaeh species in the
overstory stratum were used "c calculate imporlance
values. BensiQ and frequency data were used to
calculate imporlance values for each species in the
shrub and regenera'rion strata using the procedure of
Muller-Dombois and Ellenberg (1974).

Forest 811oorand mineral soil sampling occurred in

conjuncesn with vegetaaion measuremen& during the
second groMng season aner the fire. Eighteen
sampling points were randomly located in burned and
unburned areas. The forest floor was sampled with a
"100 em2template. At each sampling point, a knife was
used to cut sllasrg the template border and the Oi-Oe
layer was removed and bagged. "The Oa layer was
removed separately and bagged. Mean depth of the
8i-Be and the Oa layer was determined. At each
sampling p o h t thtkree minerat soil samples were taken
e Farm one
to a depth of 40 cm and combined B
composite sample, Bulk densiw samples were also
taken to the "1ccm depth at each sampling point rasing
the excava~onmethod (Blake and Harlge "1986).

Lab Methods
Forest floor samples were oven-dried at 65'@ for 48
hours and weighed to determine weight per unit area of
the Oi-Be and Oil layers. Forest Roor samples were
then sieved to remove mineral maMer, ground in a 2
rnrn Wile* mill, and remixed with the fine mineral
frae~oonusing a sample spl@erto er,sure a
hsmogenked sample. Oven-dried samples were
weighed and d ~ ashed
y
at 300°C for 2 hours and then
increasedto 500°C for 12 hours. Following dry ashing,
the samples were dissolved in "INCl and filtered.
Edracts were a n a l ~ e for
d totaf P, K, Ca, and Mg using
a Jarreit-Ash8 model 9000 induc6vely coupled plasma
emission spectrophoteametcar. Total nitragen was
determined using the micro-QeIdahl method of
Bremner and Muivaney (+I
982). The resultant Kjeldahl
e ~ r a c t swere analfled for total nitrogen using a

Cornmuni"rydivepsi@was determined by using the
Shannon-Weiner alpha diversiv index (Pielou "1977):

where

Iv, -. imporlance value of species i.
K = the number of species present in a stand.

Soil and vegetation data was subjected to tvvo sample
t-tests in order to deted significant differences at the
0.05 level beween burned and unburned areas.

RESULTS AND D1SGUSSlON

Forest Flaor and Mineral Soil
In forest ecosystems, the major poaon of soil nutrienb
are ~ e up
d in the suPFace organic maEer. These
nutrients are slowty released through decomposition
and mineralization. Under normal condi(ions, organic
magfer provides a slow release, revstving fund of
nutrients for plant-uptake. Conversely, fire rapidly
releases these nutrients either by volatilizing lower
msiecular weight gases (ti, 0 , and N) into the
atmosphere or concentrating basic cations in the
residual ask.
f he effect of wildfire on the total forest floor and sudace
mineral soit is displayed in Table 1. T he forest floor in
the burned areas had only 638 percent of the dry weight
of the forest Roor in the unburned areas. The bulk of

TaMe l - - f o r ( ~floor
~ t and minerat soit nutrient contenb in burned an unburned areas on Oovet Mounbin
Area
Burned
Unburned

25,200a
36;900b

Area
Burned
Unburned

pH
4.6
4.1

13,800a
20,400b

6:
8,278
10,282

499a
6Ol b
N
238
258

368
38a

P
2.4a
I.4b

48a
53b
K
11.8a
"t .4a

322a
299a
Ca
28.9a
"1.1 b

2fSa
eftdl
4.2a
3.0b

Means, vviUlin a column, followd by the same ietler are not significanw deerent at the 0.05 level.
associatsd Mthe Oboe layer. In
the unburned are= this forest floor surface averaged
23,600 k m a , where= in the burnsd areas it averaged
only 14,000 kl;lltra. Likhse, nutrient lev& were
generally lower in the burnsd areas. This was true far
C, N, P, K, and Mg (Table I).
The surface 10 cm of mineral soil was also affected by
the wildfire. Soil pH in the burned areas was 4.6,
compared to 4.1 in the unburned areas (Table I).
Also, levels of P,K,and Mg were significanw greater in
the burned ares. These soils had no extradable NO,N in elther the bdrned or unburned areas, Levels of
NH,-N were significantly greater in the burned areas,
which had 12.2 ppm compared to 8.0 ppm in %e
unburned areas.
The result of these forest floor and soil efiects is that
more nutrienb are availaMe for uptake by the surviving
vegetation and the regeneraaion, In adjacent pine
stands this same fire had high sevePity levels, rssukng
in 100 percent ovenstory mortality and complete
removal of the forest floor (Groeschl et al. 1993). In Ule
oak stands, however, much of the forest floor remained
intact, overstory mortal.@was mosw less than 33
percent, and the nutrient cycle was not greatfy
disrupted. This 'Yertikation effea'kf fire has been
observed in other studies (Vlamis and Gawans 1961,
Wells 1971, White et af. 1973), as has the elevation in
soil pH (Grier 1975, Metz et ai. 1W1, McKee 1982).
he-increase in NH,-N is particularly noteworthy, as this
form of N is readily avaitaMe for plant uptake, and not
as easily leached as NO,-N, which was absent. The
increase is normally attributed to greater mineralization
(Burns 1952, Wells 1971, Alban 1977, White 1986,
Covington and Sackett 1986).

Forest Vegelation
The mixed oak forests on Dovel Mounbin are
dsminated by chestnut oak \Nitk minor components of
other hardwood species, such as red mapfe (Acer
nrbmrrs),scarlet oak (Quercus coceinea), and northern
red oak (Quercus nrbra). These for=& are evenaged, at about 70 years, M h overstory oak trees
exhibiting mufti@@
trunks which is indi~atlveof past
disturbances.

The M a r e had M e impacl: on the ovenstory in these
mixsd oak form&. The total numbsr of stems dropped
fiom an mtimated 9W stems ha*' to 570 stems ha"' in
burned are-, vvhich was significan* less than the
1024 e m s ha" in unburned areas (Table 2). AJthough
low intensity fires resutted in a 37 percent reducaion in
the total number of stems, basal area was reduced by
only 5 percent. tom@ were concentrated in smaller
diameter clastses, particularlywith the thin-barked red
maple. Chstnut oak, M h its thick bark, is quite
reskhnt to fire (Paulsell1957). The second grovving
season after a wildre in mixed oak stands,
Regelbrugge (1988) similarly found that low intensity
firm resuked in minimal changss in the overstory
Watum. He repoeed %;at clverstar)l den* was
reduced by 15 percent vvhile basal area was reduced
by only 8 prcent, since mortalityfrom wildfire is greater
in smaller diameter trees (McCarthy and Sims 1935).
TaMe 2-Ovenstory density prior to fire, two years after
fire, and in unburned stands on Dovel Mountain
Burned Areas
Pre-Fire Post-Fire
No. stemdha 906
5"la
Basal area
(m2Rta)
31.9
30.2a

Unburned Areas
1,024b
28.8a

The wildfire had a noaiceaMe impact on the total
number of stems in the shrub stratum. Two years after
the fire, shrub density was significantfy lower in burned
areas, with 2,840 stems ha-kompared with 5,555
stems ha"' in unburned areas.
The shrub stratum in the unburned areas forms an
intermittent canopy comprised mainly of four speci-,
including red maple, aalea (Azalea spp,), mountain
laurel (KaIrni~Iatifislh), and Wackgum (EJyssa
syfv~fica)."These same species were also prevaient in
the burned areas prior to the fire. Two years after the
fire, however, the four most important shrub species
were seMceberry (Arnelanchierarboreal, red maple,
M ch-hazel (Namamslis virgniana), and chestnut oak.

Oaks were present in fairly low numbers in the shrub
stratum, The burned areas had 350 oaks ha-' and the
unburned areas had 389 ha"'. Shrub stratum diversw
averaged 0.72 in the burned areas, significanafy lower
than the 0.96 in unburned areas.
The regeneration stratum consisted of a mixture of
woody shrubs and tree seedlings in both the burned
and unburned areas. Blueberries (Vaccinim spp.)
and azaleas dominated in both areas, however, there
were significant numbers of tree seedlings as well. The
most important were as follow:
Unburned Areas
Red maple
Chestnut oak
Northern red oak
Black oak
Blackgum
Sassafras
Flowering doawood
Total

2,853
13,825
1,536
1,536
1,756
4,384
2,633
28,528

Burned Areas
1,058
8,255
847

-

74 1
8,467

-

Burns, P. V. W92. ERecls of fires on forest soils in the
pine barren region of New Jersey. Yale Univ.
School For, Bulf. 57. 50p.
Covington, W. W., and S. S. Sackett. 19986. Effect of
periodic burning on soil nitrogen concentrations in
ponderosa pine. Soil Sci. Sac. Am. J. 50:452-457.
Grier, C. 6. 1975, Wildfire effecb on nutrient
distribution and leaching in a coniferous
ecosystem. Can. J. Far. Res. 5:599-607.
Groeschl, D. A., J. E.Johnson, and 0. W. Smith.
1993. Wildfire effects on forest floor and surface
soil in a table mountain-pitch pine forest, Inter.
Jour. Wildland Fire 3: 149-154.
Keeney, 0.R. and D. W. Nelson. 1982. Inorganic
nitrogen. In: Methods of Soil Analysis, Part IIChemical and Microbiological Properties (2nd ed.).
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19,368

Overall floral diversiv indices for the regeneration strata
were 0.84 and 0.83 for the burned and unburned
areas, respectively.
Athough fire is thought to promote the regeneration
and recruitment of oaks, the oak seedling numbers
were noticeably lower in the burned areas. Two years
after fire, however, it too soon to draw any conclusions
about the eventual success of this advance
regeneration. Although the oak numbers are lower, so
are the numbers of competing shrub stems. Chances
are that recruitment of the 9,000+ oak seedlings in the
burned areas will be more successful, simply due to the
reduced competition.
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COMPOSITION OF A VIRGIN, OLD-GROWTH LONGLEAF PINE STAND"
R, %, MeIdahi, J, 8, Kubh, W, DmBksyer and C,Oberhalstend:
Ab&rect-Fire has been absePlk from a virgin, ald-gr%iMklongleaf phe stand for the pa& m-50 years.
EfforLs are undemy to reintroduce fire and to collect a s much pre-bum data as is possible, Absence of
fire has peamiged a subdarttial hardwood canderstoq and midstory to deveaop. Longleaf pine regenemtion
and herbcmersvegetation has been vldually eliminated due 10 the accurnctfation sf a thick iifisr fayer*
lsnqleaf pine average 128 stemdacre and 82 square feeuacre. Other pines average 28skernsiacre and
10 square feeVacre and hardwood spaies average 990 sternslacre and 34square feevacre, respectively.

IN"PROC3tlCTlOS"r;S
Natural cornmunides dominated by tongleaf gine and
maintained fay gehodic fire once covered an esamated
86-90 million acres in a broad arc along the coastal
plain and Piedmont h r n southern Virginia to east
Texas, e&endr"ngfurlher inland in the Cumberiand
Plateau and Ridge asad Valley physiagraphic provinces
in Aabama. Exploita~onsf longleaf pine-dominated
hrersts has led to a steady decline of ib acreage f Frost
4 994). By "1335, only 28 million acres were Ben,
declining to 12 million acres by "155. Today, esQmates
indicate that less than 3.2 million acres exist. Of this, it
is estimated that less than il000 acres of virgin, oldgrowlta longleaf gine remain. Within the city limits of
Ffomaton, AL is a 66-acre stand of virgin, old-groMh
longleaf pine owned by Champion Internal;ional
Corporation.

AIger-Sullivan Lumber Company, one- me owner,
dedicated the stand to presemassn in the first haif of
the century. The stand was regularly control burned
until some %imein the mid-"195's when the lumber
company was sold, Absence of fire since has
permiaed a substaillial hardwood understorl, and
midstory to develop and allowed for an accumula~onof
a thick Iiaer iiayer at the expense of longleaf pine
regeneration and herbaceous vegektion, As part of a
coaperaQveagreement among several organka~ons,
ego- are uncleway to restore, monitor and manage
the &and as an old-growth isngleaf pine habitat and to
candud biological research which will provide
"rfarmation on old-$grotiv"rkstand dynamics and Future
ecological restora'lisn work on what is now being ealied
"iks FIornaton Natural Area (Meldah$et a!. "1894)"The

METHODS
ERoitrs are undeway lo re-introduce fire to the stand in
the winter sf 1995. The stand has been broken up into
8 blocks and plans are to eliminate hardwoods from 4

of the blocks. The elimination of the hardwood
component will provide an opportuniv to restore the
herbaceous component of the communi& more rapidly*
%hep s ~ o 05:n the stand receiving only fire treatment will
be used to monitor the amount of ~rne
it will take for fire
lo remove the hardwood vegeta~on.ARer "ihe inWal fire
has reduced the fuel load, late sgringlearty summer
fires will be used ow a periodic basis ta cantrollremove
"re eomgeang hardwood vegetation and f;Q restore the
herbaceous component ah the commcrnitl, mare rapidly.
In addition, a sec~ssraof the stand separabed from Ike
main stand by a road has been designated to receive
no treatment,
Plot centers have been established on a 3-chain by 4chain grid with plot centers located at least "6.5 chains
from the edge of the old-groMh tract. Data recorded
for ever?,tree on the 115-acre circular plots includes:
number, aimutl.1, distance, DBH, crown height, total
height and filter depth at the base OF the tree. Woody
stems less than 0.5 inches BBH but iarger than %foot
tall have been taiiied by l-foot height classes. Longleaf
pine greater "rm 3.15 "Inehes BBH are being cored to
determine age. Four milacre quadrats per plot have
been flagged off and ground cover vegetation is being
suweyed by species quaeerly.

RESULTS
A total sf 24 tree species have been recorded on the
115-acre measurement plots. bongleaf pine remains
the darninant tree species accounting for 45 percent of
"the trees (> 4.5" DBH). However it comprises less than
7 percent of the saplings (0.6"
to 44.'QM) and not
even +percent of the seedlings ("afoo tall to 0.6""
DBH). Absence of fire has allowed other pines (loblolly,
slash, and skrcr~saoand hardwoods to beecame a
major component sf the stand. The oaks, specifically
water, laurel, and southern red, cons~tutea majoriv of

'Faper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silvicultural Research Conference, Auburn, Ab, Nsv 1-3, 1994
'Assistant Professor, Senior Research Associate, School of Foreslrf~,Auburn University, Ab; Principal SilviculSurist, Southern
Forest Experiment Station, Auburn, AL; and Community EcologisVBoPanist, Alabama Natural Heritage Program, Monbgcameq, Ah,
(respectiveiy),

the hardvvoods. They account for 34 percent of the
trees and are the predominant sapling and seedling
species, comprising 57 and 64 percent, respectively.
Other hardvJoods of importance incfude southern
magnolia, American holly, black cherry, sweet bay,
black gum, and dogvvood. Figure 1 presents the
dens@ of longfeaf and species groups for the Flomaton
Natural Area.

the total tree basal area (> 4.5"' DBM) is in longleaf pine,
longleaf represents less than 14 percent of the sapling
basal area, Oaks account far 45 percent of the stems
in the 5-10"" DBW class (Figure 3). The trees in this
DBW class occupy the midstory and will replace
longteaf pine as mortafity occurs. In the absence of
human intenrention or catastrophic evenb, the future
stand vvill be dominated by oaks and a few other
hardwood species,

Longleaf pine accounb for 66 percent of the total basal
area in the stand (Figure 2). Afthough 72 percent of
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Figure I-Density distribution for the Flomaton Natural Area by species group and size class.
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Figure 2--Basal area distribution for the Flomaton Naturai Area by species group and size class.
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Figure 3--Tree density distribution for the Flomaton Natural Area by species group and DBH class.

TREE AGE {years)

Figure 4--Diameter-age distribution for longleaf pine at the Flomaton Natural Area (tree age is ring count at 4 feet).

E l f o ~ to
s core the longleaf pine are about a third of the
way comgiete. The diameter-age reIaQonshipsfor the
trees cored-to-date are shown in figure 4. There are a
few scagered 01d be= Mtk a r;rrajoi@ of the trees in the
469-58 year age class, Mk many possibly originae'ng
from the excepkr"onallyheaw 4947 seed crop. These
younger trees coincide ~ 4 t hthe cessa~onof burning,
In gags created by the death of s larger tree, younger
(angle&pine have been found. With the rad"ral
increment measurement data and mapping of dead
and downed trees, a bemr understanding should be
gained sf longleaf pine stand d.gmamics,

undeeaken, the stand will eventually covert into a mixed
harwssb stand dominated by oaks. This succession
may be a gradual process or it may happen rapidly
through some type of catastrophic event, such as an
uncon"lral8ed fire or windstorm,
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SINGLY APPLIED HERBICIDES FOR SITE PREPARATION AND
RELEASE OF LOBLOLLY PINE IN CENTRAL GEORGIA1
James B-I, Miller and M, Boyd Edwards2
Abstract-Separate studies were instailedto evaluate site-preparation and refeaseherbicide treammenls
for loblally pine (Pinus laeda L.1. Tests were at four locations each on the Piedmont and Coastal Plain of
central Georgia, Sk herbicide Ireatmenla were tested for pre-planting site preparation and seven
treatments were applied In the tltlrd growing season for aver-ths.-trap release, both with untreated checks.
Mast kshicldes were applied at maimurn Iabeied rates, Six years aRer site preparation, per-acre pine
voJumes differ& dgnificanllgr (ps0.05) among treatments as Fallow: Velpam = Pronone > lord-dona-Round~@. Garlo@ =: Banvsl@. check. Four futl growing seasons aRer release, Arsenal@and
Pronone treatments produced greater vaiumes than Roundup and check treatments and greater than ail
other teetmestts eRer $5 years, Because some release treatments grew less pine volume than the checks,
proper release prescriptions appear more critical than site-preparation prescriptions.

fMTRODUCTIC>N
"Te use of herbicides for pine site preparation and
release is increasing in southern forestw, espeeiaily as
tank-mix applications. At the same $me, IiMfe is
understood about the control capabilities of the
separate herbicides and their influence on pine and
vegetaave regrowh. A ctearer understanding of each
herbicide applied separately could result in more
effective tank mixes.
This study was expfi~ratovwith tests on a wide range
of s ~ e to
s evaluate herbicides, in most cases applied
singly, for both site preparation and pine release of
loblolly pine (Pinus Caeda L.). Pine growth was the
primary focus. The practical objective of this
cooperative research with the Georgia Forestry
Commission was to identiqt herbicides suitabie for
reforestation by non-industrial private forest landowners
afeer intensive hawesting of pines and hardwoods and
small-diameter fuelwosd. The Commission has long
promoted the use of fuelwood as an alternatjve energy
source. Prior reporSs from this research evaluated the
projected growth and economics of the site preparation
and refease treatments (Busby and others 1993, Busby
and HaCnes 1994) and floristic changes aRer the
release treatments (Boyd and others 1994).

METHODS
Separate studies were installed to evaluate herbicide
treatments for site preparation and for release of loblolly
pine. Four localions were used with each: Wo in the
Piedmont and Iwo in the Coastal Plain ad central
Georgia (table 1). All test loca~onshad been harvested
for fuehood l o a 4-inch d.b.h, limit aner commercial

clearcuting, leaving few residual trees and maximum
hardwood resprouts. For bath treatment types, a
randomized compiete block design used locations as
blocks. There were five blocks for the site-preparation
study with tvvo blocks established at the Piedmont
location (McEfroy) ta include an eroded and noneroded phase of a Piedmont soil. There were four
blocks for the release study, but one block was
destroyed due ta an over-spray with a herbicide in the
Sourbh growing season after treatment, which will be
reflected in the analysis.
The prevalent hardwood species on these research
areas were sweetgum ( Liquidambar sfyracigua L.),
southern red oak (Quercus faicata Michx.), water oak
(Q. nigra L.), black tupelo (Nyssa syivatica Marsh.),
red maple (Acer rubrum L.), flowering dogwood
(Cornus florida L.), black cherry (Prunus serotj~a
Ehrh.), persimmon (Diospyros virginiana L.), and
pignut hickory (Carya glabra (Mill.) Sweet). Prevalent
shrubs were hawthorn (Crataegus spp.), blueberry
(Vaccinium spp.), and southern bayberry (IWj/rica
cerifera L,).
Six herbicide treatments were tested for pre-planting
site preparation and seven treatments were applied in
the third growing season for over-the-top release.
Check plots were established at each location. High
labeled rates or affordable rates (i.e., for Tordon 10K
and Oust + Velpar t)were used, applied at what is
generally considered optimum or near-optimum
tr'mings.

'Paper presentedat the Eighth Biennial Southern Silvieultural Research Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3, 1994.
'Research Eeoiogist, Southern Forest Experiment Station, Auburn Universityty,
AL, and Research Ecologist, Southeastern
Forest Experiment Station, DQ Branch, OA.

The sitepreparation treatments were:
Herbicides
Velpar t
Pronone IOG
Tordon 10K
Garfon 4
Banvel + Banvef 720
Roundup

2.5 to 3.5 hexminone (1.25 to 1.75 gal)
2.5 to 3.5 hexazinone (25 to 35 Ib)
3 piclorarn (30 Ib)
4 triclopyr (2 gal)
4 dcamba + 4 2,4-8 (0.5 + 2 gal)
4 gtyphosate (1 gal)

Tordon 10K pellets are no longer manufactured, but
the liquid formulation of picloram (Tordon K) is. Tordon
K at 1.5 gallacre would equal Tordon 10K at 30 Ibfacre.

Herbicides
Pronone 1 0 6
MCI 54 PeiletsQS,
Veipar L
OusMi, + Velpar L
Arsenal AC
Roundup

Also, the glyphosate formulation presently labeled for
southern forestrl, is Accord, which is comparaMe to
Roundup in concentration and therefore rate. The
release treatments were:

0.9 to 1.5 hexazinone (9 to 15 lb)
(a) 2 3 the Pronone a.i. rate (20 to 33 Ib)
(b) 314 the Pronone a.i. rate (22 to 37 Ib)
1.0 to 2.25 hexazinone (2 to 4.5 qt)
0.09 sulfometuron (2 oz) +0.5 hexainone ( I qt)
1.0 imazapyr ( I qt)
2.0 giyphosate (2 qt)

The combination of Oust and Velpar was an
experimental release treatment to test pine response to
only herbaceous plant control at these rates.
Wexazinone rates (Pronone 10G and Velpar L) were
prescribed according to soil texture and percent
organic matter as specified on the labels. Thus, higher
hexazinone rates were applied to Piedmont locations
and lower rates to the Coastal Plain locations. An
experimental product that is no longer manufactured,
MCI 54 Pellets, was a concentrated nitrogen fertjlirer
(66 percent by weight) and contained 3 percent
hexazinone. MCI rates were based on Pronone rates
but were lower, assuming that hexazinone would be
more effective when used with nitrogen fertilizer (and
would have a higher price per pound of active
ingredient (a.i.), requiring a lower rate to be
competitively priced).
It was assumed that 1 inch of rainfall is requiredto
activate the soil-active pelfeted hexuinone and
picloram herbicides (Pronone 1OG,MCI 54, and
Pardon 1OK Pellets) and 0.5 inch to activate the liquid
hexazinone treatments (Velpar L and Oust + Velpar L).
Following these assumptions, Pronone 1OG and
Tordon WOK were activated 22 to 24 days affer site
preparation appfieations, while Pranone and MGI 54
Pellets were activated 16 to W days after release
applications, Liquid hexazinone treatments (Velpar L
and Oust + Vetpar I ) were afso activated at 22 to 24
datfs after site preparation appfieati~nsand on the day
following release applications.

May
May
June
June
June
August

April
April
April
May
May
June
September

Treatments were applied on 0.5- to 2-acre plats using
either a crawler-tractor-mounted sprayer equipped with
a Boomjet cluster nozzle (45-ft effective swath) or an
Ornni spreader ( 8 5 4 effective swath). Both systems
had application control systems that maintained test
rates as ground speed varied (Miller 1988, 1991). The
nozzle height was adjusted for each location to apply
the herbicide mixture into the sides and over-the-top of
most vegetation, although side shielding is always a
problem with ground spray applications (Miller 1988). It
is now recognized that the Boomjet cluster nozzle
produces an uneven, within-swath distribution (Miller
1990), which may make foliar herbicides less eRecGve
(e.g., Roundup and Garlon), but be less critical for
herbicides with soil-activity (e.g., Velpar, Arsenal, and
Banvel). Sprays were applied at 40 gallacre total
herbicide-water mixtures, except for Roundup which
was applied at 25 gallacre (per label instructions). A 5ft swath overlap was used for site preparation
applications, white edge-to-edge swaths were for with
release applications--assured by sunreyed flagging
stations and ground guidance.
At the site-preparation locations, harvesting was done
at various times before treatment, from just 2 months
(Hiif tract) to 7 years (McEtroy tract), ailowing
obsenratjons on treatment timing relative to harvest,
Site-preparation treatments were applied from May to
August 1984, and all plots including the checks were
prescribe-burnedin late October or early November
1984. Genetically improved lobfolly seedlings were
machine planted on a 6-by-9-fl spacing in February or

Table I .-Location and slte and soil characteristics of Georgia study areas.
Tract

County

Ellington

Laurens

Grimsfey

TiYiggs

Hill

TMggs

McElroy I

Monroe

McElroy 2

Monroe

Patton

Twiggs

Duggins

Laurens

Robinson

Monroe

Davis

Monroe

Province

---------

Site
index"

Soil and slope

Site preparation---Coastal Plain
70
&ley loamy sand,
8-a7 percent slope, and Qrangeburg
Sandhiits
loamy sand, 12-17 percent slope.
Coastaf Plain
85
Tifton fine sandy loam, 2-5 percent slope
and Norfolk loamy sand, 2-5 percent
slope.
Coastal Plain
80
Norfolk loamy sand, thin solum, 2-5
percent slope, and Tifton fine sandy
loam, 2-5 percent slope.
Piedmont
80
Gwinnett sandy clay loam, 2-15 percent
slope.
Piedmont
75
Gwinnett sandy clay loam, 6-15 percent
slope, eroded.
Release-----------Coastal Plain
70
Ailey loamy sand,
Sandhills
8-17 percent slope.
Coastal Plain
85
Cowarts loamy sand, 2-5 percent slope,
Fuquay loamy sand, 0-5 percent slope,
Lucy loamy sand, 0-5 percent slope, and
Orangeburg sandy loam, 5-8 percent
slope, eroded.
Piedmont
75
Gwinnett sandy clay loam, 6-15 percent
slope, eroded.
Cecil sandy loam, 6-10 percent slope.
Piedmont
80

'Base age 50, with values derived from on-site soil series identification and from the Soil Conservation Service data base.
early March 1985. Fifty planted seedlings per plot were
measured for total height and groundline diameter
(g.1.d.) after 1, 2, 3, and 5 grovrring seasons. After the
sixth growing season, total height and d.b.h. were
measured. Measurements for both studies were made
to the nearest 0.1 ft for heights, 0.01 in, for g.l.d., and
0.1 in, for d.b.h.
Release treatments were applied during the 1985
growing season. The planted, improved loblolly
seedlings were in their third growing season in the field
at the time of treatment. The seedlings had been
planted on a 6-by-9-ft spacing after prescribed burning.
Before treatment, 80 pine seedlings per plot were
randomly selected for measurement: 20 in each of four
woody competition classes:
Class I.
The seedling had no woody competitor
near it that, when bent over, could touch
the upper half of the seedling's main stem.
The seedling had one woody competitor
Class 2.
near it that could touch the upper half.
Class 3.
The seedling had woody competitors on
two sides that could touch the upper half.
Class 4,
The seedling had woody competitors on
three sides that could touch the upper half
of the seedling's main stem.

This stratified sampling provided a population of
measurement seedlings with competition conditions in
fixed proportions. This approach minimized a major
source of experimental error associated with release
studies: unequal competition conditions at the start of
the study. Height and g.1.d. were measured on the 80
seedlings before and after the treatment grovving
season and then 1, 3, and 4 full growing seasons after
treatment (FGSAT). At 5 FGSAT, height and d.b.h.
were measured. MCI treated trees were not measured
past 4 FGSAT.
For the release study, competition cover was estimated
in October 1986, at the end of 1 FGSAT. Woody, nonpine cover was ocularly estimated on two 33-by-334
sample sub-plots that were systematically positioned
within each main plot. These sub-plots were quartered
and estimates were made in each quarter for
herbaceous cover by groWh forms and the amount of
bareground.
A per-acre volume index was calculated for the iobfolly
pine seedlings, as:

g.1.d.' (or d.b.h,') X height X survival X planting density.

Data were anaised iby anabsis of variance, except &at
an analysis of covaniance was used for release pine
data using beforetreatment measuremen& as the
covariate. Duncan" smu&pfe range test m s used lo
earnpare means. DiFferences were considered
signficant at the 6.05 level far a Qype I error.

most sites, while Tordon was second on the Grimsley
tract and Roundup was second on the McEIro* trad
(eroded Piedmont). Pine grswlh response (and
sbsewed control) on the recenqy logged Hill tract was
similar to that: at other locaaons that had "107 yean to
regrow before treatment,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSDON

Greatest overall pine groMh occurred at the Grimsley
tract on the Coastal Plain and the lowest groMh was
on the Ellington tract on the Gsastaf Plain Sandhills.
The extraordina~ypine voItarne gra\rrglr on the Grimstey
site aRer Velpar application (1,031 @/acreaRer 6 years)
was due to 3 years of complete herbacestus and woody
control on this poorly drained site, exceg~onalfor
residual control. Another soil-ac~veherbicide, "Prcdon,
yielded the second most grovvlh on this s%e,indica~ng
that surdace moisture may influence the length sf

Site Preparation
Pine survival averaged across s&eswas 89 to 95
percent aRer the Rrsl year and 80 to 89 percent aRer six
years, including the burned-on[y cheeks, and did not
vart, by treatment This high sumival resuked from the
good quafiv of seedlings and planling operalion, since
below-average rainfall occured during the first four
growing seasons. The lowest survival, 42 percent,
occurred on the Sandhill site after app1ica;ljons of
lordon, where seedlings had toxiciw sym&ltoms for up
to 2 years. Residual picloram toxicity has long been
recognized as a problem on sandy soils.
Significant diverenees (ac0.05) among treatments were
evident in per-acre pine volumes aFter 5 and 6 years,
acc~rdingto t h e following interpretation of the
Duncan" analpis: Velpar = Pronone 3 Roundup =
Torden 3 Garlon = Banvel Check (table 2 and fig. I)).
ARer 6 years the per-acre volume for the Velpar
treatment was about 6 Gmes greater than the check
and the Banvel treatment was 2.8 times greater. Velpar
and Pronone (hexazinone treatments) yielded the
greatest or second-greatest volumes aRer 6 years on

residual aie~viw.

Release
In October of the year after treatment, woody cover was
10 to 20 percent less on the Arsenal, Velpar, and
Roundup treatments than on the others (table 3).
Grasses were least on Arsenal, Roundup, and RAG! 2M
treatments#with a concomitant increase in forbs where
Arsenal and Roundup were used. Grasses are severe
competihrs of pine seedlings for soil moisture, while
forbs are thought to be less competiGve (Morris and
others 1993). MCI 263 treatment also had the mast
bare ground, but was diEerent only from the cheek at
the 0.05 level. No consisken2 dimrences in vines were
detected.

Table 2.--Site-preparation treatments: volume index (@lac, using d.b.h.) by location in the sixth growing season aRer
treatment,
Piedmont
Treatment

Garton
Banvel
Check
MEAN

94
223
81
240

ROOT M W N SQUARE ERROR

McElroyl

McElroy2

198
153
91
2'7l

471
332
72

293
219
124

385

536

323

387

399
4 05

Meana

288 bc
265 be=
9% c:

354.5

determined by Duncan" Mukipfe Range test.
'A double underline highlights the greatest pine growth on a loca~onand a single underline highlights the secondgreatest grovvth.

Volume index (ft3 acre)

i

2

3

Plantation age (years)

Figore 1 .-Loblo!@ pine volume index (using g.l.d.1aRer herbicide s&epregara~ontreatmen&.

Table 3-Pine rsleaae: mean cover w ~ r n a t aand the amount of bare graund (percerati)in Qdeber of the graMng
season foItoMng treahent
Treatment

Woody

covet
Amenat
Pronone
Velpar
Me1213
MCI 314
OusI+Veipar
Roundup
Check
ROOT MWN SQUARE ERROR

12 cS
30 ab
25 bc
38 ab
38 aCli
37 ab
23 be
42 a
18.2

Gram
cover

Forb

cover

Vine
cover

Bare
ground

26 bc
46 ab
46 ab
27 bc
41 ab
39 ab
"1 c

50a
"3.7

'Means in a column foliowed by the same Ieaer are not signgcanw & i r e n t at the 0.0%-levelof prssbabile as determined
by Duncan's MuW@eRange tmtPine suwkaQwas oRew reduced by release tre%ramenb,
M h Veipar caudng @il?e most nrorlar@-an average 39percent decreme compared frs the check (IaMe 4).
Velpaia tadcQ ws most pronounced at the higher-rate
sg-, 2.5 tcs 4,s@acre, at Davk, Robinson, and
Duggins. Seedlings at the Dsas s@ewere most

exposed to direct applica~onof herbicide because of
the scahlered amounk of h8~W80dcompeWon,
rwu&ng in only 27 percent suMval. Most herbicides
caused same degree of pine toxiclicQ, as evidenced by
suMval valum at ppaficbalar sites (table 4).

Table 4.-Release treatments: percent survival by location at the end of the growing season of treahnent
Treatment

MCI 314
Oust+Velpar
Roundup

88
91

SQUARE ERROR

64
78

90

85

100
12.1

89

78

83

91
76
9'7

94
87
94

74 a
84 a
83 a
91 a

Volume index (ft / acre)

3
Years after release

4

Figure 2.-Loblolly pine volume index (using g.1.d.) after herbicide release treatments.
The response to over-the-top release treatments is the
cornbined result of phytotodc injury, recovery time, and
growth increase prompted by cornpewon control. Pine
growth response also varies according to the timing
and degree of herbacwus and woody compeMon
control (Miller and others 1991). Because of these
different influences, pine response is more variable after

release treatments than after preplanting site
preparation treatments (compare Figures 1 and 2).
Arsenal and Pronone release treatments produced
greater volumes at 4 FGSAT than the Roundup and
check treatments (table 5) and greater volumes at 5
FGSAT than all other treatments (table 6). The highest
yielding treatments varied widely by location. In

Table 5.--Release treatments: volume index (@/ac., using gfd) by locaaon, four full growing seasons after treatment
(seven growing seasons after planting)
Treatment

Vet par
MCI 3 3
MCI 314
Oust+Velpar
Roundup
Check
MEAN
ROOT MEAN
SQUARE ERROR

Goastat Plain
PatCon
Buggins

2%?
135

228

118
111
88
154
179.I

Davis

94 1
644
612
692
637
705
810

Piedmont
Robinson

236

322
354
222
434
398
323
392

m

656

-

448
172
171
380

Meana

433 ab
450 ab
429 ab
423 ab
330 b
322 b

aMeansin a column foilowed by the same letter are not significantly digerent at the 0.05-level of probability as determined
by Duncan's Multiple Range test.
bA double underline highlights the greatest pine growth on a location and a single underline highlights the secondgreatest growth
Table @.--Releasetreatments: volume index (efac., using dbh) by location, five complete growing seasons after
treatment (eight growing seasons after planting)
Coastal Plain
"Teatment

Patton

Duggins

Arsenal
%2B
.b
95
Pronone
LB.2
Vet par
Oust+Velpar
49
Roundup
83
Check
38
MEAN
95
ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR 179.1

Piedmont
Robinson

1,186
963
794
1111
1212

459
534
687
556
651

-

Meana
874 a
831 a
609 b
515 b
522 b
569 b

"Means in a column followed by the same letter are not significantly different at the 0.05-level of probabilrty as determined
by Duncan's Multiple Range test.
bA double underline highlights the greatest pine growth on a location and a single underline highlights the secondgreatest grovvth.
general, the control of only herbaceous vegetation
using the Oust + Velpar midure produced no
significant grovvth increases by 4 and 5 FSSAT.
Similar to the site-preparation test, overall growth was
best on a Coastal Plain site (Duggins) and the leas-n
the Sandhilt site (Pataon tract).
At ail IocaGons except the Patton Sandhilt tract, one or
more treatments produced pine grovvth that was no
beMer than the checks. %is indicates that the selection
of the best herbicide is more cri%ealfor refease than for
site preparation, where all but one treatment produced
bedter than the checks. Also, timing of application
relative to pine grovvth flushes is cribical. The poor
pe#ormance of the Roundup treatment must be

partially due to the fact that August rains after a dry,
early summer resulted in abundant gro\Nth fiushes just
before the September 1 applications. Most new
terminal and lateral leaders were killed.

GONCLUSrONS
Both site-preparation and release treatments increase
pine volume gro\nrth on intensively harvested lands
when the corred herbicide is prescribed and applied at
the optimum time. Both treatments, when properly
done, should be profitable investments as weft (Busby
and others 1993). It is clear that pine can grow faster
after site preparation treatments than after release and
thus site preparafton is projected to yield greater
economic returns (Busby and others 1993).

Fuhhermtsre, &e tower rates of herbicide treatment
used far release d d not signiflean& alter the plant
commcrni& and 8orr"s~e;:
dive=@ or advenely aflect
Midlife habgat 7 years aRer beatanent (Boyd and others
2 99h))*It k assumed that %e higher rate site
prepara~an&eatmen&respond similar&,but fumer
study of the fiorz"sGcchanges are needed.
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A REGIONAL PERSPECTIVE OF THE PHYSIOGRAPHIC PROVINCES
OF THE SOUTHEASTERN UNITED STATES1
4,H, Miller and K,S, Robinsan'
Olbdract4 landscape elassi8cation system using defind units for physiography, landform, and soils is
need& to organkg ecological information and to sewe as an aid for landscape management. Po assist
this ego&,a cornpasRe physiograpMc map k presented far 12 southeastern states. The physiographic
cfasslfir;ationsystem and maps for five statm were devised by a committee fomed in the early 1970"s
through the SocieV of' American Foresters, directed by Earl iiodgkins, Auburn University. Maps w r e
prepared by state teams delineating physiographic provinces, regions, and subregisms--fore& habitat
rqions. The frve state maps w r e combined and the province delineations extended to the surrounding
dates using "Information from topographic, gmlrsgic, and soil maps for states and counties. The system
is a refinement OF the trad8ional physiogsaphic provincesthat. have been recognked in the Southeast for
wme time.

IRJTR0DBJGTIC)N
Southeastern forests grow on a repealing spatial
mosaic af soils across landform paaerns unique to
physiographic provinces. The p%mernsare created
through the perpetual dynamics of climate moving
across vaving geology to create landforms and soils
that scspgorI an evolving vegetation. Within human life
spans, vegeta%ionand weather change while geology,
IanHorm, and soil are more permanent as ctassifiers.
By using a classifica~onsystem that recognkes
diflerenk landscape units, ecological information can be
placed and viewed in scates of interest to aid in
landscape management,
This paper introduces ra complete-coverage, concise
physiographic map for "1southeastern states. The
map is based upon a system of landscape classification
that can be used to organize ecological and silvicultural
research Findings. The map and system may be useful
for introducing visitors and students to the
Southeastern Forest Region.
The physiographic (or geomorphie) regions of the
United States have been long recognired, but an
accurate depiction in a regional map has been only
possible with the advent of aerial photography and
sa"c1Iite imagery (Miller and Golden 1991).
Physiographic provinces of the Southeastern United
States were recognized as early as 1705 (White 2953),
fdvith preliminary m a p as early as 1895 by Major
Joseph W, Powelt (shown in Thornbufy 1965). A
comprehensive map Mh approximate boundaries was
produced by a cornmigee of the Associa~onof
American Geographers, chaired tay N.M. Fenneman,
and reporled at the 7916 annual meeting. Fenneman
(1938) w e n h n to write the widely recognized book,

Physiography of Eastern United States, describing the
provinces, The subject was revisited and the
information updated in coniprehensive detail by
Thornbury (1965), although without a map. These
works mainly focused on the wealth of geological data
amassed early in this century. However, lisle
information was available that linked surfteial geology to
soils and vegetation. One notable exception was the
publication in 191 1 of Forest Physiography by Isaiah
Bowman, who devoted considerable space to
discussing the interaction of climate and soils with
vegetation.

SOURCES OF MAP lNFORMATION
The natural ties beween forest communities and
physiography-geomorpkology stimulated foresters to
undertake defining the physiography of the
Southeastern region. An organized effort was
conceived in the 1960" by Earl Hodgkins, Auburn
Universiw Department of Forestry, and coordinated
with the assistance of W.F. Miller, Mississippi State
University Department of Forestry. A committee of
researchers from the southern states was formed
under the Southern Forest Environment Research
Council through the Society of American Foresters.
The classification system was developed by Hodgkins
(2 965) and initially summarized in Southeastern forest
habitat r e g i ~ n sbased on physiography; The
classification system is based on physiography that
delineates uniformities that result from the interaction of
geomorphology (i,e., geology and landform) and
climate (e.g., increased rainfall and cooling with
increases in elevation, lengthened growing seasons

vaper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silvicultural Research Conference, Auburn, At, Nov. 1-3, 1994.
'Research Ecologist and former Computer Assistant, Southern Forest Experiment Station, USOA Forest Service, Auburn
Universily, AL

Figure 2.--Cross-sectional relief transects shown in figure 3.
Table l--Physiographic provinces, their range in elevaQon,age of soil-forming parent materials, and predominate type of
rocks

Middle Coastal Plain
Hilly Coastal Plain
Piedmont

75-600
100-800
200-4,200

2-5.5
5.5-22
200-600+

Blue Ridge and
Talladega Mountains

1,200-6,684

500+

Ridge and Valley

ridges 1,0004,500
valleys 400-1,400

500+

Cumblerland Plateau

808-3,200

270-320

Lirne&one Plateau

506-1,400
(2,4 00 exceg~sn)

320-340

Silt Bluff
Mississippi Alluvial
Floodplain and Terraces
BuachEla Mounhain

"100-400
floodplain e480
terraces 100-400
2200-2,700

0.01-0. "125
recent

Ozark Plateau

0.01-0.125
508-r-

Unconsolidatedwater-, ocean-, and winddeposited sedimen&.
Same as above.
Same as above.
Varying zones of deeply weathered
metamorphic rocks with lesser areas of
sedimentary and igneous rocks.
Uplined metamorphic and
igneous rocks (and sedimentary along
western edge) with wide aprons of coliuvium.
Folded and tilted sedimentary rocks with
sandstone ridges and limestone valleys
with wide aprons of colluvium.
Hot~ontallayers of sandstone, shale. and
limestone sedimentary.
Consobdated sedimeratay.

Wind blown sin from glacial outwash plains.
Sand, st.&,
and clay atfuvium; and
wind-blown siM terraces.
Fofded and tined sedimentary rocks with
sandstone ridges and limestone vallem
with wide aprons of eolluvilarn.
Horizontal layers of sandstone, shale, and

South Carolina. Eleva~onalranges within provinces
and the geologic parent material for soil forma8on and
its age are summarized in tabte 1.
The greatest range in elevation within the Southeast is
shown in figure 3 SC-VA with the cross-section
through South Carolina, Norlh Carolina, and Virginia.
Eleva6ons range from zero at the coast up to 6,684 ft
at Mount Mitchell, the highest point in the United States
east of the Mississippi River. Some of the highest
yearly precipitation with the coolest temperatures and
shortest growing seasons are associated with the Blue
Ridge Mountain Province, due to the orographic effect.
It is evident that the landforms found in the Ridge and
Valley Province have comparable traits to the Ouachita
Mountain Province, and may have similar geologic
origins (Thornbury 1965). One interesting feature
shown in figure 3 (FL-TN) is an inclusion of Limestone
Plateau (LP) as a narrow band within a portion of the
Cumberland Plateau (i.e., the Sequatchie Valley). This
is an example of an area that was too small to delineate
in figure 1.

SOILS
Previous reports have presented maps and discussions
of the soils in the Southeastern United States (Nelson
and Zillgitt 1969, Buol 1973) and generalities will be
discussed here relative ts physiography. Each
physiographic province has a suite of soils. Some are
unique to a province, while some are shared with other
provinces as is the case with the coastal plain
provinces. Many of the soil forming forces--climate,
geologic material, biotic organisms, relief, and time-are similar between adjacent provinces.
The influence of time has varied by province and
habitat regions within provinces (table 1). Erosional
processes have been working on the mountains and
uplands including parts of the Piedmont for over 500
million years. About 250 million years ago the BIue
Ridge Mountainswere comparable in elevation to the
Rocky Mountains. While only 54 million years ago, the
warm sea that wentually formed the coastal plains was
at the "Fall Line'ht the base of the Piedmont and at the
lower slopes of the Ouachita Mountains and Ozark
Plateau. With the fluctuating subsidence of the sea
and rise of the unburdened land, the coastal plains
were successively formed through upland erosion and
coastal deposition starting about 22 million years ago.
Over the last 2 million years, during earth's latest ice
age, sea level has fluctuated during the 40+ advances
and retreats of glaciers, alternateiy exposing and
inundating expanses of the Lower Coastal Plain and
continental shelf. During this period, windblown glacial
outwash was deposited to form the Silt Bluff and River
Terraces of the Mississippi River, which are some of
the youngest inland geology. Presently, the Coastal
Marsh and Island Province(s) is gradually being flooded

during the current interglacial age (the last 20,000
years), while coastal depositjon continues or has been
accelerated due to human disturbance (Pielou 1991).
For the most pad, the cfirntlte of the Southeast has
fluctuated belvveen temperate to tropical over the fast
200 milEon years; remarkably remaining wghin similar
laatudes as today, even as the mega-continent,
Pangaea, broke-up and driffed apart (Conkle 5 992).
Presently, the Southeast is in the subtropical climatic
domain except for the southern tip of Florida, which is
tropical (Bailey 1983)Because of the warm humid climate, lengthy
weathering period, and minerals in the parent rock, the
dominant soils of the region are Ultisols (Nelson and
Zillgitt 1969, Buol 1973)-wll-developed, high&
weathered soits with distinct horizons. Exceptions are:
a. Alluvial Floodplain Province, mostly Inceptjsois and
Entisols, i.e., relatively young soils with no or
weakly differentiated horizons.
b. Silt Bluff Province and Mississippi Terrace Region,
mostly Alfisols, i.e., soils that are medium or high in
bases with gray to brown surface horizons and
subsurface horlzons of clay accumulation.
c. Lower Coastal Plain of Florida, mainay bfisols,
Histosols, i.e., wet organic peat and muck soils,
and Spodosols, i.e., soils low in bases that have a
subsurface horizon of accumulated organic matter
and compounds of aluminum and iron.
The extensively-formed Ultisols have red-to-brown
clayey subsoils below sandy or loamy surface soils.
These soils are acid and relatively infertile, because the
clays are the type that retain few nutrients. Eastern
coastal plain soils from Virginia to Alabama have clays
that are dominanffykaolinite and vermiculite, while
those from Mississippi, Arkansas, and Texas consist of
montmorillonite, chlorite, and illite in addition to the
kaolinite and vermiculite (Fiskell and Perkins 1970).
Kaolinite and vermiculite retain less nutrients than
montmorillonite, chlorite, and illite. In general, soil
nutrient retention is by the accumulated organic matter
fraction in the surface and subsurface hofizons
(Wallace 1994). Coastal plain soils increase in nutrient
holding capacity as pH increases. This pH-dependent,
nutrient- holding capacity arises from soil organic
matter and presumably from the highly weathered
clays.
Soils in the mountainous Blue Ridge, Buachita
Mountain, and Ozark Plateau Provinces have formed
over 500 mittion years (Thornbury 1965). Few, if any,
have formed in place on level surfaces, because of
erosive forces. The pattern of soils depend upon
landform and whether they are derived from residual or
transported parent material. Residual soils occur more
towards ridge summits, while colluvial soils increase
down slopes, grading into alluvial soils near water
courses. But even on broad mountain tops in the BIue

Ridge Province, sbeams with flood plains and terraces
can be found Mh attuvial soils as also occur in the welC
formed valleys bekveen mountain ridges. The cooler,
weger climate of mountains resuM in typically more finefoamy texlured soils compared to the clayey te3xtured
soils that dominant provinces at tower elevalions.
Soils of upland Piedmont sges are primadiy U/tI'~o/s~
wRh AIFisots in localired areas, Most are residual soils,
having we~tlteredin place for greater than 600 million
years from underlying materials. in general, in this
province, forest site producrtivily increases with
increasing depth to a clay-te~uredhorizon (Hodgkins
1965).
The marine sediments of gravel, sand, sift, clay, and
chalk that underfie the Hilly Coastal Plain Provincewere
deposited at a time when the shoreline was located
along the Fall Line (table 1). Afong the eastern-part: of
the Fail Line, soils of the Sandhills Region were formed
in thick beds of marine sands and have minimal profile
development. In the Black Belt Region (also called the
Black Prairie), that e ~ e n d sacross northeastern
Mississippi and central Alabama, dark-colored soils with
about neutral pH are formed in chalk deposits.
The Middle Coastal Plain Province is a transition zone
between like Hilly Coastal Plain and the Lower Coastal
Plain Provinces. Soils developed from marine deposits
of gravel, sand, and clay, that are geologically younger
that those in the Hilly Coastal Plain Province and older
than those of the Lower Coastal Plain Province (table
1). The Middle Coastal Plain Province is characterized
by flat to rolling topography and generally coarsetextured soils. Regions within this Province reflect the
composiCion of the original sediments and are
delineated by paralfel bands of low-lying ridges. A
predominant ridge system is the Southern Loam Hills
Region, which @>itendsas a belt from Virginia to
Louisiana. Because the marine terrace sediments of
the Middle Coastal PIain Province have been exposed
for a reta6vely long time, the land surlace is moderately
well dissected by a dendritic drainage panern. The
moderately dense drainage pattern is bener developed
than in the Lower Coastal Plain Province, but less
dense than in the Hilly Goastat Plain Province.
The Lower Coastal Plain Province (onen referred to as
the RaWosds coastal plain) is charackiized by flat to
undulating topography, high water tables, and generally
coarse sandy soils, except where broken by areas of
extensive swamp lands containing mssdy organic soils,
Soils were devetoped from marine deposits oover the
last 2 million years. Air of the province was
intermiaently cavered by shallow coastal waten during
the receding periods of northern glaciation that ended
only 20,000 years ago. Regional delinea~onsare a

resuk of the differences in the ages and elevaaions of
old shoreline-regaled iandforms, One of the most
unique regions is the Everglades and Prairie Marsh
Region in southern Florida that contains the
Everglades, Big Cypress Swamp, and Lake
Okeechobee (Thornbury 1965). This is a region of
recentIy formed organic soils. Trees only grovv on
hammdacks sr "tree-islands", which are separated from
each other by water areas and are oriented according
to the direction of drainage.
The exlenslve flood plains, river and stream terraces,
bogs, marshes, and the margins of lakes and ponds
have generally younger and different soils than in the
surrounding uplands, and also present unique habitat
features vita! to specialbed life-forms such as
neotropical birds (Hunter and others 1992).

Some plant species tend to be associated with specific
provinces, while many are not confined owing to the
uniform climate that charactefires much of the
Southeastern Forest Region (Nelson and Zillgitt 1969).
The high elevations of the Blue Ridge Mountain
Province harbor the most unique assemblage of plants
and animals as does the deep valleys of the
Cumberland Plateau. Commonly shared species
characterire much of the flora in the Piedmont, Hilly
and Middle Coastal Plain Provinces, while more
constrained species are found in the Lower Coastal
Plain.
Examples of tree species not constrained and
constrained by physiographic province boundaries are
as follows (Harlow and Harrar 1958, Brown and
Kirkman 1990):

Not Constrained
Occur across all provinces except along the lower
Mississippi River and South Florida:
Acer rubrum L.
Fagus grandifolia Ehrh.
C a w cordifurmis (Wang.)
K. Kock
C, giabra (Miller) Sweet
Gornus florida L.
//ex opaca Atan
Morus mbra L.
Nyssa sy/vatica Marshall
Pinus la@& L,
Quereus aIba L.
Q. fa/eala Michaux
Q, miariIandica Muenchh.
Q. slsliiafa Wangenh.

red maple
American beech
bitternut hickory
pignut hickory
flowering d o w o o d
American holly
red mulberry
blackgum
lobtolly pine
white oak
southern red oak
blackjack oak
post oak

Constrained
Occur within firnits oaf physiographic provinces:
Abies frasefi Millea
Eraser fir
Picea rubens QBu Roi) Link
red spruce
Tsugrs carojiniana Engelm.
Carolina kernlock
Pinus pungens Lamb.
table mountain pine
P.rjgida Mitier
pitch pine
P, strobus L,
P. virginian~Mifler

eastern white pine

virgirpia pine

Quercus pdnus L.

chestnut oak

Q. nigra L.
Q. skumardii Buckley
Ceftis faevigata Willd.
Pinus pa/usfris Miller
P, serotina Michaux

water oak
ahurnard oak
sugarbery
longleaf pine
pond pine

Pinus elliogii Engelm.
Buefcus laurifolia Michx.
Q. incane Bartram
Q. laevis Walter
Nysse syfvatica Marsh.
Pinus echinala Mitler
Juniperus viginiana L.
Carya ovata (Miller) K. Koeh
Taxodium distichurn (L.) Rich

slash pine
Iauret oak
bluejack oak
turkey oak
black tupelo
shorhleaf pins
eastern redcedar
shagbark hickory
baldcypress

Less informa~onhas been published regarding the
physiographic range of the 500+ species ohhrulhs and
3,900+ species of herbaceous plants growing within
the Southeastern United States.

MAP AND SYSTEM USES
Hodgkins ("f965) envisioned using the physiographic
classification system as: (a) a guide for seteeting
sampling strata whenever site or habitat are
experimentalvariables, (b) a framework for local site
for repssljng
classification, and (c) a logical c o n t e ~
research resulh, "The last uus appears to be efiremely
pertinent now as eeslogicai (and management)
informaQongathering increases. Research sites could
be categorized by province, region, subregion,
landform gosi'6;rsn,and soil series "r define a scope of
inference For research resu:l.
Phis is now possible for
the five states---South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama,
Mississippi, end Louisiana--with maps deiinealed to the
subregion levei. Copies of these maps and unit
descriptions are available @omthe AgricuMure
Coopera~veExtension Sewice sf each state. Figure 1
will permit province delineation for the remaining seven
southeastern states and can be used in conjunc%on
with available courrly soil suweys and/or other land
classi%catisnsystems (e.g., SmaIley 4986) to cfassiQ

sites. The map was constructed "r Lotus Freelance

Only in Blue Ridge Mountains.
Only in Blue Ridge Mountains.
Only in Slue Ridge Msun"rains,
Only in Blue Ridge and scaeered monadnocks,
Only as far south as Blue Ridge of GA and SC.
Oniy as far south as Blue Ridge of GA and SC.
OGCUIS8%Far SW and W as Talladega Range, RidgeValley,
Cumberland Plateau, and Limestone Plateau.
Not in cc?astalpiains ((3P).
Everyrakere except in Blue Ridge.
Evewhere except in BIue Ridge.
Evewhere except in Blue Ridge.
South sf upper bounday of Hilly CP in NC,
South of upper bsunday of Hilly CP in GA, SC, NG, and
VA.
South of upper boundary sf Hilly CP in GA, SC,
and N6.
South of upper boundary sf Middle 6P.
Only in Ck".
Only in 6P.
Only in eastern GP.
Only in GP.
Evewhere except in Lower 619 in MS, AL, and GA.
Evewhere except in Lower CP.
Mot in tower GP except in bFi and I X .
Only in CP,Silt BluM, and Alluvial Floodplains of ma~sljarrivers
that flow from the Ouachita Mountains and Limestone
Plateau.

Graphics version 2.0 for Windows and a diskeee copy
of the map is available &om the authors.
An exampie sf site specification would be as FolIow8:
State: Alabama
Province: Hilly Coastal Plain Province
Region: The Upper Loam Hilts Region
Subregion: The Loam Hills Border Terraces
Landform: upper slopes and ridge tops
Soil series: Cowarls loamy sand, 6 to 10
percent slope fine-loamy, s i l i c e ~ ~ s ,
Theranie "Typic Hapludulb
The FurCher division of coastal plain provinces into
Adantic, East Gulf, or West GulF can be used, because
it is evident: that climate and soils do v a q by t h ~ e
subdivisions (Nelson and ZilIgiat 1969)-"Pe repohng of
the past [land-use practices also charactef~essite
cqrraliw and determines ecoiogical response (Van Leaf
1991).

Fuflheer refinements are needed to delineate and define
units 10 the stdbregiona! level in the seven stales not yet
completed and fufiher refinements to this system will
continually be warranted. As ecological land
classifica~ondevelops (Bailey 19831, physiographic
units should naturally comprise a middle Ger of

categs&aBan and s ~ lwilt
l remain useful. AS
researches and managen eont;inue to oMain and
u~l"zsmore informa6on pe&aining ts southeastern
ecosystems, it becomes more eri~calthat common
terminotogy be used in order to improve understanding
and decrease confusion, Adop~onand use of
common physiographic: landscape nomenclature would
benefg us all as we begin to manage ecosystems and
restore landscapes.
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EFFECT OF HARVEST METHOD ON NUTRIENT
RESOURCES IN SAND PINE SCRUB'
Kenneth W. QulcalP
Absltracf4cala sand pine, P;nus clausa var. cfausa D.8. Ward, scrub grows on relatively poor sandy
soils with low nutrient reserves. A windrovv tree-length harvest s@em with firnbing spread across the s#e
and a full-tree harvest system using limbing gates at strategic locations were compared. W#h the limbing
gate system 66 percent of the crovvn material is concentrated In a fevv large piles with nutrients
unavailableto most itf the area. Nitrogen resenres and inpbtts are suMcient to sustain both harvest
systems for some time. Phosphorus losses however, coutd decrease site productivily with the fuiull-tree
limbing gate system because of the losses from removal of crown material.

f MTRODUCTION
Sand pine, Pinus clausa (Chapm. ex Engelm.) Vasey
ex Sarg., is a major component of the scrub native to
sandhills sites of Florida and Baldwin County, Alabama.
The largest concentration of the Ocala variety g r o w in
the center of Florida on an area of rolling sandhills
known as the Central Highlands. The Choctawhatchee
variety, P. clausa var. immuginata D.B. Ward, is found
along the Gulf Coast of northwest Florida frcrm the
Apalachicola River weshard into Alabama (Liae,
1979). Although a minor southern pine, sand pine is
important in Florida where it is the dominant tree
species on approximately 1..2 million hectares (Eyre,
i980).
Scrub grows on sandy marine deposits formed as
dunes, bars and spits, mostly during the Pleistocene
epoch of fluctuating sea level. These sandhilts have
infertile soils consisting largely of deposits of quartz
sands, ranging from a meter to more than 7 meters
deep. Organic matter content is low because the
climate promotes rapid oxidation. Because of the low
levels of organic matter and of clay colloids, cation
exchange capacities, and thus nutrient retention, of
these soils are low (Burns and Webb, 1972). Poor
sites, like these deep, infertile sands and shallow soils
over bedrock, have the greatest immediate potential for
site productivity declines due to whole-tree hawesting
(Boyle et al. 1973, Green and Grigal 1980, Jorgensen
et al. 19775, Waide and Swank 1976, Weetman and
Weber 1972). The objective of this study was to
determine the nitrogen and phosphorus losses from
sand gins scrub hanrested by Wo different methods.

METHODS
Nutrient removals were evaluated based on h o hawest
systems rouQnetl,used for sand pine (Oukclalt "1988).
With the full-tree limbing gate system, although only the

bole is used, the snlire tree is removed and limbs are
removed at a few convenient locations leaving the
crown in a few large piles. Samples were collected
across a typical 40 hectare site harvested by this
method on the Ocala National Forest, Florida. The 50
year old stand that was harvested had 538 sand pine
per hectare with an average diameter of "1-75 cm and
an average height of "1.9 m. Based on the distribuaion
of biomass in sand pine trees (McNab et al. 1985) the
stand should have contained 12,000 kglha of crown
material.
The windrow system is a tree-length method removing
only the bole. Limbing, however is done afler the trees
are gathered in windrows spread across the entire
harvest area. Samples were collected from two sand
pine stands age 37 and 42 years with 435 treeslha,
average diameter 17.5 cm, and average height 13.1 rn.
Based on stand data there was 10,200 kglha of crown
material in these stands prior to harvest.
All fresh crown material was collected immediately afier
harvest from thirty randomly located 1 rn square
samples plots on each of the three sites. This fresh
crown material was bagged, returned to the laboratory
and dried at 65 C and weighed. Nitrogen and
phosphorus content of sand pine are based on
samples collected from 60 Ocala sand pine trees
hanlested for an earlier study (Rockwood et al. 1987).
Trees were selected in a stra~fiedrandom syslenr
based on diameter distribution. Selected trees were
felled and divided into stem and crown po&ans. The
crown was furlher divided into three equal length
sec~onsof lower, middle and upper, Each secgon of
the crown and the bole were weighed and subsamples
were collected for d r weight
~ ~ and nutrient
determina8ons. ARer drying, material was ground in a
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wiley mitt. A subample of each ground sampfe was
taken wEth a M e sampler for nutrient analyses.
Nitrogen (N) was determined on 1 g samples by the
micro kjedaht meaod and phosphorus (P) was
measured d h a spectrophotometer after dry asking
and dissolving in acid.
Poten'lial nutrient tossss or removals with these different
harvest sptems were estimated as follow. The
average diameter and height of sand pine were
inserted into the equations from McNab et a!. (1985) to
calculate the biomass of the various tree components.
Crown and stem weights were then multiplied by the
percent N and P for Ocala sand pine based on
analyses of samples collected from the 60 trees.
Lastly, these numbers were multiplied by the number of
trees to estimate the amounts of M and P per unit area
in the various portions of sand pine stands. Finally the
potential removals under different harvest swems were
calculated by adding the contenlri of N and P for the
appropriate tree components together.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on informationfrom Brendemuehl(1968)
estimated soil reserves of N and P for a typical sandhills
soil are 3600 kgfha of totai N and 3.5 kg/ha of available
P to a depth of 2 meters. Because there is little iron
and aluminum in these sandy soils (Pritchett, 19979)
most of the P is contained in the soil organic matter.
The N to P ratio for sandy soils is 10:0.2 0.4 (Russell,
1973) giving an estimate of 72 to 108 kgfha for total P.
Total P can alternaavely be estimated by assuming that
about 3 percent of the soil organic matter cycles each
year to maintain the 3.5 kgfha of available P, which
gives an estimate of total P of 117 kkglha.

-

Nutiient inputs are mainly from precipitation and dust.
Total N inputs range from 1 to 2 kmalyr in western
locations (Sollins et at., 1980) to "f kkgfhar at sites
near major industrial centers (Henderson et al., 1978)
and average about 5.6 kgfhafLr in Florida (Burger,
1979). Phosphorus inputs are smaller but just as
variable ranging from 0.1 in Ontario (Foster and
Morrison, 1976) to IkgfhaEya in Ftorida (Riekerk,
1981). Nutrients are removedFiom forest sites by
water in either dissolved form or as sediments
contained "I runolf. Leaching bpicalfy removes snty
smaDI amaunls of elements from undisturbedforest
systems (Fredriksen 1970, Riekerk el al. 1979). This is
due to the "rnitrnal csnsewa~vefeatures of the forest.
Mkough fair quan~sessf nutrients maybe leached
from the forest floor, most are removed before the
ground water has penetrated beyond raol;lng depth,
Losses OF nutrienk by erssian and sediment removal
are law in undisturbedfore%&. MeColl and Grigal
(3 979) used data from various studies to derive
esswaated annual losses of PJ, K, Ca, and Mg of less
than 0. % kmer, Since I=" is strongly adsorbed by soif
pa~clss,losges as sediment can be higher tkan in "Ike

dissoived form. However losses are stlf vpicalfy smatf
at less than 0.2 kgh@r (Duffit et a!. 1978)

Dry weight of slash left on the Full-tree limbing gate
harvested site was 3,700 kgfha. The rest of the crown
material was concentrated at and adjacent to the three
limbing and loading areas. Any nutrienb in this
concentrated crown material are now essen~afly
unavailable. The tvvo windrow tree-length harvested
sges averaged 10,200 kg of crown material left on site.
Atthough not distributed in an entirely even pattern,
viPtual!y aft the crown was left on site where the
nutrientswill be available for use.
Based on the estimates derived by the above process
("Table I), hawest of sand pine from scrub sites should
not cause a depletion of N reserves. Even with the fulltree limbing gate system, the atmospheric inputs are
large enough to offset removals and result in an
accumulation of nitrogen. The soil although poor does
have a sizable nitrogen reserve. Assuming a turnover
rate of only 1 percent per year, 36 kgfha is available for
use which should be adequate for estimated demands
(Burger 1979, Ghok et al. 1985). Thus, either of the
harvest systems with rotations of 35 plus years would
not have nitrogen losses suFfrcient to reduce site
produclrivity.
Table "l-Efleet of biMerent harvesting systems on
nitrogen balance in Ocala sand pine under 48 year
rotation
Windrow
Tree-Length
Chip

Full-Tree
Limbing Gate
Chip

---- kgfhaSoil Reserves
0-8cm
8-200~m
TOTAL
Harvest Removal
Atmospheric Input
Change after Harvest

300
3300
3600
24
224
a200

300
3300
3600
68
224

+"16

A very diFferenl situation exists for phosphorus. There
are few F"" containing minerals in the soil to weather and
P inputs are small and balanced by outputs so soil
reserves must eessen"riaflysupply the needed P. The
reseses sf Fa in the soil are signifrcanay smaller tkan i\l
resewes (Table 2). 1t appears "6aat with the Full-tree
lirnbing gate harvest system P reserves will ctverrtualily
be suficienlly depleted to cause a groduc~vi@decline.
PritcheM and Morris (W882)concluded that phosphorus
may become limiting aRer only a few rotaltians in
intensively managed slash pins plantations on
phosphorus poor soits of the southeastern coastal

plain.

Table 2-Effect of different harvesting srjtems on
phosphorus balance in Ocala sand pine under 40 year
rotation
Windrow
Tree-Length
Chip

Fuft-Tree
Limbing-Gate
Chip

-kg/haSoil Reserves
0-8cm
8-200cm
TOTAL
Harvest Removal
Change after Harvest

9
9I
100
I
-1

9
91
100
5
-5

Considering the above estimates of reserves and
potential removats of P under different harvesting
systems, precautions need to be taken to avoid a long
term reduction in site productivity. This means
replacing the full-tree limbing gate harvest system
which concentrates crown materials and therefore
nutrients in piles with systems like the windrow
technique where the crown is left distributed across the
site. The crown material, especially the needles, are a
valuable source of organic matter and nutrients. Thus,
as for lodgepole pine forests in the northern Rocky
Mountains (Entry et al. 1987), management should
foster conservation of organic matter on sand pine
scrub sites.
In addition placing the branches and needles in large
piles removes nutrients from most of the site and
creates a few areas with abnormally high
concentrations. This artificial distribution of nutrients on
the site will impact the scrub vegetation. Weedy,
opportunistic species will likely be favored on the highly
disturbed and relatively nutrient rich areas where crown
materials are concentrated. The long-term effect on
the scrub vegetation of this abnormal distribution of
nutrients is unknown but ecologically inadvisable.
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HEIGHT-DIAMETER RELATIONSHIPS OF DOMINANT TREES IN
THE MIXED UPLAND HARDWOOD FORESTS OF NORTH ALABAMA'
Brian P. Oswald, Lianjun Zhang, Thomas W, Green, and Susan L, Stout2
Abstract-The 15 dominant trees on each of 70 half-acre plots w r e utilked to evaluale the heightdirsrrrder refationships of 18 species found on three upland hardwood sites in the north Alabama,
Regression analysis w s performed using the linear model such that Weight = Po + P, * (DBW), f he
Ash IHickory, (2) Chestnul oak IChinkapin oak, (3) Red oak I
species m r e placed into 5 groups: (I)
White oak, (4) Yellow poplar I Black cherry, and (5) minor species, based on the similarity of the
intercepts and siopes of the regression lines. The coeMcients erf the model \Mere estimated and residual
anafysis was conducted for each species group.

There are about 13 million forested acres in afabama,
Tennessee and Kentucky known as the Interior
Uplands (McGee "1982). Many of these stands are
considered as "low-quality"' hardwood sites due to
repeated fires, insect and disease attack, and repeated
cuttings. These hardwood stands have generally
developed without any specific management or
silvicultural activiv, and olten have high number of
stems per acre but low basal area. The lower canopy
layers are often dominated by species with little or r r ~
commercial value. The stands are also commonly
found on sites with low to moderate site quality (McGee
3 982). The Tennessee Valley of nodh Nabama is a
typical region of "low-quality"hmixed hardwood forests,
containing a mixture of species with wide range of
shade tolerance and growth rates.
However, these stands offer great oppoFtunities and
challenges for improving yields, regenerating desirable
species, and providing great diversity and substantial
wildlife habitat. Therefore, more studies are needed on
site quality, species composition, tree competition, and
effects of silviculturai treatments for the "low-quality"
hardwood stands in the Interior Uplands.
The objective of this study was to evaluate the
dominant tree height-diameter relationships of major
species in the mixed upland hardwood forests of the
Tennessee Valley.

STUDY SIXES AND METWOOS
Three study sites were located in Monte Sano State
Park and Redstone Arsenal, Madison Counrty, AIabama
and the Sipsey Wilderness, Bankhead Na.t-ionalForest,
Lawrence County, Alabama. The upland sites were
chosen to represent futly stocked stands of the mixed
hardwood forests common to the region, and had no

known management since stand establishment. The
plots were placed between 800 and 1300 feet in
elevation, and the soils were either Hartsell fine sandy
loams, Smithdale sandy loams, Tidings-Banks Complex
or Towley-Apison Complex (Sherard et af. 1959,
Swenson et a!. 1979).
Within these sites, 70 half-acre plots were randomly
established. On each plot, 15 dominant trees were
sampled for diameter at breast height (DBH) and total
height (HT), and recorded by species. Dominance was
defined as those trees with crowns exlending above the
generat level of the canopy, larger than the average
trees in the plot, and with crowns well developed but
possibly somewhat crowded on the sides (Smith 1986).
In total, I 6 tree species were found in 1044 dominant
trees from all the 70 plots. The total number of trees,
averages and ranges of tree diameter and total height
of each species are provided in Table 1. Overall, the
average DBH of the 1044 dominanHrees was 14.7
inches and the average total height was 84 feet.
Preliminary analysis indicated that the relationship
betvveen tree height and DBH of the dominant trees
was linear. Other equations such as quadratic equation
were also tested, and the results showed that higher
order terms in the equations were statisticaly nonsignificant. Therefore, the following equation was used
for each species:
HT =: Po + Q, * (DBH)

!*r

1

Based on the similariw of the intercepts and slopes of
the regression lines for each species, the 16 species
were placed into species group. The equation [ I ] was
then Wed to each species group. Residual analysis
was also conducted for each model.
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Total trumber of trees, averages and ranges of tree diameter and height of the 1044 dominant trees

Species name

Beech
Btack cherry
Black l ~ c u s t
Biack maple
Chestnut oawhinkapin oak
Cucumber tree
Hickory
Post oak
Red oak
Sassafras
Shagbark hickory
Souwood
Sugar maple
Overall

Totat No
of trees
4
3
8
4
171
II
1990
3
196

1
65
2
4
289
63
1044

-

Mean

Range

Mean

Range

14.5
15.3
15.4
14.3
14.3
16.9
13.4
17.7
14.9
12.0
14.2
11.5
13.5
15.2
17.7
14.7

12-18
11-19
7-21
11-17
6-49
8-28
8-29
13-21
8-28

96.0
102.0
92.4
89.3
74.1
91.5
79.3
91.3
85.8
82.0
77.7
76.5
76.0
88.5
104.2
84.0

88-104
86-112
70-1 15
82-105
50-102
65-105
50-125
86- 97
50-128

-

9-22
9-14
8-22
7-29
8-33
6-49

-

-

56-113
65- 88
68- 85
53-135
69-125
50-135

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Among 1044 dominant trees sampled, 63 percent were
oaks (Quercus spp.) and 24 percent were hickories
(Carya spp.), followed by yellow poplar (Liri~dsndron
tulipifera) (6 percent) and ash (Fraxinus spp.) (3
percent). AIl others were minor species and each had
less than ten trees. In average, yellow poplar and black
cherry (Pmnus serotina) were the tallest trees fotlowed
by beech (Fagus grandifolia), black locust (Robinia
pseudoacacia), cucumber tree (Magnolia acuminafa),
and post oak (Quercus stellafa). But cucumber tree,
post oak and yellow poplar had larger diameters (Table
1).
The equation [1] w s fitted to each species with more
than 30 trees, and other trees were combined into one
minor species group, Based on the similarity of the
intercepts and slopes of the regression lines for each
species and the minor species group, the 16 species
were placed into 5 groups: ( I ) Ash (Fraxfnus spp.) I
Hickow (Carya spp,), (2) Chestnut oak (Quercus
p ~ n u s/) Ghinkapin oak (Quercus muehlenbergi), (3)
Red oak (Qusrcus mbra and Quercus falcata) I White
oak (Qusrcus afba), (4) Yellow poplar (Liriodendron
fuIip#@ra)/ Black cherry (Pnmus serotina), and (5)
minor species (Tabte 2). Then the equation [ I ] was re-

fitted to the 5 groups and the resulting models are as
follows:
(1). Ash I Hickory:
HT = 43.64 + 2.57 * (DBH)
with n = 285, R' = 0.34, and C.V. = 15 percent.
(2). Chestnut oak IChinkapin oak:
HT = 65.28 + 0.62 * (DBH)
with n = 171, R2= 0.10, and C.V. = 15 percent.
(3). Red oak / White oak:
HT = 53.31 + 2.26 * (DBH)
with n = 488, R2= 0.37, and C.V. = 15 percent.
(4). Yellow poplar l Black cherry:
HT = 92.59 + 0.66 * (DBH)
with n = 66, R2= 0.07, and C.V. = 12 percent.
(5). Minor species:
HT = 61.90 + 1.80 * (DBH)
with n = 34, R2= 0.41, and C.V. = 12 percent.
The equation [ I ] was also fitted to the 1044 trees to
provide an overall equation for the relationship between
height and diameter of the dominant trees:
HT = 54.94 + 1.97 * (DBH)
with model R2was 0.28, and C.V. was 17 percent.

Table 2
group

- Species groups and tree species in each

Species group

HT tft)

""I

Species in group

1. Ash / Hickory

Ash
Hickory
Shagbark hickoy

2,Chestnut oak l Chinkapin oak Chestnut oak
Chinkapin oak

3. Red oak /White oak

Red oak
Post oak
White oak

4. Yellow poplar / Black cherry

Yellow poplar
Black cherry

5. Minor species

Beech
Black locust
Black maple
Cucumber tree
Sassafras
Sourwood
Sugar maple

-

Figure 4 Simulation of the relationships between
dominant tree height and diameter for the 5 species
groups.
undisturbed sites. On medium quality sites, Red oak I
White oak usually produce greater heights than these
two species at age 60; this appears to be the case on
these sites, since the last known management activity
on any of these sites occurred 60 years ago.

SUMMARY
Residual analysis showed that no special trend was
detected for any of the above models. &though the R2s
of the models seemed low, the primary purpose of the
study was to evaluate the relationship between height
and diameter of the dominate trees, not for prediction.
The simulations using the above models for the 5
groups were illustrated in Figure 1. The heights and
diameters found on these plots for the various species
fit the results of past studies (Burns and Honaka 1990).
As expected, Yellow poplar and Black cherry were the
tallest trees for most DBH classes. The minor species
group (Group 5 ) were species with few individuals
found or those species commonly found in these
dominant canopies showed outstanding growth.
The majority of the dominant trees were those species
found in the remaining 3 groups. The Red oak I White
oak group (Group 3) showed outstanding growth in
both height and diameter. The Ash / Hickories group
(Group 1) reflected the traditional height / diameter
grovvth padtern of those species that are more shade
tolerant and less aggressive in early grovvth than oaks.
The group we found most interesting was the Chestnut
oak / Chinkapin oak group (Group 2). While a wide
range of diameters were observed, there was little
variation in height (Table 1). Littfe is known on the
growth characteristics of Chinkapin oak (Sander 1990),
but both species appear to develop large diameter
trees with little additional height growth on these

Based on the above results, it appears to us that the
upland sites evaluated in this study can produce high
quality trees of a variety of hardwood species. Since
ages were not determined, we are not sure whether
these stands were even or uneven aged; we are
assuming that they were predominantly even-aged. In
either case, management of these stands would require
a great deal of effort. The management options as
described by McGee (1982) would be useful guidelines
to these stands. Although these stands will always
produce a variety of low and high quality timber, the
relationships in height and diameter found in this study
show promise in the ability of these stands to produce
high-quality timber in many cases if silvicultural activities
are instigatedto rectify past mis-management and highgrading. In most cases, removal of most if not all of the
materials on the sites, followed by natural regeneration,
should result in improved stand quality and fewer lowquality species. Athough the results of this study are
preliminary, they do fill a gap in our current knowledge
of the hight-diameter relationships of the species of the
mixed hardwood forests in this region.
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GRAVEL PIT RECLAMATION: BEDDING, MULCHING,
AND FERTILIZATION EFFECTS ON
LOBLOLLY PINE SEEDLING ESTABLISHMENT1
Charles E. Rowell, Ph.D.2
Abstract-The effeds of b&ding, mulching amendments (hay, bark, topsoil and modash) and
fertiliaation were evaluated on first year establishment and groMRh of loblolly pine seedlings on a reclaimed
north Louisiana gravel pit. No survival differences were noted behrveen fertilized and unfertilked loblolly
pine seediings; however, trees planted on bedded sites had significantly higher survival rates than those
planted without bdding. Ash, bark, and hay amendments had the lowest survival rates. First year
ling grovvth was effected by fertilitatian, with fertilized plants having 5.8 percent greater mean heights
and diametess than the unfertilitedplants. The hay mulch amendment producedthe largest plants on
both the M d e d and unbedded areas, while the top soil amendment prduced the smallest plants on
both areas.

INTRODUCTION
Many federal and state reclamation laws have been
enacted to deal with the environmental impacts of
surface mining. In the State of Louisiana, wetfand sites
are protected from environmental degradation.
However, there are many abandoned gravel pits on
upland sites that are not governed by state or federal
regulations. Many of these areas are now becoming a
public concern as they are often left unproductive after
mining activities have ceased. Some landowners, such
as those in the timber industry, realize that it is to their
advantage to reclaim such areas for timber production.
Reclamation of gravel pits includes problems with
compacted surfaces, severe erosion, and soils deficient
in essential mineral nutrients and organic matter (Capp
1978).
Compaction of soils during the grading process of
reclamation using heavy equipment has a detrimental
effect on subsequent plant growth by causing lower
rates of water infiltration and percolation, greater soil
density, and reduced pore space (Adams and
Froehlich 1981; Philo and others 1982). Use of a
bedding plow prior to planting has been shown to help
ameliorate these physical impediments to plant grovvth
(Glover and others 1978; Pritchett and Welts 1978;
Seifert and others 1984).
There is also considerable evidence that soil
amendments can be helpful in revegetating severely
disturbed sites (Berry and Manr 4 977, Graves and
Carpenter 1978). Two locally avaifable amendments,
tree bark and hay, are especially efiecaive in maintaining
temperature and moisture levels advantageous for plant
grovvlh. Carpenter and Graves ("198) found that bark
waste signifieanlfy increased the amount of moisture

available for plant growth on surface mine spoil. Albers
(1978) found that grass mulches, such as hay, also
significanlly improved moisture levels in the spoil
surface. In both cases, the extreme conditions found
on surface mined spoils were buffered by these
mulches.
On drastically disturbed sites many mineral nutrient
deficiencies commonly exist, and fe~llpationhas been
effective in improving plant reestablishmentand grovvlh
(Ringe and Wimer 1975). Albers and others (1978)
found that returning top soil to the surface of new
mining spoils also improved initial plant auwival by
making mineral nutrients more available for plant
growth. Capp (1978) found that flyash placed on the
surface of disturbed sites also improved nutrient
availability.
This study was implemented to evaluate the
effectiveness sf previously successful mining spoil
reclamation techniques on reestablishing timber
production on abandoned gravel pits in north
Louisiana.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The gravel pit reclamation project was located
approximately 5 miles north of Henin, Louisiana in
WebsIer Parish on property awned by M a ~ Timber
n
Inc. The soils, prior to mining, were a Ruston Fine
Sandy Loam (fine-loamy, siliceous, thermic, Typic
Paleudug) varying in siope from 1 2.0 8 percent (Soil
Suwey Staff, 1975), "The vegeta~vecover was
predsminanay foblslly pine (Pinus tae& L,) with i3 828
index of about 85 feet at 50 years. ARer mining was
completed, the 55 acre area was graded to
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hay amendments had the highest mortaliw, with bark
having the poorest survival on the bedded areas and
hay the poorest on unbedded area. Plant sunrival was
best overall on the bedded area (Table 2).

Plant Suwival
No first grovving season sunrival differences were found
bebeen the fedlized and unfertil'zed seedlings using
Chi-Square analysis. However, dfierences were found
in the numbers of plants surviving on bedded and
unbedded areas and among treatments (Table 2).
Seedling survival was best on the soif amendment, with
the ash, hay, and bark amendmen& exhibiting the
poorest sunrival (Tabie 2). Survival was similar among
amendments vlrlthin the bedded and the unbedded
treatmenils, with the soil amendment on both
treatments having the lowest mortality. Bark, ash, and

Plant Grovvth
The hay treatment produced the greatest first year
height growth, while the control and hay treatment
producedthe most increase in diameter grovuth
(Tables 3 and 4). The least first year height and
diameter growth was found with the bark amendment,

Tabie 2: Loblofly pine seedling survival by site, treatment and fertilization as found on a north Louisiana gravel pit.
TRWTMENT
FERT'

BEDDED
UNFERT

AMENDMENT
CONTROL
SOIL
BARK
ASH
HAY

85
87
46
72
72

93
93
44
72
72

89
90
45
72
72

52
63
37
30
31

46
63
31
31
22

49
63
34
31
27

69
76
40
51
50

COLUMN MEAN

74

76

75

40

38

39

57

TOTAL^

FERT'

UNBEDDED
UNFERT TOTAL2

AMENDMENT
TOTAL3

(Pc~)-

No differences in percent survival between fertilized and unfertilized seedlings using Chi-Square analysis at the 0.05
probability level.
Differences were found in percent survival between bedded and unbedded sites using Chi-Square analysis at the 0.05
probabilrty level.
Differences were found in percent survival among treatments using Chi-Square analysis at the 0.05 probability level.

Table 3: First year height growth of loblolly pine on bedded, fertilized and amended gravel pits in north Louisiana.
BEDDED SITE
HEIGHT
FERT UNFERT MEAN'

UNBEDDED SITE
HEIGHT
FERT UNFERT MEAN'

AMENDMENT
MEAN'

AMENDMENT
CONTROL
SOIL
BARK
ASH
HAY

35.4
26.9
31.O
36.1
43.0

32.9
24.8
27.8
29.5
39.7

34.1b
25.84
29.4~
32.8b
41.3a

(em)
22.8
17.5
22.1
24.1
25.2

18.9
17.7
18.6
21.5
21.9

-.--__21.0a
17.6bc
20.4ab
22.8a
23.2a

29.5b
22.56
25.6~
29.8b
36.5a

MEAN

34.8

31.2

33.0

20.8

18.6

19.8

28.5

'Values in a row followed by the same letter do not differ significantly at
the 0.05 probabiliv level.

Table 4: First year diameter groMh of loblolfy pine on bedded, fe~tilzedand amended gravel pits in north Louisiana.
BEDDED SITE
DIAMETER
FERT CINFERT M-N'
AMENDMENT
CONTROL

SOIL
BARK
ASH
HAY

1.15
0.66
0.92
1.02
1.07

1-01
0.64
0.80
0.86
1.13

1.08a
0.65~
0.86b
0.94b
1.09a

UNBEDDED SITE
DIAMETER
FERT UNFERT MWN"
(cm)
0.68
0.53
0.64
0.73
0.55

0.55
0.57
0.61
0.55
0.64

0.62a
0.55ab
0.62a
0.64a
0.58ab

AMENDMENT

MEAN'
0.92ab
0.61 d
0.76~
0.85b
0.M a

MEAN

Significant differences were also found in heights and
diameters behnreen the bedded and unbedded areas.
Heights (Table 3) and diameters (Tabte 4) increasesd
16 and 15 percent, respectively, on the bedded area.
A ranking of bedded and unbedded area mean
differences placed the hay treatment first in height
growth on the bedded area, while the hay, control, and
ash amendments were ranked equal in height growth
on the unbedded area (Table 3). The top soil
amendment had the least tree height growth on both
areas. Diameter gr~tlvahon the bedded area was
greatest on the hay amendment and the control, with
the soil amendment producing the least diameter
growth (Table 4).
Only the ash amendment on the bedded area had
significantly better height growth than other
amendments, again a possible result of the fertilizer
additions (Table 3). No differences in height growth
were found with nutrient additions on the unbedded
area. Significant diameter growth differences were
found for fertilized seedlings on the check and ash
amendments for both the bedded and unbedded areas
(Table 4).

CONCLUSIONS
Loblolly pine exhibits the ability to grow and survive over
a wide range of soil conditions. The pre-planting site
condi%ons,although limiting, were consideredMthin
the range acceptable for the species as found by
Fowefls (1965). However, survival and growth
differences of loblolly pine seedlings behrveen the
bedded and unbedded treatments and among
amendments were immediate& apparent after planting.
Needle browning and lack of inisal terminal growth was
apparent at the first measurement period (three w e k s
after planting) on many of the seedlings of the
unbedded area. The need for herbaceous vegetation to
slabil~ethe surface of the mine soil material was also
apparent early in the study when surface water Wow
from rain resulted in severe sheet and rill erosion. By

the second measurement period, at the end of the
growing season, erosion had cut many gullies into the
unbedded areas, and much of the surface area that
was not gullied was covered with a layer of gravel and
sand indicating considerable overland flow of water. In
addition, a continuous clay strata, two to three inches
below the surface, developed. Fowells ( I964) states
that the development of restrictive clay layers wghin the
rooting depth dras~caliyreduces site productivity for
loblolly pine.
In contrast, during this first measurement period on the
bedded area little down slope movement of surface
material was apparent. However, finer soil particles
were being deposited between rows as water stood
and infiltrated. However, no layering of fine particles
was apparent in the 2 to 3 feet of raised spoil material in
the r o w . The loblolly pine planted in the bedded area
were larger and better developed than in the unbedded
area, an effect that can be expected to continue for up
to five years (Seifert and others 1984).
Ringe (1979) found that fertilization increased survival
of trees on surface mine spoil. However, few survival
differences were found between the fertilired and
unfertilized seedlings in this study. Although fertilizer
was added in a concentrated form, and in close
proximity to each fertilized seedling, the amount may
not have been sufficient to noticeably influence seedling
survival and grourth.
The higher levels of mortatity in the hay and bark mulch
amendments may have been the result of the addition
of these, non-decomposed, amendments. High
carbon-nitrogen raeos, insects, high cambium
temperatures in the dark bark mulch amendment and
the demands of plan& introduced to the site as seed in
these organic mulches could have contributed to the
mortality of some pine seedlings. The ash amendment
and the check were void of factors brought on by the
addition of orgainc mulches, while the soil amendment,

theugh on a smaflscale, brought the advantages of an
established natural forest soif su~ace,
Diametem and heights were high& variable d h i n the
soit, bark, and hay amendmen@,d k fePtiked plan(%
having statisticatty greater mean diameters only for .tke
controi and ash ;ramendmen%(unbedded sRes), and
mean plant heighb only for the ash amendment
(bedded sit=). The nutn'enb made avaitabte from the
ash amendment, in combina6on with niar~genaddi~ons
from the fertjfizer were readily assimilated and
expressed as increased grovvth. There was tiMe
competi.lion for %e pine seedlings on the check and
ash amendmenk, and the reduced grovvhh rates for
nsn-fertilized plan& on these amendments implies a
possible need far ferliliizaltion. "Troug h not staljsticafly
significant, the feftiibed plants were larger on all
amendments.
Seedling growth in response to added amendments
differed signifrcanlly. The largest heighlrs and diameters
were found on the hay mulch amendment, and the
smallest trees were found on the soil amendment.
Carpenter and Graves ( I 978), and Albers (1978)
stated that organic amendments (hay and bark)
improved moisture holding properties of mine soil.
"Tese materials have an added edfect of bringing
organisms which reestablish the development of
nutrient cycles advantageous to plant development.
May and soil materials, and to some extent bark, also
introduced seed that quickly reestablished small
herbaceous and woody plants whose roots penetrate
the mine sol, stabilizing the groMk medium, reducing
bulk density, reintroducing arganic material into the
profile and as root martali& occurs, providing pore
space for moisture infiltration.
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FORECASTING LOBLOLLY AND SHORTLEAF PINE SEED CROPS'
Michael 6.SheRon and Robert F. Wit-hrve?
6U3&ra&-Preliminarj, guidelines rare preented for forwasting acceptable seed crops for natural
rwenerzrtion. Sample trws are visually pfaced in one of thrw candens@ classes based on cone
~ a e l n gmurnencti
,
of canes in clusters, and distirbution of Gones vvithin the crown. The prwedure vvas
ftairl test& dufing 1993 in I f stands Being monitord for seed production. Stands represented a wide
range of shnd condRlons and sites. GIassifi~ation
took et minute per trse, allorring a large number of
trees to be ewluatd rather than making pra-cise counts on a few trees. The stands mean cone rating
and bsal area explained 58 percent of the v~riationin seed production. Onfy tvJa seed crop failures
occunred, and they were mrrectly forecasted.

INTRODUCTION
An adequate seed supply is criacal to the natural
regeneration of loblolly, Pinus taeda L., and shoaeaf,
P.echinata Mill,, pines (Cain 1991, WiWer and
Shelton 1992). Some sifvicuilturaf strategies, such as
retaining frusul trees as seed trees and promoting their
general vigor, can be used to enhance seed production
within a stand, but these techniques are by far
secondary to the uncontrollableinfluences of seed and
cone consumers and weather. Consideringthese
restrictions, foresters reMng on natural regeneration
need to know the periodicity of seed crops of the
species that they tend, Because seed production is
fairly reliable for same species and regions, less
attention needs to be paid to annuall variation in seed
crops. For example, seed crop failures occur about
once in 5 years in loblolly pine stands on the West Gulf
Coastal Plain (Cain 1991, Campbell 1967, Grano
1973). Because seedbeds generally remain receptive
for 2 years on good sites and perhaps longer on poorer
sites, the probability of successful regeneration in this
region is good. However, successive seed crop failures
may rarely occur in this region (Grano 1995). In
contrast, poor seed crops are more common for loblolly
pine in the Piedmont (Brender 1958, Makeley 1954)
and for shortfeaf pine throughout its range (Wittvver and
Shelton 1992).
Where low seed producrtion limits the prospects for
natural regeneration, forestens should schedule site
preparation and reproduction cutting to ensure that an
adequate seed supply coincides ~ 4 t ha receptive
seedbed. Obje?jsctivesof our study were to develop and
fieid lest a procedure for forecas8ng loblotly and
shottleaf pine seed crow.

METHODS

Gone rating of sample trees
The %year pine reproductive cycle affords a fairly long
time period for observing the development of a seed
crop (fig. 1). We modified a cone-rating procedure that
was developed for western conifers (McDonald 1992,
Rietvefd 1978, Schubert and Pitcher 1973) by
employing several quanlitative and qualitative features
that permit rapid evaluation of the cone density in a
tree's crown. Cone dens* was visually rated based on
cone spacing, the occurrence of cones in cilusters, and
the distribution of cones within the crown (table 1). In
our procedure, cone density is rated only for the side of
the crown facing the evaluator (that is, the crown face).
Ranges for cone density are from a rating system for
ponderosa pine, P. ponderosa Laws. (Schubert and
Pitcher 1973). These ranges seem reasonable for
loblolly and shortleaf pines. For example, Thorbjornsen
(1960) reported a 2-year mean for loblolly pine of 52
cones per tree with a range of 0 to 372. Data from
Yocom (1971) indicated a 5-year mean of 130 cones
per tree in shortleaf pine stands. Furthermore, a
shelterwood stand with 30 trees per acre and an
average cone density rating (90 cones per tree) would
yield about 108,000 seeds per acre, which is
considered an acceptable seed crop to regenerate
most seedbeds.
Cone spacing is fairly easy to observe. A few sample
cones can be selected and the distance to their nearest
neighboring cone can be estimated. Class limits for
cone spacing in table 1 were based on the area of the
crown face. This area was calculated from predicted
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(

SEED DISPERSAL
(OCTOBER THROUGH FEBRUARY)

Figure 1-The reproductive cycle of loblolly and shortleaf pines (modified from Withver and Sheiton 1992). Cone density
is rated during the summer of the second year.
Table l-Conedensity classes used to rate loblolly and
shordeaf pine sample trees
Property

Few

Spacing between
cones (feet)
>7
Multiple cones on
branchlets
Rare
Distribution within
crown
Erratic
Cones per
crown face
40

Cone-denslty class--Average
Good

2.5 - 7

42.5

Occasional Common
Upper half

"1-80

Ungorm

>80

crown dimensions using equa~onsdeveloped far

lobtally and shodeaf pine trees from a number of our
exisGng studies. The area of the crown face was

calcul&ed as a parabola and for a tree with d.b. haof 15
inches. Mean cone spacing was simply the square roat
of the mean crown area per cone (that is, area divided
by onehag of the tree" cone density). Glass ranges
for cone spacing were selected to yield similar values
as those for cane! density.

Cone densiw of a tree also depends on the proportion
of branchlets that bear multiple cones and the number
of cones present in these clusters (that is, two or more).
Field observations indicated that fruifful loblolly and
shortleaf pine trees usually have a fairly uniform
distribution of cones over the entire crown face, while
the cones of less fruitful trees are concentrated in the
upper portion of the crown.
In application, the cone rating of trees was a rather
subjective integration of all features to choose the
proper cone-density class. A pictorial of class limits for
the average cone class is shown in figure 2. Similar
visual-rating systems have also been developed for
evaluating crown density as an expression of tree vigor
(Belanger and Anderson 1989).
For good visibiliQ, evaluators stood one to W Qtree
heights away From the sample tree with the sun to their
back and used high-quality, ?-power binoculars, Most
trees were etassified in the early morning or late
afternoon and on days wilh low cloud cover and light
winds. Eleven of the stands were classified in July and
six in September. Athough three evaluators rated
stands, each stand was rated by a single evaluator.
Maturing cones were dislinguished from older cones
based on: (?) maturing cones were yellowish green to

CON

10

80

CONES PER FACE
Figure 2-Typical crowns representing the lower and upper limits of the average cone-densrty class.
green compared to dark brown for dder cones, (2)
maturing cones were closed while older cones were
open when dry, and (3) maturing cones were among
the needles while older cones were farther back from
the tip where needles had been cast. Evaluation was
avoided on cloudy days following a rain because the
older cones were closed and the low light intensity
made the color differences subtle.

Cone rating of stands
Numerical values were arbitrarib assigned to the three
cone-density classes as follows: 0 for few, 1 for
average, and 2 for good. However, the rating of
sample trees was modified to accommodate borderline
occurrences of classes by assigning pluses and
minuses in the field tally. A plus indicatedthe tree was
near the upper limits of the class, while a minus
indicated the lower limits. Such variation would
probably have averaged out, but it may have been
critical in situations where a high percentage of the
trees were near a class limit. Most important,
assignment of pluses and minuses prevented
evaluators from &elling on the class of borderline
sample trees. For calculating stand averages, a value
of 0.3 was added to the class value for a plus or
subtracted for a minus (for example, a "1+" had a value
of 1.3, and a "I-"
had a value of 0.7).

Data for testing the procedure
A common observation of studies making precise cone
counts is that they tend to underestimate the actual
number of cones on the tree because all the cones on
the crown face are not visible from a single observation
point, Such bias undoubtedly also occurred in our
procedure, but it was corrected by using cone rating as

a predicator of observed seed production in a series of
test stands that were evaluated for both cone rating
and seed production in 1993.
The study area extended from eastern Oklahoma
through southwestern Mississippi, and included 17
stands that were being monitored for seed production
in conjunction with various studies of natural pine
regeneration (table 2). Stands were in three
physiographic regions: the Ouachita Mountains of
Arkansas and Oklahoma (nine stands), the West Gulf
Coastal Plain of Arkansas and Louisiana (six stands),
and the Silty Uplands of Mississippi (two stands).
Reproduction cutting methods were two seed tree, two
shelterwood, three group selection, and nine single-tree
selection stands. In addition, there was one evenaged, sawtimber stand. Compositions included one
pure loblolly pine, seven loblolly-shortfeaf mixtures, and
nine pure shodeaf pine stands.
Procedures for monitoring seed production varied from
study to study based on stand area, number of plots,
and objectives. Five to 24 seed traps with an area of
0.9 or 4.0 fp per trap (Cain and Shelton 1993,
Schokens 1979) were placed in each stand. As a
minimum, seeds were collected at the middle and end
of the October-to-February mongoring period. Seed
traps in the group-selection stands were located near
the center of 0.25-acre openings, For all stands except
those located in Okfahoma, seed viability was
determined by splitting seeds and inspecting the
contents (Bonner 1974). Seeds with full, firm,
undamaged, and healthy tissue were judged to be
potentially viable and were tallied as sound seeds.
Shortleaf pine seeds were distinguished from those of

Table 2-Stands evaluated for cone rating and seed
producqon
Stgnd type
Stand type

Number
of
of stands

Basal area"

Seed tree

2

12

Ouachita
Mountains

Shekerwood

2

38

Ouachitzl
Mountains

Even-aged
sawtimber

1

60

West Gutf
Coastal Plain

Group
selection

3

50

West GuW
Coastal Plain

Singletree
selection

9

52

Ouachita
Mountains,
West Gutf
Coastal Plain,
Silty Uplands

PhNographic
regions

" Mean pine basal area (f? per acre) in trees z I 0 inches
in d.b.h.
loblolly pine by size (shortleaf pine seeds are smaller)
and the amount of force required to split them
(shortleaf pine seeds require less force). For the
Oklahoma stands, seeds were considered sound if they
sank in ethanol (Krugman and Jenkinson 1974). A
subsample of these seeds was split, and the floatation
test yielded the same results as the split test.
Cone densrty was rated for about three sample trees of
seed-producing sizes (that is, r 10 inches in d. b.h.)
randomly selected within one to two tree heights from
each seed trap. In stands where mensuratlonaldata
were not available, basal area was determinedwith a
BAF I 0 prism at a point centered over each seed trap.
Basal area in the groupaele&on stands was the basal
area of the residual trees divided by the total stand area
(including openings).

Data Analysis
Basal area and cone rating were averaged by species
for each stand. Reg
on was then used to evaluate
the effects of species, basal area, and eone rating as

predictors of the stand"s seed production as follow:
where:
S = thousands of sound seeds per acre by species;

B =: basal area per acre by spee-im in 'trees 2 "IOnckw
in d.b,h.;
L = 0 for shorlfeaf pine and 1 for loblo/&pine;
R = mean cone rating by species;
b's = coefficients to be determined.
This approach allowed the regression coeffidenb to
compensate for the @Re& of: ( I ) the numltrer of sound
seeds per cone, (2) underestimation of the actual
number of con- on trees by evaluators, (3) the
arbitrary numerical values assigned to cons-ra~ng
dasses, and (4) conversion of cone density for the
c r o w face to values for the tree. The coeaicients for
species (that is, b, and b, ) were not significant (P =
0.05). Thus, sbn&level values for seed production,
basal area, and cone rating were combined for the two
species and used for fitting the final equation.
Examination of the residuals indicated an unequal error
van'ance, which was remedied by square root
transformation of seed production values. The final
equation was retransformed for presentation and for
calculation of fit statistics as described by Schlaegel
(1982).

RESULTS
The 1993 Seed Crop
The 1993 seed crop was generally good throughout
the study area. Mean and median seed production in
the 17 stands were 1,223,000 and 734,000 sound
seeds per acre, respectively. However, production in
individual stands ranged from failures to bumper seed
crops. Two stands, both in Oklahoma, produced less
than 10,000 sound seeds per acre. Three stands
produced moderate seed crops with values in the
vicinity of 100,000 per acre, and the remaining 12
stands had good-to-bumper seed crops with values
over 250,000 per acre. Productionwas most variable
in Oklahoma, ranging from failures to bumper crops.
The seven mked loblolly and shortleaf pine stands offer
some interesting comparisons betvveen the species
(table 3). Shortleaf pine is reputed to be a less prollt"ic
seed producer than loblolly pine, but most obsenrations
of shortleaf pine have come from the poorer sites
where it tends to dominate (Wittwer and Shelton IQ92).
in the stands of this study, which are located on good
sites,seed production did not differ significantlgt
benhieen the two species in 1993. The only observed
significant dflerence was for the percentage of total
seeds that were sound, which w s about one-third
greater for loblolly than shortleaf pine.
Cone ratings for the I 5 stands where the seed crop
was not a failure averaged 1.06, and the standard
deviation averaged 0.49. These values can be used to
estimate the number of sample trees needed to provide
a desired confidence intenral for the stand's mean eone
rating at a apecZfisd probabitity tavd using a formula
presented in most statistical texts (for example, Steel

Table 3-Properties of loMolly and shortleaf pines in seven, uneven-aged, mixed-species stands on good sit- (site
indicss of abOUI Q0feet at 50 *am for loblolb pine)

" Trees z"1inchss in d.b.h.
and f orrie "198). b u r n i n g that the mean cone rating
is 1.0 and the standard devia@onb 0-5, about 70 trees
should be evaluated to provide a confidence intewal
ha#-Mdth of 8.1 at the 0.vrobability fevisl. Thus, a
reasonable sampling intensity in a 40-acre stand for this
level of confidence would be about tvvo trees per acre.

Forecasting the "199 Seed Crop
The equation relating sound seed production (S in
thousands per acre) to basal area (B in f f per acre)
and cane rating (R as defined) is:

The number of otwsrva~onrfor squation (2) w m I f ;

sesdr pcaf acre.

Figure 3 compares predictedvvitk observed seed
producaon. The vvide varidon in levels of seed
produdon that itoccurred in "a93 is apparent; observed
values ranged from less than 10,000 to 3,500,000 per
acre. "Te greategt deGa@onsbeween predicted and
observed values were far the larger seed crops; this
pataern is common in biological refatjonships. The
equation correctly predictedthe two seed crop failures
that occurred in Oklahoma, Assuming the lower limR
for acceptability to be 50,000 sound seeds per acre,
seed production in the other stands was forecasted to
be at least acceptable, and acceptable seed crops
were produced.
Several obvious sourem of error are associated with
aur forsca8ting procedure. First, a sam@ingerror is
associated Mh each variable in equation (2).Second,
variaqon in the number of aound seeds per cane wilt

a GROUP SEEGVON
A SAWTlMBER
rb) SHELERWmD

A SEED TREE

OBSERVED SEEDS FHOUSANDS PER ACRE)
Fiil;lur@%--Prwrcpeaprocalrestsnof wund see& @agedagainst okerved v a l u ~ ,The dashed line represen@q u a i
v&u=.

CONE RATING
Figure 4-Combinations of cone rating and basal area that yield the specified seed production in loblolly and shortleaf
pine stands. Calculatedfrom equation (2).
cause predicted values to deviate from observed seed
production. The forecasting procedure does not
currentiy include a sampling scheme to determine the
number of sound seeds per cone. Thus, the seed
density in cones was assumed to be intrinsically
accounted for in the cone rating. Wakeley (1954)
reported that loblolly pine produces 40 to 50 sound
seeds per cone during good years, while shortleaf
produces 25 to 35; values for poor years are reduced
by about one-half. Procedures for estimating the seed
yields from cones exist (for example, Bramlett and
Hutchinson 1964, McLemore 1962), but additional
sampling is required. Such evaluations are most likely
to be needed when seed production is predictedto be
marginal.
Values generated from equation (2) are plotted in figure
4, which shows that a given level of seed production
can be achieved by an array of basal areas and cone
ratings. High basal areas coupled with low cone
ratings can yield the same seed production as low
basal areas and high cone ratings. Figure 4 can also
be used to judge the acceptability of the upcoming
seed crop based on a stand's cone rating and basal
area. If stands are to be harvested prior to seed
dispersal, the residual basal area should be used and
the cone rating should reflect the retained trees.
Our forecasting procedure requires visual rating of the
cone density on sample trees, determining stand basal
area, and estimating seed production with equation (2)
or figure 4. The number of seeds required for

successful regeneration depends on a myriad of factors
that include seed consumers, seedbed conditions,
competing vegetation, weather, and overstory
vegetation. These factors must also be viewed within
the context of landowner goals. Thus, proposing
guidelines for making silvicuttural decisions about the
adequacy of a seed crop should include sufficient
latitude for the skill and judgment that are the hallmarks
of foresters. If 50,000 to 100,000 sound seeds per
acre are assumed to provide acceptable natural
regeneration, figure 4 suggests that preliminary
guidelines for the minimum value for mean cone ratings
should be 1.0 to 1.5 for seed-tree stands, 0.5 to "10 for
sheltenrvood stands, and 0.25 to 0.75 for uneven-aged
stands. Generally, shortleaf pine stands should be at
the middle to upper end of this range because
seedling-to-seed yields for shortleaf tend to be below
those of loblolly pine. Some confirmation of the
presence of a reasonable number of sound seeds in
cones is recommended, especially when the cone
rating is at the lower end of these ranges. Future trials
of this procedure urill attempt to determine the annual
extent of variation in the seed density of cones.

CONCLUSIONS
The visual cone-rating procedure evafuated in this
study provides some insight into the adequacy of the
upcoming seed crop. It is rapid and appears to be
sufficiently accurate to aid in making silvicultural
decisions about the intensity and timing of site
preparation and possibly the scheduling of
reproduction cutting. This forecasting procedure

provides a ma>timum lead time of about 5 months prior
to the onset of seed dispersal. Longer lead times are
possible M h sihricuttural treatmen& that do not require
application before seed dispersal for optimum
eflec~veness,For example, harakRlood conht can
extend from the time of cone rating Vtrough tke early
part of the grovving season follovving seed dispersal. if
a bumper seed crop was forecasted, prescdbed
burning for site preparation might be extended later into
the dormant season &an is normal for optimizing
seedling eslablishment (Cain 1986). The same logic
could probably be @*ended to harvesting. In areas of
fairty reliable seed crops, the greatest uBfrty of this
forecasting procedure wilf probabb be in matching the
intens* of site preparation with the site of the seed
c r o p t h e better the seed crop, the tower the intensiv
of site preparationthat is needed to obtain acceptable
natural regeneration.
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IMPACTS OF BURNING SEVERITY ON A
SOUTHERN APPALACHIAN SITEf
Shawna L, Stone, A,Bur! Carraway,
Thomas A, Waldaop, and Peter R. Rsbichaud"
Abslract-This study vvas design4 to evaluate and compare the short- and tong-term effects of highand !owW=verity b u m to site quati&, The study area vvas commerciallyclearcut and treated using the
fell~llnd-burntechnique. Treatments of high- and low-sever& burns were replicated four times in a
compfeteb random design. Rainfall runoff, sediment prduction, and nutrient concentration were
measured afier every rainfall event for one year afler burning, Biomass production, planted pine survival,
and harduvood sprouts were measured after one growing season. High-severity burns exposed mineral
soil, increased sediment production, and dcscreased total biomass, but significantly increased the survival
~f planted pines. Lw-severe burns had minimal erosion and greater total biomass, but decreased pine
sunrival. This decrease probably results from a lack of competition control.

INTROBUCTI0N
Scientists have long been concerned about fire's
effecb on soil (Arend 19941, Welts and others 1979),
and some have studied erosion, site productivity, and
water quality following fires on steep terrain (Van Lear
and Kapeluck 1989). However, IiNe quanMaaive
informaGon is available on the effects of high-severity
burning after ember harvest on variables such as
runoff, sedimentation, and net primary productivity
(Robichaud and Waldrop 1994). Fire severiv refers to
the condition of the forest floor after burning (Wells and
others 1979),and burning effects range from minimal
consumption of the litter layer (low-severity) to total
consumption of duff and litter layers and exposure of
mineral soil (high-severity) (Phillips and Abercrombie
1987, Wells and others 1979).
On the Andrew Pickens Ranger District of the Sumter
National Forest, site preparation burns are often used
to regenerate low-quality hardwood stands to pinehardwood miaures. The fell-and-burn technique
(Abercrombie and Sims 1986) where residuals are
felled in the spring followed by burning in the summer
has been used successfutly. This technique creates
producaive pine-harduvood mixtures vvith high pine
survival rates and improved hardNood quality (Phillips
and Abercrombie 1987). However, in M o studies of
the fell-and-burn technique, high-severity fires created
excessive erosion that may have reduced long-term site
product'ivity (Van Lear and Kapeluck 1989, Evans and
othem 1992). These studies identified a need for sitespecific burning prescriptions that protect the forest
floor, thereby protecting the mineral soil.

In this study, low- and high-severiv burns were
conducted to evaluate and compare short- and longterm effects of the two treatmenb. Runoff, sediment
loss, site productivity, plant nutrient content, and stand
development were measured for both treatments. This
paper discusses short-term effects one year after
treatment.

METHODS
The study was conducted on steep terrain on the
Andrew Pickens Ranger District of the Sumter National
Forest in northwestern South Carolina. Slopes within
the study area, of 14 hectares, range from 24 to 39
percent with a southern aspect. The predominant soil
type is the Cowee series, a fine, loamy, oxidic, mesic
Typic Hapiudult formed in residuum from weathered
granite, gneiss, and schists.
The study area was commercially clearcut during the
winter of 1990-1991. The major overstory hardwoods
included: scarlet (Quercus coccinea Muenchh),
northern red (Q. falcata Michx.), black (Q. velutina
Lam.), white (Q. alha L.), chestnut (Q. prinus L.), and
post oaks (Q. stellafa Wangenh.). The predominant
overstory pine species was shortleaf pine (Pinus
echinata Mill.). Understory and midstory hardwoods
included red maple (Acer rubrum L.), blackgum (Nyssa
sy/vatica Marsh.), souwood (Oxydendrum arboreurn
L.), persimmon (Diospyros virginiana L.), and black
cherry ( W n u s serofha Ehrh.). Residual stems greater
than 1..5 meters tall were felted in May and June 1991
for both burn treatments.

"awr prewntedat the Eighth Biennial Southern Silvicukural Research Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3, 1994.
2Forestytecl-mician, Southeastern Forest Experiment:Station, Clemson, SC; Forester, Texas Forest Service, Lufkin, IX;
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%Me I-Fuel and werrther con&&ons at time of ignaan and set@&@&
fire
bhadar paZtrarnitlfor low- and high-sevew burns

RdaWe humid@
Wind
Fud maisare s8cks
r9nrbisnlternperdure
Firing techfilique
Flame hdght
Firetine inten*
S""lme
L&er moisture
Duff mobture
Soil moisture

48%
SE 5-5 1' 1 kph
41%
"t Beg
Stn'g ReaMre
1-3 m
215-2,945 kvvtm
1100 1300
65.2%
98.2%
35.7%

On June 5, 1991, a days aRer a 37 mm rainfall event,
Iowwseventyburns were applied lo b u r 0.4 ha treatment
[FPlolrs (replicdees). High sevew burns w r e appiied l o
another four plob on Jub 15, "1995,Weke dayis afler a
44 mrn rainfall event. Low-8everiGy burns were of highinlens@ and over a moist dorwt Fb~sr.High-awew
burns were ~"Tbhhirrten* and over a dry form%flssr.
Rda*e humidity and vlrind speed were simifar for the
Wo burn treatmen&, however, me fine &elmoisture
and ambient temper&urs were qua@dflerent (TaMe "1.
Gondaons for both 8rrss fell M h i n the guiddinm
wtablbhed Lby
USDA-For& SeAce, Southern
Region. A n d r w Pickens Di%t~&
guidelines are more
consewaiive than %e Region", requieng 9 and 8
percent moisturcs cant@&,rwpec&ely, of wody fuels
8-26 mm in diameter, Fuel moisture content rn& the
Region" guiddinw for the high-gevew burns while the
fud moisture content far Vle Iow-sevefQ burns
surgamed both guidelinm at I-Ipercent (Table 1).

Fuel loadng, Faer and dug [ayer %icknwm, and
mineral so0 exposure were measured along meen "9meter trans@&, pgor to burning, S t a ~ n g
win& for the
transea were random& 10cat&, however, a i m u l h s
were vaded ta ensure ssam@ingalong several Jape
gradienb, Pins were insbiiecl fius(i.8Mh the "C@p
sf the
duff Iayer to wemate 8 0 r e t asor caslosusszp~c~n.
&>onsump%sn
w8 measured in millimeternfrom lkre top
of the @nto a e forst floor, Woo* fuek, for-t fioor,
and minerah sol were 88hnNed immediate& pdos to
igrason to determine moi-&urecontent, Post-burn
transsct m e 8 s u r e m . e ~determined
~
fuel load
consump~onand mineral soit exposure- Sko&eaf @pie
seedlings were Nanted in the fa11 sf 1991,

One 3 rn x "8 rn plot had been random&iocat-iedin
each treatment area for a pregous stu* of amcia1
rainfait (RoWcGraud and Waldaop 3994). One of thme

-

Jub 15
55%
SE 8-4 1 kph
8%
30 deg G
Strip hea&re
24m
65513,295 kwIm
15500 - 1730
5.9%

36.9%
24.5%

plok was randomly selected from the four replicates of
each burn treatment to monbr total runoff and
sediment resufling fram naturaf rainbll. Samples w r e
cotleded in 55-galton barrels fed by covered channel
tubing, located at the base of the plat, that extended
the A&h sf the plot across the slope. Depth of run08
in barrels was measured aRer each rainfall event Ito
determine volume,

Sediment In runon' m s measured after adding 10050 ml
sf 0.2-N aluminum su@ate(Alum) to Iloeculatcs
suspended solids. This soludcan was poured into
hakern, oven-drr'ed at 75 degres 6,and weighed to
determine concentrated sediment. A "9,000 mi runoFf
sample was ~ ~ l l e ~tot edetermine
d
ghospharous (P)
and potasium (K)coneentraaan that was measured iay
the GIemson Universm Aigricukural Chemical Services
Department.
Runoff and sediment prsdueaon were measured aRer
each rainfaif event, From September 1991 through
September "1992. A psrlableweather sta~onrecorded
rainfall intens* and duraQan on a data logger,
downloaded aRer each rainfa!!. I h h infarmaljon was
us& ts help correlate ral'nfsll and eragon.
VegetaBve rmponse was meas~redat the end of the
first fun grsMng seasan afier burning (September
1992). W'rin each "laeatmerotarea, fane 0.2ha piat
was random& located to measure suwivai and height
groMh for @anted@nm."%o vegeta6ow ptsb,
measudng 0.0"1h each and random& Isacated Mhin
each treatment area, were used to measure height
groMh of ha%&oods and natural&-regenerated pines.
Horclvvood a t r r m were
~
mapped and inventoded for
specis iden*ficaeon, number of sproub, height of
dominant sprout, and crown diameter, A 0,004 ha plot
was atasishe4 in the centen of each O,B'aMha

vegetaGon plot for an inventow of alf regenerated
woody stems-sprouh and seedlings.
Plant biomacss was sampled in four 0.25 m x 4.0 m
plots, located at all corners of each 0.01 ha vegetation
plot (a total of 8 biomass plots per treatment area). Afl
vegetaeon Whin these small plots was clipped at
ground level and separated into categodes: fefrbs,
grasses, vines, shrubs, and be=. Samples were ovendried at 88 degrem C for 48 hcrurs, weighed, and
ground with a Wgie milt using a 2-mm screen. Nutilent
concentration was measured by the Clemson University
Agricultural Chemical Senrices Department.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Prior to ignition, ambient temperature and forest floor
moisture content differed significandy between
treatments. The low-severity burns occurred at midday
when ambient temperature had not yet peaked, while
high-severity burns occurred in the afternoon when the
sun was most intense (Table 1). Litter, duff, and soil moisture~prior to low-severty burns were significantty
higher than those prior ta the high-severity burns (Table
1). The greatest difference occurred in moisture
content of the litter layer which contained 65.2 and 5.2
percent for low- and high-severity burns, respec~vely.
The two burn treatments resuMed in widely differing
forest floor conditions. Low-severiw burns consumed
73 percent of the litter layer and 30 percent of the duff
layer. The low-severity areas had a blackened, charred
appearance after burning, indicating partial to minimal
forest floor consumption. The forest floor was 63 mm
thick and mineral soil was exposed on less than 1
percent of the area. Less than half of the fine woody
fuels (< 6 mm) was consumed.
In contrast, high-severity burns consumed 96 percent
of the litter layer and 76 percent of the duff layer. After
burning, high-seveirty areas had an ashy-white and
brown appearance, indicating near total consumption
of forest floor and visible exposure of mineral soil.
These areas had a thin forest floor (11 mmm)and
mineral soil exposure on 47 percent of the area (Table
2). Vieually all fine fuels (c6 mm) were consumed.
During the year aRer burning, 31 rainfall events
occurred, Although total rainfall for the year was vePy
similar far both treatments, sediment lost from the lowseverity site was less than sediment lost from the highseverity site ("Table 3). The sediment yield and percent
rainfall lost as runoff are shown (Figures 1 and 2,
respectjvely)for major rainfall events ( 3 25mm).
Remarkably, infiltration rates remained high for both
areas as shown by the small percentage of rainfall lost
as runoff (Table 3 and Figure 2).
Three major storms accounted for 29 and 69 percent
of annual sediment production from the low- and highseverity treatments, respectively (Figure 1). A storm on

22 July reached a 5-minute mmaximum inteas& of 4576.6
mmhr (Figure 3). Sediment prsdu&on from this storm
was 2080.6 k m a on the high-severily site, "5 5mes
the sediment loss on the !ow-severii9y site for the enlire
year,
TaMe 2--Pre and post-burn f o r s t floor charactenistics

for low- and high-severity burns
Low sevefw
litter depth
Pre-burn
Post-burn
Buff depth
Preburn
Post-burn
Soil exposure

High seventy

78 mm
10 mm

29 mrn
c1 mm

76 mm
53 mm

42 mrn
"t mrn
47%

4%

Table 3-Total runoff and sediment loss for one year
after burning (Sept 1991 Sept 1992) for iow- and
high-severity burns.

-

Rainfall (mm)
Runoff (mm)
Percent of rainfall
Sediment loss (ma)

Low severity

High sevetty

1,358
16.9
1.2
0.14

1,352
79.2
5.9
5.75

Plant biomass production was twice as high for the Iowsevew treatment after one growing season, the largest
difference shown in forbs and grasses (Table 4). The
forest floor on low-severlty sites acted like mulch,
limiting surface evaporation. Tree biomass was greater
on high-severity sites, but not statisticalb significant. All
sampled trees were hardwood sprouts emerging from
stumps having well-developed root systems and less
dependency on forest floor coverage than grasses and
forbs.
Soil samples indicated no significant differences in
nutrient content beween the two treatments. Total
nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium ( N,P,K
respectively) content in all plan& collected from lowseverity sites was greater than those from high-severity
sites due to larger biomass production (Table 5).
However, concentrations of N,P, and K were
significantiy higher on high-severity sites, suggesting
that moisture limited plant grovvth rather than nutrient
availability. Conversely, lower concentrations of
nutrients in plants on the low-severity site, where
infiltration and water retention was higher, suggest that
nutrients were limited.

Table 4-Biomass prodtrc~onone growing season a8er

The lower planted pine survival rate on low-severity
sites probably resufled from greater competition from
herbaceous grovvth. Height grovvth of ptanted pines
was unaffected by fire seveiw (Table 6).

low- and high-severity burns

Hardwood regeneragon was significantly different
betvveen the Wo treatments. Number of hardwood
stems was 1.8 times greater on high-severiv sites than
on the low-severity sites (Tabfe7). This difference is
probably a result of a greater number of stems prior to
harvest, because the number of sprouts per stump was
not affected by the burning treatment.

Grasses
Forbs
Vines
Shrubs
Trees
Total

Low severity

High severiv

(Vha)
0.41a

(Vhal
0.08 b

Means followed by the same letter within a row are
not significantly different at the 0.05 level.

Table 5-Plant concentration and content of nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium (N,P, and K,respectively) for lowand high-severity burns

Grasses
N
P
K
Forbs
N
P
K
Trees
N
P
K
All Plants
N
P
K

Concentration(%)
Low
High
Severity
Severity

Low
Severity

High
Severity

I.06a
0.08a
1.07~1

1-26b
0.10 b
1.25a

534.7a
65.9a
1,284.9a

251.4 b
32.8 b
437.2 b

0.81 a
0.10a
1.95a

1.15 b
0.15 b
2.0021

439.3a
33.2a
443.4a

104.8 b
8.3 b
104.0 b

1.02a
0.09a
0.50a

1.19 b
0.10 b
0.78 b

397.6a
35.1 a
230.0a

513.Oa
43.1a
336.2a

1.01a
0.09a
1.17~1

1.20 b
0.12 b
1.24a

1,535.4a
150.6a
2,080.9a

954.4 b
93.4 b
939.6 b

Means followed by the same letter within a row are not significantly different at the 0.05 level.

Figure 1-Sediment produced (kg/ha) during 17 major rainfall events (September 1991 - September 1992) for low- and
high-severity burns
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Fiaure 2-Percent rainfall last as runoff on low- and high-severity burns for 17 major rainfall events (September 1991 sgptember 1992).
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Figure 3-Rainfall and rainfall intensity for 13 major rainfall events (September 1991 - September 1992)
Table &Height growth and survival of planted pines
Fire severity

Height growth

Survival

High
Low
Means followed by the same letter within a column are
not significantly different at the 0.05 level
Table 7-Hardwood regeneration after one growing
season for low- and high-severity burns
-

Fire Severity

Other
Ail
Blackgum Oak Harwoods species

Stems per hectare
High sever*
1,704a 2,124a 4,026a
Low severity
I,803a 1,309a 1,630 b
Sprouts per stump
High seventy
7.la
66.a
10.2a
Low severity
6.0a
7.3a
5.1 b
Sprout height (m)
Highsever*
1.0a
1.0a
0.9a
Lowseverity
1.4 b
1.2 b
l.la

Height growth of hardwood sprouts was lower in highseverity burn areas compared to that on the lowseverity burn areas (Table 7). Danielovich and others
(1987) showed that the fell-and-burn technique
significantly reduced the height growth of hardwood
sprouts, because it shortened the growing season.
Hardwood sprouts in burned treatment areas were
significantly shorter than in unburned areas for all
species and groups (Waldrop 1994). These findings
suggest that spring felling of residuals and summer
burning will significantfy reduce hardwood sprout
height-growth for at least the first growing season.
Results also suggest that fire severity affects heightgrowth of hardwoods. However, these differences may
result from the timing of the burns rather than their
effect on grovvth rates.

CONCLUSIONS
8,744a
4,965 b
8.5a
6.9a
"10a
1.2 b

Means followed by the same letter within a column are
not significantfy different at the 0.05 level

This study suggests fire severity can have negative
effects on runoff, sediment production, and site
productivQ. The high-severity treatment resuned in
almost total consumption of fitter and duff layers,
excessive exposure of mineral soil, increased runoff,
increased erosion, and lower biomass production.
After high-severity burning, the thin residual forest floor
decayed, exposing more mineral soif to erosion. Decay
will probably continue until invading vegetation begins
to rebuiid the forest floor. Positive effects include
increased pine survival rates and decreased hardwood
sprout growth. By comparison, the low-severity
treatment retained most of its forest floor, which

protected the site from erosion and runoff. This
treatment also had greater biomass regeneration in
addition to unburned slash, which formed debris dams
reducing runoff and sediment movement. However,
the survlval of planted pines was reduced.
Long-term eRec& are still unknown. Planted pines on
high-severiPy sites may lose vigor far several years, but
may u&mately benefit from reduced competition. Since
high-severity burns reduce overall short-term site
productivity, they should probably be avoided. Burning
prescriptions must be developed to proteGt the forest
floor, and, therefore prevent erosion and other negative
effects. Burning prescriptions in this study met regional
standards for temperature and relative humidity,
indicatingthe need for more site-specific standards.
Litter and duff layer moisture content may be a more
critical measure in protecting site quality than fuel
moisture stick readings. Site-specific methods
developed to prevent forest floor consumption based
on weather and fuel condigons could reduce future
losses in site andfor water quality.
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LEACHING FOREST SOILS WITH ACIDIC
AND NON-ACIDIC SOLUTIONS'
G.L. Wheekr, T.T.

Ku,and R.J. Cotvin2

& 4 n a dififwent study, we tau& that f m t s in S
ion. To r4etmine what effect acidic dewion rn
Sacui toam at Hope and b - l b ,
A&ansas. The corm were ktached with distilled water
and tfwm for 26 weeks
idic sOStlfiQn with pH 4.0 and a "
urn and sodium ww8
. Arnmium bhaved
the ll0ngcid"ie wlution.

INTRODUCTION
The soils of the pine bett in M a n m s are generally
believed to be at risk to acid deposilrion because of their
low base saturabbn and potential exposure
(Anonymous 1985, Beasley 1986). Acidic deposition
causes accelerded leaching by removing cations from
the soil exchange column and by adding paring anions.

The cores received 4.7 cm (248 gm) of solution weekly.
The first four week the cores received distilled water to
allow for a period of equilibration. Thereafter, cores
received either an acidic solution (pH 4.0) or a
"non-acidic" solution (pH 5.2). Both solutions had ionic
strengh and concentration similar to that for rainfall
found by Wagner and Steele (1982) for Northwst
Arkansas. The solutions differed in their pH and
concentration of potassium and sodium, which were
used in place of the hydrogen ion in the "non-acidic"
solution. A 1 Mer stock solution was prepared for each
treatment and diluted each week to the appropriate
concentration.

In a long term study on nutrient cycles of pine forest in
southern Arkansas, we found that rainfall pH had
remained relatively constant at pH 5.4 over a ten year
period, During the same period the pH of throughfail
declined from about pH 5.4 to 4.5 and stemflow
declined from 4.5 to 3.7. Given that forests in Southern
Arkansas maybe experiencing acidic deposition, we
were interested in knowing if it will cause accelerated
leaching.

Each week, the ieachate was collected, weighed, pH
determined with a glass electrode, and the
concentration of A3+CaZ*,MgZ+,Na+,K*, FeB, MnBl
Cr, NO,; NH,", SOP concentrat-ionswere determined.
Ammonium was determined by steam distillation
(Bremner 1965) and titration, the remaining cations by
atomic absorption spectroscopy, and the anions by
reversed-phase ion-pair chromatography (Perrone and
Gant 1984, 1985).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We picked the Sacul loam, a Clayey mixed thermic,
Aquic Hapluduk for this study because of its
accessibiiity and because of its importance in the
southern pine belt. It is moderately well-drained with
high water holding capacity. The Sacul has low natural
fertilrty and has a base saturation of 40%. A total of 28
cores were cotleeted from five sites at Hope and two
site at Monticello, Arkansa by driving a steel sleeve,
containing a 15 cm section of 3.5 inch (8.2 cm id) PVC
pipe, into the soil. The PVC pipe, soil core, and l'ier
were removed from the soil and placed in plastic bags
for transport to the laboratory. Before moun~ng
the
cores on pledglass supports, small section of fiberglass
wool was placed on the bottom of the cores. The
cores were mounted on pledglass with silicone glue
over a small hole that was centered under the core and
served for drainage.

'Paper

The data presented have been adjusted for input
amounb of a given cation or anion. The mean nutrient
loss from week 5 through week 30 for each ion was
computed for each core. These mean values were
used in an analyasls of variance. Statistical analyses
were made with Procedure GLM (SAS Institute 1985).
A significance level of 5% was used with ail t w b .

ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Most of the elements did not respond to the acidity of
the solution, and the pattern of leaching appeared to be
random. Nitrate, A3*,and Fe3*had distinct patterns
akhough there were no differences bebeen solutions.

ed at the Eighth BiennialSouthern Sil&urftural R

, UnPversity of Arkansas, Fayetteville; Pro
and Extension Center (RepectiveQ).

Nitrate was the dominant anion in the teachate.
Nitrification began in most cores by week five, and the
mean rate of nitrification increased until week 16 when
the NO; concentration in the leachate reached ca. 50
mgn, The NO, concentration in the leachate began to
decline sloMy after week 16. Af3" (Fig. 1) and Fe3+both
increased initiaily in concentra6on and then dectined to
a minimal value by week 18 and remained there. Thb
same pattern has been seen in other leaching studies
(Wheeler and Lamon 1988) and it is probably c a u s d
by changes in redox potentialwhen the core is
removed from the soil.

Figure 2-The weekly potassium loss from cores
receiving acid rain or rain.

Figure ?-Aluminum concentration in leachate.

1
Leachate pH, K", Nail and NH,'-N all differed between
the acidic (Acid Rain) and nun-acid solutions (Rain).
As expected, the pH of the acid rain (pH 4.6) was
lower that the rain (pH 4.9), but the difference was
slight. The cores were absorbing H" ions in the acid
treatment. The H* produced by nitrification may be
obscuring any effect of solution pH.
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Figure 3--The weekly sodium loss from cores receiving
acid rain or rain.

There was net K' absorption in the cores receiving the
rain solution between weeks six and 10 (Fig. 2). After
week 10 there was a net loss from the rain treatment,
and the weekly loss from both treatments was roughly
parallel. The average weekly K" loss from the acid rain
treatment was 309 mg, nearly 3.5 times greater than
the rain treatment of 92 mg.
Na" in the leachate of both treatments increased
initially, declined and separated by week nine (Fig. 3).
After week nine the acidic treatment Na" in the leachate
was generally greater than the non-acidic treatment.
The average weekl-y loss from the acidic treatment was
67.5 mg compared to 47.0 mg in the non-acidic
treatment.
NM,-N differed from the other variables in that it was
greater in the rain treatment and it was more erratic
(Fig. 4). During week 10, NH,'-N increased in the
leachate, and the output from the rain was greater than

30

Figure 4--The weekly ammonium loss from cores
receiving acid rain or rain.
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FELLING AND BURNING TO PREPARE
SOUTHERN APPALACHIAN SITES OCCUPIED
BY MOUNTAIN LAUREL1
Donvilla L, Williams and Thomas A. Waldrop2
Abstract-This study tested felting of residual stems and summer site preparation burning as means of
controlling mountain laurel (KaImia laMoIa L.) to facilitate the establishment of a pine-hardvvoodstand
after clearcutting. Three replications of two treatments (fellsnly and fell-and-burn) were established and
measured after one, three, and seven growing seasons. Mountainlaurel height was significantly less in
the fell-and-burn plots than in feil-only plots. Both treatments appeared to reduce mountain laurel density
and crown cover significantly. Pines and hardrroods grew well and overtopped the mountain laurel in both
treatments. Burning significantly reduced the height of the hardvvoods and increased the height of the
pines. However, these differences were relatively small, indicating that burning may not be necessary if
harvesting sufficiently damages the mountain laurel understory.

INTRODUCTION
As a result of fire exclusion, reduced grazing, and
increased timber harvesting, mountain laurel (Kalmia
latifolia L.) probably covers a larger area in the
Southern Appalachian mountains today than ever
before. This shrub commonly forms a dense
understory that can interfere with the regeneration of
commercially valuable trees. On the Andrew Pickens
Ranger District, Sumter National Forest, in
northwestern South Carolina, managers estimate that
competition from mountain laurel reduces the amount
of harvested land that can be regenerated by up to 15
percent. After clearcutting in the Southern
Appalachians, a mountain laurel understory is often left
standing because heavy machinery use on steep
slopes is limited and chainsaw felling is expensive.
Several studies report attempts to control mountain
laurel, but emphasis has been placed on expensive
techniques, Wahlenberg (1950) found that mechanical
means were successfut in controlling laurel and
rhododendron, but the cost was high. Sluder (1958)
found that foliar and basal sprays were unsuccessful.
Yawney ( I 962) was able to kill rhododendron with a
basal spray of 2.4, 5-TI but according to Hooper
(1969), the costs ran about $137 per acre.
Site preparation burning may provide an inexpensive
means of controlling mountain laurel. Hooper (1969)
noted that documented evidence of intentional burning
in the mountains is limited. Keetch (1944)
experimented vvith prescribed burning and found that a
good stand of oak sprouts formed after one to three
burns. However, fire intensity may be too low in dense
sprout-clusters to top kill mountain lauref stems.

Moreover, mountain laurel sprouts may out compete
the desired pines and hardwoods after burning. This
study tested felling of residual stems and felling plus
summer burning as inexpensiveways to control
mountain laurel and regenerate mixed pine-hardwood
stands after clearcutting.

METHODS
Three stands supporting dense mountain laurei
understories on the Andrew Pickens Ranger District in
Oconee County, South Carolina were selected for this
study. These stands were clearcut in 1986 and
regenerated to pine-hardwood mixtures by the fell-andburn technique (Abercrombie and Sims 1986, Phillips
and Abercrombie 1987). Prior to harvest, the overstory
was mixed oak and pine (Table I ) with a dense
understory of mountain laurel ( 60 percent cover ).
The mountain laurel averaged 12.4 feet tall with 1,000
or more stems per acre (Table 2).
Each stand was a block in a randomized complete
block design. To examine the eflects of fire on
mountain laurel regeneration, two treatments were
installed in each block: 1) a fell-only treatment and 2) a
fell-and-burn treatment. To measure stand
development, three 14-x 14-meter measurement plots
were established in each of the two treatments areas
within each stand.
Contract crews felled residual stems in May 1987. Afl
pine and hardwood stems over 5-feet tall were felled
with chainsaw and left on study plots. Following
Ranger Distn'ct procedures, crews did not felt mountain
laurel stems.

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silviculturai Research Conference, Auburn, AL, Nov. 1-3, 1994.
2Foresterand Research Forester, respectively, Southeastern Forest Experiment Station, Clemson, SC.

Table 1- Species composition prior to harvest
Species

Stems

Basal Area

(#/ac)

Table 2--Number and height of mountain laurel sprout
clumps by treatment and year

Preharvest

RESULTS
The harvesting and felling operations used in this study
reduced mountain laurel presence more than
anticipated. With the felt-only treatment, the number of
mountain laurel sprout-clusterswas reduced from 995
per acre prior to harvest to 423 per acre at the end of
the first grovving season (Table 2). Mean height of
mountain iauref was reduced from 12.8 feet to 2.0 feet
without burning. In study plots that were felled and
burned, mountain laurel height was less than in fell-only
plots and remained significantly shorter throughout the
seven-year study period.

Oaks
Scarlet
Southern Red
White
Pines
Shortleaf
Virginia
White
Red Maple
Sourwood
Misc. Hardvvoods
Total

Sample
Period

for mountain laurel sprout-clusters. Regeneration has
been documented from 1987 to 1994.

C l u m ~ s(#lac) Height (ft,)
Fell &
Fell &
Burn Fell Only Burn Fell Only
1,164a1

995a

12.0a

12.8a

Year 1

409a

423a

0.6a

2.0 b

Year 3

551a

735a

1.7a

2.6 b

Year 7

355a

536a

4.3a

5.5 b

Crown cover of mountain laurel was reduced in both
treatment areas from over 90 percent to less than 5
percent by felling and harvesting operations (Figure 1).
In the fell-and-burn areas, crown cover was reduced to
near-zero levels and remained significantly lower than
in the fell-only areas throughout the study period
(Figure 1). Mountain laurel crown cover remained
below 30 percent in both treatment areas through
seven growing seasons.

'Means followed by the same letter within a row are
not significantly different at the 0.05 level.
Preharvestl

2

3

4

5

6

7

Years
Site preparation burning was conducted in July 1987
using the spot fire technique with aerial ignition by
helitorch. Fire lines were plowed around fell-only
treatment plots and pumper trucks were used to
prevent spotting. Wind speeds ranged from 5 to 9
miles per hour and relative humidity was 55 percent.
High intensity fires, with a maximum flame height 12 to
15 feet, removed most of the logging slash. However,
because only the litter layer was consumed, the organic
mat was left to protect against surface erosion.
White pine seedlings were planted at a 12 by 12-foot
spacing (302 per acre) during the following winter.
Sample plots were measured at the end of one, three,
and seven growing seasons after treatment (1988,
1990, and 1994). Measurements included height and
number for pines, hardwoods (by species), and
mountain laurel. Crown diameter was also measured

Figure 1--Percent crown cover of mountain laurel by
treatment.
Burning in this study reduced hardwood competition
with planted pines more than it reduced mountain laurel
abundance. Hardwood stem density during years one
and three was significantly less in burned plots.
However, this difference was not apparent at year
seven (Table 3). Burning reduced the height of
hardwoods by reducing the length of the first growing
season. This difference was significant for all
hardwood species for the first three years after
treatment and for souwood during the seventh year
(Table 3).
While the difference in the suwival of planted pines
between the two treatments was not significant, height
growth was greater in the fell-and-burn treatment plots

Table 3-Dens& and height of hardvvood sprouts by
species group, treatment, and year
Fell &
Burn

Fell
Only

Fell 4%
Burn

Felt
Only

Oaks
Red Maple
Sourvvood
Others
TotlAvg
YEAR 3
Oaks
Red Maple
Souwood
Others
ToUAvg
YEAR '7
Oaks
Red Maple
Souwood
Others
TotfAvg

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The resub of the experiment indicate that burning can
be used as a tool for temporary control of mountain
laurel but it may not be necessary. The great reduction
of mountain laurel by the harvesting and felling
operations was unexpected. Hardwood denslty was
less in burned plots through the third growing season
bu"ipnatehed the fell-only areas after seven years.
Hardwoods killed back by fire grew for only part of the
first growing season, After seven years, pine density
did not vary by treatment, but pine heights were
significan* greater in burned plots. Although burning
appears to reduce competition from mountain laurel,
the minimal gains in pine height growth are probably
not worth the extra expense and added risk of burning.
Burning may prove beneficial in areas where harvesting
does not damage mountain laurel understory as much
as was observed in this study.
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STRIP CLEARCUTTING IN BOTTOMLAND HARDWOOD
FORESTS AS AN ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT TOOL
A FIRST YEAR CASE STUDY'

--

Roger A, WilliamsZ
A b s t r a d 4 strip clearcut was prformed in an industrial twttomland hardvvood stand. Based on basal
area (ft2facre), the stand was comprised most& of oak (55%) and gum (21%). One year after clearcutting
the reproduction numbered 25,340 stemdacre in the cut strips, representing an 18 percent reduction in
the total stemdame. The oak reproduction per acre in the cut strips numhred 17,925 (7136 of the total),
displaying a 36 percent reduction in numbrs. Significantly more reproduction occurred in the cut strips
near the residual strip borders compared to that accurring in the center, with more stems occurring along
the northem edge than thesouthern edge. However, more reprductionoccurred in the taller height
classes in the center of the cut strip than along either edge,

INTRODUCTION
Many of the southern bottomland hardwood forests are
in poor condition as the result of past high-grading
practices. The earliest loggers in the bottomlands took
only the largest of the best species, gradual& lowering
their quality over time. These practices have generally
continued to the present time. In the recent past only
about 20 percent of the hardwood land supported trees
of good form and vigor and of acceptable composiaon
(Smith and Linnartr 1980).
The current best recommendations that have been
afforded to achieve quality natural regeneration is a
simple matter of complete removal of the overstory,
including all weed trees, because reproduction of
desirable species (i.e., green ash and the oaks) is
usually present and other reproduction will develop
rapidly from sprouts (Barrett 1980). Clearcutting as a
natural regeneration method for southern bottomland
hardwood forests, usually in the form of block
clearcutting, has been widely recommendedas being
reasonably effective for reestablishing and even
increasing the most valuable hardvvood species
(Kellison et. at. 1981, Toliver and Jackson 1989,
Golden and Lowenstein 2 990), although the results
have not always been satisfactory (Gresham 1985).
Recenfiy, this silvicultural practice, as well as others,
has been going through a renaissance as the forestry
profesion becomes more intensively focussed on the
long-term health and sustainabilty of forest ecosystems.
The term forest ecosystem management has recently
been added to the working dictionary of foresters as
other components of the forest ecosystem besides
treerj, i.e., water quality, role of natural disturbances,
woody debris, non-game wildlife, etc., become placed

upon forest management agendas. Certainly no other
silvicultural system can have greater impact upon a
riparian forest, such as some bottomland hardwoods,
as that of block clearcutting. This is due to the resulting
harsh change that occurs in these environments as it
pertains to habitat requirements, aesthetics, and soil
and nutrient losses. However, clearcutting is an
important and legitimate tool in the forester's box of
techniques when it comes to managing either for timber
or wildlife. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to
examine a modification to block clearcutting in the form
of strip clearcutting and determine its effectiveness in
regenerating bottomland hardvvood forests
satisfactorily.

METHODS
An industrial bottomland hardwood forest in north
Louisiana that was ready for a harvest was chosen for
this study installation. The cut strips were oriented in an
east-west direction so that the cut areas would be
exposed to sunlight throughout the day. Five strips
were cut at a width of 132 feet (2 chains) during the
late summer of 1992, with the residual strips likewise
132 feet in width. Each cut strip was 1,320 feet in
length, producing a total cut area over the five strips of
20 acres. The 132-foot widths were chosen in order to
make strips wide enough to produce an economical
harvest, but not too wide to prevent sufficient seedingin from the residual strips and adjacent forests.
Due to harvest scheduling conflicts and weather, the
strips were cut before permanent measurement plots
could be installed. Therefore, overstory and
regeneration plots were installed following harvest in
the residual strips in an attempt to quantify the forest

'Paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Southern Silvicultural Research Conference, Auburn, At, Nov. 1-3, 1994.
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TaMe 1. Stand summary of the ove&ory prior to strip clearcut harvest as characterired by the residual strip
Trees per acre
Species

Number

Oakr"
Gumb
Hickory
Elmc
Ashd
Other"

41
16

2
2
1
11

Basal area

Percent of
total

Ff
per acre

56.2
21.9
2.7
2.7
1.4
15.1

48.2
18.5
3.1
0.7
0.4
16.8

Percent of
total
55.0
21.I
3.5
0.8
0.4
19.2

Average
sbnd diameter
(inch-)
13.9
13.2
16.4
9.7
9.8
16.4

TOTAL
"Oak species include Quercus lyrata, Q. nigra, Q, pagoda, and Q. phellos.
Gum species include Liquidambar styreciflua and Nyssa syhratica.
" Elm species include Uimus amsricana and U. alata.
Ash species include Fraxinus pennsyhranica and F. emencane.
" Other species include Salix nigra and Taxodium distichurn.
condition before harvest. Permanent regenerdon plots
were established in the cut strips also at this time.
Five transects were located across and perpendicular
to the direction of the cut strips. Each transect was
equal& sspceed apart as reasonaw as possible. The
first transect was located from the front of the cut at a
distance of 2 chains, with each successive transect
located at a distance of 3 chains. Three permanent milacre regeneration plots were located along these
transects in each of the cut strips, with one plot located
in the center of the cut strip, and the remainingtwo
plots at a distance of 0.5 chains from the edge of the
residual strips on either side of the center plot. One
permanent 0.1 acre overstory plot was located along
these same transec-ts in the center of each residual
strips, vvith a mil-acre regeneration plot located about
the same center as the ovemtory plot.
On the overstory plots in the residual strips, diameter at
breast height (dbh) was measured to the nearest 0.1
inch with a diameter tape, and species recorded. On a l
regenera~onplots, a total count of stems were
recorded by species, and each stem was placed in
onefoot height classes.
Cherrybark oak (Quercus pagoda L.) seedlings (1-0
stock) were planted after harvest to supplement the
natural regeneration. Cherrybark oak was only present
as a minor component prior to harvest as the resutt of
past high-grading, and w s a desired species to
regenerate. Twenv-five of these seedlings were tagged
throughout the cut strips and measured. Total height
was measured to the nearest 0.1 foot and the diameter
at groundline was measured with small calipers to the

nearest 0.1 inch. Height and diameter measurements
were not recorded at the time of planting, but were
recorded only one year after planting. Since secondyear data collection is not eompteted at this time,
survival and growth data are not reported in this paper,
but will be reported in subsequent reports.

RESULTS
The stand summary of the overstory prior to harvest as
characterized by the residual strips are displayed in
Table I.
The bottomland hardwood in this study had a
basal area of 87.7 ft2 per acre with 73 trees per acre
and an average stand diameter of 14.7 inches. Oak
species (overcup oak (Quercus lyrata), water oak (Q.
nigra), cherrybark oak (Q. pagoda), and Milow oak
(Q.phe1Ios)) made up over half of the total basal area
and the number of trees per acre. Of these oak
species, water oak was by far the predominant species,
accounting for 85.7 percent and 87.6 percent of the
number of oak trees per acre and the oak basal area
per acre, respectively (Table 2). Of the 30,785 stems of
regeneration per acre counted within the residual strips,
91.4 percent of these stems comprised of oak species
(TaMe 3). In addition to the oak species represented in
the overstory, other oak species (swamp chestnut oak
(Q. michauxij), white oak (Q. alba), southern red oak
(Q. falcata)) were present in the reproduction, Of this
oak reproduction, water oak accountedfor the largest
representation (84.3%) of the oak species (Table 4).
Total number of reproduction stems per acre one year
after harvest in the cut strips was 25,340 (Table 5). This
compares to 30,785 stems per acre before harvest, or
a reduction of about 18 percent. Oak reproduction was
reduced to 17,925 stems per acre as compared to

Table 2. Stand summaw OF the overstory Oak component prior to strip cfearcut harvest as characterized by the residual
strips
Basal area

frees per acre
Percent of
total

per acre

Percent of
total

Overcup

4
1
1

9.5
2.4
2.4

4.8
1.0
0.2

10.0
2.1
0.4

14.5
11.3
6.7

TOTALS

42

100.0

87.7

100.0

13.9

Oak
Species

Number

Willow
Cherrybark

"Table 3. Stand summary of reproductionwithin the
residual strips

Average stand
diameter (inches)

Table 4. Stand summary of the oak reproduction
component within the residual strips

Stems per acre
Species

Number

Oaka
Elmb
GumC
Mapled
Ash*
Hickory
Other'

28,"13
929
57
143
71
71

TOTALS

30,785

"1,871

Percent sf
of total
91-4
3.0
"1.2
0.5
0.2
0.2
3.5
100.0

Average height
class (feet)
1.3
3.3

2.2
3.0
12.0
"10
"1.9

1.5

"Oak species include Qusreus nigra, Q. phellos, Q.
pagoda, Q. &raga, Q. micha~xii~
Q. alba, and Q.
falcafa.
bElrnspecies inefude Ulrnus amerieanis and U. alata.
'Gum species include Nyssa sylvatica and
Liquidambar styraciffua
dMaplespecies is Acer rubrum
"Ash species include Fraxinus psnnsylvanica and F.
amer;icana.
'Other species include Gephelanthus oc~id@nfa/is,
Styrax grandifojius,laxodium distichurn, Carpinus
caroliniana, Bsfrya vjrginiana, and Fagus grartdI'fo/ia.

Species
Number
Water Oak
23,714
Willow Oak
2,557 1
Overcup Oak
857
Cherrybark Oak
643
Swamp Chestnut Oak
214
White Oak
72
Southern Red Oak
72
TOTALS

28,143

Percent
of total
84.3
9. I
3.0
2.3
0.8
0.3

class
(feet)
1.2
1.3
2.7

0.5

0.3

"1.7
1.0
0.5

180.0

1' 4

Table 5. Reproduction summary in the cut strips one
year after harvest by species

Stems per acre

Stems per acre
Percent of
total

Table 6. Oak reproduceon summary in the cut strips
one year after hawest.

Average height
class (feet)

Average
Percent
height
Number of total class (feet)

Species

Number

Oak"
Gumb
Ashc
Elmd
Maplee
Hickoy
Other'

17,925
1,377
774
755
717
377
3,415

70.7
5.4
3.1
3.0
2.8
1.5
13.5

1.6
4.4
4'5
2.8
2.0
1.8
3.2

Water oak
13,170
Willow oak
2,377
Overcup oak
1,943
302
Cherrybark oak
Swamp chestnut oak
76
Southern red oak
57

TOTALS 25,340

100.0

2.9

TOTALS

Species

'Oak species include Quercus pagoda, Q. nigra, Q.
phelkrs, Q. michauxii, Q. falcata, and Q. Iyrata.
bGumspecies include Nyssa sylvatica and
Liquidambar styraciflua
'Ash species include Fraxinus pennsylvanica and F.
smericana.
dEImspecies include Ulmus americana and U. alata.
"Mapte species is Acer d r u m
'Other species include Cephalanthus occidentalis,
Styrax grandifolius, Taxodium distichum, Carpinus
caroliniana, Bstrya virginianis, Fapus grandifolia,
Nalesia diptera, Calficarpa americana, Dyospyros
virginiana, llex opaca, Cornus florda, and Forestiera
acuminata.

The total height of all reproduction were placed into
even one-foot height classes. However, averages were
calculated by species to obtain the closest average
height class. These results indicated that the average
height of all reproductionfell ciose to the 3-foot height
class (2.9) (Table 5). Species showing the largest
average height were the ashes and gums, displaying
an average height class of 4'5 and 4.4 feet,
respec~veQ.The oak species displayed the lowest
height class of all species at "f.E feet.
When comparisons were made betvveen plot data on
the north side, south side, and center of the cut strips,
reproduction numbers were higher along the strip
borders than in the center (Tabfe7), with 35,320 stems
per aere and 23,"180 stems per acre on the north side
and south side of the cut strips, respectively. This

1.6
1.4
1.5
1.I
4.8
1.O

100.0

1.9

Table 7. Reproduction summary in the cut stripsPone
year after harvest by location within the cut strips (north
or south side, or center)
Location
North Side
Center
South Side
a

28,143 stems per acre before harvest, or about a 36
percent reduction in numbers. Of the oak reproduction
following harvest, water oak represented73.5 percent
of the oak reproduction, followed by willow oak
(13.3%), overcup oak (10.8%), and cherrybark oak
(1.7%) (Table 6). Swamp chestnut oak and southern
red oak together accounted for less than one percent
of the oak reproduction.

17,925

73.5
13.3
10.8
1.7
0.4
0.3

Stems per
acre

Average height
class (feet)

35,320
16,350
23,180

2.1
2.6
1.7

Cut strips were oriented east-west.

compares with 16,350 stems per acre of reproduction
in the center of the strip. How much the shelter of trees
in the residual strips affects the survival of reproduction
is unclear at this time. However, trees in the residual
strips, including the heav-seeded species, are
apparendy providing seed for new regeneration one
year after harvest. This may also explain why the
average height classes of trees along the cut borders
display shorter heights as the resuit of more newly
germinated seed. The average height class of trees in
the center of the strip displayed the greatest height on
average, possibly as the result of more sprout-origin
reproduction and advanced regeneration as compared
to newly germinated seedlings.

DISCUSS1OM
First-year resub would indicate that suficient
regeneration is becoming established in the cut strips of
desirable species, even though the numbers are
reduced as compared to what was possibly present
before hanrest. The seeding-in of species from the
adjacent residual strips appears to be taking place
along the cut borders.

Strip clearcu~nghas been an effective means of
empfo9ng the clearcut method in noftkern hardvvoods
(Leak et. al1969). The recommended cut widths for
northern harehrvoods has varied from 50 to over 130
feet (Leak et. af. 1969, Barretl1980). This has included
species to regenerate such as oaks, hickories, maples,
birches, beeches, ashes, yellow-popfar, black cherry,
and baswood. Rssidual strip vvidths should, in general,
be at least as wide as the height of the timber (Smith
W62) to provide a sufficient seed source as well as
make these strips more vvind firm.

quickly declines due to intense deer utilizaaon and
overstory c o m p e ~ ~ oThis
n . would suggest that medium
ctearcuts woutd provide the optimum since they
produce ample browse that remains available far a
longer period of time. A series of cut strips should
accommodate this latter scenario by providing
successive narrow cuts in long strips. Kre%ngand
Phillips (I
970) found that strip cleareu%ng produced
this best scenario for deer habitat when compared vvEttr
selection, diameter- limit, shehewood, and btoek
clearcut systems.

In addition, good future planning would be required to
insure a sustainable flow of wood to the market, In this
case study, a total of 20 acres was harvested. It might
require the simiiar cutting of an another tract to achieve
the cut volume from a 40 acre block. The management
scenario here would folfow that once the next forest
has become established and in these cut strips and a
particular growth and size has been attained, then the
residual strips from the first harvest could be cut.
Furthermore, the residual strips must contain enough
timber to make the second or even third operation
practical as a logging proposition.

The use of strip clearcutting shows a potential of
means of maintaining corridors between adjacent
ecosystems instead of interspersing large blocks
across the landscape. The effectiveness of such
corridors would be dependent upon the organisms
being considered. Narrow strips may, however, still
provide a deterrent for some larger organisms. But,
when considering natural landscapes, ecosystems
display much more connection to each other than
those heavily shaped by humans (Noss 1987).

Strip clearcutting may become a part of a management
regime over a landscape that minimizes effects of
habitat fragmentation, and may be demonstrated as an
alternative to large block cuts in this regard. It also
provides advawtages other than its ease of applica~on,
effectiveness in providing regeneration, and the
minimizing of habitat fragmentation. Esthetics are of
greater concern than in the past. The remaining
residual strips provide a view that appears to be not as
devastating as a large block clearcut even though the
appearance of residual strips do not provide a natural
look. Still, the disturbancefrom logging is not so
apparent,
Strip clearcutting may have a lesser impact on water
quality in bottomland hardLvoods than block clearcuts.
Hornbeck et. at. (1975) found that erosion and stream
sedimentation follovving strip clearcutting was
significantly less than that produced from larger bfock
clearcuts. Although, it is possible with the use of best
management practices when performing block
clearcuts to effectively protect the site and stream
quality (Pelren et. al 1990).
It is generally recognized that group selec~onand
clearcutting in small patches are most conducive to
improvement of wildlife habitat, especially for deer and
turkey. Clearcutting produces a substantial number of
stems for spring browsing and supplies more winter
forage than uncut areas. However, clearcutting greater
than 50 acres can produce such an abundance of
grovvth that the regeneration soon becomes too dense
and is relatively inaccessible to deer (Barrett 19801,
particutad), toward the middle of the cut area. At the
same time, desirable b r o w e in small cfearcuts (1 acre)

CONCLUSIONS
A consideration of how readily a forest will become
established on a site after a disturbance such as a
clearcut should be made. In forest ecosystems where
large-scale disturbances are common place block
clearcutting should not be a problem. However, in
forest ecosystems where small-scale disturbances are
the norm could present problems. The problem of a
harsh change in the environment can be ameliorated to
some extent by the shelterwood or seedtree methods
(Hunter 1990). Strip clearcutting may likewise provide
an ameliorating effect over the harsh environmental
change created by block clearcutting, and still provide
the necessary means of converfing abused,
unproductive hardwood forests into productive stands.
The first-year results of this study show that
regeneration in manageable numbers and species
composition can be accomplished through strip
clearcutting. The challenged for forest managers will be
to determine how to implement this regime in
management strategies where block clearcutling has
been the norm.
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arch involving pesticides. It
This publicaeon r e p a
does not contain rscommerrda~onsfor their use, nor does
it imply that the uses discused here have been
registered. All uses of pesticides must be registered by
appropriate State and/or Federal agencies befQre they
can be recommended.

CAUTION: Pesacides can be injulrious to humans,
dornesgc animals, desirable plants, and fish or other
Uley are not handled or applied properly. Use
all pesticides seleGtively and carefully. Follw
recommended practices for the disposal of surplus
pes~cidesand pesticide containers.

The Forest Service, U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) is dedicated to the
principle of multiple use management of the
Nation's Forest Resources for sustained yields of wood,
forage, wildlife, and recreation. Through forestry
research, cooperation with the States and private forest
owners, and management of the National Forests and
National Grasslands, it strives-as directed by
Congress-to provide increasingly greater sesvicrr to a
growing Nation.
The USDA prohibits discrimination in its programs on the
basis of race, color, national origin, sex, religion, age,
disability, political beliefs, and marital or family status.
(Not all prohibited bases apply to all programs.) Persons
with disabilities who require alternative means of
communication of program informaaon (braille, large
print, audiotape, etc.) Should contact the USDA office of
Communications at (202) 720-2791. To file a complaint,
write the Secretary of Agricuture, Washington, DC 20250
or call (202) 720-7327 (voice) or (202) 720-1 127 (TDD).
USDA is an equal employment opportunity employer.

